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At least 22 U.S. service members committed suicide in Iraq last year, prompting concern among defense officials who 
describe the rate as elevated but not alarmingly high. 

Soldiers accounted for 19 suicides, officials said yesterday. The tally included a spike in deaths in July that prompted 
the Army to dispatch a 12-mcmbcr mental health assessment team to Iraq in September. 

William Winkenwerder Jr., ajssistant secretary of defense for health affairs, said in an interview yesterday that military 
health officials have not discovered "any trend" or identified specific steps the Army could have taken that would have 
prevented the suicides. Noth~ng has been found, he said, "that tells us that there's more we might be doing." 

Col. James K. Gilman, director of health policy and services for the Army surgeon genera], said July's spike in suicides 
caused "great concern,'' but that no obvious common factor has emerged linking the individual cases. July's high rate, he 
said, did not reappear. 

"You don't sec worsening over time,'' Gilman said. The findings of the mental health team sent to Iraq in September 
have not been publicly released, he said. 

The 19 Anny deaths represerited a suicide rate of more than 13.5 per 100,000 troops, officials said, which is higher than 
the Army's average of 10.5to 11 per 100,000troops in recent years. The overall suicide rate in the l.2million-membcr, 
active duty military is about one-third lower than that of the civi1ian population of about the same age range, defense 
officials said. 

One official who spoke on the condition of anonymity ca11ed suicides in Iraq "an issue of concern, not an epidemic. It 
certainly is not at the oh-my-God stage or panic or anything. But when the Army saw the numbers start to go up, they 
took very swift action, and have been working very hard ever since." 

The Army and the Marines have stressed suicide prevention since the Sept. I I, 200 I, terrorist attacks, after suicides that 
officials say may be at least partly attributable to lengthy deployments in Afghanistan and Iraq. 

The numbers last year run counter to experience in past conflicts, when military suicides dropped during times of 
combat, officials said. During; those conflicts, officials thought the reduction could be Jinked to troops' preoccupation 
with surviving combat, and with their removal from domestic problems and other personal pressures. 

Whatever the cause of the elevated number of suicides in Iraq, Gilman said, "we want to get the rate lower. These arc 
soldiers, and we care about every one of them. We want to get inside the problem even more and try to drive the rate 
down, in Iraq and in the Army as a who1c.'' 

To date, the 22 suicides represent about 14 percent of 153 nonhostilc deaths in Iraq since the war began in March. An 
additional 343 service members have been killed in combat, bringing the total number of dead to 496, the Pentagon 
reported yesterday. 

Winkenwerder said the military has committed considerable resources to treating soldiers' mental health problems, with 
the Army deploying nine combat stress company detachments to Iraq. Each Army division in Iraq, he said, has a 
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psychologist, a psychiatrist and a social worker, with an emphasis on trying to treat soldiers' stress problems as close to 
the front lines as possible. 

"We believe they arc being identified, they arc being supported," Winkenwerder said. Of 10,128scrviccpcrsonnel 
transported out of Iraq for medical reasons since the war began, he noted, 300 to 400 have been for mental health 
problems. 

As Winkenwerder expressed concern about suicides in Iraq during ,rn interview with reporters, he said military doctors 
and medical personnel have1proven more successful than ever in ,aving the lives of wounded service members. 

Of 2,4 T3 soldiers wounded in action as of Jan. 8, he said, about 37 were ,aid officia11y to have "died of wounds'' after 
an·iving at a combat medical facility, a rare of alllnll 1.5 percent. ''That is snmning. It is remarkable. It has never been 
seen before," said Winkenwerder, a physician wlw bec:une thi: Pentagon\ top hi::1lth official in late 200 I after serving 
as executive vice president of health care services for Blue Cro,s Blue Shield of Massachusetts. 

Me attributed the low rate of soldiers who died of wounds to a combination of high-tech body armor worn by all soldiers 
in Iraq, surgical teams much closer ro rhe front lines rhan in previous wars, ni:w cloning agents that help stop bleeding 
on the battlefield, and new. portable ultrasound devices to determine whether soldiers are bleeding internally. 

"All of our people haw bren working on these things for year!\, and I think it all came to fruition" in Iraq, 
Winkenwerder said. "We're saving people." 
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Suicide in the Department of 
Defense 

• Suicide rates for the Services have been stable 
in the range of 10-15 per 100,000 per year since 
1990. 

• The rate for a civilian population matched for 
age and gender is approximately 20 per 100,000 
per year 

• Despite the stable rates, the Services continue 
their efforts to bring the suicide rate down, 
because every life lost is a tragedy for families 
and a detriment to military readiness. 
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DoD Suicide Rates 1990-2003 
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Operation Iraqi Freedom - 2003 

• Army 
- 18 confirmed suicides 
- Suicide rate 13.5 per 100,000 soldiers 

• Marine Corps 
- 2 confirmed suicides 
- Suicide rate 5.3 per 100,000 Marines 

• Navy 
- 2 confirmed suicides in forces supporting OIF 
- Rate not available because of small onshore presence 

• Air Force 
- No suicides in forces supporting OIF 
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Risk Factors for Suicide 

• Malegender 
• Age 18-25 
• Untreated depression 
• Alcohol or drug abuse 
• Relationship problems 
• Financial problems 
• Legal problems 
• Easy access to firearms 
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Diagnostic Criteria for Depression 

• Sleep disturbance 
• Loss of interest or pleasure 
• Feelings of guilt 
• Lack of energy 
• Difficulty with concentration or memory 
• Loss of Appetite 
• Slowed movements 
• Suicidal ideation 
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I reatment of Depression 

• Behavioral Health Care (psychiatry, 
psychology, social workers) 

• Psychotherapy 

• Medication 
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Suicide Prevention Programs 

• Each Service has its own program tailored 
to its organizational structure 

• Each provides education to leaders and 
service members on 
- Risk factors for suicide 

- Signs and symptoms of depression 

- Appropriate actions to take to intervene with a 
suicidal person 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Combat Stress Control units 
- Dedicated units for support of forces in 

combat 

- Provide outreach and education on sources of 
stress, stress control, signs and symptoms of 
depression, risk factors for suicide 

- Provide far-forward treatment of combat 
stress casualties with rapid return to duty 
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Army Suicide Preventic 

• Applied Suicide Intervention Skills 1 
(ASIST) 
- Formal training program to teach the I 

recognition and intervention with a sui 
person 

--- 2 day workshop and interactive comp1 
simulation 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Developed as a result of 

• The Army Well-being Initiative (2001) 

• Recommendations after the investigation of 
domestic violence deaths at Fort Bragg (2003) 

• Post Deployment Clinical Practice Guidelines from 
Deployment Health Clinical Center 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Phase I - Pre-deployment 
- Identify potential family issues 

- Suicide awareness and prevention training 
- Information briefing to spouses 

- Pre-deployment health evaluation 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Phase 2 - During deployment 
- Combat Stress Control units 

• Outreach facilitated by stationing CSC units with 
combat units 

• Suicide prevention and depression awareness 
education 

• Far-forward treatment of combat stress casualties 

- Military Healthcare System 
• Treatment for mental health casualties 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Phase 2 - During deployment 
- Pre-redeployment briefing 

• Manage expectations 

• Communication with family 

• Control alcohol use 

- Educate regarding Deployment Health Clinical 
Center and Army One Source 

- Provide information on transition benefits to 
reservists leaving active duty 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Phase 3 - Post-deployment 

- Post deployment health screening for 
• Exposure to combat, violence 

• Depression 

• Post Traumatic Stress Disorder 

- One week of half-days of work before block 
leave 

- Care managers embedded in primary care 
_ trained in post-deployment health issues 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Phase 3 - Post-deployment 

• Deployment Health Clinical Center 
- Located at Walter Reed Army Medical Center 
- Established to evaluate soldiers returning from first 

Gulf War with health problems 
- Mission is to improve military occupational health care 

by providing healthcare services, clinical consultation 
and practice improvement; develop health information 
and education programs; and conduct research to 
ensure evidence-based care. 
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Army Suicide Prevention 

• Deployment Cycle Support Program 
- Phase 3 - Post-deployment 

• Army One Source 
-Available to all active duty, mobilized 

reservists, and deployed civilians 

- 1 -800 access - no preauthorization and no 
chain of command knowledge 

- Telephone advice and up to 6 face-to-face 
counseling visits for a problem 
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Navy Suicide Prevention 

• Shipboard mental healthcare assets 
• Increased emphasis on education, 

awareness, and prevention 

• Training for leaders and sailors to make 
each person a "first responder" to a 
shipmate in crisis 
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Marine Corps Suicide Prevention 

• Marine Corps adding division level mental 
health providers and Combat Stress 
Control units similar to the Army 

• Return and reunion training through the 
"Warrior Transition" Program 

• Chaplain Religious Enrichment 
Development Operation (CREDO) - Navy 
Chaplain outreach Program 
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Air Force Suicide Prevention 

• Developed with a community philosophy 
- Healthcare system 
- Commanders 
- Chaplains 
- Families 

• Medical records screen pre-deployment 
• Mental Health Rapid Response Teams 

- Training 
- Command consultation 
- Individual and group therapy 

• Reunion and reintegration briefings 
• Post deployment surveillance and education 
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Summary 

• Depression is a risk factor for suicide 
• Depression is actively looked for and treated 

• Each Service has a Suicide Prevention Program 

• The Service-specific suicide rates for 2003 are 
similar to those for the past decade 

• The Service-specific suicide rates for Operation 
Iraqi Freedom are within the range of overall 
suicide rates for the last decade 
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C)peration Iraqi Fr-P>.P> dotTj -

c Army 
- 18 confirmed suicides 
- In-theater suicide rate 13.5 per 100,000 soldiers 
- OvPJ~all suicide t11Jte 11.6 (difference not significa1 

• Marine Corps 
- 2 confirmed suicides 
- ln-trn> ater suicidr» ~ate 5.3 me~ 100,000 Mar n~s 
- Overall rate 12.6 (in-theater rate not significantly 

0 Navy 
- 2 confirmed suicides in forces supporting OIF 
- Rate not available because of small onshore pre~ 

• Air Force 
- Ne swicides in fcrc~s swpporting OIF 
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ACTION MEMO 
DepSecDef __ _ 

1-04/()1~RRt.:: ., aM sEcRETARYoF DEFENSE cs-,4"\-J 

Pa;· -:f 1 .. d.:EB 2 200
1 

1--)~' FROM Douglas J. Feith, Under Secretary of Defense for Policy Al.~ '} ~ 
SUBJECT: Meetings for Defense Ministers 

• You asked whether there were groups of defense ministers, like the Defense 
Ministerial of the Americas, that we ought to pull together (attached). 

o You suggested a triennial gathering of Central American M ODs as an example. 

o Regarding your specific suggestion, the DoD Center for Hemispheric Defense 
Studies (CHDS) is considering holding two-day seminars for MODs and defense 
chiefs by sub-region of the Western Hemisphere. 

• You also might consider gathering defense ministers to address specific functional 
priorities for the Global War on Terrorism, particularly: 

o Building partner nation security capacity 
o The Proliferation Security [nitiati ve. 

• If you approve, we will come back to you shortly with proposed timing, agenda, and 
participants for each gathering. 

• RECOMMENDATION: That you invite key defense ministers t.o summits on the 
topics listed above. 

Approv~ Disapprove __ _ 

FE['; 2005 

Other 

Attachment: as stared 

Cc: Dr. Dowme, CHDS 

Pn.:pun;d by: John Kreul, Stri1lcgyp )(6) 

OSD 02316-0S 
02-02-:JS lC': 23 I ~ 
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., .... 

TO: Doug Feith _ .. 
FROM: 

ill'Sb.¥ CH C~ '."::: : < 
SECRET/;:·( Ci.· :~ : , 

Zffi5 FEB -2 VilNa\'~er 22, 2004 . 

"I -ol{f Ol 45&, \.\ 
f. ~- \\\C\ s 

SUBJECT: Meeting; of Defonsc Ministers 

Are there groups of ministers of delense, like the Defense Ministerial of Latin 

America, that we ought to pull together en ow· own? For example, should wo 

have a defense ministers meeting of Central America once every third year? Aic 

there d±e:'parts of the world where diat would be smart? 

Thanks . 

............................••..•. , .. , •..............•.•..............••. 
Please respond by lv( M / 0 'f 

1666 

2,-11-04 07=:51 ,~ 

I ID O 2 3 1 6 -=I S 
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LUCO - -

,,_ , · -
t~~:r·,·:· ·: . · .. 
~;.._. ;_ . .. ' . 

November 22, ~ ,. ·:, _ .· 

T·ol.\l Ct~~\.\. 
ES .. \~"S 

TO: Doug Feith _ .. 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: Meetings of Defense ~linisters 

Are there groups of ministel'8 of defense, like the Defense .Ministerial of Latin 

America, that we ought to pull together on our o"'n? For example, should we 

have a deten'Je ministers meeting of Central America once e very third year? Are 

there ofherparts of the world where that would be smart? 

Thanks. 

~!~·~:; ~:;;:;;~~ ·· · ·,~;i1 z;·q·· ·· · ····· ·· · ······ · ·· · · · ···· ··· · · · ··· · 

IOUO 

23-11 -04 07 ; 3 1 I ~ 

-~ ~ •··. 

oso 02316-05 
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CHAIRMAN OF TtE JONT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

,' . 

?~~ :~-:-~J - : • jf"., L. 
~ : •• _. ~ ii 

ACTION MEMO CM-2315-05 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 4 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS ~t/.J 
SUBJECT: Joint Task Force HQ Brief (SF 909) 

3 February 2005 

DepSec Action __ _ 

• Answer. Tn response to your issue the attached implementing memorandum 
(TABB) captures the initiatives CDRUSJFCOMbriefed to you on 1 December 2004. 
The contribution that Reserve Component (RC) personnel may play in Joint Task Force 
Headquarters (JTFHQs) requires further study. 

• Analysis. On I December 2004, CDRUSJFCOM briefed you on a broad range of actions 
to accelerateDOD's abil ity to make JTFHQs immediately capable of commanding and 
controlling integrated operations of air, land, maritime and information capabilities. You 
questioned using RC personnel to supply JTF HQs. The memorandum proposes to study 
the role the RC should fi ll in both the rapid deployment and the longer-term sustainment 
of JTF HQs and recommends an RC mobilization process supporting this role. The 
memorandum also adds a second operational Standing Joint Force Headquarters within 
USJFCOM. 

• During coordination, OSD(P&R) proposed a rew1ite (TAB C) of the implementing 
memorandum with significant changes, to include: creation of permanent JTF HQs from 
Service Operational HQs through expansion of the Joint Manpower Exchange Program 
by 800 billets; CJCS validation of requirements for Joint RC augmentation units and 
eliminating the proposed study; USJFCOM publish Joint Training Guidance that would 
apply to the other combatant commands; and direct all policy changes be effective 31 
March and personnel moves take place by 3 l August. 

• CDRUSJFCOM and I recommend not incorporatingthese additional items in thi s 
implementing document. To do so would negate some of the original intent of the 
memorandum and your discussion with CDR USJFCOM. 

RECOMMENDATIO : Sign the impJementation memorandum (T ABB), 

Attachments: 
As stated ESRMA 

Prepared B y; LtGen J.T. Conway, USMC; Director, J-3; .... !(b_)(_6) ___ .... 

<" 
~ 
f'· 

0 SD O 23 7 4 .. 0 5 0 
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TABC 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
UNDERSECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
COMMANDERS OF THE COMBATANT COMMANDS 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES 
CHIEF,NATIONAL GUARDBUREAU 

SUBJECT: Policy Implementation to Improve Formation and Sustainment of Joint Task 
Force (JTF) Headquarters. 

On l December 2004, I approved a broad range of actions to accelerate the Department's 
ability to make Joint Task Force headquarters immediately capable of commanding and 
controlling integrated operations of our air, land, maritime and information capabilities. In order 
to meet that expectation, the following actions and responsibilities are directed. 

Individual Augmentees 
The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with the Combatant 

Commanders, will assign a priority level to existing and planned Joint Task Force headquarters 
to guide manning and resourcing decisions. With support from the Combatant Commanders and 
the Services, the Chairman will establish an improved process for sourcing and training 
individual augmentation personnel assigned to ITF headquarters, using Execute Orders where 
appropriate. 

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with the Combatant 
Commanders, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, the Defense Agencies and 
the Services, will establish policy to ensure appropriate sources of active and reserve military 
personnel are available to fill individual augmentation requirements for JTF headquarters. As a 
part of this effort, the Chairman will establish standard tour length policy for military personnel 
who are individually assigned to serve on the staff of a JTF headquarters. Additionally, Service 
Secretaries will assess their 41t>lt:I gnule- encl Arength ski 1 I inventories against individual 
augmentation requirements for JTF headquarters and resource these requirements in future 
personnel program objectives. 

Tht> Chairn:ian of the Joi1u Chiefa ef Shtff. ·.vorkiRg ·.vith the CombataRt CommaFJaers, the 
Chief. National GuaFEl Bl1reau aRd the Secretariet: oftl1e Military De13arhfleRts •.vill study the rele 
that the Reserve CompoRents GRoulEI J:111 iR et~th 1l1e rt1.flid deploymeRt aAd the loHger term 
sustaimneRt of JTI" heaEltt1:1arter'., and reeornmene a Reserv@ CoR113oeent mosilizatioR 13roeess 
that fulfill!. this role. :\:;apart of this study, the use of Jeiet Ret;erve UFJits to plug i11to JTF 
heaEl.tJ1:1m·teFs in key funetional releG ·.viii l::ie eonsia@r@d. 

Service Operational I k,1dmiarters 
Combatant Commanders will designate SL"k>ctcd Service Operational Headquarters as 

enduring JTF headquarters. The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, working with the 
Combatant Commanders, and the Secretaries of the Military Departments will validate 
requirements for Joint Reserve component :HJ1!111L'lllation units to support expansion capahilitv of ~ C, 
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these JlF lieadquarters. Combatant Commanders. in conjunction with the Services. will direct 
and oversee implementation of an expanded Joint Manpower Exchange Pro!!ram to man these 
JTF headquarters totaling not less than xoo spaces. 
---Commander, USJFCOM will recommend sourcing solutions, supervise the 
implementation of sourcing decisions including the provision of individual augmentation to JTF 
headquarters designated by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and will assist other 
Combatant Commanders in developing Joint Manning Documents for JTF headquarters. To 
improve the immediate operational performance of new JTF headquarters, Commander, 
USJFCOM will establish a second operationally-ready and immediately deployable Standing 
Joint Force Headquarters (Core Element). 

Personnel Policies 
The Secretaries of the Military Departments and USO (P&R}, in coordination with 

Commander, USJFCOM, will develop a common tracking mechanism to identify active and 
reserve personnel with JTF headquarters experience and to track the joint skill sets of 
individuals. Service Secretaries will use this information for career management, as appropriate, 
and make it available to USJFCOM for use in managing individual augmentation of JTF 
headquarters. 

---USO (P&R) will develop and submit proposed legislative changes and OoD policy to 
grant appropriate joint duty credit for serving 12 months on a JTF headquarters in a combat zone. 
Cemeut;mt C0Hm~t1Rdt!'l'S will llir~et and oH·r!,t:?t:? imrlem@ntation of aR" , andt:?tl JeiRt Ma1113ower 
h-~~ Prngram +a encompass a!! Se1 , ice opi!t'~Hional hentlquurte1·!; lhaHire designatetl by their 
Combatant Commander;;_; potent1a JTJ; headquarters. 

USD (Policy) and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff will establish a process and 
working relationships with appropriate offices of the U.S. Government to persuade coalition 
partner nations to assign highly skilled staff officers to man the suggested coalition positions in 
high priority, combined JTF headquarters. 

Readiness Reporting 
Combatant Commanders will certify and report the readiness of assigned headquarters 

staffs designated to perform as a JTF or functional component headquarters staff in the Defense 
Readiness Reporting System. Commander, USJFCOM, in collaboration with the other 
Combatant Commanders and the Service Chiefs will develop JTF headquarters training 
programs and readiness standards for approval by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 
Commander. USJFCOM will publish Joint Training Guidance to guide development of joint 
training programs 

All policy and process changes will be dfccti, c by 3 l March. All actions requiring 
personnel moves will be in place by 3 I August. These actions and responsibilities will be 
included in the next Strategic Planning Guidance and appropriate doctrine and policy documents. 
Because of the vital nature of these improvements to our ability to form and sustain JTF 
headquarters, I would like to be updated periodically on the progress of the initiatives directed 
herein. 
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Mr. Shepherd 

Mr. Gardner 

Mr. Gunziner 

UNCLASSIFIED 
TABD 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USJFCOM 

OSD(P&R) 

(OSD(Policy) 

6January 2005 

4 January 2005 

29 December 2004 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pele Pace 

CC: ADM Giambastiani 

FR.CM: Donald Rumsfeld y~ 

TABA 
4 oce, 

SUBJECT: Joint Task Force HQ B1ief 

December 2,2004 

I was impressed with Ed Giambastiani's concept for the ITF HQ. Clearly a lot of 

good work by his staff and the Joint 8:a:ffas well went into it. 

I do want to see you carefu lly think through whether it ought to be an active cadre 

of folks instead ofreserves. I cannot see any reason whatsoever to use reserves. 

Once you think that through, I'd like to see an implementing document that I can 

sign in the next two weeks. We need to move out on this. 

Thanks. 

DHR:n 
120204-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by .,t l1 bc.L \? "t 

Thanks. 

F8U8 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1 000 

FEB 4 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRET ARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMMANDERS OF THE COMBATANT COMMANDS 
ASSIST ANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES 
CHIEF, NATIONAL GUARD BUREAU 

SUBJECT: Policy Implementation to Improve Formation and Sustainment of Joint Task 
Force (JTF) Headquarters 

On 1 December 2004, I approved a broad range of actions to accelerate DO D's ability 
to make Joint Task Force headquarters (JTFHQs) immediately capable of commanding and 
controlling integrated operations of air, land, maiitime and information capabilities. To meet 
that expectation, the following actions and responsibilities arc directed. 

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with the combatant 
commanders, will assign a priority level to existing and planned JTF HQs to guide staffing 
and resourcing decisions. With support from the combatant commanders and the Services, 
the Chairman will establish an improved process for sourcing and training individual 
augmentation personnel assigned to JTF HQs, using execute orders where appropriate. 

The Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in coordination with the combatant 
commanders, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, the Defense agencies 
and the Services, will establish policy to ensure appropriate sources of Active and 
Reserve military personnel arc available to fill individual augmentation requirements for _.C 
JTF HQs. As a part of this effort, the Chailman will establish standard tour length policy 
for military personnel who are assigned as individual augmentees to serve on the staff of ~ 
a JTF HQs. Additionally, Service Secretaries will assess their skill inventory and field ~ 
grade end strength against individual augmentation requirements for JTF HQs and 
accommodate these requirements in future personnel program submissions. ~ 

The Chainnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, working with the combatant 
commanders, the Chief, National Guard Bureau and the Secretaries of the Military 
Departments will study the role that the Reserve Components (RCs) should fill in both N 
the rapid deployment and the longer-term sustainment of JTF HQs and recommend an · 
RC mobilization process that fulfills this role. As a part of this study, the use of Joint cJ 
Reserve Units in key functional roles will be considered. ff, 

r'4 

0 0 SD 02374·05 l 
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Commander, USJFCOM, will recommend sourcing solutions, supervise the 
implementation of sourcing decisions including the provision of individual augmentation 
to JTF HQs and assist other combatant commanders in dcvclopingjoint staffing 
documents for JTF HQs. To improve the immediate operational peliormance of new JTF 
HQs, Commander, USJFCOM, will establish a second operationally ready and 
immediately deployable Standing Joint Force Headquarters ( core clement). 

The Secretaries of the Military Departments and Under Secretary of Defense 
(Personnel &Readiness) (USD(P &R) ), in coordination with Commander, USJFCOM, 
will develop a common tracking mechanism to identify Active and Reserve personnel 
with JTF HQs experience and to track the joint skill sets of individuals. Service 
Secretaries will use this information for career management, as appropriate, and make it 
available to USJFCOM for use in managing individual augmentation of JTF HQs. 

USD(P&R) will develop and submit proposed legislative changes and DOD policy to 
grant appropriatejoint duty credit for serving 12 months on a JTF HQs in a combat zone. 

Combatant commanders will direct and oversee implementation of an expanded 
Joint Manpower Exchange Program to encompass all Service operational headquarters 
that are designated by their combatant commander as potential JTF HQs. 

Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
will establish a process and working relationships with appropliate offices of the US 
government to persuade coalition partner nations to assign highly skilled staff officers to 
combined JTF HQs. 

Combatant commanders will certify and report the readiness of assigned 
headquarters staffs designated to perf onn as a JTF or functional component headquarters 
staff. Commander, USJFCOM, in collaboration with the other combatant commanders 
and the Service Chiefs, will develop JTF HQs training programs and readiness standards 
for approval by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. 

These actions and responsibilities will be included in the next Strategic Planning 
Guidance and appropriate doctrine and policy documents. Because of the vital nature of 
these improvements, I would like to be updated periodically on the progress of the 
initiatives directed herein. 

A 

2 
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TO: Dan De11 ' Orto 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld yf\ 
SUBJECT: Draft Register 

71..(<-~ 

08Ml¥ 

December 14,2004 

I received the "draft register'' for my personal papers that are already on deposit 

with the Library of Congress. I have several questions. 

I'd like to see the following items before I include them in the gift: 

1) White House personal file #l25. 

2) The memorabilia and photographs referred to on page 7. 

3) The photographs in 615 referred to on page 7. 

4) In container 546, it mentions photographs. And also 547,559, and 615. 

5) CL 18 has a fi le that says "DR Personal Save" container 559, CL 20, there 
are two folders that say "DR Personal Save" in container 575. 

6) SCI-1 says. "DR Personal Save" in container CL 20. 

7) And then there's something called oversized 1 and 2. 

I'd like to see all of the above. plus any photographs. memorabilia or oversized 

items before I include them in the deed of gift. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
121304-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I/ \ '?> / oS:: 

l 
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., 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE ,-..--·~- .- - - .. -
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL-':~·:·. - , · 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON ,:_, ... 
WASHINGIQIII., DC 20301- t 600 

INFO MEMO Z!I!S :·.., - J Li I: : : 

February 3,2005 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Daniel J. Dell' Orto, Principal Deputy General Counsel 

SUBJECT: Donation of Papers to Library of Congress -- Update 

• In December you asked to see certain items listed in the "draft register" for your 
personal papers already on deposit with the Library of Congress (Tab A). 

o A Library historian has located what he believes to be the material 
responsive to your request and has summarized the material (Tab B ). 

o I have reviewed the summary of the items, but I have not examined them to 
confirm that they are the items you seek. 

o Based on the description in the histmian's letter, it appears that the items 
you seek are contained in approximately25 small and 2 large boxes that I 
estimate to total in excess of 10 linear feet of material. 

o Some of the items are classified and wi11 require appropriate storage if 
removed from the Library. 

o You may view these materials either at the Library or request that they be 
delivered to you upon 48 hours' notice to the Library. I will arrange for 
their transpmtation from the Library if you would prefer to view them 
either in your office or at your home. 

• In December you asked a number of questions about the draft instrument of gift 
(TabC). 

o I am available to discuss these at your convenience. 

o I have scheduled a meeting with an attomey at the Library on Tuesday, 
February 8 to discuss the intellectual property question and to compare 
notes on some of the terminology in the draft instrument of gift. 

0 OSD 02;;75-05 
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December 14,2004 

TO: Dan Dell' Orto 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld y'(\ 
SUBJECT: Draft Register 

I received the "draft register'' for my personal papers that are already on deposit 

with the Library of Congress. I have several questions. 

I'd like to see the following items before I include them in the gift: 

1) White House personal file #125. 

2) The memorabilia and photographs refen-ed to on page 7. 

3) The photographs in 615 refen-ed to on page 7. 

4) In container 546, it mentions photographs. And also 547,559, and 615. 

5) CL 18 has a file that says "DR Personal Save" container 559, CL 20, there 
are two folders that say "DR Personal Save" in container 575. 

6) SCI-1 says. "DR Personal Save" in container CL 20. 

7) And then there's something called overs ized I and 2. 

I'd like to see all of the above, plus any photographs, memorabilia or oversized 

items before I include them in the deed of g ift. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
121304·22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I / \ 43 / OS:: 

t 

res"e 
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01 /13/2005 THU JS: 08 PAI ._!(b_)(_6) __ _, 

13 January2005 

'lb: Mr. Craig Glassner 
Actilio DirectM ESCD 
Fax:1 .... ~_)(6_) _ __.J 

LOC MANUSCRIPT DIV, 

Fmn: John 81:l Haynes ~ t,./ ~ 
20th Centwy Poll{~ Hisrria1 
ManuSC1i tDivisfo Llb of Congress 
Phone: (b)(6) ~'!'!"!""--....--------e-mail (b)(6) 

Subj: !kntaryRumsfc!d's Pem:mJ.Papm 

Ila:' Mc. Glassner: 

Attached is a CESC"rift.ial of what we b_elieve to be the material desigtmtedin the fax you 
serd on 12January. The description is keyed to the eight items in your m. In addition, the 
relevant pages of the register (finding aid) are also included. 

The material outlined~ roughly twenty;five arori.val boxes and twooversize :flct 
containers. Archival boxes are sized 121/4 x 101/4 x 5, much smaller than a record center 
carton which is I'CU'jlly l2x 12x 12. 

Secretary Rumsfeld can examine the material in two ways. He can cme to the 
Manuscript Division and the material will be made available 1c him in the Manuacript Division 
Conference Roan. Alternately, the mate,ia1 can re picked up and transported to Secretary 
Rumsfeld 

ff the latter is preferable, plea.,e rr::te that the material in items #5 and #6 contain security 
classified documents (Secret an::i SCI ard cum:ntly stored in our vault lXXltl. for security 
classified material). Consequentlywhoever picks up the material should have appropriate 
authority to CDJrier classified mteial If Secretary Rumsfold would pre for to have the material 
brought to him, we am have the boxes ready for pickup at the Library' ()f Ca gess Madison 
Building loading oock within 48 hours. 

Please Jet us know Secretary Rumsfold ' s prefcrcnce and W:! will do ourpatt. 

(7 pages follow] 

11-L-0559/?SD/29575 
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• \IJlt .1.:,t " 11Uil !GU ..l.il; 110 r- ._!(b_)(_6_) __ _., 

1. WhiteHouse~ file#l2S: 
'lhis refers to the Personal File subseries ( Containers 528-548) in the WhJte 
Houise series. I ts cmtents are listed 1tartlng on page 125 of the container lilt. 
Here is a general description of the subseries (see the container list for a 
more precise breakdown): 

Personal File, 1962-1976, n.d. 
Conespondence, casewotlc files, memberships, photographs, 

congratulations, clippings, nerura::riJia, and invitations. Arranged 
alphabetically by type ofmateiial, name ofperscn, orgauiution, <rtopic 
and filed thereunder as received. 

2. Memorabilia and photograpmi n!anrl t> on page 7: 
This refers to a Sco1>e and Content Noteneti.ai. of rnt!.morabilia and 
photographs in the White House Personal Jllc (See #1 above). 

I took a look at the memorabilia. It consists of printed ephemera such as 
invitJtions, programs, touri5t map and brochures, inaugural printed 
ephemera, name tag.s, dinner place cards, and stationery. Qundty: 
three large folders jn boxes 54!-546 and additional matetial ID OV 1. 

3. 'Joo photographs in 615 referred tt> on page 7: 
PhotographsofRumsfeldu aBoy St'Out(6pbotognpb1) and naval officer(8 
photographs) located ill Bo1 615 and mentioned on page 7 of the Scope and 
Content N::te. 

4. Hlorographs in a:ntai.rms 546,547,559 and 615: 

JAN-13-2005 15: 13 

Containers 546-547: White House series photographs 
CostofLivingCouncil, 1972 
Miscellaneous, 197011976 (2 folders) See also Ove1~ize 
Office ofF..conomicOpportunity, 1969-1970 
Oval officemecri7111, 1974-1975 S. al9? Oversize 
Pay Board, 1972 
RJ:tmits See also Oversize 

()then, 1975-1976 
Rwnsfeld, 1970-1975 (3 folders) 

Rumsfeld with 
Killinger, Hmry, 1975 
MayorofStnJuan, P.R., 1969 
Members ofCorgess, 19~ n.d. 
Members of the press, 1971, n.d. 
Moynihan. Daniel P., 1969 

Stallpartyon&qwoua (yacht), 1975 
State of the Union speech, 1976 
Trnvel 

11-L-0559/0SD/29576 
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Container 559: NATO series photographs 
Awardceremoniea. 1973 
Ministerial meetings, 1973-1974 (3 folders) 
Miscellaneous, 1973-1974,n.d. 
Oval Office meetings, 1973-1974 see Oversize 
Public relations, 1973 
Peoeftial at the residence, 1973 
Summ1c ne:cirg, Brussels, Belgium, 1974 See also Oversize 

Con t.a:in er 615: Miscellany series (Boy Scout and n A vy photos) 

5. "DR Persooal Save" files in CL 18 container 559 and CL 20 container 574 (two folders of 
"DR Pem::ral Save" 

14DR Personal Save" \es the originaltitle of several folders jn the NATO and 
DOD series. The. folders contain copies of ofticialmemorand~ agenda, a.nd 
reports W'lidl DR probably wanted segregated for easy reference. Th e.se 
folders do not contal.D pen on al information about b.i.m. 

NATO series (Cont.ainerCLl8-du1ifleclfte1111 removedfrom 
ContaiMr 559) 

Department of Defense (Contsl.nert 575/CUO/SCI) 

6. SCI-I '~ R Perscnal Save" file in CL 20 
See #S above 

7. Oversize 1 and 2 
These boxes contain oversize photographs and memorabilia. 

8. A II of the above, plus any photographs, memorabilia er oveni.ze items: 
The only other photographs and memorabilia not U.ted above are :in the 
Ccngmssicral File series and Department of Defenses e.riN, 

cagressia,al File: 

JAN-13-2005 15: 13 

Memorabilia: Campllgn buttonsi earrl.ng1, matchbook, brochures, and 
bmnper stickers. 

1962 Box 58 
1964 Box69 
1966 Box73 
1968 Box78 

Photographs 
Campa Ip 

1962 

1964 
1966 
1968 

Box58 
Bu 67 
Eo1 n 
Box76 
&J81 

1 folder 
2folders 
1 folder 
1 folder 

(1 photoaraph) 
(2 folders) 
(2folders) 

. ('2 folders) 
('2folders) 

11-L-0559/0SD/29577 
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01/13/2005 THU 1$:0T E'AX'-Fb_)(_
6l __ ____. 

Congressional File 
Other ~sional photographi, (see findirgaid, pp. 8S-86 ) 

Box317 (6 fo1ders) 
Box 318 (11 folders) 

Defense Department (Contain en !79-580) 
Photographs 

Greece, 1976 
MisceUany, 1975-1976 Seeauo Oversize 
Swearlng-lnceremony, 1975 Seeolso Oversize 
Vcrer.in~ ofForeign Wara c:cnmony. n.d. 
White House 

Bill-signing cererony, Fiscal Year 1978 dd'mse appropriation. 
1976 

Dinn« honoring Defense Oepartmmt officials, 1976 

~•w-1~-1006 15:13 
P,06 



01/13/2005 nrt: 15 : 07 FAX ' .... (b_)(6_) __ _. 
LDC MANUSOUPT DIY. 

Papers cf D01wld Rwtu(eld 

WHITEHOUSE, 1962-1~,n.d. (Continued) 

Container lbs. 

528(~) 

529 

530 

531 

532 

Personal File 
Acknowledgments, 1968-1975 (2 folden) 
Book proposal ie House of Representatives. 1969 

Business executives, Tuts, 197(H.m , n.d. (2fold-) 
c~ 

~1971 (6 folders) 

1972-1975 (S folders) 
Clippinp 

Cabinet members, 1~ 1969 
Friends and asaociat.esi 1966-1970 
People and projects, 1969 
People :in poliitics, 1969 

Condo)cnccs and get-well wishcl, 1969-1976 

Congratulatiom 
Received 

Ford administration, l 974--1975 
A·R (6 fotdon) 

~z (2 folden) 
Nixon adrnini5tration 

Counselort::> the pra;ident, appointment, 1970.1971 
(2fold-) 

Page 125 

Office of Economic Opportunity, appointment II director, 
1969 

(2 fuld:rs) 

533 ( 4 ftlld:ls) 
Sent, 1969-1972 

(2folcErs) 

534 (1 foJda) 

11-L-0559/0SD/29579 
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Ol/13/2005TRU 15:07 FAX ._Hb ...... ){6 __ ) __ ..... LOC IANUSCRIPT DI\', 

Papers a Donald Rumsfeld 

WHITE HOUSE, 1962-1984,n.d. (Continued) 

534(cont) Personal File 
Correspondence 

Page 126 · 

American Political Science Association, fellowship program, 

535 

536 

537 

538 

539 

540 

541 

542 

543 

1967-1977 
Brady, James S., 1977-1982 
:Engmh, ~ E., 1969-1970 
Robtoo, JohnE., 1962--1974 
Searle, Daniel C., 1962-1967,1975 

Invitatiom regretted 
1969,Apr.· Jwe (3 folders) 

1969,July-197Q, June (9 folders) 

1970, July-1971,Jtft (8foldcrs) 

1971,Aug.-1972, Feb. (8 folders) 

1972,Mar.-Nov. (1 1 folders) 

1972, Dec.·197,4, June (16 folders) 

1974,July-Dec. (7 folders) See also Classified 
1975 

Jan. 
(2 folders) Seealso Class~ 

(1 folder) 
Fcb.-Mar. (5 foldtn) 

Apr.-May (6 folders) 
June 

(1 folder) 

(1 folder} 
July-Sept. (4folders) 

11-L-0559/0SD/29580 
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01 /13/2005 THU IS: 07 FAX .... l {b_)(_6) __ __ 
LOC JWfflSCRIP'l" DIV. 

. . 

Papers @onald Rmnf e(4 

WHITE HOUSE, 1962-1984,ad. (Calt.inl.Bi) 

Container No,. 

543 (cont) 

544 

545 

546 

547 

Personal File 
lnvitatiom reg,etted 

1975 
Oct 

(2folde~) 

(1 folder) 
Nov.-Dec. (4folde~) Seeals)C/assified 

Membershipsa-ds~ps 
~1963·1976 
Terminated, 1963· 1976 

(1 folder) 

(3foldcn) 
Memorabilia, 1967 -1977 See also Oversize 

(1 folder) 

(2f~) 
Photograpm 

Cost ofUving Cotr.cil, 1972 
MisceHancous, 1970-1976 (2 folde~) See also Oversize 
Office of Economic Opportunity. l 96~ 1970 
Oval <l:Bc2 meetings, 197 4-l 97S Se alw Oversize 

Pay Boani, 1972 
I«b:ai±s Sea/so Ova-1ize 

others, 1975-1976 
Rlllmfeld, 1970-1975 (3 fuldc:n) 

Rwmfeld with 
Kissinger, Henry, 1975 
Mayor of San Juan, P.R., 1969 
Members of Q:rgress, 1970, n.d. 
M:itlws of the press, 1971, n.d. 
Moynihan, 1lriel. P., 1969 

Staff party on Sequoia (yacht), 1975 
State of the Union speech, 1976 

11-L-0559/0SD/29581 
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01/13/2005 TIil.' 15: 08 FAI l ..... (b_)(_6) __ ___, 
LOC llANtJSCRIPT DIV. 

' ' . 
Papers of Donald Rum.r/eld 

WHITE HOOSE, 1962-1984, n.d. (Cert.in.Bi) 

Container No,. 

547 (cont.) 

548 

Personal File 
~phs 

Travel 
Nigeria and Senega], 1971 
Vail, Colo., 1974 

Thank-you lettct"$ 
Ford administration, l974-"1975 

A-H (3 folders) 

:E-Z (5 fold-) 
Nixon administration, 1969-1973 (2 folders) 

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION, 1966-1977, n.d. 

548 

549 

550 

SSI 

552 

-·-· • - - --- . ,. #,. 

Alphabetical file ( correspondence received and copies of 
con-e.spondence sent), 1973-1974 

A-B 
(2 folders) 

(I folder) 
C-0 (5 folders) ~al.ro Classifu,4 

H·L (5 folders) 
M-0 

(1 folder) 

(3 folders) 
P-R ( 3 folders) See also Ciassifed 
s-u 

(2 folders) See ~0Cla.r1ifid 

(1 folder) 
V .z (2 foldc:n) 

11-L-0559/0SD/29582 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Dan Dell 'Orto 

Terry Robbins 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Draft Instrument of Gift 

Thanks for the draft Instrument of Gift. 

I have the following questions and thoughts. 

December 14,2004 

1) It says "residing in Washington, D.C.'' I think my 1egal residence is sti11 in 
I1linois. I ought to ta1k to Terry to see if I want to use 111inois or Maryland, 
but I'm pretty sure I won' t want to use Washington, D.C. 

2) On line 5. it refers to the type of papers, but it does not mention "business," 
unless that's what professional means. 

3) On the next to the 1ast 1ine, on page 1, it says that I may retain any of the 
origina1s of my personal papers and furnish a copy. Does that permit me to 
do it after digitization, when I have had a chance to 1ook at everything and 
see what I might like the original of? Or do I need to decide before 
digitization? 

4) Page 2, paragraph 1 : I would like to discuss what " inte11ectual property" 
means, and how you solve that. 

5) Page 3: I'd like to discuss the fact that it does not transfer title to classified 
information and how that gets handled. 

6) Page 3, paragraph 2, line 5: I wonder if we ought to make it ten years. 

7) Page 3, paragraph 2, Line 7 (under Access): I'd like to discuss those 
policies. 

8) Page 3, next to last paragraph: When it mentions those that should be 
restricted from public access, for what length of time is that, and who 
makes thejudgment? 

11-L-0559/0SD/29583 



9) Page 3, last line: I'd like to discuss that. 

10) Page 4, item E: It talks about adversely affecting the security. I also think 
the reputation of the United States, or there may be something other than 
security. Let's discuss it. 

11) Page 5, paragraph 1, line 2: Let's discuss this triple X series. 

12) Page 5, paragraph 1: Let's discuss the five years. 

13) Page 5: I wonder about case work and possible embmTassment for the 
constituents when I was a Member of Congress. 

14) Page 5: I'd like to talk about press access. 

15) Page 6, Jast three lines: Let's discuss. 

16) Page? ,paragraph 5: I think that I should agree to pay for some or all of 
the digitization. Let's discuss that. 

17) Page 7, paragraph 5: We may want to add "except as designated by the 
donor" and under the add, we may want to include ufor all or most." 

18) Page 8: We should include the George W. Bush Library, if/when it ever 
exists. 

19) Page 8, Item 7: Let's discuss. 

20) Page 9, middle of the first paragraph: Let's discuss a timeframe. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/30/04 Draft lmtrumcnt of Gift 

DHR:u 
121304-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 
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DRAFT ,~1· 
11/30/04 ~l ~ I 

INSTRUMENT OF~ 

I, Donald H. Rumsfeld, residing in Washington, D.C. (hereinafter referred to 

as Donor), hereby give, grant, and set over to the United States of America for 

inc1usion in the co11ections of the Library of Congress (hereinafter Library) and for 

administration therein by the authorities thereof a co11ection of my persona] and 

? professional papers and associated material documenting my life and career in 

-~· public service and government (hereinafter referred to as Co11ection), more 

particularly described by the attached schedule. Donor warrants that he owns the 

physical property in the Collection free and dear of any liens. Donor does not 

represent that the papers mid materials donated constitute the entirety of the 

personal and professional papers and associated material in his possession. 

This is a gift of only the physical property contained in the materials 

constituting the Collection, and Donor reserves to himself all rights, title, and 

interest he may have in and to an of the inte11ectua1 property associated with the 

Collection including, but not limited to copyright. Further, Donor, in his complete 

discretion, may retain the original of any of his personal papers and furnish a copy 

of that original to the Library. j 'f e-~ ,,1, . C) 
f1<- !# 7 - /I I 

'HI~ 1 
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By accepting this gift, however, the Library does so to improve the national 

co11ections, and such acceptance of the physica1 property sha11 not be construed as 

a conclusive determination by the Library that the Donor does, in fact, have or 

possess with regard to these materia1s such inte11ectua1 property as above identified 1 ? 
f:>\ v"8" 

or described. }tt,v' 

The Collection shall be subject to the following conditions: 

I. Classified Materials. All materials in the Collection that are specifically 

authorized under criteria established by statute or executive order to be kept 

classified in the interest of national defense or foreign policy, and are, in fact, 

properly classified pursuant to such statute or executive order, sha11 be safeguarded 

and administered by the Library in accordance with such statutes O" executive 

orders. Access to these materia1s sha11 be allowed only in accordance with 

procedures established by the United States Government to govern the avai1ability 
J·1 /-
L of such information. AH classified materia]s sha11 be reviewed from time to time 

by the Library (and, at the Library's request, by appropriate security classification 

authorities), and materials which, because of the passage of time or other 

2 
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DRAFf 
circumstances, no longer require classification restrictions shall, upon 

declassification, be opened to public access, subject to the access requirements of 

provision #2 below. This gift does not transfer title to c1assified information, in 

whatever fonn in the collection; and, in accepting the gift, the Library agrees to 

receive classified information only as a deposit for administration under the terms 

of this document. 

2. Access. With the exception that the entire Collection shall at all times be 

available to the staff of the Library for administration purposes, access to the 

Collection is reserved to Donor and to others only with Donor's written 

permission, or, in the event of the death of Donor, with the permission of Donor's 
JO 

literary executor for a period of 5 yearf frpm the 1att;r of the date of death of the 
rf'I\ "·ltJa.--° u / ..ft kr -

Donor or the death of Joyce P. Rumsfeld; thereafter the Collection shall be 

t./ 

-
available to researchers according to the policies of the division of the Library 

responsible for the administration and service of materials of this nature. 
2 

Donor recognizes that the Collection may contain some or all of the 

following classes of material that should be restricted from public access: ~ 

(a) Papers and other histmical materials the disclosure of which 

would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of a living 1, 

3 
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person or persons. 

(b) Papers and other historical materials that are specifica11y 

authorized under criteria established by statute or executive order to be restricted 

from public disdosure in the interest of national defense or foreign policy. 

( c) Materials relating to the personal, family, and confidential 

business affairs of Donor or other persons referenced in the Collection. 

(d) Materials containing statements made by or to Donor in 

confidence. 

( e) Materials containing statements or information the divulgence of 

which might prejudice the conduct of {grei gn relations of the United States or 
, r 1<:t..!f-1,#-J-.._ • 7 

which could affect adversely the security of the United States. 

(f) Materials relating to Jaw enforcement investigations of individuals 

or organizations, to proposed appointments to office, or to other personnel matters 

directly affecting individual privacy. 

[ Add: Except for papers that contain national security information as 

described in (2)(b ), all the papers in the Collection shall be made available to 

researchers after the restriction period described above.] 

Those requesting access to the Collection shall provide Donor with their 

subject of interest and purpose of their research. Those granted access also must 

4 
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DRAFT 
agree in writing to obtain written permission of Donor or his designee prior to 

quoting for publication any unpublished material in the Collection. 

Additionally, access to that section of the collection designated on the 

attached schedule as the xxx series wil1 be reserved to the Donor and to others only 

with the Donor's written permission during the Donor's lifetime and the lifetime of 

President Gerald R. Ford, whichever comes later. In the event of the death of 

? 

Donor, access to the xxx series will be restricted to those with the pe~ission of 

the Donor's literary executor for a period of 5 years from the date thereof or during '2. 
the life of President Gerald R. Ford, whichever is later. Thereafter~ the xxx series 

shall be available to researchers according to the policies of the division of the 

Library responsible for the administration and service of materials of this nature. 

The Donor wi11 appoint his literary executor. Upon Donor's death, Joyce P. 

Rumsfeld may appoint a new literary executor, including herself. Upon the death 

of Joyce P. Rumsfeld, their surviving children may jointly appoint a new literary 

executor, who may not be any of the surviving children. 

The Library will notify the Donor or, upon his death, his literary executor, 

promptly of any requests, claims, or legal actions relating to the papers or materials 

of the Collection. 
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3. Reproduction. Notwithstanding the above-mentioned reservation of rights 

and interest in and to the intellectual property as above identified, persons granted 

access to the Collection may obtain single-copy reproductions of the materials 

contained therein for research purposes, and, consistent with Library practices and 

procedures, such additional copies as may be allowed by copyright law (e.g., by 

the fair use doctrine or expiration of the copyright term). The Library may make 

preservation copies of the materials in the Collection in any format as determined 

by the Library. 

4. Use. Use of the materials constituting the Collection shall be governed 

by the Library's policies for the administration and service of materials of this 

nature. The Library is also permitted to exhibit any or all of the material in the 

Collection on~ and off-site and may display any or all of the materials in the 

Co11ection on its website or in any other electronic form or successor technology, 

provided, however, that the Library first obtains the pe1mission of the Donor or the 

Donor's literary executor {Delete:during theperiod a Donor's life andfor TO /,. 
t' 

years thereafter) [ Add: for a period of 5 years from the later of the date of 

death of the Donor or the death of Joyce P. Rumsfeld] and subject to the other 
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conditions expressed in provision 2 of this Instrument. Donor reserves the right to 

make selected unclassified materials available to the public at any time upon 

written notification to the Library. 

5. Di,~itization of Material Currently on Deposit. {Delete:Donoragrees to 
°r'trt--r0. Q ,, v· 

pay for the cost of digitizati/) of the papers either currently on deposit or to be 

deposited ivith the Library, 1-vhich under this Instrument become the Library's 

physical property. Upon a mutually agreed-upon schedule, the Library agrees to 

make these papers available to Donor or his designee for the purpose of their 

digitization. Donor or his designee agrees to ensure that the originalpapers are \" 
V }r 

returned to the Librarv in good order and condition upon completion oif their ':l~<' J.~ 1-l 
~ -1). \ bA -

digitization. Donor also will provide the Library a digital copy of these papers). "I 

(Add: Donpr agr~es to donate to the Library funds to be used to pay for the 
~-r-Otf O··' 0-.:.· l d-

cost of digitizatio~f the papers currently on deposit at the Library and those 

papers to be placed on deposit at the Library. The Library agrees to use 

[name of company) to perform the digitization. The Library agrees to provide 

the Donor or Donor's literary executor, upon either' s request, digital copies of 

al I papers the Donor gives to the Library.] Donor reserves the right to provide 

digitized copies of the collection to other institutions, including but not limited to 
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the Ronald Reagan Library, Gerald R. Ford Library, George H. W. Bush Library, 

RichardM. Nixon Library, Herbert Hoover Institute[?], and Princeton University, 

subject to the same conditions as provided for in this instrument. 

6. Additions. Such other and related materials as the Donor may from time 

to time donate to the United States of America for inc1usion in the co11ections of 

the Library shall be governed by the terms of this Instrument of Gift or such 

written amendments as may hereafter be agreed upon between the Donor and the 

Library. At the discretion of the Donor, future additions to the Collection maybe 

transferred to the Library under a separately negotiated Instrument of Gift. 

7. {Delete: Removal. Donor or a representative acting on Donor's behalf 

pursuant to his written authoriwtion may remove any or all cf the Collection at 

Donor's complete discretion during Donor's lifetime.) [ Add: Original Items. 

The Donor may borrow original items from the Library for such periods of 

1 time as will be mutually agreed to by the Donor and the Library at the time of 
.. 

the loan of the original items.] 

8. Disposal. Should any part of the Collection be found by the Library to 
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indude materials which the Library deems inappropriate for retention with the 

Collection or for transfer to other collections in the Library, the Library shall offer 

to return the materials to the Donor and allow the Donor ninety (90) days from the 

date of such offer to reply. If the Donor does not wish to receive said materials or 

designate another repository to receive them, or has not responded to the Library's 

offer by the end of the aforesaid ninety (90) days, the Library may dispose of such 

materials in accordance with its procedures for disposition of materials not needed 

for the Library's collections. Should the Library determine, subsequent to 

acceptance and transfer of the Collection that any part of the Collection includes 

classified infomation which the Library deems inappropriate for permanent 

retention with the Collection, it shall notify the Department of Defense. The 

Department of Defense sha11 then notify the Library in writing of the appropriate 

disposition of these dassified materials. 

9. Communications. The Donor wiU provide the Library with a current 

address and other contact information in order that the Library can meet its 
I 

responsibilities as herein described. The Library wi11 send notices and requests to 

addresses of record as provided and updated by the Donor. 

In witness whereof, I have set my hand and seal this ______ day of 
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, 

_______ ,2004in the City of;.__ ___________ _ 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Accepted for the United States of America 

'Die Librarian of Congress (seal) 

Date 
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" January 31,2005 

TO: Dan Dell'Orto 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld tl'l-
SUBJECT: Gift Statement 

Where do we stand on that gifl statement for the Library of Congress? 

Thanks. 

DHR:sa 
013105•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ l...__./ ...... 1 ....... o_J_o_~--

ZOGG 
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' OCT o 6 2004 

TO: Jim O'Beirne 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeid~ 

SUBJECT: Tracking PAS 

We need to capture the Presidential appointees-Senate confirmed vacancies that 

have occurred over the entire time we have been here. 

Specifically, I would like to know what percentage of the DoD PAS positions have 

been vacant over the first three years, through today. For example, of the 365 days 

in a year, what percentage of the days was each job vacant? Some would be 

vacant a year or a year and a half, and many would be vacant six or eight months. 

My guess is if you add it all up, it will end up that we have been operating at about 

a 20 to 25 percent vacancy rate. 

Please get back to me with that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
100504-16 

....••..•..••••..••.....••.••...•....•.••......••....................... , 
Pl ease respond by __ t_o_f_1.-_i.._/~t>-1f~--

ree:e 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

COL Steve Bucci 

Cathy Mainardi 

Donald Rumsfcl<l 

Force Level Updates 

I ~ 

JiQWQ 

1fl 

October 4,2004 

Please arrange a briefing for me to get a report on everything that's happening on 

each of these items in my Force Level memo. 

Thanks. 

Anach. 
9/07/04 Working Paper on Forc.:L: Level~ (v.6) 
9/27/04 CJCS Info Memo to SecDefre: Force Level Memo 

DHR:ss 
100404-18 

88888898888888888888888888888 --88888888888888888888888888888888 - 880888881 

Please respond by 10 I ')..-'jJ_o~_ 

P366 OSD 02392•0i ., .. . 
11-L-0559/0SD/29597 

,., 
\ ·~ 
''··-.;'\ 

\ ~ 

L 
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September 7 ,2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
//p 

cc: Tina Jonas (f' ) 
David Chu 

~ Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ FROM: 

SUBJECT: Force Level Memo 

Do we have a process in place to track each of the items in this Force Level 

Memo? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/29/04 Force Level Memo 

OHR:ss 
090704-41 

••••••••••••••••••••• ···· ··-······························· 
\ 

OSD l l:/ 46-04 
-- - ., . -

flbdb 

-~ /: 
/'J,..r f ., c wY' ::···· 

.:..::- t ·- .._ • • 1 
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Version #6 

SUBJECT: 

WORKING PAPER 

September7 ,2004 

"Force Levels," "End Strength" and "Stress on the Force" -Are 
current U.S. military forces sufficient in size and properly organized 
and managed to meet the challenges facing our country? What are 
ways DoD can reduce the stress on the force, maintain recruiting and 
retention targets, and make the Department more efficient and cost 
effective? 

Summary: The U.S. can afford whatever mi1itary force level is determined to be 
necessary and appropriate for our nation's security. The men and women in 
uniform are the Department's most valuable asset. It is our people who 
distinguish the U.S. mi1itary from other forces. For the present, analysis by the 
Joint Chiefs indicates that the U.S. military currently has sufficient active and 
reserve forces to execute its assigned missions. If at any time that is not the case, 
it would be DoD's responsibility to recommend to the President appropriate 
adjustments. Absent analysis that indicates that U.S. forces are not able to meet 
their assigned missions, it would be a mistake to increase the size of our forces. 
To the extent we increase our investment in force levels, we increase risk in other 
key areas, such as readiness, procurement and research and development. 

Background: The operational tempo of U.S. forces during the two years after 
September 11,2001 has been significant. In the aftermath of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, some have called for an increase in the statutory "end strength" of the 
U.S. military, but have not explained how to pay for it. Although this may appear 
to be a straightforward solution, it is not cheap, easy or quick. 

• The cost is substantial over the lifetime of a service member. A number of 
the most costly add-ons to military pay and benefits have been for retired, 
not active duty personnel. 

• Increased end strength has second and third order effects. The more forces, 
the more force protection that is required; the more forces, the more 
infrastructure that is required; the more forces, the more pensions and 
healthcare for life that arc required. 

• It takes time to recruit, train and integrate new personnel into the Armed 
Forces. As a result, there is a lag between when the additional personnel 
are recruited and the costs begin, and when the added capability is 
available. 

WORKING PAPER 
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• At present, the Services' recruiting and retention goals are being met or 
exceeded. Whether these favorable results will continue as we move 
through the coming months and years remains to be seen. These key 
indicators must be closely watched. 

The current stress on the force is very likely a "spike," and we hope it will not be 
permanent. The Department is taking immediate actions to relieve this stress on 
the force in Iraq. There is a three-pronged strategy underway that is working to: 

• Develop Iraqi capacity to conduct police and other security tasks; 

• Increase international military participation in Iraq; and 

• Increase actionable intelligence to disrupt attacks on coalition forces and 
other threats to stability. 

In any event, the current stress, as well as respect for the taxpayers' dollars, 
requires DoD to make every effort to achieve the most efficient use of the forces. 
That same respect for the taxpayers' dollars mandates that we aggressively address 
the alternative contractor and civilian employee cost impacts as well. 

Following is, I am sure, an incomplete but illustrative list of activities DoD is 
currently executing and/or examining for implementation in addition to those 
immediate actions listed above. As appropriate, we must exploit each of these 
areas to reduce stress on the force, both active and reserve. Though it may appear 
that some of these areas do not directly benefit end strength, nor assist in reducing 
stress on the force, in a variety of ways we believe they can have positive, indirect 
impact. To the extent we arc successful in improving performance in these areas, 
it should relieve pressure on the force and likely reduce the current calls for end 
strength increases, or, at the minimum, reduce the size of any end strength increase 
that analysis might later indicate is necessary in the future. 

1 . Lessons Being Learned 

• Contingency Plans. DoD is currently reviewing and revising all 
contingency plans to take account of the lessons learned thus far in 
Afghanistan, Iraq and the Global War on Terror. Among the lessons is 
the need to take advantage of the tradeoffs between numbers of people 
and things-"mass"-versus the increased lethality from speed, agility, 
precision munitions and the leverage available in the information age. 
"Overmatching power" is replacing "overwhelming force." 

• Jointness. DoD is achieving greater jointness worldwide, so combatant 
commanders should be able to tailor forces creatively among the 
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Services to gain added synergy and lethality, as in the Iraq war. 
Coherently joint forces create power that exceeds the sum of individual 
military-U.S. and international-elements. 

• Training and Exercises. Training matters;joint training matters more. 
It creates an asymmetric advantage for U.S. forces. Training and 
exercises need to take account of recent real world experience. 

• Global Force Management. DoD is exploring methods of replacing the 
concept of "forces for a specific combatant commander" with a "Global 
Force Management Availability System," which should lead to more 
efficient management of the forces and the process by which they are 
provided to Combatant Commanders in support of their essential 
m1ss10ns. 

• Reserve/Active Force Balance. DoD is rebalancing the reserve 
components with the active components to achieve the appropriate mix 
for the 21 51 century. The task is to avoid having to call up certain 
specialties repeatedly for tasks we know DoD is and will continue to be 
called upon to execute regularly (civil affairs, etc.). The new active
Reserve mix must also be designed to enable more immediate action, as 
appropriate. 

• Realignment of Manpower Levels and Skill Sets. DoD will review 
active and reserve components to determine how the Department can 
best allocate manpower levels and specific skill sets, within existing end 
strength limits, tu best satisfy the demands of the 21st century. 

• Time on Operational Duty. For Reserve Components, DoD will seek 
ways to increase the ratio of the number of months out of the total 
period of activatiodmobilization a unit is actually performing the 
mission for which it was called up. We can improve on those instances 
where it is as low as 6 months out of a 12-month call-up. 

• Precision Weapons .. Our use of precision weapons, with greater 
accuracy, can maintain lethality while reducing both the operational 
footprint and the logistics tail, thereby reducing force requirements. 

• Deployments. The old Industrial Age process is broken. An approach 
that permits only peace or war, with little or no nuance, is out of date. 
The process is currently being streamlined to take less time and permit 
more nuanced management of mobilization and demobilization, 
deployment and redeployment, and recovery operations. 
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• Relief-in-Place. The Services need to establish a common definition of 
"relief-in-place" and then implement measures to shorten the relief in 
place system from 45 - 60 days to a shorter period, as appropriate. 

• Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters. The world is moving so fast 
that Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are necessary. If it takes 
one to three months to staff up a headquarters, the wars of the future 
may be over before the staff is in place. Where appropriate, we must 
invest in and sustain surge capability. 

2. People 

• Military Out of Non-Military Jobs. DoD requires Congressional 
cooperation to pass the personnel reform legislation so it can get closure 
on the studies that suggest there arc some 300,000to 380,000positions 
that military personnel are currently serving in that might be performed 
by civilians. Managers have to be freed up so they can make greater use 
of the civil service, rather than being forced to use military personnel or 
contractors because they cannot efficiently manage the DoD civilian 
workforce. If on I y one-sixth of those 300,000 positions were freed up 
for military duty, it would increase usable ''end strength" by 50,000. 
We won't know what can be achieved until the current analysis is 
completed. 

• Core Competencies. OSD is aggressively working to move the military 
out of activities that are not core competencies or inherently 
governmental. For example, housing privatization has allowed DoD to 
get better value and speed modernization for the same expenditure of 
funds. 

• Contract Employees. For shorter duration missions and missions that 
are not military core competencies, DoD will have to make more 
judicious use of contract employees. This will require that we organize 
so we have Congressional authority and the ability to properly engage 
contract assistance. 

• Education. The Department is working to improve joint education to 
create a culture that empowers younger leaders to think beyond their 
parent Services for creative solutions to the challenges our nation faces. 

• Coalition Forces. The U.S. must organize its alliances and relationships 
to increase the availability and readiness of coalition forces-the speed 
of their availability and the readiness of their equipment. This will 

-requirc·a dipI-oma1ic effort-to substantially reduce the current restrictions 
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and caveats many countries have that reduce the availability of their 
forces and also a long-term commitment from other countries to help 
finance less wealthy nations' ability to recruit, train, deploy and sustain 
their forces. 

• Allies. We must assist treaty partners, where appropriate, to assume 
greater responsibility for their defense more rapidly. 

• Backfill. During a crisis, we need to arrange for other countries to 
backfill for U.S. troops in some of our long-term commitments, such as 
the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, Kosovo, etc. Additionally, the U.S. will have 
to tackle the tough political challenge of ending some commitments. 

• Indigenous Forces. The U.S. must organize and fund to be able to use 
more host nation security personnel in places like Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Bosnia, and Kosovo to ease the burden on coalition forces. This will 
require Congress approving DoD's proposed "train and equip" 
legislation. 

• Reserve Forces. DoD has established a policy whereby it will, to the 
extent possible, first use Reserve forces that have not recently been 
mobilized. 

• Volunteers. DoD will continue to use volunteers from the Reserve 
force, to the extent available. 

• Holidays. To the extent possible, DoD force mobilizations will be 
respectful of major holidays. 

• Call-ups. DoD is revising the process so as to protect the goal of 30 
days' notice for mobilization of reserve units, if at all possible, and will 
consider a tiered arrangement whereby some reserve units might be 
compensated and trained to maintain a readiness level to be available 
and ready for prompt deployment with a shorter call-up. 

• Incentives. DoD will consider offering incentives for extended 
deployments. 

• Peace Operations. The USG is considering a "Peace Operations 
lniliative" with the goal of increasing the worldwide availability of 
peacekeepers, peacemakers, military police, constabulary, etc. for 
peacemaking and peacekeeping operations. 

WORKING PAPER 
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• Intelligence. DoD is working to strengthen actionable intelligence, and 
improve humint in key areas of interest, by prioritization of effort and 
by assuring seamless exchange of information among U.S. agencies. 

3. Technology 

• Information Age. DoD will accelerate use of new information 
technologies to reduce the need for forward deployed personnel and 
thereby reduce the rotation rate the Services require to support a 
deployed person. 

• Logistics. DoD will continue to emphasize systems with smaller 
logistics requirements and footprint, simplified designs with fewer and 
more interchangeable parts. 

• New Technolo~ies. DoD will invest in technology to substitute for 
human force protection-sensors, intelligence, etc. Additionally, the 
Services will be encouraged to consider the approach the Navy is using 
to reduce personnel needed for ship manning (by as much as 50 percent 
in some cases) and invest in less manpower-intensive platforms 
(UAVs), and technologies and processes, in and out of the defense 
industry. 

• Lethality. Services are working to lighten their footprint, while 
increasing lethality, to the extent possible. 

• U.S. and Coalition Transformation. DoD will work to improve its 
interoperability with coalition partners through the Joint Forces 
Command. 

4. Efficiency 

• Organization of Forces. In the 21st century one size doesn't fit all. DoD 
will modernize the Services' force organizations to achieve improved 
modularity, so combatant commanders can more readily organize units 
to task. This should allow commanders to build capability by adding 
modules and right-sizing the force to their missions. The goal is to 
achieve greater interchangeable and combined arms effects to increase 
flexibility. Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are ideally suited 
to integrate and operate this approach. Interchangeable divisions could 
provide improvements in force allocation, force rotation, and 
employment flexibility. 
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• Global reach back. DoD will organize to conduct more non-spear point 
activities for deployed forces back in the U.S., thereby reducing both the 
number of forces deployed as well as the rotation base multiple needed 
to maintain that number of troops forward-deployed. Organizing the 
Reserve Components to optimize reach back opportunities may yield 
significant personnel tempo savings. 

• Force Allocation. OSD and the Joint Forces Command will work to be 
able to provide combatant commanders the joint force capabilities they 
need to achieve desired "effects" and "outcomes," rather than simply 
responding to requests for numbers of things-troops or platforms. 

• Procurement. DoD will continue to invest to achieve greater lethality 
per unit of force structure. 

• Strategic Lift. DoD will continue investing in strategic lift to assure 
timely mobility, e.g., high speed transport. Leveraging new 
technologies in this area should also reduce the associated logistic 
footprint. Additionally. the Department must continue to support 
participation in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet (CRAF) Act as a supplement 
to our national mobility capability. 

• Rotation Ratio. The Services will work to find ways to reduce the 
rotation ratio and consider opportunities to transport crews to their 
equipment. 

• Headquarters Layering. DoD components' reduction in the number of 
headquarters will free up some of the manpower currently staffing those 
organizations. The flattening of headquarters hierarchies is desirable and 
viable given existing and planned communications technology. 

• Best Practices. DoD will work to move best practices from inside and 
outside DoD throughout the Department. 

• Planning Tools. DoD is developing tools to enable it to plan more 
rapidly to produce more refined force requirements, both in terms of 
numbers and timing of their movement and arrival. 

• Operational Availability. DoD will implement the appropriate JROC 
"operational availability" studies' recommendations. 

• Strategic Warning. Intelligence capabilities will be tasked to sec if it is 
possible and cost effective to increase strategic warning, thereby 
reducing the portion of the force that must be forward-deployed. 
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• The Right Skills. DoD will develop the ability to more rapidly adjust 
forces in the field, so as to put the right capabilities in the right places at 
the right time and to be able to make rapid adjustments as circumstances 
change. 

• Safety. DoD will move aggressively to reduce the number of mishaps 
as a means to protect our most valuable resources, our people. 

5. Policy 

• U.S. Foreign Commitments. DoD will continue to work to pare down 
long-term U.S. commitments such as the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, 
Kosovo, etc. We will advise nations at the outset that deployments arc 
not forever and that the U.S. requires the ability to redeploy for other 
contingencies and case of transit. DoD will also use care in adding new 
commitments of forces. 

• U.S. Non-Military Skills. The USG needs to strengthen the 
international capability to help countries establish and execute civil 
implementation tasks; only if we are successful will the U.S. and 
coalition forces be relieved of peace operations earlier than tends to be 
the case, such as in Bosnia. 

• U.S. Worldwide Footprint. DoD will work to improve the flexibility 
and responsiveness of U.S. forces by adjusting U.S. forward-deployed 
forces in Europe and Asia, by repositioning and making greater use of 
pre-positioned equipment to improve our capabilities for rapid 
deployment from the U.S. and elsewhere, and by investing in necessary 
infrastructure where required. DoD will consolidate locations 
worldwide to reduce the number of troops required for support, 
including force protection and, in addition, wil1 use host nation forces, 
where available, to provide protection for deployed U.S. forces. 

Conclusion. 

In a war-in this case, the Global War on Terrorism-it cannot be "business as 
usual." During a crisis, when there is an understandable spike demand on U.S. 
forces, DoD cannot behave as though it is "business as usual." It isn't. DoD 
needs to act promptly to reduce or stop activities such as exercises and other 
"business as usual" activities, as appropriate. 

The task ofDoD is to manage the force within acceptable levels of stress. Key 
measurements are recruiting and retention metrics. We must monitor all activities 
to see that-we achieve solid progress on each of the above tasks, before taking the 
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easy and more expensive course of increasing force levels. We owe the American 
people no less. 

DHR:dh 
Current MFRs/ End Strength 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Tina Jonas 
David Chu 
Ken Krieg 

ICU 
TABA 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld -'91l 
SUBJECT: Force Level Memo 

Do we have a process in place to track each of the items in this Force Level 
Memo? 

Thanks. 

A1tach. 
9/29104 Force Level Memo 

OHR:ss 
09()')04-4 l 

~1:~·;~;;;:~~;;;·····~1;y············································· 

Ii0Jz18 
Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: ~ECRETARY OF DEFENSE / 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS~'f/v1 

SUBJECT: Force Level Memo 

Ct~:;-·r-..;: ,~- _ 
SECF':":~!!/ / t~· ,_' ::·:t 

. ·-
ZffiQ (p; - .-c .. _, t0 ,., r. 

f ; , t ::: 55 

CW-2086-04 
27 September 2004 

• Question. "Do we have a process in place to track each of the items in this Force 
Level Memo?" (TAB A) 

• Answer. Yes. OSD(P&R) has the Departn:tent of Defense lead using the process 
developed by OSD(Policy) last year. The Joint Staff uses the Joint Staff Action 
Processing system to manage actions for which it has the lead. 

• Analysis 

• The Joint Staff w ill assist OSD(P&R) in developing its briefing and revising 
the action agenda. The current action agenda is attached (TAB B). 

• The OSD(PA&E) DOD Balanced Scorecard risk metrics and the Joint 
Staff/OSD(P&R) co-chaired Force Management Functional Capabilities Board 
also track force level initiatives. 

COORDINAT ION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

copy to: 
DUSD(P&R) 

Prepared By: V ADM Robert F. Willard, USN~ Director, J-8; l .... (b_H_6) _ ____. 
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Version #6 September 7,2004 

SUBJECT: "Force Levels," "End Strength" and "Stress on the Force"-Are 
current U.S.rrri]itary forces sufficientin size and properly organized 
and managed to meet the challenges facing our country? What are 
ways DoD can reduce the stress on the force, maintain recruiting and 
retention targets, and make the Department more efficient and cost 
effective'! 

Summarv: The U.S. can afford whatever military force level is determined to be 
necessary and appropriate for our nation's security. The men and women in 
uniform are the Department's most valuable asset. It is our people who 
distinguish the U. S military from other forces. For the present, ana1ysis by the 
Joint Chiefs indicates that the U.S.military currently has sufficient active and 
reserve forces to execute its assigned missions. If' at any time that is not the case, 
it would be DoD's responsibility to recommend to the President appropriate 
adjustments. Absent analysis that indicates that U.S. forces are not able to meet 
their assigned missions, it would be a mistake to increase the size of our forces. 
To the extent we increase our investment in force levels, we increase risk in other 
key areas, such as readiness, procurement and research and development. 

Background: The operational tempo of U.S. forces during the two years after 
September 11,2001 has been significant. In the aftermath of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, some have called for an increase in the stalUlory "end strength" of the 
U.S. military, but have not explained how to pay for it. Although this may appear 
to be a straightforward solution, it is not cheap, easy or quick. 

• · The cost is substantial over the lifetime of a service member. A number of 
the most costly add-ons to mi Ii tary pay and benefits have been for retired, 
not active duty personnel. 

• Increased end strength has second and third order effects. The more forces, 
the more force protection that is required; the more forces, the more 
infrastructure that is required; the more forces, the more pensions and 
healthcare for life that are required. 

• It takes time to recruit, train and integrate new personnel into the Armed 
Forces. As a result, there is a lag between when the additional personnel 
are recruited and the costs begin, and when the added capability is 
available. 
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• At present, the Services' recruiting and retention goals are being met or 
exceeded. Whether these favorable results will continue as we move 
through the coming months and years remains to be seen. These key 
indicators must be closely watched. 

The current stress on the force is very likely a <!spike,'* and we hope it will not be 
permanent. The Department is taking immediate actions to relieve this stress on 
the force in Iraq. There is a three-pronged strategy underway that is working to: 

• Develop Iraqi capacity to conduct police and other security tasks; 

• Increase international military p~ticipation in Iraq; and 

• Increase actionable intelligence to disrupl"anacks on coalition forces and 
other threats to stability. 

In any event, the current stress, as well as respect for the taxpayers' dollars, 
requires DoD to make every effort to achieve the most efficient use of the forces. 
That same respect for the taxpayers' dollars mandates that we aggressively address 
the alternative contractor mid civilian employee cost impacts as well. 

Following is, J am sure, an incomplete but illustrative list of activities DoD is 
currently executing and/or examining for implementation in addition to those 
immediate actions listed above. As appropriate, we must exploit each of these 
areas to reduce stress on the force, both active mid reserve. Though it may appear 
that some of these areas do not directly benefit end strength, nor assist in reducing 
stress on the force, in a variety of ways we believe they can have positive, indirect 
impact. To the extent we are successful in improving performance in these areas, 
it should relieve pressure on the force and likely reduce the current calls for end 
strength increases, or, at the minimum, reduce the size of any end strength increase 
that analysis might later indicate is necessary in the future. 

1. Lessons Being Learned (..-:S 1 t {,O~ ~ \~ "'3\ \ :S: 3' 38 \ 35) 

• Contineencv Plans. DoD is currently reviewing and revising all 
contingency plaDi to take account of the lessons learned thus far in 
Afghanistan, Iraq and the Global War on Ten-or. Among the lessons is 
the need to take advantage of the tradcoffs between numbers of people 
and things-"mass"...;..versus the increased lethality from speed, agility, 
precision munitions and the leverage available in the jnforrnation age. 
"Overmatching power" is replacing "overwhelming force." 

' Jointness. DoD is achieving greater jointness worldwide, so combatant 
commanders should be able to tailor forces creatively among the 
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Services to gain added synergy and lethality, as in the Iraq war. 
Coherently joint forces create power that exceeds the sum of individual 
military-U.S. and internationa]--elernents. 

• Training. and Exercises. Training matters;joint u·aining matters more. 
It creates an asymmetric advantage for U.S. forces. Training mid 
exercises need to take account of recent real world experience. 

• Global Force Mana~ement. DoD is exploring methods of replacing the 
concept of "forces for a specific combatant commander" with a "Global 
Force Management Availability System," which should lead to more 
efficient management of the forces and the process by which they are 
provided to Combatant Commanders in support of their essential 
m1ss10ns. 

• Reserve/ Active Force. Balance. DoD is rebalancing the reserve 
components with the active components to achieve the appropriate mix 
forthe 21 51 century. The task is to avoid having to call up certain 
specialties repeatedly for tasks we know DoD is and will continue to be 
called upon to execute regularly (civil affairs, etc.). The new active
Reserve mix must also be designed to enable more immediate action, as 
appropriate. 

• Realiimrnent of Manpower Levels and Skill Sets. DoD will review 
active and reserve components to detennine how the Department can 
best allocate manpower levels and specific skill sets, within existing end 
strength limits, to best satisfy the demands of the 21 s, century. 

• Time on Operational Duty. For Resen•e Components, DoD will seek 
ways to increase the ratio of the number of months out of the total 
period of aetivati on/rnobilizati on a unit is actually performing the 
mission for which it was ca1Jed up. We can improve on those instances 
where it is as low as 6 months out of a 12-month call-up. 

• Precision Weapons. Our use of precision weapons, with greater 
accuracy, can maintain lethality while reducing both the operational 
footprint and the logistics tail, thereby reducing force requirements. 

• Deplovments. The old Industrial Age process is broken. An approach 
that permits only peace or war, with little or no nuance, is out of date. 
The process is currently being streamlined to take less time and permit 
more nuanced management of mobilization and demobilization: 
deployment and redeployment, and recovery operations. 
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• Relief-in-Place. The Services need to establish a common definition of 
"relief-in-place" and then implement measures to shorten the relief in 
place system from 45 - 60 days to a shorter period, as appropriate. 

• Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters. The world is moving so fast 
that Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are necessary. If it takes 
one to three months to staff up a headquarters, the wars of the future 
may be over before the staff is in place. Where appropriate, we must 
invest in mid sustain surge capability. 

2. People l-5\ \~ ..J\.,\ :ss\ :S 3\ 3\\ 
• Militarv Out of Non-Military Jobs. DoD requires Congressional 

cooperation to pass the personnel reform legislation so it can get closure 
on the studies that suggest there are some 300,000 to 380,000 positions 
that military personnel are cmTently serving in that might be perfonned 
by civilians. Managers have to be freed up so they can make greater use 
of the civil service, rather than being forced to use military personnel or 
contractors because they cannot efficiently manage the DoD civilimi 
workforce. If only one-sixth of those 300,000 positions were freed up 
for military duty, it would increase usable "end strength" by 50,000. 
We won't know what can be achieved until the current analysis is 
completed. 

• Core Competencies. OSDis aggressively working to move the military 
out of activities that arc not core competencies or inherently 
governmental. For example, housing privatization has allowcdDoD to 
get better value and speed modernization for the same expenditure of 
funds. 

• Contract Employees. For shorter duration missions and missions that 
are not military core competencies,DoD will have to nake more 
judicious use of contract employees. This will require that we organize 
so we have Congressional authority and the ability to properly engage 
contract assistance. 

• Education. The Department is working to improve joint education to 
create a culture that empowers younger leaders to think beyond their 
parent Services for creative solutions to the challenges our nation faces. 

• Coalition Forces. The U.S. must organize its alliances mid relationships 
to increase the availability and readiness of coalition forces-the speed 
of their availability and the readiness of their equipment. This will 

··· require-a diplomatic effort to substantially reduce the cuJTent restrictions 
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and caveats many countries have that reduce the availability of their 
forces and also a long-term commitment from other countries to help 
finance less wealthy nations' ability to recruit, train, deploy and sustain 
their forces. 

• Allies. We must assist treaty pmtncrs, where appropriate, to assume 
greater responsibility for their defense more rapidly. 

• Backfill. During a crisis, we need to m-range for other countries to 
backfill for U.S. troops in some of om long-term commitments, such as 
the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, Kosovo, etc. Additionally, the U.S.wi11 have 
to 1ackJe the tough political ,challenge of ending some commitments. 

• lndigenous Forces. The U.S. must organize and fund to be able to use 
more host nation security personnel in places like Afghanistan, Iraq, 
Bosnia) and Kosovo to case the burden on coalition forces. This will 
require Congress approving DoD' s proposed "train imd equip" 
legislation. 

• Reserve Forces. DoD has established a policy whereby it will, to the 
extent possible, first use Resen1e forces that have not recently been 
mobilized. 

• Volunteers. DoD will continue to use volunteers from the Reserve 
force, to the extent available. 

• Holidays. To the extent possible, DoD force mobilizations wi11 be 
respectful of major holidays. 

• Ca11-uvs. DoD is revising the process so as to protect the goal of 30 
days' notice for mobilization of reserve units, if at all possible, and will 
consider a tiered arrangement whereby some reserve units might be 
compensated and trained to maintain a readiness level to be available 
and ready for prompt deployment with a shorter call-up. 

• Incentives. DoD wi11 consider offering incentives for extended 
deployments. 

• Peace Oaerations. The USG is considering a "Peace Operations 
Initiative" with the goal of increasing the worldwide availability of 
peacekeepers, peacemakers, military police, constabulary, etc. for 
peacemaking and peacekeeping operations. 
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11 lnteJJigence. DoD is working to strengthen actionableintelligence,and 
improve humint in key areas of interest, by prioritization of effort and 
by assuring seamless exchange of infrnmation among U.S.agencies. 

3. Technology L--s~ \ ui& \l.11"'~ '3 ~ \ :S ~ \ j ~ \ 
11 Jnformation A2e. DoD will accelerate use of new infonnation 

technologies to reduce the need for forward deployed personnel and 
thereby reduce the rotation rate the Services require to support a 
deployed person. 

11 Logistics. DoD wi11 continue to emphasize systems with smaller 
logistics requirements and footprint, simplified designs with fewer and 
more interchangeableparts. 

11 New Technolo!!ies. DoD will invest in technology to substitute for 
human force protection-sensors, intelligence, etc. Additionally, the 
Services will be encouraged to consider the approach the Navy is using 
to reduce personnel needed for ship manning (by as much as 50 percent 
in some cases) and invest in less manpower-intensive platforms 
(UAVs), and technologies and processes, in and out of the defense 
industry. 

11 Lethality. Services are working to lighten their footprint, while 
increasing lethality, to the extent possible. 

U.S. and Coalition Transformation. DoD will work to improve its 
interoperability with coalition partners through the Joint Forces 
Command. 

4. Efficiencv l "1 'i \ l-~ w ~ .,k "3, \-st\ :S 3 \ 3'\ 
11 Organization of Forces. In the 21 si century one size doesn't fit all. DoD 

will modernize the Services~ force organizations to achieve improved 
modularity, so combatant commanders can more readily organize U'lits 
to task. This should allow commanders to build capability by adding 
modules and right-sizing the force to their missions. The goal is to 
achieve greater interchangeable and combined anns effects to increase 
flexibility. Standing Joint Task Force Headquarters are ideally suited 
to integrate and operate this approach. Interchangeable djvjsions could 
provide improvements in force allocation: force rotation, and 
employment flexibility. 
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Global reach back. DoD will organize to conduct more non-spear point 
activities for deployed forces back in the U.S. ;hereby reducing both the 
number of forces deployed as well as the rotation base multiple needed 
to maintain that number of troops forward-deployed. Organizing the 
Reserve Components to optimize reach back opportunities may yield 
signiticantpersonnel tempo savings. 

• Force Allocation. OSD and the Joint Forces Command will work to be 
able to provide combatant commanders the joint force capabilities they 
need to achieve desired "effects'' and "outcomes," rather than simply 
responding to requests for numbers of things-troops or platforms. 

• Procurement. DoD will continue to invest to achieve greater lethality 
per unit of force structure. 

• Strate~icLift. DoD will continue investing in strategic lift to assure 
timely mobility, e.g., high speed transport. Leveraging new 
technologies in this area should also reduce the associated logistic 
footprint. Additionally, the Department must continue to support 
participation in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet ( CRAF) Act as a supplement 
lo our national mobility capability. 

• Rotation Ratio. The Services will work to find ways to reduce the 
rotation ratio and consider opportunities to transport crews to their 
equipment. 

• Headquarters Layering. DoD components' reduction in the number of 
headquarters will free up some of the manpower currently staffing those 
organizations. The flattening of headquarters hierarchies is desirable and 
viable given existing and planned communications technology. 

• Best Practices. DoD will work to move best practices from inside and 
outside DoD throughout the Department. 

• Plannin2 Tools. DoD is developing tools to enable it to plan more 
rapidly to produce more refined force requirements, both in terms of 
numbers and timing of their movement and arrival. 

• OperationalAvailabilitv. DoD will implement the appropriateJROC 
"operational availability'' studies' recommendations. 

• Stratel!ic Warning. Intelligence capabilities will be tasked to sec if it is 
possible and cost effective to increase strategic warning, thereby 
reducing the portion of the force that must be forward-deployed. 
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• The Right Skills. DoD will develop the ability to more rapidly adjust 
forces in the field, so as to put the right capabilities in the right places at 
the right time and to be able to make rapid adjustments as circumstances 
change. 

• Safety. DoD will move aggressively to reduce the number of mishaps 
as a means to protect our most valuable resources, our people. 

• U.S. Foreign Commitments. DoD will continue to work to pare down 
long-term U.S.commitments such as the Sinai, Iceland, Bosnia, 
Kosovo, etc. We will advise nations at the outset that 'deploymentsare 
not forever and that the U.S. requires the ability to redeploy for other 
contingencies and case of transit. DoD will also use care in adding new 
commitments of forces. 

• U.S. Non-Mllitary S1dl1s. The USG needs to strengthen the 
international capability to help countries establish and execute civil 
implementation tasks; only ifwe are successful will the U.S.and 
coalition forces be relieved of peace operations earlier than tends to be 
the case, such as in Bosnia . 

. • U.S. Worldwide Footprint. DoD will work to improve the flexibility 
and responsiveness of U. S .forces by adjusting U. S .forward-deployed 
forces in Europe and Asia, by repositioning and making greater use of 
pre-positioned equipment to improve our capabilities for rapid 
deployment from the U. S .and elsewhere, and by investing in necessary 
infrastructure where required. DoD will consolidate locations 
worldwide to reduce the number of troops reguired for support, 
including force protection and, in addition, will use host nation forces, 
where available, to provide protection for deployed US. forces. 

Conelusion. 

In a war-in this case, the Global War on Terrorism-it cannot be "business as 
usual." During a crisis, when there is an understandable spike demand on U.S. 
forccs,DoD cannot behave as though it is "busincssas usual." It isn't. DoD 
needs to act promptly to reduce or stop activities such as exercises and other 
"business as usual" activities, as appropriate. 

The task of DoD is to mmiage the force within acceptable levels of stress. Key 
measurements are recruiting and retention metrics. We must monitor all activities 
to see that we achieve solid progress on each of the above tasks, before taking the 
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easy and more expensive course of increm,ing force levels. We owe the American 
people no less. 

DHR:dh 
CurrentMFRs/ End Strength 
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TABB 
Final DRAFT Version lO(as of 11 Oct) 

ACTION AGENDA - REDUClNG STRESS ON THE FORCE 
(without increasing military end strength) 

I. Lessons Bein!i Learned 

Action Item 
a. Contingency plans 

b. Jointness 

Near-Term Action 
USD(P) - Update Contingency Planning Guidance 
to include action items from 18 Aug SECDEF 
"Operational Availability Action Items" memo 
(Sept 03). 

.C.U::S - Within 6 months of Contingency Planning 
Guidance publication, update Joint Strategic 
Capabilities Plan. Direct Combatant CC's to 
delineate forces required to seize the initiative, 
additional forces required to achieve SDTE 
objectives, and follow-on forces required to achieve 
obicctivcs of win decisive. 
CDR.JFCOM - Publish & oversee implementation 
of DoD's Integrated Interoperability Plan as tasked 
in the Transformation Planning Guidance. (Nov 03) 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Action 
USD(P) - Develop a plan for institutionalizing an 
Adaptive Planning process that encompasses the 
full spectrum of military operations. Brief 
recommendations to the SECDEFby 1 Feb 04. 

USD(P&R) -Implement a new Defense Readiness 
Reporting System that uses adaptive planning 
constructs for force readiness assessment (IOC in 
FY04) 

CJCS - Develop DPG language supporting 
initiatives that improve jointness and add synergy 
to joint force operations. (Dec 03) 

USD(P&R) - Implement Defense Integrated 
Military Human Resource System to capturejoint 
experience and training of military personnel. 
Ensure personnel systems uni fon11ly define and 
track joint training qualifications and experiences 
for the selection of qualified personnel for joint 
assi1nunents, (Oct 04). 
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Action Item 
:;. Training and 
Exercises 

d1 Global Force 
Management 

Final DRAFf Version IO(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions -
USD P&R-Update the TrainingTransformation 
[ mplementationPlan as appropriate to include 
lessons from recent real world experience (Jan 04). 

CDR IFCOM- Implement an initial Joint National 
fraining Capabilitytraining event in FY04. 

C.TCS - Develop an integrated apportionment, 
assignment and allocation methodology to include 
integrating the Joint Presence Policy into "Forces 
For" (Oct03) (IAW 18Aug SecDefOA Action 
Items Memo). 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Actions 
USD(P&R) - Evaluate progress on implementing 
the three enabling Training Transformation 
capabilities (Joint Knowledge Development and 
Distribution Capability, Joint National Training 
Capability, Joint Assessment and Enabling 
Capability), and recommend adjustments, if 
required, for POM 06. (Aug 04) 

CDR .TFCOM - Create a Joint National Training 
Capability to routinely incorporatejoint context 
into mai or Service training events (FY 04) 
USD(P) - Oversee implementation of the 
Integrated Global Posture and Basing Study. 
(ongoing) 

CDR TFCOM - Develop capability to monitor and 
report to OSD the status of operational availability 
capability packages (immediate response forces, 
rapid response forces, and win decisive forces) 
(Jun '04) (JAW 18 Aug SecDefOA Action Items 
Memo). 

USO {P&R) - work with CJCS to implement 
capabilities-based force allocation into defense 
readiness assessment and planning (June 04) 
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Action Item 
c. Reserve/Active Force 
Balance 

f. Realignment of 
Manpower Levels and 
Skill Sets 

Final DRAFT Version IO(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
Service Secretaries - Develop plans and propose 
program or budget changes (if appropriate) to 
implement the SECDEF "Rebalancing the Force" 
memo and the 18 Aug SECDEF Operational 
Availability memo (Oct 03). 

II~DIP&Q\ and Secretarv of Armv -work with 
P A&E to develop Army program changes that 
decrease reliance on the Reserve Component for 
"swiftly defeat" & high demand units. (Oct 03) 

Service Secretaries - Brief SEC DEF on actions 
taken to better align manpower ski11s }Vith assigned 
missions and develop Budget Change Proposals, if 
approp1iate, to initiate support of rebalancing the 
force efforts. (Oct 03) 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Actions 
USD{P) - Work with USD(P&R), Service 
Secretaries and CJCS to develop manpower 
realignment DPG language to guide POM 06 
development and QDR preparation. (Dec 03) 

CDRJFCOM: In conjunction with Service 
Component Commands(SCCs), identify and 
implement plans and procedures in support of 
JFCOM's roles as the single Force Provider for the 
supported Combatant Commanders. 

USD{P}- Work with USO(P&R), Service 
Secretaries and CJCS to develop manpower 
realignment DPG language to guide POM 06 
development and QDR preparation (Dec 03) 

USDlP&R)- with USD(I) mid CJCS, conduct a 
study of DoD's organic language, regional, and 
cultural expertise skill requirements. Recommend 
options to realign skill sets to meet foreign 
language requirements. (Aug 04) 

CJCS: With Services, identify each Services need 
to provide support for other Service, allied, and 
coalition units in support of full spectrum 
operations. Determine if there is a need to realign 
manpower to support this mission area. (Jun 04) 
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Action Item 
g. Time on Operational 
Duty 

h. Precision W capons 

L Deployments 

j. Relief in Place 

k. SJFHQ 

Final DRAFf Version 1 O(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
Service Secretaries-Assess options to improve 
the ratio of the number of months out of the total 
period of activation that RC forces are actually 
performing the mission. Repott progress to 
DepSecDefby Dec 03. 

CDR JFCOM - Develop a new deployment proces,;; 
(Joint Deployment Process Owner) incorporating 
lessons learned from OIF. Report progress to 
DcpSccDcfby Dec 03. 

CJCS - work with Services and USO (P&R) to 
develop a common definition of "relief-in-place:· 
(Nov 03J 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Actions 
USO lP&R). C.TCS. Service Secretaries -
Develop action plan to improve the ratio of the 
number of months out of the total period of 
activation that RC forces are actua11y perfonning 
the mi,sion (Aug04). 

CDRTFCOM: Identify actions, plans, methods 
and capabili1ies to track rotations of forces within 
the overall mobilization process. (Aug 04) 
USDtAT&U -with D, PA&E, CJCS and USD(P), 
develop plan for long-lead analysis needed to 
info1m QDR as to impact of cuiTent and projected 
precision weapons programs on logistics and 
manpowerrequirements. (Dec 03) 
USD(P&m -with CJCS and Service Secretaries 
define interactionsbenveen manpower. personnel 
management. and training systems to emure these 
systems and supporting deployment proce,;;ses are 
integrated. {Oct 06) 
Service Sec1·etaries- Develop and implement 
procedures to better execute relief-in-place 
operations. to include conducting the operations in 
less time and doing so using best practices learned 
acro,;;s all Services(Dec '03) 
USD(P) - Identify next steps for SJFHQ 
implementation in DPG for POM 06 action. (D~c 
01) 
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2. People 

Action Item 
a. Military Out of 
Non-Military Jobs 

b. Core Competencies 

c. Contract Employees 

.. 
A d. Education 

FinalDRAFfVcrsion 10 (asof 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
nsn,p&R\ - Work through the Defense Human 
Resource Board to identify opportunities for civilian-
military conversions. As appropriate, work with 
P A&E or Comptroller to develop a Program Review 
Issue or Budget Change Proposal on civilian-military 
conversions (Oct 03). 
Service Secretaries - Continue progress toward 
achieving the President's Management Agenda 
(PMA) competitive sourcing initiative via the A 76 
process or divesture using a core competency 
approach (on going) . 

USD(C) - Consider whether a legislative proposal is 
needed to allow DoD to more judiciously use 
contractors in an expeditionary role for short duration 
missions and for other missions that are not military 
core competencies. (Jan 04) 
CJCS - Complete/ implement Joint Professional 
Military Education initiatives 

FinalDRAFf 

Mid-term Actions 
USD(P)-With USD(P&R) and USD(AT&L), 
develop Defense Planning Guidance to direct the 
Department's efforts to aggressively move the 
military out of non-core mission ,u-cas, and out of 
activities that are not "military essential." (Dec 03) 

USD(P) - With USD(P&R) and USD(AT&L), 
develop Defense Planning Guidance to direct the 
Department's efforts to aggressively move the 
military out of non-core mission areas, and out of 
activities that are not "military essential." (Dec 03) 

Service Secretaries - develop options for divesting 
non-core competency missions in POM 06-1 I, 
inc1uding plans for completing the required PMA 
review bv FY09. (Aui! 04) 
USD(P) - With USD(P&R) and USD(AT&L), 
develop Defense Planning Guidance to direct the 
Department's efforts to aggressively move the 
military out of non-core mission areas, and out of 
activities that are not "militarv essential." (Dec 01) 
Dir. OFT - With USD P&R, develop options for a 
transformational education program for 
consideration in QDR. (Jan 05) 
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Action Item 
e. Coalition Forces 

f. Allies 

g. Backfill 

h: Indigerious Forces 

Final DRAFT Version 10 (as of 11 Oct) 

Near-TermActions 

-

USD(P) - Develop options for expanding the Train 
and Equip program (assuming legislation approved) 
(Jan 04) 

USD(P) - Develop a plan to expand the Train and 
Equip program (assuming legislation approved) (Jan 
04) 

Final DRAFf 

Mid-term Actions 
USD(P) - Ensure increased availability and 
readiness of coalitions forces is a key issue for the 
next Security Cooperation Guidance. (Jan 04) 

USD(P) - Develop an implementation plan for the 
Global Peace Operations Initiative (GPOI) with 
near term ootions focused on Africa. (Dec 03). 
USD(P) - integrate appropriate direction in the 
Security Cooperation Guidance on sharing 
transformation with allies and accelerating their 
ability to assume greater responsibility for their 
own defense. (Jan 04) 

USD(P&Rl - Develop a plan to implement 
common training and readiness assessment with 
Allies. (Oct 04) 
USD(P) - Develop appropriate direction to 
Regional Component Commanders in the Security 
Cooperation Guidance. (Jan 04) 

USD(P) - Develop an implementation plan for the 
Global Peace Operations Initiative (GPOI) with 
near term options focused on Africa. (Dec 03). 

USD(P) - Update the Security Cooperation 
Guidance (Jan 04) to direct Regional Component 
Commanders to increase the availability and 
capability of host nation security personnel. 
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Action Item 
i. Reserve Forces 

j. Volunteers 

k. Holidays 

I. Ca11 Ups 

Final DRAFf Version IO (as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
Service Secretaries - Review current policies and 
practices to ensurejudicious and prudent use of 
reserve forces. Inform USD(P&R) of the results of 
this review. (Dec 03) 

Service Secretaries - Develop and implement 
initiatives that enhance unit and individual 
volunteerism per the 9 July SccDcf"Rebalancingthc 
Force" memo. Brief DepSecDef NL T Oct 03. 

CDR.IFCOM - Identify changes in Joint doctrine, 
policy, and law required for new deployment and 
mobilization process reform and recommend to 
SECDEF improvements to RC mobilization 
considering NE/0 EF /OIF lessons learned. (Jan 04) 

USDlP&m - In coordination with CDRJFCOM 
develop "Quick Wins" initiatives from OIF lessons 
learned for SECDEFconsideration. Review and 
update appropriate Reserve Force Mobilization 
policy documents. (Sep 03) 

Final DRAFf 

Mid-term Actions 
USD(P&Rl -Review and update appropriate 
leserve Force Mobilization policy documents. 
:April 04) 

CDR TFCOM: Develop plan for a consolidated 
foint Mobilization Process focused on 
:eenginecring existing systems and plans for 
IFCOM's role as the single mobilization command.:. 
USD(P&R) - Review and update appropriate 
Reserve Force Mobilization policy documents. 
'.April 04) 

CDR TFCOM: Develop plans, systems and 
procedures to standardize coordination and 
command and control for Service Component 
Commands in the management and tracking of 
volunteers. (Aug 04) 

USD<P&R) - Review and update appropriate 
Reserve Component mobilization pol icy 
documents. (April 04) 
USD<P&R) - Review and update appropriate 
Reserve Force Mobilization policy documents. 
( April 04 ). Develop appropriate legislative 
proposals to implement deployment and 
mobilization process reforms. (Jan 04) 

7 
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Action Item 
m. Incentives 

n. Peace Operations 
Initiative 

o. Intelligence 

- , 

Final DRAFT Version IO(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term'Actions 
n~n,c, 9Drl USDiP&Rl - assess options to offer 
incentives for extended deployments and develop a 
Budget Change Proposal or Management Initiative 
Decision as appropriate for DepSecDef consideration 
(Oct03). 

US 0(1) - Identify desired capabilities mid shortfalls 
in our abilitytQ generate actionable intelligence, 
including a concrete interagencyplan for improving 
hmizontal integration of intelligence. (Dec 03) 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Actions 

USD(P) -Revise Security Cooperation Guidance 
as appropriate to better focus secmity cooperation 
efforts on increasing the ability of allies and 
pmtners to participate in peace operations. (Jan 04) 
USD(P) -Develop an implementation plan for the 
Global Peace Operations Initiative (GPOI) with 
near term ootions focused on Africa. (Dec 03). 
USD(I) - Develop action plan to strengthen 
actionable intelligence (Aug 04) 

8 
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3. Technology 

Action Item 
a. lnfonnation Age 

b. Logistics 

C?· New Technologies 

d. Lethality 

c. U.S.and Coalition 
Transformation 

Final DRAFf Version 10(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
ASD(Nll} - Develop options to accelerate the 
implementation of the GIG and use of new 
• 
information technologies and concepts to reduce the 
need for fon.vard deployed personnel. (Nov 04) 
U SD(A T & L) - Review all Major Defense Acquisition 
Programs to ensure they emphasize smaller logistics 
requirements and footprints. (Nov 03) 

Secretarv of the Armv - Complete fielding of Stryker 
Brigade Combat teams IA W PDM I, FY04-09. ( I si 

Stryker deploying to OIF in Oct 03, 211d Stryker BCT 
ready in mid-FY04). 
CDRJFCOM - Develop a coalition experimentation 
plan to examine key interoperabilityneeds of coalition 
partners. (Dec 03) 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Actions 
ASDlNII) - with CX::S, conduct long-lead analysis 
for QDR of potential effects of C4 systems on 
reducing U.S.-based and deployed personnel. (Jan 
OS). See associated action in section 4. b. 
U SDI AT &L) and Service Secretaries - Develop 
S&T priorities and metrics for new technologies to 
reduce logistics and support requirements. (Jan 04) 

CJCS - Consider the impact of improved systems 
on logistics, mobility and personnel requirements in 
Ooerational Availabilitv '04 Studv. (Mar04) 
USD{AT&U and Service Secretaries- Develop 
S&T priorities and metrics for new technologies to 
substitute for human force protection. (fan 04) 
USD(AT&L) and Service Secretaries- Develop 
S&T priorities and metrics for new technologies to 
lighten the deployed footprint while retaining 
lethality. (Jan 04) 
USD{P) - Update Security Cooperation Guidance 
to identify regional coalition transfunnution 
priorities. (Jan 04) 

9 
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4. Efficiency 

ActiQn Item 
a. Organization of 
Forces 

b. Global Reach Back 

c. Force Allocation 

d. Procurement 

Final DRAFf Version lO(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
Service Secretaries - Describe the capabilities 
required within each Service to drive modular design at 
appropriate levels and brief options for implementation 
by Dec 03. 
Service Secretaries and Combatant Commanders -
Identify capabi1ities that lend themselves to reachback. 
Propose near-term joint options to increase reliance on 
reachback to help reduce the forward footprint. (Dec 
03) 

CICS- Develop an integrated apportionment, 
assignment, and allocation. methodology to include 
integrating the Joint Presence Policy into "Forces For" 
(Oct 03) (IA W 18 Aug Sec Def OA Action Items 
Memo). 

Services - establish preferred munitions requirements 
prior to Service FY 06 POM development. (Jan 04) 

Final DRAFf 

Mid-term Actions 
CDRTFCOM - with CJCS and I':, OFf, conduct 
long-lead QDR analysis of options for modular 
force organizations. (Jan 05) 

USD(P) - With ASD (NII) mid CJCS, develop 
"Global Reach Back" DPG direction for POM 06 
development and QDR preparation, with emphasis 
on organizing the Reserve Component to optimize 
reachback opportunities. (Dec 03). See associated 
action in section 3.b. 
CDRJFCOM - Develop capability to monitor and 
report to OSD the status of operational availabi1ity 
capability packages (immediate response forces, 
rapid response forces, and win decisive forces) 
(Jun '04)(1AW 18Aug SecDef"Operational 
Availability Action Items" Memo). 

USD lP&Rl - work with CJCS to capture 
capabilities-based assessments in defense readiness 
assessment and adaptive planning tools. (July04) 
USD(AT&L) - Develop S&T priorities and metrics 
for new technologies that achieve greater lethality 
per unit of force structure. (Jan 04) 

USD(P) - Develop Defense Planning Guidance 
direction for munitions funding priorities. (Dec 03) 

IO 
TabB 
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Action Item 
e. Strategic Lift 

f. Rotation Ratio 

g. Headquarters 
Layering 

h. Best Practices 

Final DRAFf Version lO(as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Tenn Actions 
CJCS - Assess strategic lift requirements for -
warfighting scenarios specified in the Operational 
Availability '04 Study. (Mar '04). 

CJCS - develop an action agenda to implement 
SECDEF approved Elaborate Crossbow III initiatives. 
Continue to monitor and report progress achieved on 
relieving near-tenn stress on the force.(Oct 03) 

USDfP&Rl - work with D,PJA&E and Servicesto 
develop options to reduce rotation ration by 
transporting crews to their platforms. (Nov 03) 
C.TCS. USDfP&Rl. USD(P\ - Leveragingprevious 
work, assess near-term ways to further reduce the 
number of headquarters and combine headquarters 
activities. Brief SLRG in Oct 03. 

US DI Cl. Service Secretaries. and C.JCS - Implement 
near-term budget and program changes as directed in 
14Jul '03 SecDefAction Memo on "Manpower to 
Support Implementation of Unified Command Plan 
'02" (Dec 03) 

Final DRAFT 

Mid-term Actions 
Service Secretaries - Implement recommendations 
2a and 2e from Secretary's 18 August "Operational 
Availability Action Items" memo in POM 06. (Aug 
04) 

Service Secretaries. Initiate action on DepSecDef 
approved recommendations of the Advanced 
Mobility Concept Study (AMCS) for development 
of future strategic mobility capabilities (Aug 04 ). 
Service Secretaries- assess options for reducing 
rotation ratios and make necessary programmatic 
adjustments by POM 06 (Aug 04) 

USD(P} -with USD(P&R} and CJCS, develop 
Defense Planning Guidance that examines ways to 
furtherreduce DoD's headquarters staff structure. 
(Dec 03). 

C.TCS - Conduct study of Combatant Command 
manpower utilization as directed in the 14Jul '03 
SecDef Action Memo on "Manpower to Support 
Implementation of Unified Command Plan '02" 
(Oct04) 
USD(P&Rl - Propose options to establish a 
process to identity and move best Human Resource 
Management practices among DoD Components. 
(Jan 04) 

11 
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Action Item 
i. Planning Tools 

j. Operational 
Availability 

k. Strategic W~m1ing 

I. The Right Skills 

m. Safety 

Final DRAFf V crsion 10 ( as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions 
USD(P&R) - Report to Deputy Secretary on progress 
in implementing new Defense Readiness Reporting 
System assessment tools l Nov 03 ). 

CDR.TFCOM - Develop a nc\V deployment process 
(Joint Deployment Process Owner) incorporating 
lessons leamed fwm OIF and identify the capabilities 
need in planning cools to execute chis new process. 
Repott progress co DepSecDefbv De(! 03 
.L:J,CS-develop a medianism to crack implementalion 
of Operational Availability recommendations. Continue 
to monitor and repott progress achieved on relieving 
stress on the force.( (Sem 03) 
USD{I) - Identify Intelligence shortfalls impacting the 
ability t.1 generate increased strategic warning. (Jan 04) 

.cJCS - develop a mechanism tu track implementation 
of Operational Availability recommendations. (Sept 
03) 

USD<P&Rl - Form a Defcm;e Safety Oversight 
Council (DSOC) to govern the Department's mishap 
reduction efforts (Sept 03 i 

USD f P&Rl - Develop an enterprise mishap reduction 
system to provide actionable data to DoD leadership 
(Julv 04) 

Final DRAFT 

11-L-0559/0SD/29630 

Mid-term Actions 
USD(P) - Develop a plan for institutionalizing an 
Adaptive Planning process. Brief 
recommendations co the SECDEF by I Feb 04. 

USDCI) - In preparation for QDR 05. assess 
options to mitigate strategic warning shortfalls (Jan 
05). 
USD (P&R) -with the Services. extend 
provisional unit concepts to capi1a)ize on the skills 
of the Individual Ready Reserve and recent retirees. 
USDlP&R)- Work with USD(AT&L) to develop 
DPG language guidance to direl~t the Department's 
efforts to aggressively move on the 5()<~ mishap 
reduction rff011 (Dec 03) 

12 
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5. Policy 

Action Item 
a. US Foreign 
Commitments 

b. U.S. Non-Military 
Skills 

c. U.S. Worldwide 
Fuotorint 

Final DRAFT Version 1 0 (as of 11 Oct) 

Near-Term Actions . 
USD(P) - Develop prioritized list of long-te1m foreign 
commitments where US could reduce or discontinue its 
presence. Brief SECDEFbv Dec 03. 

Final DRAFT 

11-L-0559/0SD/29631 

Mid-term Actions 
USD(P) - Develop plan to pare down long-tem1 US 
commitments (Apr04). 

USD(P) - Develop Defense Planning Guidance 
language on stability operations to guide POM 06 
development. (Dec 03) 

USD(P) •· Develop an implementation plan for the 
Global Peace Operatiom Initiative (GPOI) with 
near term options focused on A fri cu. ( Dt:c 03 ). 
USO{¥)· Oversee implementation of Global 
Posture (IGPBS J initiatives ( ongoing) 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 
Jim Haynes 
Powell Moore 
Mike Wynne 

Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete Pace 

Donald Rumsfel~· 

FiU8 

SUBJECT: Acquisition Regulations during'Wartime 

October 4,2004 

Here is an excellent cable from Ambassador Negroponte in Iraq concerning the 

difficulties he faces as a result of constrictive rules and regulations governing 

acquisition. 

Let's get a team of people together and take this on, using concrete examples from 

the Ambassador's cable. We can do some real good here. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
UNCLASS AM EMBASSY llo~hdad Cable (P 0317052 OCT 04 ZDK) 

DHR:ss 
100404-12 ~l~~s·: ~:.:;~~~~~ya• .. •·; a" i ~ ~-)~~ O a U a a a a a a a •• a ••• • I ••• a a a I• ••• a U O a a I 
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UKCLASSIFIED *** 
••*** This Message Has Been Alte~ed ~77 *~ 

PTTUZDJ\"'W ?.~J"EHGS.n.12 2 G 277l 705-UUUU--RUE1Ql1MA. 
ZNR TJUTJUU ZZH 
l:' 0317052 OCT 04 ZDK 
FM AMEMBASSY BAGHDAD 
TO RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHDC PRIORITY 1772 
RHEHNSC/W}l.!TE HOUSE NSC WASHDC 
RUEKJCS/SECDEF, \'/ASHINGTON DC 

LJNCL.t\S BAGHDAD O O 12 2 0 

FROM THE AMBASSADOR 

E.O. 12958: N/l\ 
TAGS: AMGT, PREL, PGOV, IZ 

SUBJECT: PEACETIME RULES IN A WARTIME E:,,.JVIRONMENT 

l. I HAVE BEEK STRUCK BY THE DIFFICULTIES ~1E FACE, IN 
EFFORTS TO REBUILD IRAQ'S INFRASTRUCTURE, DUE TO 
ACQUISITION REGULATIONS ILL SUITED FOR 
EFFORTS IN THIS DI FF!CULT EN\lIRONMEKT. I ASK THAT 

Page 1 of 1 

.~m DEFENSE ESTABLISH A 11AM OF PROCUREMENT SPECIALISTS ANO 
LAlivYERS TO REVIEliv THE SUGGESTIOKS BELOW AND 1\.U.KF: 
RECOMMENDATIOKS TO PROVIDE RELIEF FROM THESE 
RULES. THIS CABLE OUTLINES PROSPECTIVE RELIEF 
COLLECTIVE INTERESTS OF ALL AGEKCIES UNDER COM 
AS livELL AS MKF-I AND ITS MNSTC-I 

2. REQUEST SUPPORT FOR ONGODJG DEPARTMEKT OF 
EFFORTS TO INCREASE SIMPLIFIED ACQUISITION THRESHOLD 
PROCUREMENT IN IRAQ FROM USO 500,000 TO USO 1 
(MODIFICATION TO THE NATIONAL DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT 

PROGRESS). STATUTORY CHA~GE TO 41 U.S.C. - 403 ET SEQ 
REQUIRED, AFFECTING FEDERAL ACQUISITIOK REGULATIO~ 

A.NO PART 13 (MNSTC-I), 

3. REFERENCE FAR 13.301 IG) (1) THE CURREKT MICRO-PURCHASE 
THRESHOLD FOR CONTIKGEKCY OPERATIOKS IS USO 1 5, 0 0 Cl. 
RECOMMEND MICRO-PURCHASE THRESHOLD BE INCREASED TO USO 
25,000 FOR IRAQI FREEDOM REQUIREMENTS (PCOAND ~STC-I). 

4. REFERENCE FAR 5.203 (A) "PUBLICIZIKG AND RESPONSE TIME". 
THE FAR CURRENTLY P.~'1.DS THAT THE SYNOPSIS MUST BE PUBLISHED 
AT LEAST 15 DAYS PP.IOR TQ ISSUA~CE OF A SOLICITATIOK. 
RECOMMEND THAT FOR lPAQI FREEDOM THE SYNOPSIS PUBLICATIOK 
HJ:.:QU lHJ:.:MJ:.:)JT BE llliDUCJ:.:D IO SJ:.:VEN DAYS. (PCO) 

OSD - SECDEF CABLE DISTRIBUTIO~: 

SECDEF: / DEPSEC: /"' EXECS SC: ,,,-
Cl.'. D '. _____.,,,..,-_ CCD: __ __.._/ __ CABLE CH: 7' FI LE: }( ,xr-" 

USDP: / DIA; OTHER: / f &.. 
USDI: ,, PER -SE_C_: ____ COMM: 

--~-- -----
.. ,. .. 
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*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 
This Message Has Been Al~ered 

Page 2 of 4 

5. REFERENCE FAR 6. 304(A} ( 1) (APPROVAL OF JUSTIFICATIO::JS 
FOR USE OF OTHER THA.~ FULL AND OPEN COMPETITION). 
RECOMMEND CONTRACTING OFFICER'S CERTIFICATION SERVE AS 
AP:?ROVAL ::'OR UP TO USD 1 MILL:OK DOLLARS OR THE LIMIT' OF 
HlS OH HI:.:H ~iARRJ>.NT, WHICHEVER IS LOWER (USACE) • 

6. REFERE::JCE FAR 28 .102-1 (REQUIRING PERFORMANCE AND PAY[v[ENT 
BONDS FOR CONSTRUCTIO:J CONTRl\.CTS EXCEEDIKG USD 100,000) . 
THESE REQUIREME:JTS SEVSRELY RESTRICT ACCESS TO THE MI\RKET 
OK THE Pl\RT OF LOCAL AND REGIONl!.L FIRMS (l\.S THEY Cl\.N NOT 
01::HAlN lNSUR.4....\JCE AND BONDS) AND SHOULD BE WAIVED. (USACE) 

7. REQUEST SUPPORT FOR ONGOING DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE EFFORT 
TO MODlFY F_ll,.R 2 8. 311-1 AND 52. 24 9-14 AND ADD TERRORIST ACTS 
AS A REASO::J FOR EXCUSABLE DELAYS. (ml:'-I) 

8. REFEREKCE FAR 46,:305 (A) (4) AND 52.246-25 LIMITATIOK OF 
LIABILITY. THE RECOMMENDATION IS THAT CO:JTRACTORS' 
LIABILITY BE LIMITED TO REPLACIKG COMPONENTS AND NOT THE 
VALUE OF THE SERVICES (E.G. ELECTRICITY OR WATER KOT 
PROVIDED BECAUSE THE l~ORK CAN NOT EE COMPLETED) . (MNF- I) 

9. REFERENCE FAR 28.309 (B) AND 52.228-4 l~ORKMAN'S 
COMPE:JSATION FOR EACH PROJECT SH/\1,1, 3E LIMITED TO USO 
10,000 DUE TO THE ECONOMIC SITUATIOK IN IRAQ. (MNF-I) 

10. REFERENCE FAR 23,311-1 AND 52.228-7 THIRD PERSO::J 
LIABILITY. THE co:!":'PA:TOFI.' s LIABILITY SHOULD BE LIMITED. 
(MNF-I) 

11. REFERENCE FAR PART l:l .AND 2 .101 AND 15. 4 COMMERCIAL 
ITEM/CERTIFIED COST DATA APPLY THE DEFINITIO:J OF 
"COMMERCIAL ITEMS" TO CONSTRUCTION FOR THE REMAINDER OF 
IIRP. IF CONS':'RUCTIOK CANNOT BE DEFI:JED AS A "COMMERCIAL 
ITEM," WAIVE THE REQUIRE[v[ENT FOR "CERTIFIED COST DATA" 
BASED ON PERFORMA.KCE OF DETAILED PRICE ANALYSIS ON ALL NON
COMPETED ACQUISITIONS .~.ND CHANGES. (USAID) 

12. REFEREKCE FAR S:2.Z<l.S-2 ALT 1 (5) EQUIPMENT RISK OF LOSS 
ADDITIOKAL l~AR RISK INSURANCES DEEMED REIMBURSABLE IF 

SUCH INSURAKCE IS ,!\V,ll,IL.t..BLE. IF I::JSURANCE IS NOT AVAILABLE 
(AND lT HAS NOT BEEN TO DATE), THEK U.S. GOVER::JME'.\JT SHOULD 

ACCEPT RISK OF LOSS ONCE EQUIPME:JT CROSSES THE IRAQ BORDER. 
(USAlD) 

13. REFEREKCE DEFE::JSE BASE ACT, 42 USC 1651-1654; FAR 
52, 22$-3 1 "WORKERS' COMPENSATION INSURA::JCE (DEFE::JSE BASE 
ACT) 11 ; FAR 28. 309, "CONTRACT CLAUSE FOR WORKERS' 
COMPENSATION INSURANCE"; AND FAR 52, 228-4, "l~ORKERS' 
COMPE:JSATION AND WAR HAZARD INSURANCE OVERSEAS". THESE 
PROVISIONS TOGETHER PROVIDE THAT (NHERE THE SECRETARY OF 
F 
Ll\BOR Hl\S Wl\.IVED THE l\PPLICl\.BILITY OF THE BASE DEFENSE /\CT) 

*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 
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""* m.:CLASSIF IED """ 
This Message Has Been AlLered 

Page 3 of 4 

WORKERS' COMPENSATIO:,.J INSURAKCE OR ITS EQUIVALENT SHALL BE 
SUCH AS WOULD BE REQUIRED I\J THE NATIO\J OF 11\JHICH THE 
EMPLOYEES ARE NATIO\JALS. IT IS APPROPRIATE THAT EACH 
NATIOK'S 0~~ SOCIO-ECONOMIC POLICY STA\JDARDS SHOULD BE 
APPLU.:D 10 l'l'S Cl'llZE:,.JS_ THE BASE DEFE:,.JSE ACT SHOULD BE 
_A.MENDED 10 APJ:'LY THlS STA\JDPJill VHTHOUT THE NECESSl'lY OF A 
"WAIVER" BY THE' SECRETARY OF LABOR. (USACE) 

14. REFERE:,.JCE FAR 33. 201 ET SEQ., "DISPUTES A:,.JD APPEALS . 11 

THE FAR CURRENTLY PROVIDES FOR THE CO~TRACTING OFFICER TO 
PROVIDE A CONTRACTOR l'IITH A "FI\JAL DECISION" REGARDING A\JY 
DISPUTES THE CO\JTRACTOR HAS WITH THE GO\lERNMENT. THE 
CONTRACTOR MAY APPEAL A CONTRACTIKG OFFICER'S FI\JAL 
DJ:.:C1Sl0:,.J TO J:.:lTHEH THE ARMED SERVICES BOARD OF CONTRACT 
APPEALS 0~ THE UNITED STATES COURT OF FEDERAL CLAIMS. 
IRAQI CONTRACTORS HAVE LITTLE EXPERIEI\CE WITH OR ACCESS TO 
EXTRA-TERRITORIAL APPELLATE BODIES. RECOMMEI\D THAT FOR 
IRAQI CO\JTRACTORS, THEIR APPEALS FROM CONTRACTIKG OFFICER 
r'lNAL DEC1Sl0NS BE DEClDED VHTHlN THI:.: MlLlTAHY CH.I\H OJ:' 
COMMAND IN IRAQ. (USACE) 

l 5. REFERE\JCE FAR 6. 304,. "APPROVAL OF THE JUSTIFICATION". 
THE FAR REQUIRES JUSTIFICATION AND APPROVAL {J&A) ACTIONS 
FOR OTHER THAI\ FULL AND OPEN COMPETITION TO BE APPROVED BY 
OFFICIALS AT HIGHER AND HIGHER LEVELS WITHIN THE PROCURING 
AGENCY AND ABOVE THE AGENCY, DEPENDII\G UPON THE ESTIMATED 
AMOU:,.JT OF THI:.: PHOCUHEMENT _ RECOM]V]END THAT, t'OR J&.A ACTIOI\S 
RELATED TO CONTRACTS TO BE PERFORMED I~ IRAQ, THE APPROVAL 
OFFICIAL BE THE HEAD OF THE CONTRACTII\G ACTIVITY FOR THE 
IRAQ PCO. (USACE) 

16. R.Et'ERE:,.JCE r'PJ.1- 28.306, "INSURANCE UNDER FlXED-PRlCE 
CONTRACTS". THE FAR SHIFTS THE RISK OF LOSS TO CO\JTRACTORS 
UNDER FIXED-PRICE CONTRACTS; THE FAR LEAVES IT TO THE 
CONTRACTOR. TO BUY AND MAI~TAII\ INSURA.\JCE COVERAGE AGAI:,.JST 
MOST RISKS. IN IRAQ, SUCH INSURANCE IS EITHER IMPOSSIBLE 
TO OBTAIN OR VERY COSTLY. RECOMME~D THE FAR BE AMENDED TO 
ADD A "WAR RISKS" PROVISION TO ALL CONTRACTS IN IRAQ THAT 
M,!1.KES CO~TRACTOR LOSSES DUE TO HOSTILE ACTIOI\S COMPENSABLE 
BY THE GOVERNMENT UNDER THE CONTRACT. (USACE) 

l 7. REFERENCE FAR 1 S, 40<1- 3, 11 SUBCO\JTRACT PRICING 
CONSIDERATIONS." THE FAR IMPOSES COST AND PRICE 
REASO\JABLENESS STAKDARDS AGAI\JST ALL CONTRACTORS AND 
SUBCOI\TRACTORS WHEI\ THE CO~TRACT PRICE (OR ADJUSTMENT TO 
THE CONTRACT PRICE) REACHES A CERTAIN AGGREGATE THRESHOLD. 
MANY SUBCONTRACTORS IN IRAQ ARE LOCAL FIRMS OR 
INTER\JATIONAL FIRMS, L.?l.CKING EXPERIENCE WITH U.S. COST 
STAKDARDS AND HAVI\JG COST ACCOU\JTING SYSTEMS THAT DON'T 
MEET US STAI\DARDS. RECOMMEND THAT IRAQI OR I~TERI\ATIO~AL 
SUBCO~TRACTORS TO GOVERNMENT CO~TRACTS IN IRAQ MERELY HAVE 
TO MEET THE MORE RELAXED PRICE REASONABLEKESS STANDARDS 
lMPOSJ:.:D BY !:'Al{ 12,209, "DETERMI~ATION OF PRICE 
REASONABLENESS." (USACE) 

*** U~CLASSIFIED ~•~ 
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UNCLASSIFIED 
~TTY• This Message Has 3een AlLered ••••• 

Page 4 of 4 

18 . REFERENCE FAR PART 12. 404 WARRA..',JTY. WHILE WE ARE ASKING 
FOR A RULDJG THAT ALLQT,\iS CONSTRUCTION AS A COMMERCIAL ITEM, 
'l'JE Alli'..: ALSO SUGGESTING THAT COMMERCIAL STAJ\:DARDS BE APPLIED 
WHICH EXCLUDE WARRANTY FOR MERCHAI.\TABILITY OR FIT~ESS FOR 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. (USAID) 

19. USG VS. MINISTRY/GOVERNME:NT 0~ IRAQ PROPER'.:'Y- nTHER 
DECLARE MINISTRY PROPERTY USG PROPERTY OR AGREE THAT 
CONTRACTORS \lilHO IKADVERTENTLY DAMAGE MINISTRY PROPERTY ARE 
ENTITLED TO AN EQUITABLE l\DJUSTMENT TO REPAIR/RESTORB IT. 
FAR PART 46 THE PROTECTIONS PROVIDED THROUGHOUT RELATE TO 
U. S . GOVER~ME~T PROPERTY, WE ARE SEEKI~G A RULING THAT SUCH 
PROVISIONS THROUGHOUT THE FAR \lilILL TREAT IRAQI PROPERTY AS 
GOVERNMENT PROPERTY FOR PURPOSES OF IKADVERTENT DAMAGE. 

(USAID) 

20. ADDITIONAL DEATH AND DISMEMBERME~T INSURA..'JCE
SUPPLEMEKTAL \lilAR RISK I:JSURANCE OVER AND ABOVE WHICH 
DEFENSE BASE ACT (52,228-3) PROVIDES AND COVERS. DBA 
COVERAGE DOES NOT IN AND OF ITSELF COMPENSATE FOR THE 
EXTR.P1.0RDINARY AND UNPRECEDENTED PERSONAL RISKS OF SERVICE 
I~ IRAQ. FURTHER, UNLIKE THE SITUATION IN OTHER USAID-
ASSISTED COUNTRIES WHERE OBA IS DEEMED SUFFICIENT, 
EMPLOYEES I~ IRAQ LOSE ALL THEIR EXISTING I~SURANCE 
COVERAGE DUE TO STANDARD WAR RISK EXCEPTIOK I~ THEIR 
I:JSURANCE COVERAGE. ALLOW PURSUANT TO COST PRIKCIPLES FAR 
31.205-19. (USAID) 

21. FAR CITATION - LIMITATIO:J OF LIABILITY EQUAL TO VALUE 
01:' THI:; SUBCO)JTHACT, EXCLUSl VE OJ:' .LlABlLlTY !:'OR THlHD PAl~.TY 
CLAIMS ARISIKG FROM INDEMNITY OBLIGATIONS AND LOSSES 
ARISING FROM WILLFUL MISCO~DUCT OF MA..'JAGERIAL PERSOKNEL. 
THIS IS NOT A FAR REQUIREMENT AS SUCH-WE ARE SEEKIKG A 
BLANKET AUTHORIZATION TO IKCLUDE THIS LIMITATION AS IT IS A 
COMMERCIAL PRACTICE UTILIZED IKDUSTRY\lilIDE IN SITUATIOKS 
WITH EXCESSI\lE RISK, (USAID) 

JEFFREY 

** * * RETRAKSMITTED MESSAPE .... T .. 

SECDEF V2 
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TO: COL Steve Bucci 

71..(<-~ 

P8~8 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Brownlee and Schoomaker 

Please arrange a meeting for me with Les Brownlee and GEN Schoomakerto 

discuss this memo on Defense Attaches. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I OJ 12/04 Acting Sec Anny Memo to Sec Def re: Selection of Officers to Serve as Defense Attaches 

DHR:ss 
101504·5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

OSD 02408~05 
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DEPARTMENTOFTHE ARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310 

October 12,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Selection of Officers to Serve as Defense Attaches 

The following is provided reference your inquiry regarding the Army's processes for 
selecting officers to serve as the Defense Attaches (DATT) to Russia and China. 

The DATT billets in China and Russia are currently the only validated,joint genera)/flag 
officer requirements for defense attaches. Although not mandated for fill by a general/flag 
officer in Title I 0, these two billets have historically been held by general/flag officers due to the 
nature and scope of associated duties and the attendant political significance. Of note, before 
being repealed by the ~ional Defense Authorization Act,§ 714, Title IO specifically 
required that the DA~ billet be filled with a general/ flag officer. This legislation was 
enacted to overcome the Department of Defense's long-standingpracticc of filling the DA TT -
France with a colonel or Navy captain. 

.. () . Each of the DA IT billets arc filled on a rorntj~ basis by the Army, Nav.)!._and Air Force 
\"" /~:;\l...P to ensure ability to train and select officers with the right skills and experien";;'e, ~ile also 

1· l, precluding over-representation of officers with a potentially limited skill set among the Services' 
general/flag officer ranks. The Anny is scheduled to fill the DATT - China billet in 2006 and 
the DATT- Russia in 2007. Accordingly, the Army CompetitivcCatcgory Brigadier General 
Promotion Boards in FY05 (DA TT- China) and FY06 (DATT - Russia) will need to select one 
officer ~~he needed background to represent the Department and the Nation well in 
e~1ica1 positL~· 

Historically, Army colonels selected to serve as DA Tf s in China, Russia and France 
have possessed advanced degrees in area studies, regional experience and languages· s that 
were consistent with the specific country for which a general officer DA TT was required. This 
notwithstanding, and given precedents demonstrated by the other Services, I am confident that 
this year's Brigadier General, Army Competitive Category Promotion Board will select the best· 
qualified officer from among the 121 colonels eJigible for consideration Who possess lhe 
requisite background to serve as a DATT (Army officers holding this specialization arc termed 
Foreign Area Officers). Accordingly, in the Memorandum of Instruction to the board members, 
I intend to provide generic guidance to select the.__best officer to serve as the DA ~ina, vice 
specific guidance requiring that the selected officer be one whose foreign area of concentration is 
China. This is especially prudent given that the selected officer must possess the skills and 
attributes nccded..!~tinue servi~the Anny and Department of Defense in ~variety of other 
billets upon c~mpleti9n of his duties as th~ DA TT - China. · -~ 

~- ...... -~- • - ~# .... ~.~ --..... ___........ .....---.-~ .. --~ .......... 

Acting Secretary of the Army OSD 02408::0S 
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OCT 2 7 2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald RumsfelcrJfl 

SUBJECT: Afghan and Iraqi Security Forces Updates 

In the future, on the Afghan Security Forces Update, they ought to put a mark for 

the April elections, so people will know where the forces will be for the April 

elections. We may also want to put a mark on the Iraqi Security Forces Update for 

the January 30 elections, and the other sequenced elections later next year, when 

the votes are going to occur. 

On the Afghan Security Forces Update, page 5, it reads MoDIGS. I'd prefer not to 

use acronyms like that on the update, if you can avoid it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102604,q 

....................•.....................................•............. , 
Please respond by _______ _ 

JJ>f ~+ -4 
~GI~:...._,•. 

~cit~ ~ 
(J~,d,/. 

~/l, ~ jfc/ 
02412-05 £'666 OSD 
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October 4,2004 

TO: COL Steve Bucci 

CC: Cathy Mainardi 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld yJl. 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Schoemaker and Brownlee 

I would like a meeting with Gen Pete Schoomaker and Les Brownlee on the 

subject of the Location of Civil Affairs. 

I'd like the attached memo given to me for the meeting. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
4/27/04 CJCS Memo to SecDef re: Location of Civil Affairs 

DHR:ss 
100404-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by /o /vq/o f 

oso 02415·05 - ,, . 

FiU8 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld lyf\ 
SUBJECT: Location of Civil Affairs 

j ll.. 

APR S 7 2004 

When are we going to get closure on where the Civil Affairs functions ought to be 

located? What is the pacing item there? Ts it getting on my schedule? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
042304-14 

....................................................•................... , 
Please respond by f( 1/ () ¥ · 

! 

e fostd 
4/tr /,'{ "*""' 

~ )t~ l.t f"IJA'{•"j 

L+w t. ,, ,t,. f . 

oso 13900-04 .. -
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TO: 

cC: 

• 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Woifowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld tyf\ 
SUBJECT: Location of Civil Affairs 

f 

APR I 'I 2004 

When are we going to get closure on where the Civil Affairs functions ought to be 

located? What is the pacing item there? Is it gett.in; on my schedule? 

Thanks. 

OSD 13900-0L} 

11-L-0559/0SD/29643 
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30 August 2004 

INFORMATION PAPER 

SUbject: Army 'Tiger Team" Briefing to Vice Chief of Staff 

1. Purpose. To summarize latest Anny briefing on CivilAffaJrs (CA)issues. 

2. Kev Points. On 26 August, the CA/PSYOP Tiger Team (CAPOTn btjefed the 
Vice Chief of Staff, Army [VCSA) on options for the assignment of CA units. 

• Toe CAPOIT presented the fol lowing findings: 

- CA (and PSYOP) forces can best support operations by remaining 
under US Army Special Operations Command (USASOC). 
Reassigning CA to Army Forces Command would not increase Army 
interest in these activities, improve the transition to post-combat 
stabilization operations, nor support the Army Campaign Plan. 

- Addressing CA and PSYOP challenges requires partnership between 
US Army Forces Command and USASOC. 

- Operations would benefit from creation of a full-time strategic-level 
Cluil Mi Ii tary Operations [ CMO planning/ coordination capability. 

- The Anny should consider elevating CMO to a doctrinal "battlefield 
operating system ... 

- USASOC must redesign the current CA and PSYOP force structure 
for modularity and use Total Army Analysis to review AC/RC mix. 

- Extending the Reserve Component CA branch to the Active 
Component and creating a PSYOP branch would promote the 
management, professionalism and availability cf those officers. 

• VCSA approved the findings and gave the following guidance: 

- Continue to work the force structure for 0\ and PSYOP. 

- Detennine how to integrate CA, PSYOP and supported units per the 
Army Campaign Plan. This should include Combat Training Centers. 

- Return in 90 days to brief the implementation plan. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29644 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF ll-£ VICE CHIEF OF STAFF 

201 ARMY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0201 

I 6 AUG 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDING GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (AIRBORNE}, FORT BRAGG, NC 28310 

I 

SUBJECT: Results of G-3 Directed Civil Affairs (CA) and Psychological Operations 
Tiger T earn (CAPOIT) 

1. As'per our meeting and your request for assistance on 29 April 2004, I convened 
a Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Tiger learn (CAPOTT) to analyze your 
Civil Affairs and PSYOP "Way Ahead" concept. The T earn also analyzed two 
additional concepts for points of comparison, The team consisted of members of the 
Army Staff, selected Army major commands, and selected outside agencies. it 
ensured all doctrinal, organizational, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, and 
facilities issues were reviewed and considered. 

2. The Tiger Team determined civil affairs and psychological operations forces coold 
best support the Army by remaining under the Army Special Operations Command 
(USASOC). The Army's Force Generation Model's emphasis on modularitywill 
assure that this capability is realized as CA and PSYOP staff planners will be 
assigned down to the BCT UA level. The Tiger Team recommends that USASOC 
should redesign the current CA and PSYOP force structures for modularity and 
relock the AC/RC mix. 

3. During the conduct of the Tiger T earn review and assessment the fo11owing three 
concepts were developed: 

a. Concept 1 - USACAPOC, with all currently assigned forces, remains 
assigned to USASOC and transforms to support modularity. 

b. Concept 2 - HQ USACAPOC with all CA and PSYQP Forces reassigned 
to JFCOM. 

c. Concept 3 - SOF supporting forces assigned to USASOC and 
conventional forces assigned to FORSCOM. 

4. Recommendation: The CAPOTT endorses Concept 1 by utilizing the comparison 
criteria of Training/Readiness. Modularity. Flexibility, and Predictability. Recommend 
USASOC begin coordination with FORSCOM to support transformation and support 
modularity IAW Concept 1. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29645 
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SUBJECT: Results of G-3 Directed Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Tiger 
Team (CAPOIT) 

5. Although this constitutes the closure of this Tiger Team, tre members are 
available to assist in any capacity. We needto continue to build on the momentum 
gained thus far. Furthermore, USASOC's pursuit of branches for CA and PSYOP will 
help to increase professionalism, management, and avallablllty of the officers in 
those branches. 

6. The POC irthis action is COL Jose Olivero, HODA, G-3, MOSO-SOD, DSN!(b)(6) I 
!(b)(6) I 

e~~~l' 11£.:~ 
RICHARD A. CODY d 
General, United States Army 
Vice Chief of Staff 

11-L-0559/0SD/29646 
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OCT 15 2004 

TO: Jim McDougal 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: October 6 Letter from Sergey 

I assume this Jetter of Oct 6 from Sergey to me, which I just received.,has been 

answered by our meeting and the things we hand-delivered to him. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
10/6/04 Leuer from Ivanov lo SecDef re: Tule Radar Station 

OHR:ss 
1014-04-44 

OSD 02417-05 
P0~8 
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6 October 2004 

Mr. D. Rumsfeld 
U.S. Secretary of Defense 
Washington D.C. United States of America _ 

Dear Mr. Secretary 

I would like to thank you for your letter of August 19, 2004- in which you 
responded to the Russian concerns in connection with the plan to modernize the. missile 
strike early~waming radar station. located in Tule, Greenland. 

At the same time. it would be appreciated if you could provide the Russian side 
with more complete information concerning the purpose. function. and capabilities of this 
station. Such information would help to bring lhc relationship ~een the United States 
of America and the Russian Federation to a new level. 

I hope that the productive work on all issues conneded with the cooperation 
between our .countries in the military sphere wiU continue. The Russian side is prepared 
for such a dialog. · 

Respectfully, 

<signature> 

S. Ivanov 
Minister of Defense 
Russian Federation 

c:- l~'-,.)1 ~7 . ·\ C J __ _)lJ I .) :0 \.i --· C./,-

A 1 I 8 -1 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Gen Dick ·Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FB1'8 

Donald Rumsfeld '\j/L 
SUBJECT: Accomplishments 

October 29, 2004 

I think we've got to come up with a calculation of a11 the things that were done: 

• the millions of people that move back and forth 

• the millions of tons 

• the millions of meals 

• all of the weapons that were captured 

The military is getting a bum rap and they've done a great job. Someone needs to 

go out there and explain what's been done and how magnificent it's been done. I 

need data for that, so let's get it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102904-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _....i.l...,I /,__~2.µ/D""""~,___ __ 

I J 

O~D 02418-05 
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TO: 

FROM: 

71(,:-.~ 
rts~ts 

Paul Butler ) A 
Donald Rumsfeld1 ;f" 

SUBJECT: Druyun Statement 

October 19,2004 

Please mark on this Darlene Druyun paper the things she admitted to, s I can just 

read it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Druyun plea 

DHR:ss 
101904-7 

/ " 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _,{'-o-+/..:;..v_.;;v_/ _o+-'{ __ 

r J 

s;; 
I 

OSD 02419-Qi 
1 • • ~ 
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To: SecDef 

From: Paul Butler~ 

Re: Druyn Plea 

October 19,2004 

Druyn admitted to intluencing4 separate dea]slm behalf of Boeing f'l1w IC ,t,I ..,_ .._J .,. ,,,.. ,, 'Ji. 4-t! 
( outlined in numbered paragraphs 1-4 on pages 2 and 3J. She claims she did so in 

exchange for her job with Boeing and for Boeing's favorable treatment of her 

daughter and hiring of her son-in-law. The 4 deals are: 

1. The KC 767 A tanker lease deal. Druyn admits she agreed to a higher price 

and passed proprietary info to Boeing. 

2. NATO AWACS program. Druyn admitted to influencing a decision to 

make an inflated$ I 00 mil1ion payment to Boeing in connection with a 

restructuring of this deal. 

3. Upgrade of C 130 avionics. Druyn admitted that her selection of Boeing 

for this contract was influenced by Boeing having hired her son-in-law and 

that another contractor could have been selected absent this influence. 

4. Settlement of C 17 H22 contract. Druyn admitted that her decision to pay 

$412 million to Boeing to settle this dispute was also influenced by 

Boeing's decision to hire her daughter's then. boyfriend. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29652 
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IN THE UN1TED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE 

EASTERN D1.St1UCT OF VlllOJNlA 

Alexandria Divir.ion 

UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA 

v. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Criminal No. 04-UO-A 

DARlEEN A. DRUYUN, 

Defendant. 

SUPPJ HNMAL STATEMENT OF FAC1'$ 

ft is agreed by and between the pattia that 1be following fads are true and 1hat they 

supplement 1hc Statement nf Facts filed in tbe above refmneed case. 

On April 20. 2004 the defeadant entered a plea of pity to comphacy to violate Title 18, 

United States Code. Section 208(a) in Iha BaSiem Dialrict of Virginia. Al •:pall oftbatplea, the 

de£r:ndam entered into a plea agxcanent with the t&ited States Atto,ney', Ollce far the East.ero 

District of Virginia. That apetJDent niquired die defcnd:ant to provide All), coiiplete and trutlJful 

coopmrtion to 1be govcmmcm. Prior 10 cmerm, die plea agretmeat with rJae tJnked &tam&, lhe 

defendant mtered intn 1. proffer apeem.lDI with the United Stat• to tbnnulate an appropriate 

r~oolution ofthu case. On December 2, 2003 lbe clcfendant was intervic-.ved by agents of the 

xuvemment as pan oflhe proffer agreement On April 23, 2004 tht defendant was again 

interviewed by government a.gents u part ot the eoopera.tion required by her pie& a,recmenl. 

The defatdant now adcnowJcdges that she provided fabc. misleading aod untruthlW information 

to govtnunenc investieators at both ofth0$e ltssions. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29653 ....... -----·-·-~·· . -----.. -·. --~ - .. ~------
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DCIS P.02 

On July 28, 2004 the defendant was reinterviewed by government qrnts and 

acknowledged, Ma ,esult of the aovemmcnt's in,,estiption. 'that she had not been tnitbful in her 

prior cooperation. The defcndanr had previously nwntained that she had aln]'I acted in the best 

interest of the UniTM St.tes durinc htr negotiations wim the Bating Company while she was 

mtpio~ by the Arr Porte. She acknowled,ed a confiict of interat in neaotiad'nc employment 

with Boeing while at the same time ncgoti1ting with Boeina on behalf of the Air Force. 

However, the defendant had maintained that her relationship with Boan& clid not influence her 

official a~tions or hann the eove:mmenr. 

The dtfa1dant, ,ince July 2S. 2004, now ai:bowledga that ahe did Sm,rtu Boeing 

Company in certain negotiations u a rault of her employment nqotiatiou and Olber fa.von 

future son-in-la• and her daughter in 2000. at die d4adaD,t•, ~ *'II wiah- Ole dolmdant's 

desire ta bt employed by .Boei11a. inflwaced her &044Wdllt cledliinnl ill .... aU'tctiDg 

Boc:ing.1 That u a mul1 otthe IO!II of htr objectivity. sbe·toat ldkma whidl baantd tho United 

States to include the followin,:: 

l. In nesoliatiau with Boeing com:~ dla lllSO •cn,ent Air 1.00 IDliq JCC 767 A 

tanker a'itenft, the ddcdant qned to a hipa- price for die aimd dlla slit: Wioved was 

1 The defendant also acknowled.&n co~ing a senior ofJicial of BOiin& in 2002 
concerning the continued employmct of ht.t dopter by Boeing. lhe ~ had been told 
by her daughter that she feared trmdnadon hyBomn1 for employmenr~ iaau.ca. The 
defendant coru~ed a ~or o.fraciaJ of Boemg. with -.Jaom shcw M.P'ff .... the KC 767 A 
tanker lease, to preve.at IDY adv«se actinn 1,y Boema apiut her--· We d111pter WU not 
umninated and instead was tramftffed 10 1 acw pMition. This same senior Boe:ms official 
routinely updated the defendant concerning the 4au.tbtcr's tmploy,nent widl Boeinc, for example 
advising the defendant of pay increases recdved by tlle daustiter. 

2 
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appropriate. The defendant did so, in her vir:w, as :i 'parting gift to Boeing" and beclll!e ofher 

de&ire to ingratiate her&elfwith Boting. hei future emp!oycr. The de-fend.ant alao now 

acknowledges provictina to Boeing during rhe negotialions.whit at the time ,he considered 10 be 

pmprietary pr.icing data .supplied by lllotbtr airmft mammctmcr. 

2. During 2002 tho dcfmdan1. as~ ofdlc NATO.Jiitborne·_Eatiy Wamint and 

Co111rol Proaram Mmaprom BDIJ'd of Directon. w• involved in MS.Ptiatiana-widl Boeing 

concemiug arC$lJ'Uetlliq of the NATO AWACS pros,am. Thaddftdant~ a p&Jfflent 
t ... · 

etf JOO m.illiGO dollll'I ro.Bocins M part of lbat remucturinf. The ....... aolme'Wlldpt 

lhat at die lime dJe bdloved a·1aww ameunt ro. be an a,,raprilte ~el aJie did not act in 

me best ioterest of'the United States and NATO. Her IIICCfflfflt to the JOChdlioa dollar 

~ttlement wu in.flueucm by her danabter's and =~m-1nr•1 roladon.iup with loams and 1he 

employment neac,tiatlons. 

3. The defeadanc •• the selection audaity in 2001 · fortbe C 130:AMP,-wldcb wu an 

Air Force proc:m1mm1 of more than four billion dollan to uppde tk ~ of'C-130 airaaft. 

The defendmt saloGted Boeing Imm fOGr compclilars, and now aelmowliedpi lalit ,be was 

influenced by her perceived indebtedneu to Boeing for employinS ,_..._ -.iiJ,,law IDd 

daughter. The dcitndant believes that an objecdve &eJecdoo authority may.not bn1 alteted · 

Bacin1, 

4. During 2000 the defendaot nqotiated a Nttlae.nt with Doting conc.enun1 the C-17 

H22 toniract clause with a aenior executive of Boeing. These :negotiations o«\ll'ie<l at the time 

the defendant wa.s seeking emplO)fflent at Boeing for her daughter's boymim!f. The defp:,ndant's 

dee;sion to agree to a pa.yment of approximately 411 million dollars to Boeina in COMtction with 

3 
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the C- 17 H?.2 clause was influenced by Boeing's assistance to the defendant 

The defendant has also acknowledged since July 28, 2004 that :ta ear1ier cooperation 

with the government was untruthful and misleading in other respects. For ex.amplei the 

defendant ha.a revealed that a notebook she had provided to government in'Vestiptors had been 

alcered by her. This notebook contained wha.t PUIJJOrtcd to be eontnnporancou.s .DOtes writt!n by 

the defendant when she was employed by the Afr Forte. The defendant now i,;cbowledgcs 

secretly adding notations to the notebook, before providing it to the govemment for the purpose 

of supporting ha- vereion of events. 

Respectmlly submitted, 

Paw. I. McNuI1Y 
United States Attorney 

By: ~<71_~:~-·-...:) 
Robert Wiecheriag 
Assistant United States Attorney 

4 
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After consulting with my attorneys and pumiant to the Supplmental Plea Asreemenr 

entered into rms. day berween me and the Unitoo. States, I hereby stipulate lhal the above 

Supplement:al Statement o(Facts is Q'Ue and acconte, and that had the matter proceeded to trial, 

the United States could have pro,,ed the same beyond a reasonable cb.tt. 

I am Dadeal DruY'm'' s attorney. I have carefully rc:viared the- above Stapplanmral 

Statemmt of Faca widl her. To my toowl«lge. beT decl.sion to 

informed and voluntary one. 

Jolm M. Dow 
Cou•J !OJ lbe Ddmdant 

11-L-0559/0SD/29657 
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DCIS 

JN TifE UNITED STA TES DISTRICT COUAT 

FOR TIJE RA.STERN DlSTRJCT OF VIR.GOOA 

Alexandria Division 

UNITED STATES OF A.MERICA ) 
) 

v. 

DARLEEN A. DRUYUN. 
Defei1dant 

) CRIMINAL NO. 04-lSO-A 
) 
) 
) 

Slffl'fiMINLY: PLEA AQBIIMINI 

Paul J. McNulty, United Swes Attorney for rbe Euter.a District ofViqinia. Robert W. 

Wiec.hning, A.5sistant United States Attorney, the defendant, Darleea A. Dluyun, and the 

defendant'. s counse;I have entered into a Supplemental PJeaAsreement pursuant to paragraph 14 of 

the origjnal pica agreement (hereinafter pla agreement) in criminal cMC Q4..1SO-A. The 1enna of 

the SuppJementaJ Agreement ms as follows: 

I. 'Ibe defendant agrees and stipulates dial ahe breached the plea a....-,tbynot))t'OViding 

full complete and trudifbI cooperation a1 reqmed by paragraph 11 or tho plea aarecmcnt. The 

Supplemental Staimient of Facts filed with mil SUppternmtaJ Ple&Aarccmesat outlines the nature 

of that breach and constitutes a stipula.tion of fact, for pwposes of Section lB l .2(a) of the 

Sentencing Guidelines. 

2.· The defendant agrees that the United S1ates is entitled to CXCJQiC' it's remedies for the 

defendant's breach under the provisions of paraenph 13 o(the plea agreement aDd as ser forth in the 

SuppJemental PJu Agreement 

11-L-0559/0SD/29658 
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pcrs P.07 

3. Notwithstanding paragraph 10 of the plea agreement~ uie defendant agrees that the. 

government may use information provided by her under the provisions of th~ plea agreement to 

enhance tM defendant· s guideli.Des range. F\uther. th~ defendant a.arees to waive the provisions of 

the proffer agreement with the governmm1 dated November 25, 2003 and agrees to pennit the 

government 10 use the inf ormarion and statements provided 'by her ro Ult govenunent iD this crimina I 

case. 

4. The panies agree to the prepmtion of a revised Presentence Report in this case and 

further agree to the following guideline clleaJation in ihie caae: 

a. A base level of 6 under the provisicwof § 2CJ .3(1) md, 4-level incmse for 

actual or planned harm to the government mJder the provisions of§ 2C1 .3(b). 

b. An increase of 2 In-els in the offense level pUIDanl la the: provis.iom of 

§ JC 1.1 Obcwcting or Impeding lhe Administration o! Justice. 

c. No reduction for acceptm,ce ofresponsibilityonder the provi&ions of§ 3E. l. 

d. This results in an of&nse level total of 12, Criminal l&cary Category I, and 

a sentencing rm,e of l0-16 months. The defend.ant aar• that there exists 

no mitig1ting ~ of a Jcind, or to a depee, not adequately taken 

into consida-arioo by the Sentencing Commissian in fonn11laling the 

Guidelines that should rtlUlt in a sentence di.ffmmt ftom the range 

detennmed by the court: Atcordingly the defendant apu not to seek or 

sUpport :my downward departure :from the applicable gujdeline range. 

2 
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5. Waiver of Right to Jury Trial on Sentencing FaclorS. 

The defendant also waives the right to have Cai.ts that determine the offense: level under the 

Sentencing Guidelines (including facts that support any specific offense characteristic·or other 

enhancemen1 ot adjustment) (l) charged in lhe indictment. (2) proven to aju,y, at (3) proven beyond 

a reasonable dou.bt. The defendant explicitly consents r.o be senrenced pursuant to f.he applicable 

Sentmcing Guidelines, to have the sentence based on facts to be established by a preponderance of 

the evidence before the sentencing judge, and to allow the court to consider any reliable evidence 

wi1hout regard to its admissibility at trial. The defendant expliddy icknow)edp that ha: plea 10 

the charged offense autborites the Coun to impose any sentence that is 11Jthori.zed by the Sentencin, 

Guidelines up to and includin1 tbe maximum senttnce set forth in the United State& Code. The 

defendant also waives all cbal]enges to the con.sotutionality of the Senteneina-Guidelmes. 

6. In all other rC6J)CCtS the pJea agreemrnt betwen the ddmdant and the United States 

remains in full force and dfect. 

Assjstant nited State& Attorney 
Supenrisor Fraud Unit 

Date of Approval: 

(j-lB· UJ01 

···---· ... --.... ·~···. 

3 
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Defeidant's Signat~: l have read this Supplemental Plea Agreement and carefully 

Defense Counsel Signattm;: lam counsel for lhe defendant in this c:as.. I rn1lW.s cmtully 

t. To my knowledge. the defendant's 

11-L-0559/0SD{2Qe6-1· ----------- -~·-~ --
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~ 
TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

fon MacDougall 

Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Letter from Ivanov 

71{(\)~ 

FUGO 

October 15,2004 
E S- \OtnS 
o\.\f ar~'c l.\ l\ 

Here is the letter Ivanov gave me on Orlov. You wi ll recall it came up in my 

meeting with him. 

Please handle it from here. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
h anov Leiter to SecDef re: Orlov 

DHR:ss 
10140443 

~u\ 13ut\er········································································· 
P Please respond by . OCT I 8 2004 

10/i-\ 72> ~~ 
;,;:;r Mc Sec.I"~~·. -

_ J:.-... '/~vr- M.~eA·i~j 1 'I vc::>..""'o v C!:por-k.J O rlov We..> ~ 

l V'. c..v .$. -\-od.) : "' Yr I v<. °"- cA \.-4c-+ U IC r C-\. i "". <.. CA S ~ J -\ 
~ C 'Zecl.. \4?"' ~\; c... t c.> e-{... ~.re,.<;( i ~ ~; vv\. I h.o..V'-<.. ~ 
'f'~ss~c{ +-k,~ O"w'\ f-o c_ I A ~----J S-\--'t C(.v-.cR '-'; l \ 

to"'"{-:n.v{ Tu .(o lfow "'y D-'\ ~,'s. w; +--~ \-~I 

~ ~V.$$(&1.~5 v\.v0 ~ Utr"'-)V\le)1."'-).oso 02420-05 

'\LQ. s:~ +.M ( c., 
15-10-04 18:55 rtl 
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/_,. .. 

Moscow, October_ , 2004 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

Let me express my gratitude to you for the information released regarding the 
complicity of Oleg Orlov in an attempted smuggling operation involving an IGLA
type man-portable air defense system to be illicitly shipped into Iran. 

We have undertaken a preliminary investigation in regard to the said person, which 
brought us to a conclusion that the person indicated has no affiliation with state-run, 
or any other, structures involved in military and technical cooperation with foreign 
states on behalf of the Russian Federation. 

The information furnished by you in regard to the activities pursued by Oleg Orlov 
has been promptly forwarded to the relevant law enforcement agencies with an object 
of undertaking investigative work as appropriate. Any credible information worthy of 
interest will be forwarded to you through military diplomatic channels. 

Respectfully yours, 

\ 

Minister of Defense of the Russian Federation 

~.;i' 

Attn. The Rt. Hon. D.Rumsfcld 
US Secretary of Defense 
Washington, D.C., US 

11-L-0559/0SD/29663 
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MocKBa, 1 J 0K"u6p11 2004 r. 

YsID.KaeM11i1 rocno)lHH MHHMC'JP. 

Ilo3BOnbTe Bblpa3HTb BaM MOID DpH3HaTeJil>HOCTh 3a npe)lOCTaJmeHH)7IO 

HH(pOpMrunno o nplfllaCTHOCTH rpruK,.ll,a.HHHa Onera OpnoBa K nom1TICe opramnoBan, 
no Heneram,HbIM KaHaJiaM rroCTIIBKY TI3PK THna «Hrna» B HpaH. 

Mh1 npoBeJm npe,n;BapHTeJibHOe paccne)lOBaHHe B omomeHHH noro 

rpIDK.n.amiHa, B pe3yn1,TaTe KOTOporo npHIWIH K BhlBO,ll,y O TOM, 'I.TO }7Ka3aJillhlH 

(j)HrypaHT He HMeeT HHKaJ<oro omoruemm K rocy.z:tapcmeHH.bIM mrn .ll.PYfHM 
crpy1nypa.M, ocymeCTBJUIIOIIJ.HM BOeHHO-TeXHH1JeCKOe CO'IpYJUDllleCTBO C 

HHOCT])aJIHbIMH rocy.napcTBa.MH OT HMenH PoccHHCKoii ¢>e,I1;epau1m. 

Barna HHcl>opMau.MJI o )le.HTem,HocTH Onera Opnosa 61,ma onepaTH.BHO 

anpeco»a.Ha COOTBeTCT.BYJOllUiM npaBOOXpaHHTeJl.bHblM CTp)7KT)'paM C ueJlhlO 
npoBe)leHIDI ueo6XO,llHMhlX CJie,D.CTBeHHhIX ;:i:eiiCTBHH. IlpH rronyqemrn OT 3TIIX 
C'I'pYJCTYP Ka.KOH•nH60 33CJIJ)1(}1BaIDIUeii BHHMaHIDI HHcpopMamrn, HanpaBHM ee Ba.M no 

BOeHHO-.rumnoMaTIPJeCKHM KattanaM. 

MHHHCTP o6opotthl PoccMi'icKoH cl>e,u:epamut 

focnoiuu-iyt{.PaMccl>enb,u:y 
MnHHC'fPY 06opott1:,1 ClllA 
r.Baurnurrou, ClllA 11-L-0559/0SD/29664 



TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

TAB 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '7'L 
SUBJECT: Commission on Post-Castro Cuba 

vi 
January,l", 2004 

In a meeting with the President and the combatant commanders yesterday, the 

President asked if we are linked into the Commission on Post-Castro Cuba. I said 

l had never heard of it. Dick, you said you had never heard of it. Condi said, "Oh 

the Joint Staff is connected." 

J wam to know precisely if the Department of Defense is in any way connected to 

it and in what way it is. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
012704-20 

...............•....••...........• ~ ....•....•...••...••...•.•••••••...... 
Please respond by z.j 'l/o 'f 

~·- . -, 
. . .. .) 

OSD 02430-04 
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CHAIRMANOFTtEJOINTam:FSOFSTAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

, ~-·· -··-. , .·· t·· · :·. ~ ··· 
CM-153~--0la ,,, ''' 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, or?t( ~ 
SUBJECT: Commission on Post-Castro Cuba 

18 February 2004 

• Question. "In a meeting with the President and the combatant commanders 
yesterday, the President asked if we are linked into the Commission on Post
Castro Cuba. I said I had never heard of it. Dick. you said you had never heard of 
it. Condi said, 'Oh the Joint Staff is connected.' I want to know precisely if the 
Department of Defense is in any way connected to it and in what way it is." 
(TAB) 

• Answer. It is my understanding that DOD is not currently involved, and potential 
involvement will be based on the Commission's request. To date, my staff has not 
been tasked or requested to respond to any of its findings or deliberations, nor 
asked to attend meetings. Tam not aware of any other participation within the 
DOD. 

• Analysis. The President created the Commission for Assistance to a Free Cuba on 
30 November 2003 via NSPD-29 to identify additional means by which the United 
States can assist the Cuban people to bring about an expeditious end of the 
dictatorship. The Commission is co-chaired by the Secretaries of State and 
Housing and Urban Development. Other members include: the Secretaries of the 
Treasury, Commerce and Homeland Security; the Assistant to the President for 
National Security Affairs; and the Administrator of the US Agency for 
International Development. NSPD-29 states that DOD participation is required 
only if requested by the co-chairs to address issues pertaining to specific areas of 
responsibility. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director.J-5; _____ _ 

OSD 02430-04 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

TAB 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Commission on Post-Castro Cuba 

"" January ..J", 2004 

In a meeting with the President and the combatant commanders yesterday, the 

President asked if we are linked into the Commission on Post-Castro Cuba. I said 

] hud never he~m.i of it. Dick. you said you had never heard of it. Condi said, "Oh 

the Joint Staff is connected." 

I w.int to know precisely if' the Department of Defense is in any way nmnt>cted to 

it and in what way it is. 

Thanks. 

l>Hl<,dh 
(112104-20 

•....•••••.•••.......................................................... , 
Please respond by 2-/ lf f ot./ 

OSD 02430-04 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 
Larry Di Rita ti 

cc: Adm. Vern Clark 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

June 6,2004 

,.,., 1 it 
FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Attached is a memo from SecNav1 Chief of Naval Operations on some legislation 

that is needed. 

I hope we will provide every assistance to this memo, assuring this gets passed by 

Congress. 

Please keep me posted as to the progress of this legislation. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
060604E.O Its 

Attach: Depr. Navy note re:Alternative Crewing Concepts/or Warshipsl/13/04 

S<'r 

/(-e ,,.<::.tf L>A St~- /}rrc. t [ 

11-L-0559/0SD/29668 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 

2000 NAVY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20350·2000 

IN REPLV DJ"s-S"• Tn 

• Mr. Secretary,Navy will conduct a demonstration of alternative crewing concepts for selected 
categories of warships. Project seeks to reduce military members involved in other than duties 
directly related to combat. 

• Barriers exist in current International and U.S. laws: 
o Only a warship may conduct belligerent operations, and a warship must be manned by a 

crew under regular armed forces discipline. 
o Under US law, civilian crewmembers could be subject to UCMJ in a time of declared 

war. 
o lf a warship engages in hostilities, civilian crewmembers may be deemed unlawful 

combatants and denied protections under the Geneva Conventions, even if subject to the 
UCMJ. 

• Navy will introduce legislation to gain greater flexibility in the use and protection of civilians 
and will pilot a program on USS CORONADO to modify international law with respect to the 
status of civilians performing non-combatant functions on certain categories of warships 
performing belligerent operations. 

• Beginning Feb 04 and ending with her decommissioning by 30 Sep 05,350 of the 450 USN 
crew on the command ship USS CORONADO will be replaced by 150CIVMARS. 
CIVMARS will perfom1 only functions not directly related to combat (navigation, engineering, 
deck/stewards department). Commanding Officer will be active duty Navy. I 00 active duty 
Sailors and embarked tleetcommander\staffwill perti)m1 command and control fonctionsand 
any assigned belligerent operations. 

• During this period, CORONADO wi.11 deploy in support of 7th Fleet operntions. Ri ~k of 
CORONADO's engaging in belligerent operations in this timeframe is low, but she will 
participate in international exercises and po11 visits. We gain the opportunity to socialize the 
concept of non-combatant civilians serving as crewmembers of some categories of warships 
with .the international community, while reducing the cost of operations by $5M. 

• Follow on candidates for similar crewing concepts include other command ships, submarine 
tenders, Afloat Forward Staging Bases, Maritime Prepositioning Force Future. 

COORDlNATION: None 

Prepared by: Captain S. DeLong, N42,! .... (b_)(_6_) _ _. 

Cc: CJCS 

11-L-0559/0SD/29669 
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12Dec 03 

LEGAL ANALYSIS OF USE OF CNILIANMARINERS ON SELECTED 
WARSHIPS 

Summary. USS CORONADO will retain designation as warship and be partially crewed 
by civilian mariners (CIVMARS) in a pilot program as the Seventh Fleet flagship. 
However, under international law, a warship must be manned by a crew under regular 
armed forces discipline and civilians must not directly participate in hostilities. To 
comply with these requirements, legislation authorizing activation of CIVMARS as naval 
reservists will satisfy the legal requirements. 

Discussion. 

1. The transition of CORONADO from a military to a partial CNMAR crew presents 
two legal issues under international law: 

a. First, under international treaties and customary international law, only 
warships may engage in belligerent activiti.es (generally, these include engaging in 
combat, and other offensive activities in which the enti re crew is considered to 
participate, including visit and search, blockade, interdiction, and convoy escort 
operations). To be classified as a warship, two of the four requirements for a ship include 
being under the command of a commissioned officer, and manned by a crew under an 
armed forces discipline system. 

CORONADO will be under the command of a commissioned officer. CIVMARS 
can be subject to regular armed forces discipline through a requirement of naval reserve 
affi liation, and enacting legislation that will activate them upon designation by the 
Secretary of Defense. Alternatively, legislation could subject them to the Uniform Code 
ofMili tary Justice upon designation by the Secretary of Defense without reserve 
affi liation. Navy will introduce these legislative proposals, which will provide greater 
future flexibility in the use and protection of civilians. 

b. Second, civilians who directly participate in hostilities may be deemed to be 
unlawful combatants, and do not have the protections under the Geneva Conventions. 
The proposed legislation authorizing reserve activation will have the added benefit of 
protecting the CIVMARS on thfa issue (unlike the UCMJ aJternative) since, as military 
members, they wi ll be lawful combatants during hosUlitie:s. 

2. Uti lization of CORONADO in the pi lot program wi ll precede enactment of 
legislation. To gain international acceptance that civilian members of a warship's crew 
may perfonn various shipboard functions (engineering, navigation, support services, etc.) 
as long as they do not participate in activities that cause direct and immediate harm to the 
enemy, this concept wi ll be introduced through actual practice, diplomatic clearance 
requests, and publication to the international community. 

Prepared by: RADM M. F. Loru..,.· (_b_H6_) __ _ 

Mr. J. E. Baggett, (b)(6) 
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:THEASSI ST ANTS EC R ETARVOFD EFE NSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

I J>(,' q/1 

LEEISIUW-11/E July 6,2004 5:00 PM 

FOR SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assist ,mr Secre~ry of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs, .... l(b_)(_5) _ ___.J 

SUBJECT Response to SECDBF Snowflake# 060603E.Olts 

• This responds to your request that we provide "every assistance" to the Navy in 
advancing their proposed legislation for Civilian Mariners (CIVMARS) assuring it 
gets passed by Congress. 

• The Navy did not submit any new legislative initiatives concerning CIYMARS to 
the Office of Management and Budget for clearance as pmt of its Fiscal Year 2005 
legislation program. 

• The Assistant Secretary of Defense for Reserve Affairs (ASD/RA) and Navy ate 

continuing to resolve issues internally before preparing and su bmittingproposed 

legislation. 

• Legislation will not be ready in time to be considered for Fiscal )tar' 2005. 

Attachments: 
SECDEF Snowflake w/attachments 

Prepared by Tom JonesJ .... (b_)<_
6
) _ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/29672 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

THEASSISTANTSECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-"1300 

July 28, 2004 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assistant Secretary of Dcfcmc 
For Legislative Affairs !(b)(6) I 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake regarding SECNA V Memo on ClVMAR 
Legislation # 060604E.O Its 

No change in status, from my previous memo dated July 6, on proposed legislation 
concerning CIVMARS. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29673 



TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Expressing Gratitude 

December 8, 2004 

I- o~)O\~Sed
E~-\lo\lo 

W c need to thank the people who were involved in helping us prevail in 

Afghanistan. Now that the President of Afghanistan bas been inaugurated, it is the 

time, for example, to write Karimov and MoD Gulomov in Uzbekistan, and send 

them something or thank them. We couldn't have done it without Uzbekistan. 

I need a list of the people like that - Pakistan, the Brits, and others who were 

helpful. We need to get a full list, and then we need to develop a terrific letter. 

Also, let's think about sending them some memorabilia or somethin1 and marking 

the historic event that took place. 

Thanks . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

D5D OJ'-f 58-05" 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

TABA 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld TJI-,. 
SUBJECT: Spain 

(_. - . 

:-.~... •• t• • ·, 

(...._·_ • ~ ~ ~ j 

January 15, 2004 

At the January 14 White House dinner, President Aznar of Spain talked to me 

about the fact that apparently the U.S. Navy has agreed to sell Tomahawk missiles 

10 the Spanish Navy. He said now it needs a political push, so I need someone to 

teH me what that is about. 

He mentioned the new frigates with Aegis and how important that will be. 

He mentioned that the submarine construction is getting started, and they are 

going to want US combat systems. He asked me to be helpful if I could. 

Thanks. 

DliR:dh 
\)J 1504-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _------,11µ,./!l=.3=--1/'-. 0----1'-f--

11-L-0559/0SD/29675 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

(:·::··::··-i"" 
..,;i ... •J, ....... 

~-· ... ~ 't -·~. -

David Chu 

Paul \Volfowitz 
Les Brownlee 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld if'-' 
SUBJECT: Individual Ready Resern 

February 8, 2004 

I think we need to rethink. the lndi,·idual Ready Reserve and their availability or 

lack of availability, the extent to which we track them and how we ought to \'a)ue 

them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-,] 

········-················· ..... . 

11-L-0559/0SD/29676 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C . 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 
•• • I ' 

PERsoNNELANo February 19,2004-4:00 PM 
READINESS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

(PERSONNEL AND READIN~J ));i,;_ ,~; 1/ .7 , ·.,. -- 1 ,:··. 1 "" ' / ;. • . ,,,.,,,,.-.._. 
- - - ,, / , !';I .., ,,, .. _.,.. • 

~ / 
SUBJECT: Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) - SNOWFLAKE 

• We have begun rethinking the use and management of the IRR. 

/. "'·.~·. 
' ~· .. ,.. / 

• Over 30,000 IRR members were mobilized for Desert Shield/Desert Storm, 
which constituted I 1 .5% of the total Reserve force called up. For the current 
operation, about 6,500 have been mobilized-or about 2% of the Reserve force 
called up. 

• IRR members are required to keep their Service informed of their address and 
other personnel information. Although the Services use both public and 
commercial locator services, some have had difficulty tracking IRR members. 
We have a legislative proposal for FY05 that would allow the IRS to provide 
DoD with address information on IRR members. 

• The Marine Corps has placed a higher value on its IRR force than the other 
Services, and as a result has had more success in using that force -both in 
peacetime and wartime. 

• Pilot programs in the areas of Arabic linguists and Spectrum Management 
(Wireless Engineers} have been undertaken to test innovative management and 
use of the IRR concepts. 

• Other concept~ for enhanced management and use of the IRR are being 
developed by the Services and the OSD sta ff. W e plan to complete th is work 
at the annual IRR conference scheduled for July, so the firsl ideas can be used 
to support OIF 3. 

• We will include an update on IRR in the next ·'rebalancing" SLRG. 

INFORMATION ONLY 

Prepared by: Dan Kohner, OASD/RA (M&P), ... !<b_)<_6> ___ 

0 0 SD O 2 51 4 - 0 4 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Paul \Volfowitz. 
Les Brownlee 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld if' 
SUBJECT : Individual Ready Reserve 

February 8, 200.t 

I think we need to rethink the Individual Ready Reserve and their availability or 

lack of u·ailability, the extent to which we track them and how we ought to value 

them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-53 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ '1..._"'1"--_<_-1"--0__,._ 

0 SD O 2 51 4 - 0 4 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON , · - ·'"' · 

PER$0NNELANO 
READINESS 

WASHINGTON, D. C .20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

February 19, 2004, 4:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. ~-_Cfil!NJSD(P&R) 
~1,f'W " ·· f~. Bh-z--z..- ,:-7 h --A-vL/ 

SUBJECT: Frequency of Using Reserve Components - SNOWFLAKE 

• In your July 9 ,2003 , memo you had indicated a planning factor of not 
involuntarily calling up Reserve members more than one year out of every six. 
Our recommendation to you reflected a judgment as to what might be sustainable. 
As is evident, it implies approximately three years active service in a 20-year 
service career. 

• Though there has been some discussion regarding flexibility in implementing this 
guidance, it has been widely reported and is generally accepted as approximately 
right by the Military Departments and Reserve Components. 

• What really counts is what Reservists think. Reserve member expectation 
management is critical. 

• We arc undertaking an evidentiary process using survey research, empirical data, 
and modeling to determine the effect of activation on recruiting and retention-
some results are expected this year. ln our April status of forces surveys we will 
ask about the frequency of call up, which will give us a better basis forjudgi ng the 
appropriateness of one in six. 

COORDINATION; NONE 

Prepared By: Mr. Dan Kohner, OASD/RA(M&P)._)(b_)(_5) _ __. 

0 SD O 2 5 1 S - 0 4 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Frequency of Using Reserve Components 

February 8,2004 

We need to think through and decide how often we want to use the Reserve 

components. Is it 1 in 50 years, as is the case with a great many of them, or is it 1 

in I Oar 1 in 7? 

\Ve need to understand it and then recruit, attract and retain people based on 

whatever it is we think makes sense. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dlt 
020804,SS 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

.. • 
C .. .: ... _ .· :-.• - · ... • -- . 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Frequency of Using Reserve Components 

February 8,2004 

We need to think through and decide how often we want to use the Reserve 

components. Is it 1 in 50 years, as is the case with a great many of them, or is it 1 

in 1 0 or 1 in 7? 

\Ve need to understand it and then recruit, attract and retain people based on 

whatever it is we think makes sense. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
020804-55 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

George Tenet 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld 1 {L. 
February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: Gen. Hayden 

7:35 PM 

I talked to Mike Hayden today. He has agreed to stay on from September '04 to 

September '05. 

He said he would like to meet with the three of us and talk about what he would 

like to get accomplished over the next 18 months. 

Lefs have him to lunch at the next meeting. Steve, why don't you include him if 

that is OK with George. 

Thanks 

DHR/azn 
021804.13 

Please re.'ipond by: -------------------

oso 02521-04 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

r;y''-0 FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
('{f~ SUBJECT: End Strength Language 

February 8,2004 

. 'V\'\ 
I want to see the proposed legislation we have to get new end strength language. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-52 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 02523-04 
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• GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

GENERAL COUNSEL INFO MEMO 

February 12, 2004, 5: 11 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ 

New Legislation concerning End Strength SUBJECT: 

• This responds to your request to see the proposed legislation 
strength language. 

• The Department has not submitted any major new legisl ive initiatives concerning 
end strength to the Office of Management and Budget r clearance as part of its 
Fiscal Year 2005 legislation program. 

• The Under Secretary of Defense for Person and R adiness (USD(P&R)) is 
reviewing options for new legislation, i uding re-submission of the bold 
proposal eliminating end strength in vor of average strength that the Department 

• 

• 

submitted last year as part of the D pa ent of Defense Transformation Bill. 
(TAB A) 

Last year, the Senate supported the Department 's average strength proposal , but 
the House did not. The ensuing Conference Committee agreed upon an 
amendment requiring the Department to submit planned end-of-quarter strength 
reports in addition to the existing annual end strength report. (TAB B) The final 
provision enacted by Congress last year did not include the Department's average 
strength proposal. 

I expect to de liver the Department' ~ OMB-cleared Fiscal Year 2005 legislation 

program to Congress atthe beginning of March. USD(P&R) is aware of this time 
frame. 

Attachments: As stated 

COORDTNATTON: ( I) USD(P&R) B. l oo 2/12/04 
(2) ASD(LA) D. Stanley 2/12/04 

Prepared by Vic Bernson, ... !(b_)(_6_> _ __. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/29684 
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SEC. 131. MEASURING PERSONNEL STRENGTHS. 

1 (a) SIRfN]IHAccoUNTING RFQUIREMENT.---!.fd:ion 115 of title 10, United StatesCocte. 

2 is amended-

3 (I) by amending subSl.'l'ti1.)n (a) to read as follows: 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

"(a) Congress shall authori1.e personnel strength levels for each fiscal year for 

each of the follmving: 

"( I) The average strength for each of the armed forces ( other than the 

Coast Guard) for active-duty personnel who are to be paid from funds 

appropriated for active-duty personnel. 

"(2) Thi.' average strengLh for each or the anned forces( otherthan the 

0 . .l,ht Guard) for active-duly personnel and full-time National Guard duty 

personnel who are to be paid from funds appropriated for reserve personnel. 

"(3) The average strengLh for the Selected Reserve of each reserve 

componenL of the armed forces."; 

(2) in subsection(b}-

(A) in paragraph (1 ), by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength"; 

and 

(B) in p.!ragraph (2), by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength"; 

(3) in subsection(c}--

(A) in paragraph (I)-

(i) by striking "end strength" both places it appears and inserting 

"strength"; and 

(ii) by striking "(a)(l)(A)" and inserting "(a)(])"; and 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

L3 

14 

15 

L6 

L7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

(B) in paragraph (2)-

(i) by striking "end strength" both places it appears and inserting 

"strength"; and 

(ii) by striking 11(a)( 1 )(B)" and inserling "(a)(2)"; and 

(C) in paragraph(3)-

(i) by striking "end strength" both places it appears and inserting 

"strength"; and 

(ii) by striking "(a)(2)" and inserting "(a)(3)"; 

(4)in subsection(d)-

(A) by striking "end-strengths" and inserting "strengths"; 

(B) by striking "subsection(a)(l)" and inserting "paragraphs (I) and (2) of 

subsection (a)"; 

(C) in paragraph (9)(B), by striking "(a)(l)(A)" and inserting "(a)(l)"; 

(5) in subsection (e), by striking "subsection (a)(l )11 and inserting "paragraphs (I) 

and (2) of subsection (a)"; 

(6) in subsection (f)-

(A) by striking "end strength" both places it appears and inserting 

"strength"; and 

(B) by striking "(a)(l )(A)" and inserting "(a)(1 )"; and 

(7) in subsection (g), by striking "end strength"both places il appears and 

inserting "strength". 

(b) CONPORMING AMENDMENTS.-(!) Subparagraph (A) of section 168(f)(l) of such title 

11-L-0559/0SD/29686 



is amended-

2 (A) by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength";and 

3 (B) by striking "section l J 5(a)(l )" and inserting "paragraphs (I) and (2) of section 

4 11 S(a)". 

5 (2) Subsection (f) of section 691 of such title is amended by striking "section 11 S(a)(I)" 

6 and inserting "paragraphs (I) and (2) of section l l 5(a)"; 

7 (3) Subsection (b) of section 3201 of such title is amended by striking "section I 15(a)(I )" 

8 and inserting "paragraphs (I) and (2) of section J l 5(a)'1; 

9 (4) Paragraph (4) of section 123IO(c) of such title is amended-

IO (A) by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength"; 

I I (B) by striking "section 11 S(a)(l )(B) and l l 5(a)(2)" and inserting "section 

12 115(a)(2) and 115(a)(3)"; 

13 (5) Subsection (d) of section 16132 of such title is amended-

14 (A) by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength"; and 

15 (B) by striking "section I I S(a)(l )(B)" and inserting "section l 15(a)(2)". 

16 ( 6) Section 112 of title 32, United States Code, is amended-

17 (A) in subsection (e)-

18 (i) in the heading, by striking "END-STRENGTH" and inserting 

19 "STRENGTH";and 

20 (ii) by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength"; 

21 (B) in subsection(f)-

22 (i) in the heading, by striking "END-STRE\"GTH" and inserting 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

"STRENGTH"; and 

(ii) in paragraph (2), by striking "end strength" and inserting "strength"; 

and 

(C) in subsection(g)(l), by striking "end strengths" and inserting "strengths". 

Section-by-Section Analysis 

This section would change the method DoD uses to measure the strength for active duty 
and Reserve component personnel from strength at the end of the fiscal year to average strength 
throughout the year. 

Managing by average strength is consistent with the process used to budget personnel 
appropriations and is a more realistic approach to managing active duty and Reserve personnel 
effectively. This approach would improve readiness by allowing DoD to better meet manning 
requirements rather than planning for a specific number on one day at the end of the year. 
Managing for a one-day strength encourages poor strength management practices, particularly in 
the 4th quarter where manning surges such as delaying retirements and other losses, and 
increasing recruiting takes place. These practices negatively impact real force readiness and 
quality. 

This section would allow DoD to sustain adequate personnel over the entire year 
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117 STAT. 1450 PUBLIC LAW 108-136---NJII. 24, 2003 

on maintenance conducted from fiscal ycar 1996 through fiscal 
year 2003. 

(4) An itemization of improved corrosion repair processes 
for KC-135E and KC-135R airc.:rart used between fiscal year 
1996 and fiscal year 2003 which rcsullcd in a decrease in 
the number of manhours required for control and treatment 
of corrosion. 

{5) An analysis of the relationship between manhours for 
corrosion repair as set forth undcr paragraph (2) and the proc
esses sci forth under paragraph (4). 

(6) An analysis of major structural repairs required due 
to CoJTosion for KC-135E and KC-135R aircraft annually from 
fiscal year I 996through fiscal ycar 2003. 

TITLE IV-MILITARY PERSONNEL 
AUTHORIZATIONS 

Subtitle A-Active Forces 
Sec. 401. F.nd strengths for active forc;e,. 
Sec. 402. Revision in permanent active duty end strength minimum levels. 
Sec. 403. Per,mmel strength authonzatwn and m;:countrngpmces,. 

Subtitle B--Reserve Forces 
Sec. 411. End strenirths for Selected Reserve. 
Sec. 412. F.nd strength, for Re,;.erveson active duty in support of the reseJ":es 
Sec. 413. F.nd strenl!th, lor ,ml,tary techmcrnn, (dual status). 
Sec. 414. Fiscal year 2004 limitations u-1 non-dual status technicians. 
Sec. 415. Permanent limitation, nn lllnnber rf non-dual status technician,. 

Su bti tie C - Authorizations cf A ppropri at i o 11 s 
Sec. 421. Military personnel. 
Sec. 422. Armed Forces Retirement Home. 

Subtitle A-Active Forces 
!OLSC llS note. SEC. 401. END STRE:-lGTI IS FOR ACTIVE FORCES. 

Thc Armed Forces arc authorized strengths for active duty 
personnel as of September 30,2004, as follows: 

(1) The Army, 482,400. 
(2) Thc Navy, 
(3) The Manne Corps. 
( 4) Th c Air Force, 

SEC. 402. REVISION IN PERMA:-.IENT ACTIVE DUTY END STRE:-.IGTII 
:\1"1TMUM LEVELS . 

Section 69l(b) of title IO, United States Code, is amended 
as follows: 

(1) ARMY-Paragraph (1) is amended by striking "480,000" 
and inserting "482.400". 

(2) NAVY.-Par'.;\,~.rnph (2) is amcndcd by striking "375.700'" 
and inserting "373.8w". 

(3) AIR FORCE.-Paragraph (4) is amended by striking 
"359,000" and inscrting "359,300". 

SF.C. 403. PERSONNEi. STRENGTH AUTHORIZATION AND ACCOV'1'TING 
PROCESS. 

(a) QUARTERLY STRE~GTII LEVELS.-section 115 of title JO, 
Unitcd States Code, is amended-
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PUBLIC LAW 108-136-NOV. 24,2003 117 STAT. 1451 

(I )by redesignating subsections (c), (e), and (g) as sub
sections (e). (g), and (c), respectively. and by transferring

(AJ subsection (c), as so rcdesignated, so as to appear 
after subsection (d); 

(B) subsection (g), as so redesignated, so as to appear 
after subsection (f); and 

(C) subsection (c), as so rcdesignated, so as to appear 
after subsection (b); 
(2)by tntnsrerring subsection (d)to the end of wch section 

and redesignating that subsection as subsection (h); and 
(3) by inserting after subsection (c), as redesignated and 

transferred by paragraph (1), the following new suosection (d): 
"(d) END-OF-QUARTER STRE1'GTII LEVELS.--(1) The Secretary 

or Defense shall prescribe and include in the budget justifo . .:ation 
documents subnutted to Congress in support of the President's 
budget for the Department of Defense for any fiscal year the Sec
retary· s proposed end-or-quarter strengths for each of the first three 
quarters of the fiscal year for which the budget is submitted, in 
addition to the Secretary's proposed fiscal-year end-strengths ror 
that riscal year. Such end-or-quarter strengths shall be submitted 
for each category of personnel for which end strengths are required 
to be authorized by law under subsection (a) or (c). The Secretary 
shall ensure that resources are provided in the budget at a level 
sufficient to support the end-of-quarter and fiscal-year end
stren oths as submitted. 

"(2.)(A) After annual end-strength levels required by subsections 
(a) and (c) are authorized by law for a fiscal year, the Secretary 
or Defense shall promptly prescribe end-of-quarter strength levels 
for the first three quarters of that fiscal year applicable to each 
such end-strength level. Such end-or-quarter strength levels shall 
be established for any fiscal year as levels to be achieved in meeting 
each of those annual end-strength levels authorized by law in 
accordance with subsection (a) (as such levels may be adjusted 
pu rs uan t to subsection (e)) and subsection (c). 

"(B) At least annually, the Secretary of Defense shall establish 
for each of the armed forces (other than the Coast Guard) the 
maximum permissible variance of actual strength for an armed 
force at the end or any given quarter from the end-or-quarter 
strength established pursuant to subparagraph (A). Such variance 
shall be such that it promotes the maintarning or the strength 
nccessa_ry to achie_ve the end-str:,:ngth levels authorized in _accord
arn.:e with subscctwn (a) (as adJusted pursuant lo subscctwn (c)) 
and subsection (c). 

"(3) Whenever the Secretary cstabli shes an cnd-of-q uartcr 
strength level under subparagrapfi (A) ct paragraph (2), or modifies 
a strength level under the authority provided in subparagraph 
(B) of paragraph (2), the Secretary sliall notify the Committee 
on Armed Services of the Senate and the Committee on 
Services of the House uf Rcpresentati"es of" that strength 
or of that modification, as the case may 

(b) CONFORMING A\'D Sf'Y1 . .l!i11C A..'\fEJl,'D)!E:s!TS.-Such 
is further amended -

(I) in subsection (a), by inserting "ACTIVF.-DUTY AND 
SELECTED RESERVE E;,;o STRE1'G11IS To BE Al:TIIORIZED BY 
LAW,-."after "(a)"; 

(2) in subse.:tion (b), by inserting "LIMITATIO:-J 
ON APPROPRIATJONS FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL.-" after ""(b)"; 
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117 STAT. 1452 PUBLIC LAW 108-136-NOV. 24,2003 

(3) in subsection (c), as redesignated and transferred by 
subsection (a)Q_), by inscrting "MILITARY TF.CHNICIA"I (DUAL 
STATUS)END STREl\'GTIIS To BE At.:TIIORIZED BY LAW.-" after 
"(c)"; 

(4) in subsection (e), as redesignated and transferred by 
subsection (a)(l), by inserting "AUTIIORITY FOR SECRETARY OF 
DEFENSE VARJAN:E FOR ACTIVE-DUTY A:--D SELECTED RESERVE 
END STRE:',!GTHS.-''after "(e)"; 

(5) in subsection (f)-
(A) by inserting "AUTHORITY FOR SERVICE SECRETARY 

VARIANCES FOR ACTTVF.-Dt:TY ENO S':'RENG'!'HS.-" after 
"(0"; and 

(B) in paragraph (2), by striking "subscction (c)(l)" 
and inserting "subsection (e)(l)"; 
(6) in subsection (g), as redesignated and transferred by 

subsection (a)-0.), by inserting "ADJUSTMENT WHEN COAST 
GU/\RD IS OPFRAlN, AS A SERVICE IN THE NAVY.~' after 
"(g)"; and 

(7) in subsection (h), as rcdesignated and transferred by 
subsection (a){2), by inserting "CERTAIN ACTIVE-DUTY PER
SO~~EL EXCLUDED FROM CTXJNIN::i FOR ACTIVE-DUTY END 
SIRF.NGll-lS.~· aftcr"(h)", 
{c) CROS.~ RF.FF.RF.1\'CF. A!v!g:,JDMEN:'S.-Sectior. I 0216 U such 

titlc is amended by strikin" "section 115(g)" each pla1;e it appears 
and inscrting "section 115(cY'. 

IOUSC l 15nn1e. (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.-S:.:bsec~ion (d) of sccLion 115 of title 

IOCSC 12001 
note. 

I 0, United States Code, as added by subsection (aX3), shall apply 
with rcspe1;t Lo the budget request for f'iscal ycar 2005 and there
after. 

Subtitle B-Reserve Forces 

SEC. 411. END STRE;I/CTHS FOR SELECTED RESERVE. 

(a)IN GENERAL-11-.: Armed Forces arc authorized strengths 
for Selected Reserve personnel of the reserve components as of 
Scptcmbcr 30, 2004, us rollows: 

( l)The Anny National Guard of the United States, 350,000. 
(2) The Army Reserve, 205,000. 
(3) The Naval Reserve, 85,900. 
(4) The Marine Corps Reserve. 39.600. 
(5)The Air National Guard or the United States, 107,030. 
(6) The Air Force Reserve. 75.800. 
(7) Thc Coast Guard Reserve, I 0,000. 

(bl ADJUSTMENfS.-lhc end strcngths prcscribcd by subscction 
(a) for the Selected Reserve of any reserve component shall be 
proportionately reduced by-

(1) the total authorized strength of units organized to serve 
as units of the Selected Reservc of su1;h component which 
are on active duty (other than for training) at the end of 
the riscal year; and 

(2) die total number of individual members not in units 
organized to serve as units of the Selected Reserve of such 
component who arc on active duly (other than for training 
or for unsatisfactory participation in training) without their 
consent at the cnd oflhc f"iscal year. 
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681 

fYm Change trgm 
rv 2oro 

aufllori:i!!d Roquoot R"""1••· fY 2004 FY 2003 
tiian "'I•"'' a,!toria<I 

Air ForGe ··-·····-·····························-·····-·····-·····-· 359,000 359,300 359,300 0 300 

000 ro1a1 -···-······-··-···-··-·-···-···-··-· 1.389.]00 1,388,100 1.3!0,500 2,400 800 

Revisio11 ill perma11e11t active duty end strength mi11imum levels 
(sec_ 402) 
The House bill contained a provision (sec. 402) that \1,rould es

tablish new permanent active duty end strength minimum levels in 
scction 69l(b) of title 10, Unitcd Slates Codc, for the Army and Air 
Force as of September 30, 2004. 

The Senate amendment contained no similar provision. 
The Senate recedes with an amcndment that would sci the fill

lowing minimum end strengths: Army. 482,400;Navy, 373,SOO~nd 
Air Force, 359,300. 

Personnel strength authorization a11d accounti11g process (sec. 403) 
The Senate amendment contained a provision {sec. 421) that 

would authorize a change to the mcthod used by the Deparlmcnt 
of Defense to measure the strength for active duty and reserve 
component personnel from strength at the end of the fiscal year to 
average strength throughout the year. 

Thc House bill contained no ~irnilar provision. 
The House recedes \Vith an amendment that \vould require the 

Secretary of Defense to P.rescribe quarterly end strength levels for 
each scrvicc and permissible maximum variances of actual strcngth 
at the end of each quarter. The levels and variances established by 
the Secretary should bc such that they support maintcnance 
throughout the year of the personnel strengths necessary to 
achieve the annual authorized end-strcngth lcvcls. 

Subtitle 8-Rcserve Forces 

End strengths for Selected Reserve (sec_ 411) 
The House bill contained a provision (sec. 411) that would au

thorize the following end strengths for the selected reserve per
sonnel, including the cnd strength for reserves on aclivc duly in 
support of the reserves. as of September 30, 2004: Army National 
Guard, 350,000;the Army Rescrvc, 205,000;the Naval Reserve, 
85,900; the Marine Corp.~ Reserve. 39,600;the Air National Guard, 
107,000;the Air Force Reserve, 75,800. 

Thc Scnate amendment contained a similar provision (sec. 413) 
that would authorize an end strength for the Air National Guard 
of 107,030. 

Thc House reccdcs. 
Thc conferees' recommended Selected Rescrvc end strengths 

for fiscal year 2004 are set forth in the following table: 

Army National Guard ...................................... . 

FY 20Gl 
authorized 

350,000 

FY:ml 

350,000 

Conltre.C1t
mmin111i1~Dll 

3SO,OOO 
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TO: 

SUBJECT: DoD Team 

I huve to tulk to the teum I picked f, DoD, get a list of the people I hroughtin and 

lake a look at it. Please supply e the list. 

Thanks. 

. ..••••••.........................•••.................••••• , 
'I '13>/Di 

~I 
~ 
c-.. 

~,~-. 2/1 /~r I 
-- - . _,_ ________ ____::0!:::...::;:~~~.6..: ... :...!::()f::.!.-_.l..c 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950DEFENSEPENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 
' . r;:,·,·:.-

<in 
T' ·-

.... .. :· ·-~c 
.. :. ' ·~-·-

im4 ff~ JJ r:1 s: 2s 
ADMINISTRATION ANO 

MANAGEMENT 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INFOMEMO 

FROM: Raymond F ~is, D1~to{,;<dm.inistration and Management 
·,(~ [Iii~ «;~o;~~ 

SUBJECT: DoD Team -Breakout of Personnel 

• In the attached snowflake, dated January 12,2004, you requested a list of 
personnel you selected for your DoD team. Per clarification with Jaymie Durnan, 
we understood that you would like a listing of Presidential Appointees requiring 
Senate confirmation, Non-Career SES members, and Schedule C appointees that 
are here today. 

• We have also included the Limited Tenn/Limited Emergency appointees who arc 
members of your DoD Team. 

• Tab A lists 38 Presidential Appointees requiring Senate confirmation; Tab B lists 
87 Non-Career SES Members; Tab C lists 113 Schedule C appointees: and Tab D 
lists 12 Limited Tenn/Limited Emergency appointees. In sum, they constitute the 
250 members of your DoD Team that arc presently serving in the Department. 

• Lists, which are an-anged in alphabetical order, include names of personnel and 
their position titles, with separate breakouts for OSD and the Military 
Departments. 

COORDINATION None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Linda Roper, .... l(b-)(_
6
) ___ ...., 

0 

SP\. M$iSrMff 01 Rn'A 

~ MA ~j10~ ....... ---, 
·1'.1A Bllll~\';l 

OSD O 2562 ·0· 
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PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTEES/SENATE CONl!~IRMATION 

--/ 
/' ,... 
r 

-~· 
--

Name 

ABELL CHARLES S. 
CAMBONE STEPHENA. 
CHRISTIE THOMAS P. 
CHU DAVIDS. C. 
FEITH DOUGLAS J. 
HALL THOMAS F. 
HAYNESWILLIAMJ.11 
HENRY CHRISTOPHER R. 

KLEIN DALE E. 
MCHALE PAUL F. 
MOORE POWELL A. 
OCONNELL THOMAS W 
RODMAN PETER W. 
SEGA RONALD M_ 
SCHMITZ, JOSEPH 
---~ ·-

- u -- - r-. -

Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Pos1t1on Title 
DUSO (PERSONNEL & READINESS) 
USO (INTELLIGENCE) 
DIRECTOR. OPERATIONAL TEST & EVALUATION 
USO (PERSONNEL & READINESS\ 
USO (POLICY) 
ASD !RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
GENERAL COUNSEL 
PDUSD (POLICY) 
ATSD (NUCLEAR. CHEMICAL, & BIOLOGICALDEFENSE 
PROGRAM) 
ASD (HOMELAND DEFENSE) 
ASD (LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS) 
ASD (SPECIAL OPERATIONS & LOW-INTENS11Y CONFLICT) 
ASD {INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS) 
DIRECTOR, DEFENSE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING 
INSPECTOR GENERAL 
ASD (NETWORKS & INFORMATION INTEGRATION) 

WINKENWERDER WILLIAM JR. ASD /HEAL TH AFFAIRS) 
WOLFOWITZ PAUL D. DEPUTYSECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
WYNNE MICHAEL W. DUSO (ACQUISITION& TECHNOLOGY\ 
'711 .. ·- - ... USO (COMPTROLLER) ..... --

Department of the Army 

Name Position Ti11e 

BOLTON CLAUDE M. JR. ASA (ACQUISITION, LOGISTICS & TECHNOLOGY) 
BROWN REGINALD J. ASA (MANPOWER & RESERVE AFFAIRS) - BROWNLEE LES R. UN DER SECRET ARY OF THE ARMY 
MORELLO STEVEN J. GENERAL COUNSEL 
WOODLEY JOHN P. JR. ASA (CIVIL WORKS) 

AVILES DIONEL M. 

- ENGLAND GORDON R. SECRETARY OF THE NAVY 
JOHNSON HANSFORD T. ASN INSTALLATIONS & ENVIRONMENT 
MORA ALBERTO GENERAL COUNSEL 
NAVAS WILLIAM A. JR. ASN MANPOWER & RESERVE AFFAIRS 

- YOUNG JOHN J. ASN RESEARCH. DEVELOPMENT & ACQUISITION 
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Department of the Air Foree 

Name Position Title 

DOMINGUEZ MICHAEL L. ASAF (MANPOWER & RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
GIBBS NELSON F. ASAF (INSTALLATIONS ENVIRONMENT & LOGISTICS) 
MONTELONGO MICHAEL ASAF (FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT) _,,,, ROCHE JAMES G. SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
SAMBUR MARVIN R. ASAF (ACQUISITION) -TEETS PETER B. UNDER SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
WALKER MARY L. GENERAL COUNSEL 
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NONCAREERSESEMPLOYEES 

Office of the Secretary of Defense & Defense Agencies 

BEEHLER ALEX A AOUSO (ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY & OCCUPATIONAL HEAL TH) 
BERKSON BRADLEY M. DIRECTOR, STUDIES & ANALYSIS 
BERNSON VICTOR E. JR. DIRECTOR, DOD LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE SERVICE 
BOYANTON EARL B. JR. ADUSD (TRANSPORTATION POLICY) - BRZEZINSKI IAN J. DASO (NATO & EUROPE) 
BUTLER PAUL W. DASD (SPEC OPS PROG SUPPORT) - CEBROWSKI ARTHUR K. DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
COHEN BENEDICT S. DEP GEN COUNSEL (ENVIRONMENT & INSTALLATIONS) 
COHEN ROBERT S. SR HOMELAND DEFENSE ADVISOR FOR CIVIL SPT 
COLLINS JOSEPH J. DASO (STABILITY OPERATIONS) 

PADUSD (INDUSTRIAL POLICY)/DIR INDUSTRIAL BASE MGT 
DAVIS LISA A INITIATIVE 
DECAIN VINCENT F. PADUSD (INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY SECURITY\ -DEGRAFFENREID KENNETH E. DUSO (POLICY SUPPORn 
OELL'ORTO DANIEL J. PRINCIPAL DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL 

- DIRITA LAWRENCE PDASD{PUBLIC AFFAIRS)/THE SPECIAL ASSISTANT 

"" DUBOIS RAYMOND F. JR. DIR ADMIN & MGT/DIR WHSIDUSDllNST & ENVRN) 
DUEHRJNG CRAIG W. PDASD (RESERVE AFFAIRS) 

SPEC ASST TO THE SECRETARY & DEPUTY SECRETARY 
DURNAN JAYMIE A DEFENSE 
ESPER MARKT. DASO (NEGOTIATIONS POLICY) 
ESPERNE JEANINE V. DASD (HOUSE AFFAIRS) - FLORY PETER C W PDASD {INTERNATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS) 
FORD NELSON M DASO (HEAL TH BUDGET & FINANCIAL POLICY) 

,.. GALBRAITH EVAN G. DEFENSE ADVISOR, US MISSION TO NATO 
GRONE PHILIP W. PADUSD (INSTALLATIONS & ENVIRONMENT) 
GUTHRIE PRISCILLA E. DASD (DEPUTY CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER) 
HMVECAROLA DUSO (COUNTERINTELLIGENCE & SECURITY) 
HARTFORD JOHN A. JR SPEC ASST FOR INTEL MATIERS & SPEC ACTIVITIES 
HOPPS JOHN H. JR. DDDR&E/DUSD (LABORATORIES & BASIC SCIENCE) -JENNINGS JERRY 0. DASO (POW/MISSING PERSONNEll/DIRECTOR DPMPO 

r KRIEG KENNETH J. DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS & EVALUATION 
LANZILLOTTA LAWRENCE J. PDUSD {COMPTROLLER)/DUSD (MGMT REFORMl 
LAWLESS RICHARD P. JR. DASO (ASIA & PACIFIC} 
LUTI WILLIAM J. DUSO (SPEC PLANS & NEAR EAST/ASIAN AFFAl 

,,,.. MARSHALL ANDREW W. DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
MAYBERRY PAUL W. DUSO (READINESS} 
MOFFITT STEPHEN R. DASO (SENATE AFFAIRS) 
MOLINO JOHN M. DUSO {MILITARY COMMUNITY & FAMILY POLICYl 
NICHOLAS DAVID R. SECRETARY DEFENSE REP TO OSCE 
NORQUIST DAV1D L DUSO {FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT) 

SPEC ASST TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR WHITE -- OBEIRNE JAMES H. HOUSE LIAISON 
PARDO MAURER ROGELIO IV. DASO (WESTERN HEMISPHERE} 
PATRICK SUZANNE D. DOSD (INDUSTRIAL POLICY) 
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Name Position Title 
SP!;;C ASST TO TH~ SEGRETARY & DEPUTY St:.GKI: I ARY Ut-

PATTERSON JACK 0. DEFENSE 
PAYTON SUE C. DUSO (ADVANCED SYSTEMS AND CONCEPTS) 
PENN BUDDIE J. DIRECTOR INDUSTRIAL BASE ASSESSMENT 
RAMOS FRANK M. DIRECTOR. SMALL & DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS UTILIZATION 
RICARDEL MIRA R. PDASO (INTERNATIONAL SECURITY POLICY) 
ROOD JOHN C. DASO (FORCES POLICY) 
ROWELL scon w. OASO(STRATEGY,PLANS RESOURCES) 
RUFF RICHARD N. SPEC ADV TO DEFSECOEF FOR COMMUNICATIONS STRGY 
SCHROEDER WAYNE A. DUSO {RESOURCE PLANNING/MANAGEMENT) 
SHAW JOHNA. DUSO (INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY SECURITY) 
ST AN LEY DANIEL R. PDASD (LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS) 
TETHER ANTHONY J. DIRECTOR, DARPA 
'1-l li€.SSEM: MAR8 - SPEC ASST FOR SPEECHWRITING 
THOMAS JAMES P JR. SPEC ASST TO USD {POLICY) 
TORNBERG DAVID N. DASO (CLINICAL & PROGRAM POLICY) 
WELLS LINTON II POASO (NETWORKS & INFORMATION INTEGRATION) 
WESTPHAL MICHAEL A DASD (SPECIAL OPERATIONS & COMBAT TERRORISM) 
WILLCOX CHRISTOPHER P. DASO (STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION PLANNING) 
WINKLER JOHN 0 DASO (MANPOWER & PERSONNEL) 

Department of the Army 

Name Position Title 

ARMBRUSTER WILLIAM A. 
DENNING DANIEL B. 
DUNLOP GEORGES. 
KELLEY THOMAS E.11 

KROHN CHARLES A. 
PROSCH GEOFFREY G. 

SHEARER RUSSELL H. C. 
WHITE SARAH 

SCHWARTS ERROLL 

BARNUM HAR 
BLAIR ANITA K. 
EARL ROBERT L. 
KRANZ THOMAS K. 
KUNESH NICHOLAS J. 

OASA PRIVATIZATION & PARTNERSHIP 
PDASA MANPOWER & RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
PDASA (CIVIL WORKS .IDASA (LEGISLATION) 
SPEC ASST TO SEC OF THE ARMY (SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY). 
PRIN DEP TO THE CHIEF OF PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
MEDIA RELATIONS 
PDASA INSTALLATIONS & ENVIRONMENT 
SPEC ASSISTANT TO THE ASA (INSTALLATIONS& 
ENVIRONMENT 
DASA FORCE MGMT, MANPOWER & RESOURCES 

DIRECTOR. DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA GUARD 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA NATIONAL 
(GUARD 

Noncareer Detaileefrom NASA 

Department of the Na\-')' 

L ~ ~ ~~:;:i~~~,~-~~.~~ACILITIES} 

DASN MIL PERSONNEL PROGRAMS 
SPEC ASST TO THE SEC OF THE NAVY 
DEP GENERAL COUNSEL (LEGISLATION & SPECIAL COUNSEL) 

DASN LOGISTICS 
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SCHREGARDUS DONALD R. OASN ENVIRONMENT 
SMITH ROGER M. DASN LITIORAL & MINE WARFARE SYSTEMS 

Department of the Air Force 

Name Pos1t1on Tltle 

BODIE WILLIAM C. SPEC ASST FOR POLICY AND PLANNING 
CRAVEN KELLY F. DASAF (FORCE MANAGEMENT & INTEGRATION} 
DICKMAN ROBERTS. DEPUTY FOR MILITARY SPACE 
KOETZ MAUREEN T. DASAF ENVIRONMENT, SAFETY & OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH) 
MARTINEZ SHIRLEY A. DEPUTY FOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 
RAMOS DANIEL J. PRIN DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL 
TRUESDELL JOHN C. DASAF (RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
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SCHEDULE C EMPWYEES 
Office of the Secretary of Defe.nse/Defense Agencies 

Name Pos1t1on Title 

ANDERSON JAMES H. STAFF ASSIST ANT 
BARBER ALLISON 8 . SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE ASD(PUBLIC AFFAIRS\ 
BAUER GREGG E. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
BECKER JOHN B. STAFF SPECIALIST 
BECK WILLIAM G. DEFENSE FELLOW 
BINKERT NICOLE C. SPECIAL ASSISTANT <COMMUNICATIONS) 
BLUMENTHAL DANIEL A. STAFF ASSISTANT 
BOEHM JOSHUA M. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
BROOKS COREY D. DEFENSE FELLOW 
BURMEISTER CHRISTINA DEFENSE FELLOW 
CHAFIN CLAUDE H. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 

-
CICIO KRISTEN K. STAFF ASSISTANT 
CRONAUER ADRIAN J. SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DASD(POW/MP)/DIRECTOR DPM 
CROWDER SUSAN E. PERS & CONF ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

CURCIO SHARON D. CONF ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DAVIS BARBARA M. PERS SEC TO THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DAVIS LINDA C. PERS CONF ASSISTANT TO ASD<RESERVE AFFAIRS) 
DICKOW JOANNE M. DEFENSE FELLOW 
DOWLEY AENGUS D. STAFF ASSISTANT 
ELLIS MARK SPECIAL ASSIST ANT TO PDUSD <POLICY) 
ERICKSON NELSON V. STAFF ASSISTANT 
FEENEY SCOTT R. STAFF ASSISTANT 
FERKO JON GARY STAFF ASSISTANT 
FLANIGAN TIMOTHY DEFENSE FELLOW 
GLANCY DAVID A STAFF ASSISTANT 
GODWIN ASHLEY D. SPECIAL ASSIST ANT 
HAMAR LISA M. PERS & CONF ASSISTANT TO GENERAL COUNSEL 
HARRISON KRISTOFER L. STAFF ASSISTANT 
HARVIN CHRISTOPHER PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST 
HAUKEDAHL JOHN H PROTOCOL OFFICER 
HEMENWAY MARGARET C. OEPUlY WHITE HOUSE LIAISON 
HENDERSON HEDY D. RESEARCH ASSISTANT 
l(bl<6i I CONF ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
HENRY DONALD P. SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR OF NET ASSESSMENT 
HEWITT MARK S. DIRECTOR. DEFENSE CONTINUITY PROGRAM OFFICE 

HORNMATIHEW SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
HOLLAND ERIC W. PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST 
JONES THOMAS L. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 

PERS & CONF ASSIST ANT TO ASO (SPECIAL OPERATIONS/ 
KARRE MEREDITH A. LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT) 
KATZAMAN JENNIFER M. EXECUTIVE ASSIST ANT 

PERS AND CONF ASSISTANT TO ATSD (NUCLEAR, CHEMICAL & 
KOERNER JOANN BIOLOGICAL DEFENSE PROGRAMS} 

KONKLER MATHEW J . PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST 
KYGER TIMOTHY B. STAFF ASSISTANT 
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;OOR~~:;OR OF RESER\J'ElNTEGRATION 
LAWRENCE LILIAN I IAOMINIRTRATIVF. ASSISTANT 

LESTER SUSAN C. l~_PECIAL ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
LEWIS L. JEAN CHIEF OF STAFF 
LOVE KAREN A. PERS AND CONF ASSISTANT TOTASD(LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS) 

LUKACH TERESA A. RPEEr.HWRITER 
MAINARD! CATHERINEA. PERS& CONFASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
MAKOVSKY MICHAELS. STAFF ASSISTANT 
MARLC FRANCIS H. STAFF ASSISTANT 
MARSLENDERJULIA D DEFENSE FELLOW 
MARTINEZ ROMAN STAFF ASSISTANT 
MASON JEBJ. DEFENSE FELLOW 
MCGINN JOHN G. SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO PDUSD FOR POLICY 
MCNIFF JAMES M. DEFENSE FELLOW 
MEYER DONALD W. PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST 
MILLER MICHAEL W. DEFENSE FELLOW 
MOBBS MICHAEL H. SPECIAL ADVISOR TO THE USO (POLICY) 
MURPHY MARGARET SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE ASD(PUBLIC AFFAIRS) 

MURPHY MARY CLAIRE DIRECTOR, PROTOCOL 
NADANER JEFFREY M. STAFF ASSISTANT 
(b)(6) I PERS & CONF ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

OFF ELEANOR 8. STAFF ASSISTANT 
ORTIZ ALCIDES DEFENSE FELL.OW 

< 

PASCO BRANDT J .C. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
PERS & CQNF ASSISTANT TO USO (PERSONNEL & 

PLATA NANCY D. READINESSl 
REID JAMES H. DIRECTOR, COOPERATIVE THREAT REDUCTION 

ROSTOW VICTOR A. D. STAFF ASSIST ANT 
RUBIN MICHAEL A STAFF ASSISTANT 
RUN.KLE BENJAMIN G. STAFF ASSISTANT 
SADOW SKA MALGORZA TA M. DEFENSE FELLOW 
SCHENKER DAVID K. STAFF ASSISTANT 

SCIARRTO BONNIE L. PROGRAM SUPPORT SPECIALIST 
. 

...., SENOR DANIELS . SENIOR ASSOCIATE DIR, OFC OF GLOBAL COMM 

SEWARD PAMELA J. PERS & CONF ASSISTANT TO PDUSO IPOLICYl 

SHAW ROBERT G. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
SHERLINE STEPHANIE L. CONF ASSISTANT TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SHERRILL WILSON N. DEFENSE FELLOW 
PERS & CONF TO THE ASD (INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

SHOCKEY HEATHER AFFAIRS) 
SHORT SIDNEY F. DEFENSE FELLOW 
SMITH ROBERT FRANCIS SPEECHWRlTER 

SOULEYRET MARGARET Y. CONF ASSISTANT TO DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

ST. JULIEN CECILE FRANCES EXEC ASST TO ASD (SR&R) 
.. 

PERS & CONF ASST TO ASD (INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 
THOMPSON BARBARA W. AFFAIRS) 

TIMPERLAKE EDWARD T. DIRECTOR OF ASSESSMENTS 

TOMBMARKC. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
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Name Position Title 
TULBAH ALI H. DEFENSE FELLOW 
TU RENNE WILLIAM J. PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST 
TURNER MARY E. CIVILIAN EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 
VALENTE CLAUDIA B. PERS & CONF ASST TO USO (COMPTROLLER) 
VICTORY BERNARD C. STAFF ASSIST ANT 
VONGLIS JOHN G. DIRECTOR. MANAGEMENT INITIATIVES 
WALKER MARK M. STAFF ASSISTANT 
WATSON PAUL H. STAFF ASSIST ANT 
WHEELER HOLLEN J. PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIALIST 
ZEMEK ALEXANDER F. DEFENSE FELLOW 

Department of the Anny 

Name Position Title 

ALRIDGE MADELINE C. EXE CUTI VE ASSIST ANT 
HAGELINE JOHN A ASSISTANT FOR WATER RESOURCES POLICY 
REISMAN DAVIDA. SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE ARMY GENERAL COUNSEL 
ROSS SUZANNE K. L. CONF ASSISTANT 
SMITH JUDY SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARYOFTHE ARMY 
WALKER ERNEST J. SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
WYROALICE PERS& CONFASSISTANT 

Department of the Navy 

Name Position Title 
DRENNAN JOANN STAFF ASSISTANT 
DENNY ELIZABETH SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
DAVIS ELIZABETH CONF ASSISTANT 
ROWAN JEAN C. CONF ASSISTANT 
WRIGHT DANIELLE A. CONF ASSIST ANT 

Department of the Air .Force 

NamE 
PATIERAKIS CHRIS SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR COMMUNITY RELATIONS 
RANDALL SEAN PERS& CONF ASSISTANT 
TONI DOLORES PERS& CONFASSISTANT 
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SES LIMITED TERM/LIMITED EMERGENCY 

Office of the Secretary of Defonse/Defense Agencies 

Name 

ADAMS, NANCY 
GEREN PRESTON 
KRAEMER, SVEN 

McGRAW, RICHARD 
PUDAS TERRY 

SHULSKY, ABRAM 
WAX. CHARLES 

SOWA, FRANK 

WIKENHEISER, DAVID 

Position Title 

SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE DIRECTOR, TMA 
SPEC ASS'T TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
SPEC POLICY ADVISOR TO THE USD(POL1CY) 

SPEC ASS'T TO THE DA&M FOR SPECIAL EVENTS 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR FORCE TRANSFORMATION 

SPEC POLICY ADVISOR TO THE USD(POLICY) 
DIRECTOR, UNIFIED EXCHANGE TASK FORCE 

Depm·tment of the Navy 

Department of the Anny 

DIRECTOR. BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION TASK FORCE 

Department of the Air .Force 

No Limited Term/Limited Emergency Appt)intees 

Note: Limited Tenn/Limited Emergem.:y appointecsn:cruiti:d to serve during this 
Administration. 
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ADMINISTRATION ANO 
MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Raymond F ~is, D~(Administration and Management 
·yr~ f~ ~1~~~~ 

SUBJECT: DoD Team - Breakout of Personnel 

]~la r ··_') ...... .. r,, 
._ .... I •, ' '.;• 

• In the attached snowflake, dated January 12,2004, you requested a list of 
personnel you selected for your DoD team. Per clarification with Jaymie Duman, 
we understood that you would like a listing of Presidential Appointees requiring 
Senate confirmation, Non-Career SES members, and Schedule C appointees that 
are here coda y. 

• We have also included the Limited Term/Limited Emergency appointees who arc 
members of your DoD Team. 

• Tab A lists 38 Presidential Appointees requiring Senate confirmation; Tab B lists 
87 Non-Career SES Members; Tab C lists 113 Schedule C appointees; and Tab D 
lists 12Limited Tenn/Limited Emergency appointees. In sum, they constitute the 
250 members of your DoD Team that are presently serving in the Department. 

• Lists, which are a1Tanged in alphabetical order, include names of personnel and 
their position titles, with separat.e breakouts for OSD and the Military 
Departments. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Linda Roper, .... !Cb_)(_5) ___ _ 

oso O 2562-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Paul W olfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcl~ 

,.. ··1 

.J 
.,....~ ~ r, 
•· .... 1 

Bilingual Managers and Language Capability 

Thanks for the updale. Please keep pushing hard on this. 

?\ w"'> 

7/, 
January~ 2004 

Are there other areas of language expertise we should be thinking about'! 

Attach. 
1/6/04USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: 8'11 Report lOSD 00771-04.J 

DHR:dh 
012204-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ;, , , !, "''/ ___ _ 
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UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

.,, ... 
\,,,,·---

... ' ' -. ~ ' ·- '. 

... .1 e .. ,.,:) 
11.:i. _.;. • .. t 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

January 6, 2004, 1:25 PM 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Def~se (Pers~nne] ~- Readin~ss2 '" . 
· ?.~-·7,/-J C ( /J.l-•- / -f ,., ~ >\ ... ~ 7 

SUBJECT: Status of our Efforts to Emp]oy Nearly Bilingual Managers and Provide 
Language Capability - Eighth Report ·' 

This is my eighth report on our efforts to recruit and employ nearly bilingual 
managers. Tam adding to this update a summary of our efforts to assist in providing 
language capability to deployed forces and the CPA. 

• As of December 29, 2003, we have received I ,636interest forms and 530,347 hits on 
our web site. Americans are continuing to apply. We have established a database that 
lists applicants and their skills, and have provided that data base and appropriate 
resumes to the Office of the Coalition Provisional Auth01ity Representative. I 
understand that about 20 of our applicants have been hired by the CPA. All told, to 
date about 60 individuals have been hired by CPA or by other Defense interests. 

• To facilitate the screening and hire of the Invitation to Serve candidates, we have 
engaged a contractor, Chugach-McKinley Incorporated (CMI). CMI has contacted all 
those who applied and is engaged in screening those who indicate a continued interest 
in employment. CMI has completed the screening of individuals from the 
Washington, DC area and has identified what they believe are eighteen excellent 
candidates. The candidates' skills include from pharmacy, civil engineering, banking, 
business, and architecture. Chugach is prepared to hire and deploy these individuals 
at our direction. 

• The Army continues to make progress with the implementation of the Direct Entry 
Individual Ready Reserve program. This program targets the enlistment of Arabic 
heritage speakers. Since August of 2003, the Army has successfully recruited 156 
native Arab speakers. The vast majority of recruits have advanced Arabic speaking 
skills. The Army has set a monthly recruiting goal of 21 people and is cun-ently 
meeting that goal. We anticipate the first 09L 'Translators" to be ready for 
deployment in April 2004. The success of this program has improved the Army's 
penetration of the Arabic-spe · g market, in general. While initially skeptical about 
the program, the Army h ow embraced it and its possibilities. We will need to 
monitor this program the recruits are deployed in the field, but the overall 

TSASD 
SADSO 

OSD 0077J -04 
SAMA OSD 

EXEC SEC ~-------1...--"-=~-..J 
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assessment at this point is that the initiative has tremendous potential as a model for 
building the Department's language capability. 

• Although not related to our efforts to hire bilingual managers, you may be interested 
to know that since early December my Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for 
Civilian Personnel Policy has worked with the CPA staff, the Military Departments 
and Defense Agencies to identify Department of Defense civilians who have critical 
expertise needed for positions in Baghdad and the Washington, DC area. These 
detailees will be TOY for at least 6 months. For Baghdad, CPA is paying for 
transportation and providing billeting and food; the Components are covering salary 
and all other TOY expenses. 

CPA provided a brief description of the functions of the positions; e.g., Information, 
Contracting, Logistics; expertise required; estimated se1ies and grade of the duties; 
and, proposed a number of employees by Component. In turn, we asked the Military 
Departments and Defense Agencies, through the Human Resources Directors, to 
submit names and resumes of volunteers. 

To date, we have forwarded 49 names for the Baghdad positions and 17 names for 
positions in Washington, DC. For the Baghdad, 2 are filled, 3 are pending 
confirmation, and 5 employees are under consideration. For the local positions, one 
employee is under consideration. All employees identified thus far are volunteers. 

This has been a successful collaboration between the CPA staff and the human 
resource community throughout the Depaitment to put needed staff in place. 

RECOMMENDATION: None, for information only. 

Prepared by: Gail McGinn. DUSO (Plans),j._{b_)(6_} __ ___. 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D . C .2030 l -4000 

INFO MEMO ' . . ('. "') °") 
. .J . : . • .~ .., 

PERSONN EL AND 
R EADINESS 

February 11, 2004, 9:30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ~ 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense\r&i&-i,3' ,/~. L1~-L-
- :>ttP4£}i/ 

SUBJECT: Snowflake: Bilingual Managers and Language Capability (TAB A) 

• As a result of your pronounced interest in this critical subject, I have developed a 
defense-wide language plan whose goal is to comprehensively transform the way 
language and regional area expertise is valued, developed, and employed within 
the Department (TAB B). 

• To effectively execute this undertaking, I have established a limited term (six
month duration) language transfonnation team that includes Service and Agency 
representation, headed by my Deputy Under Secretary for Plans. The team is fully 
engaged in executing the language plan. The focus is on the set of "investment" 
languages and regions referenced in the plan and attached at TAB C. 

• On February 6,2004, I hosted a meeting with Steve Cam bone, Ryan Henry and 
Major General Maples (Vice Director, Joint Staff), in which we clarified 
governance issues with respect to this matter and articulated a unified way ahead 
on this subject. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by Mr. John G. Vonglis, Director, Management Initiatives, P&R,j._(b-)(_e_) ___ _, 

0 0 SD O 2 5 81 - 0 4 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

Bilingual Managers and Language Capability 

Thanks for the update. Please keep pushing hard on this. 

~\ ijf') 

1,<, 
.January W, 2004 

Are there other areas of language expertise we should be thinking about'! 

Attach. 
l /6/04 USD(P&R) memo to SecDef re: 8111 Report l OSD 0077 1-04] 

DHR:dh 
012204-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ :;_·· ..... i _r ... _1. .... .-·-· ,'"'_.'( ___ _ 

-·· - • 0 SD O 2501 ... 0 4 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 o4000 

INFO MEMO 

, .... ... . 

,:', '")j 
R,, •. 7 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

January 6, 2004, 1 :25 PM 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of DefeQ.Se (Pers~m~el ':'. Readin~~s_1 ,, , 
. --zy~;7,/-J, (' · ( '4-L .. - ~-.,~ ''- ~ / 

SUBJECT: Status of our Efforts to Employ Nearly Bilingual Managers and Provide 
Language Capability - Eighth Report 

_, 

This is my eighth report on our effo11s to recruit and employ nearly bilingual 
managers. Tam adding to this update a summary of our efforts to assist in providing 
language capability to deployed forces and the CPA. 

• As of December 29,2003, we have received 1,636 interest forms and 530,347 hits on 
our web site. Americans are continuing to apply. We have established a database that 
lists applicants and their skills, and have provided that data base and approp1iate 
resumes to the Office of the Coalition Provisional Authority Representative. I 
understand that about 20 of our applicants have been hired by the CPA. All told, to 
date about 60 individuals have been hired by CPA or by other Defense interests. 

• To facilitate the screening and hire of the Invitation to Serve candidates, we have 
engaged a contractor, Chugach-McKinley Incorporated (CMI). CMI has contacted all 
those who applied and is engaged in screening those who indicate a continued interest 
in employment. CMI has completed the screening of individuals from the 
Washington, DC area and has identified what I.hey believe are eighteen excellent 
candidates. The candidates' skills include from pharmacy, civil engineering, banking, 
business, and architecture. Chugach is prepared to hire and deploy these individuals 
at rur direction. 

• The Army continues to make progress with the implementation of the Direct Entry 
Individual Ready Reserve program. This program targets the enlistment of Arabic 
heritage speakers. Since August of 2003, the A1my has successfully recruited 156 
native Arab speakers. The vast maj01ity of recruits have advanced Arabic speaking 
skills. The Army has set a monthly recruiting goal of 21 people and is cmTently 
meeting that goal. We anticipate the first 09L "Translators"to be ready for 
deployment in April 2004. The success of this program has improved the Army's 
penetration of the Arabic·spe · g market, in general. While initially skeptical about 
the program, the Army h ow embraced it and its possibilities. We wi11 need to 
monitor I.his program the recruits are deployed in the field, but the overall 

TSASD 
SAD8D 
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assessment at this point is that the initiative has tremendous potential as a model for 
building the Department's language capability . 

• Although not related to our efforts to hi re bilingual managers, you may be interested 
to know that since early December my Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for 
Civilian Personnel Policy has worked with the CPA staff, the Military Departments 
and Defense Agencies to identify Department of Defense civi lians who have c1i tical 
expertise needed for positions in Baghdad and the Washington, DC area. These 
detailees will be TDY for at least 6 months. For Baghdad, CPA is paying for 
transportation and providing billeting and food; the Components are covering salary 
and all other TDY expenses. 

CPA provided a brief description of the functions of the positions; e.g., Information, 
Contracting, Logistics; expertise required; estimated series and grade of the duties; 
and, proposed a number of employees by Component. ln turn, we asked the Military 
Departments and Defense Agencies, through rbe Human Resources Directors, to 
submit names and resumes of volunreers. 

To date, we have forwarded 49 names for the Baghdad positions and I 7 names for 
positions in Washington, DC. For the Baghdad, 2 are filled, 3 are pending 
confinnation, and 5 employees are under consideration. For the local positions, one 
employee is under consideration. All employees identified thus far are volunteers. 

This has been a successful collaboration between the CPA staff and the human 
resource community throughout the Department to put needed staff in place. 

RECOMMENDATION: None, for information only. 

Prepared by: Gail McGinn, DUSO (Plans), .... !Cb_H_6) ___ _. 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

August 26,2003, 3:30 PM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE \ 

FROM: Dr. David S. C. Chu, USD cP&Ri"""7la:?1.d f. ('/t.t- c...- ?' ~!Y? L'.-- ;,'>, 

Signature & Date 

SUBJECT: Olmsted Scholar and Foreign Area Expert Programs, and a 'Transformation 
Plan" for DoD's Language Capability 

• You asked me about my plans for Olmsted Scholar and foreign area expert programs 
(TAB A). 

• I believe both of these programs need to be viewed in the larger context of how 
language and regional area expertise are valued, developed and employed, a subject 
on which you have pressed me on several occasions for a "transformation plan" 
(TAB B). I propose that we: 

o Work with the Combatant Commanders to integrate language capability needs 
into the operational planning process. Assign a foreign area officer to their 
personal staffs. 

o With the Military Services, work toward every newly commissioned officer 
having an educational background in an "investment language and region" (see 
attached list at TAB C). The curricula at the Service Academies and 
educational requiremenls in the Reserve Officer Training Corps should be 
aligned with this goal. 

o Take steps to provide adequate language ability to operational units: 
( 1) Ensure that the Defense Language lnstitule is capable of addressing our 

demand for numbers and types of highly proficient language speakers. 
Ensure that the graduates are assigned to jobs using the skill they acquired. 

(2) Develop a "crash course" of basic language training for non-language 
trained Service members in preparation for deployment (DLI has developed 
a concept for I-, 3-, and 6-month courses that General Casey and I are 
discussing). 

(3) Assess the feasibilily of offering "extra credit" to recruiters who recruit 
personnel who are bi-lingual in an investment language. 

(4) Establish a Direct Entry Individual Ready Reserve program for all Services 
to take advantage of native language speakers in the United States (already 
underway as a pilot program in the Army). 

ft 
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o Revise Foreign Language Proficiency Pay to ensure that it adequately rewards 
those with investment language ability and is sufficient to encourage the 
development and maintenance of language ability within the force. 

• The Olmsted Scholar Program, of course, is a voluntary program administered by a 
private foundation. The foundation prefers candidates who are in combat or combat 
arms specialties. I will ask the Services to encourage applications from combat and 
combat arms specialties and encourage the completion of a related graduate degree as 
a part of the program. I will also direct the assignment of graduates to an appropriate 
utilization tour that takes advantage of the foreign language and regional expertise 
gained. 

• We will meet with the Deputy Secretary to review this plan. Steve Cambone and 
General Pace agree with it. Steve has also forwarded to me a draft language strategy 
compiled by his staff that we will incorporate. 

• In order to do all this in an expeditious manner, I am asking the mi.litaty services to 
designate a full time member of a time-limited (six month) Language Transformation 
Team. 

• To truly accomplish transformation, it will be necessary to have the American 
educational system engaged for the long term. If you agree, I will engage national 
language associations in discussion of our plan and how we might work together to 
improve language capabi lity. 

COORDINATION: VCJCS; USD (l) (at TAB D) 

Prepared by: Mrs. Gail McGinn, DUSO (P)J ..... (b_)<_
6

> ___ _ 
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INVESTMENT LANGUAGES/REGIONS 

• Arabic * 
• Chinese* 
• Spanish 
• Korean 
• Farsi 
• Indonesian* 
• Philippino* 
• Kurdish 
• Turkish 
• Hindi 
• Central Asia* 
• Russian 
• Sub-Saharan Africa 
• Serbo-Croation 

* Multiple Dialects 
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From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Senior 1\llilitary Assistant 

IO March 2004 - 2130 Hours - 14 c 3/t • 

MEMORANDUM FOR: :MR POWELL MOORE, ASD / LA 

SUBJECT: Hearing on Rebalancing 

Sir: 

The Deputy forwards the alla(:hc:d Se..:Def snowflakes with the following guidance: 

"( I) Plc:ase get back to me with the details on wh;:it the 
SASC plans for T\.farch 3 I. 

(2) Is it the right format for us or should we recommend 
they stmcture it differently? 

(3) Talk to Robert Rangel and see if the HASC would 
like to do something similar." 

Very respectfu11y. 

William B. Caldwell. TY 
Major General. USA 
Senior Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

i\ttachments: 
SD# 022!04-11, 21 Feh04 
SD# 020804-95, 8Feb04 
SecAF 28Feb04 Comments on Rebalancing 

Suspense: 

:opy to: 

Monday, 15 March 2004 

Mr. Chu, USD/P&R 
Mr. Di Rita, PDASD I PA 
L TG Craddock, SMA I SD 
Mr. Peter Geren, SA TSO 

11-L-0559/0SD/29725 
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SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

Honorable Paul D. Wolfowitz 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Washington DC 203(!!~ 

Dear Mr.~: ~, 

FEH 26 :iiS 

I agree it is a good idea to address the rebalancing of the Guard and Reserve forces with the 
Congress. The Air Force is certainly looking into the necessary steps to ensure post OIF/OEF 
that our total force team is still viable and balanced. We stand by to support the Department in 
whatever means necessary or desired when engaging Congress. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29726 oso 02583-04 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "" 

SUBJECT: Hearing on Rebalancing 

February 8,2004 

What do you think about asking the Congress to hold a hearing on the rebalancing 

of the Guard and Reserve? We could do it once we think we know where we want 

to go, so we can let the air out of it before all the people in the country get 

concerned about it and start calling their representatives and senators. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-95 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

oso 02583-04 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

FOR 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ,· · 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-4000 

... .... . , .... ., .... ' 

INFO MEMO 

February 20,2004, 7:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDERS:\_RETARY OF DEFENSE 

(PERSONNEL AND READINES~d_J, i _ C::/h,1.....-
.,1 £,7 A,# p // 

Rebalancing Hearing-- SNOWFLAKE 

• The Senate Armed Services Committee will be holding a hearing on this 
subject 3 I March. 

• In the meantime, we have delivered the Department's Rebalancing Report to 
the major committees and their staffs. We also briefed the principal staff of the 
Senate and House Armed Services Committees. We have reached out to the 
applicable associations, and we have posted the Report on the Reserve Affairs 
web site, where it is available to every Member and staff person on the Hill. 

• For the House. we are offering a briefing from Tom Hall to every Member who 
indicated an interest during the Secretary's 4 February testimony, adding 
others who have since expressed interest (the list is growing, and now includes 
two Senators- see Tab B). 

RECOMMENDATION: Information Only 

Attachments: As stated 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen M. Wellocl<J ... ~b-){_
6

_> _ ___. 

ll 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \Jh 
SUBJECT: Hearing on Rebalancing 

February 8,2004 

What do you think about asking the Congress to hold a hearing on the rebalancing 

of the Guard and Reserve? We could do it once we think we know where we want 

to go, so we can let the air out of it before all the people in the country get 

concerned aboul it and slart calling Lheir representalives and senators. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-95 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Military Assistant 

11 Febmary 2004 - 1200 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Dr. Chu (USO P&R) 

SUBJECT: Hearing on Rebalancing 

Sir, 

The Deputy asks that you take the attached SecDef snowtlake for action. Please 
coordinate with PA, LA, and the Joint Staff. 

Thank you. 

SUSPENSE: 17 Feb 04 

cc: DJS, ASD/P A, ASD/LA 

Very respectfully, 

.--; /1_ / ~ -~ 

~k R. HageJit 
Commander, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 
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Follow-up Rebalancing Briefings to Congressional Members 

Congressman Simmons 
Congressman Schrock 
Congressman Kline 
Senator Ensign 
Senator Sessions 
Congressman Wilson 
Congressman Thornberry 
Congressman Baldwin 

Connecticut 
Virginia 
Minnesota 
Nevada 
Alabama 
South Carolina 
Texas 
Wisconsin 

11-L-0559/0SD/29734 
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February 21,2004 

TO: Tillie Fowler 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu i. 
Donald Rumsfeld? • 
Healthcare a Y. 4 

I think it would be a terrific idea if you set up a little group to look at Department 

of Defense healthcare. Newt Gingrich has some interesting ideas. 

Why don't you ask him to chair it and have him choose one or two other people so 

they can get to work on it. Tt is conceivable we could save a good deal of money. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022104-JJ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

oso O 25 9 2-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

SteveCambone ~ " 

Donald Rumsfeld fe/l. 
2001 Press Comments 

February 21,2004 

In a February 2001 press briefing, I said the things you will see here on this page. 

We might want to include that in our 9/11 testimony. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/2/01 Transcript of press briefing 

DHR:dh 
022104-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

OSD 02593-04 
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DoD News: Media availability with Secretary Rumsfcld en route to Munich, Germany Page 4of6 . 

during the campaign in, I think, in July or something in Washington at the Press Club, maybe. 
In any event, he did. And he has asked us to do that and that is just beginning. I am now in my 
fourteenth day. 

Q: Is that principally a Defense Department review? 

Rumsfcld: Yes. That process is taking place. He's indicated a desire to review the quality of life 
issues and address that, and as part of the strategy review, you would look at offensive and 
defensive weapons, including missile defense. You would look at numbers of weapons, as he 
indicated in some of his speeches, and you would look at transformation issues, which he has 
indicated an interest in, as to how you transform this force into a force that is appropriate to the 
21st century. We arc also looking at a few other things in the process. I have got a group of 
people that are starting to look at financial management issues. You may recall Senator Byrd 
raised those questions in the hearing. And we are looking at quality of life issues with a 
different group of people. We are looking at defense strategy, transformation and missile 
defense, and acquisition reform. And we are just getting started on some of those. 

Q: Docs this take precedent over the QDR? 

Rumsfeld: I think it is really different people, and I think as our thinking clears and as we get 
our brains wrapped around some of these things, very likely those inputs -- we would find a 
way in the QDR process to implant them down into that process so that you would not wait 
until the end and have a disconnect, but I expect that the things I am talking about, while they 
may not reach full flowering in 30 or 60 days, nonetheless, we arc expecting that we want to get 
in a month or two or three depending on which one of these things they arc, pretty well down 
the road so that we have some good idea of what we think about those things and then we 
would probably plug them into the QDR, some of them, for the kind of refinement of thought 
you get by engaging people who are really into the details of things. 

Q: Mr. Secretary, in your confirmation hearing you talked about the dangers of~~-t~rism', 
weapons of mass destruction, and I guess that this should be something that you will be talking 
about with the folks you will be meeting tomorrow. What kind of a message are you delivering 
to them? What do you want to accomplish with them? 

Rumsfcld: It was one of the things that the president mentioned, as you will recall, during the 
campaign and subsequently. I do not plan to get into it in detail in my brief remarks. We are still 
messing with them, and they arc too long. But what I have in mind is the reality that as you 
move out of the Cold War and you go into a relaxed environment and you sec an acceleration in 
proliferation, and simultaneously, almost in the same time period, earlier in the last decade you 
had the Gulf War, which taught people that contesting Western armies, navies and air forces, is 
not a good idea. It is expensive and you would probably lose, which suggests that because of 
the proliferation that is taking place. and their interest in things other than armies, navies and air 
forces, and cheaper and easier ways to do things, that people look for so-called as mmetrical 
respo~es to dissuade people from attempting to have t cm not o what they would like to do in 
theirneigh)29rhoods to their nei!!hbors. Obviously, those things include all across the spectrum 
from terrorism through cyber attacks to information warfare to cruise missiles to short-range 
ballistic missiles to longer range ballistic missiles and weapons of mass destruction. Now, those 
arc the kinds of things that arc increasingly attractive to various nations of the world. We know 
from watching them that they are taking steps to not just be interested in them, but to develop 

11- L-0559/0SD/29737 
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TO: Gen. John Abizaid 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld 7} I\ 
SUBJECT: Authorities 

February 20,2004 

Today I raised the question on authorities you asked me to raise with George 

Tenet. He said he is working on it and will get back to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022004-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Donald Rumsfeld <yL 
SUBJECT: Keeper of the Flame 

February 20,2004 

!just saw your invitation from Frank Gaffney for the Keeper of the Flame Award. 

It is a good outfit, and they have been consistently helpful to us. 

I hope you can give them a hand! 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022004-27 

11-L-0559/0SD/29739 
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TO: Gen. John Abizaid 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetd1f\., 

DATE: February 22, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached Article 

Attached is a paper that Bing West wrote that might be of interest. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
022104a.05ti. 

Attach: "Change the Strategy in Iraq" by Bing We.,t 
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February 4, 2004 
Change the Strategy in Iraq 

By F.J. Bing West 

TAKR1T. We were severaJ blocks inside Takrit, the northern city where Saddam was 
captured, when Captain Deel showed me where an JED, or Improvised Explosive Device, 
had blown a large hole in the cement sidewalk. It was late January and I was back in Iraq 
on my third visit with our soldiers. The patrol of three American and nine Iraqi soldiers 
moved with practiced ease, showing an outsider their city by starlight. Captain Jason 
Deel of the 22d lnfanuy-whose motto is "Regulars, by God!"- had invited me on a 
night patrol with his combined Iraqi-American platoon. Iraqi Lt. Uday Nofan led us down 
the dark streets while Deel pointed out the sites of recent bombings- a gouge in the ... 
sidewalk near a kabob stand with colored lights and farther on, shattered cement next to 
an internet cafe. 

Last August, Deputy Secretary ofDefens aul Wo fowitz quietly urged the organization 
of such combined units, which had been ucce n Vietnam. By January, professionals 
like Captain Deel had trained 30 local Ir .eattalions and were turning the patrolling 
over to eager leaders like Lt. Nofan. After several months of on-the-job training with 
American soldiers, these lraqi units, called the Civil Defense Corps, are beginning to 
stand on their own. By late spring, there will be 40,000 soldiers like Lt. Nofan serving in 
these quasi-National Guard units. 

At the same time, the nature of the war has changed. The insurgents rarely shoot at 
AmE;!i~ansan- more, because they learned that to exchange rifle fire meant death. 
nsteiict,-lb.~ e tremists' weapons are now car bombs and lEDs, detonated with murderous 

caprice. · is a war requiring police rather than soldiers to track down the bombers. In a 
socie ere every family has a weapon, where extremists and criminals mingle in the 
marketplaces and where kidnappers and car-jackers prey on the people, restoring law and 
order is essential to the credibility of the coalition and the emerging Iraqi government. 

The Iraqi Civil Defense Corps can provide the security wnbrella, but the police have to 
make the arrests. Therein lies the rub. Under Saddam, the anny and the dreaded 
Mukhabarat Security Service imposed order through torture and killing. The local police 
were at the bottom of the security barrel, ill-led, poorly equipped and specializing in petty 
extortion. In the Balkans, under UN and NATO auspices, hundreds of police advisers 
instructed the local cops in how to restore civil order. But in Iraq, the very bombings 
which require detective work have deterred civilian advisers from coming into the 
country. In the areas where they are most urgently needed, the Iraqi police are least 
effective, a defect well understood by our battalions on the ground. 

After Takrit, I visited the city ofKirkuk, inhabited by over a million Kurds and Arabs 
whose mutual distrust periodically spills over into bloody riots. LtCol Dominic Caraccilo, 
commanding the 2d Battalion of the 503rd Airborne Brigade, brought me to the Maghreb 
Police Station in the heart of the city, where he had stationed an American infantry 
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platoon alongside two hundred Kurdish and Arab po1ice officers. The police chief, Abu 
Turham, told me his biggest regret was that the 503rd was 1eaving. The American soldiers 
had set the example for his men by patrolling with them He said "extreme Islamists" 
were as intent on killing Iraqi police as Americans. His station had been attacked four 
times and he expected bombings to go on for years, because the terrorists could drive 
wherever they wanted and set off an explosion. 

Iraq is beset by blood feuds, re1igious and ethnic strife, porous borders and a desire for 
revenge after decades of torture and mass murder. Even iflra . ·__ the same level of 
nonnalcy as, say. Rio de Janeiro, there would still be mQl'etban 12,000 micides a year. 
Worse still, terrorists are incited by some Islamic cleric$ witouchable American 
military power. Police chiefTurham said that he was ur .. in • 1mited success, the 
117 muUahs in Kirkuk. to preach against terrorism. Only Iraqis can resolve the sectarian 
violence and the nexus between religion and hate. The primary military mission of the 
coalition should not be to continue offensive operations until there is a cessation of 
violence, because that is not going to happen. A military security umbrella without an 
effective police force is what exists in Iraq today, and it is insufficient for the threat. 

Three new US divisions deploy to Iraq in March under guidance provided by the 
Secretary of Defense. Replacing coalition troops with Iraqis qualified to provide internal 
security is the key to defeating the threat. Priority should be given to building up the .Iraqi 
forces, with the initiative of Mr. WoJfowitz to train via combined units extended to the 
police. Each American division is already cond~. · g a three-week police training course. 
In addition, mentoring of police n- e-Jo US so diers wi11 be required. Our mi1itary 
will also need budget authority o purchase apidly uipment for the Iraqis. 

It took six months for our divisions to mentor and train 40,000 Iraqi National Ouard 
soldiers; it will take another six months to mentor 50,000 or more police, as well as 
additional Iraqi soldiers. This means a large :fraction of the soldiers in every US battalion 
will be operating with Iraqis. This requires a shift in strategy emphasizins training and 
combined action rather than unilateral offensive operations. 

This strategy isn't open-ended. By next September, US battalions should conduct tests to 
certify that Iraqi military and police units are qualified to take control and stand on their 
own in the areas of highest crime and terrorist activity. This will enable US and coalition 
forces to pull back to regional redoubts as a deterrent against external aggression, while 
Jraqis take responsibility for their own internal security and law and order. 

Mr. West, a former assistant secretary of defense and former Marine in the Vietnam 
conflict, is the author of books about both combined action forces and the war In Iraq. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Amb. Jerry Bremer 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Doug Feith 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ?-fl. 
February 21, 2004 

SUBJECT: Constitutions 

7:46AM 

I received a can today from a constitutional law expert at AEI named Dr. Robert 

Goldwin. He has spent decades studying the U.S. Constitution and other 

constitutions. He says he is no expert on the Spanish Constirution, but he recalls 

that the Spanish Constitution has some provisions relating the autonomy, semi

autonomy or elements of autonomy that might be worth considering for the Iraqi 

Constitution, given the position of the Kurds. 

He said there used to be a professor at Yale names Juan Linz who knows a lot 

about the Spanish Constitution. He doesn't know if the man is still there, or even 

alive, etc. but he believed he might be worth consulting. 

This js something that ought to be looked into. If you have your constitutional 

experts look into it, please let me an know if there is anything of interest. 

Thanks so much. 

DHR/a2n 
022104.0lts 

OSD 02607-04 
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u 
January~ 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC." Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Stabilization and Reconstruction 

Please take a look at this Tom O'Connell memo on stabilization and 

reconstruction, and tell me where you think we are and what needs to be done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/17/03ASD(S0LIC) memo Re: NDU Stabilization and Reconstructions Operation<, Study 

DHR:db 
012604-17 

.•....................................•......••.••.•.•.•.•......•....... , 
Please respond by 2/ / 2, / J 'i 
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CHAIRMAN OF TtE JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 
WASHNGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

JNFOMEMO Clt-1547-04 
23 February 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOF DEFENSE .L 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS~ Jjl/ 
SUBJECT : Stabil ization and Reconstruction 

• In response to your request (TAB A) regarding Tom O'C0IU1ell 's memo on stabilization 
and reconstruction, and your inquiry on where we are mid what needs to be done, the 
following information is provided. 

• The Chief of Staff, US Army (CSA), is in the process of an effort to rebalance the force, 
create modular capabilities and convert conventional combat units to have greater utility 
throughout the spectrum of confl ict. Insights from the Operational Availability 04 (OA 
04) Study will further defi ne capabilities for Pha5e IV and Stability Operations. 
Recommend we support the CSA ongoing initiative while we continue to study this issue 
in greater detail. 

• The CSA is assessing the conversion of six Division Headquarters to a more modular 
design that improves capabi lities for stability and special operations. The Army proposes 
converting the existing brigades to a mobile light brigade design. These converted units 
would be lighter and more mobile, and have a higher density of infantry formations than 
the brigades they would replace. Other Anny conversions include 149 Military Police. 8 
Civil Affairs, 4 PSYOP, and other units that provide support for stability operations to the 
Active Component by FY 2009. 

• Init ial insights from the OA 04 Study, to be completed 3 I March 2004, indicate that 
development or forces specifically for stability operations is not an efficient means or 
addressing the current capabi I ities gap. The Services are evaluating solutions for 
potential shortfalls through task organization and are not considering development of 
specialized units. In additjon to the OA 04 Study, the USD(P)-led Stability Operations 
Study, due 30 June 2004, will assess Service proposals and make recommendalions for 
additional force alignment solurions. 

• Creation of specialized units inu·oduces a low density/high demand problem. Given the 
duration of stability operations. force rotation will be a management challenge. The 
limited number of specific stability units and the regional focus of civil affairs and 
psychological operations units may preclude global somcing. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As slated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwright, USMC; DJ-8j . ._~b-)(_6) _ __, 
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TABA 

u 
.January ;w, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC." Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Stabilization and Reconstruction 

Please take a look at this Tom O'Connell memo on stabilization and 

reconstruction, and tell me where you think we are and what needs to be done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/17/03ASD(S0LIC) merro Re: NDU Stabilization and Reconstructions Operations Study 

DHR:dh 
012604-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 2./ 1:::. / J fi' 

I . 
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A~ency 
Anny 
USMC 

TABB 
COORDINATION 

Name 
BG Ryan 
COLA E. Van Dyke 

Date 
6 Feb04 
4Feb04 
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• 
CHAIRMAI'\ OF THE JOINT CHIEFS Of STAFF 

WASHINGTON, DC. 2031 ........ 

"'' .... ii'"' ..... • .... 

CK-1544-04 
AL'TION MEMO 23 February 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY CF DEFENSE DepSecAction ____ _ 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, ax.fl(lf '1(14 

--
• 1 Mmh .. USJFCCN deliversOIF OperationalMCO I£ssons IsamdReport to 

Joint Staff. 
• 8 l\tlanft- Joint Staff provides final OIF EXSUM and US.JF('OM MCO combined 

report lo USDJor review. 
• 31 March- off EXSUM 

RECOW4ENDATIONS: 

a. Submit to Congress the a:nbim:iOIF Strategic I.essals Learned EXSUM and 
USJFCOM OIF MCO LesliOn~ Learned R!pXt. as a classitied interim respomiem 
31 March. 

Approv~ Disapprove..._ ___ otber~--

FEB 24 a:Ml4 
b. Provide cJassi fis:I and unclassified OIF final reports in July. 

Approve ___ Disapprove. ___ Olhe._r __ 

COORDINATION: NONE 

0$D 021,12·04 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

ACTION MEMO 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action-+-------

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c1cr{¥(1(1(tf 
SUBJECT: Defense Authmization Conference Report 

• Issue. You asked for a timetable for putting together response to the Defense 
Authorization Conference Report requirement 

• Answer. Deliver the Joint Staff prepared Opera · n IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) Strategic 
Lessons Learned Executive Summary (EXSU combined with US Joint Forces 
Command's (USJFCOM) OIF Major Combat erations (MCO) Lessons Learned 
Report on 3 I March as an interim response. 

• Proposed Timeline: 

• 26 February- Brief OIF Strategic ssons Learned EXSUM to DepSecDef and 
USDP. 

• To be detennined on 26 Febru 
• 1 March - USJFCOM delivers IF Operational MCO Lessons Learned Report to 

Joint Staff. 
• 8 March - Joint Staff provi s final OIF EXSUM and USJFCOM MCO combined 

report to OSD for review. 
• 31 March - OIFEXSU d USJFCOM MCO classifiedrepmt submitted to 

Congress by OSD as in rim response. 
• July - Final classified d unclassified versions of OIF reports delivered to Congress, 

with responses to co gressional requirements not previously addressed. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

a. Submitto Ccngress e combined OIF Strategic Lessons Learned EXSUM and 
USJFCOM OIF MC Lessons Lemned Report as a classified interim response on 

31 Marrh. ~"!>? ~ 
Approve Disapprove Other __ _ 

Appro 

coo 

lassified and unclassified OIF final reports in July. 

___ Disapprove~ __ Other. __ _ 

ATION: NONE 
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Attachment: 
As stated 

copy to : 
DepSecOef 
USDP 

Prepared By: Colonel(P) Thomas Maffey, USA; Vice Director, J-7; .... l(b_H6_) __ __. 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM; 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Woitowitz 

LTG John Craddock 
Powell Moore 

J)t,.-.t ~ L\'J\ 
Donald Rumsfeld 'JI "' 

SUBJECT: Defense ALLthorization Conference Report 

February 812004 

I would like to sec a timctabk pulled together as to how we respond to this 

Defense Aud1orization Conference Report requirement. 

In my view there is practically no way in the world we can respond by March 31. 

Maybe the first thing to do would be to ask for an extension. 

In any event, let'i:i try to get it done. since it is a]ready February 8 and Ijust saw 

this thing. We have a problem. Put together a team to do it. create a timetabk and 

let me see it. 

John Craddock, please schedule me sometime this week to get briefed on who is 

going to do what to respond to this. 

'!hanks. 

Attach. 
FY04 Defense Authoril.ation Conference Reoport 108-354 pp. 764-765 

DRR.:dh 
020804-76 

l..i°' \ 

•••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1. 
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FY04 Defense Authorization Conference Report 108-354 pp. 764-765 
Section 1202. Report on the Conduct of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

(a) REPORT REX;,UIRED. (1) Not later than March .31, 2004, the SECDEF shall submit 
to the congressional defeme committees and the Permanent Select Committee m 
Intelligence of the House of Rcprcsc:ntativ~ and the Sila± Committee on lnt:elligence of 
the Senate a report on the preparation for and conduct of military operations under 
Operation Ira~i Freedomfrom Mal'dt 19,2003, to May 1, 2003. 
(2) The report shall be prepared in consultation with h CJCS, the conumnder of US 
CENTCOM, and such other offJCersaro officials as the Secretary comiders appropriate. 
(b) CONTENT . The report shall include a discussion, with a particular emphasis on 
accomplishments and shxtc:rmirgs and on near .. term and long~term corrective actions to 
ad~ those shortcomings, of the following: 

(t) The military objectives of the international coalition conducting Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, the military strategy selected to achieve the objectives,and an 
assessment ofdE execution of the military strategy. 

(2) The deploymentpro:es.s, including theadaptability of the process to unforeseen 
contingencies and changing requirements. 

(3) Tiie effectiven~ of the reserve component forces used :ii Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, including the reserve component mobilization p~ the timeliness of 
mobilization notification, ttaining, operational effectiveness m theater, and 
subsequent dm:bi.liz.atjm_ 

(4) Thcuseandl perfonnance ofmajodtemsofUS rnilitaryequiprent, weapon 
systems, and munitions (including items classifiai mm special access 
procedures and items drawn fl:cn prepositioned stocks) mhny expected eff -
of the experience with the use and perfoI1T1ance of those items on the doctrinal 
and tactical employment of such item~ and on plans for continuing the acquisition 
of such items. 

(5) The effectiveness of'joint air operations, including the doctrine for the 
employment of close air support in the varied environments of Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, and the effect.iva,ess of a:t:a::k helicopter operations. 

(6)The use of special operations forces, i.tci.u:ii.tr;Joperational and intelligence uses 
cJass:i£ierl under special access iwcecfures. 

(7) The scope of logistics SUW)rt, including support from othtz nations. 
(8) The incidence of accidental fratricide, together with a discussion of the 

effectiveness of the tracking offritmdly forces and of the combat identification 
systems in mitigating friendly fire incidents. 

(9) The adequacy of spectrum and bandwidth to transmit all necessai:yinformation to 
operational forces and assets, includingunmanned aerial vehicles, ground 
vehicles, and individual soldiers. 

(10) The effectiveness of infonnation operations, including the effectiveness of 
Commando Solo and other psychological operations assets, in achieving established 
objectives, together with a description of technological and other mtrictions on the 
use of psychological operations capabilitie". ~ 
(11) The adequacy of the US and coalition intelligence and counterintelligence 
systems and personnel, including cxrtrib.tials regardirig bomb damage c\S"E e ts 
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and particularly inducting the US tactical intelligence and rdated activities (TIARA) 
programs and the Joint Military Intolligeoce Program ( J MP), as well as the adequacy 
of such support to facilitate swnbes for weapons ot'mus destruction. 
(12) 'Ire rapid insertion and integration, if any, of developmental but mission-
essential equipment during all phases ofthe ope.ration. 
(13) The most critical lessons learned that could lead to long-term doctrinal, 
organimtional, anl technological changes (including new~ weapons, 
systems, and munitions) and the probable effects that an implementation of those 
changes would have on current visions, goals, 2IIi plans for transformation of the 
Armed Forces and irjoint and combined operatiom. 
(14) lrerole of the law of annedconfliot .m theplamting and exa."Ution of 
military operations by US forces and theother coalition forces and the effects on 
operations oflraqi compliance a noncompliance with the law of armed conflict. 
(15) The policies and procedures relating tctbe media, including the use of 
embedded media. 
(16) The results of a study, carried out by the Secretary of Defense, rcigarding 
the availability of family ~services provided for the dependents of members d 
tbe National Guard and other reserve oornponmtsofthe Armed Forces who are called 
or ordered to active duty. 
(17) 1m direct and indirect cost of military operations, including an 
assessment (Jf U,etotal incremental expenditures made by the DoD as a result of 
Operation Iraqi Freedom. 

(c) FORMS CF REPORT. The reportshaD be submitted :in unclassified form with a 
chN,ifioo annex, if necessary, 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: LTG John Craddock 
Powell Moore 

TAB 

~~e~~ 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y, _"" 

SUBJECT: Defense Authorization Conference Report 

February 8,2004 
~C\\ 

I would like to sec a timetable pulled together as to how we respond to this 

Defense Authorization Conference Report requirement. 

In my view there is practically no way in the world \\e can respond by March 31. 

Maybe the first thing to do would be to ask for an extension. 

In any event, let's try to get it done, since it is already February 8 andljust saw 

this thing. We have a prob1cm. Put together a team to do it, create a timetable and 

let me see it. 

John Craddock, please schedule me sometime this week to get briefed on who is 

going to do what to respond to this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FY04 Defense Authoruation Conference Reoport 108-354pp. 764-765 

DHR:dh 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 
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. . . e 
FY04 Defense Authori7-ation Conference Report 108 .. ]S4 pp. 764-765 

Section 1202. Report on the Conduct of Operation Iraqi Freedom 

(a) REPORT REQUIRED. (1) Not later tlanMarch 31, 2004> the SECDEf shall si:mi:t 
to the congressional defense committees and the Pennanent SelcctCommitteeon 
Intelligence of the House of Representatives and the Select Connitteeon Intelligence of 
the Senale a rcpo1t on the preparation for and conduct of military q:eratims under 
Operation lrnqi FJ'ffilom :m::mMm:h 19,2003, to May 1,2003. 
(2) The report shall be prepared in consultation with the CJCS, the oonunancler of US 
CENTCOM, and such other officersardofficials as the Secretary considers appropriate. 
(b) CONTENT. The report shall include a discussion, with a particular emphasis on 
accomplishments and shxta::min;JS and on near-tern, and long-tenn corrective actions to 
address those shortcomings, of the following: 

(1) The military o~jectives of the international coalition cxrdJctirg Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, the military strategy selected to achieve the objectives, -and an 
assessment of the execution of themilit.ary strategy. 

(2) The deployment process, including the adaptabiHty of the process to unforeseen 
cx:ntin;lercies and changing requirements. 

(3) The effectiveness of the reserve component forces lm:l .in Operation Iraqi 
Freedom, including the reserve component mobilization process, the t.inel:u"essof 
mobilization notification, training, operational effectiveness in theater, and 
subsequent demobilization. 

(4) The use and performance of major items of US mililary equipment, weapon 
systems, and munitions (including items classified under special access 
procedures and items drawn from prepositioned stocks) and any expected effects 
of the expe1ience with the use and pe1fo1mance of those ite1ns on the doctrinal 
and tactical employment af such items and on plans for oontinuing the acquisition 
of such items. 

( 5) The effectiveness ofj oin t air operations, including the doctrine for the 
employment of close air supporl in the varied environments of Operatioo Iraqi 
Freedom, and the effectiveness of attack helicopter operations. 

(6) The use of special operations forces, including operational and intelligence uses 
cl ass:i fte::l under special access procedm'l'S. 

(7) The scope of logistics support, including support from other nations. 
(8) The incidence of accidental fratricide, together with a discussion of the 

effectiveness of the tracking of fiiendly forces and of the combat identification 
systems in rrci.ti.gatinJ friendly fire incidents. 

(9)1be adequacy of spectrum and bandwidth to transmit al] necessary information to 
operational forces anci. assets, includingunmanned aerial vehicles, ground 
vehicles, and individual soldiers. 

(10) The effectiveness of infonnatio11 operations, including the effe:tivenessof 
Commando Solo and other psychological operations assets, m achieving established 
objectives, together with a description of technological and otber restrictions on the 
use of psychological operations capabilities. 
(11) The adequacy ofthe US and coalition intelligence and counterintelligence 
systars and personnel, including ~ reg,.u-ding bomb damage assessments 
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and particularly including the LIS tactical intelligence and related activities (TIARA) 
prognum and the Joint Military Intelligence Program (JMP), as well as the adequacy 
of such S\lEP)rt to facilitate searches for'MlSpCl'IS of mass d!st:tu::tial. 
(12) The rapid il'l9e!:tia!. and intl>grution, if any, of developmental hit mission-
essential equipment duri!g all phases of the operation 
(13) The mM critiull l.essem )earned that could leed to )ong-tenn 
organizational. ~md technological changes (including new ecJJipment, 
systems, and numitions)and tl1e probable effect!ithat an implementation of 
change, would have on current ,isionst goalli, and plan~ far transformation of the 
Armed Forces and forjoint and combined operations. 
(14) 1re role of the law of anml conflict in the planning and execution 
military operations by US forces nl the other coalition forces and 1IE effects on 
operatiort~ of' lrAqi compliance a noncompliance with the law of" MT18cl 
(15) 'Ilte policies and pmcedures relating to the media, .i.rclu:mg 1h! use of 
embedded media. 
(16) The remits of a study, canied out by the Secretary ofD:mm, regarding 
dE availability of family ~ setvi.c2S provided for the dependent~ of ued:.et.s of 
die National G.Bd and otherresenie componentliofthe AnnedForces ffllO are caUed 
or ordered to a<.1ive duty. 
(17) 11r direct and indirect cost of military operationli, induding an 
as.~essmentof1hetotal incremental expenditures made by the DoD as a result of 
Operation Iraqi Freedom. 

(c) FORMS OF REPORT. ThereportshaD be submitted m w1cla.omiecl fom, with a 
cla'S..wied annex, if necessary. 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJcs'(tl/'lt/t,f 
SUBJECT: Directives 

CW-1546-04 
23 February 2004 

J , ,.., -
! . 

• Question. "Where do we stand on getting all of the Joint Staff and Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs' directives reviewed and updated to reflect where we are today?" 
(TAB) 

• Answer. From January through March 2003, the Joint Staff conducted a special 
review of all 263 CJCS instructions and manuals to address the impact of 
organizational and policy changes. A total of 179 directives were identified for 
revision or cancellation action. To date, 127 (71 percent) of these actions are 
complete. Actions on the remaining 52 (29 percent) are scheduled for completion 
by May 2004. 

• Analysis. The special review encompassed all CJCS directives, including those 
already undergoing a regularly scheduled assessment at the time. My staff 
continues to manage this regular schedul ing system to keep guidance current, 
while monitoring the remaining out-of-cycle updates. 

COORDINATlON: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: MG Michael D. Maples, USA: Vice Director, Joint Staff; !.._(b_)(_6).....-__ __, 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

cc: ~Wolfowitz 
oit...C..'. DJ&w 

VIL FROM: d Rumsfeld 

DATE: January 31,2004 

SUBJECT: Directives 

Where do we stand on getting all of the joint staff and chairmen ofthejoint chiefs' 

directives reviewed and updated to reflect where we are today? 

Thank you. 

DHRl.zn 
103104.12 

Respond by: ________ a--1, ..... la:--t\_ol{ __________ _ 
• 

w -

~ 
~ u 

0 
OSD 01776-04-c: 
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r on e111@JW1S ~se er usrt 

INFO MEMO 
DepSecDef __ _ 

1-04/002818 
FOR SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ' \ ~F·~l.1. 

FROM: Ryan Henry, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Po~ APR 

SUBJECT: OSD Review of Joint Staff Directives , ..) 

• This responds to your question about the desirabi lity of an OSD review of Joint 
Staff Directives . • 

• The Chairman transmits policy, procedures and guidance through CJCS 
instructions, manuals, notices, guides, handbooks, and pamphlets. Although not currently 
required by DoD Directive, a recent Joint Staff data call indicated that about two-thirds or 
these documents were coordinated with OSD prior to publication. 

• As the Chairman mentioned to you, there is an ongoing effort to update CJCS 
publications, analogous to the OSD endeavor. Along those lines, Joint Doctrine 
Publications are staffed with OSD at the action officer level during the update process. 

o There is a broad effort underway to update JCS and OSD instructions to reflect the 
post-9/1 1 environment and the transfonnation vision as it applies to existing capabil ities. 

• CJCS publications that apply to the Services, combatant commands, and Defense 
agencies are required to be formally coordinated witl1 those organ ii.at.ions during 
update/revision. 

• I believe that the formal and infonnal staff coordination that occurs throughout the 
review process provides requisite OSD visibility and oversight over Joint Staff 
publications. 

Attachments: As staled. 

Prqxltl'd by: Pam Mire Ison, WHS/Executive Seryjresaud Di,.ctiv~J(b)(6) 
Stm·enNctishcn, OPDUSD(P), !(b)(6) _ -----

1118:Jlf 8Pfl@IJ\ls 8'!1!1 8TftflE 
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!Ir reply refer to EF-8656 & 04/002818-ES 

'IO: 

DATE: 

Pad Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

February 24,2004 

SUBJECT: Directives 

Attached is a memo 1 sent to Dick Myers and his response. 

4:05AM 

I wonder if we ought to think about ha,ing OSD review h Joint Staff Directives. 

!f so, who do you think ought to do it? 

Thanks. 

DHIVIZn 
0202404.0lls 

Attaclt: Into Msoofl'mn Gen~ lo SD l/2JlfUR£•: Di,r.c,hw 

Please respondby:-----3:.:;~,11,;('~---------

0 1 -c; -0 4 i 5 : I I ! I\ 
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• WMHIICINJN, O.C.-
JNF0 MEM0 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers,CJC~,/J,/ 

SUBJECT: Directiyes 

'·. . . . 

CII-UU-e• 
2J l••r•asJ 2004 

• QuatlOD. 'where do we stand on getting a 11 of me Joint s:aff arxl Chairman of 
the Joint Chiefs' directives reviewed aoo 11J)daet toreflect where we arc today?" 

• Answer. From January throogh Match 2003, 1heJoint .!laff'condueted aapecial 
review fl alt 263 CJCS i.nsn'udiom and manuals to addrcu the impact r£ 
organizational and policy changes. A total d H9direcovcs were identified for 
revision er cancellation actioo. 'lb date .. 127 (l 1 percent) o.t.thae actions are 
complete. Actions on Che n.maining52 (29percent)are scheduled.for completion 

. by May 2004. 

• Analylla. The special review encoo1~ all CJCS directives, including those 
alread)' undergoing a regularly schedJled assesmient at the tiJlle. M y staff 
continues to manage this regularschedulingsystem 1Dkeep guidance current. 
while monitoring the remaining out-of-cycle updates. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: MC Michael D. Maples, USA; Vice Director, JointStaffJ_(b_)(_
5
) __ _ 

T ... , ..... 
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PR.OM: 56'0k CC: 
'-C,.'. 

DATB: Jmm,ry 31, 2004 

SUBJECI'; Dlncdv• 

When do we stand on gtttin& all of the joint sd and cbairmm of1ll1 joillt~' . . 

directives reviewed and upda1e4 to reflect where wen IOday'I 

.--, ... ''-~J·-""' ,, ... ~~·'! -,.,· \ , 
l .• t I '"' ._...,... 

•• · ··1111" 
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Bianco. Pat TSgt WHS/ESCD 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

TSgt Bianco, 

!{b)(6) !TSgt, OSD 
Thursday, May 27, 200416:51 
!(b)(6) rsgt WHS/ESCD 
DepSecDef Workflow 
FW; Priority Action Report 052704 

The items marked in red have been closed. 

v/r 
TSgt !(b)(6) 
Admin Assistant 

,~Wgf of the Deputy Secretary at Dernse 

~;~~~riginal Messf{b)(6) bgt WHS/ESCD 

Sent: ri~r~av ~hv r· 2004 7:13 /\M 
To: !} 6 Bryant, Michael: DSO Wark-flow 
Subject: Priority Action Report 052704 

See attached, 

par2_dsd,rtf 

11-L-0559/0SD/29763 
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Report Date: 5/27/2004 Deputy Secretary of Defense Priority Actions Report 

:ontrol FROM SUBJECT TYPE ACTION DOC DOR SUSPENSE STATUS 
'1umber ACTION AGY DATE 

)SI l I i.l ~\1-!l.! DEPSEC !IAGEROTT '.1,1AD ~OTE REF: '.\1EDIA STRATEGY- AMN USI 312312004 3/24/2004 4/14/2004 ORIGI~AL St:SPE~SE WAS 
IRAQ 03/29/04; ES APPROVED 

F.XTF.KSION TO 04/07/04 OK 
04101/04; ES APPROVED 
F.XTF.NSIOc'J TO 04/14/040N 
04109/04 

)Sf) 04040-04 DEPSEC GA~Y ARD '.1,1AD ~DTE REF: ARABIC '.1,1EDIA AMN US! 3/18/2004 3/18/2004 4/8/2004 ORIGI~AL SUSPEJ\"SE WAS 
MONITORING 03/25/04; ES APPROVED 

EXTENSIOJ\" TO 04/08/04 OJ\" 
04/05/04 

1SD 11.ln.:l:i-04 DEPSEC GANYARD '.\1AD J\"OTE REF: PROSECt:TIO~ OF AMN CPA 311812004 3/18120()4. 3/25/2004 
MUJ\"ITIOJ\"S CRl'.\1ES 

)STl (l_ll}/P-0-1 DEPSEC GA~YARD '.1,1AD J\"OTE REF: SADR AMN usr 3/1712004 3/17/2004 4/8/2004 ORIGIK AL SL:SPENSF. WAS 
03/23/04; ES APPROVED 
EXTEJ\"SIOJ\" TO 04/08/04 0~ 
04105/04 

)SD 03770-04 DEPSEC GA~Y ARD MAD J\"OTE REF: LETTER TO MOC AMN LA 3/1 1120()4. 3/15/2004 3/25/2004 
CO~CER~IJ\G LACK OF FEDERAL 
RECOGNITJO:,.f AS A BRIGADIER 
GE:,,JERAL BY GEORGE D. SIIL'LL 

)SD 75703-04 DEPSEC WOLFOWITZ DSD :,,JOTE REF: TALKJ:,,JG POIJ\"TS FOR --- USP 3/15/2004 3/1612004 3/23/2004 
Tl IE A TTORl\'EY G E:,,JERAL OJ\" 
DETAI:,,JEE REVIEW PROCESSES 

)SI) o _~ i,,J t; -r,-1 DEPSEC HAGEROTT MAD :,.f()TF. RF.F: \.IF.TRICS AKD AMN SN 3/12/2004 311212004 3/24/2004 
MEASURES OF IMPROVEMENT 

JSD n~:-<,9-0J DEPSEC GANY ARD MAD :,.f()TF. RF.F: ZARQAWI TRAl:,.f!NG AON USI 3/9/2004 3/10/2004 4/9/2004 ORlGINALSUSPENSEW AS 
TAPE 03/26/04; ES APPROVED 

EXTEJ\"SIOJ\" TO 04/09/04 or,.· 
04105/04 

)SD n.1.17,J-O-l- DEPSEC HAGEROTT ROLLOUT or,.· REBALAJ\CING AMN UPR 3/8/2004 3/8/2004 3/24/2004 

)SD 03329-04 DEPSRC GANYARD DSD :,.f()TE RF.F: START-lJPCO\.IPANY AMN CPA 3/5/2004 3/8/2004 3/11/2004 

)S[) ; 5h2.'.'-0J DEPSEC GANY ARD MAD '\IOTF. REF LICF.'\ISES AMN UST 3/1/2004 3/1/2004 3/5/2004 

)~I_) 1 l}h \_, -0.l DEPSEC HAGEROTT DSD J\"OTE REF: DIRECTIVES AMN ADM 212fi12004 212612004 3/2/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/29764 
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i 'l.@ 

--\ QJJ,Q 7:35 PM 

TO: Powell Moore 

CC: 
~-. 

~ul W olfowitz 
/W,b (.l,J ~ 

~~ G 
~· ' t • ·~ ... ;" 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe .. 

DATE: February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: Congressman Tiart 

Congressman Tiart talked about a fellow who lost $4,000 because of a gap in his 

healthcare. Would you please check that out and get me the precise details? 

Thanks. 

Dr!R/azn 
021 804.0:1 

Pll'ase respond by: 
a\a7 

------------------

l(b)(6) 

0A4l ~~ 
IYJJ-t£u'J f (J L 

'' 

0 SD O 2 6 16 - 0 4 
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TO: Jerry Bremer 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Gen. John Abizaid 
Reuben Jeffery 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

February 21, 2004 

SUBJECT: Assignment of a Headquarters Commandant for the Green Zone in 
Baghdad 

A consistent recommendation of the Assessment Teams that we sent to assist with 

transition planning has been to establish a Headquarters Commandant to integrate 

the Palace and Green Zone requirements, including resource accountability, 

billeting, dining, security and other housekeeping functions. CENTCOM could be 

tasked to provide a commander who would remain for some time beyond the June 

30, 2004 transition to assist the Department of State facility managers. 

I strongly endorse this recommendation, and will discuss this with you upon my 

arrival on Monday. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022104,lO 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by----------

11-L-0559/0SD/29766 
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RSS • SecDef CablesESO 

From: Rodriguez, Carlos R. [rodriguezc@orha.centcom.smil.miO 

Sent: Saturday, February 21, 2004 11 :01 PM 

To: ASS • SecDef CablesESO; McCormack, Brian V. (GS-13); Executive Secretariat CPA; Adler, 
Michael J. (FS-02); Norwood, Scott 

Subject: RE: Two Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

CPA-8 received and will send in to LPB. 
Thanks 

SGT Carlos R. Rodriguez 
Executive Assistant 
Office of the Executive Secretarial 
Coalition Provisional Authority, Baghdad 

l<b)(6) I 
---Original Messag~-
From: RSS - SecDef CablesESO (ma11tol(b)(5) bsd.smil.mfl] 
sent: Sunday, February 22, 2004 6:07 AM 
To: McCormack, Brian V. (GS-13); ExecutiVe secretariat CPA; Adler, Michael J. (FS-02); Norwood, Scott 
Subject: Tw<i Memos from Secretary R.umsfeld 

Classification: i9ePI er,r,e,,4t tl8E 8.NL'' 

Sir, please find two memos from Secretary Rumsfeld attached. 

v/r 

MAJ Burley 

2/21/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/29767 

· ...... ~ 
•. _i l• - ·---



Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

RSS - SecDef CablesESO 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ATT51399.1XT 

To: 
Mike Adler 

Subject: 
Sent: 

Administrator [Administrator@orha.centcom.smil.mil} 
Saturday. February 21. 2004 10:03 PM 
RSS-SecDef CablesESO 
Delivery Status Notification (Success) 

Secretary Rumsf ... 
Your message 

Brian McCormack (E-mail); Executive 
(E-mail); Scott Norwood (E-mail) 
Two Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 
Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:07:14 +0300 

Secretariat CPA (E-mail): 

was delivered to the following recipient(s): 

McCormack, Brian V. (GS-13) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:16 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Adler, Michael J. (FS-02) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:16 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Norwood, Scott on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06~03:16 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

11-L-0559/0SD/29768 
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Look for Classification Marking In Message Body 

RSS - Sec[)ef CablesESO 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
SubJect: 

ATT51395.TXT 

To: 
Mike Adler 

Subject: 
Sent: 

Administrator [Administrator@orha.centcom.smil.mil] 
Saturday, February 21, 2004 10:03 PM 
RSS - SecDef CablesESO 
Delivery Status Notification (Success) 

Two Memos from 
Secretary Rumsf ..• 

Your message 

Brian McCormack (E-mail); Executive 
(E-mail); Scott Norwood (E-mail) 
Two Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 
Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:07:14 +0300 

Secretariat CPA (E-mail); 

was delivered to the following recipient(s): 

Rodriguez, Carlos R. on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Ponzini, Stephen M. (TSgt/E-6) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl,orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0,0> 

Fritschle, Elizabeth A. (FS) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Schneider, Caroline M. (CIV) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 T0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Bruno, Emily K. (FS-03) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Adler, Michael J. (FS-02) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil,mil. #2.0.0> 

Clarke, Kethurah on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 
11-L-0559/0SD/29769 
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2/21/2004 5:39:23 PM 

UNCLASSIFIED 

OFFICE OF THE 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

CABLES DIVISION 

FAX TRANSMISSION COVER SHEET 

Telephone: Comm: !_<b_H
6
_'-----------------

To: General Abizaid 

Facsimile #: ..... Hb_)(5_l _....., 

From: Secretary Donald Rumsfeld 

Office/Desk: SecDef Cables 

Subiect: Assignment of a Headquarters Commandant for the Green Zone in 
Baghdad 

Number of Pages Including Cover: 2 

Note: 

UNCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/29770 



P. 

t x x TRANSMISSION RESULT REPORT (IMMEDIATE TX) ( FEB. 21. 2004 5:45PM ) * t * 

DATE TIME ADDRESS 

FEB. 21. 5: 43PM 

# BATCH 
M MEMORY TX 
S STANDARD 

COMPATIBLE 

C CONFIDENTIAL 
L SEND LATER 
D DETAIL 

MODE 

3-S 

FAX HEADrn: 

TIME PAGE RESULT PERSONAL NAME 

1. 33" P. 2 OK 

$ TRANSFER 
e FORWARDING 
F FI NE 

P POLLING 
E ECM 
) REDUCTION 

FILE 

194 

,. PC + ROUT I NG Q RECEPT. NOTICE REQ. A RECEPT. NOTICE 
2- ASYNC MODE 1- Ml L_STD MOOE 3- RICOH-MG3/COMPATl8LE MODE 

11-L-0559/0SD/29771 



TO: 

FROM: 

Jerry Bremer ~ 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Admiral Redd 

Jerry-

February 21, 2004 

I just met with Admiral John Redd, who is coming out to take Keith Kellogg's 

place. He seems terrific. I think he is going to do a great job for you. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022104-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/29772 
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ASS • SecDef CablesESO 

From: Rodriguez, Carlos R.[rodriguezc@orha.centcom.smil.mil] 

Sent: Saturday, February 21 , 2004 11:01 PM 

To: ASS· SecDef CablesESO; McCormack, Brian V. (GS-13); Executive Secretariat CPA; Adler, 
Michael J. (FS-02); Noiwood, Scott 

Subject: RE: Two Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED 

CPA -B received and will send in to LPB. 
Thanks 

SGT Ci1rlos R. Rodriguez 
Executive Assistant 
Office of the Executive Secretariat 
Coalition Provisional Authority, Baghdad 

l (b)(6) I 
----·Original Message-- --
From: RSS - SecOef CablesESO (mantd (b)(5) b osd.smll.mil] 
Sent: Sunday, February 22, 2004 6:07 AM 
To: McCormack1 Brian V. (GS-13); 8<ecutive Secretariat CPA; Adler, Michael J. (FS-02); Norwood, Scott 
Subject: Two Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 

Classification: "'" 0-"iC:,AL D!E ONL t 

Sir, please find two memos from Secretary Rumsfeld attached. 

v/r 

MAJ Burley 

_;C-INl 

2/21/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/29773 



Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

RSS - Sect>ef CoblesESO 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

ATTS1399.TXT 

To: 
Mike Adler 

Subject: 
Sent: 

Administrator [Administrator@orha.centcom.smil.mil] 
Saturday, February 21, 2004 10:03 PM 
ASS • SecDef CablesESO 
Delivery Status Notification (Success) 

Secretary Rumsf ... 
Your message 

Brian McCormack {E-mail); Executive 
(E-mail); Scott Norwood (E-mail) 
TWO Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 
Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:07:14 +0300 

Secretariat CPA (E-mail); 

was delivered to the following recipient(s): 

McCormack, Brian V. {GS-13) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:16 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2,0,0> 

Adler, Michael J. (FS-02) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:16 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Norwood, Scott on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:16 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom,smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

11-L-0559/0SD/2977 4 
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Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

RSS - SecDef CablesESO 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Administrator [Adminlstrator@orha.centcom.smil.mi~ 
Saturday, February 21, 2004 ~0:03 PM 
ASS - SecDef CablesESO 
Delivery Status Notification (Success) 

Am139S.TXT Two Memos from 
Seaetary Rumsf ... 

To: 
Mike Adler 

Subject: 
Sent: 

Your message 

Brian McCormack (E-mail); Executive 
(E-mail); Scott Norwood (E-mail) 
Two Memos from Secretary Rumsfeld 
Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:07:14 +0300 

Secretariat CPA (E-mail); 

was delivered to the following recipient(s): 

Rodriguez, Carlos R. on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Ponzini, Stephen M, (TSgt/E-6) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil,mil, #2,0.0> 

Fritschle, Elizabeth A. (FS) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil, #2.0.0> 

Schneider, Caroline M. (CIV) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2,0.0> 

Bruno, Emily K. (FS-03) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orha.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Adler, Michael J. (FS-02) on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl,orha,centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Clarke, Kethurah on Sun, 22 Feb 2004 06:03:17 +0300 
<exchgsl.orba.centcom.smil.mil. #2.0.0> 

Look for Classification Marking in Message Body 

11-L-0559/0SD/29775 
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Message ra~c l v1 1 

Sherrod,Jimmy, CIV, WHS/ESCD 

From: Wittman, Gregory J, CDR, OSD 

Sent: Wednesday, May 12,2004 3:56 PM 

To: Sherrod, Jimmy, CIV, WHS/ESCD 

Subject: RE: snowflake t' v,, 
N 

(" 

Jimmy, 
Close out this package. No action taken per SecDeL 
Thanks. 

He readdressed the issue in snowtlake 030204-25. 

Slim 

-----Original Message----· 
From: Sherrod, Jimmy, CIV, WHS/ESCD 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2004 3:41 Av1 
To: Wittman, Gregory J, COO, OSD 
Subject: RE; SJ'JDWflake 

js 

:01 
-----Origin al Message-----
From: Wittman, Gregory J, CDR, OSD 
Sent: Tuesday, May 11, 2004 3:32 Av1 
To: Sherrod, Jimmy, CIV, WHS/ESCD 
Subject: snowtlake 

Jimmy, 
See what you've got filed under snowflake# 011204-28 dated 1/12/2004 subject "Civil Affairs" from 
DR to CJCS. The CJCS responded with an action memo but the JS shows no indication of it 
coming back to them with a decision. Judd's office has hard copy files back to February, but not 
January. 
Thanks, 
Slirn 

CDR Greg "Slim" Wittman 
Navy Military Assistant 
OSD Executive Secretariat 
Pentagon - RM 3D853 

l(b )(6) I 
"" "" 
~\ 

I\ 

C. 
(.'.:) 

~ 

o)76G.,of 

~Y.76 "¥ f 
.·7 5/13/2004 
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CHAIRMAN OFTI-E JOtlT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

CM-1555-04 

! ( 

,. . 

ACTIONMEMO 24 February 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, acsf1/ll',(J,'1 
SUBJECT: Civil Affairs (CA) as part of Special Operations Forces 

• Issue. "Let's talk about whether or not all the Civil Affairs ought to be in SOF. 
I'm inclined to thinknot." ([AB A) 

• Answer. We need to study first how CA will fi t into transformation initiatives. 

• Analysis. An executive summary is provided at TABB for key points. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: Recommend approval of the following steps: 

a. Continue current combatant command assignments of CA units and personnel. 

Approve ____ Disapprove,__ ___ Other. ___ _ 

b. Retain USSOCOM as the proponent forjoint CA functional issues. 

Approve ____ Disapprove...._ ___ Other. ___ _ 

c. Direct a study, modeled on the PDM SOF study, of future command relationships 
and employment of CA in light of other transformation programs and concepts. 

Approve ____ Disapprove-.;...._ ___ Other~---

COORDINATION: TABC 

Attadunents: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt GenN. A Schwartz> USAF; Director,J-3;l_<b_)(_6) __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/29778 OSD 02766-04 



TABB 

20 February 2004 

POSITTON PAPER - EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Subject: Assigning Integration of Civil Affairs (CA)to USSOCOM 

• US Code, Title 10, Section 167, assigns USSOCOM the responsibility for 
"organizing, training and equipping" special operations forces, including CA. 

• ln June 1987, then-CJCS ADM Crowe wrote to then-SecDefWeinberger, "While 
the missions of PSYOP and CA are broader than special operations, these forces 
should benefit from the resource advocacy that General Lindsay (first USSOCOM 
commander) will provide as a unified commander .... Additionally, the close 
relationship that PSYOP and CA forces have with special operations forces in 
area orientation and language training should foster mutual benefits." 

o GEN Lindsay endorsed this position in a Tank session on 29 September 
1987 and Secretary Weinberger approved assignment of CA forces to 

USSOCOM. 

o The reasons given by the CJCS and Commander, USSOCOM, in 1987 
remain valid. By design, USSOCOM is more capable of providing 
operationally focused, unconventionally oriented military forces than 
either geographic combatant commanders (GCCs)or Joint Forces 
Command. 

• The study of Special Operations Forces (SOF)directed by PDM FY 2004-09 
found that "Whilethe focus of CA differs from that of SOF 'operators,' CA 
contributes to the Wax on Terrorism best by remaining within USSOCOM." 

• GCCs retain responsibility for command of CA activities and missions in their 
AORs, unless the President or SecDef directs otherwise. 

• The Services are currently studying their CA organizations, AC-RC mixes, and 
major force structure changes (such as the Army's Unit of Action). A follow-on 
study should focus on how to best provide command and control for CA forces 
operating with these future forces; evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of 
CA units being under the combatant command of USSOCOM, USJFCOM, or 
GCCs; and consider the related issue of how best to provide CA staff lo 
maneuver units and higher headquarters as they transform. 

• Keeping CA as a part of SOF ensures that CA keeps its "unconventional" core. 
CA needs to continue cultivating innovative operators who possess skills outside 
normal military training, and think in terms of winning the war by finesse, not 
firepower. This is best done by leaving USSOCOM as the functional proponent 
for CA as well as the primary force provider for CA units. 

TabB 

11-L-0559/0SD/29779 



. . . 

TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USA Colonel Chappell 4 February 2004 

USN Captain Thompson 3 February 2004 

USAF Colonel Ball 3 February 2004 

USMC Colonel Brier 4 February 2004 

USCENTCOM MajGen Sattler 7 February 2004 

USEUCOM Captain Lindsay 6 February 2004 

USJFCOM Colonel Milburn 11 February 2004 

USNORTHCOM Mr. Johnson 26 January 2004 

USPACOM Colonel Wallace 5 February 2004 

USSOlITHCOM Captain Turner 5 February 2004 

USSOCOM Captain Bourne 6 February 2004 

USSTRATCOM Captain Oliver 22 January 2004 

USSTRANSCOM Mr. Smithey 28 January 2004 

ASD(SOLIC) Colonel Romano 23 January 2004 

TabC 

11-L-0559/0SD/29780 



TABA 

January 12, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rurni,fel11'-

SUBJECT: Civil Affairs 

Let' :s talk ubout whether or not all the Civil Affairs ought to be in SOF. I am 

inclined to think not. 

Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29781 
OSD O 27 6 6-04 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

MAY 21 DM 

Lieutenant Colonel Philip Rivers 
(b)(6) 

Dear Colonel Rivers: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with your 
aircrew and others, assisted the Times correspondent 
Christian Kraul. 

I commend you for ajob well done. 

Enclosure: As stated 

Regards, 

Principal Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for 

Public Affairs 

0 OSD 02797-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29782 
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\ _ 

THE SECRET A R Y OF DEFENSE 

WASHl ~ GTON 

Lie~tenant Colone l Frank Fuller 
l(b)(6) 

Dear Colonel fuller: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Tirr1es. I understand that you, along with your 
aircrew and others, assisted the Times cotTespondent 
Christian Kraul by transpG{ting him from Baghdad to 
Ramstein Air Force Base irl{}crmany. 

'\ -~ 

I commend you for a job\~~11 done. 
'\ 

Regards,\\_ 

\, 
Enclosure: As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/29783 



I ,ieuteoaot CalaueJ E1·aok f uller 

Dear Colonel Fuller: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with your 
aircrew and others, assisted the Times co1Tespondent 
Christian Kraul by transp01ting him from Baghdad to 
Ramstein Air Force Base in Germany. 

I commend you for a job well done. 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/29784 



Message 

Casey, Carrie, CTR, OSD 

From: Lohse, John A, CIV, OSD 

Sent: Monday.May 10,20048:15AM 

To: Casey, Carrie, CTR, OSD 

Subject: FW: LA Times Reporters 

fyi 

John Lohse 

l~\fs11Pr Executive Srces 
Room 1A1071 

-----Original Message----
From: Ayers, Carl G, LTC, OSD 
Sent Monday, May 10,2004 7:50 /J,M 
To: Generous, Monica, CIV, 050; Lohse, ,John A CIV1 OSD 
Subject.: FW: LA Times Reporters 

Page 1 of 2 

John and Monica pis pass on to Carrie Sue. Last information I have received on letters to send 
to those who assisted the LA Times reporters. 

C. Glenn Ayers 
LTC, lJSl\ 
MIHtary Asst./ Trip Coordinator 
CSD EXEC ffiJ ri,s, I 

-----Original Message-----
From: Daly Judith Lt Col TACC/XOGA [mailto:Judith.Daly@scott.af.mil] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2004 4: 11 Av1 
To: Carl.Ayers@osd.mil 
Cc: Evans Clarence Col TACC/XOGi Boynton Sharon GS-14 TACC/XOG 
Subject: FW: LA Times Reporters 

Glenn 
Here is the information that I have obtained. As per our conversa · n only one of the reporters traveled on 
an AMC mission (Christian Kraul). The mission number was X (b)'6) from Ba dad to Ramst~ln. 
The aircrew was from the 445 AW, 89-AS at Wright Patterson. I. ' Lt Col Fran u er. 
The AE crew was from the 791 EAES located at Ram~'leln Th b 6 1 1 ers. 
Hopefullythls will help In the writing of those Congratuiatoltters--these units do great jobs for us 
everyday. 
Thanks 

Jruf.lj q~8 / 
rtf D 

5/10/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/29785 



Message Pagel cL 2 

Judith M Daly. Lt Col, USAF ,NC 
Chief. AE Division 
HblC6l I 

----Original Message--
From: Ayers, Carl~ LTC, OSD [mailto:car1.Ayers@osd.mil] 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2004 3:03 FM 
To: Daly Judith Lt Col TAa:/XOGA 
SUbject: RE: lA Times Reporters 

Judy, 
Glenn Ayers here thanks very much tor the assist. 

C. Glenn Ayers 
LlC, USA 
Military Asst./ Trp Coordinator 
CSJ EXEC S:C 

l(b)(6) I 

5/10/2004 

-----Original Message
Fran: C.ox. Sam, Col, 050 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2004 3:31 FM 
To: 'Judith.Daly@scatt.af.mir 
Cc: Ayers, Carl G, LTC, OSD 
Subject: LA Times Reporters 

Judy, 

Thanks for helping to track down the info, The name are: Christian 
Kraul, Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons, 

LlC Glenn Ayers will be running with this ..... he is CC'd above. His 
number is CS'J!(b)(6) l 
Gtenn .... meet Lt Col Judy Daly -- DSN ... !(b_)(_6) __ 

Again, thank you. 

s: 
Co[ Sam Co-tt US~!T 
Deputy'E,:{_u.utivt Su.rttary 
0/fia ef tk Sec!lJe/ 

11-L-0559/0SD/29786 



Wright-Patterson AFB Home Page 1 of I 

AFMC Help Center 

Wright-ra11 Jolls 

Anti terrorism Bn!!I 

Base Bulletin 

ChemiB10 TO<ll K11 

Drug Abuse Tool K,t 

AFAF WPAFB Into 

Housing Privahtallon 

Info A~surancc 

Internet Policy 

Al1m111 Guidance 

K-12 l:ducnt1onal Prgms 

Common Acces<; Card 

AF Climate Survcv 

'Nf1.I\FG H'l:l'L: 

ALPHABETICAL INDEX .w.eA.Ea WWW FAQ 

This is a Depar1me111 cl Dejiin.rn compiner sy.1wm. Thi.I' rn111pi11er sys1em, i11dudi11ga/ 
eq11ip111en1. ne1works, and ne1work devices(specifically including Jn1emet acces.l')are pro" 

a111horic.ed U.S.Government use. DoD compuier sys1em.1· may be mo11itoredfor a/1 lawfu 
including to ensure that their me ix lwthorir.ed.fo r management<£ the system, t((facilitcrt 

agai11st unautlwri:.ed access. and to ver{fy securityprocedures, survivability. and opemrio 
Monitoring i11cludes active auacks by authorized DoD entitie.1· to test or ver(fy the security c 
Ouring moniroring, informario11 may be examined, recorded, copied, a11d usedforauthorii 

All infor111atim1, i11cludi11gpersonal infor111atim1,placed or sent m,er this system may be. 

Use af this DoD n m1p111er sysrem, awlwrized or unaurhorized. cons1itU1e.1· <.:<111se1111<1 mout 
~y,1·re111. U1ia11thorized 1wi may .wl~ject you to crimi11al prosecuric111. Evide11ce c:r1111.au.th1 

collected duri11g mrmitori11g 111ay be medf or adminixtrative, criminal. or other ,1dvers11 a, 
1his .vysll' ll'I t'0/1.l'lil u/e s co11.1·e111 to mu11i1ori11gf'11 r 1llest' p11 rpo.1e.1·. 

The owner of this web page is the ASC/CC Commander 

This web server is supported by the 88 C.Ql.SCQCS, Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Webmaster: 88 CG/SCQCS Soft.ware Apps & Web Management Team 
Email: wcbmaster@w · fb. , f.mil 
CommerciaJ: b 6 
DSN: (b)(6) 

Last Updated;· JO May 2004 

https://www.asc.wpafb.af mil/ 11-L-0559/0SD/29787 5/12/2004 



T HE S E CR ETARY OF DE F EN SE 

WASHING T ON 

~ Lieutenant Colonel Philip Rivers 
' · (b)(6) 

Dear Colonel Rivers: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Tini'e.,_s . T understand that you, along with your 
aircrew and others~ssisted the Times correspondent 
Christian Kraul. '\ 

I commend you ~ob well done. 

R~ 

\ 
Enclosure: As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/29788 



Lieutenant Colonel Philip Rivers 
l(b )(6) 

Dear Colonel Rivers: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Can-oll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with your 
aircrew and others, assisted the Times con espondent 
Christian Kraul. 

I commend you for a job well done. 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/29789 



Message 

Casey! Carrie7 CTR, OSD 

From: Lohse, John A, ClV, OSD 

Sent: Monday, May 10,2004 8:1 5 AM 

To: Casey, Carrie, CTR, OSD 

Subject: FW: LA nmes Reporters 

fyi 

John Lohse 
Direc1or, Executive Services 

l(b)(6) 

Room 1A1071 

-----Original Message---
From: Ayers, Carl G, LTC, OSD 
Sent: Monday, May i 0,2004 7:50 AM 
To: Generous, Monica, CIV, OSD; Lohse, John A CIV, OSD 
Subject: FW: U. Times Reporters 

Page 1 of 2 

John and Monica pis pass on to Carrie Sue. Last information I have received on letters to send 
to those who assisted the LA Times reporters. 

C. Glenn Ayers 
LTC, USA 
Military Asst./ Trip Coordinator 
OSD EXEC S::C 

l(b)(6) I 
----Original Message--
From: Daly Judith Lt ColTACC/XOGA [mail1o:Judfth.Daly@scott.af.mi1J 
Sent: Tuesday, May 04, 2004 4: 11 PM ]~ , n 

To: Carl.Ayers@osd.mil \'t)-/. 
Cc: Evans Clarence ColTACC/XOG; Boynton Sharon GS-14TACC/XOG 
Subject: FW: LA Times Reporters 

Glenn 
Here is the information that I have oblained. ~ per our conversa 
an AMC mission (Chrfstian Kraul}. The mission numba- was X 
The aircrew was from the 445 AW, 89AS at Wright Patterson.~(rtb'-!;)(~6)~1aL.1.l~.:..!Js~Lt:!!:C~o~l~ra~n~~u~e~r.~ 
The AE crew was from the 791 EAES located at Ramstein Th b (6 · 11 1vers. 
Hopefully~his will help in the writing of those Congratllltoltters-these units do great jobs for us 
everyday. 
Thanks 

''""' (,)VV~f, / 
-l Af O 

5/10/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/29790 



Message Page 2 of 2 

Judith M Daly, Lt Col, USAF, NC 
Chief, AE Divi~ion 
DSN!(b)(6) ! 

5/10/2004 

-----Original Message---
From: Ayers, Carl G, LTC, OSD[mailto:Carl.Ayers@osd.miO 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 20043:03 PM 
To: Daly Judith Lt ColTACC/XOGA 
Subject: RE: LA Times Reporters 

Judy, 
Glenn Ayers here thanks very much for the assist. 

C. Glenn Ayers 
LTC, USA 
Military Asst./ Trip Coordinator 
OSD EXECS:C 

l(b)(6) I 
-----Original Message--
From: Cox, Sam, Cd, OSD 
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 20043:31 PM 
To: 'Judith.Daly@scott.af.mil' 
Cc: Ayers, Carl G, L TC, OSD 
Subject: LA Times Reporters 

Judy, 

Thanks for helping to track down the info. 1he name are: Christian 
Kraul, Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons, 

LlC Glenn Ayers will be running with this ..... hes CC'd above, ~ 
number is DSN!(b)(6) l 
Glenn .... meet Lt Col Judy Daly-- DSN _!(b_)(6_) _I. 
Again, thank you, 

~ 
Co[Sam Co~ 'US.::f.:F 
'Deputy 'ExeculiveSecrelary 

of tfu Sec'l)e 

11-L-0559/0SD/29791 



Casey, Carrie, CTR, OSD 

From: Sanchez Marco A Maj 791 EAES/SGO [marco.sanchez@rarnstein.af.mil] 

Sent: Monday, May 17,20041.0:04 AM 

To: Carrie.Casey.CTR2@osd.mil 

Subject: Information/Address 

Hello Ms. Carey, 

LTC Rivers' mailing address at Ramstein AB GE is 

If you should have any questions, please don't hesitate to give me a call at DSN .... !(b_H_6) __ ____. 

Thanks, 
M 

MAJ MARCO A. SANCHEZ. USAF 

Directorof Support Services 

l(b)(6) 

DSN!(b)(6) 

5/18/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/29792 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Colonel Beverly Pritchett 
28th Combat Support Hospital 
F01t Bragg, NC 28310 

Dear Colonel Pritchett:, 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and E.x-ecutive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with 
others, expertly assisted a group of Times correspondents in 
the military hospital at Ibn Sina in Baghdad . 

.............. 

I commend you for ajob well done. '·,. 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/29793 



Colonel Beverly Pritchett 
28th Combat Supp01t Hospital 
Fort Bragg, NC 28310 

Dear Colonel Pritchett: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Caffoll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with 
others, expertly assisted a group of Times correspondents in 
the military hospital at Ibn Sina in Baghdad. 

I commend you for ajob well done. 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/29794 



XVIII Airborne Corps & Fort Bragg Homepage 

X::VIII Airborne Corps 
::'.am Mackall 
:::omm, nd Grou , 
:)r anizatioruUnit Webs 
:!i_!i_tQU 
Medal of Honor Reci ienls 
\1ili tar Piclures 
Pa~t O erations 
Public Affairs Office 
Purpose 
Rank Structure 
Safot Home a. e 
Provost Marshal 
Fire & Emergency 
Home 

Family Information 
Answer Unlimited 
Cha. lain Services 
Communit Aclivities 
Cultural Resource Pro •ram 
Facilities 
F mil A v Pr or rn 
Famil Readiness Grou , Handbook 
Family Supp011 
Frequently Asked Questions 
IIousin /Lod in lnfo1mation 
Links for Children 
Medical Services 
Museums 
In Processin Schools & 
Transportatiun lnformatioll 

Well:Being (Ii 

Fort Bragg 
Advanced Airborne School 
Civilian Personnel 
Contractin 

Cuffent Area Weather& 
Education Services 
Enterin Fort Bra o 

Events 

'Wefcome 
Our Mission is to maintain 

tlie X'VI I I f4ir6ome Corps as 
a strategic crisis response 

force, manned and trained to 

aepfoy rapia{y by air, sen and 
fana anywhere in tlie wor{tl, 

prepared to fig/it upon arrival 
and 'Win. 

Mailing Address 
Commanding General 

XVIII Airborne Corps & Fo11 Bragg 
Fo1t Bragg, NC 28310 

For Familr and Media ln(ormation 

Family Wellness 

New! ITEMS 

All American Week 
(24-28 May 04) 

Tax Information Updated 

ff you arc a Military Person e-mailing 
a question/request please use your 

AKO Military e-mail Account. Please 
read mcssm!c. 

Search 

Fo11 Bragg Interactive Customer 

Evaluation B 
New DeployrnentCenter Available Online. 

http://www.bragg.amy.mil/8,abn/ 11-L-0559/0SD/29795 
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Message 

Casey, Carrie, CTR, OSD 

From: Ayers, Carl G, LTC, OSD 

Sent: Thursday, April 29,2004 9:05 AM 

To: Lohse, John A, CIV, OSD 

cc: Casey, Carrie, CTR, OSD; Generous, Monica, CIV, 

Subject: FW: Information 

Importance: High 

Folks 
per your request yesterday the below information is giv1 
Hospital (CS H) that helped the journalists. 

More to follow on the Air Medevac Squadron who eva~-- ~----- · 

C. Glenn Ayers 
LTC, USA 
Military Asst./ Trip Coordinator 
OSD EXEC ffi:; 

r )(S) I 

Subject: RE: Information 
I 

Page 1 of 2 

COL Doby·· The 28th Combat Support NC o rated the hospital at lbn Sina in 
Baghdad from Jun 03 until Feb 04. The ommander is Col Beverly Pritchett. You can probably get an 
address from 1he Fort Bragg Web Page. • ~ 

I'm no rivos, but will forward to our USAF Air Evac Uaisonteam. (Craig, can you 
(denti LtCol George Kri r thank you note.) 

Hope this he ps and thanks or this opportunity to have folks recognized_ 

Col Jim Bruckart, CJTF-7 Sugeon? ~~ J" ~ 
LTCShally, '~~ 

4/29/2004 

Could you help me out with some information?? 

The Los Angeles Times sent a thank you note to the Secretary of Defense 
for the help our military provided to several journalists who either died 
or where injured in Iraq. Mark Fineman died of a heart attack in Iraq in 
Sep 03. The Chief of the emergency room was Dr_ Fred Brennan_ Do 
you know which CSH he is a part off and the name of the commander? 

USAF staff in Baghdad and Lt Col George Krivos who helped transport the 
body_ Which office or unit would this be? 

Christian Kraul, Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons all of the LA times 

11-L-0559/0SD/29796 



Message 

4/29/2004 

Page 2 of 2 

were wounded on New Years eve. Once again treated at military hospital 
in Baghdad. Which CSHwas this? 

Finally, if you can find the Air Evac Squadron who did the trip to 
Landstuhlthat would be great. 

The Secretary would like to send some thank you notes. 

Thank you! 

KEVIN WESTBERG, TSgt, USAF 
Superintendent, CPO Immediate Office 
Baghdadi,....-lr __ a ..... q....._ __ __ 
mobile: .... l(b_H_6l ____ _ 

Life is an echo. What you send out comes back! 

11-L-0559/0SD/29797 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Commendable Service 

, ______ Tuy __ &1 t~ 

-- --- .. --- - ---~---·~Tl- --'f~ C 5 C: 
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., .. 

Secretary of Defense 

1111111111111 ~~ m~ 1111111111111111111111111 ~111111 
JOHNS. CARROLL 
EDITOR AND EXECUTIVEV'CE PRESIDENT 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
l 000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20520 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

SA0033992 

February 6 ,2004 

Greetings from one of your old haunts, Tribune Company. I am writing to pass along our 
thanks for help we at the Los Angeles Times have received from the U.S. armed forces. 

One of our correspondents, Mark Fineman, died of a heart att ack last September, despite 
excellent emergency treatment at the military hospital. The chief of the emergency room 
team vv"as Dr. Fred Brennan, who did an exemplary job. Centcom went beyond the call in 
offering to ship Mark's body home via the Air Force. Coalition spokesman Lt. Col. Georrge 
Krivos and the USAF staff in Baghdad were instrumental in the repatriation of the remains. 
The staff at Dover AFB were extremely solicitous of Mark's family. We are grateful to all 
involved.. ~- f1,.\ ~ -.i:- ~>, ,uj 

~- ) ,,,. .,,-· ' ' ·\ 
Three other Times correspondents, Christian K faul, Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons,.. : ·\ . · . •, • 
were wounded in the New Year's Eve car bombing in Baghdad. They received outstanding :_;i, ·" 
treatment at the military hospital. Kraut underwent surgery that helped save a badly damaged t · ,,.-·. 
eye. He ,vas subsequently sent by military medevac to Germany. 

! 
There are undoubtedly many people to thank whose names did not make it to my desk, but let 
me mention a few. The head of the Landstuhl public affairs office, Marie S-haw, arranged for 
correspondent Tyler Marshall to be at the ha.;e when Chris arrived. Sgt:-Phif'Bteeam've 
escorted the reporter to the emergency room. Capt.-Fishcr; a nur,e on coffi dor 14, helped us 
deal with medical issues. Maj:·€hristopher'1\Hen, the duty ophlhamologisl, saw Chri:. within 
an hour of his arri val and made a quick decision to send him to the nearby eye clinic for 
special treatment--a decision that allowed us to transfer him home lhe following day. 

We at the Los Angele<; Times are grateful for all this and more. Our besr wi, hes to you and 
your subordinates here and abroad. 

0 SD O 27 9 { ~-04 
202 WEST FIRST STREET/ LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90012 

TELEPHONEf(~ (6) ~ b)C6} I 
11- L- 55970 D/29799 



.. 

Mr. John S. Carroll 
Editor and Executive Vice President 
Los Angeles Times 
202 West First Street 
Los An~eles, CA 90012 

<C.\.,.. 
Dear.m: Carr~l:M>l 1'\),Li t I 

Thank yolJ, for your k11fd letter regarding your ..+ol 1.t 1 
experiences with our armed forces in Iraq. I am pleased that 
everyone was. so helpful and will pass along your comments. 

S~ly, 

-~ 

'1ly ~ -J· nl' ~ ~~rt r or/ 
1-1 (re:,, ..,.) W' ~ ' . 

11-L-0559/0SD/29800 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

MAY 21 :m4 

Colonel Beverly Pritchett 
28th Combat Support Hospital 
Fort Bragg, NC 28310 

Dear Colonel Pritchett: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carro11, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with 
others, expertly assisted a group of Times correspondents in 
the military hospital at Tbn Sina in Baghdad. 

I commend you for ajob well done. 

Enc1osure: As stated 

Principal Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Defense for 

Public Affairs 

0 OSD 02797-011 

11-L-0559/0SD/29801 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

General Peter J. Schoo maker 
Chief of Staff, United States Anny 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20310 

Dear Pete: 

MAR 18 2004 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that Ms. Marie Shaw, Sgt. 
Phil Breedlove, Capt. Fisher, and Maj. Christopher Allen, 
along with the other fo1ks at Landstuh1, did fine work 
assisting s01ne Times correspondents. 

Please pass along my appreciation. 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

OSD 02797- 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29802 
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llos Angeles <iimes Secretary of Defense 

I llllll 1111~ 1111111 1111~1111111~ 1111 
JOHN S. CARROLL 
EDITOR AN> EXECIJTIVE ~ICE PRESJDENT 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsf eld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20520 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

SA0033992 

February 6,2004 

Greetings from one of your old haunts, Tribune Company. I am writing to pass along our 
thanks for help we at the Los Angeles Times have received from the U.S. armed forces. 

One of our correspondents, Mark Fineman, died of a heart attack last September. despite 
excellent emergency treatment at the military hospital. The chief of the emergency room 
team was Dr. Fred Brennan, who did an exemplary job. Centcom went beyond the call in 
offering to ship Mark's body home via the Air Force. Coalition spokesman Lt. Col. Georrge 
Krivos and the USAF staff in Baghdad were instrumental in the repatriation of the remains. 
The staff at Dover AFB were extremely solicitous of Mark's family. We are grateful to all 
involved .. 

Three other Times correspondents. Christian Kraut, Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons. 
were wounded in the New Year's Eve car bombing in Baghdad. They received outstanding 
treatment at the military hospital. Kraul underwent surgery that helped save a badly damaged 
eye. He was subsequently sent by military med7vac to Germany . 

• 
There are undoubtedly many people to thank ,vhose names did not make it to my desk, but let 
me mention a few. The head of the Landstuhl public affairs office, Ma.rie Shaw, arranged for 
correspondent Tyler Man;hall to be at the hase when Chris arrived. Sgt. Phil Breedlove 
escorted the reporter to the emergency room. Capt. Fisher, a nurse on corridor 14, helped us 
deal with medical issues. Maj. Christopher Allen, the duty ophthamologist, ~aw Chris within 
an hour of his arrival and made a quick decision co ~end him to the nearby eye clinic for 
special treatment--a decision that allowed us to transfer him home the following day. 

We at the LO$ Angeles Times are gratefol for all this and more. Our hest wishes to you and 
your subordinates here and abroad. 

OSD 02797-o• ... 
202 WEST FIRST STREET / LOS :, ES C'.Al lfQRNIA 90r 12 

TELEPB01'Q(b)(6) (b)(6) 

11- L-0559/0SD/29803 



General Peter J. Schoomaker 
Chief of Staff, United States Anny 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 

Washington, DC 203 10 

Dear General Schoomaker: 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that Ms. Marie Shaw, Sgt. 
Phil Breedlove, Capt. Fisher, and M,tj. Christopher Allen, .. /..· / _L ~~/ 
~long with the other folks at Landst/111, ~ ,:,i tf -1 • lk~ }~ 
.~ t,t ,.,,,~,l,,_, 

. )~f91:-~:9-~::,Y 
~e-(oo(work. r"~ 1~ 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

.. {,A, 
~~frtr~;,,-np (.~1u~~ 

7 f7"' Jl~,-

11-L-0559/0SD/29804 



E SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. John S.Carroll 
Editor and Executive Vice President 
Los Angeles Times 
202 West First Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Dear John: 

Thank you so much for your thoughtful letter 
regarding your folks' experiences with our armed forces in 
Iraq. 

I am pleased that everyone was so helpful and will 
pass along your comments. They are truly a superb group c:t' 
young men and women. 

Regards, 

11-L-0559/0SD/29805 



:YOF 

:. as follows: 

"Don"· ____ ;;J 
"DR11 

Approved 

Disapproved 

11-L-0559/0SD/29806 



TO: 

FROM: 

L TG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Commendable Service 

csc 
(}4LL.. /vi 6' oN ~ ,s 

r 
) A-t 3/j 

Here is a letter commending lhe service of a number of military personnel. 

How do we pass along this expression of appreciation to their commanders? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/6/04 LA Times !tr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
030304-11 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by 3-I l'l,..I O\/ 

OSD 02797-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29807 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

General John Abizaid 
Commander 
U.S. Central Command 
7 I 15 S9uth Boundary Boulevard 
MacDill, AFB, FL 33621-5101 

Dear John: 

MAR 16 m 

I am pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carroll, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that Dr. Fred Brennan and 
Lt. Col. George Krivos, along with his USAF Staff in 
Baghdad and many others, did a superb job in assisting 
some Times coITespondents. 

Please pass along my appreciation. 

Regards, 

Enclosure: As stated 

OSD 027 9 7-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29808 
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Dos Angeles ~tmes Secretary of Defense 

I lll\11111111111111111 !~I II llll lllll llll I 
JOHN S. CARA0U. 
EDITOR AND EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
iOOO Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20520 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

SA0033992 

February 6,2004 

Greetings from one of your o ld haunts, Tribune Company. I am writing to pass along our 
thanks for help we at the Los Angeles Times have received from the US. armed forces. 

One of our correspondents, Mark Fi neman, died of a heart attack la,;t September, despite 
excellent emergency treatment at the military hospital. T he chief of the emergency room 
team was Dr. Fred Brennan, who d id an exemplary job. Centcom went beyond the call in 
offering to ship Mark 's body home via the Air Force. Coalition spokesman Lt. Col. Georrge 
Krivos and the USAF staff in Baghdad were instrumental in the repatriation of the remains. 
The staff at Dover AFB were extremely solicitous of Mark's family. We are grateful to all 
involved .. 

Three other Times correspondents, Christian Kraul, Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons, 
were wounded in the New Year's Eve car bombing in Baghdad . They received outstanding 
treatment at the military hospital. Kraul underwent surgery that helped save a badly damaged 
eye. He was subselJUently sent by military medevac to Germany. 

( 
I 

There are undoubtedly many people to thank \'lhose names did not make it lo my desk, but let 
me mention a few. The head o f the Lamlstuhl public affairs office. Marie Shaw. arranged for 
correspondent Tyler Marshall to be at the base when C hris anived , Sgt. Phil Breedlove 
escorted the reporter to the emergency ruom. Capt. Fisher, a nurse on corridor 14, helped us 
deal with medical issues. Maj. Christopher Allen, the duty ophthamologist, saw Chris within 
an hour of his an-ival and made a quick decision to send him lo the nearby eye clinic for 
special treatment--a decision that allowed us lo transfer b.im home the following day. 

We at the Los Angeles Times are grateful for all this and more. Our best wishe'> to you and 
your subordinate<; here and abroad. 

202 WEST l'tRST rtREET, , OS AT' FS. CALIFORNIA 90012 
TELEPHONE (b){6) {b)(6) l 

11- L-0559/0SD/29809 



Commander's Bio 

General 
John 
Abizaid 

Download High Res Portrait 

Lt Gen Lance L Smith 
Deputy Commander 

MG R. Steven Whitcomb. Chief 
of Staff 

CMSgl Curtis L_ Brownhill 
Command Chief 

CDR's Strateqy 

General Abizaid assumed duties as the Commander, U.S. 
Central Command on July 7, 2003. 

General Abizaid was commissioned a second lieutenant of 
Infantry upon graduation from the United States Military 
Academy in June 1973. He started his career with the 504th 
Parachute Infantry Regimentat Fort Bragg, North Carolina, 
where he served as a rifle and scout platoon leader. He 
commanded companies in the 2nd and 1st Ranger Banalions, 
leading a Ranger Rifle Company during the invasion of 
Grenada. 

General Abizaid commanded the 3rd Banalion, 325th Airborne 
BattalioncombatTeam in Vicenza, Italy, during the Gulf crisis 
and deployed with the battalion to Kurdistan in Northern Iraq. 
His brigade command was the 504th Parachute Infantry 
Regiment of the 82nd Airborne Division. He served as the 
Assistant Division Commander, 1st Armored Division, in Bosnia· 
Herzegovina. Following that tour, he served as the 66th 
Commandant at West Point. Later, he commanded 1st Infantry 
Division, the "Big Red One," in Wurzburg which provided our 
first ground forces into Kosovo. He served as the Deputy 
Commander (Forward), Combined Forces Command, US 
Central Command during Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. 

Staff assignments include a tour with the United Nations as 
operations officer for Observer Group Lebanon and a tour in the 
Office of the Chief of the Staff, U.S. Army. European staff tours 
include assignments in both the Southern European Task Force 
and Headquarters, U.S. Army Europe. General Abizaid also 
served as Executive Assistant to the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Director of Strategic Plans and Policy (JS) on the 
Joint Staff and Di rector of the Joint Staff. 

General Abizaid's military education includes Infantry Officer 
Basic and Advanced courses, Armed Forces Staff College, and 
a U.S. Army War College Senior Fellowship at the Hoover 
Institution, Stanford University. In his civilian studies, he earned 
a Master of Arts degree in Area Studies at Harvard University, 
and was an Olmsted Scholar at the University of Jordan in 
Amman, Jordan. 

His decorations include the Defense Distinguished Service 
Medal with one Oak Leaf Cluster, the Distinguished Service 
Medal, the Defense Superior Service Medal, the Legion of Merit 
with five Oak Leaf Clusters and the Bronze Star. He earned the 
Combat Infantryman's Badge, Master Parachutist Badge with 
Gold Star, Ranger Tab and the Expert Infantryman's Badge 

Print version of thi.s page 

http://www.centcan.mil/aboutus/cdrb.iktm 11-L-0559/0SD/29810 
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Contact Us 

Contact 
LB 

I , .. ,, -~ ;': 
~ \ 
~, I iii 

Page I of 1 

Headquartered at MacDill Air Force Base in Tampa, Florida, Learn More About 
United States Central Command (USCENTCOM) is one of nine 
Unified Combatant Commands assigned operational control of MacDill Air force Base 
U.S. combat forces. 

~d Combatant 
Command Address Commands 

Commander 
U.S. Cen1ral Command Coalition Proyjsjonal 

711 !;i SoL1th Ao,in,iary Bovl~v:;.rd ~ 

MacDill,AFB, FL 33621-5 101 

Other Key Phone Numbers 

CJTF-7 Coallllon Joint Task 
ForceSeven(Baghdad, Iraq) 

914·360·5082/89 
cpic.pressde$k.iraq @us.ar iny ,rni l 

CPA Coalition Provisional 
Authority (Baghdad, Iraq) 

78 1 ·280-6204/6207 
U,S. Departmentof Defense 

Public Affairs 
703-697·5131 

Reserve Affairs 
l<b)<6) I 

1. .. , , . - .... - ~· · 

~otioel Privac.~.l.ll'.i1d.MacDill Air Force.Base 

http://www.cenlcom.mil/contactus.htm 11-L-0559/0SD/29811 3/10/2004 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. John S. Carroll 
Editor and Executive Vice President 
Los Angeles Ti1nes 
202 West First Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Dear John: 

MAR 1 2 2004 

Thank you so much for your thoughtful letter 
regarding your folks' experiences with our armed forces in 
Iraq. 

I am pleased that everyone was so helpful and wi11 
pass along your comments. They are truly a superb group of 
young men and wmnen. 

Regards, 

OSD 02797-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29812 
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llos Angeles Grimes Secretary of Defense 

I IIHll llll 1111 It~ 11111 ~Ill ~II lllll llll ~111111 
JOHNS. CARROLL 
EDITOR AND EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
Department of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 

Washington, DC 20520 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

SA0033992 

February 6,2004 

Greetings from one or your old haunts, Tribune Company. I am writing to pass along our 
thanks for help we at the Los Angeles Times have received from the U.S. anned forces. 

One of our correspondents, Mark Fineman, died of a heart attack last September, despite 
ex<.:ellent emergency treatment at the military hospital. The chief of the emergen<.:y room 
team was Dr. Fred Brennan, who did an exemplary job. Centcom went beyond the cal I in 
offering to ship Mark's body home via the Air For<.:e. Coalition spokesman Lt. Col. Georrge 
Krivos and the USAF staff in Baghdad were instrumental in the repatriation or the remains. 
The staff at Dover AFB were extremely solicitous of Mark's family. We are grateful to all 
involved .. 

Three other Times correspondents, Christian Kraul , Tracy Wilkinson and Ann Simmons, 
were wounded in the New Year's Eve car bombing in Baghdad. They received outstanding 
treatment at the military hospital. Kraul underwent surgery that helped save a badly damaged 
eye. He was subsequently sent by military mecty·ac to Germany. 

There are undoubtedly many people to thank whose name~ did noL make it to my desk, but lel 
me mention u few. The head of the Landstuhl public uffairs office, Murie Shuw, arranged for 
r.:orrespondent Tyler Marshall to be at the base when Chris arrived. Sgt. Phil Breedlove 
escorted the reporter to the emergency room. Capt. Fisher, a nur~e on corridor 14, helped u~ 
deal with medical issues. Maj. Christopher Allen, the dut y ophthamologist. saw Chris within 
an hou r of his arrival and made a quick decision to send him to the nearby eye clinic for 
special treatment--a decision that al lowed us to transfer him home the fo llowing day. 

We at the Lo!> Angeles Times are grateful fo r all thi s and more. Our best wishes to yoll and 
yollr subordinates here and abroad. 

202 WEST Fl'1ST SIRFFI' I OS A'>IGEI ES CAI IFQRNIA SQr 2 
TELEPHONE! (b)(6) l(b)(6) 

11-L-0559/0SD/29813 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 

MAY 21 :mt 

Lieutenant Colonel Frank Fuller 
89AS/CC 
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, OH 45433 

Dear Colonel Fuller: 

I mn pleased to enclose a letter of appreciation from 
Mr. John Carro11, Editor and Executive Vice President of the 
Los Angeles Times. I understand that you, along with your 
aircrew and others, assisted the Times correspondent 
Christian Kraul by transporting him from Baghdad to 
Ramstein Air Force Base in Germany. 

I commend you for a job well done. 

Enc1osure: As stated 

Regards, 

rence Di Rita 
Principal Deputy Assistant 

Secretary of Defense for 
Public Affairs 

0 0 SD O 21 9 7 - 01& 

11-L-0559/0SD/29814 
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January 12,2004 

TO: ~ilfry Di Ri1a 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel<J"j/L 

SUBJECT: Marty Hoffmann 

Is Morty Hoffmann getting paid anything by the Pentagon for all he is doing'? 

Thanks. 

DHR.Jh 

Ill 121>-t-6 

········~································································ 
Please respond by _ ___,,,...,/ J._t...........,_,i _~---

11-L-0559/0SD/29815 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1950 r · -

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGE ME NT 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

\, ,_ -

INFO MEMO 

FROM: Raymond F.~ois, ~ect~Ad~inistration and Management 
I<~ ULJ~ .:r_py/o'f 

SUBJECT: Marty Hoffmanlt 

• In the attached snowflake dated January 12,2004, you asked if Matty Hoffmann was 
getting paid by the Department for all the work he is doing. 

• He is not being paid for his work, nor has he filed vouchers to collect his travel 
expenses. 

• He was appointed as an unpaid consultant to the Office of the Secretary of Defense on 
January I 0,2001. The appointment expired at the end of one year (January 9,2002) 
and was not renewed.-----=? a:r ~ ~ ~ 

• I have asked my staff to work with him to ensure he is covered by an appropriate 
employment status. A number of different types of Federal appointments were 
discussed to include: Non-Career Senior Executive Service, Limited Term Senior 
Executive Service, and consultant/expert. 

• He has expressed his desire to be appointed as a consultant (without compensation). 
Even though he will not receive pay under this arrangement, he will be entitled to 
reimbursement for travel and subsistence while working. 

• His appointment has been vetted through the White House, Liaison Office and has 
been approved. He is ctmently working on completing the necessary employment 
forms ( e.g. financial disclosure, etc.). Once they are returned, he will be appointed 
immediately. 

COORDrNATION: None 

Attachments: As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Linda Roper, _____ _ 

oso 02804-04 
. ,. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/29816 



January 12,2004 

TO: ~arry Di Rita 

FROM: DonaldR.umsfel.rj/l 

SUBJECT: Marty Hoffmann 

Is Mnrty Hoffmann getting paid anything by the Pentagon for all he is doing? 

Thanks. 

DHR.J!J 

OilW4-6 

·············································~··························· 
Please respond by_---;, /'--1/1-"°'-· --!--_...._ __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/29817 



TO: 

cc: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Comparing Costs 

February 8,2004 

As we gather data, we ought to know how much more expensive the Guard and 

Reserve are today relative to the Active force, because of Congressional add-ons 

to their compensation, retirement, health care and the like. We need to calculate 

that. 

At some point, if it keeps going on, Congress could make it less desirable to have 

guard and reserve forces compared to the cost of Active forces. 

Please develop a way to look at this that compares the usage of active forces vs. 

reserve and guard forces per dollars spent. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-100 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 'Z... I~ 0 

----+ ............. =--+-~--

osa 02931-0lt 

11-L-0559/0SD/29818 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeldf-)~ 

February 18,2004 

Where are the charts? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.08 

7:35 PM 

Please respond by: ___ ...._,c..ili~-~~11---~-,3-+-I O~t 

oso 02931-011 

11-L-0559/0SD/29819 



l'l::RSON!'il::L ANO 
10:AVINESS 

fOR: 

'YFROM: 

/ SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 
\ 

INFO MEMO 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

"]r:-:.?! ~- ""\ ')7 
~:..... -~ . ,.,. -~. QJ 

Feb 26, 2004, 17:00 PM 

David S. C. Chu, ~er Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) 
~"J~,6/~ z~ v~ ~ ,1 h-tJ d .y 

Growth of EntitlemFtits 

• Last week we sent you a chart that displayed the growth of entitlements. Tab A 
contains a refined version of that chart (1) with additional charts (2-3) that enable 
a comparison of entitlements growth from recently enacted legislation, growth if 
the current legislation is extended, and potential growth if additional entitlements 
legislation is approved. Chart 4 cuts the data at a more macro level and shows the 
existing and potential costs. 

• A major portion, about half, of the growth in entitlements derives from increased 
healthcare benefits. Tab B provides more detail on the growth of heathcare 
entitlements. Chm1 4 shows a breakdown of Tri care growth generated from 
increased accruals, expanded benefits, and the growing number of claimants. 
Chart 5 displays the potential growth of the Reserve Healthcare benefits already 
enacted as well as those that may be enacted. 

• Tab C shows the expansion of non-mobilized costs of Reserve personnel due to 
recently enacted legislation. .. i 

7'2'(' 
RECOMMENDA TJON: Information Only ? 

Jec;i(i/) f~~ .· 
1 .J./ L Ww,i,.r)<.,,_ ;l,.;J..r. {_u. I e.,,Alfl..r I p ," / . r f: 
;",il~ tl~i . JJ'k~ A~.iir,ryi· 

)JIU 
-:-/ 0;J7{ . ~ /UJJ ci,j_/~ ~ c.l~·tr.l 

. i!F ~Nit Of MA z... dlh . .:~ l . 
J t: .M!l.!I. IIS!L--...JL-:_,_..J 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Col Mayoj ..... (b_)(_6) _ ____. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/29820 



Pers()nnel & Readiness Entitlements Growth from : 

Billions$ 
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Personnel & Readiness Entitlements Growth if Recent 
Congressional Action is Extended 

Billions $ $24.SB I 35 ~ 30 
25 I -
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Personnel & Readiness Entitlements Growth from Past and 
Potential Congressional Action 

Billions $ S3SB I 
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Personnel & Readiness 
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Cost of Non-DoD Proposed Entitlements -Includes TF1..., lowered pmts, TFL new 
c1aimants, 0MB estimates for enhanced Res healthcare, FSA, Age 55RA 
retirement, SBP offset, full concurrent receipt-change in accruals&outlays, & civ 
pay plus up. 

Cost of Recently Enacted Entitlements - Includes TFL lowered pmts, TFL new 
claimants, estimates to extend currently enacted Res healthcare, 2004 NDAA 
concurrent receipt- change in accJ"uals'"-~outlays, & civ pay plus up. 
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l'l::RSON!'il::L ANO 
10:AVINESS 

fOR: 

'YFROM: 

/ SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 
\ 

INFO MEMO 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

"]r:-:.?! ~- ""\ ')7 
~:..... -~ . ,.,. -~. QJ 

Feb 26, 2004, 17:00 PM 

David S. C. Chu, ~er Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) 
~"J~,6/~ z~ v~ ~ ,1 h-tJ d .y 

Growth of EntitlemFtits 

• Last week we sent you a chart that displayed the growth of entitlements. Tab A 
contains a refined version of that chart (1) with additional charts (2-3) that enable 
a comparison of entitlements growth from recently enacted legislation, growth if 
the current legislation is extended, and potential growth if additional entitlements 
legislation is approved. Chart 4 cuts the data at a more macro level and shows the 
existing and potential costs. 

• A major portion, about half, of the growth in entitlements derives from increased 
healthcare benefits. Tab B provides more detail on the growth of heathcare 
entitlements. Chm1 4 shows a breakdown of Tri care growth generated from 
increased accruals, expanded benefits, and the growing number of claimants. 
Chart 5 displays the potential growth of the Reserve Healthcare benefits already 
enacted as well as those that may be enacted. 

• Tab C shows the expansion of non-mobilized costs of Reserve personnel due to 
recently enacted legislation. .. i 

7'2'(' 
RECOMMENDA TJON: Information Only ? 

Jec;i(i/) f~~ .· 
1 .J/ L Ww,i,.r)<.,,_ ;l,.;J..r. {_u. I e ... A/fi..r I p ," / . r f: 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Col M ayo,_!(b_)(5_) __ 

;,,il~ t l~i . JJ'k~ A~.iir ,ryi· 

)JIU 
- :-{Vb* ·~ !UJJ (fa)_/~~ C,~·fr.J . rn~ ~N(f Of MA Z "' 0 /h. L~ ) . 

J t:.M!l.!I. B!L...JL-;_,_..J 

0 
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Personnel & Readiness Entitlements Growth if Recent 
Congressional Action is Extended 

Billions $ $24.SB I 35 ~ 30 
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Personnel & Readiness Entitlements Growth from Past and 
Potential Congressional Action 
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Personnel & Readiness 

Bi11ions $ 
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0 

Entitlements Growth 
Enacted vs Proposed 

$35B I 

• Cost of Proposed 
Entitlements 

• Cost of Recently 
Enacted 
Enti tlernents 

2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Cost of Non-DoD Proposed Entitlements -Includes TF1..., lowered pmts, TFL new 
c1aimants, 0MB estimates for enhanced Res healthcare, FSA, Age 55RA 
retirement, SBP offset, full concurrent receipt-change in accruals&outlays, & civ 
pay plus up. 

Cost of Recently Enacted Entitlements - Includes TFL lowered pmts, TFL new 
claimants, estimates to extend currently enacted Res healthcare, 2004 NDAA 
concurrent receipt- change in accJ"uals'"-~outlays, & civ pay plus up. 
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l'l::RSON!'il::L ANO 
10:AVINESS 

fOR: 

'YFROM: 

/ SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 
\ 

INFO MEMO 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

"]r:-:.?! ~- ""\ ')7 
~:..... -~ . ,.,. -~. QJ 

Feb 26, 2004, 17:00 PM 

David S. C. Chu, ~er Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) 
~"J~,6/~ z~ v~ ~ ,1 h-tJ d .y 

Growth of EntitlemFtits 

• Last week we sent you a chart that displayed the growth of entitlements. Tab A 
contains a refined version of that chart (1) with additional charts (2-3) that enable 
a comparison of entitlements growth from recently enacted legislation, growth if 
the current legislation is extended, and potential growth if additional entitlements 
legislation is approved. Chart 4 cuts the data at a more macro level and shows the 
existing and potential costs. 

• A major portion, about half, of the growth in entitlements derives from increased 
healthcare benefits. Tab B provides more detail on the growth of heathcare 
entitlements. Chm1 4 shows a breakdown of Tri care growth generated from 
increased accruals, expanded benefits, and the growing number of claimants. 
Chart 5 displays the potential growth of the Reserve Healthcare benefits already 
enacted as well as those that may be enacted. 

• Tab C shows the expansion of non-mobilized costs of Reserve personnel due to 
recently enacted legislation. .. i 

7'2'(' 
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Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Col Mayo . .... l<b_)(6_l_ ..... 
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l'l::RSON!'il::L ANO 
10:AVINESS 

fOR: 

'YFROM: 

/ SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 
\ 

INFO MEMO 

SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

"]r:-:.?! ~-""\ ')7 
~:..... -~ . ,.,. -~. QJ 

Feb 26, 2004, 17:00 PM 

David S. C. Chu, ~er Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) 
~"J~,6/~ z~ v~ ~ ,1 h-tJ d .y 

Growth of EntitlemFtits 

• Last week we sent you a chart that displayed the growth of entitlements. Tab A 
contains a refined version of that chart (1) with additional charts (2-3) that enable 
a comparison of entitlements growth from recently enacted legislation, growth if 
the current legislation is extended, and potential growth if additional entitlements 
legislation is approved. Chart 4 cuts the data at a more macro level and shows the 
existing and potential costs. 

• A major portion, about half, of the growth in entitlements derives from increased 
healthcare benefits. Tab B provides more detail on the growth of heathcare 
entitlements. Chm1 4 shows a breakdown of Tri care growth generated from 
increased accruals, expanded benefits, and the growing number of claimants. 
Chart 5 displays the potential growth of the Reserve Healthcare benefits already 
enacted as well as those that may be enacted. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Col Mayo ..... r_)(-6) _ ___, 

() 
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Personnel & Readiness Entitlements Growth from Past and 
Potential Congressional Action 
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Personnel & Readiness Increasing Cost of Non-Mobilized Reserve 
Personnel 
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COMP'l'~OJ.U:~ 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

INFO MEMO 

. . ·.:. ·1 .. • •. : . ' ~. t. 

February 25, 2004, 3:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S.Zakheim ~ 
SUBJECT: Military Personnel Appropriation Funding Trends 

• The attached charts group military personnel costs into nine categories and shows 
funding levels for these categories for fiscal years 
(FY) 2000 - 2005. FY 2003 and FY 2004 data excludes Supplemental costs. 

• The charts highlight funding trends and illustrate the increasing size of Military 
Personnel appropriation costs. The most notable points include: 

• The Military Personnel cost per member grew 44.2% from FY 2000 to 
FY 2005. At the same time, the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage 
Earners and Clerical Workers only increased 10.3% (Tab A). 

• Total Military Personnel costs grew by 45.7% during this time, while 
End Strength remained basically stable (Tab B ). 

• Total base pay grew by 39.7%, and all othercompensati7·grew by 
5 l.6%fromFY 2000 to FY 2005 (Tab C). t z' 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachments : 
As stated 

Prepared By: John EvansJ .... (b_)(_
6
) _____ _. 

MA si,(, .. , 
~ -.... - · ""' '"'..r-·J "''"' ·, '"" 

~~: .. '"-'"'·'·' 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

DATE; . February 25, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached Article 

Mr. President: 

8:30AM 

Attached is an article from The New York Post which is worth reading. 

Respectfully, 

DHR/azn 
022504.06 

Attach: New York Post 1124/04 ''The Best We've Got/' by R. Peters 
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The Best We've Got 

New York Post 
February 24. 2004 

The Best We've Got 

By Ralph Peters 

Pagel of 3 

Over the coming weeks, a quarter of a million U.S. troops will move into or out of ]rag. The logistics of 
such a transfer would be formidable even under peaceful conditions in a country with Westem~quality 
infrastructure. No other power in the world could do it in Iraq - or anywhere else. 

Our military is going to execute the mission with such skill that it won't make headlines. There'll be brief 
reports buried in the back pages of our newspapers and a few human interest stories on TV. But the only 
way this massive event will get onto the front page will be if terrorists pull off a stunt during the 
operation. 

They'll try. There are no guarantees of safety where peace is still being made. And the terrorists 
desperately want to be the lead story at the top of the hour again. But even if a bomb or a missile takes 
American lives, the real story will remain how much our military can do - and how much our troops 
have accomplished over the past year. 

Recall how the pundits insisted that our troops were bound to fail, that Iraq was another Vietnam, a 
quagmire that would only worsen. Shamelessly, American ideologues who had been too good to serve in 
uniform themselves pretended that their only concern was the safety of our soldiers, who they wished to 
bring home immediately. Morale was going to break down, civilian 11expens11 insisted, our military 
would dissolve. 

lt wasn't just going to be Vietnam. It was going to be Oliver Stone's Vietnam. 

Our soldiers' response? They broke the back of the Ba'athist insurgency. They captured Saddam. That 
deck of cards? Saddam and the boys were playing on credit~ and G.I. Joe called 'em. 

When our soldiers were attacked, they hit back with such ferocity. precision and determination that even 
hardline al Qaeda operatives in Iraq have admitted to the masters of terror that the U.S. Anny cannot be 
dislodged. 

But our soldiers didn't only fight. They built. The contractors with their snouts in the Iraqi trough have a 
mixed record, but our soldiers have been consistently effective - and economically efficient - in their 
own reconstruction efforts. And yes, damn it. Our soldiers did win hearts and minds. And they continue 
to do so. 

Terrorists rushed to Iraq, dreaming of a quick triumph that would send the Great Satan fleeing back to 
America's shopping-mall Hell. 

Well, al Qaeda's inteJligence failure dwarfed any errors the CIA ever made. Far from discouraging 
anyone, the terrorists only stiffened the resolve of Iraq's Kurds, Shi'as and even many Sunnis not to let 
foreign assassins shape their future. 

Operationally, the skills and fortitude of the American soldier quickly forced the terrorists to shift their 
efforts to targeting our allies - in an attempt to drive them from the Coa]ition - or to strike Iraqis 

11-L-0559/0SD/29848 
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The Best We've Got Page 2 of 3 

committed to rebui1ding and reclaiming their own country. 

That hasn't worked, either. Iraq is moving forward. Our Coalition allies have shown admirable resolve -
and adaptability. After a few early successes against our panners, recent terrorist attacks have failed. A 
sophisticated suicide bombing a few weeks ago didn't even penetrate the Polish compound it targeted, 
but only killed civilians. 

Does anyone imagine that the terrorists are winning hearts and minds? 

Iraq remains a brutally dangerous place, a country that will struggle for years with its disastrous past. 
Progress will be imperfect. Success will be inconsistent. Disappointments will intoxicate the media. But, 
when all is said and done, Iraq is now the only major country in the Middle East with hope for a better 
future. 

Our soldiers created that hope. 

Far from the crude babykiller of campus legend, the American soldier has proved that he is as humane 
as he is competent, as creative as he is valorous, and as optimistic as the best traditions of his - or her -
country. Our troops have tracked down war criminals, turned the tables on ambushers, faced countless 
roadside bombs - and built schools, created jobs, picked up garbage and set an ex.ample that even those 
Iraqis anxious for us to leave will not forget. 

The American soldier has an immeasurably greater impact than American bombs. 

For the soldiers themselves - including our superb Marines - conducting this massive "relief in place" in 
Iraq, the on-the-ground reality will often be frustrating. Especially to the soldier heading home, the 
complexities of such a huge transfer of forces will have a hurry.up-and-wait side that will draw om the 
enlisted man's blackest reserves of humor. 

But the new troops wiH go in, the veterans will come home, intelligence and operational techniques will 
be handed off, the "newbies" will master the local environment and this great campaign for freedom will 
continue to march. 

Iraq is working. Attacks on our troops and American casualties are down. No Iraqis argue about whether 
the old regime should return - only about the rules for future statehood. A broken country is recovering 
from a generation of shock and misery. Their hopes may take a number of different directions, but the 
peoples of Iraq have hope. 

I only wish that those Americans so anxious to use our soldiers as political pawns in election campaigns 
actually knew our troops. Not as an abstract concept, but as people. 

The American soldier is a historical anomaly - not a grasping conqueror, bur a man or woman of 
courage and good heart who wishes only to do what must be done, and then go home. Our troops are 
inspiring in ways that no campaign speech or campus rally will ever rival. They live the virtues -
courage, patriotism, Jove of freedom, self-sacrifice, honor - of which their critics are embarrassed to 
speak. 

They have a wicked sense of humor. They're exuberantly politically incorrect. They're part of the most 
thoroughly integrated, representative American institution - our military. And when the American 
people and our leaders stand behind them, they can do any job on earth. 

11- L-0559/0SD/29849 
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Defying countless predictions of disaster, our soldiers have accomplished more in Iraq than we had any 
right to expect. And they did it not because of some brilliant master plan - there was none - but because 
they took a look at the bloody mess they inherited, rolled up their sleeves and went to work to fix it. 

They're the best we've got. 

Ralph Peters is a retired Anny officer and the author of "Beyond Baghdad." 
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TO : 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Fl:an Harvey 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 

Donald Rumsfeld 

71..(<-~ 

F888 

SUBJECT: Team to Monitor Troops 

·DEC So 2004 

I think we ought to put together a team to see that the Services take care of their 

troops after they're wounded, and when they return home and are discharged. We 

need to see that it happens. 

The only way we are going to know it happens, is if we put together a tefill;'l of 

people to monitor it, require reports, develop metrics, fash:im an ombudsman 

system, and possibly develop a buddy system, as you suggested. 

Please get back to me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:sa 
121304-31 ~1::~· ;:;::;;~;· ··· .. ; ·i ~-ibc··· ................................. . 

I 
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SECRETARY OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEMO 

January 6,2005. 10:00 a.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE {)8£ FROM: Francis J. Harvey, Secretary of the Anny 

SUBJECT: Team to Monitor Troops t'l ii.. --j--
• The Army establi shed the Disabled Soldier Support System{D~ ~n April 

to provide its severely disabled Soldiers and their families with a system of advoca , 
follow-up, and personal support to assist in their return to duty or transition from the 
military service to the civilian community. The D53 budget increased from$ I .3M in 
FY04 to S8.3M in FYOS. 

• Key Points: 
o Casualties arc tracked from theater to the CON US military treatment facilities. 

' 

After the Soldier's condition is stabilized, a DS3 case manager meets with the 
Soldier and fami ly to discuss the program and identify any immediate concerns. As 
rehabi litation progresses, DS3 personnel facilitate and coordinate Soldier/family 
desired outcomes with proper agencies. 

o DS3 ensures coordination between military treatment facil ities and the Department 
of Veterans Affairs for fo llow-on care. If transition to civilian employment is 
desired, availablejob opportunities in the federal government or corporate world are 
explored. 

o November 1,2004: DS3 Liaison Office opened at Walter Reed Medical Center 
between Wards 57 and 58 for access to Soldiers and families. 

o November 3,2004: DS3 staff increase from 6 to 47 personnel approved, with 
essential persorn1el to arrive by January 3 1.2005. 

o December 5.2004: Al your direction. DS3 program personnel began working with 
your staff a11d the 01her Services through Mr. John Molino, Deputy Under Secretary 
ofDefonse (Military Community and Family Policy). 

o Anny Q. J established Jiaison with the Defense and Accounting System (Df AS) to 
develop extraordinary pay procedures co handle DS3 Soldier pay issues. 

COORDINATlON: F . L. HAGENBECK, LTG, G-1 

Prepared By: COL Jacqueline E. Cumbo, Chiel'. DS3 Program!{b)(6) 

OSD O 2 9 4 9 • 0 5 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

~G J ohu...Craddock 
:J~',\l'\le,: .J).,ro-a fl~ 

DoMld Rumsfeld · }/l-
February 24,2004 

SUBJECT: Assessment Teams 

2:30AM 

I ought to write a letter to every person who served on one of our assessment 

teams thanking him. , IAli t1 O< fr&&M. 4vt' kc.<~'6.,.1 . 

I also ought to thank the key people ,vho do big jobs in the CPA when they finish 

their tours and leave. r haven't been doing that. We ought to set up a ~ystem for 

me co do it. 

Thanks. 

OHR/am 
02Z40J4JJ4 

Please respond by: _______ <?.......,~----------

OSD 02998-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsteld J ).._ 
SUBJECT: DoD Personnel Systems-

February 3,2004 

Can we cut the total number of different personnel systems DoD has with which to 

operate? What number dews mureotly bave·aod what m1~can we go down 

to, given the new personnel system? 

Thanks. 

DHR.dh 
020?04•7.) 

•.•_:·:. 

( · .. : - ·-~ 

mou•n•••••••••••••••••m••a••u••••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••u•••••••• 

Please respond by __ ;:./ j / ~) V 
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PE RSONNEL A ND 
RE ADINESS 

FOR: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WAS HINGTON, D .C . 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

March 1,2004, 10:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, U (P&R) (_ ~nt ..J. ~ ?. t:.:4i-<-- / .,y"~· c:}p,! 
SUBJECT: DoD Personnel ystems - - SNOWFLAKE 

• On February 18, you asked if we can cut the number of different personnel 
systems in DoD. You also asked how many we have and how many we can 
get down to. I believe we only.n~ed f.wo. systems: one for the military, one for 
civilians. 

• The Defense Integrated Military Human Resource System (DIMHRS) will 
replace all existing military personnel and pay systems, integrating pay and 
personnel into a single system, improving accuracy. We currently have 93 
separate mil itary pay and personnel systems. These systems are redundant and 
poorly interfaced and rt?,quire multiple inputs of the same data, increasing the 
possibility of r.tTOr. The timeliness and accuracy of data vary considerably 
across the systems, often requiring manual reconciliation. 

• DIMHRS tells us what skills people have so they can be efficiently used; track 
members in deployments; provide cross-Service support; streamline business 
processes; adopt best industry practices; and improve interfaces with Veterans 
Affairs and other agencies. 

• DIMHRS is scheduled 'to be implemented in the Army in first quarter FY 2006 
and DoD-wide in firs t quarter FY 2008. At your request. we are also looking 
·into the feasibility of accelerating deployment of DTMHRS. 

• The civil personnel system has already made this transition for personnel 
transactions and records. We completed the shift to the Defense Civilian 
Personnel Data System (DCPDS) in the fall of 2002, replacing 10 separate 
systems. There is a single DoD payroll system for our appropriated fund 
civilians that interfaces with DCPDS. DFAS is working with my staff to 
develop a business case to support full integration of these two systems. 

INFORMATION ONLY 

Prepared By: Nonna St. Claire, Director, Joint Requirements and Integration 
Office,!(b)(6) I 

0 
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February 8,2004 

TO: Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld}/.-

SUBJECT: Senator Graham 

I recall the questions I got from Senator Lindsey Gcalan of South Carolina in my 

heating last week. Then I saw him in Munich at the Wehrkunde conference. He 

clearly needs time with the· two of you. He is an officer in the National Gmd. He 

is totally focused on the Guard and Reserve, mostly the Guard. I think he thinks 

much less about the active force, and l mentioned that to him. He wants to be 

helpful, but I think we are going to have to get him engaged and understanding 

what it is we are trying to <h with the Guard and Reserve and rebalancing of the 

force. 

Please have a session for ~ bring him down for lunch. I would be 

happy to participate. It i-, important that we focus on him. We can save ourselves 

a lot of problems down'theroad. 

Thanks. 

IJHR;dli 
020ID4-J'I (II alfflputu)-doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by--------------
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UNDER SECRET ARV OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON :J ., ' -· l 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

WASHINGTON, D .C.20301-4000 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO MEMO 

February 26, 2004, 1300 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dr. David S. C. Ch~SD P&R • . :z 
Czy:t-:.,..,,IJ. C dh~z.. . -=l-'r ~.~ 11.~y 

SUBJECT: Senator Lindsey Graham (R-SC) Snowflake 2/8/2004 

• Secretary Hall as well as General Myers spoke with Senator Graham at the 
ROA Midwinter Conference, January 28,2004. Senator Graham was the 
speaker for the formal banquet that evening. A transcript of his address is 
not available. 

• Both Secretary Hall and General Myers engaged Senator Graham on his 
views and intentions to "sponsor legislation" lowering the retirement age 
for guardsmen/reservists from 60 to 55 and extending TRI-CARE health 
benefits to guardsmen/reservists at all times, even when not mobilized. 

• Senator Graham acknowledged to both of them that he: "understood the 
department's position" opposing these additional benefits; he understood 
without appropriated funds to support them the department would have to 
use other scarce funds to support the initiatives; but in spite of this, he 
intended to proceed since, in his view "we owed it to the guard/reserve" 
based on our ex tens·i ve use of them in the war on terrorism. 

• He announced his intentions to sponsor this legisl'1tion during his address to 
ROA. 

• A summary of Senator Graham' s military service is attached. 

COORDTNATTON: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Warren GrantJ ... (b_)<_6) _ __, 

UNCLASSIFIED 

0 
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Summary of Senator Lindsey Graham's Military Service 

Jan 82 - Jul 83 

Jul 83 - Jul 84 

Jul 84 - Jul 88 

Jul 88 - Apr 89 

Apr 89 - Jan 95 

Jan 95 - Oct 03 

Oct 03 - Pres 

4 Nov 03 

Jan 03 

Awards: 

Assistant Staff Judge Advocate, Shaw AFB, SC (Active 
Duty) 

Area Defense Counsel, Shaw AFB, SC (Active Duty) 

Circuit Trial Counsel, European Circuit, Rhein Main, AFB 
(AcLive Duly) 

IMA attached to Holloman AFB (Reserve) 

Deputy Staff Judge Advocate, later Staff Judge Advocate, 
McEntire ANG Base, SC (Air National Guard). He served as 
Staff Judge Advocate at McEntire Air National Guard Base 
during Operation Desert Shield/ Desert Storm. 

Key Federal Employee Program, elecLed lo Congress (Non 
Affiliated Reserve Status-Non Drilling (NARS-ND)) 

Attached for training to AF Court of Criminal Appeals, 
Bolling AFB (NARS-ND) 
(This was effective Aug 03 buL formally announced on 28 Oct 
03 after final CSAF/SECAF coordination) 

Ensconced as Judge, AF Court of Criminal Appeals (Non Pay, 
Drilling for points only, similar to "Pro Bono") 

Promoted to Colonel (Pinning on ceremony TBD) 

Meritorious Service Medal 
AF Commendation Medal w/2 OLC 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Les Brownlee 
Gen. Pete Schoomaker 

Gen.Dick~ 
Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 
Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfc1dj /l 
SUBJECT: Senator Graham 

February 8, 2004 

I recall ttie questions I got from Senator Lindsey Graba:n of South Carolina in my 

hearing last week, Then 1 saw him in Munich at the Wehrkunde conference. He 

dearly needs time with the'twoli' you. He is an officer in the National Guard. He 

is totally focused m the Guard and Reserve, mostly the Guard. I think he thinks 

much less about the active force, and 1 mentioned that to him. He wants to be 

helpful, but I think we are going to have to get him engaged and understanding 

what it is we are trying to do with the Guard and Reserve and rebalancing of' the 

fora!. 

Please have a session fur~ bring him down for lunch. 1 would be 

happy to participate, It is important that we focus m him. We can save ourselves 

a lot (f problems down'the road 

Thanks. 

··································~······································ 
Please respondby _____________ _ 
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02/20/2004 18:ZZ FAX SENA'l'OR GlWWl 
# .. ------ __________ , ______ -- ....... . ,,. 

1lnittd ~tattJ ~matt 

The Honorable Donaldltumsfeld 
Scadary 
U.S. Dcpartment ofDefcnse 
'IbePcntap 
Washington,DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

WASHNGTON,. DC 20&1D 

February20,2004 

......... ·. 

As elcetairepresetttatives of tholl38dds of Americans ~uaeody serving thisnltiOll :in~ 
Afpm.imn. and elsewllerc, we 11e benly aware of the sacrifices made by tide brave men and 
women andtheir &milies. In llabt of ti1is:fact,. we believe it is vital that this nation dmnoDltratc 
its recognition of and appreciation for all that these soldiers aid tbm f&miliol do for America's 
secuity. 

Comequmtly, wejoinL>d together last year 1D pmh ta- apezmammt law that wouldemmc 1bat all 
reaems1s imd their families wo u Id w e BClleSI to hc:a11h camrcprdless of therdcplo)'Jnent 
status. Our proposal I'CIC9ivcd as votes in the Senatewhm it 'lil8S offered on tbeFY2004 Demise 
Autborlza1ioa bill, ard 93votos ontheFY.2004DefemeApp,priatiou bill. Un.faduDltt!,ly, in 
~ ofthis sirollg bipartisan support,, yourdq,artnlmt strongly opposed our proposal. 
Uldmatc!y, tb:aDks in large measure to the efforts of Sena'lll Appropriations Committee Chairman 
'lkl.StemH, the House and Seaate agreed1o incorporata a versim of our propHII :in tbe FY2004 
Iraq Supplemental Appropriations bill. In an effort to avoid a presidential veto, House ar/ 
S~te cmiferees decided to limit OM propc&ll to a one-par effort. 

Our proposal would enhance otr national security by aidiaa your dqartmc::m's e1forts tona:nlt 
and retain quality soldiers and by improvina unit readiness. The uopreccdmrted 1tiJi?Etimof our 
re,ave forces has raised some concerns aboutwbether our militarv services w i II be able to 11.ttiact 
and retain tho number and quality of tn,op& needed to meet our secmity mp1in,mon1L There 
have been a.number of Warning sigoals on this front, cm our pn:J)J(HII i soonaistmt with 
!i1atements made by yo11 and other military leaders that'te must deal with this issue in a proactive 
manner. In additi~ the fad fa so manv of our .resavists 1ae.k access to health cae when not 
on active status means some require medical services before they canbe declJred tit for duty. 
Our proposal would help ensure that more soldierswould be medically fit and ready to acrvc 
when called. 

Earlier I his year, we reintroducedlegisJatlon lhat would againperm111CI1tly provide aa:icess to 
health care for all reservists cn:I their families rcprdle• of deployment status. Alrbm•gb the 
President's FY2005 budget request did Il(lt contain our proposal, we a:mngly believe the need for 
and congressional support of our legislation have only groM1. Therefore, we urge}OJ to 
recon<,iderthe Administration's position on this matter md request amectina with you a: your 
earlie,,1 convenience to di~uss this importantissuc. 

li!00.2/003 
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1'he Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
~~bruary 20,2004 
~pse2 

1hank you for your ronsiderationand time. Oiven.1hatweall !hire the &oal of keeping this 
nation secure and meeting our obligation'i to rur troopi, ve arc bopcfbJ you wil1 lend your 
a: q,port to this worthy proposal. 

Siru:erely. 

-, 
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March 1, 2004 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y. 
SUBJECT: Economic Issues 

Attached is an interesting letter from Dr. Arthur Laffer. I think we ought to give 

thought to his suggestions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/18/04 Laffer e-mail to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
030104-61 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -_____ _ 

OSD 03049-04 
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--Original Message--
From: Jax Schluederberg [maifto..,.{(_,.b).,.(6.._) __ ___. 
Sent; Wednesdar, February 18, 2004 1:35 PM 
To: l(b)(6) . 
Subject: Letter From Or. Arthur Laffer 

February 18, 2004 

Oonald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
1000 Defense Pcntagofl 
Washington, DC 20301•1000 

Dear Don, 

!(b)(6) 

Last week I was Invited by a group of your fll'lCSt {Marine off1Cers) to a $emlnar at Camp 
Pendleton, which is only a few miles north of where I live. These guys are great and have been 
assigned to a variety of tasks involved in the transition or Iraq from an occupied, economically 
dependent territory to a self-governing economically independent country. They have their work 
cut out for them under the best of circumstances. Why I'm writing to you. however, is beeause I 
was led to believe both from written material and during the course of our conversations that 
these tasks are facing addilionel potentially Insurmountable obstaeles placed in their way by the 
Coalition Provisional AUthorlty and othe, dir~ivcs coming from the U.S. 

Because of my experience with the dome$tic economy of Vietnam In the 1970-197 4 period under 
George Schultz and my work on a post-Castro transition plan for Cuba with lhe Cuban American 
National Foundation, When it was ably led by Jorge Mas Canosa (who pas$ed away five years 
ago), I thought you might be lntereste<l in my two-cents worth (which has been discounted even 
below two cents). Rather than criticizing What I may not have fully understood of the Bremer and 
CPA plans, I've limited myself to what I consider essential do's and don'ts for creating an 
e<:onomlcally viable society out of a wer..-avaged former totalitarian state. 

A. F>erhaps the most significant obstacle to reestablishing markets is the absence of a viable 
stable-valued means of payment and store of value (currency). To foster economic 
interchange, merchants, workers, savers and investors need a currency they can count 
on bOth over time and across space. ThlS currency has to be stable in value over time to 
satisfy the needs of small savers, and to provide a basis for contracts and it has to be 
readily acceptable everywhere both inside and outside the region to facilitate trade and 
investment flows. 

p.2 {i' 

I can't begin to tell You how deprcs~ing it was to the local economy of Meic:lco In 1976 
when the peso started to collapse after having been stable for years and years. 
Likewise, Argentina's recent abandonment of the currency peg (under de la Rua) and the .,,. 
subsequent flnanci31 collapse is a tragedy of immense proporlions. Our own retum to 
dollar credulity in the late 1970s and e3rly 1980s under Paul Volcker and Ronald Reagan 
was the sine qurJ non of America's renaissance. Time and again countries arc fol'CCld to 
relearn the powerrul dictum of a sound money. 

Iraq does not have the ability nor does it have powerrut enough political institutions to 
pursue, maintain and monitor its own currency de novo. Iraq, if it is to have its own 
currency at all, must have that currency immutably linked to the dollar or euro. My 
personal suggestion would be to use either euros or dollars as the domestic currency of 
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Iraq and don't even pretend to introduce a new Iraqi currency. Panama is dollarized 
llterally, and lots of other countries are dotlariZed de faclo. and lhe system .works -
extremely well. 

Attempting to set up a new currency puts at risk the entire Iraqi rehabilitation effort and 
could, if bad enough, force 1he lower echelons of the Iraqi economy into barter. Barter is 
inefficient, inconvenient and costly, and will materially Impede the type o1 economic 
progress we all hope tor. The upper level~ will always be able to take advantage of 
foreign currencies. 

B. Also of exceptional Importance ror a new Iraqi government is tho structure of fiscal policy 
(taxation, spending and the Issuance of debt) at the national 3nd provincial levels. 

In countries like Iraq where financial markets are years and years away from 
sophistication, there ls a virtual certainty that budget deficits will load to overuse of the 
printing press and hyperinflation. Budget deficits also can lead to excessivety high tax 
rates and widesptead disregard and flouting of the laws. Therefore. dear and concise 
tax policy explicitly segregated between federal and provincial prerogatives is of the 
essence. 

lraQ is extraordinarily fortunate to be blessed with oH. As such severance taxes on oil 
should be a mainstay tor government revenues - scvcranco taxes are about as efficient 
as taxes get. If set up c:orrectly, a good system of oll severance taxes is effectively a tax 
on foreigners and should do the least damage to the domestic economy or any tax 
system I know. We have lwo states that use them extensively, Alaska and Wyoming. It 
also makes lots of sense to collect revenues on a comprehensive flat rate basis on 
imports. Ally type of sin tax is slso a good option because the economic damage the tax 
does is on the disfavored products Also property taxes should be used et the provincial 
level - property an<I real estate are about the only items that can't escape local taxes by 
leaving. Any additional revenue supplements should be on a flat rate, broad•based, value 
added like tax. 

Taxes that should be avoided are Income taxes (especially progressive) and small taxes 
where the costs of collection approach or exceed lhe revenue actually collected. The 
keys to good tax potiey arc: 

i.) Tax thos. items most that can escape the least, and conversely 
tax those least that can easily escape. It makes no sense to tax 
something that 1hcn flees lhe jurisdiction, goes underground or 
stops working. You not Of'lly don't get the revenue, but you also 
lose the benefits of the proouctlve services. 

ii.) Tax those things most that you leut like (sin taxes). An 
additional benefit of sin taxes is that they do reduce the activity 
being taxed. 

iii.) Tax those things least where the collection costs are highest 
iv.) Broad based low rate taxes pro'lide people with the least 

incentives to evade. avoid and olherwise not report taxable 
inc:ome and the least number of plaees where they can e5cape 
taxation. 

v.) Tax people fairly. People in like circumstances should have 
similar tax burdens. The perception of fairness is key to 
voluntary compliance. 

vi.) Make sure that taxation is not arbitrary or easily subject to 
discretionary changes. The power to tax in the wrong hands is 
an ugly weapon for exploitation. 
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vii.) Lastly, collect only as much as YoU really need. W~I 
spending will always rise to the level of revenues. 

These rules should help )'OU'° efforts. if meticulously adhered to. Next to a bad money I 
know of noltling that will bring an economy to its knees faster lhan en unjust. inefficient, 
anti-growth, exces$lve system Of taxation. This principal is unhle,sal. 

On the spendin9 side, priorities neeCI to be set teelly quiei<ly. In my view infrastructure is 
the first among equals such as: security (pol(ce), judiciary, water. elec.tricity, 
telecommunications. road$, airports, hoepitals and government ltsetf. In the neat tenn et 
least, school programs, women's iSiues. social re<tiStribution and humanitarian projects 
are further down Of'I ttic fist. Once the economy is back on Its feet there will be plenty of 
time to redress these wrongs. At the outset, government spending should be focused 
almost exdusively on getting the economy back on it's feet as quickly as possible. 
WllhoUI production there's nothing to redlstri~e. Feigniog a big heart is often the 
quickest path to disaster. ltaQ · needs endemic Pfoduction and government can be 
instrumental ln achieving its goal. · 

C. Forgiveness of debt owed by Iraq to foreign creditors can be enormously beneficiel to 
Iraq if and only if Iraq has the infrastructure to take advantage of the additional resources 
financed by additional debt. If Iraq's Incentive structure and system of self governance 
isn't wen ranged, new d~bt to replace old debt ls money down 3 r3t hole. You really don't 
want to replace old bad loans with new bad loans. No one wins. Allowlng Iraq to Incur 
additional foreign debt obHgatlon6 should only occur after Iraq's economy and 
government have been establishe<I . You're going to make IOIS of mistakes and will loam 
a lot from lhO$e mistakes. The smaller the scale of the initial operations, the tess Iraq will 
have to pay for les$0nS leame<l. The less costly the mistakes from which you leam, the 
better off Iraq will be. 

D. Regulatory policy should be simple, small and fair. Laws should be basie and 
enforceable with quiek and decisive action for \/iolatlon. Having laws on the bOOk$ that 
are not observed or actively disobeyed undermines the moral authority of all government. 
Keep regulations to a minimum. keep them simple and enforce them. 

E. Trade policy should be as open and as free as possible, restrlctin9 only those products 
Which really cause harm (drugs, weapons, etc.}. For revenue purposes you may want a 
low rate, broad•based tax on imports. It's interesting to note that for most of our country's 
history. tariffs provided the lion's share of our tax revenues. Tariffs plus an oil severance 
tax could well be the Hon's share of future lraQi tax revenues. 

Trade is often an area where privilege and corruption take root. Here more than 
anywhere ls where Iraq needs transparency. simplicity and fairness. 

F. A lot of attention is being placed on the need to provide an adequate number of jobs for 
Iraq. And while jobs per se clearly are important, increasing employment and creating 
jobs is often a catch phrase standing in for inae3sing oulpul. In tn.ith Iraq needs 
additional output far more than it needs more jobs. Now In some cases these two 
phrases are synonymous. bUt they may not t,c, interchangeable In Iraq. Make work 
pl'ojects and avoiding reform for fear of losing Job& are sure fire losers. At no lime and 
nowhere is it more important to recognize the primacy of efficiency. output and . 
productivity than it fs now in Iraq. 

G. Special industries like banking, glass factories. construction companies, etc. should be 
left lo ttie marketplace. I know they are important. but so does every business person in 
Iraq. Those businesses wtll grow on their own if they are profitable. 
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H. Dism3nt\ing the formCf government and former mllltary can be carried too far. Under 
Saddam Hussein there were no alternatives and therefore there arc no substitutes 
waiting in the wings to lake over the general functions ot government and se<:urity. You 
do need an lraQi presence \0 deal with, to support, and to nurture, In order for us to gel 
out. 

I. Be very careful of U.S. quasi-governmental lobbying groups who see vhiilon1 of 
sugarplums with each i,cw contract with Iraq. These people rarely focus on what's good 
for the traq1 people (or Amenceins for that matter) and )'Ot they can wrap their desires in 
lho full clothe of altruistic publlc Interest. 

J . Don·t expect Iraq or l~qis to love us right away. Even though we have done an 
enormous amount for them, they still feel the intense pain of Saddam's vicious 
dictatorship and the cnsuini;i war end will lash oul at anyone near them. In due cour5e, If 
we continue to behave honorably, they will come to epprcciate on thol we hove dono for 
them and they will respect us for all that we have sacrificed on their behalf. 

I<. Our purpose tor being in Iraq has absolutely nothing to do with our desire to develop a 
free-enterprise, pro-growth, democmUc, CDpitallst nation. Under Saddam Hussein, Iraq 
was a threat to our way or life 3nd as sueh we terminated that threot. Anything odditionel 
we do for the Iraqi people Is tn.11y out or the goodness of our hearts, not out of guilt. No 
matter what anyone may say, you were 100% correct In the actions you took. You make 
me very proud to be an American. 

Hope these points are of some value. You have done and are doing the best job evar. I dream 
and hope for you continued success. 

Your Buddy, 

Arthur B. Laffer 

cc: Steven B uccl 
Catherine Mninardi 
Psul D. Wofowitz 

or. Arthur 8. Laffer 
Laffer Asscx:iate$ 
5405 Morehouse Drive. Suite 340 
San Die o. California 92121 
(b)(6) 
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TO: Jay Garner 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 1v-. 
SUBJECT: Missile Defense 

March 1,2004 

Thanks for your additional comment on missile defense. I will get together with 

Steve Cambone and talk through the thoughts you have provided. 

I do appreciate it. 

Warm regards, 

DHR:dh 
030104-45 

OSD 03050-04 
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March I, 2004 

TO: Honorable John B. Taylor, Under Secretary of the Treasury 
(International Affairs) 

CC: Honorable John W. Snow 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Economic Issues in Iraq 

Attached is a letter from Dr. Arthur Laffer that touches on work we have been 

discussing. I think you will find it interes1ing. 

Regards, 

Attach. 
2/18/04 Laffer e-mail to SecDef 

DHR,dh 
030104-60 

.. 
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---Orig!Aal Message--
From: Jax Schluederberg [maifto,..!(b .... }C .... 6 ... } __ _ 
Sent Wednesday, February 18, 2004 1:35 PM 
To:!/b\/61 I 
Subject: Letter From Dr. Arthur Laffer 

February 18, 2004 

Oonatd fo-1 . Rurnsfeld 
Secrctiary of Defense 
1000 Defense P~ntagon 
Washington, DC 20301•1000 

Oear Don, 

!(b)(6) 

Last week I was Invited by a group of your finest {Marine officers) to a seminar at Camp 
Pendleton, which ls only a few mlles north ot where I live. These guys are grHt and have been 
assigned to a variety of tasks Involved in lhe transition or Iraq from an occupied, economlcaUy 
dependent terrllory to a self-governing economlcaHy Independent country, They have tMir work 
cut out for them under the best of circumslanccs. Why I'm writing to you, however. is becaU$e I 
wes led to believe both from written material and during the course of our conversations that 
these tasks are facing additional potentially insurmountable obstacles placed in their way by the 
CooUtion Provlslonel Authority and other directive:, coming from the U.S . 

Because of my expcrlCt'lc~ with the oomestic economy of Vietnam In th~ 1970-1974 period under 
George Schultz and my work on o post-Cl!lstro transition plan for Cuba with the Cuban American 
National Foundation, when It was ably led by Jorge Mas Canosa (Who passed away five years 
ago), I thought you might be Interested In my two-ecnis worth (which has been discounted even 
below two cents}. Rather than criticizing what I may not have fully understood of the Bremer t1nd 
CPA plans, I've limited myself to what l consider essenttal do's and don'ts t0< creating an 
economicelly vlable society out of a wer-raveged former totalitarian state. 

A. Perhaps the most significant obstacle to reestablishing mark.els is the absence of a viable 
slable-valued means of payment ond store of vc1lue (currency). To foster economic 
in1crc:hange, merchants, workers. savers and investors noed a currency they can count 
on both over time and ~cross space. ihls currency Ms to be st.:,blc in value over time to 
satisfy the needs ot small savers, and to prQvide a basis for contracts and it hes to be 
readily acceptable everywhere both inside and outside the region to facilitate trade and 
investment flows. 

I can't begin to tell you how deprcsslng lt was to the local economy of Mexlc;o in 1976 
when the peso started to collapse after having been stable for years end years. 
Likewise, Argentina's recent abandonment of lhe currency peg (under de la Rua) and the .,,,. 
subsequent financial collapse is a tragedy of Immense proportions. Our own return to 
dollar credulity in ttle late 1970s and early 1980s under Paul Volcker .nd Ronald Reagan 
was the sine qua non of America's renaissance. Time and again countries are forced lo 
relearn the powerful dictum of a sound money. 

Iraq does not heva the ability nor does it have powerrul enough politi(;af institutions to 
pursue. maintain end monitor its own currency de novo. Iraq. If it Is to have its own 
currency at all, must have that currency Immutably linked to the dollar or euro. My 
personal suggestion would be to use either euros or dollars as the domcstie currency of 
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Iraq and don't even pretend to introduce a new lraql currency. Panama is dottarized 
mer~lly, and lot! of other countries are doltarized de facto, and lhe system work.$ 
extremely well. 

Attempting to set up a new currency puts 3l risk the entire Iraqi rchflbilitation effort 1nd 
could, if bad enough, force the lower echelons of the Iraqi econorny Into barter. Barter is 
Inefficient, inconvenient and costly, and will mater/ally Impede the tYPe of economic 
pro~ress we all hbpe for. The upper levtls will olways be able to take edvanteg• of 
foreign currencies. 

e. Also of exceptional Importance ror a new Iraqi government ls tho structure of fiscal poliey 
(taxntion, spt!ndlng and the issuance of debt) at the nalional and provincial lewls. 

In countries llke Iraq where financial markets are years and years away from 
sophistication, there ls a virtual certainty that budgcl dd'1elts will load to overuMI of the 
printing press and hyperinflation. Budget deficits also ean lead to excessively high tax 
rates and widespread disr~gard and flouting of the taws. Therefore, clear a.nd concise 
tax policy explicitly segregated between federal and provincial prerogatives Is of the 
cissonce. 

1raq is extraordinarily fortunato to be biassed with oll. As such severance taxes on oll 
should be a mainstay for government revenues - scvcronco taxes ar• sbout liilS efficient 
cs taxes get. If set up correcUy, a good system of ou severance taxes is cffoctivo\y a tox 
on foreigners and should do the least damage to the domestic economy ot any tex 
system I know. We have two states that use them extensively, Alaska and Wyoming. It 
also makes lots of sense to collect revenues on a compreheneive flat .rate basis on 
Imports. Arly type of sin tsx ·Is mlso a good option because the economic damage the tax 
does is on the disfavored products Also property taxes should b$ UHd at the provincial 
level - property and real estate are about the only ltoms that can't escape local taxes by 
leaving. Any additional revenue supplements should be on a flat rate, broad-based, val1J4t 
added like t:ax. 

Taxes that should be avolde<l are Income taxes (especially progressive) and small taxes 
where the costs of collection approach or e)(ceed tne revenue ac;tually collected. The 
keys to good tax policy are: 

i.) Tax those items most that C.ln 8$cape the least. and converse!)' 
tax those least that can easily escape. It makes no sense to tax 
sometl'ling that then flees tho jurisdiction, goes underground or 
stops working. You not only don't get the revenue, but you also 
lose the benefits of the productive services. 

ii.) Tax those things most that you lea$t like (sin tax.1). AA 
additional benefit or sin tax.es is that they do reduce the ac;tivity 
being taxed. 

iii.) Tax. thoso things leest where the collection CO$lS are highest 
iV.) Broad based low rate taxes provide people with the least 

Jnuntives to evade. avoid and otherwise not report taxable 
income and the least number of places where they can escape 
taxation. 

v .) Tax people fairly. People In like circumstances shoLlld have 
similar tax burdens. The perception of fairness is key to 
voluntary compliance. 

vi.) Mak$ sure that taxation is not arbitrary or easily subject to 
discretionary changes. The power to tex in the wrong hands is 
an ugly weapon for e"'ploitation. 
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vii.) L.astly, collect only as much as you really need. W~stcful 
spending will always rise to the level of revenues. 

These rules should help your efforts, if meticulously adhered to. Ncx1 to a bad money I 
know of nothing that will bring an economy to its knees faster ttian an unjust, incfficiont. 
anti-growth, excessive system of taxation. This principal is un!versat. 

On the spending stdo, priorities need 10 be set really quickly. In my view intrastrucwre is 
the first among equals such .is: security (p0llce), judiciary. water. electricity, 
totccommunications. roads, airports, hospi1.1ls and government itself. In the near term at 
least. sehool programs, women's Issues. soci31 redistribution and humanitarian projects 
are further down on the li$t. Once the economy is back on its feet there will be plenty of 
time to redress these wrongs. At the outset, government spending snould' be focused 
almolSI exclusively on getting the economy baek on it's fc:c1 as quickly as posslble. 
Without production there's nothing to redistribute. Feigning a big heart is often the 
quickest path to disaster. Jrac; needs endemic production and governmenl can be 
instrumental In achieving its goal. 

C. J:orglveness of debt owed by Iraq to foreign creditor$ can be enormously beneficial to 
Iraq If and only If Iraq has the infrastruciurc 10 take advantage of the additional resoorc:ies 
financed by additional debt. If Iraq's incentive structure ,ind system of self governance 
isn't well ranged. new debt to replace old debt ls money down 3 rst hole. You really don't 
wzint to replace old bad loans will"! new bad loans. No one wins. Allowing Iraq to incur 
additional foreign debt obltgations should only oecur after lreq's economy and 
government !'lave been established . You're going to mak.e lots of mistekes and will locm 
a tot from u,ose mistakes. The srnaller the scale of the inlt.ial operallc,:ins, the less Ire~ INill 
helve io pay for lessons learned. TM fess costly the mistakes from which you litam, the 
bettor off Iraq will be. 

D. ~egulatory policy should be simple. small and fair. Laws should be b3sic and 
enforceable with quick and decisive action for violation. Having Jaws on the t>ook.s that 
ar~ not observed or actively cllsobeyeel unoermines the moral authority of all government. 
Keep regulations to a minimum. keep them slmple and enforce them. 

E. ircidc policy should be as open and as free as possible. restricting only those products 
whieh really cause harm (drugs, we.pons, etc.). For revenue purposes you may want e 
low rate, broad-based ta:ii: on imports. It's inl&resting to note that for most of our country's 
history, 1ariffs provided tt\e lion's share of our tax revenues. Tariffs plus an oil severance 
tax could well be the lion's share of future Iraqi 13x revenues. 

Trade is often an area where privilege and corruption take root. Here more than 
anywhere is where Iraq needs transparency, simplicity and fairness. 

F. A lot of attention is beinQ placed on the need to provide an adequate number ot jobs for 
lrc1q. And while jobs pet $8 cle3rly are important, i~reasing employment i>nd creating 
jol:IS is often a cateh phrase standing in tor increasing 01.Jlpul. In trvth Iraq needs 
addition31 output far more than it needs more jobs. Now ln some cases these two 
phrases are synonymous. but they may not be interchangeable in Iraq. Make work 
projects and avoiding reform for fear of loslng Jobs are sure fire losers. At no time and 
nowhere is it more important to recognize the primacy of efficiency, output and 
productivity than it is now in Iraq. 

G. Special industries like banking, glass f:::ictories. construction companies. etc:. should be 
left to lhe marketplace. I know they are important, but so docs every business pcrsQn in 
Iraq. Those businesses will grow on their own if they 3re profil3ble. 
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H. Oisrnanlling the former government and former mili~I)' can be carried too far. Under 
Saddam Hussein there were no alternatives and therefore there arc no substitutes 
wc1iting in the wings lo take over the general functlons of government and security. You 
do need an lracii presence lo deal with, to support. and to nurture, in order for us to gel 
out. 

I. Be very careful of U.S. quasi-governmental lobbying groups Who see visions of 
sugarplums with ,each new contract with Iraq. These people rarely focus on what's 900<1 
for the lraQi people (or Americans for that matter) and yet they con wrap their desires in 
the full clothe of altruistic public Interest. 

J . Don't e)(pect Iraq or Iraqis to love us right away. Even though we have dono an 
enormous amount for them. they stlll feel the intense pain of Sad<lam's vicious 
dictatorship and the ensuing war and will lash out at anyone near ttiem. In due course. if 
we continue to behave honorably, they will como to apprcciete all that we t,avc dono for 
them and they will respect us for au that we have sacrificed on their behalf. 

K. Our purpose fa being In Iraq has absolutely nothing to do with our desire to develop a 
free-enterprise, pro.growth, democrDtic, copitaUst nation. Under Saddam Hussein. Iraq 
was a threat to our way of llfe .md as such we 1ermina1ed that threat. Anything additional 
we do for the lraql people Is truly out or the goodness of our hearts, not out of guilt. No 
matter whal anyone may say, you were 100% correct In the actions you took. You make 
me very proud to be ~n American. 

Hope these points are of some value. You have done and are doing the best Job ever. I dream 
and hope for you continued success. 

Your Buddy, 

Arthur B. Laffer 

cc: Steven Bucci 
Catherine Molnardl 
Paul 0 . Wofowitz 

Or. Arthur B. Laffer 
Laffer Associates 
54-05 Morehouse Drive, Suite 340 
San Diego, California 92121 

l(b)(6) I 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Bill Winkenwerder 

Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfe~ 

SUBJECT: Hospital in Kabul 

Please find out what is going on with that midwife hospital in Kabul. I am so 

disappointed and discouraged that it seems to not be going well. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022704-12 

r•••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE'l~ll" _ _ r," ., 
,. 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-1200 

INFO MEMO 
HEALTH AFFAIRS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

f • ~~ • ful·M·I -~ 
FROM: W am 'mk:enwerder, Jr., , ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Update on Maternal and Child Health Care Project in Afghanistan 

• The DASO (Stability Operations), OUSD (Policy), is the primary office fi.>r 
coordination of facility refurbishment at Rabia Balkhi Women's Hospital in support 
of Health and Human Services (HHS). My office has supported HHS efforts and 
participated in the Curriculum Committee, Equipment Committee, and Faculty 
Selection Committee for this project since their inception. 

• HHS and DoD agreed that Rabia Balkhi Women's Hospital in Kabul would be the 
first training hospital in Afghanistan. Subsequently, DoD contracted for the initial 
renovation of Rabia Balkhi Women's Hospital. 

• Reports from faculty indicate the staff and trainees are making progress and 
improvement is being seen in hospital infection control, training, and administration. 
My office coordinated donation of excess DoD equipment and supplies to the 
program valued at more than $100,000. 

• HHS received $5 mi I lion per year for three years to support the program (part of 
Omnibus Appropriations Bill). 

• An expert assessment team from OSD Stability Operations and HHS traveled to 
Kabul in late September 2003 to review the obstetrical training program for 
physicians and midwives and to provide recommendations for further development by 
extending the program to provincial centers in using the Provincial Reconstruction 
Teams. 

• Despite initial refurbishment, Rabia Balkhi Women's Hospital remains in poor 
condition. Additional DoD projects, funded by the Overseas Humanitarian Disaster 
and Civic Aid account and the Commander's Emergency Response Program, will 
upgrade the electrical, water, and sewage systems of the hospital. A timeline for 
completing this work will be established after the Corps of Engineers finishes its 
assessment. We will press for this project to be quickly completed. 
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• A janitorial and maintenance contract for Rabia Balkhi Women,s Hospital will be 
funded by DoD for the next year. The Afghan Ministry of Health will take on 
responsibility for maintenance after the DoD one-year contract ends. 

• In January 2004, an interagency group consisting of Mr Bill Hoffman, representatives 
from HHS, Health A ff airs, and Stability Operations, met to discuss the reconstruction 
situation in Afghanistan and how the agencies could work together to support 
Dr. Peter Saleh, the senior advisor to the Ministry of Health for the Afghanistan 
Reconstruction Group Health Team, working under Ambassador Khalilzad. 

• In summary, although the Rabi a Balki project has achieved some success, the rniginal 
goal of converting it to a teaching program forOB/GYN and nurse midwifery, which 
could then serve as the example for the rest of Afghanistan, will not be realized for 
some time, unless this effort is more focused and energized. 

• Recommendations: 

- The above interagency group should identify areas where DoD can support 
HHS, the Ministry of Health and USA ID, and ways in which the effort can 
be accelerated. 

If you wish to personally direct and re-energize this effort, I recommend 
that you call together the interagency group to review its cun-ent plan of 
action. 

COORDINATION: TAB A 

Attachments: 
As stated 
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TO: Bill Winkenwerder 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 

FROM: DonaldRumsf~ 

SUBJECT: Hospital in Kabul 

Please find out what is going on with that midwife hospital in Kabul. I am so 

disappointed and discouraged that it seems to not be going well. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
022704-12 
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: .. 

Update on Maternal and Child Health Care Project in Afghanistan 

COORDINATIONS 

OSDSOLIC/ 
Stability Ops 

DHHS 

DASD(C&PP) 

CoS(HA) 

USD(P&R) 

COL Jones 

Thomas Maphilly 

Dr. Tornbcrg 

CAPT Malone 

David S. C. Chu 

email 2/24/04 

email 2/24/04 

concur 2/25/04 

concur 2/25/04 

~4',{~L~ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Senator Dodd 

March 2, 2004 

Somebody might want to get to Chris Dodd fast and talk to him about Haiti, so he 

doesn't start opposing us. 

DHR:dh 
030204-21 
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March 1, 2004 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld 

SUBJECT: Russia 

Andy Marsha11, our thoughtful friend here at the Pentagon, sent me the attached 

paper by Vladimir Sh1apentokh. 

It highlights an interesting point that, while President Putin's popularity remains 

high, many Russians are dissatisfied with the quality of their lives and are unhappy 

about specific public policy issues. The discrepancy appears to be explained by 

poBing data that indicates that very few Russians see any viable a1temative to 

Putin as a leader. 

It is an interesting artic1e. 

Respectfully, 

CC: 
Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Attach. 
Shlapentokh, Vladimir. "Anti-Liberal Perestroika; A New 'Trans.ition' in Russia, undated 

DHR:clh 
030 I 04-{)6 
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Anti-Liberal Perestroika: A New "Transition" in Russia 

Vladimir Shlapentokh 

In late January 2004, Egor Gaidar, a prominent Russian democratic leader, was asked on 

television to assess the parliamentary election procedures and talk about the total debacle of his 

political party. Unlike many of his comrades·in·anns. Gaidar refused to speak pessimistically, 

and predicted instead that Fortuna would smile on the liberals in the next election. Gaidar was 

clearly mistaken. While the country's future is uncertain in many respects, then: is one m:nd that 

is quite evident. A new 2.eitgeist has emerged in Russia that will make the liberals' political life 

difficult in the next years. 

Indeed, in spite of some progress (over the last years, the GNP has grown 5 to 7 percent 

per year), the country's economic prospects remain dubious. Many experts have pointed out that 

the current growth rate has been produced largely by the high price of oil, which provides the 

lion's share of the budget. At a recent conference in Moscow on the topic of Russia's future, a 

leading Russian economist, Evgenii Yasin, explained that it is difficult to predict which road the 

country will take in the next decade, because the process of modernizing the economy has not 

yet begun. Economic uncenainties are-compounded by the arnbivalenc-e of the Kremlin's policy 
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toward big business. This concern heightened after the arrest of oil magnate Mikhail 

Khodorkovsky and several of his colleagues from the Yukos company. 

lt is not easy to forecast the progress of the Russian military in the next 5 to 10 years. On 

one hand, the Kremlin has made enonnous efforts to modernize the anny and improve its 

material status. On the other hand, the actual progress is minimal, and the military continues to 

complain about the lack of funding for training pilots, feeding soldiers and housing officers. The 

future of the war in Chechnya is unclear. The Russians~rdinary people and experts alike-are 

divided in their attitudes toward this conflict. 

The fate of the Kremlin's struggle against conuption and crime is a)so uncertain. While 

many people are skeptical about whether Putin's administration wi11 curb the lawlessness in 

society, there are some optimists who believe that progress can be made. Russian foreign policy 

is even more difficult to predict, panicularly in regard to the United States. Russia could emerge 

as an American adversary, ally, or play both roles simultaneously. Relations with China and the 

Muslim World are difficult to project in the Iong-tenn, as are Russian attitudes toward the former 

Soviet republics, Ukraine and Georgia in particular. 

There is only one element of contemporary Russia that has demonstrated a steady trend: 

the country's move from nascent democracy to a society with autocratic political rule. Putin has 

· been shaping this transformation since he took control of the country. In only thme years he 

eliminated aJI traces of the division of power. He turned the parliament into a puppet institution, 

not unlike the Soviet Supreme Council of the past. The judicial system has become as obeisant to 

Putin as it was to the Soviet masters of the Kremlin. Putin has also reduced the independence of 

the media, which had been autonomous during the Yeltsin regime. Russian TV is now a direct 
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instrument of the Kremlin. Putin appears on TV no less than 5 to 7 times during a 30-minute 

news program. In fact, he makes more television appearances than comrade Brezhnev did in the 

Soviet times. In most cases, the president is portrayed as a great leader who takes care of 

everything in the country. 

Putin has actually surpassed his icons. Stalin and Andropov, in some areas. For instance, 

never in the Soviet past did the KGB and the army play such a" prominent role in the management 

of society as they do today. Asked in a recent poll about Putin's major constituency, 51 percent 

of the Russians said ''people in uniform" (15 percent pointed to "ordinary people"). According to 

Olga Kryshtanovskaia, a leading expert on Russian elites, officers and generals make up 58 

percent of the people in the highest echelons of power (compared to S percent in 1988). 

There are no serious grounds to suppose that fu11-fledged democracy will reenter the 

Russian political scene in the next decade. Only a few Russian liberals still display some hope 

for a better future. The liberal newspaper Novaia Gazeta, for instance, recently called on the 

people to join together under the old slogan borrowed from tsarist Russia, .. Down with 

Autocracy!" 

Putin's poJitical course is supponed by a majority of the population. The high level of 

political stability in the country, which is greatly valued by the people, contrasts with that of the 

previous regime and its flamboyant and often drunken president. As the prominent Russian 

sociologist Yurii Levada recently stated, while Putin has a high approval rating (it oscillates 

between 70 and 90 percent), many Russians are dissatisfied with several aspects of their 

everyday lives (material needs and physical security in panicular) and unhappy about the way 

public prob]ems are being handled (most notably the fight against crime and comiption and the 
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war in Chechnya). However, most people continue to see Putin as the guarantor of political order 

and a decent international status for the country. 

Meanwhile, the Russians have lost respect for democratic procedures. Elections are 

perceived as instruments that legitimate the power grabbed by bureaucrats and rich people. The 

absolute majority of the Russians, including rich people and the intelligentsia (some with 

sadness, most with joy), sincerely believe that Western·style democracy has no future in the 

country in the next decades. As Levada recently formulated, '"The democratic model turned out 

to be 'foreign' to the majority of the population." Only 10 percent of the Russians, according an 

October 2003 survey conducted by Levada's polling finn, said that the right to elect political 

leaders is important to them. Though indifferent to the governing of the country, many Russians, 

particularly young people, do support the maintenance of individual liberties, such as the right to 

own private property, the freedom of the press, and the right to travel abroad and throughout the 

country. So far Putin's regime tolerates several freedoms. Today, fear is spreading only among 

politicians and journalists, particularly those from the opposition, as well as among 

businesspeople, whose fear increased decisively with the arrest of Khodorkovsky. 

The Russians link the emergence of capitalism and democracy to the great increase in 

disorder, crime and conuption. The meager advances in the standard of living, which are more 

important to the people than democratic institutions, have been associated with Putin's 

leadership and his retreat from the Western model of society. Irina Khakamada, a prominent 

Russian politician who wants to represent the liberals in the presidential election, said in January 

that "Putin gave us an offer to exchange our freedoms for bread ... and many Russians accepted 

this trade." 
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In December 2003, a survey found that almost two-thirds of the Russians endorsed "the 

country's current direction." Russians simply do not see an alternative to Putin among other 

poHticians. The December survey mentioned above found that less than 5 percent of the 

population could name someone to lead the country after Putin. 

With the president's encouragement, the Russian mind set is moving toward nationalism 

and exceptionalism, panicularly among elites, and even among those who consider themselves 

liberals. In February 2003, according a survey conducted by the Fund of Public Opinion on the 

eve of the 50th anniversary of Stalin's death, the number of people who regarded Stalin in a 

favorable light exceeded the number of those who spoke negatively about him by 30 percent. 

The last parliamentary election in December 2003, even if it was deeply influenced by the 

authorities, still reflected the mood of society. Taken together, the 1iberals garnered no more than 

10 percent of the popular vote. At the same time, aggressive nationalists, who had become quite 

visible before 1999, achieved great success. They earned almost a.quarter of all votes. In some 

ways, Putin has even tried to slow the country's powerful anti-Western xenophobic momentum, 

as he demonstrated during a television interview in late December 2003. 

The developments in Russia are similar to the circumstances in many other countries that 

began the transition to capitalism in the last two decades, but failed to develop liberalism, and 

maintained a brand of authoritarianism that merely imitated democracy. The phrases used by 

Russians to describe their political system-labels such as .. managed democracy," "vinual 

democracy,., and "facade democracy"-are also used by people in many other nations to ponray 

their respective systems. 

This is the third time in the last century that Russia changed the vector of its 
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development. The first shift occurred in 1917 when Russian society, after the seizure of power 

by the Bolsheviks, staned moving toward the totalitarian regime, which took its final form under 

Stalin's leadership at the end of the 1920s. This regime existed until 1953 when Russia began to 

move back toward liberal society. By the beginning of perestroika, the 2.eitgeist of liberalism 

pervaded the minds of a majority of the Russians, from top apparatchiks, many of whom were 

labeled "rosy" (or hidden liberals), to ordinary people who were fed up with the problems in 

society. With the exception of a few hardened Stalinists, everybody dreamed in one way or 

another about the liberalization of society. While some had only cosmetic changes in mind, 

others hoped for drastic changes, such as the right to run small private businesses, or even the 

establishment of real elections with a few candidates from the Communist Party. Nobody, 

including Andrei Sakharov, fantasiz.ed about the emergence of a true democracy or market 

economy, though the spirit for change was indeed strong in these years. Even Andropov, during 

his short rule, mused about the decentralization of the economy and a wider engagement of 

intellectuals in social life-ideas that later materialized during Gorbachev's perestroika as the 

country moved quickly toward democratic refonns. 

The Russian train has switched tracks once again, but it would be wrong to blame Putin 

for this change. In fact. Putin is the instrument of a new, anti-democratic spirit in Russia. 

A]though he presided over the anti-Jiberal perestroika. these changes were first initiated before 

his anivaJ to power. Ultimate1y he serves the forces that chose him, in the person of Yeltsin, to 

complete this new transition of Russia. 

This reversal began in 1993 when Boris Yeltsin ordered the sheJJing of the freely elected 

leftist parliament, which had rebelled against Yeltsin's i11egal decision to dismantle it. Whatever 
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the reasons for this fatal decision (for instance, the danger of a Communist restoration), it 

signaled a re~at from the giddy days of nascent Russian democracy in 1990·1993, and 

stimulated the withdrawal from genuine democracy. Since the bloody showdown with the 

parliament, Yeltsin's regime moved inexorably away from democratic principles, while enjoying 

the full support, either direct or indirect, of Gaidar and his friends. The fraudulent referendum on 

the constitution, endorsed in December 1993, provided the Russian president with power similar 

to that of a monarch. This authority allowed for Yeltsin's controversial re.election in 1996, which 

came in spite of his ]ow rating. 

Contrary to his numerous apologists, it was Yeltsin who ultimately betrayed democracy 

when he chose as his successor not a champion of liberal principles, but an obscure politician 

with a KGB past and sympathy for Stalin and the Soviet empire, who promised Yeltsin and his 

family immunity. Yeltsin was able to initiate this new trend toward authoritarianism because the 

same vector of change had dominated the minds of many Russians since the mid 1990s. 

Nostalgia for the past and the Soviet empire embraced people from alJ walks of life, from refined 

inte1lectua1s to the uneducated Russian lumpen. Only 20 percent of the Russians gave a negative 

appraisal of the Communist system; only 21 percent praised the multipany system of 1999·2000. 

Most Russians rejected the Western model of life, and supported the idea of Russia taking its 

own path in history. 

With Vladimir Putin in power the shift toward the authoritarian state accelerated at the 

same rate as Gorbachev's famous move in the opposite direction. In 1986·1989, the general 

secretary managed to dismantle the foundation of the Soviet system. In the same amount of time, 

Putin was able to destroy most elements of the democratic system and restore cenain aspects of 
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the society that existed prior to Gorbachev's perestroika. 

There are some differences between the Soviet times and Putin's Russia. While the 

current regime has rejected much of the liberalism that emerged in the early 1990s, some 

elements of the liberal stage remain. Russia represents an exotic mix of its historical-components, 

harking back to Hegel's famous law, "negation of negation." The liberal stage negated the 

totalitarian past, only to be negated by a new authoritarian stage, which has resulted in a sort of 

synthesis of the two previous stages in history. 

In some cases, elections in Russia still look more legitimate than the pure show business 

of elections in the USSR. The recent reelection of the president of Bashkorstan, for instance, was 

absolutely fraudulent, but the highly competitive mayoral election in Ekaterinburg was almost 

genuine. Unlike the Soviet past, private businesses play a crucial role in lhe Russian economy, 

even though they are at the mercy of the central and local administration. 

The autocratic system that formed under Putin is still in a fluid state. Nobody knows how 

far the current regime will go in tightening down the bolts. Will Russians and foreigners be free 

to travel internationally in 2005 or 2008? Will the few liberal media that still exist, such as the 

newspaper Moskovskii Novosti and the radio station Ekho Moskvy. endure the next few years? 

Will the young journalist Yelena Tregubova, author of the recent sensational book Tales of a 

Kremlin Digger, be punished more severely in the future for her revelations about Putin? She has 

already been fired from her newspaper job. Moreover, the state-controlled NTV network 

canceled an interview with her after promoting it for days, and according to the New York Times, 

a small bomb exploded outside her apanment on February 2. Although Tregubova did not 

speculate about the perpetrator of the bombing, "she obliquely linked it to the presidential 
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election on March 14." 

There will be no radical change in the Russian political system in the next decade, or 

perhaps longer. No one has the slightest doubt that Putin, who has no serious rivals, will be 

reelected in March 2004. In fact, many are confident that he will stay in power after his second 

tenn ends in 2008. The best Russian minds have offered competing prognoses of what type of 

subterfuge Putin and his advisers will use to achieve this goal. No analyst, however, can be sure 

about what Putin will do, particularly in the international arena. Putin's mind continues to puzzle 

Moscow experts. "We know very little about the president's plans," said the famous Russian 

politician and scholar Victor Sheinis at a recent conference in Moscow. Any leader with 

autocratic power has a wide variety of choices. In the next yean, Putin <:an select among several 

different strategies in the foreign arena. Depending on what suits his needs, he may cooperate 

with the United States, or take a more hostile stance. 

In the next years, the United States will be faced with a Russia that combines autocracy 

with state capitalism. In this context, American officials have no chance at influencing the 

po1itica1 processes in the country. The intervention of high U.S. officials into the Russian 

political process will only irritate Russian-American relations. Today, such attempts will prove 

even less effective than Washington's efforts to help Soviet dissidents defend human rights in the 

1970s. 

In an article pubJished in Izvestia (January 26, 2004), Collin Powell implo~ the 

Russians to follow the rules of democracy in the country. In spite of the article's considerate 

tone, it did not resonate even slightly in the minds of Russian elites. A deeply negative image of 

the American political system, which has been created by the Kremlin-controlled media in the 
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last years. has blunted the U.S. critique of Russian politics. The country today is not a place 

where America can impose its political values. Asked on the eve of Putin's visit to the U.S. in 

September 2003, "'What do you associate with America?" only 3 percent of the Russians pointed 

to its poJiticaJ system (14 percent pointed to its wealth, and 10 percent said the economy). As a 

leading Russian pollster, Nikolai Popov, noted in Kommersant Daily, it is "not politically 

conect" in the country to say something good about the United States. 

The U.S .• as any other nation. pursues its national interests by pressuring othercounlries 

when common goals are not strong enough to achieve full cooperation. TheR: is, however, a 

specific limit to the effectiveness of this strategy in the case of Russia. and any other country. 

The U.S. and Russia have many common objectives, including the fight against international 

terrorism, the prevention of the spread of weapons of mass destruction, and the enhancement of 

economic relations, particularly on the sale of Russian oil to the Unit-ed States. However, the.re 

are sti11 several disagreements between the two countries on how to achieve these and other 

goals. It is not reasonable to pester the Kremlin with public complaints about the internal 

political developments in the country. There is no chance to change the Krem1in's stance toward 

democratic ideals. As its primary strategy. Washington should encourage Putin to regard good 

relations with the United States as useful to both Russia and him personally. 

Acknowledgment: The author wishes to thank Joshua Woods for his editorial contribution to 

this anicle. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Peace Corps in Afghanistan and Iraq 

March 2,2004 

What do you think about getting the Peace Corps into Afghanistan and Iraq? I am 

told that at the present time they are not allowed in Afghanistan because they think 

it is too dangerous. There are an awful lot of folks doing fine work in there. 

Maybe it is time to change that policy. Unfrntunately, I don't know where the 

Peace Corps is connected. 

DHR.:dh 
030104-95 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condo1eezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Service in Iraq and Afghanistan 

March 2, 2004 

What do you suppose might be done to make service in Afghanistan or Iraq a 

career-enhancing move for Agency for International Development (AID) 

employees? 

My understanding is that at the present time it is not considered career-enhancing. 

l don't know that to be true, but that is what I am told by people. 

DHR:dh 
030104-93 
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TO: Zal Khalilzad 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

Contractors and Vocational Education 

March 1, 2004 

What about getting the contractors who do work in Afghanistan to agree that they 

will do some sort of a vocational education project to train Afghans to do some of 

the work? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
030104-SR 

OSD 03J.Li8-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

TABA 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld1/. 

February 8, 2004 

SUBJECT: Homeland Defense Discussion at the Combatant Commanders 
Conference 

The more I listened to Ed Eberhart, the more I agreed with him that we need to 

know precisely what forces we would use for homeland security tasks in the event 

of an emergency. I am not talking about assigning forces. But, as we have forces 

rotating in and out of the US or permanently located here, we need to have an 

inventory available and have thought through how we would use them. We will 

need some exercises where we consider various scenarios and how we would react 

to them. 

Doing so may give us clues as to how we ought to be restructuring the Guard and 

Reserve, and where our forces ought to be distributed around the US and what 

skills are needed. We need a single point of contact for this. My guess is it has to 

be Joint Forces Command. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
020804-48 (t& eompuicr).doc: 

(g~l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by---------------
TabA 
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CHAIRMAN CF TIE JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASI-INGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

t 
s:c ... . 

7'Ti'l '"? - -. ,..,., I " .. 
' .• , ... . ' · . .,.J 

INFO MEMO Ctt-1576-04 . 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE » 
FROM: General Richard B. Mym, ocfll". 

3 March 2004 

SUBJECT: Homeland Defense Discussion at the Combatant Commanders' Conference 

• Issue. Emergency homeland defense forces for US Northern Command 
(USNORTHCOM). 

• Discussion. In response to your memorandum (TAB A), the following comments 
are provided for your consideration. 

• Standing orders provide USNORTHCOM with an inventory of land and 
maritime forces under emergency conditions. The command may also obtain 
forces through the request-for-assistance process when providing emergency 
support to a lead federal agency. 

• Annual exercises like DETERMINED PROMTSE and UNTFIED DEFENSE 
provide training for various scenarios. In addition, we continue to work 
closely with USNORTHCOM to ensure the Defense Planning Scenario for 
Homeland Defense includes appropriate variables to validate both the 
responsiveness and the structure of our emergency forces. 

• Monitoring the availability of the force is an ongoing task requiring constant 
adjustments and improvements. Our maturing global force management 
initiatives will provide additional resolution and insight into the 
administration of force availability. l agree that USJFCOM should be the 
joint force provider and am prepared to brief you on our concept at your 
earliest convenience. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen James E. Cartwright, USMC: Director, J-8; j _(b_H_6) ___ ....... 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

TABA 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld 1/-

February 8, 2004 

SUBJECT: Homeland Defense Discussion at the Combatant Commanders 
Conference 

The more I listened to Ed Eberhart, the more I agreed with him that we need to 

know precisely what forces we would use for homeland security tasks in the event 

of an emergency. I am not talking about assigning forces. But, as we have forces 

rotating in and out of the US or permanently located here, we need to have an 

inventory available and have thought through how we would use them. We will 

need some exercises where we consider various scenarios and how we would react 

to them. 

Doing so may give us clues as to how we ought to be restructuring the Guard and 

Reserve, and where our forces ought to be distributed around the US and what 

skills are needed. We need a single point of contact for this. ~ guess is it has to 

be Joint Forces Command. 

Thanks. 

DHR.:db 
o~ (lscomputer).doc 

lo~\ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Pkase respond by _____________ _ 

TabA 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

RayDuBois 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Dnnald Ru1115fcld~ 

SUBJECT: HHS Command Center 

1'1 
December µr. 2003 

Please go over and 1akc a look at &hilHS lllU1IIID ccntl.T. I am toll it was dmc 

in 59 days and only cost $3.5 million. It is amazing. 

Plcusc go over, get a full briefing on it and sec if you think we ought lo do 

sorne1hing like that. 

Thanks. 

DliR:clb 
IWlllJ•II 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please re.r;po11d by I/: ·~ / f.l '1 

oso 03192-04 
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ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASI-INGTON, DC 20301 -1950 

INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

• Based upon your positive impressions during a visit to Secretary Thompson's 
Command Center, I visited the faci lity to determine the potential use of their 
capability in your new Unified Command Center. 

• While the HHS Command Center is limited in scope and size, they have done an 
impressivejob constructing it in 59 days at a cost of $3.7M. Essentially, they use 
two large video walls with one wall having four large screen monitors tuned to 
live news TV stations (domestic and international), and the other wall having ten 
projector screens in a two-down and five-across matrix as a "knowledge wall." 

• On the knowledge wall, each projector can display a single image or multiple 
images, such as video teleconferencing images, multiple health crises, multiple 
hospital statuses during an event, etc. This would be similar to you concurrently 
tracking infonnation and talkjng to multiple Combatant Commanders, Service 
Secretaries, other Depaitment Secretaries, the President, etc. 

• I have directed my IT team, responsible for developing and implementing your 
Unified Command Center, to meet with Secretary Thompson's IT staff to better 
understand how we can uti lize the HHS Command Center's capability and their 
expertise in integrating a uknowledge wall" into the new Unifieq Command 
Center, your new office on the Mall Ten-ace in 2005, and other areas occupied by 
you. 

• lf desired, I am available to discuss further at your convenience. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: Michael R. SullivanJ ..... (b-)(_
6
) _ ___, 

oso O 3192-04 

0 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Ray DuBois 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld~ 

,c, 
December ).r. 2003 

SUBJECT: HHS Command Center 

Plealie g:i over and take a look at OE HHS command center. I am told it was done 

in 59 days an::I only cost $3.5 million. It is amazing. 

Plc1sc go over, get o. full briefing on it and sec if you think we ought to do 

something Ii ke that. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
l~ 1811,\· lJ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: Zal Khalilzad 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Prison Issue 

March 3,2004 

(X1 

Thanks so much for pushing ahead on the prison issue. We will work it from this W 
end (]' 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030.:104-4 

oso 03194-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29902 
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TO: Bill Winkenwerder 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 
Gordon England 
Gen. Mike Hagee 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -;/l 
SUBJECT: Health Issues Related to Haiti 

i •• .. '.",• .. 
March 1,2004 

.t): ?O 

Please take a look at this DIA piece on Haiti and health, and make sure that you 

are on top of the issues that the Marines ought to be aware of and sensitive to in 

connection with their deployment to Haiti. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/27/04 Defense Analysis Report: "Haiti: Disease and Environmental Health Risks, Medical 

Capabilities" 

DHR:dh 
030104-54 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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HEALTH AFFAIRS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

THE ASSISTA~T SEC RETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHl:"IGTON, D. C. 20301-1200 
(' 

INFO MEMO 

March 2,2004, 5 :00 PM 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

w:001~~. 
Wilham Winkenwerder, Jr., MiJ[.ASD (HEAL TH AFFAIRS) 

SUBJECT: Health Issues Related to Haiti - Response to Snowflake, dated March 1, 
2004 

• This memo is in response to your snowflake, subject as above (TAB A). I have 
reviewed all the Defense InteJl igence Agency reports on the health issues related to 
Haiti, and personally conveyed my concerns and yours regarding Force Health 
Protection activities in preparation for deployment to the Navy Surgeon General, 
VADM Mike Cowan, and the Medical Officer of the Marine Corps, RADM Robert 
Hufstader. 

• Attached at TAB B is a brief summary from the Navy Surgeon General on Force 
Health Protection activities that are being undertaken by deploying Marines. 

• I spoke with RADM Hufstader, and requested that he speak directly w ith the Task 
Force Surgeon €or the Haiti operation to ensure that all appropriate precautions and 
preparations are being unde1taken. 
• I specifically emphasized the importance of direct counseling of the leadership and 

the individual service members on the importance of compliance with directed 
medical countermea"ures. 

• Further, I requested a report from RADM Hufstader, by next week, on all the 
perceived threats and their risk-mitigation strategy for each. A weekly report will 
follow on thei r execution of activities in accordance with this strategy. I will 
forward these reports to keep you informed. 

• You also inquired about our experience in Haiti in 1994 (Operation UPHOLD 
DEMOCRACY). We did experience an outbreak of30 cases of Dengue Fever in the 
first 6 weeks of the operation. Otherwise, disease and injury incidences occurred in 
expected ranges. A more det · ed summary of that experience is pmvided at TAB C. 

COORDTNATTON: USO (R~~) . . r.-'f-.,LJ. d_ /;/u'-

Attachments: 
. ·1 />'/ q,, ... c,zj 

As stated 

Prepared By: W illiam Winkenwerder. Jr.. MD. ASD (Health Affairs)J ... <b_)(_
5

> ___ _. 

0 SD O 3 2 3 3 - 0 4 
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TO: Bill Winkenwerder 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
David Chu 
Gordon England 
Gen. Mike Hagee 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld-;/L 

SUBJECT: Health Issues Related to Haiti 

March 1,2004 

Please take a look at this DIA piece on Haiti and health, and make sure that you 

are on top of the issues that the Marines ought to be aware of and sensitive to in 

connection with their deployment to Haiti. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/27/04 Defense Analysis Report: "Haiti: Disease and Environmental Health Risks, Medical 

Capabilities'' 

DHR:dh 
030104-54 
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JNFOMEMO 

March 2. 2004. 13:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE -£, WA) 
FROM V ADM M. L. Cowan, Surgeon General of the Navy 1/',//V(//,:Jr----
SUBJECT: Force J:m1th Pm:ec±.icn For USMC Persormel Deployed in Support of 

Kuti.an Operations 

• To support the successful accomplishment of rurcurrcnt mission to Haiti, the 
following health threats have been evaluated by operational commanders: 

• Armed Forces Medical Intelligence Center rates Haiti as HIGH RISK for 
infed:iOJS diseases and mission effectiveness will be seriooslyjeopardized 
without effective countei:measures. 

• Greatest vector home infectious disease threats inciudc malaria, dengue, 
and leptospirosis. 

• Significant threats from diseases linked to poor sanitation, food a1xl water. 

• c..JCS, USSOUTHCOM and MARFORSOUTH published comprehensive FHP 
guidance for Marino forces deploying Co Haiti. 

• Countermeasures implemented by Marine Expeditionaey Brigade SW:geon: 

• Unit is current for all immunizations( ~~h.s A , "',,\w,,J ) 
• Doxycycline issued to all Marines as a chemoprophylactic against malaria. 

• Pre-deployment health assessments completed. 

• Permethrin treated unifonn~ and bed nets issued. 

• DEET containing insect repellant purchasedimd issued. 

COORDINATION None 

Attaclunents: None 

, J(b)(6) 
Prepared By; CAPT E. M. Kdbane,_ ____ ___, 

Received Mar-02-04 03: 54am Frm-1 To·Olfite Assistant Sac Page 002 
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-·El THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1200 

INFOMEMO 
HlaAL TH AFFAIRS 

March 2,2004 2:00PM 

FOR: ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE (HEAL TH AFFAIRS) 

FROM: Ms. Ellen Embrey, DASO (Force Health Protection and Readiness) 

SUBJECT: Force Health Protection Issues - Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY 

• In Septemberthrough November 1994,approximately 20,000 US troops deployed 
into Haiti. Review of medical after action reports indicates no major health related 
outbreaks that adversely impacted operations. Summary of disease and non-battle 
injury incidence follows: 

• Febrile Illness: The Anny instituted an aggressive surveillance system early in the 
deployment due to risks of Malaria, Dengue Fever, and other tropical i 11 nesses. 
Patients with fevers, without an obvious source, were admitted to the 28* Combat 
Support Hospital. 
o In the first 6 weeks of the operation, fevers accounted for 25% of admissions; 

all patients with fevers recovered without complications. 
o A total of 30 patients had Dengue and O had Malaria. Most cases of Dengue 

are self-limited illnesses treated with bed rest, Tylenol, and oral fluids. 
However, these patients are at risk for developing the potentially life
threatening form of the disease called Dengue Hemorrhagic Fever (although no 
cases materialized). 

o Following the first cases of Dengue, interventions included the re-emphasis of 
use of personal protective measures (DEET, Permetherin, Bed nets, etc.) and 
vector-control measures (mosquito spraying and elimination of old tires that 
served as breeding grounds for the responsible mosquito species in troop 
areas). 

o There is no vaccine or medicine to prevent Dengue. 

• Malaria: Troops used Chloroquine and Doxycycline for Malaria prophylaxis. No 
US cases of Malaria was identified; there was one case in a multi-national soldier. 

• Diarrhea: There were a few small outbreaks, but no bacterial sources isolated. 
Following Tropical Storm Gordon there was an increase in diarrhea cases. Hand 
washing and field sanitation measures, especially at kitchens and latrines, were 
used to control these outbreaks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29910 



• Mental Health Issues: 
o During the last week of September 1994, there was an increase in mental 

health admissions (25%of all admissions that week}-this coincided with the 
first soldier suicide death. This was widely covered in the media, and was 
closely monitored for the duration of the deployment. 

o There was a total of 3 confirmed suicides, by self-infl icted gunshot (2 Anny 
soldiers from same infantry battalion, and 1 Marine). 

• Disease and Non-Battle Injury (DNBI) Surveillance: With exception of Dengue, 

disease and injury incidences occurred in expected ranges during the deployment. 
As expected, DNBI rates were higher early in the deployment, and gradually fell 
as soldier living conditions improved. 

• HIV: There was a very large concern for HIV going into Haiti , and considerable 
emphasis was placed on banier precautions in the medical settings and warning 
soldiers about high HIV-positive rates in the local women. There are no known 
HIV conversions from this deployment. 

• Conclusion: Operation UPHOLD DEMOCRACY was generally free from any major 
force health protection related problems. There were some ca~es of tropical diseases 
endemic to the Caribbean. Use of personal protective measures and strong supp01tfor 
preventive medicine efforts kept disease rares generally within expected ranges. 

Prepared by: L TC Steve Phillips, FHP&R. .... l(b-)(_
6> __ ___. 
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TO: 

cc: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

. . . : ~ t. 
'I •. 

r.•., ,,. r. 5 
I I ~ ,. 1 • ,. 

FROM: Donald Ruinsfeld 1lt\.. 
SUBJECT: Incentives 

December 11,2003 

Yesterday I met the Executive Assistant to Reuben Jeffery. He is a Navy Captain 

with 30 years of service. He is 5 I years old, and he is retiring. He is first-rate. 

All the incentives in our system are wrong. Why don't \\'e get them fixed"? 

Ple1se come back to me with a proposal by Junumy 5. 

Thanks. 

DHlt:tJh 
,~1111,.1, #;JPP 
I a I a I a ,. a I • t I • I I • I I I I I I I • .................................................. 
Pl <'U.\T respond hr ----+-'_::._,_/_~_~, ~ ..... t ----
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.. ':- ·. 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 
~ . 'I 1 ••""'I .'t *""'I 

. ' i ,I 
~,. (' J 
' -

PERSOJ\:-;EL AJ\D 
R•:A lll ~ESS March 3,2004-3:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~\_ 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense(~ / · , (~~ L.; ~ 71'~,?f 
· ---- Signature & Date 

SUBJECT: MandaLOry Rctirement--SNOWFLAKE (Tab A) 

• There are several remedies applicable to Captain Jeffrey and others like him: 

)- He can be recalled to active duty. The Secretary of a Military Department may order 
mosl relired officers lo aclive duly (10 U.S.C. §688). No more than 25 officers can 
serve concuITently and they cannot serve more than 12 months in a 24-month period. 
(During periods of national emergency these restrictions are lifted, which is the 
cun-ent situation.) 

)- If selected by a selection board, an officer who would otherwise be required to retire 
following completion of 30 years service may have retirement deferred and be 
continued on active duty for up to 5 years or until age 62, whichever is sooner ( 10 
U.S.C.§637). 

• The real problem is that officers like Captain Jeffrey may not wish to be retained, because 
there is little financial incentive to stay. Indeed, it could be argued the current incentive is 
negative, since delayed retirement may damage second career earnings. 

• We are pursuing a set of legislative remedies to this dilemma for flag officers (raising 
maximum age to 68, and providing for an increased pension if they serve beyond 30 years). 
Your speaking out in support will help us, since we failed to win their acceptance last year. 

• RAND is helping us evaluate alternatives for officers below flag rank. To enable. us to try 
these out without having to justify each in advance, we are seeking military personnel 
demonstration authority. 0MB has not yet cleared this, but I am hopeful they will ~oon do 
so. (I wi 11 let you know if by the end of next week we have not yet succeeded.) 

COORDINATION: TABB. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Lt Col Francine Blackmon, ODUSD(MPP/OEPM) .... ____ _, 

0 0 SD O 3 2 3 5 - 0 4 
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\}·\\'a\ L•... December 11,2003 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld1/t\ 

SUBJECT: Incentives 

Yesterday I met the Executive Assistant to Reuben Jeffery. He is a Navy Captain 

with 30 years of service. He is 5I years old, and he is retiring. He is first-rate. 

All the incentives in ou1- system are wrong. Why don't we get them fixed? 

Please come back to me with a proposal by January 5 

Thanks. 

DlllbJh 

1~1,11)-1, ,--.z:?iJPP 
...... ~~.; .•.....•........•.........•......... ,~····················••1 
Plrns1· respond by \ / ·: /--1 Y 

I 
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·?-

General Counsel 

Prepared by: Lt Col Francine Blackmon, (b)(5) 
.___ ___ ...J 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 9i 
March 4,2004 

/ 1 "";i}·. 
'-{!:] 

SUBJECT: New York Times Editorial 

1:08PM 

The New York Times editorial on Haiti is just terrible. Somebody ought to go 

back at it, hard. Possibly you or Colin. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
030404.02 

OSD 0324Q .. 04 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC. Paul \Volfwowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROt\1: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SCBJEC'l: CI\JC Conferences 

TAB 

February ,2004 

On the CINC Conferences. you might want to think of doing it in two and a half 

days. instead of three days. You could have the SLRG meeting with the CINCs 

take placejust in the morning of the third day. so people can get out. 

Thanks 

l>IIR Jh 
u;if,1: .. a 11 i1 .. .,;,•1rip11':n ll-1 .. · 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Plea,ie respond hf---------------

Tab 
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I 

CHAIRMANOFTHEJOINTCHEFSOFSTAFF .,, ., .. .. , -5 ui ~ . ! J 

WASHNGTON, D.C. 203111-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c1cstJ¥1f.Jt(; 
SUBJECT: CINC Conferences 

CM-1580-04 
5 lfarch 2004 

• Issue. "On the CINC Conferences, you might want to think of doing it in two and 
a half days, instead of three days. You could have the SLRG meeting with the 
CINCs take place just in the morning of the third day, so people can get out.11 

(TAB) 

• Discussion. The Strategic Planning Council (SPC), consisting of the members of 
the Senior Leadership Review Group (SLRG) and the combatant commanders, has 
great value. I agree that it should be scheduled for the third morning of each of the 
Combatant Commanders' Conferences. 

• The next SPC is planned for 26 May, following 2 days of Combatant 
Commander/Joint Chiefs meetings. Our staffs will work closely to develop an 
agenda that wi ll complement the ongoing Joint P lanning Guidance efforts. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen James Cattwright. USMC; Director.J-8;j_<b_)(_6) ___ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
L TG John Craddock 

TAB 

Donald Rumsfeld<;{L . 

February 9,2004 

SUBJECT: Beyond Goldwater Nichols 

12:48 PM 

Attached is John Hamre' s preliminary report. I think he's got some good ideas. 

What do you say we get you, Gen. Pace, Paul Wolfowitz and possibly Steve 

Carnbone and whoever else you would like; possibly Adm. Keating. 

We can sit down with Hamre ,md whoever he wants to bring and have him give us 

a report. We will sec what we think. 

Thanks. 

DHRJnzn 
030904.07 

A llach: Hamre 2/3/04 memo Re: Progress 011 study "Beyond Goldwater Nicho/J" 

Please 

OSD 03250-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29921 
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Center for Strategic &- International Studies 
Washington, DC 

ME:-..10RANOLJ:vt FOR THESECRE.TAR Y CF DEFENSE 

Frnm: John J .Hamre~~ 

Dare: February 3,200~ (J 
Subject : Progress on our study "Beyond Goldwater Nichols" 

:\fr. SccreL;:ir), a yeur bllck we met with you at the outset of a study we planned to 
undertake in order to examine concepts for the nexl phase of reform for the Defense 
Department. Throughout the p:ist year we hnve met extensively with experts in nnd 
outside the Department. We have met with the individuals you directed us to contact, as 
wdl as each of the Service Chiefs and Secretaries, ard many members of your senior 
.eadership team. We are now in the process of briefing our findings. ~ anticipate 
,s~utng a public report in March. 

r would like to use this memo to briefly indicate some of the m{Jri.: significant 
,de.~ w1: will fr proposing. lf at any lime you wish to be briefed in more detail. 
however, we would be honored to do so. 

integrating OSD and the Joint Staff 

We started with a threshold question: Hlls the Joint Staff evolved to the extent 
!hat its capabilities overshadow that or thi;: OSD staff? Olr conclusion was that we are 
rniw a.t o stage where we need ro integrate aspects of the Joint staff and OSD. 

ll i~ uur view that there needs lube :m independent Joint StaITin key operational 
area ... , but !hat others can be integrated. We nl ready have an integrated OSD-Joinl Staff 
i 11 one key area-the 32. The J2 i!i the operational intelligence arm for both you and the 
Chairman. Jn th ~ other J dircctoralcs, however, there .is some duplication with OSD. W.: 
Undtrsrand thar som~ duplication JS desirable as we need divergent perspectives in key 
arras, but in several other areas the dtlpli t.: L!litrn i!i VlllSteful, counterproductive and 
ind:i L:ient. We wil I, rh1..'ll'ef"ore, recommend that you retain thd2, JJ, J.5, and J8. We 
tidicvc that the J 7 should be di sbanded, since most of its functions now logically belong 
to th:.:: Joint Forces Command. Our proposal for 1he J6 is contained in the next section of 
thi .~ memo. 

\Vhen it comes to the J 1 and the J4, we belleve that these staffs can be inl(!gra.tcd 
1.r;10 OSD ({.1.SD, Personnel and Readiness and IISD, Acquisition, Technology and 

: ilt.>: 1< S••,,,. 'forlhwt:'St • l>.';i~~iti~rOrl, !)( ,ouo,, • Td·~:.il:or,~ .... l(b_)_(
6
_) __ _,! ... Hb_.) .... (6_.) ___ ... I· WE~: ionp.(/11/11.'VH~IS urw 
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J .ogistics respectively). In these instanct:::i:, the general/flag officerwould become fl. 
r1ilitary assistant to the under secretary. The J4 has always been a capable officer with 
:nodt!s: dutit!s. Br contrast. it has always been hard to recruit a talented individual to 
;;:~ad 1..1p logistics in the acquisition directorate o; OSD. We feel that these are logical 
ways to in 11::gra tt:. 

Remove Title 10 authority from the Military Departments 

Our second major rccornrnend2lion c:onciems the need for true enterprise-wide 
5olutior.s for command, control and communications. We know that 25 years ofpushing 
nli:,nr1.'r'lbility hus still not corrected the problem of inter-service communication on the 

~:Htletie!d. Wi:, aTgue :hut it will not be possible to get truly scamlcsscommunicali~ms tis 
,,ng as thl" au1uisitiun process for C3 systems remains a service-specific authority. 

We believe that you should create a new progmm 12 that is for enterprise-wide 
CJ. The acquisition of C3 would be assigned to a Joint Battle Management C2 
Command The JG would be disestablished and assigned the JBMC2 Command 
ic::adc::rship The JRMC2 would be given the s amc kind of acq11isilion authority that the 
Sp:.:~ial Opcraliom C1,mmanc:. or the ballistic missile defense directorate have. The 
C1m:n:i..,der, JBMC2 would report to you through USO C3L (1 know you will not agree 
\,ith this, but we believe that USO ln!clligc::nce should be reconfigured as USD C31.) 

We understand that. this recorrunendation will engender a good deal of 
controversy with junior otliccs and retired senior ofticers, but we believe that the senior 
leadership of the military departments is genuinely open to this ide.a. 

Unification of Secretariats in Military Departments 

We understand 1ha1 there has been considerableprogress in this area. but we 
:ielieve that 1he staffs for the service chiefs and the service secretaries can be completely 
1nti::gral::u, with one Very important exception. The general counsel should be 
accountable only to the Service Secretary. 

Revitalizing civili.an lendership in the Department 

We were surprised to find the widely held view that the professional cadre of 
;: viliill'\5 in the Department is wcaka."l.ddeteriorating. We found a slrong desire among 
1" ,ilitary personnel to want to s:rcngfacn their civi1ian counterparts. In general, military 
ulfo::~rs believe that their ideas are now seriously impeded by weo.kness in OSD and in 
the military secretariats. We have developed a series of recommendations to help 
str::ngthen civilian lenders. We also beiicvc that you need the authority to deploy 
c:vilians and will have some recommendations in this regard .in our final report. 

Improving Inreragency Coordination 

11-L-0559/0SD/29923 
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We believe that there ~c seri\)llS Jdiciencies in the interagency process. The 
non-defense departments lack lhe ~ap,lcity tu support their obligations. There arc 
inadequate mechanisms for coordination and follow up to erumre tha::: we have the: 
resources nnd actions we need in order to follow through. I know that there are 
developments under way ta st.rc:nglhc:n the various department capabilities, but we need 
to learn more about those initiativcs before 1111! !J> finaJ on our report. 

Second Phase of the Study 

Lei me reiterate that we art: prepared to meet with you a1 any time in order to 
;.:view :hese ideas. J.~ wel1 ;!.~ others th11t go beyond the major rewmmcndations 1 have 
:;ummari:zt:d abmc. We hav<! clso deferred some topics to the second pha!ie of this study. 
in the second pluse we inrcnd to examine new missions and new o.i:gani.zatimalconcepts 
for operation~. l an .1w.m: t11at yuu ha'-'c done a Jot to advance new orgmi.z.ati.aial 
concept~ for oper .. uion;1l mis~i~uis. We have not yet had a ,hance to examine these ideas. 
b:n wil: dtl so [his ,;pring. W <! ul.,,, int~nd to examine 1he questionsregarding1 he role and 
·;tru:'.·Jr..: ofrhc Natk)n:i.1 G'..13J'd and Re~erve component~. a tnpic that virtually everyone 
11,1:: ~trgueJ til.tl thcr~ i.~ an urgent nerd to examine. We will accelerate our efforts in this 
:.: en I Wllllld c~pccially welcome any pl!Tspccfr .. ·l~ you have in this regard. 

END 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET AR y OF DEFENSE I 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~J,/{ 
SUBJECT: Beyond Goldwater Nichols 

CM- 1579-04 
5 March 2004 

"l 3 ( . ~: 1. 

• Issue. Dr. John Hamre's preliminary report, "Beyond Goldwater Nichols" and 
your inquiry," ... What do you say we get you, Gen. Pace, Paul Wolfowitz and 
possibly Steve Cam bone and whoever else you would like; possibly Adm. 
Keating. We can sit down with Hamre ... and have mm give us a report. We will 
see what we think." (TAB) 

• Discussion 

• Mr. Secretary, thank you for the opportunity to review Dr. Hamre's preliminary 
report. On 18 February 2004, Dr. Hamre briefed the JCS Tank and outlined 
the ideas listed in this report as well as others. The JCS did not fully support 
his staff consolidation approach and we await his final draft report for further 
comment. 

• Gen Pace, V ADM Keating and I look forward to meeting with you, your staff 
and Dr. Hamre to discuss the report in greater detail. My staff will coordinate 
with your schedulers for a meeting time. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Walter L. Sharp, LTG, USA; Directbl", J-5 ; .... !(b-)(_
5

) ___ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
L TG John Craddock 

TAB 

DonaldRumsfeld~ 

Febrnary 9,2004 

SUBJECT: Beyond Goldwater Nichols 

12:48PM 

Auached is John Hamre's preliminary rep01t. T think he's got some good ideas. 

What do you say we get you, Gen. Pace, Paul Wolfowitz and possibly Steve 

Cambone and whoever else you would like; possibly Adm. Keating. 

We can sit down with Hanrre and whoever he wants to bring and have him give us 

a report. We will see what we think. 

Thanks. 

DHR·azn 
030904_[)7 

A11ach: Hamre 213104memo Re: ProKress on study "BeyondGoldwaler Nichols" 

Please respond by: ________ ';>_\, _________ _ 

oso 03250- 04 
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• c-s,5 
Center for Strategic & International Studies 

Washington, DC 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

From: John J .Hamre £-A. ~ 
Dare: February 3, 200Y (I 
Sub.iecr: Progress on our study "Beyond Goldwater Nichols" 

Mr. Sccrcw.r) , a yc:ur back we met with you at the outset of a study we planned to 
undertake in order to cxami ne concepts for the next phase of reform for the Defense 
Department. Throughout the past y~a.r we ho.ve met extensively with experts m and 
outside the Department. We have met with the individuals you directed us to contact, as 
w::ll 11s each oft he Service Chiefs and Secretaries, and many members of your senior 
.eadership tL!am. We nre now in the process of bric.:ting our findings. We unticipute 
·~:rning a public rcpor1 in March. 

r would like to use this memo to briefly indicate some of the more significant 
1dcali w,.: will be proposing. lf al any time you wish to be briefed in more detail, 
however. we would be honored to do so. 

integrating OSD and the Joint Staff 

We started with a threshold question: Has the Joint Staff evolved to lhe extent 
~hat its capabilities overshadow that or the: OSD still'! Cur conclusion w<:1$ that \/IJ0 are 
r:.(1w at n stage where we need to integrate aspel.1s of the Joint Staff and OSD. 

ll is our view that the.re needs to be un independent Joint. Staff in key operational 
areas. but that mhers ,.:an he integrated. We already have an .integrated OSD-Joinl Stall 
1 n ont! key area- the J2. Tl1e J2 is the operational intelligenccann for both you and the 
Chuinmrn . In UJC otht:r J dircc1orn1cs, however, there is some duplication with OSI). We· 
understand tha1 rnme <luplit:ation is desirable as we need di vergent perspectives in key 
Wt'.as , but in ~e.v~ral other areas the dup!it alion is wasteful, counterproductive and 
inr.f:kient. We will. rhorefore, recommend that you retain the J2, 131 J5, and 18. We 
hclievc that (ht' J7 should be disbanded, since most of its functions now logically belong 
10 thc Joinl Forces Command. Our proposal for the 36 is contained m the next section oJ
this memo. 

\Vhen 1Lcomes to the J l and the 14, we believe that these staff.'! can be integrated 
ir:10 OSD (USO, Personnel and Readiness and IISD, Acquisition1 Technology and 

1 l-L-0559/0SD/29927 



J .og1stics respectively). in these instances, the general/flag officer would become a 
military assistant to the under secretary. The J4 has always been a capable officer with 
.~10di:s~ duties. By contrast, it has always been hard to recruit a talented individual to 
ri:~:ld up logi!\ltei; in the acquisition directorate c: OSD. We reel that these are logical 
ways to intt:gra.lt:. 

Remove Title 10 authority from the Military Departments 

Our second major recommend a lion cona:.ms the need for true enterprise-wide 
'ioh.Jtior.s for command, control and communications. We know that 25 years ofpushing 
nl:::,rir(snibility hac; sti:J not corrected the problem of inter-se:rvicecommunication on the 

~:ictietield. Wt urgut! thut ir will not be possible to get truly seamless communications as 
,:,;1g as !hi;: a.:4uisitior. process for C3 systems remains a service-specific auLhoriLy. 

We believe that you should create a new program 12that is for enterprise-wide 
Cl 1he acquisition of C3 would be assigned to a Joint Battle Management Cl 
Command The J6 would be disestablished and assigned the JBMC2 Command 
leadership The JRMC:2 would be given the same kind of acq_uisi!ion authority 1hat the 
:;;:,~:ial Opcraticm!< Command or the ballistic missile defense directorate have. The 
l.':>r:::na..,c!er, JBMC2 would report to you through USD C31. (1 know you will not agree 
11.ith lhis, bu: we believe that USO Intclligenceshould be reconfigured as USD C31.) 

We understand that this recomn:endation will engender 3 good deal of 
controversy withjunior offices and retired senior officers, but we believe that the senior 
leadership of the military depurtments is genuinely open to this idea. 

Unification of Secretariats in Milit1try Departments 

We undersw.n<l that there has been considerable progress in this area. but we 
~elieve that the staffs for the service chiefs and the service secretaries can be completely 
inl~gral::<l, with one very important exception. The general counsel should be 
accountable only to the Senice Secretory. 

Revitalizing civilian lendership in the Derartmcnt 

We were surprised to t'i.nd the widely held view lhal the professional cadre of 
:.::vil:ans in the Department is weak anddeteriurat.ing. We found a strong desire among 
1•1ilitary personnel to want to s:rcngt.h.en their c:hilian counterparts. In general, military 
otfo:~rs helieve that their ideas are now seriously impeded by weakness m OSD and in 
the military secretariats. We have developed a series or recommendations to help 
str::ngthen civilian leaders. We also believe that you need the authority to deploy 
c :viii ans and will have some recommendalions in this regard in our final report. 

Improving lnteragency Coordination 

11-L-0559/0SD/29928 
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We bclk:vc thal there a:-c serious deficiencies in the interagency process. The 
non-defense departments lack the capacity to support their obligations. There arc 
inadequate mechanisms for coordination and follow up to ensure that we have the 
resources and actions we need in order to follow through. I know that there aw 
developments under way to strengthen the various department capabilities, but we need 
to learn more about those initiatives before 1llle go final on our report. 

Second 'Phase of the Study 

Let me reiterate that we are prepared to meet with you at any time in order to 
, .:view :hese ideas, a..,; wel I as others tnc11 go beyond the major recommendations I have 
~urnmari;,,:ed above. We h1i.ve also deferred some lopics to the second phase of this study. 
in th~ second phase we inrcnd to e,camine new missions and new organizationalconcepts 
for operations. 1 an aware that you have done a lot to advance new 0Igal"lizatia1al 
,'.oncepls !'or operational missions We have not yet had a chance to examine these ideas, 
ri::t will do so lhis spring. We ulso intend to ex.amine the questions regarding the role and 
;rructur.:: of the Nationa! Guard Md Reserve components, a topic that virtually everyone 
nas a:-gued that there is an urgent nerd to examine. We will accelerate our effons in this 
;,:ea } would especially wekome any p1.'Tspcctive you have in lhi!i rl!gar<l. 

END 
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r------------------- 7 1..f,>'1 _____________ _ 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 
Steve Cambone 

TAB 

Donald Rumsfold ~ ~ 

February 9,2004 

l.n~1 

SUBJECT: "Jointness" in the \¥SD 

Years back Congress passed Goldwater-Nichols. It has had a favorable effect. lt 

may be tine to review and possibly adjust it, but it has led to jointness in a number 

ofrespects. To do so, each of the Services gave up something to achieve die 

greater good - jointness. It ha1:, been a good thirg. 

It could be that it is time to consider a Goldwater-Nichols type exercise for the 

USG and the interagencyprocess. 

It is conceivable that if each department and agency gave up sanethingfor the 

greater good of speed, unity of command on policy and execution, etc. - the effect 

might be to achieve greater effectiveness for the USG. In effect, there might be a 

way to rearrange authority and responsibilities to fit the 21•1 century in alEI!{ that 

would reduce the time currently needed for coordination and improve clarity for 1 

our interaction around the world. 

Let's discuss. 

Thanks. 

llHR:dh. 
020II04-4!1' 

···~································· 

OSD 03261:-04 Tab 
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CHAIRMAN OF TIE JONT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHNGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

y , . . 

C!l- 1574- 04 
INFO MEMO 2 Harch 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE , 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJ~ 1(1,, 
SUBJECT: "Jointness" in the USG 

• Issue. " ... It could be that it is time to consider a Goldwater-Nichols type exercise 
for the United States Government (USG) and the interagency process ... " (TAB). 

• Discussion 

• I concur in your assessment concerning the need for reforming the interagency 
process. 

• DOD has achieved favorable resul ts by developing Joint Interagency 
Coordination Groups at the combatant command level. There is still more to 
gain by improving the interagency process. I look forward to further 
discussing possible ways to reaJTange authorities and responsibilities wi thin 
the interagency arena to attain greater effectiveness for the USG. 

COORDINATION:NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Walter L. Sharp, L TG. USA; D1rector, J-5;'------~ 
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ACTION MEMO 
C .·."·. 
...... - .J:. · · - i _ . . ' i; 

FOR: SECRETARYOF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mira R. R~~ t#ist~ Secretary of Defense for International Security 

Policy (Aelm~) ~~ MAR 3 2004 

SUBJECT: Letter of Sympathy to Estonian Minister of Defense 

• Estonia suffered its first casualty in Iraq on 28 February 2004. 

o Sergeant Andres Nuiamae, a 2 I-year old soldier, was on a foot patrol in 
Baghdad when a buried improvised explosive device (IED) exploded, killing 
him instantly. 

o The Estonians have an infantry platoon deployed to the U.S. sector in Iraq. 

• At the official press conference on February 29, Prime Minister Parts and Defense 
Minister Hanson re iterated the Estonian government's unwavering commitment to the 
mission in Iraq. 

o Defense Minister Hanson stood firm that, a lthough this incident was a painful 
tragedy that affects the entire nation, the mission was necessary and must 

continue. 

o The Government of Estonia does not expect to change its policy on Iraq in the 
wake of this tragedy. 

• The letter at TAB A expresses your sympathy to the Estonian Minister of Defense. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you sign lhe letter at TAB A. 

Attachments : 
As stated 

Prepared By: COL Peter Podbielski, ISP/EUR. ,(b)(6) 

-\.lo.) 

~ 
" <:> 

.. ..J:. 
oso 032 6 6:04 11-L-0559/0SD/29932 



Acting Director, Europe 

DASD for Europe and NATO 

Coordination 

Jim Hursch 

Ian Brzezinski 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFF.'1SE PENTAGON 

WASH!NGiON, DC 20301•1000 

The Honorable Margus Hanson 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Sak.ala 1 
15094 Tallinn, Estonia 

Dear Minister Hanson: 

I was saddened to hear of the death of Sergeant Andres Nuiamae who wa" serving 

with the Estonian A1111ed Forces in ll"dq, The loss of a soldier is tragic; but he fell ift~ 

I a #'--

Sincrrely. 

0 
o;f> l>32.. ,,- O'{ 
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um .. J.iAb::i.l. fl.ED 

'G: 0519282 MAR 04 

Jra fter' s Name : COL PODBI[i;t/~Jf 1 . ACTIO::-J OFF IC 
Oi:Lcc:c/ Pho,:e : EUR POL, l.....:._(__ I 

ileaser ' s Info -: DONALD RU11SFELD, SECDE; 

Ac~ion Pree ROUTIKE 
Info Pree : ROUTIKE 

Specat. 

·om: SECDEF WASHIKGTON DC // 
To: AMEMBASSY WARSAW// 

lfo: USDAO AMEMBASSY WARSAW// 
JOlNT STAF.I:' WASHll\GTON DC( / 
SECDEF t•JASHING1'C~l//'..:sc;;; 1 i .1'.::lil:N//Z'JF./ !":$Fl / 
SECDEF WASHINGTO:-J i)C/ /CHAIRS// 
SECSTATE WAS HINGTO::-J DC// 
USEUCOM STUGGA:<.T GE/ / 

TEXT FOLLOWS 

JCL4SSIFIED 

JBJECT: SECDEF LETTER TO ESTO::-JIA'SMOD HANSON 

PAGE 0 1 of 07. 

SECREATRY RUMSFELD HAS SIGKED THE FOLLOWING LETTER TO MOD HANSON . 
(QUEST THAT THE TEXT OF THE LETTER BE PROVIDED TO MINISTER HANSON 
; SOON AS POSSIBLE. ORIGIKAL, SIGI.\ED LETTER WILL BE FORWARDED VIA 
:PLOMATIC POUCH. 

BEGIN TEXT; 

JE HONORABLE MARGUS HANSOK 
'NISTER OF DEFENSE 
NlSIKl'. OF DEFENSE 

,KA.LA 1 
, 094 TALLII.\N, ESTONIA 

'AR MINISTER HANSOK: 

ARA ) I WAS SADDENED TO HEAR OF THE DEATH OF SERGEANT ANDRES NUIAMAE 
0 WAS SERVING WITH THE F.ST ON"1AN l\Rl>".El) 1:'QE~f.S. n r IRAQ. THE LOSS OF A 
LDIER IS TRAGIC ; BUT HE FE'.lLL rn Tlali: l>l'IJ4~ VITAL -~ 
li i R.3'> 'rION OF THE: Ir' OJ).I ~~-JP!.. ~ . 

~RA) I EXTEND ilH SYMPATHIES TO YOU Al.\D TO HIS FP.MILY, COLLEAGUES 
D FRIE::-JDS. 

~CERELY I 

[GNED) DONALD H. RUMSFELD 

J:;t-:D O? TEXT 

UNCLASSIFIED 

1)~ w·,rt f'1j~J 

~.~ ~~f'J 
o-r • l..t ~ ""-,,J v.r-<--f tv-.S 

,.f' ~S-' 4~ tvJ Jt,.r-,.,... 

~ ;t'- ~ l~f 
b-( 1k ~ ~~ 
~~IJv-,.5 e,..J~ j~w "-' 
~ h"- 4' t .~v:;G 

~~· 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Letter to Estonian MoD 

March 1,2004 

We ought to write a letter to the Minister of Defense of Estonia. I think he lost 

one of his soldiers in Iraq or Afghanistan this week. 

Please check on it for me. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030104-51 

;1::::· ;;;;;~~ ~;· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · :.r · · · · ,::0! / . 
' . 

I ' / , · .·· al i 

\.,ltNO\~ 

OSD O 3 2 6 6- 0 4 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MAR 13 3XM 

The Honorable Margus Hanson 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Sakala I 
15094 Tallinn, Estonia 

Dear Minister Hanson: 

I was saddened to hear of the death of Sergeant Andres Nuiamae who was serving 

with the Estonian Armed Forces in Iraq. The loss of a soldier is tragic, but he fell for a 

vital cause: freedom. The removal of a dangerous tyrant with programs aimed at 

developing or obtaining weapons of mass destruction was a worthy mission, and I am 

proud of Estonia's involvement in a coalition of more than thirty nations that arc 

dedicated to helping restore sovereignty and freedom to the Iraqi people. 

I extend my sympathies to you and to his family, colleagues and friends. 

Sincerely, 

0 
OSD 03266-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29937 
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TG: 1618132 MAR 04 PAGE 01 of 02 

Dra fLe~ ' s Kame COL PODBfELS~I . ACTIOK OFFIC 
EUR POL, jb)(6_ ] 

DONALD Rv~1S?"E:.: 

Acli.on Pree RDUTINE 
Info Prer. ROllTIKE 

Specat. 

r ,:;,m: SECDEF WASHI:>JGTO'.'J DC .. ( 
To : AMEMBASSY TALLIKN// 

~ - -. - ...... ~c. .... ;...· t.r 

.r.:r.i: J01NT STAFF NASHI'.'JGTO'.'J D:/ 1 
SECOEF WA$HIMGTON/ /IJSDP/ / AOMIN/ I E.tJR/ /ISE"/ I 
SEC DEF %'ASH I'.'JGTO'.'J DC// C-:.:..: ?° . .5 
SEC.STATE WASHIKGTON ;)C / i 
USEUCOM STUGGART GE/, 
USDAO AMEMBASSY TALLIK~// 

TEXT FOLLOWS 

,JKCLASSIFIED 

,l,"BJS•: T: SECDEF LETTER TO ESTO:-JIA ' S MOD HANSON 

. • SECRETARY RUMSFELD 1-LZI.S SIGKED THE FOLLOWING LETTER TO MOD HANSOK . 
·'.E•~:.'ES:' THAT THE TEXT OF THE LETTER BE PROVIDED TO MINISTER HANSON 
\S SOON AS POSSIBLE . ORIGINAL SIG:-JED LETTER WILL BE :ORWARDED VIA 
: H ·LOMATi r: POUCH . 

I • BEG I:J TEXT: 

1 :nE. HONORABLE W\RGU3 HANSOK 
lDJlSTJ:.:11, 01:' IJJ:.:FJ:.:::.JSJ:.: 
:~NIST?'t" OF DEFE:-JSE 
)AKALA l 
.5094 TALLI~"N , ESTO:>JIA 

(PARA) I WAS SADDE:JED TO HEAR OF THE DEATH OF SERGEA.\JT ANDRES l\UIAMAE 
·IHO WAS SERVI:>JG l"3ITH THE ESTO:-JIAN 1'.F~'1EC• FORCES IN IRAQ . THE LOSS OF A 
;r:,1.,ors;:: IS TRAGIC , BUT HE FELL FOR A VITAL CAUSE : FREEDOM . 
rHE. REMOVAL OF A DANGEROUS TYRA.\JT WITH PROGRAMS AIMED AT 
)EVELOl?m:; OR OBTAINING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION WAS A 
K\P.:'HY MISSION, AND I AM PROUD OF ESTONIA ' S IWOLVEMENT I:-J A 
::,,\LI'J'I ON OF MORE THAN THIRTY NATIOKS THAT ARE DEDICATED TO HELPING 
:.;:~TOP.E SOVEREIGNTY AH;.:• FREEDOM TO THE IRAQI PEOPLE . 

(PARA) l J:.:XTEND 11& SYMPATHIES TO YOU ,;lfD TO HIS FAMILY, COLLEAGUES 
WO FRID.JDS . 

SINCERELY, 

U::.JCLASSlJ:' 1I:.:D 

11-L-0559/0SD/29939 
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rG: 161813Z MAR 04 

SIGNED) DONALD H. RUMSFELD 

. END OF TEXT 

PAGE 02 of 02 

, POC FOR THIS CABLE IS CO~ONEL PODBIELSKI, EUR POLICY/ISP . 
OMMERICAL : ._!(b-'-)(_6)_. ____ ___.! 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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" * " UNCLASSIFIED * * * 
***** This l\tlessage Has Been Altered ***** 

RAAUZYUW RTJEWM("U331 0 0762204-UUUU--RUEKNMA. 
ZNR UUUtJU ZUI RUEKJCS 3310 0762204 
R 1622032 M.AR 04 
FM SECDEF WASHIKGTON DC 
10 RUEHTL/A.MEMBASSY TALLI~""N 
r-JFO RUEKJCS /SECDEF WASHINGTO\I DC//CHAI RS/ / 
RUEHC/SECSTATE WASHINGT0::-1 DC 
!WEKJCS/OSD \IIJASHlNGTO:'-l DC 
RUEKJCS/JO INT STAFF WASHIKGTON DC 
RUEHTL/USDAO TALLINN EK 
lWF'GNOA/EUCOM FWD 
ZEN/SECDEF WASHH\GTON DC//USD? ISP// 

UNCLAS 

SUBJ : SECDEF LETTER TO ESTO~IA ' S MOD HANSON 

Page 1 of 2 

l. SECRETARY RUMSFELD HAS SIGNED THE FOLLOWING LETTER TO MOD HANSON . 
REQUEST THAT THE TEXT OF THE LETTER BE PROVIDED TO MINISTER HANSOK 
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE . ORIGINAL SIG\IED LETTER WILL BE FORWARDED VIA 
DIPLOMATIC POUCH . 

2 . BEGIN TEXT : 
THE HONORABLE MARGUS HANSOt\ 
MINISTER OF DEFENSE 
SAK~L.~ l 
1 5094 TALLI\1\1, ESTONIA 

DEAR MI\IISTER HANSON : 
(PARA) I WAS SADDENED TO HEAR OF THE DEATH OF SERGEANT ANDRES NUIAMAE 

\.\H) WAS SERVI KG WITH THE ESTO\IIAN ARMED FORCES IK IRAQ . THE LOSS OF A 
SOLDIER IS TRAGIC, BUT HE FELL FOR A VITAL CAUSE : FREEDOM . 
THE REMOVAL OF A DANGEROUS TYRANT WITH PROGRAMS AIMED AT 
DEVELOPING OR OBTAIKING WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION WAS A 
l~ORTHY MISSI ON, AND I IWI PROUD OF ESTO\IIA ' S INVOLVEME\IT IN A 
COALITIO~ OF MORE THA..\J THIRTY NATIO~S THAT ARE DEDICATED TO HELPIKG 
RESTORE SOVEREIGNTY AND FREEDOM TO THE IRAQI PEOPLE . 
(PARA) I EXTE~D MY SYMPATHIES TO YOU AND TO HIS FAMILY , COLLEAGUES 

.~ FRIENDS . 
SINCERELY, 
(SIG~ED) DONALD H. RUMSFELD 

3 . END OF TEXT 

4 . POC FOR THIS CABLE IS COLONEL PODBIELSKI , EUR POLI CY/ISP . 
COMMERICA.L : !(b)(6) I 
OSD - SECDEF CABLE DISTRIBC~ :ON : 

SECDEF : / DEPSEC : EXECSEC : / 
C&D: / CCD : " CABLE CH : FILE: 

USO~ : / DIA: OTHER : 
USDI: / PER SEC : COMM : 

*** U)JCLASSIFIED .7 . 
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*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 

***** This J\,fessage Has Been Altered***** 
Page 2 of 2 

JOINT STAFF Vl 
ACTION 
INFO NMCC:CWO(*) CMAS(*) CMAS(l) JS.AMS(*) 

JCSONNIPRDA(*) JCSONSIPRDA{*) 

SECDEF V2 

(U, 8) 

ACTION SECDEF WASH DC(*) (U,6,8,F) 
INFO CHAIRS(*) CHAIRS TESTBED(*} SECDEF-C(l) SECDEF-C(*) 

USDAT:STS(*) ASD :PA-SMTP{*) DIR:PAE-RAM(*} 
USDCOMP(*) OSDONNIPRDA(*) OSDONSIPRDA(*) 

+JCP EMAIL CUSTOMBR//CHAIRS// 

1 

1 

TOTAL COPIES REQUIRED 2 
#3310 

NNNN 

*** UNCLASSIFIED *** 
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TABA 

MIBENflAt: 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld 1)~ 
SUtiJECT: Llltluaniit 

February 1. 2004 

HeR is a cable from Lithuaoia. We certainly want to get the early deployment of 

their SOF group I wouJd think. 

Thanks. 

Anach. 
AME.MBASSY VII.NJ\JS Cable P 3014372ZJAN 04 

DHJl:41, 

020204--' 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

.:.&QHFIBENflAL 
oso 03309-04 

UfOfREMOVALOF AlTAafMINT(S) 
OOCl'!P.tP.HrBP~UNaAS.VIP.D 
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TO: Mike Wynne 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. John Handy 

cc: Paul Wo]fowitz 
Jaymie Durnan 

TABA 

( ~ . ·, . : : 
'· .. ··· ... ' 

r·'"''' ,r • . "' r:u pt. ~,, 
i .. : . - ) t .. ! . t 0 

--~ 
11 

i( e.u l(..,ti e5 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ FRCM: 

SUBJECT: lG:M Type Approach 

Attached is a note from Newt Gingrich and an article. 

February 8, 2004 

Please take a look at it and tell me what you think we ought to do. Come back 

with a single paper with some recommendations through Jaymie Durnan. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1 /7/04 Gingrich Itr to SecDer 

DHR,dh 
020804-81 

~;;,;;; ;:;~~~;···a 1 ·B ·;; ro ~ · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · 
I 
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0 
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* NEWT GINGRICH 

January 7, 2004 

/. For Secdet depsecdef 

Saving$15 billion a year in waste and lost vaiue 

The attached article from Forbes "Back on the Chain Gang" outlines 
how IBM cut $3 billion a year in year fiom its $80 billion budget. 
With declining component prices the savings hit $5.6billion 

There has been a lot of reshuffling and talking inside the system about 
acquisition, logistics and maintenance but I th:iJk there is still $15 
billion a year that could be recovered with an IBM Jike approach. 

This can only occur if Winn or someone has direct access to you and a 
direct mandate to make decisions and enforce them. 

Policy discussions and general policy patterns will never break the 
logjam of the traditional systems. 

T urge you to read the article and think about a much more aggressive 
overhaul of the acquisition-maintenance-lqgisticssystem 

Tab A 
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lB.M Forbes 
October 13,2003 

These guys slashed $3 billion 
in costs by overhauling the 

massive supply chains of IBM. 
Can they do it for you? 

ROHERTW. MOFFAT JR. IS IBM'S CLARK 
Kent. A lumbering guy who still revels in 
his past as a college track star, he has 
worked there since 1978, toiling in back
waters like manufacturing and opera
tions. Last year Moffat won another 
unsung role. overhauling IBM's massive 
supply chains. Suddenly he wa~ Super
man. whacking an astounding $5.6 bil
lion in annual cost-or so IEM claims. 
:vlore amazing, Moffat did it in his spare 
time, while running IB\l's Personal Sys
tems business. 

That $5.6 hi II ion includes a couple bi I
I ion in savings rrom falling component 

p1ices unrelated to any makeover. A better 
figure: $3 billion or so.still remarkable in a 
company with just over S80 billion in rev
enue. \1offat did it by selling off three fac
trnies, shining manufacturing lo cheaper 
locations such a, China and Ireland and 
simplifying product designs. 

In the process IBM has reduced inven · 
tories by a third,sla,hed its suppliershy ·,al[ 

to 3\000 and pinched pennies al every 
1um; it now packages?Cs in cheaper card
board boxes and 1ecycles components from 
old mainframes. Now IBM's chief execu
tive, Samuel). Palmisano. wants to do 
more. "The big p1ize now-and the reall)' 
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lud work-comes from transfonningthe 
entire end-to-end operation,"Palrnisano 
says in an e-mail exchange. "You cannot 
hope to thrive in the IT industry U)'Oll are 
a high-cost, slow-moving company. Sup
ply chain is one d' the nev.1 competitive bat
tlegrounds. We are committed to being the 
most effi aen tand producti vep/~yer in our
industrv ." 

Pal~isano has made Moffat the supply
chai'l.czar, ruling Integrated Supply Clain 
(1SC), 1BM's fourth-largest division, with 
19,000employeesand a $40billion pur
chasing budget. Oh, and one more thing: 
This year Palmisano wants Moffat to cut 
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1.8..M. 
oostsby $400 mi II ion more than la~t yew: 

l\'o problem.:vloffit aver.;, Harnessing 
the brainpower of IBM Research and what 
used to be Pri,ewarerhouseCoopers Con
sultilg, 1Nhich IBM acquired last year for 
$3.5 billion, :vloffat is aiming at lofl:ier 
goals . .:.il€ revolution izingthe vel)' cnncept 
of a supply chain and infusin; it into ew:ry 
part ofIBM'sbJs:inass. Thefuture,asMof· 
fat sees it, won '1 be so much a bat!le among 
companies as one among supply chain;;. 

If you are not part of this world, you 
need to know something abom !he hgo. 
The "chain" in question stre1ches all the 
way from the raw materials at one end of a 
manufacturing operation to !he customer's 
inventory at the other. In its broadest sense, 
it includes di stri but ion and logi sties: in its 
grandest aspirations. it contemplates hav
ing a custnmer' s order trigger an i nstanta
neous response in every ingredient. 

Moffat' s job isn't just to trim expenses 
a1 his employer. He's also trying to help 
IBM's consulting arm win some of the 
$35 billion that Forrester Research experu 
U.S. fonts to spend on supply-chain pro
jects in the next fi.\'e years, "Bob spends as 
much ti me calling on customers as he does 
working on IBM's supply chain." says :vi u1'
ray :\1ilchell. the vice president who runs 
the supply-chain practice in IBM Business 
Consulting Services, part of IBM's $36.3 bil
l ion Global Services unit 

This "end-to-end" approach to the 
chain is now seen as a competitive edge, a 

feature so sexy it inspires extra ogling on 
Wall Street. Dell Computer and Nokia al
ready gs( higher smdi' valuations because cf 
their superior operations. says Lehman 
Brothers :vlanaging Director I stuart: Fran
cis. "[n a market where piices are declin
:izg,supply chuinis \-ital to remaining com
petitive," he says. 

"What makes Dl!B and Wal-:\1ai1 suc
cessful? lt' s the husiness model. and supply 
chain is an enahler. That's why you're see
ing this growing importance of supply 
chains. People real i7.e thi.s is the weapon of 
the future," :vloffat says. 

"Let's face it: All tires are mund and 
black," says George McAfee, supply-chain 
manager for $3.3 billion (2002 sales) Cooper 
Tire & Rubber Co. The wayv.e differentiate 
ourselvesi; through execution and fill rate." 
IBMers are waging a four-year glohal 
miie:Mar of Cooper's supply and distribu
tion network 

Like IBM, Hewlett-Packard and Lucent 
Technologies have named their own sup
ply-chain czars. Lucent claims ii now 
delivers more products on time, after 
reducing warehouses from 540 to 50 and 
culling suppliers fo:m J,SOOto 300. HP 

says it saved $1-5 billion lhrough supply
chain projects over the pasl ycm: ·we can 
get to market faster. We can deliver better 
products at a better price. We've gained 
a significant competitive advantage," says 
Jcffn.:yClarke, executive vice president al 
HP. . 

Pennies Saved 

Hewlett execs are quick to criticize the 
$5.6billion savings figure that IRM uses. 
Hut even if you strip out the eftect of com
ponent prices over which lBM does not 
have control. you find impressive gains. 
Last year, in Moffat's rookie seasnn, IBl'vfs 
inventories~ 30% to $.\1 billion. a 
20-year low. The K: division lunted a full
year profit farthe first time in its history 
and managed to achieve a "negativecash 
conversion cycle." collecting money from 
customers 28 days before puying suppli
err-one of the trid<supon which )-fichacl 
DD. bui It his fortune. In storage devices 
and L'nix servers, IBM's leaner cost strnc
ture let it w prices 1Nithout hurting mar
gins. 'Ibis enabled IEM to steal business 
from Sun Microsystems and EMC 
and drive than irto the red 

Palmisano's boast W e are not win
ning business by slashiJY,Jprices and sacri
ficing margins, as many of ot1 a::npe;ti:
tors haw heen forced to do. We have been 
taking downthe actual CO!tof doing husi
ness. Qr gross margin'! are up. The fun

damentals cf our business operations are 
strongenhan they've everi::ml." 

Those market sharegai11s soft.en some 
awfully hard times. On its top line, IBM is 
simply not the growth company it once 
was. The price of anything silicon is cnllipl
i'lg inexorably. That neens that a computer 
company has to enjoy an explosiveincre.ase 
in unit volume lo see its revenue line go up 
at all There is 011/y so much unit growth 

ere,a million there starts to add up. lBMscost-cutters are slashing 

ing parts, redesigningproductsto save on shipping costs. Next: Sloppy 

Joes in the cafeteria at Annonk H.Q.(Er ... maybe not.) 

Series 
(mainfrane) servers. 
CHANGE: Toolbox eliminated. 
Processars recycled. 
Ulr/llllG: $2.,IIIXJ per toolbox. 

LCD monitors. 
cHA"IGE: Redesignedto fit 
in slim, cheaper-to-ship 
"pizza"box. 
sAvrnc.: $3.50 per unit, or 
$1.6 million a.year. 

Personal 
computers. 
C"'ANGE: Replaced 
four-color packing 
box with two-color. 
SAVING: 5 cents per box, 
$350,000 a year. 
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Modelx335 
Intel-based server. 
CKANGE: Redesigned IC use 
same backplane as PC. 
HYING: $50 per server, or 
St.I million a year. 
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that a giant like mM is going to see., How 
many servers do you need'! 

This year Palmisano told Wall Street 
analysts to forget ahout IBM's earlier vnw to 
deliver double-digit revenue !,'Tilwth-yct 
he reiterated the target of double-digit 
growth in eamings. The way to do that is to 

cut costs, su:has with a sleeker supply weh 
"We took ourselves to the QV/11. :,.Jow 

we are a m.xh more formidable player," 
says Moffat. 

the eurly 1990s .Its rescuer. chief executive 
Iwis V. Gers mer Jr., transformed the place 
from a stodgy maker ofhulky computers 
into a sleek seller of consulting services.li 
remnants of the old IBM still slowed things 
down. :-.Jot long after Gerstner retired in 
Mm:h 2002,bis successor. Palmisano. im
posed a new round of reshaping, selling df 
IBM's disk-drive business. shutteringparts 
of its semiconductoroperation and 1¥,ir.g 
off 15,000workcrs. For this IBM took a $2.1 
billion writcdown. 

This time 
IBM's overhaul 1ll!S conceived in De

cembe::::2001 at a meeting of senior 
executives. The mood JWS grim. 
Revenues in 2001 declined 3% to "People 

realize this is $83 billion-IBM's bs: sales drop 
in nearly a decade. Worse, the 

around IB~·I wanted 
~1offat to go beyond 
squeezing a tew pen
!ll'eS out of various 
product Jines. In the 
past each IBM divi
sion-PCs, servers, 
storage devices and 
still others- oper
ated its own su ppl1• 
chain, running dis· 
tinct manufacturing 
lines, negotiating its 
own dealswitb com-

painful slowdown in tech spend
ing showed no sign of abating. "It 
was clear that the environment 

the weapon 
ot the future. 

would continue to be difficult. OUr 
strategy - to use that environ
ment to gain share,"s.ays William 
Zeitler, senior vice president or 
IBM's Systems Group. whidi mam 

This isn't 
just about 
cutting 

servers and storage devices. "But 
to do that, we knew we would have costs." 
to take cost and expense aeti vityto 
a new level." 

The computer maker needed to rebuild 
its back office on an epic scale. IBM is laden 
wib mind-boggling complexity. It r..ns 16 
manufacturing plants in l O countries, buys 
2 billion parts a year from 33,000 suppliers 
and offers 78,000 products available in 
3 million possible variations. IBM's fa.ct.o
ries crank om a new Imel-based product
laptop. desktop. server or peripheral
every 1.5 seconds. In North America the 
company processes 1.7 million customer 
orders a year and keEf>S 65 mil I inn records, 
updating 350,000 every d;y. 

Bob Moffit was the ideal choice to lead 
the effort. He had run the Personal Systems 
Group, where narrow margins and ruth
less competition have heen the order of the 
day, from 2000 to 2002 (That is the period 
now under s,rutiny in a Securities & Ex
change Commission investigation of rev
enue-recognitionp ractkes at the division. 
lEM won't comment further.) Sale! sagged 
during Moffat'stenure, but he earned a 
reputation as a cost-cutter. 

IBM had endured mmultuousrestruc, 
tu ring since its near-death experience in 

ponents suppliers 
and IWJl9' its own billing systems and ways 
of naming parts and products. Moffat's 
mission was to smash those "silos" and 
build a single integrated chaln that would 
handle procurcrncnl, manufacturing, lo
gistics and customerfulfillmm.t across all of 
lBM. 

That required division leaders to give 
up control of sourcing,manufa.:tCTing and 
even design of some products. "It may not 
sound radical," Sl'y'S Zeitler, the server chief, 
"but the notion of putting in this new 
group and having deasions made on your 
behalf by someone else was a bit uf a leap, 
organizationally." 

This has ti:irced some di visions to take 
a hit fortheteam,as happened tn the PC di
vision after Moffat's group struck a cozy 
component deal with the Korean firm LG 
Electronics la~t year. The pact gives IBM hel
ter prices on liquid crystal diode monitors 
and optical drives in return for shifting 
more volume to LG. IB}I has made similar 
deals •Nith a hamfulof component makers 
and now concentrates 8QC,,i, of its spending 
on just 2% of its suppliers. 

The LG deal in effect raised compo-

nent p1ices for the PC unit, which other
wise could have bought LCD monitors and 
optical d1i ves from a different supplier at 
lnwerpliccs. ''Bclb1ctl1istlePC guy would 
optimize his own business; the server guy 
would optimize his. Now v,e'1e trying to 
save money forthe overall organization." 
Moffit sar,.. "Some tradeoffi that are for 
the b®:r good of IBM might not optimize 
people personally." 

Another way Moffat has smashed siJcs 
has l:m1 by movingpeople aa.n:t, forcing 
some to work in new areas. ~1arthaM'.ms, 
a viceprc~idcnt tib:> had run serverman
ufacturing, now has a top j n h in procure
ment. Stuart Reed, a vice president whn 
previously worked on supply-chain strat
egy, now has M:l:ris' old job in sernrs, 

Olmll,the $3billion in real cost cuts 
( unrelatedto declining prices) were made 
in three big area~. Eli minati ngunnecessary 
expenses and improving processes saved 
an estimated $900mi.llial; changingprod
UI. designs LO\l!ile imre common imts and 
shi.ftiJg manufacturing to cheaper loca
tions saved $1 billiqn; and $1 billion came 
from striking better deals with component 
suppliers. m.i: used to run 300 procure
ment centers now it has 9. 

A "prodoo-simplific:ation task force" 
pushes di.visiali to use standardized paits, 
even if that I1EB1S a redesign. A new low
end, lntel-ba~edserver, the x335, tEE re
designed to accaimx:latethe same "back
plm1e" (the ~panel whereo:rosa:mect) 
used in IBM's PCs instead of the specialzed 
backplane used in itspredec.essor. Eliminat· 
ing the customized put saws $50 per unit 
on these seivers, which cost from $2, l 00 to 
$2,300; lllM sells22,SOO of these machims in 
a year. IB\·I made a hundred such moves 
across the company. 

lJM ·.:se::llo give ~a $2,000 toolbox 
with low-endmaintames(nowpart of the 
zSeries server line) and included such lux
uries as a silver-plated hammer and a 
Bausch & Lomb magnifying glass. One cus
tomer had eighl of these freebies stacked 
up. unopened. IBM put an end to that. Sav
ing be grand on a machine that can oost 
several million dollars doesn't sound liJe 
much,hutMoffat insists it'simportant"lt's 
not the money; it's !he mind-set,'' he says. 

And it happens dozens of times 
throughout the empire. IBM saved $5 mi]. 
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lB.M 
lion by replacing a specialized user console 
for the Series mainframe with a regular 
ThinkPad laptop. Another skinilint move: 

ally lived the experience,'' says Daniel Garst, 
a Philips vice president. 

electronic form when dealing with the 
server group, another when talking to the 
PC group. Worseyet.follcsinone lBM &vi
sion sometimes didn't know what was 
going on imid!:the others. 

Today, when a Series machine comes c:tf. 

lease, some of its pm:s (including the central 
processor) get ripped out and recycled into 
new machines. 

IBM is trying to get more creative in 
refashioning its •· front end," that is, its in
teradi on 1Nith customers. And for good 
reason. for years IBM has lagged behind 
Cisco Systems and Dell in customer satis-

Building a unified system for the front 
and back ends will be a ~ step toward 

• • • .. ., ,.,.;r,.~ ·=-.,.- _,. ~"' ..I ~i. • 

"We took ourselves to the gym. Now we are a much more formidable player." 
In PCs, IBI.I replaced its four-cnlor pack- faction ratings. "It's a frustration for us," 

aging box with a two-color blue-and-black Moffat admits. He believes his team can 
box that costsanickelless,saving$350,D00 help. IBM'. biggest problems in

Moftit's .!ai:gergod of creating a sysrem in 
which 90% of orders can be processed, 
built, shipped and billed "·ithout 

a year. Engineers redesigned LCD monitors volve fulfillment. Orders fall 
so they could fit into smaller boxes, reduc- through the crocks. some parts 
in;J shipping costs. Tl,at saved $3.50 apiece of an order get lost or customers 
on 450,000 units, or $1.6 million. In Global get billed for things they didn't 
Setvices, instead of discarding ( and writing order. Sales reps take the heat. 
off) non-IBM gearthat gels swapped out of "I make the sale,.and then my 
a ~sitewhen Glnbal Services irEl:al.ls nightmare begins," is what 
IBM gear,IBM 110\l.' saves the rejected equip- Motfat's team heard over and 
ment and offers it as an altemati ve to azs- over from them. 
romen; who want another brand. A lot of IBM orders involve a 

IBM has outsowc.ed the manufacturing combination of products
of PCs and low-end servers to Sanmina~SCJ servers. desktops, laptops. data 
Corp., whim bought IBM factories in Nxth storage devices. software-and 
Carolina and :vlexico, where that work is each of those divisions has its 
done. Today IBM owns 16 factories, down own system for tracking orders. 
from 34 a decade ago. IBM shitied Think: So the poor sales rep has to 
Pads from plants in Scotland and Mexico know one dialect of comput
to a lower-cost plant in Shenzhen, Oum eresetotmckservers,anotherto 
operated by ajoint venture between IBM track PCs, and soon. ''O.ll:Sales
and Great Wa.11 Computer Group, a state- people end up spending almost 
owned firm. a.~ much time on fulfillment-re-

The company's iSerie.<i (formerly the 
ASNOO) and p&:ries (formerly the RS/6000) 
midrange servers for the Asia-Paafic mar
ket used to be made in Rochester. Minn. 
but now are made in IBM's plant in Dublin. 
Ireland to save on labor and shipping. Fur
ther savings on shippingcamefrom a deal 
letting IBM huy dedicated space on U'S 
flights from Asia and pay a lower rate in 
exchange for a bigger commitment. 

:vloffat has hi l the road to sell the .,tory. 
Las1 year he spent 80% uf his time traveling 
to spread the faith among l~Mers, suppliers 
and customers. Al Philip,ConsumerElec
tn:rria,IBM consultantsl.199 techniques de
veloped on IBM's OIJl.oTl product lites to a1-

alyze and streamline Philips· operations. IBM 
even sem irs own imemal supply-chain ex
perts ro work alongside its consu !tams at 
Philips. "IBM broughr in a lot of real-world. 
nonconsulting typas,people who had actu · 

lated issues as they do selling to 
customers." ~1offat says. "Jusr 
t.him what would happen if you 
could take that time and give it 
back lo that salesperson to be in 
front of customers." Gaining 
even a single point in customer
satisfaction ratings versus its ri
vals. says ~1offatt, v..-ould be 
wonh billions of dollars in rev
enue. 

Moffatt's long-tem1 am is to 
create a single system that all di
visions will use for tracking a.JS 

comer orders. He already has 
started doing the same on the 
hack end, where IBM buys ocm
Jxments. In the pa.~t EB::tl division 
has had its own system for or
dering parts. So a i;;uppl ier who 
sold hard drives to IBM used one 

.t,WL :,·-::,·:::{:::I· 
WHEN·1BM WA!ffli:i'o -ai.LD IClO COM.PlnQ$;:IJ,XNOWS rr 

·=~~~:~~~:;:~ljSt~: 
pans. But .someti"-JE"'1·wnrks" . 

=ri:::~~~;:: 
shouklwe build·for..~~_'~, 

. IBM ca11~:~is;.~j;ijpl@i;~,::~ 
and 1tio~·b -sollnds,..i~siri:~ 
fact it jg,a compl~·ilri.i'l'a!;,pr~~~' 

. ~:::.~::::t:~=~ert~'::·;~~~:~; .·· 
ITillbs 1a.ooci dff~i1t.~:~:a'miiiiori90Sdile 
versions: ·"Mithematii:a!ly, .it•s',1meresf1ni.'voi.i 11ave .a 
very large number,Qfwariab~~~hav~to.thlnk, 
of them ·all simult.~eouciii :-~.;~··lir.e~a'Qil!tric;ti~. 
director of matle~i~iaf~~~!·*B,~,t-~an::h. . 
· · And so Dietrich a~ q!~er,~~:81]Jir~t~and 
. tented-Watson impla~f•oio·, ... {wir}. named · pa . . . ............. _,. ,.-,-, ..... ·.•, .Cf: .. ,•·: . .. · ... . 

for IBM's Thomas J."WatWn·~-Center·lrl'Vork· 
• • •• ••••• •• .:..· •. • -· • •t . • ",• • 

t~ Heigti1s; H.Y. WIT i,ai1s bya,neiderlnj wt,at ,_.. 

::;;.:¢.;.4.~~,~~;;t: 
1MT figures 04,lt wl'!ldl·~t.paris IBM:would .~ 'fQ buy. 
11 ff1DSI an b:i.siti~:~~:oot. th&i ccmbi~tiQn~be-
conieis 1eu·.a11radiva.: 1t' ai.o.,.cicn in demancf ~ 
avaUablU,y ~d the:dfect·~ tdding' invemory,:~ .. '. · •. 

.~ ·tirs11r1ed tiis in 1989to help decide whim circuit 
~rds it:sflotiiii,pitifi..ate:i..par -~ ~rc·wrr. 
fo tel! sales·reps\;,~ic~;j;~ ~Min they•hould ·. 

· push. Ole'tnch·a~~ wn: helped-1eits server:· · 
group reap $64.milliq~:in,eX!Ta sales i.n tile · 
fo111h quaner of 2cicii She lfOl)eS 11M wil Siad. 
.usingit inotherareas. -,p.r.:. ., 

lab A 
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"It doesn't sound 
sexy, but there 
are some really 
challenging math 
prob lerri s." 

human intervention.Every order"'ill ripple 
back to suppliers, who will automatically 
replenish the relevant parts. That new sys
rem llill involve not only manufacturing 
bur other parts of IEM,suchas service.ac
counting and billing. sales and shipping, 
even design. 'This is not just putting tops 
and bottoms on things, it's this whole end
to-end system," he says. 

In Moffat's dream system, when a c·J,
romer orders l 00 Think.Pads, the order 
would tlow automaticallyto IBM's plant in 
Shenzhen, where the laptops would be 
built overnight and shipped the rm day, 
while 60 suppliers would already he ship
ping pans 10 replace the depleted inven
tory. That is tricky enough llith laptops. It 

wi 11 be even harder to pull olf 
with orders that involve mul
tiple products being made at 
different plants in different 
countries. 

IBM irlvento'riis ~~~ ~ai'lciw in 2002. :·. 
·- ·=· .-·~; ·' .· ~--. ~ ' . - . ·:..~~--·; . J :~ -- ;.··· •. 

IBM has mathematicians 
working on this tricky mat
ter ( see box, 'Practical 
Ge11i10-). "It doesn't sound 
sexy, but there are some 
really challenging math 
problems." says Brenda 
Dietrich. director of mathe
matic al sciences at IEM 
Research. 

The researchers' solutions 
are being applied outside the 
walls d IIM,roo. Grace Lin, a Ph.D. scien
tist at lBM Research, developed a "sense 
and respond" system rhat uses imelligem 
software agents and complex algorithms 
to help manage production at IBM's new 
cutting-edge chip factory in Fishkill, XY. 
Earlier this year Lin lefi the labs in Yorl!:
tov.'nHeights. N.Y.andjoined IBM'~ Busi
ness Cmsultin;JServices, where she spends 
most ofhertime on the road, helping cu~~ 
romen; use her stuff in their own chains. It 

: :.· ~,·-~ .~ '" ~ -··:: ::f':'J':-r( ;.~.- ~: . 
. ,:-:~-.. :/,i').~: .. - . 

is all part d a ramping up at IB\fs Busi
ness Co1t~lting Se,vices group to go after 
supply-chain engagements. Since 1999 the 
groupiu.grownfrom a ~rnndred con
sultants who specialized in supply chain to 
several thousand. 

A decade ag:i IBM looked like a dinosaur 
doomed to extinction.N:,w the company 
has not only recovered but is finding ways to 
package and sell its own miracle curePrdty 
clever, those diman. F 

Tab A 
Rep1imed by Permission of Forbes :.tagazi ne • October 13,2003 issue e 2003 Forbes Inc. 

for inl-0rmali-0non ord,·rin~ Jibrbe5 1epnn10, please ,..n (21~ 620-2399. To ,uotcribo lo forb<s magarine.,1o ... call (IDD) 886-8886. 
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CHAIRMAN CF1l£ JOffl CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFOEFENSE 
1 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~,/~ 

SUBJECT: IBM Type Approach 

CM-1582-04 " 

5 March 2004 

I • ~, :~ r,t,f ··- _, 

• Issue. "Attached is a note from Newt G ingrich and an artic le. Please take a look 
at it and tell me what you think we ought to do. Come back with a single paper 
with some recommendations through Jaymie Durnan." (TAB A) 

• Discussion. As requested, OSD(l,&MR), Joint Staffi' J-4, and USTRANSCOM 
have prepared a consolidated response for you. Mr. Wynne wil l submit it to you 
in a memorandum through Jaymie Durnan. A coordinated draft of the m emo is 
atttached (TABB). 

COORDINATION: T AB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) Prepared By: VADM G. S. Holder. USN: Director, J-4; ___ _ 

0 SD O 3 315 - 0 4 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Mike Wynne 
Gen. Dick rvt yas 
Gen. John Handy 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jaymie Durnan 

TABA 

i( t2..tJ K...e..i e.s 
Donald Rumsfe[d ~ 

S1JBJE:T: IB~,1 Type Approach 

Attad1cd is a noh: ft\Hn Newt Gingrich and an ankle. 

February 8,2004 

Please take a look at it and tell me what you think we ought to do. Come back 

with a singk paper with some recommendations through Jaymie Duman. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1 /7/04Gingrich ltr to SccDcf 

DHR:dh 
0201104-81 

••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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• NEWT GINGRICH 

January 7, 2004 

.v"' For Secde1; depsecdef 

Saving $15 billion a year in waste and lost value 

The attached article from Forbes "Back on the· Chain Gang" outlines 
how IBM cut $3 billion a year in year from its $80billion budget. 
With declining component prices the savings hit $5.6 billion 

There has been a lot of reshuffling and talking inside the system about 
acquisition, logistics and maintenance but I t:h.irk there is still $15 
billion a year that could be recovered with an JBM like approach. 

This can onJy occur if Winn or someone ha4, direct access to you and a 
direct mandate to make decisions and enforcethem. 

Policy discussions and genera] policy patterns wilJ never break the 
logjam of the traditional systems. 

T urge you to read the aiticle and think about a much more aggressive 
overhau I of the acq u is i tion-rnai n ten ance-Jogi sticss ystem 

Tab A 
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ACQUISITION, 

TECHNOLOGY 
AND LOGISTICS 

THEUNDERSECRETARYOFDEFENSE 
3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

FEB 27 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

THROUGH: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE SPECIAL ASSISTANT 
(Mr. Jaymie Durnan) 

SUBJECT: IBM Type Approach 

I The FORBES' article "Back on the Chain Gang" states that IBM designated a single 
individual as a "supply chain czar," overhauling its supply chain, and thereby saving $3 
billion. Your designation of me as the Defense Logistics Executive is a similar act. Moving 
out on this new focus, 1 established a Defense Logistics Board (DLB) to help me overhaul 
the DoD Global Supply Chain. Gen Handy, as the Distribution Process Owner, is a member 
as well as General Pace. 

There are a number of good ideas in the article that the Dcpmtmcnt is already pursuing 
and will reduce overall costs. The ~!!iti_atives 1:ielow are already underway, with the Services 
and DLA projecting savings/cosl avoidances of $18.9 billion from FYOl through FY05 and 
an additional $31 billion through FY09. 

• Outsourced supply management of commercial items (fuel, food, pharmaceutical) 
to commercial supply chains, thus reducing the number of suppliers and 
streamlining our delivery process. 

• Reduced the number of suppliers for common parts within our competition and 
small business constraints through strategic contracting and prime vendor 
contracts. 

• Integrated supply chains for selected weapon systems, increasing performance 
contracting, thus reducing our internal infrastructure and drawing upon industrial 
supply chains. 

• Adopted commercial business systems consistent with our financial management 
modernization effort that embed best business practices. 

We are also aggressively tackling a series of initiatives that support the IBM model. 

• Structuring the USCENTCOM Dcploymcnt/Distrihution Operations Center to 
streamline theater logistics. 

• Assessing long-term partnering with world-class commercial providers of 
transportation services to synchronize material movement. 

• Executing universal identification and radio frequency identification; providing 
visibility and management of the entire logistics pipeline. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/29954 
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• Implementing regional material handling processes further streamlining material 
handling and reducing the number of "touches." 

• Increasing integrated supply chains for weapon system support for all appropriate 
Category I and II weapon systems by FY06. 

• Infusing lean-manufacturing principles into all our organic industrial facilities 
through a coordinated program. 

• Expanding and implementing commercial business solutions to improve 
forecasting and reduce inventory. 

• Incorporating Sense and Respond Logistics principles (similar to IBM) via an 
integrated logistics transformation roadmap. Ongoing efforts will be fused with 
the future vision of Force Transformation. 

My focus will be on driving the Services and DLA to realize their savings/cost 
avoidance projections as well as pursuing, with your concurrence, two recommendations 
contained in the IBM approach. 

First, IBM smashed "those 'silos· (of supply) and built a single, integrated chain that 
would handle procurement, manufacturing, logistics and customer fulfillment across all of 
IBM." The DLB should evaluate consolidating the four Service supply chains into a single 
or even federated DoD supply chain and recognize the subsequent cost savings associated 
.;ItFi eliminating excess redundancy and duplication. 

Second, follow IBM's efforts integrating procurement and logistics through strategic 
supplier management. We could gain greater leverage in these areas by solidifying our 
purchasing through commodity councils across our acquisition and logistics processes. 

I will ask the DLB to review these two initiatives for application across the 
Department. Additionally, we will benchmark with IBM on these efforts. This is a 

r coordinated paper with the Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff and Commander 
USTRANSCO:M. In summary,! expect an article next year acclaiming DoD's supply chain 
successes. 

cc: 
DEPSECDEF 
D,PA&E 
CJCS 
CC USTRANSCOM 
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TO: Gen. Jim Jones 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Andy Hoehn 

71..(<-~ 

~Is8B~ 118Is8 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcldy. l 
SUBJECT: Innovative Approaches 

i 
March I, 2004 

As a follow-up to the briefing you gave me yesterday, I wonder if there are 

innovative approaches that might be combined with the options you presented. 

For example, have you given thought to putting major Army and Air Force 

elements on the same installation? Are there opportunities for such an approach 

that may not get considered due to long-held Service preferences? 

For example, I wonder if it makes sense to move 2 F-16 squadrons from 

Spangdahlcm and leave only an A- IO squadron. ls there a possibility to co-locate 

it with the Army clement it may support. Docs that make more sense? It seems to 

me such an approach might generate savings in force protection resources as a 

minimum. 

Please look into this, and make sure what others might consider "out of the box" 

approaches are considered in a fair manner. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030304-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~ls@SE 1181sB 
OSD O 333 it -04 
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8 
March/, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. John Abizaid 

CC: LTG John Craddock 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Troop Rotation 

In the future, I don't think we should move 115,000 in and 115,000 out at roughly 

the same time. 

We have to put some daylight in between. I don't think it is a good way to do 

business. 

If there is a good reason for it, let me know. Otherwise, I will expect a proposal 

sometime in the next month explaining how we are going to do il next time. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-6 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 03335-04 
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TABA 

TO: Gen. Pete Pace 

cc: 
FROM: 

Gm. Didt Myers 

D:rald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Budget for Guard and Reserve Equipment 

February 8, 2004 

Is Guard and Reserve equipment on a separate line item? Is that one of 1he 

reasons there are differences? 

Thanks. 

··································································~······ 
Please respond by _____________ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/29958 Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF /. .... 
WASHNGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO CM-1583-04 
8 March 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, Oc~:,/7 
SUBJECT: Budget for Guard and Reserve Equipment 

• Question. Is Guard and Reserve equipment on a separate line item? Is that one of 
the reasons there are differences? (TAB A) 

• Answer. No, National Guard and Reserve equipment is procured within the 
Service line item. However, each year Congress adds a line to the appropriation 
that allocates money specifically for Guard and Reserve equipment. 

• Analysis 

• Services procure all equipment for the forces without regard to Active duty, 
Guard or Reserve status. 

• National Guard and Reserve component commands submit equipment 
requirements through their respective Service for resourcing. The Service 
consolidates these requirements into a single procurement request. 

• Congress adds funding yearly to the Services' procurement accounts on behalf 
of the Guard and Reserves to spend on priority issues. 

• A separate procurement appropriation titled "National Guard and Reserve 
Equipment" is a congressional "add" that is independent of Service budget 
requests. For reference, the FY 2004 "add" was $400 million (TAB B). 

• The procurement line aJso provides a list of items that the Guard and 
Reserve should give "priority consideration" for procurement. 

• Equipmentprocuredfrom the congressionaJ "add" is specifically earmarked 
for Guard and Reserve forces and may not be used by Active duty 
components. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen J. E. Cartwrigh4 USMC; Director,J-8; .... !(b_)(_6) ___ ___. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29959 OSD 03361-04 
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TABA 

February 8, 2004 

TO; Gen. Pete~ 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ?-
SUBJECI': Budget for Guard and Reserve Equipment 

Is Guard and Reserve equipment on a separate line item? Is that one ff 1he 

reasons there are differences? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
0804-32 (II computer}.doc 

.......•..............•..••••..............................•..•..•.•.... , 

Please re!pond by---------------

11-L-0559/0SD/29960 
TabA 
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11.!'ATlnl\!,U r., r .a.en A ND RESERVE E.QUIPMF.NT 

The conference agreement on i1ems. addressed by either the House or the 

Se.natc is as. follows:. 

\lft tftQWlU'ds cf !!OllartJ 
·~~t HclUII 3'111i11D ,gnitrlilllil 

• .., .. ,.~~·t1-,, ... ~1t•o11-.P11.,.1,•11;,111-,r~•,11:----·•~1 i-•·•s: r,aiL.l••••.,.~l"li "lll•a,..,'!'-r•--···-~"'•1''L·•P'" .. '*il'•illlP~••ll"••11~1 .. .,.1,,,."1 

RF5ill'9"t: lW!Pl!EWT 
.M11Y RESEM'E 
fll~ELVilliWUS !Wl"'1EIIT ... 

flAVY ~S~\IE 
1113C:RI.MIRll.'3 ED.Jlf'f'!UT .. 

IWUtE COIIP$ IIISEM 
IIISl;i.'U~EOIJIS IEOOTP.'lflfi . 

o\Nt ~Rtt tttsiM 
!'ll ~Li.M£0US [Qtli~ENJ .... _ .. .. .. . ....... 

TaTAL . R'E5ERVE ECHJiFIJtEIIT. . . . . . . . . . .. . .. _ .. 

NAllOM L GI.IAA'O IOU i"'1[11f 
AIMY ~ T (0111\t OttMI> 
ftl9:EL.v.NE1hlS E411,...;t1T ....... . 

AtA 11,11,Hl,)1"1.. filJAlil) 
1HSC£\.VNEM ((IUtlPl'!Ehr, ..•.... 

T'OT ii.I;, , NA TIO!h\1. f,W,,llp ,II li!i;~ILYf E'lll tA1'1'1T . . , . . . . . . 
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AIR NATIONAL GUARD 

The Senate recommended a specific increase of $20,0001000 for 
F-15 Engine Kits within the amounts provided to the Air National 
Guard. The House concurs and the conferees agree to provide 
$201000,000 for F-15 Engine Kits. 

ITEMS OF SPECIAL INTEREST 

The conferees agree that the National Guard and Reserve 
equipment program shall be executed by the heads of the Guard 
and Reserve components with priority consideration for miscella· 
neoue equipment appropriations given to the following it.ems: Air 
National Guard Threat Emitter, Handheld Standoff Mine Detection 
Syst.em, Lightweight Maintenance Enclosure, Intelligence Infra
structure, Improved Target Acquisition System, F-16 Block 42 Re· 
engining Program, RAID Helicopter Electro-Optical Sensor Up· 
grade, Common Bridge Transporier, Extended Cold Weather Cloth
ing System, F-16 and A-10 LITENING AT Targeting Pod, M
COFT XXI, Theater Airborne Reconnaissance System, Expandable 
Light Air Mobility Shelters, Movement Tracking System, Laser 
Marksmanship Training System, Bladefold Kits for Apache Heli
copt.ers, Engineer Mission Modules for PLS, Tactical Firefighting 
Equipment, mmwv, Up-Armored HMMWV, Construction Equip
ment SLEP, AN/PVS-7t AN/PVS-14, LITENING II, A-FIST XXI 
Simulation Trainers, A-FIST, AB/FIST Simulation Trainers. F-16 
TARSl'SAR;. DFIRST, Abrams Sidecar, Sidecar Embedded Diag
nostic Systems for MlAl tank.st Combined Support Function Mod
ule Rep1acment Test Equipment for DSESTS (CSFM), Se1f..Loading 
Trailer, M-109A6 Paladin Rebuild, EST 2000, AF Reserve Com· 
mand and Control Comm.unicati.ons Systems Upgrade, JSTARs 
NRE for procurement of Re-engining, and FM'IV. 

TabB 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

TABA 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeldf} ~ 
February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: JIATF South 

7:35PM 

Let's sort out the JIA TF South and whether we want to combine it with El Paso 

and create a hemisphericJIATF. I tlrirk we've gottoommy seams. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.01 

TabA 

,: . 
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TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Name Agency Date 

Mr. Wetzel USSOUTHCOM 23 Feb 04 

Col Mingo USNORTHCOM 25 Feb 04 

CAPT Welch USPACOM 24 Feb 04 

Col Ball USAF 25 Feb 04 

Col Hooker USA 25 Feb 04 

Col VanDyke USMC 24 Feb 04 

CAPT Dossel USN 24 Feb 04 

Mr. Kravinsky USDP 23 Feb 04 

TabB 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 
INFO MEMO CM-1584-04 

I. 

' . 

8 March 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~ 3/7 
SUBJECT: Joint Tnteragency Task Force (JIATF)-South 

• Issue: "Let's sort out the JIATF South and whether we want to combine 
it with El Paso and create a hemispheric JIA TF. I th ink we've got too many 
seams." (TAB A) 

• Discussion 

• Both USSOUTIICOM and USNORTHCOM agree in principle that a 
hemispheric JIATF-WestemHemisphere (WHEM) is the right approach to 
eliminating seams. A phased approach and further study will likely lead to 
establishment of JIATF-WHEM. 

• USNORTHCOM has been pursuing a related concept for several months and 
intends to brief the Joint Chiefs in the Tank in the near future. 

• USNORTHCOM intends to stand-up a JIATF-South type organization using 
existing organizations located in El Paso, Texas (possibly to be called JIATF
North). USN ORTH COM bel ieves that establishing JIATF-North prior to 
JIATF-WHEM allows the Department of Defense to build on existing law 
enforcement and DOD relationships in El Paso, Texas, and will facilitate 
implementation of JIA TF-WHEM. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Vice Director. J-5~ .... (b-)(-
6

) ___ ...., 

11-L-0559/0SD/29965 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

TABA 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld"" ~ 
February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: JIATF South 

7:35PM 

Let's sort out the JIATF' South and whether we want to combine it with El Paso 

and create a hemispheric JIATF. I think we've got too ffE1t¥ seams. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.01 

Please respond by: _______ ~_, ..... (}_"I ________ _ 

Tab A 

... 

'' 
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TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Name Agency Date 

Mr. Wetzel USSOUTHCOM 23 Feb 04 

Col Mingo USNORTHCOM 25 Feb 04 

CAPT Welch USPACOM 24 Feb 04 

Col Ball USAF 25 Feb 04 

Col Hooker USA 25 Feb 04 

Col VanDyke USMC 24 Feb 04 

CAPTDossel USN 24 Feb 04 

Mr. Kravinsky USDP 23 Feb 04 

TabB 
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March 8,2004 

TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 1Jn 
SUBJECT: UCP Change 

I do hope you can break loose the Unified Command Plan change to put Syria and 

Lebanon in CENTCOM instead of EUCOM. - ~ 0 /v 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
030804-67 

11-L-0559/0SD/29968 
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TO: Doug Feith 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. John Abizaid 

c c : Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld \lt 
SUBJECT: Afghan Prisons 

March 8,2004 

Let's get a timeline where we can get Afghanistan to provide the prisons necessary 

to house the GTMO detainees who are Afghans. One would think we ought to be 

able to get the right kind of an arrangement. 

Thanks. 

DHR,dh 
030804-17 

·····························~··········································· 
Please respond by !J/1-,1,/0_4 __ _ 

OSD 03387-04 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. John Abizaid 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Location of South Korean Troops 

March 8, 2004 

Do you think the location of the Koreans in Kirkuk is a good place for them, or is 

it a bit too much of a flashpoint? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OJOS04·9 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: PRTs 

March 8, 2004 

We need to get a glide path on these PRTs, so we know where they are going to 

end up. 

For example, are they going to be: 

- Ended at some point. 

- Migrated into something else. 

- Transferred to the Afghan government. 

- Moved from military to civilian NGO/State Department/ AID-type 

staffing. 

- Other. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030804-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD O 33 89-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

LTG John Craddock 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ,~ 

stJBJF.C1': Standing Orders 

I just read this Operation Deep Freeze memo. I wonder how many things like this 

exist that need to be reviewed in light of September 11. This was in July 200 I, 

before September 11. Four hundred missions is a pile of missions. 

Let's get some review of things that preceded September 11 that need to be 

reviewed like that. Please give me a proposal. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/12/04 J-3 response to SecDef snowflake 
1/27/04 SttDef memo to CJ(S re: Antarctica (012704-17) 

DHR.:dh 
030204-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 3 / t 1 / b ¥ 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031S..9999 
('·.- . ' . 
\: .. _ ... 

.,..., ·, L·: ' '~-- . 
\. ..... · j - - '· 

Clt-1668-04 .. .: 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~f6 
SUBJECT: Standing Orders 

5 Api.11 2004 

• Issue. "I just read this Operation Deep Freeze memo. I wonder how many things 
like this exist that need to be reviewed in light of September 11 . This was in July 
2001 ,before September 11 . Four hundred missions is a pile of missions. Let's get 
some review of things that preceded September 11 that need to be reviewed like 
Operation Deep Freeze. Plea~e give me a proposal." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. The Joint Staff, combatant command and Service staffs have 
examined all standing execution orders (EXORDs). Operation DEEP FREEZE 
(ODF) is the only EXORD that had not been cancelled, reviewed or modified 
since 11 September 2001. I anticipate that a fuither evaluation of outstanding 
memorandums of agreement(MOAs) and understanding with other agencies may 
highlight areas that do not have a direct bearing on the War on Tenorism. A 
review of these memorandums will be forwarded by 30 April. 

• Discussion. EXORDs dating back to 1992 were analyzed to detennine if they had 
undergone periodic review and approval since 11 September. 

• Before July 2001 , ODFwas executed under anMOAwith the National 
Science Foundation. USTRANSCOM supports several such MO As pre-dating 
September 200 1 that are now under evaluation. 

• Combatant commander and Service staffs were encouraged to continue their 
review of all EXORDs that require use of DOD assets in light of their 
applicability to current operations. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Lt Gen Norton A. Schwartz> USAF; Director, J-3; ._ _____ _. 

ISO O 33 9 8 --0 4 .. -
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TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USA COL Hooker 17 March 2004 

USN CAPT Thompson 18March 2004 

USAF Col Murphy 17 March 2004 

USMC Col Van Dyke 17 March 2004 

USCENTCOM Col Hiebert 16 March 2004 

USEUCOM COL Rogers 17 March 2004 

USJFCOM CAPT Smith 17 March 2004 

USNORTHCOIVI CAPT Jacobs 15 March 2004 

USPACOM Col Murphy 17 March 2004 

USSOCOM .Mr. Eichenberger 16 March 2004 

USSOUTHCOM Col Gurney 15 March 2004 

USSTRATCOM CAPT Oliver 17 March 2004 

USTRANSCOM Col Pedersen 17 March 2004 

TabB 
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TO: L TG John Craddock 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: KIA Statistics 

March 1,2004 

I do want to get the "killed in action" figures for Afghanistan and Iraq by month 

and since the beginning, and I would like it soon. 

Thanks. 

DHR;dti 
030104-46 ...... , ...............................................•...........••.•••. 
Please respond by 3 / S' / 0 'f 

~ ~ i, 
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ADMINISTRATION AND 

M ANAG EMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEF ENS E PEN TAGO N 

WASHING T ON, DC 203 01 - 1950 

INFO MEMO 

~ " ' • --r 
I , 1 ~ i 

• In the attached snowflake dated March 1,2004, you requested the KIA figures for 
Afg hanistan and Iraq by month, since the beginning of operations. 

• The attached table reflects Service deaths from October I, 200 I through March 4, 
2004 for Operation Enduring Freedom and from March 19 ,2003 through March 4, 
2004 for Operation Iraqi Freedom. 

• These KIA statistics will be updated and provided to you on a monthly basis. 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Howard Becker, ! .... (b_)(_6) __ __ 
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~ . 
TO: L TG John Craddock 

Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfetd'-lf·· 

SUBJECT: KIA Statistics 

March 1,2004 

I do want to get the "killed in action" figures for Afghanistan and Iraq by month 

and since the beginning, and I would like it soon. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
03010446 

..•••......•..............................• , 
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KILLED IN ACTION 

·1 Operation ENDURING FREEDOM Operation IRAQI 

Afghan 
Other Non-

MO/YR Tota] 
Afghan 

Non- Total 
KIA 

KIA* 
Hostile'' 

OEF** Hostile 

2001 
OctOl 3 0 2 I 0 0 0 
NovOl 4 0 1 3 0 0 0 
DecOI 4 3 0 I 0 0 0 

2002 
Jan 02 10 1 9 0 0 0 0 
Feb02 12 0 l 11 0 0 0 
Mar02 9 8 1 0 0 0 0 
Apr02 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 
May02 1 I 0 0 ol ol o I 
Jun 02 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 

Jul 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Aug02 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Seo02 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Oct02 3 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Nov02 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Dec02 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

I 2003 
Feb03 4 0 4 0 0 0 0 
Feb03 6 0 0 6 0 0 0 
Mar03 .11 2 6 3 61 54 7 
Apr03 2 2 0 0 77 55 22 

~ 
1 0 I 0 37 8 29 
3 1 1 1 30 18 12 3 

Jul 03 1 0 I 0 46 27 19 

Au~03 4 4 0 0 36: J4 22 
0 ..:,c;p U.l 2 1 1 30 18 12 

Oct03 3 1 0 2 43 33 10 
Nov03 6 6 0 0 82 70 12 
Dec03 1 0 0 I 40 25 15 

2004 
Jan 04 9 8 1 0 45 41 4 
Feb04 2 I 0 1 22 12 10 

11-L-0559/0SD/29978 



Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 
Operation IRAQI 

FREEDOM 

Thru 
Mar4,04 0 0 0 0 1 1 

Totals 112 44 31 37 550 376 

* Deaths in support of our military operation in Afghanistan (includes deaths in 

Afghanistan, Pakistan and Uzbekistan) 

** Other deaths in support of the Global War on Terrorism (includes deaths in the 
Philippines, Djibouti, Southwest Asia and Guantanamo) 

SOURCE: Defense Casualty Information Processing System (DCIPS) 
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1Nf6RM"Tl6N RERJfR0N 

TO: LanyDi Rita 
7:3SPM L~~ 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1A. 

DA TE: February 18, 2004 

SUBJECT: Malaysia 

Have we invited Najib, the MoD from Malaysia to the U.S.? If not, should we? 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.06 

Please respond by: ______ a_\_a_, ______ _ 

IHF8RMAll0N REJBfR8N OSD 0344 6-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/29980 zs-a> :; 4 LZ :~:) ccr 
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THE SECRETARY OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

March 8, 2004 

200405010 
1 ' I ··· .-

!._.', •. : 

1 • C";} 
l • ..) i 

MEMORANDUM TO SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DONALD RUMSFELD 

FROM: Colin L. Powell 0Y 
SUBJECT: USAID Folks in Afghanistan 

Don: Enclosed is a note from Andrew Natsios responding to your note on this 
subject. 

As you will see from the enclosures, USAID is filling up its positions in 
Afghanistan and providing incentives and career recognition to those who serve. 

Not sure, but we hear you might have gotten the impression from some PRT 
people who are waiting for their USAID complement. It will be there shortly. 

Enclosure: 
Memorandum from Andrew Natsios dated March 4, 2004. 

cc: Dr. Condoleezza Rice, National Security Council Advisor 

0 SD O 3 4 6 4 - 0 4 
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U.S. AGl:NO FOR 

INTERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT 

~ Administraior 

INFORMA Tl ON MEMORANDUM 
S/ES 

UNCLASSlFIED 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

The Secretary -

Andrew S. Natsio~ 

March 4, 2004 

We recently discussed Secretary Rumsfeld's trip to Afghanistan and 
his finding that service in USAID Missions in conflict zones was not career 
enhancing. 

Our Senior Foreign Service assignment cycle was just completed. I 
thought you might like to know that, in both Iraq and Afghanistan, our 
directors and deputy directors each received their first-choice follow-on 
assignments. These assignments included U.S. Ambassador to Swaziland 
(the one ambassadorial position set aside for a senior USAID officer), 
USAID Representative to the World Food Programme in Rome, Director for 
West Bank/Gaza in Tel Aviv, and Deputy Director for the Caucasus Region. 

I do not know how Secretary Rumsfeld might have formed his 
opinion, but we are "walking the walk" on rewarding officers for serving in 
hardship posts, and are widely publicizing this result in order to encourage 
more volunteers for tough assignments. 

1300 PcNJ\SH\'Ai'>IA AVENUL N.W. 
\\'ASIIINGTON, D,C. 20523 
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USAIO/Afghanistan Staffing* 01 /2002-03/2004 

!-+-Kabul Staff - PRT Staff I 

30 ...------------------------------------------------------------------

'ii 
t 

25 

20 

.J 15 

a 
10 

5 

-·-·-..... ·---·---·-_.~ • 
o.._. _____________________________________ ,.... ____ __ 

•Kabul Staff includes US Direct Hires, Personal Services Contractors and Sector Specialists 
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~ ' • .. Notices Detail 
' 

l:JUSAJOr., Privacy • Bureaus • Sectors • Regions • Missions • Resources • References • Search 

ReA~:aiQIL.A//J 
~ "-:ii'i' ¢..~ Reeulbl of your query of the Agency Nodces 

Search by Notice Type/Month oflssue I Advanced Search I Full-Text Search 

October 2003 Notices 

Page I of2 

Previous I Next Download a copy for printing. Notices Home Page Contact I Help 

Date: I 0/24/2003 
Subject: Agency Support for Staffing lraq and Afghanistan 

Type: Executive Message 
Agency Notice Message: 

This message was released on 10/24/2003, as an Executive Message. 
This Notice is being posted to the intranet for record purpose. 

Notice 
ADMINISTRATOR 

E X E C U T I V E 

SUBJECT: Agency Support for Staffing Iraq and Afghanistan 

During the recent Worldwide Mission Directors' Conference, I 
requested the assistance of all USAID employees in supporting the 
establishment of our new missions in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

These new programs constitute an Agency priority, and the 
involvement of employees at all levels, worldwide, will be required 
to assure the success of USAID operations in these countries. 
Until the new missions have recruited and trained sufficient staff, 
the help of experienced USAIO employees from Washington and from 
other countries will be needed, and calls for volunteers for 
temporary duty assignments to Iraq and Afghanistan will be issued 
in the following weeks. We will be searching for seasoned U.S. 
direct hire employees, U.S. personal services contractors, and 
foreign service national employees to volunteer for six-month TDYs 
to either Iraq or Afghanistan. 

To be successful, this effort will require not only the 
dedicated efforts of volunteers, it will also require the 
continuing support of Agency managers to assure that employees are 
made available for temporary duty assignments. I expect that every 
effort will be made to shift workloads and to reward and encourage 
employees who are ready to serve in Iraq or Afghanistan. 

11-L-0559/0SD/29984 
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• .. •;Notices Detail 

Foreign Service Officers are also strongly urged to pursue 
regular assignment opportunities in these posts. These essential 
positions must be filled, and there is no more important or 
rewarding work in the Agency. The Office of Human Resources is 
working closely with their counterparts in the Department of State 
to develop allowances and incentives suitable for these difficult 
postings. Further, it is my intention to assure that service in 
Iraq and Afghanistan is :t'ecognized when d assi runent decisions 

ua performance is reviewed b the 
ave instructed HR to work with AFSA and 

The exceptional dedication and professionalism of our 
workforce is much appreciated, and I eY.tend my thanks to USAID 
employees worldwide for their unflagging support for our 
reconstruction work in these posts. 

Andrew S. Natsios 

Point of Contact: Any questions concerning this Notice may 
be directed to Gail Ulrich, ANE/AMS, (202) 712-4030. 

OtCober 2003 Notites 
Previous I Next Notices Home Page 

Search by Notice Type/Month of Issue I Advanced Search I Full-Text Searcb 

Page 2 of2 

Contact 1 HelP-

http://iapp1.usaid.gov/notices/notDetail.cfm?Body TextPath=e:\htdocs\body\2003\ 10\ 729 .. . 03/04/2004 
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l'JUS.A1DC Privacy • Bureaus • Sectors • Regions • Missions • Resources • References • Search 

Result .;.;"'!Ii.~~~.\~~~ I~~~ a A 
Detatl ., .. "aMI"" ------~ ~--_.,, __________________________ _ 

~, • .ta.~ 0,'.f:i Results of )'OUr query of the Agency Natices 

Search by Notice Type/Month oflssue I Advanced Search I Full-Text Search 

January 2004 Notices 

Page I of 3 

Previous I Next Download a copy for printin~. Notices Home Page Contact I Reill' 

Date: 01/06/2004 
Subject: Temporary Duty (TOY) Support for USAID Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PR Ts) in 

Afghanistan 
Type: Personnel 

Agency Notice Message: 

PERSONNEL 
USAID/W Notice 
M/HR 
01/06/2004 

SUBJECT: Temporary Duty (TDY) Support for USAID Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams (PRTs) in Afghanistan 

The USAID Administrator has requested the assistance of all 
employees in supporting the USAID program in Afghanistan through 
TDY opportunities. The ANE Bureau is now searching for seasoned 
U.S. direct hire employees and U.S. personal services contractors 
to volunteer for temporary duty assignments in special Provincial 
Reconstruction Teams in Afghanistan. 

The ANE Bureau is developing a roster of U.S. direct hire and U.S. 
PSC employees willing to volunteer for temporary duty assignments. 
The duration of the TOY assignments may vary according to need, but 
prospective volunteers must be prepared for temporary duty 
assignments of six months. 

The mission is seeking employees interested in serving as Field 
Program Officers (FPO) in Afghanistan, working on joint 
civilian/U.S. military Provincial Reconstruction Teams (PRT), based 
in provincial cities. PRTs are located throughout Afghanistan and 
are involved in a wide range of activities related to security and 
reconstruction. FPOs serve as the primary representatives of USAID 
in their areas. The FPOs act as liaison with local officials, UN 
agencies and NGOs, and are involved with collecting and analyzing 
information on actual and potential USAID projects and will manage 
projects implemented through the PRTs. Living and working 
conditions are rustic and challenging. 

The allowances and incentives available include the 25% Post 
Differential (retroactively paid after serving beyond 42 days at 

http://iappl.usaid.gov/notices/notDetail.cfm?BodyTextPath=e:\htdocs\body\2004\0 l \ 752... 03/04/2004 
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post) and 25% Danger Pay, which begins upon arrival in-country. 
In addition, USAID plans to apply the provisions of the special 
Afghanistan Service Recognition Package which was recently approved 
by the Department of State. The package includes the following 
allowances and benefits: 

Post Differential Pay Cap Lifted: For employees assigned or 
detailed to Afghanistan, the hardship differential pay cap, 
currently established at $154,700, will be lifted so that the 
statutory aggregate pay cap of $171,900 would apply to salary plus 
benefits. NOTE: The Chief of Mission (COM) and the SFS Pay Caps 
would still apply. 

Rollover of benefits: Danger pay, post differential payments and 
special differential can roll over to the following calendar year 
if an employee reaches the statutory aggregate pay cap of $171,900 
(EX-1, S USC 5307) in a given year. Retirements immediately after 
Afghanistan Service: Payments withheld because of the cap are 
payable when an employee leaves service. NOTE: the COM pay cap does 
not have rollover provisions, while the SFS pay cap allows for 
rollover of post differential . 

Special Differential: FS-Ols to FS-04s, who are assigned to 
Afghanistan or working extended details there of 180 consecutive 
days or more, will earn an additional 18 per cent of their basic 
pay to help compensate for long hours worked. 

Permit continuation of differential pay for up to 30 days out of 
country: Employees assigned or detailed to Afghanistan will 
continue to receive differential pay while in the U.S. for up to 30 
days during their employment in Afghanistan. NOTE: Danger pay 
ceases upon departure from Afghanistan and re-starts immediately 
upon re-entry. Employees must still meet the 42-day eligibility 
requirement before they can receive post (hardship) differential. 

TOY support will be required on an intermittent basis until the 
Mission has recruited and trained sufficient staff. Interested 
employees should send expressions of interest, through their 
supervisors, to Nick Marinacci, Field Program Office Coordinator, 
USAID/Afghanistan. 

Point of Contact: .Any questions concerning this Notice may be 
directed to Trent Thompson, ANE/Afghanistan, !(b)(6) I 

Jullary 2004 Notices 
Frevious I Nm Notices Home Page 

Page 2 of3 

http://iapp1.usaid.gov/notices/ootDetail.cfm?BodyTextPath=e:\htdocs\body\2004\01\752... 03/04/2004 
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MAR. 5.2004 12:41PM EUROPEAN AFFAIRS 

TO: 

FROM! 

Dr. Condolee:~ ~U.:c 

Donald Run1 field: '\). 

SUBJECT: Service in !nu\ and .A.fghlUlistan 

N0.413 P.2 
NO. ?23 P.3 

Mardi 2, 2004 

What do you suppose m;gh1 be , me to make service in Afgbwatan or Iraq a 

career-enhancing move for Agc, 1c:y fer International Deve)Qpnwnt (AJD) 

employees? 

My undcrsJ:a.Uding is that a: ihe •Jt~icnt time it i$ net ccnsid.Brcd caree.r--enhanclng. 

I don't know that to be tnl·! but that is what I am told by peoplo. 
. . I 

,· ' 
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TABA 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: POTUS Letter to Colonel Graham 

February 20,2004 
-,05 

Please make sure we get a draft letter from the President to Colonel Graham about 

his son being killed in Iraq, 

Thanks. 

DHlt:dh 
OWJ04-lR . ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

... . · 1.,,.- . - ... , .... 

'··' c . -- . :· ~ , . . . r 

CH-1594-04 
INFO MEMO 9 Harch 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOF DEFENSE ~ii 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS(llf"<: 
SUBJECT: Letter to Colonel Graham 

• Issue. Please make sure we get a draft letter from the President to Colonel 
Graham about his son being killed in Iraq (TAB A). 

• Answer. Mr. Dan deGuzman of the White House Presidential 
Correspondence Office received infonnation regarding the death of 2L T 
Graham and prepared a letter from the President (TAB B) for Colonel and 
Mrs. Graham, his parents. The President signed the letter on 25 February. 

• Analysis 

• 2LT Graham was deployed to Iraq with Company C, 1st Battalion, 34th 
Armored Regiment, 1st Infantry Division. He was conducting a 
dismounted patrol when 211 improvised explosive device exploded. He 
was pronounced dead at the scene. Colonel Graham is the Chief of Staff 
at Fort Sill, Oklahoma. 

• The White House Presidential Correspondence Office is notified of the 
casualties via the White House Military Liaison Office and sends a letter 
to the next of kin forOEF and Olf deaths (except homicides and self-
i ntlicted) and non-theater training deaths. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Brig Gen Maiia. C. Owens, USAF; Director, J-1 ; t ... ~b-)(_
6

) ___ ___, 

11-L-0559/0SD/29990 
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TABA 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: POTUS Letter to Colonel Graham 

February 20,2004 
-io_5 

Please make sure we get a draft letter from the President to Colonel Graham about 

his son being killed in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
!l:':?004-11. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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02/ 241 Q 4 15: ,f.4 ... l(b_)(_6) ___ ___, 

February 25, 2004 

THE WHITE HOUSE, 

THB WRITE HOUSE 

WASlUNl',iTON 

DRAFT COPY 
Colonel and Mrs. Mark A. Graham 
l(b)(6) I 
1hr Carol and Mark: 

I ..tm deeplywdenedby the loss of your son,Second Lieutenant 
Jeffi-ey C. Graham, U$AR. 

forTrcy~ noble service jn Opi::ration Jraqi Freedom }11:1s helped to 
preserve the security of our homeland and 1he fr~tdom& America 
holds dear. Our Nation will not forget Jeffrey's sacrifice and 
unselfish dedicationin our efforts to make the world more 
peaceful and more frc( .. We will fnrcver honor his memory. 

I.aura and I sand Ou! heartfelt sympathy. N:: hope you Wi 11 be 
comforted by your faith and '.DE love and supporl of your family 
and mends. May Goo'bless you. 

Sincerely, 

George W . Bush 

11-L-0559/0SD/29992 
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White House 
Correspondence Office 

TAB C 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Mr. Dan deGuzman 

11-L-0559/0SD/29993 

24 February 2004 

TabC 



March 8, 2004 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Reuben Jeffery 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
SUBJECT: Militia Guard Holy Sites 

What do you think about having one of the militias become the guards for the Shia 

holy sites? 

Think of it like the Swiss Guard at the Vatican, that has guarded the Vatican for 

decades. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030804-71 

11-L-0559/0SD/29994 
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March 4,2004 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld-tif\..._ 

SUBJECT: Number ti -
Please get back to me with that number I asked you for, the percentage-the one I 

guessed was something like .012. 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
030404-30 

............................•............... , 

11-L-0559/0SD/29995 
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.·~ UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301·4000 

INFO MEMO -

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS March 8,2004, 1200 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DavidS.C. Chu, USD~ . .,. ~ -• ,J I A- >') /ti . a 
( ~~4Vt-V<&:. ( - ,y v-t../ /~ '/,,i,. ~~7 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE - Number of Reserve Component Members Serving in the 
Balkans 

• Based on an inquiry from Congressman Roy D. Blunt, you asked for the number and 
percentage of Reserve component members who served in the Balkans . 

• 

--------- FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOO FYOI FY02 FY03 

Bosnia 8,114 7,776 1,378 1,754 1,965 4,6 14 2,808 3,()4 1 

Kosovo 0 0 0 5,576 1,527 960 842 2,529 

Total-Balkans 8,114 7,776 1,378 7,330 3,492 5,574 3,650 5,570 

% of Selected 
Reserve* 0.87% 0.85% 0.1 5% 0.83% 0.40% 0.64% 0.41 % 0.63% 

% of Ready 
* Reserve* 0.53% 0.54% 0.10% 0.57% 0.28% 0.46% 0.30% 0.48% 

• Reserve component call-ups for Bosnia operations began December 8, 1995 
(Presidential Executive Order 12982) and for Kosovo operations April 27, 1999 
(Presidential Executive Orde r 13 120). 

Total 

31,450 

11,434 

42,884 

• The annual totals represent less than 1 %of the Selected Reserve force for each year, 
an<l, at the highest, s lightly more than 1/2 of 1% of the Ready Reserve. 

• COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared By: Mr. Dan Kohner, OASD/RA(M&P),j._<b_H_6) _ _.. 

G 
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) FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOO FY01 FY02• FY03* 
. Bosnia 8,114 7,776 1,378 1,754 1,965 4,614 2,808 3,041 , 
Kosovo 0 0 0 5,576 1,527 960 842 2,529 ;, 

·Balkans-Total 8,114 7,776 1,378 7,330 3,492 5,574 3,650 5,570 .. ·. 

I' 

'· 
·~ 

.~ 
i( 
;1 SelRes Pop 928,033 909,740 889,078 879,027 873,207 875,398 882,142 882,792' 
j Mob'd for Balkans -
1, % of SelRes 0.87% 0.85% 0.15% 0.83% 0.40% 0.64% 0.41% 0.63% :, 
:=·~. ., l~~ 
~ ~ 
,~ ... !R!!!"!A .... P!!!!"'o_p _____ so....,a...,,s .... 01!!!!'11-s"'""41-.2""'!!3"'""41-4""'"'5"'""4, .... 3s"""'o.,..l -4 ... o .... 9"""',s ... 11!"1"1 ........ 31 .... s ..... 2 .... 4s ... l--.3"""'4a ..... 1 .... 2"'""'3 .... I ._.3.,.,,11 .... , 1"!!!'19 ... l-2 .... a"""4, .... 30.,..,,.9ti 

j * • 
"! Ready Reserve Pop 
( (SelRes + IRA/ING) 
·· Mob'd for Balkans -
?.~ 

~ % of Ready Reserve 
•'. 

f •. 

;r Bosnia 
Z; Kosovo 
W• 

i1cumulative RC ., 

1,536,640 1,450,974 1,353,428 

0.53% 0.54% 0.10% 

PRC via EO 12982· 8 Dec 95 
PRC via EO 13120 - 27 Apr 99 

t -, II .11 I 
Bosnia 31,450 
Kosovo 11,434 

1,288,844 1,251,452 1,224,121 1,199,321 

0.57% 0.28% 0.46% 0.30% 

·' 
;\·. 

1,167,101: 

' ...... 
f,j 0.48%: 
;~ 

1: ·'· 
( 

~ ~ 
S 
I 

j · Includes Reserve members in support of Operation NOBLE EAGLE in Balkan countries as well as Operations I 
;» JOINT EN DEA VCA/GUARD/FORG E (Bosnia) and JOINT GUARDIAN (Kosovo) 
f.\ 

ff ~[!·:~~~i.~'.?-!~f i:t:~3rt}ttr.{i·;_·:,~•-iif.--_~ttt -~.t~;{,: -~r::,., \:~-, i:e:.,:~{~~)\i; _: '·JJ.1'.~Jt,./;jil/<j\,T': , ··\:~}".\t 

RC Members Mobilized for Balkan Operations 
(Depicted as% of SelRes and IRR) 

1.0% -.----1~r::,-----..;;p;." ----------------------------. 

0.5% 

0.0% 

FY96 FY97 FY98 FY99 FYOI FY02• FY03• 

fll -RC members mobilizedfor Balkans - % of SelRes force. 

• - RC members mobilized for Balkans-% of Ready Reserve force. 
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March 4,2004 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelctt1\_ 

SUBJECT: Number {/ ~ 

Please get back to me with that number I asked you for, the percentage-the one I 

guessed was something like .012. 

Thanks 

DHR;dli 
03()4.04-30 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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7' " ' .. -. 1 ~ r : . ~ · S ~ 
CHAIRMAN OF THE J:llNI' CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

ACTION MEMO 
CW-1601-04 
10 March 2004 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
F~I.._ k-:, 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS flr4 '/ i'1~· tJ f 

SUBJECT: New Multi-National Force - Iraq (MNF-1) Structure 

e Issue: In response to your memorandum - ' regarding thoughts on soliciting 
Arab/Muslim forces for the new MNF-1, the following is provided. 

e Discussion: MNF-1 provides an opportunity to solicit Arab/Muslim contributions. Since 
contributing countries would be represented in the headquarters staff, the MNF-1 would 
be a multinational organization and force. This could encourage participation by 
Arab/Muslim countries previously unwilling to be a component of a US combat 
command. 

e As an example, protecting UN or NGO facilities would be palatable to Arab/Muslim 
countries; e.g., the Pakistanis advertised that they were in DESERT STORM to guard the 
Muslim Holy sites. We should give troop-contributing nations the flexibility to 
characterize their contributions, while allowing General Abizaid to control their 
employment. 

e It is important that the Iraqi Governing Council (JGC) support our requests for 
contributions of troops from Muslim countries. The existing interagcncymechanism to 
secure troop contributions provides for such an JGC review. 

• The Iraqi military/security leadership should be encouraged to developmilitary-to
military relationships with regional countries that will endure after transition to 
sovereignty. 

e 'Recommendation: My staff develop a Course of Action for securing contributions 
fro~sli1A'lf "Y'f 9dll. coordination with USD(P), USCENTCOM and DOS. 

Approv , Disapprove Othe1_· __ _ 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment:. 
As; stated 

Prepared By: LTG Walter Sharp, USA; Director, J-5: .... !(b_)<_5) ___ .... 

1 l-L-0559/0SD/30001 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: New CFC Structure 

Februarv 8,2004 

John Abizaid thinks that movement towards a new CFC structure allows us to shift 

focus from occupation to partnership. 

He also feels it gives us an opportunity to solicit help from Muslim countries. He 

indicated that the Yemeni foreign ministers believe that an Arab contribution for a 

specific purpose, such as protecting UN facilities or securing the airport, might 

work . 

.\ny thoughts? 

'Thanks. 

DIIR.llh 
I l;!{l~(\4. 11 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~,. :;_· ·_· ·;;; "f ............................... ·. 
Please rejpond by 

11-L-0559/0SD/30002 



March 10,2004 

TO: Honorable Alberto R. Gonzales 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfel~ , 

SUBJECT: Capital Case 

Attached is a brief memo on a legal situation here at the Pentagon that I will be 

mentioning to the President, probably tomoITow, and I wanted you to be aware of 

it. 

Attach. 
3/9/04 Talking Points on Capital Case 

DHR:dh 
03 HKJ4.J4 

11-L-0559/0SD/30003 
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TALKING POINTS 
CAPITAL CASE - COURT MARTIAL FOR MURDER 

9MARCH2004 

• On 2 March, the Commander at Ft Bragg, NC, referred capital murder 
charges against Sgt Hasan Akbar 

• The charges against Sgt Ankbar stem from his alleged grenade attack 
on members of his own unit -101 st Airborne Division -on 22 Mar 03 
in Kuwait 

• 2 officers were killed and 14 other servicemembers wounded in the 
incident 

• As a capital case 
o Jury is comprised of 12officers or enlisted soldiers (if 

requested by the accused) 
o Must use " guilt beyond a reasonable doubt " standard . . 
o Must unanimously agree on death sentence ... 

• Qef!_th penalty may only be ordered executed by the President after 
~~re~~ -

,...-.. o Amiy Court of Criminal Appeals 

o The United States Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces 
o Potentially, the United States Supreme Court 

• Impact on the President -· minimal to none in the near future 
o POTUS involved 9nlv if death sentence adjudged and after 

all appeals completed n -
o 15uration of trial coupfl. with the time it will take to 

complete the appeals process in a capital case makes any 
Presidential decision very unlikely in CY 04. 

• The President shoul not offer an o inion on S t. Ankbar's ({ 
possible guilt or innocence, or an opinion on an appropriate 
sentence in the event of a conviction. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30004 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Paul McHale. 

Jim Haynes 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
ADlv( Vern Clark 

H.)l"O 

SUBJECT: Navy - Coast Guard Authorities 

Scplcm1Jcr·22, 200..f 

is~o~<r 
b4 / ot~1)..S-- i.S 

As we move forward toward creating a Maritime NORAD structure to deal with 

homeland security on the seas. it makes sense to sort out the specific authorities 

between the Navy and Coast Guard. 

Please do a thorough review of the cu rrcn t relationship, with particular focus on "1 
homeland defense, and send up proposals that make the most sense for both f" 
departments. We should also look at the larger relationship between the Sea . ~ 
Services across the board - combat coordination, interaction overseas, acquisition, -0 

conunand and control arrangements and so forth. ~ 

Thanks. 

OHR:ss 
092204·5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by l1 / 30 /uy-
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HOMELAND 
DEFENSE 

ASSISTANTSECRETARYOF DEFENSE 
2600DEFENSEPENTAGON 

\VASHINGTON,DC 20301-2600 

INFO MEMO 9 FEB JOGS 

0tilt~cg(~ ~~~ ~ ·. 
I~ 
ES.-" 'I ""I'? 

FOR SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Paul McHale, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Homeland Defense) ~ 

SUBJECT: Navy - Coast Guard Authorities and Relationship 

• In response to your inquiry (TAB A), this memorandum addresses Navy and 
Coast Guard authorities and their relationship. 

• Your authority to conduct Mari time Homeland Defense missions is not 
restricted by any geographic boundary. 

• In the Unified Command Plan, the President has directed you to conduct 
DoD mmitime operations to defend the U.S. from national security 
threats within and beyond U.S. territorial seas. 

• Navy forces operate globally under the control of the combatant commanders. 

• You have provided guidance to the combatant commanders tc,r the use 
of Navy forces (and other Services' forces,as appropriate) in maritime 
defense operations by approving three execute orders (EXORDs), since 
January 2004. 

• These EXORDs provide the combatant commanders with authorities 
and procedures related to (a) maritime homeland defense. (b) expanded 
maritime interception operations, and ( c) maritime WMD threats. 

• The Coast Guard serves as the primary U.S. maritime law enforcement agency 
and, as a branch of the armed forces, operates concurrently as a military 
service and law enforcement agency (Title IO and Title 14 ). 

• Coast Guard forces exercise their broad law enforcement authorities 
globally, including in U.S. internal waters, territorial seas, and 
international waters. 

• In addition, Coast Guard forces routinely provide operational support to 
overseas combatant commanders, as coordinated with the Department of 
Homeland Security. 

0 ',,J ';) ~- ·,~· , •• .' ~ ,) • ," " : : L 4 i : 
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• For homeland security and defense operations, Navy and Coast Guard forces 
provide mutual support to each others' operations. 

• Coast Guard forces conduct routine homeland secmity patrols and 
boardings in the approaches to the U.S. and in U.S. territorial seas. 

• Navy forces, supp011ing the Coast Guard and their embarked law 
enforcement detachments, conduct maiitime law enforcement 
interception and counterdrug operations. 

• During a maritime homeland defense event, on-scene Coast Guard 
forces will operate under the control of the combatant commander, 
augmenting his Navy homeland defense forces. 

• DoD and DHS (including the Navy and the Coast Guard) will continue to 
improve their maritime operational roles and capabilities through the 
development and implementation of a number of on-going initiatives. Most 
notably, a presidential directive on ma1i time security policy was signed on 
December 2 1,2004 (NSPD-4 1/HSPD- 13). It directs DoD and DHS to develop 
a National Strategy for Maritime Security and supporting plans by the end of 
June, 2005. As directed by the President, DoD and DHS will also co-lead the 
development of plans for Maritime Domain Awareness, Maritime Threat 
Response, and Global Maritime lnte1Iigencc Fusion. Through these initiatives, 
we will continue to evaluate DoD' s authorities, roles, and responsibilities, as 
well as and our relationship with OHS and the Coast Guard, and update you as 
these effo11s progress. 

• TAB B provides more detailed information regarding Navy and Coast Guard 
authorities and the list of currentDoD/DHS maritime initiatives. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: CAPT Soloduk and CDR Koepper. OASD(HDL! .... (b_)(6_) __ 
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TO: Paul IvfcHale 

CC: Jim Haynes 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
ADM Vern Clark 

SUBJECT: Navy - Coast Guard Authorities 

Sc p{Clll bcr :n, 200~ 

i s~o~<; 
I 

D'-f IO f;l.1)..~- i-S 

As we move fon vard toward creating a Maritime NORAD structure to deal with 

homeland security on the seas, it makes sense to sort out the specific authorities 

between the Navy and Coast Guard. 

Please do a thorough review of the current relationship, with particular focus on 

homeland defense, and send up proposals that make the most sense for both 

departments. We should also look at the larger relationship between the Sea 

Services across the board - combat coordination, interaction overseas, acqui"sition, 

command and control arrangements and so forth. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092204-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 11 [ 3 o / Ot.f 

OSD 03614-0S 
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Additional Information Regarding the Navy and Coast Guard 

• In the Unified Command Plan, the President has recognized your responsibility 
to direct the execution of military missions in defense of the homeland, 
including missions within the maritime domain. Therefore, when a threat 
emerges within the maritime domain for which you determine a military 
response is required, you have the authority to directDoD forces to interdict 
that threat. 

• The 1986 Goldwater - Nichols Act established the current combatant command 
structure, which directs the responsibility for maritime warfightingto the 
combatant commanders rather than the Services. As a result, the Navy no 
longer has direct operational responsibility, but remains responsible for 
organizing, training, and equipping maiitime forces. 

• DoD support to the Coast Guard's homeland security and counter-narcotics 
missions includes essential communications, intelligence, surveillance, 
detection, and sea control capabilities. Coast Guard support to the DoD and 
combatant commanders' maritime defense roles, including maritime 
interception operations, proliferation security initiative boardings, and force 
protection includes vessels and personnel, as well as specific expertise in 
maritime law enforcement and port security operations. 

• The Coast Guard supp01ts the combatant commander and DoD's global 
maritime operations while simultaneously performing traditional homeland 
security missions, including: port, waterway, and coastal security; drug and 
migrant interdiction; marine safety; and environmental protection. For 
example, the Coast Guard provides support directly to the combatant 
commanders, with patrol boats and port security units within USCENTCOM's 
AOR Also, a Coast Guard officerrecently served as a maiitime component 
commanderto USSOUTHCOM during Haitian stability operations. 

• Both DoD and the Coast Guard have global maritime authorities and 
capabilities. It is reasonable to anticipate, however, that operations on the high 
seas and in forward regions will likely be led by DoD, employing its greater 
resources and global reach capability. Similarly, the Coast Guard will likely 
respond to terrorist threats within U.S navigable waters, U.S. territorial seas, 
and international waters, when deemed appropriate due to the presence of their 
operational assets. As both DoD and DHS organizations work to draft the 
National Strategy for Maritime Security, we anticipate that DoD and OHS 
maritime responsibi Ii ties will be further clarified and coordinated. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30011 



• The National Fleet Policy Statement, first prepared in 1998 and updated in 
2002, is a Chief of Naval Operations and Coast Guard Commandant document 
that commits their Services to work together to integrate acquisition, platforms, 
infrastructure,and operations to ensure their forces mutually complement each 
other's roles and missions. The commitment to build multi-mission 
capabilities across all maritime missions has been demonstrated through 
cooperation on the Coast Guard's Deepwater Program and the Navy's Littoral 
Combat Ship project. 

• Both Services continue to coordinate policy at the headquarters level and 
coordinate operations at the local command center level. To increase seamless 
DoD - Coast Guard operations, the Maritime Homeland Defense MOA 
recently signed by the Secretaries of Defense and Homeland Security provides 
for the rapid transfer of Coast Guard forces to commanders of 
USNORTHCOM and USP ACOM for maritime homeland defense operations. 
We are examining the benefits of a similar arrangement for providing rapid 
DoD support to the Coast Guard for time-critical maritime homeland security 
activities. 

• DoD and Coast Guard interoperability is reinforced through regularly 
scheduled exercises and real-world operations. A recent CJCS exercise 
demonstrated, however, that we must consider the assets of other agencies in 
our maritime response. In the scenario, when threatened with a teJTorist vessel 
carrying WMD, we saw the need to integrate USSOCOM and both the FBI and 
CIA into our operational task force. They joined DoD and Coast Guard assets, 
forming an integrated interagency task force under the control of a combatant 
commander to interdict the vessel, conduct an opposed boarding, render-safe 
the WMD device, and conduct immediate forensic and investigative activities. 

• Executing an active, layered maritime defense-in-depth requires the full 
integration of our national maiitime capabilities. The draft Strategy for 
Homeland Defense and Civil Support, coordinated with the Coast Guard, 
directs the Commander, USNORTHCOM, to further assess the maiitime 
requirements of his AOR with a focus on providing a unified concept of 
combined maritime operations, including recommendations for integration of 
appropriate Coast Guard capabilities and those of other agencies. 

• DoD and OHS, including the Navy and Coast Guard, are working with other 
U.S. Government agencies on the fol lowing initiatives: 

• You and Secretary Ridge recently signed a MOA that provides for the 
rapid transfer of Coast Guard forces to the commanders of 
USNORTHCOM and USPACOM for maiitime homeland defense 
operations. We are engaged with DHS on the possibility of a similar 

2 
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' arrangement for providing DoD support for DHS/Coast Guard 
activities. 

o National Security Presidential Directive 41/Homeland Security 
Presidential Directive 13, Maritime Security Policy was signed on 
December 2 I, 2004. It directs DoD and DHS to jointly develop a 
National Strategy for Maritime Security and additional supp01ting plans 
for maritime domain awareness, maritime threat response, and global 
maritime intelligence integration. DoD played a significant role in the 
drafting of the NSPD/IISPD, which does not impinge on your exclusive 
authority to command and control DoD forces, engage in cooperative 
activities with foreign militmies, and conduct global mmitime defense 
operations. 

• The Deputy Secretary of DHS and ASD(HD) co-chair an interagency 
Maritime Domain Awareness Steering Group to improve and better 
integrate our ability to deploy maritime surveillance capabilities. A 
National Maritime Surveillance and Awareness Plan will be developed 
and incorporated into the National Strategy for Maritime Security as 
required by the NSPD/HSPD. 

• To summarize, the relationship between DoD and the Coast Guard is based on 
complementary capabi Ii ties and appropriate authorities. The staffs of OSD, 
The Joint Staff, and the Navy and Coast Guard are working to build a more 
effective, layered maritime defense using the complementary maritime 
capabilities of DoD and the Coast Guard. 

3 
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COORDINATION SHEET 

Navy - Coast Guard Authorities 

Office Representative Date 

Department of the Navy CDRDykcs Dec 6,2004 
CDRWatts 

US Coast Guard CAPT Baumgartner Dec 6,2004 
MrTerriberay 

Joint Staff CAPIGray Dec 6,2004 
CDRBanks 

General Counsel Mr Dell' Orto Dec 6,2004 

USNORTHCOM CDRSulley Dec 6,2004 
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DEFENSE BUSINESS PRACTICE 

IMPLEMENTATION BOARD 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1100 

ACTION MEMO 

" . 

"j'l:--i ,:r "l 
,. ~- •• ",ii 

March I, 2004, 8:19 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

~ \ l'\hl\0~ 
FROM: Gus Pagonis, Chairman, Defense Business Board ti--f~ 

SUBJECT: Appointment of DBB Task Force to Provide Rec~mm~dations on the 0 
Creation of a Principal Under Secretary of Defense for Management and/or Other 5l'!. 
Options for Management of Business Transt<.Jrmation Initiatives 0 

• In several of its recommendations and deliberations over the past two years, 

the DBB has made reference to the need for a senior official who has the time 

and authority to direct the implementation and integration of business 

transformation initiatives such as Business Management Modernization, 

Human Capital Reform, Balanced Scorecard, and Supply Chain Integration. 

• A prospective solution, among others, is to appoint a Principal Under Secretary 

of Defense for Management (PUSD (M)). The PUSD(M) would report to the 

Secretary through the Deputy and would have authority to direct action 

throughout the department but only on key business transformation initiatives. 

• In principle, creating a PCSD(M) has received strong support from several 

Board members and official observers including David Walker, Comptroller 

General of the United States. However, concerns also have been expressed by 

some Board members and senior DoD officials regarding the negative effects 

of creating another potential layer of management. 

• The DBB is anxious to evaluate this concept in fmiher detail in order to 

validate it, or to present alternate structures that could accomplish the same 

G OSD 03685-04 
1 of3 
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objective. Special emphasis will be placed on developing recommendations 

that avoid the potential for duplicative management oversight and 

balkanization of DoD decision making processes. The use of a focused DBB 

task group for this effort will ensure a quick turnaround and a set of 

recommendations on the following: 

1. Management structure and designation of leadershipposition(s) as 
required. 

2. Chartered roles and responsibilities 

3. Authority and accountability vis a vis the Secretary of Defense. Deputy 

Secretary of Defense. the Under Secretaries of Defense. and the Service 

Secretaries. 

4. lf a PUSD (M) is recommended as an option: 

a Desired characteristics of the PUSD (M) with respect to skills, 

experience, and expertise. 

o A list of prospective PUSD (M) candidates. 

5. Proposed next steps for implementation 

• The Under Secretaries of Defense (Comptroller,AT&L, and P&R) have been 

informed of this proposed task group. However, since this is a study effort, we 

have not sought formal coordination from them. Summaries of Mr. Wynne's 

and Dr. Chu's respective reactions are attached. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you direct the creation of the PUSD (M) task group 

with the mandate to report back to the Deputy Secretary of Defense within 90 

days. 

11-L-0559/0S D/30017 
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Attachments : 
As stated. 

CC: UNDER SECRETARY OFDEFENSE(AT&L) 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER) 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PERSONNEL AND 

READINESS) 

Approve ____ _ 

Disapprove ___ _ 

Prepared by: T.Modly/Executive Director.DBB/2E314.j ..... <b_)(_6>_ ..... !March 2,2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30018 
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Summary of Feedback on P DBB t 

• Mike Wynne (from e-mail on February 7,2004): 

"Tam a dissenter on this question. I do not believe we need a distinct 

PUSD (Management) to execute management refr>rm or business 

transformation in the Department. I fear the erection of a new organization 

within OSD for this purpose will lead inevitably to duplication and conflict 

- without regard to whatever conclusion a study may come. The resource 

issues are real; the policy questions are real. Our focus ought to be on 

implementing existing efforts more efficiently. Those who have functional 

responsibility for a policy area ought to be - and in many instances are - at 

the forefront of management reform in the building. Making this a staff 

function could undermine ongoing actions, and instilling change is all about 

leadership, not staffship. The impediments come from the occasionally 

chaotic manner we implement; in some cases, there are too many 

organizations who think they have - or should have - the responsibility. 

Many authors have endorsed the notion that business leaders need to 

lead change management and be empowered, with accountability, to do so. 

The proposal would undermine that principle. At what point does a 

business transformation effort become the purview of the 

PUSD(Managemcnt)? Moreover, we have the Aldridge study out there 

11-L-0559/0SD/30019 



with a series of needed reforms imbedded within it. Shouldn't we be 

spending our time implementing options that improve the joint look, the 

programming process, and policy outcomes? Why would we divorce 

"management" from those efforts? Why do we need yet another study? 

Likely an IG study, or a study that provides the present leadership with 

more action oriented approaches to achieving their vision, but one that will 

result in no smarter action than re-organization is questionable. The clock 

is running and we don't need another stovepipe. My vote is to thanks them 

for the suggestion, and if they agree, offer an action oriented effort to assist 

present management. Else, drop this." 

• David Chu (as paraphrased by Bob Hale from conversation on February 

24,2004): 

• Disagrees with PUSD(M) concept. 

• Concerned that processes would be balkanized and that an additional 

layer of management would be unproductive. 

• Agrees that some arrangement frJr continuity of major management 

projects when Administrations and senior officials change. 

• Supports the Board looking at other potential approaches as alternates to 

the PUSD(M) solution. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30020 
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TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

c c : David Chu 
Dov Zakheim 
Mike Wynne 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel<l)f\ 

SUBJECT: Proposal for PUSD for Management 

March 15,2004 

Here is a proposal from Gus Pagonis. Please get your head into it and come back 

to me with your own thoughts on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/1/04 Pagonis Memo to SecDefw/feedback from AT &Land P&R attached 

DHR:dh 
031504-20 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. DC 20301-1100 

INFOMEMO 

March 16, 2004, 7:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S.Zakheim ~ 
SUBJECT: PUSD for Management 

• Gus Pagonis' proposal regarding a PUSD for Management reflects 

numerous discussions that he and I have had on the subject, as well as 

discussions between myself and David Walker, and various talks among 

Dave Walker, Paul, and Gus. 

• Dave Walker pushed for a second DepSecDef. Paul, Gus and Tall thought 

this was not the right way to go. PUSD creates a primus inter pares among 

the under secretaries, while retaining the chain of command through the 

Deputy Secretary. I think Gus is right on with his proposal. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

11-L-0559/0SD/30022 OSD 036 8 5-04 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ...... ,-
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON _,.,}),:_i., -

~=I ;::i .. '; 'T ... 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 ~'-v"- · 
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ACTION MEMO 2rnq !'.!} 12 u, to= 26 

DEFENSE BUSINESS PRACTICE 
IMPLEMENTATION BOARD 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

March 1, 2004, 8: 19 AM 

DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: Gus Pagonis, Chairman, Defense Business Board 
\ t\hl\Oq 

SUBJECT: Appointment of DBB Task Force to Provide R ns on the 
Creation of a Principal Under Seaetary of Defense for Management and/or Other 
Options for Management of Business Transformation Initiatives 

• In sewrnl of its recommendations and deliberations over the past two years, 

the 088 has made reference to the need for a senior official who has the time 

and authority to direct the implementation and integration of business 

transformation initiativc>s such as Business Management Modernization, 

Human Capital Reform, Balanced Scorecard, and Supply Chain Integration. 

• A prospective solution, among others. is to appoint a Principal Undtr Secrttary 

of Defense for Management (PUSD (M)). The PUSD(M) ,vould report to the 

Secretary through the Deputy and would have authority to direct action 

throughout the department but only on key business transformation initiatives. 

• Tn principle, creating a PUSD(M) ha!-i received strong suppo11 from several 

Board members and official observers including David Walker, Comptroller 

General of the United State.s. However. conc~m:,; al:-o have been expressed by 

some Board members and senior DoD officials regarding the negative effects 

of creating another potential layer of management. 

• The DBB is anxious to evaluate this concept in further detail in order to 

validate it. or to present alternate structures that could accomplish the same 

G 
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objective. Special emphasis will be placed on developing recommendations 

that avoid the potential for duplicative management oversight and 

balkanization of DoD decision making processes. The use of a focused DBB 

task group for this effort will ensure a quick turnaround and a set of 

recommendations on the following: 

1. Management structure and designation of leadershipposition(s) as 
required. 

2. Chartered roles ~md responsibilities 

3. Authority and a.:countability vis a vis the Secretary of Defense, Deputy 

Secretary of Defense. the Under Secretaries of Defense, and the Service 

Secrt"taries. 

4.' If a PUSD (M) is recommended as an option: 

CJ Desired characteristics of the PUSD (M) with respect to 

experience, and 

a A list of prospective PUSD (M) randidates. 

5. Proposed next steps for implementation 

• The Under Secretaries of Defense (Comptroller.AT &L, and P&R) have been 

informed of this proposed task group. However. since this is a study effort, we 

have not sought formal coordination from them. Summaries of Mr. Wynne's 

and Dr. Chu's respective reactions are attached. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you direct the creation of the PUSD (M) task group 

with the mandate to report back to the Deputy Secretary of Defense within 90 

days. 

2 of3 
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Attachments: 
As stated. 

CC: UNDER SECRETARYOFDEFENSE(AT&L) 
UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER) 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PERSONNEL AND 

READINESS) 

Approve ____ _ 

Disapprove ___ _ 

Prepared by: T.Modly/Execut1ve Director, DBB/2E3I41(b)(6} ~arch 2,2004 

3 of 3 
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Summary of Feedback on Proposed DBB Study 

• Mike Wynne (from e-mail on February 7 ,2004): 

"I am a dissenter on this question. I do not believe we need a distinct 

PUSD (Management) to execute management reform or business 

transformation in the Department. I fear the erection of a new organization 

within OSD for this purpose will lead inevitably to duplication and conflict 

- without regard to whatever conclusion a study may come. The resource 

issues are real; the policy questions are real. Olr focus ought to be on 

ii nplementi ng existing efforts more efficiently. Those who have functional 

responsibility for a policy area ought to be - and in many instances arc - at 

the forefront of management reform in the building. Making this a staff 

function could undermine ongoing actions, and instilling change is all about 

leadership, not staffship. The impediments come from the occasionally 

chaotic manner we implement; in some cases, there are too many 

organizations who think they have - or should have - the responsibility. 

Many authors have endorsed the notion that business leaders need to 

lead change management and be empowered, with accountability, to do so. 

The proposal would undermine that principle. At what point does a 

business transformation effort become the purview of the 

PUSD(Management)? Moreover, we have the Aldridge study out there 
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• 
with a series of needed reforms imbcddcd within it. Shouldn't we be 

spending our time implementing options that improve the joint look, the 

programming process, and policy outcomes? Why would we divorce 

"management" from those efforts? Why do we need yet another study? 

Likely an IG study, or a study that provides the present leadership with 

more action oriented approaches to achieving their vision, but one that will 

result in no smarter action than re-organization is questionable. The clock 

is running and we don't need another stovepipe. My vote is to thanks them 

for the suggestion, and if they agree, offer an action oriented effort to assist 

present management. Else, drop this.'' 

• David Chu (as paraphrased by Bob Hale from conversation on February 

24,2004): 

• Disagrees with PUSD(M) concept. 

• Concerned that processes would be balkanized and that an additional 

layer of management would be unproductive. 

• Agrees that some arrangement for continuity of major management 

projects when Administrations and senior officials change. 

• Supports the Board looking at other potential approaches as alternates to 

the PUSD(M) solution. 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

( 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

March 19,2004 - 10:00 AM 

SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNJ?~~RETA~Y OF DEFENSE . 
(PERSONNELANDREADI~~<I d.,t'!,4t,,v If)/~ 6;1 

SUBJECT: Proposal for PUSD for Management-SNOWFLAKE 

• Gus Pagonis' attachment fairly summarizes my views. 

• I do believe we need a mechanism to ensure continuity of attention to 
management improvement. 

• But appointing a separate official to "manage" management detracts from our 
actual and potential efforts. It tells those now charged with specific 
management processes and actions that they can leave improvement to 
someone else, and gives them (and the ir staffs) little incentive to take 
responsibility for change. This could lead to less improvement rather than 
more. 

• Instead, I would concentrate on the "balanced scorecard" Ken Krieg is tryjng 
to create. Each of us should be meeting with you periodically to review 
results. (Ken could decide, based on the scorecard's values when a meeting 
with you is opportune.) The drive for better results should motivate 
management improvement. Continuity would come from publicizing the 
scorecard (as you' re doing with the Annual Report). Publicizing the scorecard 
creates a marker for continued attention to management improvement, as a 
matter of focus for us and our successors. 

RECOMMENDATION: TNFORMATIONONLY 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen M. Wellock. .... !(b_)<_
5>_ ..... 

cc: Dr. Zakheim (USD/C) 
Mr. Wynne (ActingUSD(AT&L)) 
Mr_ Krieg (DPA&E) 

0 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Paul Woitowitz 

David Chu 
Dov Zakheim 
Mike Wynne 

Donald Rumsfeld]f\ 

SUBJECT: Proposal for PUSD for Management 

March 15,2004 

Here is a proposal from Gus Pagonis. Please get your head into it and come back 

to me with your own thoughts on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/1/04 Pagonis Memo to SecDefw/feedback from AT&L and P&R attached 

DHR:dh 
031504-20 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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DEFENSE BUSINESS PRACTICE 
IMPLEMENTATION BOARD 

OFFICEOFTHESECRETARYOFDEFENSE, , .. , .. -· .. :.·.·.·-,, ,_ <-,t 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON C;-i i: -

WASHINGTON, DC20301·1100 St.CRt:.'i;'..-.·. .. ... 

ACTION MEMO 2rnq 1·'./J 12 /Jl IQ: 2 6 

March 1,2004, 8: 19 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DepSec Action ___ _ 

FROM: Gus Pagonis, Chairman, Defense Business Board~ \ l'lAI\O'I 

SUBJECT: Appointment of DBB Task Force to Provide ReconunMtdations on the 
Creation of a Principal Under Secretary of Defense for Management and/or Other 
Options for Management of Business Transformation Initiatives 

• In several of its recommendations and deliberations over the past two years, 

the DBB has made reference to the need for a senior official who has the time 

and authority to direct the implementation and integration of business 

transformation initiatives such as Business Management Modernization, 

Human Capital Reform, Balanced Scorecard, and Supply Chain Integration. 

• A prospective :,;olution, among others, is to appoint a Principal Under Secretary 

of Defense for Management (PUSD (M)). The PllSD(M) would report to the 

Secretary through the Deputy and would have authority to direc.·t m.·tion 

throughout the department but only on key business transformation initiatives. 

• In principle, creating a PUSD(M) has received strong support from several 

Board members and official observers including David Walker, Comptroller 

General of the United States. However, concerns al:--o have been expressed by 

some Board members and senior DoD officials regarding the negative effects 

of creating another potential layer of management. 

• The DBB is anxious to evaluate this concept in further detail in order to 

validate it, or to present alternate structures that could accomplish the same 



objective. Special emphasis will be placed on developing recommendations 

that avoid the potential for duplicative management oversight and 

balkanization of DoD decision making processes. The use of a focused DBB 

task group for this effort will ensure a quick turnaround and a set of 

recommendations on the frJllowing: 

1. Management structure and designation of lcadershipposition(s) as 
required. 

2. Chartered roles and responsibilities 

3. Authority and accountability vis a vis the Secretary of Defense, Deputy 

Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretaries of Defense, and the Service 

Secretaries. 

4. If a PUSD (M) is recommended as an option: 

a Desired characteristics of the PUSD (M) with respect to skills, 

experience, and expertise. 

a A list of prospective PUSD (M) candidates. 

5. Proposed next steps for implementation 

• The Under Secretaries of Defense (Comptroller.AT&L, and P&R) have been 

informed of this proposed task group. However, since this is a study effort, we 

have not sought formal coordination from them. Summaries of Mr. Wynne's 

and Dr. Chu' s respective reactions are attached. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you direct the creation of the PUSD (M) task group 

with the mandate to report back to the Deputy Secretary of Defense within 90 

days. 

2of 3 
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Attachments: 
As stated. 

CC: UNDER SECRETARYOFDEFENSE(AT&L) 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLLER) 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PERSONNEL AND 

READINESS) 

Approve ____ _ 

Disapprove 
----

Prepared by: T.Modly/Executive Director,DBB/2E314r b}(
5
) ~ arch 2 ,2004 

3 of3 
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Summary of' Feedback on Proposed DBB Study 

• Mike Wynne (from e-mail on February 7 ,2004): 

"I am a dissenter on this question. I do not believe we need a distinct 

PUSD (Management)to execute management reform or business 

transformationin the Department. I fearthe erection of anew organization 

within OSD for this purpose will lead inevitably to duplication and conflict 

- without regard to whatever conclusion a study may come. The resource 

issues are real; the policy questions are real. Our focus ought to be on 

implementing existing efforts more efficiently. Those who have functional 

responsibility for a policy area ought to be - and in many instances are - at 

the forefront of management reform in the building. Making this a staff 

function could undermine ongoing actions, and instilling change is all about 

leadership, not staffship. The impediments come from the occasionally 

chaotic manner we implement; in some cases, there are too many 

organizations who think they have - or should have - the responsibility. 

Many authors have endorsed the notion that business leaders need to 

lead change management and be empowered, with accountability, to do so. 

The proposal would undermine that principle. At what point does a 

business transformation effort become the purview of the 

PUSD(Managcmcnt)? Moreover, we have the Aldridge study out there 

11-L-0559/0SD/30033 



with a series of needed reforms imbedded within it. Shouldn't we be 

spending our time implementing options that improve the joint look, the 

programming process, and policy outcomes? Why would we divorce 

"management" from those efforts? Why do we need yet another study? 

Likely an IG study, or a study that provides the present leadership with 

more action oriented approaches to achieving their vision, but one that will 

result in no smarter action than re-organization is questionable. The clock 

is running and we don't need another stovepipe. My vote is to thanks them 

for the suggestion, and if they agree, offer an action oriented effort to assist 

present management. Else, drop this." 

• David Chu (as paraphrased by Bob Hale from conversation on February 

24,2004): 

• Disagrees with PUSD(M) concept. 

• Concerned that processes would be balkanized and that an additional 

layer of management would be unproductive. 

• Agrees that some arrangement for continuity of major management 

projects when Administrations and senior officials change. 

• Supports the Board looking at other potential approaches as alternates to 

the PUSD(M) solution. 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

:'f;·• •t I • • °' 
...... ·- ~ 

1 , /.:'. !!: 19 

COMPTROLLER 

INFOMEMO 

March 16, 2004, 7 :00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheim ~ 
SUBJECT: PUSD for Management 

• Gus Pagonis' proposal regarding a PUSD for Management reflects 

numerous discussions that he and I have had on the subject, as well as 

discussions between myself and David Walker, and various talks among 

Dave Walker, Paul, and Gus. 

• Dave Walker pushed for a second DepSecDef. Paul, Gus and I all thought 

this was not the right way to go. PUSD creates a primus inter pares among 

the under secretaries, while retaining the chain of command through the 

Deputy Secretary. I think Gus is right on with his proposal. 

COORDINATION: NONE 
;/ir 

~z-i~~1-
yf?~ 

. : . ..........,a::.~ 

$PL ASSISTMT OI IITA 
SR 11A - -
MA BUCCI 
exECSEC IWIIOTf 5/f'7 

C> 
lJ 
C) 

~ 

0 
-c 

;l./fi 
f},li- . 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

71..f 1 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
40CX) DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D . C .20301-4000 

INFOMEMO ~ " ": 11 I 

February23 ,2004, 10:48AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DAVID S.C. CHU,UND_3ECRETAR~O~DEFENSE(P&R) , . 
~___!?!ttr.,,/ J , /> ~.4,t-- / ,,f .itf,;·-v/-'/ 

SUBJECT: Writing to the Military-SNOWFLAKE 

• M -= •. •. l<b)(6) I ., ..... ___ _..of Tupelo, Mississippi sent you a letter asking DoD to reinstate the 
any Service member mail programs (Tab A). 

• After the anthrax incidents in 2001, DoD canceled Any Service Member mail 
programs to ensure force protection from anonymous mail sources. 

• Service members are able to identify, prior to opening, mai l received from known 
mailers such as family members and friends. Receiving mail from unknown sources 
leaves our forces vulnerable to all kinds of biological and chemical hazards that can 
be transported via the U.S. and Military Postal Systems. The February 2004 iicin 
incident on Capitol Hill reminds us that the mail system is still vulnerable to the 
mailing of hazardous materials. 

• Alternatives exist -- unprecedented Service member access to internet allows use of 
web-based initiatives such as: 

• http: //anyservice.member .navy.mill This Web site drives Operation Dear Abby. 
Individuals send messages to Service members. Service members with Internet 
access may read those messages via "OperationDearAbby.Nct". Service members 
without Internet access may still read messages as follows: Company 
Commanders that have Internet access have the ability to download bulk messages 
that can be p1i nted and distributed according to Service branch and location. It 
also allows individuaJs to send an email to the troops. 

• ht@: //www.operationuplink.o~/This Web site a llows individuals t.o sign ,on and 
request prepaid phone cards be sent to active duty military personnel or 
hospitalized veterans. 

• http; //www .defendanerica.mil/nmam.htmlfhis W eb site allows individuals to 
sign on and "Send Your Thanks To the U.S. Military." 

• We have responded directly to .... !(b-)(_
6
_) _ .... !and provided her with these alternate options 

(Tab B). 

COORDINATION: Tab C 

0 
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ATTACHMENTS: 
As stated 

PREPARED BY: George Schaefer,ODUSD(MC&FP) , a~ ..... '.b_)(6_) _____ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/30037 
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. Be,,_<;t wishes . 
} Cir-a happ~f holid..q}_J sc.a.smT 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
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' ~ ' 

December 27,2003 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1/A 
SUBJECT: Writing to the Military 

Here is a letter from a woman asking us to reinstate the program of writing to the 

military. Why don't you have someone look at that, now that the anthrax scare 

has calmed down-if it has. 

Thanks. 

Atta~. J(b)(6) I 
Chnstmas card from~ ..... __ _, l .... (b_)(_6) _________ __. 

DHR:dll 
122103-l 4 {II ,c,mputrr) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ _.._f ..... ,[ ,,__/ ~ / _v '{-_____ _ 
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THE OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

l'F.RS01"NF.f ,AND 
READINESS 

l(b)(6) 

rb)(6) 

Dear Ms. l(b )(5) I 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-4000 

r-~ 
__ , 

I •- • 
r - '""•04 '-~ 

Thank you for your inqui,y concerning the possibil ity of reinstating the Any 
Service member mail programs. We regret the delay i!.,; responding to yow· letter to the 
Secretary of Defense. 

After the anthrax incidents in 2001, the Department of Defense canceled Any 
Service Member mail programs to ensure force protection from anonymous mail sources. 
Unfortunately, we must continue lhis policy due to Lhe fact that the tlu·eat of a terrorist 
attack via the mail has not diminished. We recognize that these mail programs were 
important morale boosters for our Service members. However, protecting our men and 
women in uniform and our fighting units is paramount. The Department of Defense took 
this action reluctantly and sincerely appreciates the effo1ts of citizens who have, in the 
past, suppo1ted America's military forces through these programs. 

Our troops appreciate your continued support and due to unprecedented Service 
member access to the internet, alternatives now exist for the public to express their 
suppo1t through the use of web-ba5ed initiatives such as: 
http:llan yservicemember.navy.mil/; http://www.operationuplink.org/; 
http://www.defendamerica.mil/nmam.html 

Thank you again for your suppo1t to our troops. 

cc: 
ADUSD(TP) 
MPSA 

Sincerely, 

Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
(Military Community and Family Policy) 

0 
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Deputy Director, MPSA 

AD USD(Transportalion Policy 

PDUSD(P&R) 

COORDINATION 

NAME REMARK 

Mr. Ed Pardini concur 

Mr. Earl Boyanton concur 
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ACQUISITION. 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

3000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3000 

-,o tltl ;_';..' 

MEMORANDUM POR EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
MILITARY POSTAL SERVICE AGENCY 

SUBJECT: Suspension of the Dear Abby and Any Service Member Mail Programs 

"fl re1o:pon:se to your recent memorandum. I approve your request to cancel the subject 

programs for the immediate future effective this day. 1 recognize that these mail programs are 

important morale boosters for our service members. However, the safety of our service members 

i:s pilramuunl and in view af recent milil attacks, service member mail from unknown sources 

must be suspenced. Please coordinate with the appropriate Defense offices to infom1 the mail 

program sponsors that the Department of Defense takes this action reluctantly and sincerely 

appreciatesthei1 past support of America's military forces. 

cc: ASD(PA) 
USD(P&R) 

Assistant Deputy Under Secretary 
(Transportation Policy) 
Acting 

0 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL' ·· 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1600 

INFO MEMO 

I • 

March 8,2004 (12:00 pm) 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~R 

~ "r FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~----

SUBJECT: Request for Information Concerning Tami flu 

• · You asked if you should divest your financial interest in Gilead because on 
December 18,2003, you asked Dr. John Baxter, Commander, Pentagon 
Flight Medicine Clinic, what the drug Tamiflu is used for and whether the 
Depmtment is using it. 

• Gilead created Tamiflu and receives a 17% royalty from Roche 
Pharmaceutical Co., the dist1ibutor, for sales of Tamitlu. 

• Consequently.you may not knowingly take official actions that will directly 
and predictably affect your financial interests in Gilead. Your request for 
information concerning Tamiflu and whether the Depar-tmeot uses it does not 
trigger that prohibition. 

• Because Gilead is not a Defense contractor,you have not been required by 
the SASC to divest your interest in Gilead. If, in the future, the Deputy is 
unable to take necessary action affecting the financial interests of Gilead, 
you may either assign the action to another official, or, once you have 
divested your interest in Gilead, take official action yourself. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared by: Gail Mas01~._(b_){
5
_) ___ _. 

0 
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r- 2Jan 04 

TO: The Honorable Donald Rumsfcld 

FROM: John Baxter, Colonel, USAF, MC 

SUBJECT: Response to Inquiry Regarding the Drug Tamiflu 

I. The drug Tami flu is an oral medication made by Roche Pharmaceuticals. It is 
effective in shortening the duration of flu symptoms once a person has acquired 
the flu. It can also be given to prevent a person from being infected with the 
influenza virus after exposure to a person with the flu. If given prophylactically 
in this way it significantly reduces the likelihood of the exposed person coming 
down with the tlu. It can be given prophylacticallyfor at least one week but up to 
six weeks. 

2. The Department of Defense is using it in small amounts. It is not routinely 
carried in our military pharmacies. However, it can be specially procured for 
patients with unique indications for the drug. Also, military providers can write 
prescriptions, which can be filled in retail pharmacies that arc part of our managed 
care support contractor (MCSC) network. DoD HA data from 1 Sep through 12 
Dec this year indicates that 9,23 l prescriptions were written for DoD beneficiaries 
at an average cost of around $44 per course of therapy. (Total cost of around 
$400,000). 

3. There is a much older oral medication called Arnantidinewhich works in a 
similar way. It is much cheaper, costing around $5 for a course of therapy. 
Military providers are encouraged to use Amantidine instead of Tamit1u in their 
patients who require oral influenza medications. 

4. DoD relies primarily on the flu vaccination to prevent influenza. Regular use of 
alcohol hand wash solution during the cold and flu season is also effective in 
reducing one's risk of contracting these ailments. 

Respectfully submitted, 

/.::axt: ~ol:~C, SFS 
Commander, Pentagon Flight Medicine Clinic ( l 1 WG) 
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·~FROM: 
r!-7'1 

(10:/ -·-wf:/. _ SUBJECT: 

Dr. Baxter 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Tamiflu 
-;<,; .• 

December 18, 2003 

.. +r~ 
What is the drug Tamiflu for? Is it a prophylactic way to avoid the flu? Are we 

using it at all? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
]21803-4 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 888888888888888888888888888888888888888881 

U22231 /03 
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TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: "Freedom To Compete 

March 2,2004 

Please tell me what role, if any, the Department of Defense has in this task force 

called "Freedom To Compete." 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/27/04 EEOC hr lo Sec Def 

DHR:dh 
030204-1 

···~··························· ··································~···· 
Please respond by O 'I 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 ·4000 

INFO MEMO 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

March 10, 2004, 3:00PM 

DEPSEC Action ---

FROM: DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UND~R iCRETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL & READ IN ' . ·~P f.J. ... ,,, ',I' .il:/ lll :: /.~ n, . e. uR--<.-<-- 1, 1 -.•-i.... .,:::1, / 

SUBJECT: Freedom to Compete - Snowflake 

• The 27 February letter (attached) that prompted your note, was intended to invite DoD 
to participate in an interagency meeting that wil I determine what role, if any, that 
DoD and other Federal agencies might play in a year-long celebration of the 401

h 

anniversary of the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the founding of the 
EEOC. 

• EEOC staffers have yet to set an agenda for the 29 March 2004 meeting mentioned in 
the letter. An agenda is promised by the end of next week. 

• Members of my Equal Opportunity staff wi ll attend the initial interagency task force 
meeting on 29 March and will report the results to me. We will collaborate with the 
Services and the Joint Staff as appropriate. 

RECOMMENDATION: None. For information only. 

COORDINATION: None. 

ATTACHMENTS: 
As stated 

PREPARED BY: Jerry Anderson, ODUSD(EO), (b)(
5

) .__ ____ ....," 

r..,. •• oso 03718-04 
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Freedom to Compete - Snowflake 

PDUSD(P&R) Charles S. Abell 
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TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: "Freedom To Compete 

March 2,2004 

Please tell me what role, if any, the Department of Defense has in this task force 

called "Freedom To Compete." 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
2/27/04 EEOC ltr to SccDcf 

DHR:dh 
030204-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by o V 
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OJ,52 From- ,.~ :: _ .. • ' • . .. ~ .- ; i ... l 
·1-.&N P.OD2/10l ·F-118 

u. s. EauALEMPLOYMi:Nr oPPoRTuNrrvcoMi1sstorr t n1 e: ~7 
Washington, OC 20507 

Officeot the Chair 

The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Defense 
Washington, D.C. 20301 

Dear Secretary Rumsfcld: 

FFB 2 7 2004 

Letter being sent via facsimile 
and rtC\llar mail 

I an writing to request your support of and participetion .in the "Freedom To Compete" 
lnterngency Taskforce. In his Inaugural Address, President Bush made one solemn pledge. He 
said: " 1 will work to build a single natiai of justice and opporrunit)' .» Na now have an 
opportunity to showcase the work he has. done to fulfill his pledge. 

As you krx::w, this year our N:tiat is obscning lhe 50111 anniversary of the 1954 landmark 
Supreme Court decision m Brown vs. Board of Education, and the 40m anniversary of the passage 
ofth e Ci vi I Rights Act of 1964. These two historic events transformed our society not only by 
reaffirming our values of justice and equality, but also by affording everyone the freedom to 
compete on a level playing field, be it in education, housing, or emplo~ment. 

Like yours, the United States Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), 
established under the Civil Rights Act of 1 964, is an agency th 11t is proud of its role in making 
the promise of equal opportunity a reality for many. We are: proud of outper1nerships with sister 
agencies :in ensuringthe protection ofch'il rights. Yet, we recognize that, while much progress 
has been made,llUlch remains to be done. 

We would like to take the rare opportunity lhat these lWO anniversaries afford us to 
properly cc Jebrate, honor and share the history of' ch'il rights .i'l America while showcasing the 
impressive cffo11s of our executive branch agencies to make Justice and equality a reality. To this 
end, we have created the "Freedom to Compete"Inter-AgencyTaskforce. The purpose of the 
Task force is to promote and coordinate events throughout 1be United States, highlightinglhe IOle 
off ederal agencies, like yours, and including other agencies, such as the Departments of Justice, 
Education, Health and Human Services, and Housing and Urban Development,in ensuringthe 
protection of each individual• s cMI rights. 

2 
oso 02984-04 
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Fib-27-04 03:52 

D. Rumsfeld 
Pagel 

From- T-602 P.003/003 ~-678 

Your agency's participation is vital to the success of this effort, We hope we can call on 
you and other members of your senior management team to join us. Lisa Fisher, Acting Director 
for BEOC's Ofllce of Communicationsand Legislative Affairs, will be directing this initiative en 
nnr brbaU' Plem,e baveyour designated representative contact Ms. Fisher at !(P)(6) !or 
!(bH6) ~or further infonnation. 'll2 first Taskforce meeting will be held on 
Monday, March 29,2004 at EEOC headqua.rtersbJildi.ng, 1801 L Street, NW, Washington, DC. 
from lOAMto 12PM. 

Our President has much to be proud of -- from launching the New Freedom Jnitiativc to 
expand opportunities for people with disabilities, to leading the charge :in protecting the civil 
rights of Muslims, Sikhs, and Arab-Americans post 9/11, to restoring opportunities for women 
and religious minorities, both in Afghani.st.an and Itaq, tt> vigorously enforcing ci vii rights laws 
and executive mandates. I look forward to working with you in putting a spotlight on the 
Administration's successful efforts to further the mission ofjustice and opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

~~ ... 
Chair 
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
January 7 .2004 

SUBJECT: Article Attached 

7:38AM 

Let's get a letter drafted to the mayor of Comfort, Texas where Specialist Kiehl is 

from. Also write a letter to the editor of the local paper or write a letter to the .....(J 
mayor with our comments on this demonstration of support for him. Let me see it. ~, , t W 

. lOJ"i.w 
\~ ! roo1~' ' \it), V o . - w~\) 

Thanks. 

DHR/a2n 
0 Hl71M.07 

.. {,..~ 
'· / . 

·~ . 

.4.ltneh.· ·Saldiu'~Fwll'rnl, Tt•.ras Style" Article 

-- ·--------~ 3/11 
v{,)),? / - /~ )b./, 

Iv <' fi; ; b.JI s I, / J 
{hr/) ,J.,1 i I ff,;.. k. 

)~.re' {.J 1/0 /11~,0(_ 

s· (: t..e> d~d ho,,~/ c) / 

/i cl~-A-u. o lo o 3 7 3 2 
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SOLDIER'S FUNERAL, TEXAS STYLE 
Specialist .lames Kiehl, age 22. from Comfort, Texas, was ki11ed, along with six other 

soldiers at the same place and the same day that Jessica Lynch was taken prisoner, His body 
was one of those that our special forces heroes dug up with their bare hands near the hospital 
in Iraq. They held tlie funeral service in Comfort at the Baptist Church, and then took him 
ten miles to Center Point, Texas, and buried him. 

A friend visited his grave July 4th, and it was a moving experience. He was compelled to 
offer a salute, and a simple 11 thank you, son11 over the small grave (since he was cremated). 
There is no head stone as yet, only the metal funeral home tag. At his head are two fairly 
large .American flags, and surrounding tlie grave arc a dozen or more small ones, on sticks 
stuck in the ground. People have left mementos to honor his life. 

The most remarkable thing at the grave is a rather crude sign, evidently made hastily from 
whatever could be found in a car or van. It reads: To the parents of Spc. James Kiehl. Thank 
you for your son. His acts of heroism make this a better counhy and a better world. It is 
signed by the Boy Scout Troop of East Bernard, Texas. some 200 miles distant. 

What follows is a message from Vicki Pierce about her nephew James' funeral: 

"I'1n back, it ,vas certainly a quick trip, but I have to also say it 
was one of the most amazing experiences of my life. There is a lot to 
be said for growing up in a small town in Texas. 

The service itself was impressive with wonderful flowers and 
sprays, a portrait of James, his uniform and boots, his awards and 
ribbons. There was lots of military brass and an eloquent (though 
inappropriately longwinded) Baptist preacher. There were easily 
1000 people at the service, filling the church sanctuary as well as the 
fellowship hall and spilling out into the parking lot. 

I've attached some pictures, some are blurry (we were movin§), but 
you can get a small idea of vvhat this was like. Thanks so 111uch for all 
the prayers and support." 
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i 
However, the 1nost incredible thing was what happened following 
tlie service on tlie way to the cemetery. We went to our cars and 

drove to the cemetery escorted by at least 10 police cars with 
lights flashing and so1ne other emergency vehicles, \Vith Texas 

Rangers handling traffic. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30054 
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When we turned off the high,vay suddenly there were teenage 
boys along both sides of the street about every 20 feet or so, all 
h.o1ding large American flags on long flag poles, and again with 
their hands on their hearts. \Ve thought at first it was the Boy 
Scouts or 4H club or something, but it continued .... for two and a 
half 1niles. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30055 
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Construction workers stopped their work, got off their equipment 
and put their hands over their hearts, too. There was no noise 
whatsoever except a few birds and the quiet hu1n of cars going 
slowly up the road. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30056 
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Hundreds of young peop1e, standing silently on the side of the 
road with flags. At one point we passed an elenieiitary school, and 
all the children were outside, shoulder to shoulder holding flags ... 
kindergartners, handicapped, teachers. statl everyone. Some held 
si ns of love and support. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30057 
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fhen came teenage girls and younger boys, all holding flags. Then 
~dults. The.n fan1ilies. All standing silently on the side of the road. 
\lo one spoke, not even the veiy young children. The last few 
urns found people cro\vded together holding flags or with their 
1ands on their hearts. Some were on horseback. 
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Shop keepers came outside with their customers and did the saine 
!thing. I 
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Everyone on the road who was not in the procession, pulled over, 
got out of their cars, and stood silently and respectfully, some put 
their hands over their hearts, some had small flags. 
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The military presence ... at least two generals, a fist full of colonels, 
and representatives from every branch of the service, plus the 
color guard which attended James, and some who served with 

1 him ... was very impressive and respectful, but the love and pride 
:from this comn1unity who had lost one of their own was the 1nost 
1 
amazing thing I've ever been privileged to witness. 
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FALLEN HEROES MEMORIAL 
ARMY SPC. JAMES M. KIEHL 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Ms. Pam Duke 
Editor 
Comfort News 
Post Office Box 218 
Comfort, TX 78013 

Dear Ms. Duke: 

MAR 12 2004 

Recent1y, I read about the special tribute that Comfort, 
Center Point, and the surrounding areas in Texas paid Specialist 
James M. Kieh1 on the day of his funeral last April. 

I extend 1ny thanks to these fine Americans for honoring 
Specialist Kiehl in this way. I can only imagine that this tribute 
was a source of great comfort and support to his family and 
friends. 

Please convey my appreciation to your fellow Texans. We 
at the Department of Defense salute this community, and join them 
in honoring Specialist Kiehl's memory. 

Sincerely, 

OSD 03732-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/30066 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Fred Langston 
President 
Comfort Chamber of Commerce 
Post Office Box 777 
Comfort, TX 78013 

Dear Mr. Langston: 

MAR 12 2004 

Last Apri1, the citizens of Comfort, Center Point, and the 
surrounding areas in Texas paid an extraordinary tribute to 
Specialist James M. Kiehl on the day of his funeral. 

After reading about this event, I want to thank these fine 
Americans for honoring Specialist Kiehl in such a fitting way. I 
imagine his fami1y and friends found it to be a source of great 
comfort and support. 

Please convey my appreciation for their efforts. The 
Department of Defense salutes this community, and joins your 
fellow Texans in honoring Specialist Kiehl' s memory and service 
to our nation. 

Sincerely,, 

OSD 03732-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/30067 



TO: Gen. John Abizaid 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Don:ld Rumsfeld 9f\ FROM: 

SUBJECT: Border 

,{ 
March U: 2004 

How do you think we are doing strengthening Afghanistan's border controls? I 

am told there are just 400 border police with a goal of 6,000 by June. 

Why not screw your head into it and let me know what you think we should be 

doing. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dn 
03121)4 ]4 . ~1:::~:· ;;,:;;):l~ ~~· • ... • "i} :;;~· i • • • •. •. • .... • •. • ... • • • ... • • • • • .. •. • •. •. 
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I~ 
March 1¥, 2004 

TO: Jerry Bremer 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Reuben Jeffery 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Oil-for-Food 

Attached is the Colin Powell material he mentioned in the meeting yesterday that 

you may not have seen. 

Regards. 

Attach. 
3/10/04 Gingrich fax to SecState plus attached articles 

DHR:dh 
031204-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by---------
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Fax 
To: 

Phone: 

from newt 
3/10/04 

Secretary Cofin Powell 

!(b)(6) 

AEI PAGE 01 

American Enterprise 
Institute 

l'rom: Newt Gingrich 

Pages: TEN (including this one) 

Date: 3/t0/2004 

Claude Hankes-Drielsma (the man who uncovered the Nobel scandal in Sweden and negotiated 
the South African debt crisis) is convinced the UN oil for food program was the largest financial 
scandal in history. 

he is also convinced it reaches into France, the UN, Jordan, and a host of other countries. 

finally he is convinced it will inevitably show up as corruption in our efforts to moderrnize Iraq 
because the depth and habit of corruption are so deep. 

it is vital that we get ahead of this corruption scandal by appointing a special investigative task 
force both to help uncover past corruption and to root out current corruption. 

Given the scale of corruption KPMG is uncovering it is almost certain a lot of very clever experts 
in bribery and false accounting are doing business with CPA. 

former Deputy Attorney General Ed Schmults (sp?) is in Iraq now as Advisor to the Justice 
Ministry. He could be reassigned immediately to head an anti-corruption task force with a 
counterpart from Iraq. 

Either we will be the people rooting out corruption or we will be the people presiding over 
corruption. 

This could explode this summer and fall and be very much to our disadvantage unless we get 
ahead of the curve and very loudly meet it head on. 

I am forwarding a few of the number of already published articles which make clear how big this 
is. Hankes-Drielsma is back in town next week and I am certain this will get bigger. Someone 
fairly senior should be assigned to work with hjm. Please have hjm or her contact Bill Sanders at 
the American Enterprise Institute !(b)(6) I for 
Hankes-Drielsma's contact and scheduling information. 

your friend, newt 
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Copyright 2004 The Financial Times Limited 
Financial Times (London, England) 
February 21 1 2004 Saturday 

Two firms named to probe Iraq graft claim 

By THOMAS CAT AN 

PAGE 02 

Iraq's Governing Council has appointed KPMG accountants and Freshfields. the 
international law firm~ to investigate allegations of corruption wider the United Nations1 

oil-for-food programme - set up to alleviate the impact on ordinary Iraqis of sanctions 
against Saddam Hussein. 

The JGC opened the investigation last month after compiling a list of some 270 people 
from 45 countries who allegedly received crude oil contracts from Mr Hussein's regime 
under the UN programme. 

The Iraqi oil minister, Ibrahim Bahr al-Uloum, said last week that his ministry would sue 
anyone found to have taken bribes from Mr Hussein's regime. 

The UN has strongly denied accusations of conuption within its operations and said it 
was requesting documentary evidence. 

Claude Hankes-Drielsma1 a British adviser to the IGC, said yesterday: "The concerns 
and questions put to the UN are serious and warrant an independent investigation by the 
UN .. .I think what will shock everybody is the extent of it (the corruption) ... 

"The amounts involved and the blatancy of it is beyond anything that certainly I've seen," 
he added. 

Some former weapons inspectors in Iraq have made similar allegations. 

David Kay, former head of the US Iraq Survey Group~ told the AP news agency last week 
that his team had found widespread corruption in the oil•for-food programme. 

"There are going to be red faces among a lot of our allies and friends as to this," he said. 

The US Treasury and the customs service are also investigating whether international 
sanctions against Iraq were violated. 

### 
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Copyright 2004 News World Communications, Inc. 
The Washington Times 
February 20, 2004 

Saddam's fan club 

By Ariel Cohen 
SPECIAL TO THE WASHINGTON TIMES 

PAGE 03 

The l&test revelations that the deposed Iraqi dictator Saddam Hussein used oil sales under 
the U.N. oil-for-food program to buy friends and influence policy around the world 
sho"Uld tum on an alarm in Washington, New York, Paris and other capitals. Saddam's 
influence buying is only a part of a broader phenomenon. Other oil-producing countries 
are engaged in similar activities on an even larger scale. 

Several important lessons arise from discovery of Saddam's buddy list. First, this is just 
the beginning: There are thousands of documents in Baghdad that American and Iraqi 
intelligence officers need to catalog, translate, analyze and investigate. The precedent -
the Eastern German intelligence service ST ASI archives, which exposed hundreds of 
spies in Europe and America. 

Second, the U.N. may have don.e more damage than good in Iraq - and may do so again. 
The U.N. oil-for-food officials knew about the global bribery effort and did nothing to 
stop it. Moreover, it is possible the officials in that august body facilitated and benefited 
from at least some of the transactions. 

A key question is whether a "Mr. Sevan" who allegedly received oil export vouchers in 
Panama is the same person as the U.N. Assistant Secretary General Benon V. Sevan, who 
ran the oil-for-food program. So far, U.N. Secretary General Koffi Annan has refused an 
internal investigation, and the U.N. bureaucracy has stonewalled and resisted an external 
investigation of the oil-for-food program. 

This is not the first time the U.N. has bungled major policy undertakings: The U .N. aid 
effort in the West Bank and Gaza called United Nations Relief and Works Agency for 
Palestine Refugees in the Near East [UNRWA) only perpetuated the refugee problem and 
has been thoroughly penetrated by Hamas and other terrorist organizations. 

Third, persistent rumors are worth checking. Stories about Saddam's global payola have 
been in circulation for years, with nobody investigating. Similar stories are in circulation 
about Saudi and Chinese influence-buying. It is high time the law-enforcement and 
intelligence agencies in the U.S. and Europe cooperated in investigating. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30072 
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The documents uncovered in Baghdad by the Iraqi Oil Ministry and published in Al 
M ada. an independent Iraqi newspaper, are a jackpot of embarrassing infonnation. Their 
veracity is confirmed by Naseer al-Chaderji, a senior member of the Iraqi Governing 
Counsel [IGC]. and by Claude Hankes-Drielsma, the British chairman of Roland Berger 
Strategy Consultants and an adviser to the. JGC. 

The documents list dozens of organizations and individuals in more than 50 countries 
who were instrumental in orchestrating pro-Saddam policies, and point to a sp.ider weh of 
allies, from th~ pro-Saddam British back-bencher Member of Parliament George 
Gallaway to President Jaques Chirac1s friend Patrick Maugein, an oil trader. and ra highly 
influential former French Interior Minister Charles P a.squa, who has denied any 
connect·ion to Irtlq. While Bemarde :i\-1erimee - France's ambassador to the United Nations 
- who is on Saddam's buddy list, denied accusations, can banking details available in 
Baghdad exculpate the French diplomat? 

The list includes Indonesian President Megawati Sukamoputri, the Bulgarian Socialist 
Party. the highly influential Russian Orthodox Church. Yasser Arafat's Palestine 
Liberation Organization and Jordanian Is)amic radical leader Layth Shbeilat. Some of 
those fingered have denied the accusations. Others, like Mr. Maugein, have announced 
they "did nothing wrong." 

There are a few surprises on the list. The extent to which Russia benefited from doing 
business with Saddam is mind-boggling. While others received several millions of 
barrels, Russia got the lion's share of l .3 billion barrels. 

Vladimir Zhirinovsky's "Liberal Democratic Party" is listed as receiving a whopping 80 
million barrels. A senior official in that extremist party complained to the author in a 
2002 meeting at the Duma that Washington's military action against Saddam would 
"destroy the most lucrative business'' they ever had. 

President Putin's United Russia party was equally well-oiled. Russian politically 
influential oil companies received close to a billion barrels with market value of more 
than $20 billion. "Our Foreign Ministry is for sale as far as the Russian oil companies are 
concerned. A department chief receives about $200 a month - you do the math," a 
Moscow-based Russian Middle Eastern expert told me. 

Many names and positions on the list require funher investigation and clarification: Who 
is the. anonymous "clirector'' of the Russian Presidential Administration? The recently 
retired Alexander Voloshin, ~Ir. Putin's chief of staff, or a lower-level official, possibly 
still in place? Unden1ably, Moscow's resistance to the war against Saddam was as 
implacable as it \Vas shrill. 
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Did the millions of barrels earmarked for the ''Ukrainian Social Democrat Pai:ty'' benefit 
President Leonid Kuchma's Chief of Staff Alexander Medvedchuk, the leader of that 
party or go directly the president who allegedly sold arms to Baghdad? 

Just as Saddam's oily revenues co.rrupted presidential chancelleries and newsrooms, funds 
from other major :Middle Eastern oil supphers with ambitious religious and political 
agendas may wreak even more havoc. 

At stake is the integrity of the foreign policy process1 which is supposed to, but oflert 
does not, reflect. national interests - not rhe size of bribes in ministers' bank accounts. 
Howev~r1 an ugly reality is emerging, one that should be investigated by U .S. intelligence 
and ]aw-enforcement agencies. 

Consumer countries have to strive to tum oil suppliers into what they should be : 
commodity providers. not power peddlers com.1pting global political systems, media and 
academia. National agendas should be ser at the ballot box and in legislatures, not in 
desert tents. Global bribery may be as dangerous to the West as global terrorism. 
Saddam's buddy list is just the tip of the iceberg. 

Ariel Cohen is a research fellow at the Heri:rage Foundation. His expertise is in 
intemariorwl ener~v securit\'. 

' - ' 

### 
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February 6, 2004 

Saddam oil bribe claims probed in US 

By THO~tAS CAT AN, CAROLA HOYOS and MARK TURNER 

US authorities are investigating chums that hundreds of people received oil contracts 
from Saddilm Hussein when US sanctions were in force in return for supporting his 
regi me. 

The US Treasury's office of foreign assets control and imrnigrations and customs 
enforcement are examining whether any oil contracts violated international sanctions. 
Iraq's Governing Council (JGC) has aJso launched an investigation since a local 
newspaper listed 270 people from more than 40 countries alleged to have received oil 
contracts, including foreign politicians, officials, companies and activists. 

Senior United Nations officials will shortly discuss a response to related charges of 
corruption in connection with the oil-for-food programme. which the UN administered 
for Iraq during M r Hussein's rule. 

The UN meeting will also study a series of allegations made by members of the 
Governing Council. a UN official said. 

In a letter this ,~·eek to the UN, obtaioed by the Fr, JGC adviser Claude Hankes
Drielsma detailed ''serious tran.sgressions" in the oil-for-food progranune. He said the 
original list of oil contracts "demonstrates beyond any doubt that Saddam Hussein bought 
polit.ical and other support under the aegis of the UN" . Kofi Annan, the UN secretary
genera1, has said the programme was satisfactorily audited many times. 

According to Mr Hankes-Drielsrna, the UK chainnan of Roland Berger Strategy 
Consultants and a former chainnan of the management committee at Price \Vaterhonse 
and Partners. at least 10 per cent was added to the value of all invoices under the UN-run 
programme. 

He calculated that the scheme would have provided Mr Hussein's regime with more than 
Dollars 4bn (Pounds 2.2bn). 

UN officials said they were aware that Mr Hus~ein's regime had found ways to 
circumvent the sanctions and raise cash through kickbacks. 

s 
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"Everybody knew this was going on but it was not going on under our noses because it 
was not part of the procedures we were involved in," said a UN official. "Certainly a lot 
of people and companies got involved in illicit transactions but these were not part of the 
oil-for-food programme." 

Mr Hankes-Driel.sma said he was '1absolutely certain" the document was legirimate. 111 
know how it was compiled and I'm totally satis fied that it's genuine." He said the list was 
compiled on IGC orders mainly from existing oil ministry records. 

Mr Hankes-Drielsma has long known Mr Chalabi, head of the Jniqi National Congress 
(lNC) and chairoian of the f GC finance committee, which is investigating the nllegat.ions. 
Mr Chalabi began pursuing the charges against the UN at least eight rnonths ago, 
according to a person who spoke to him last su:mmer. 

"There are many indications there's a huge amount of com1ption as regards this 
progranune," said a spokesman for Mr Chalabi . 

Additional reporting hy Mark Turner and Carola Hoyos 

### 
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Monitoring panel for l"raq spending yet to start work 

By THOMAS CATAN 

PAGE 08 

An independent \:vatchdog set up by the United Nations nine months ago to monit.or 
spending of Iraqi revenues by occupying powers has yet to begin work. plagued by long 
disagreements over its scope. 

In the meantime:, the occupying powers continue to spend billions of dollars in Iraqi 
funds without the independent oversight ordered by the UN Security Council last year. 

"There's been all of thi:_;: time, all these revenues, without any independent verification -
which is in breach of UN resolutions," said John Davison of UK charity Christian Aid. 

The Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) is due to be dissolved in around five months' 
time. when it is scheduled to hand over power to an Iraqi government. It is unclear what 
will happen to both the fund and the international panel supposed to monitor it aft.er that 
time. 

The situation has fuelled suspicions that the CPA is deliberately dragging out the process 
to avoid independent scrutiny of its spending in its final months of existence - something 
it strongly denies. 

''One is never quite sure what the actual hold-up is," said Claude Hankes-Drielsma, a 
British adviser to Iraq's Governing Council. ''The Jack of transparency and adequate 
consultation has M times contributed to that perception. It's quite disgraceful and 
unnecessary that it hasn't staned work yet." 

The UN Security Council set up the International Advisory and Monitoring Board 
(IAMB) last May to oversee spending from the Development Fund for Iraq (DFI) ~ a 
newly created account containing Iraqi oil revenues, frozen assets and funds left over 
from the UN's oil-for-food progranune. 

Under the lerms of the UN resolution, the watchdog is made up by representatives of the 
International Monetary Fund, the World Bank and the Arab Fund for Social and 
Economic Development. They spent much of last year engaged in disagreements over the 
watchdog's remit. 

7 
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"One of the issues that held it up is that the US didn't want it to have any real teeth,'' said 
an official from one of the watchdog's member organisations. "(The members) said wait a 
second, we i:Wt not in t'he business of rnbber-stamping things here." 

After months of wrangling, the IAMB was finally set up in October, and has held two 
procedural meetings since then. But it is still waiting for the CPA to nominate 
.accountants, which the IAMB is meant to then approve or reject. 

"The institutions presented a work programme to the CPA in December and are still 
waiting for a final commitment by CPA," said the official from an IAMB r,nember 
organisation. 

A CPA offida1, however, said they were waiting for the ustatement of work'1 to be 
finalised before any accountants could be selected. According to CPA figures, Dollars 
10.Sbn has flowed into the DFI account in New York, of which just over Dollars 3bn has 
been spent. The CPA says it has used funds from the account to, among other things, buy 
wheat, pay Jraqj saJades, rebuild essential services and print the new currency. 

As time goes by, there is a growing sense among critics that they will simply have to take 
occupying forces at their word . 

"Five months from now, the CPA.is supposed to dissolve," said Nathaniel Hurd, \Vho is 
preparing a report on spending by the occupying powers for Iraq Revenue Watch, a 
watchdog funded by financier George Soros. "So this whole thing may have been some 
giant window-dn:ssing exercise and all of this money may be spent with minimal external 
oversight," said Mr Hurd. 

### 
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AEI 

Taylor Nelson creates new role for Lowden 

PAGE 10 

ROLAND Berger Strategy ConsultantS have appointed Claude Hankes-'Drielsma as 
chairman. He is chairman of the Windsor Leadership Tnist. 

### 

Copyright 2003 The Financial Times Limited 
Financial Times (London.England) 
October 15, 2003 

And finally .. .. Claude Hankes-Drielsma 

By RUTII SULLIV ANBODY: 

*' Roland Berger Strategy Consultants has appointed Claude Bankes• Drielsma, former 
chairman of Price Waterhouse's management committee, as chairman. 

# ## 

Copyright 2003 Times Newspapers Limited 
The Times (London) 
October 7, 2003 

The College of St George Windsor Castle 

Mr Claude Hankes·Drielsma was e]ected Honorary Fellow and Special Adviser, The 
College of St George, at the meeting of the General Chapter on September 29, 2003 . 

### 
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WEASEL ALERT 

Saddam's Global Payroll 
It's time to take a serious look at the U.N.'s oil-for-food 
program. 

BY THERSE RAPHAEL 
Monday, February 9, 2004 8:00 a.m. EST 

• 

On Dec. 5, during a trip to Baghdad, Claude Hankes-Drielsma faxed an urgt 
letter to U.N. Secretary-General Kofi Annan. Mr. Drielsma, the U.K. Chalrm. 
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, had recently been appointed to advise 
Iraqi Governing Council. What he saw in Baghdad left him shocked. "As a r( 
of my findings here, combined with earlier information," he wrote, "I most 
strongly urge the U.N. to consider appointing an independent commission t1 
review and investigate the 'Oil for Food Programme.' Failure to do so might 
bring into question the U.N.'s credibility and the public's perception of it. .. 
My belief is that serious transgressions have taken place and may still be ta 
place." 

Just how serious these transgressions were became clear late last month, 'A 

the Iraqi daily Al Mada published a partial list of names, compiled by Iraq's 
ministry, of those whom Saddam Hussein rewarded with allocations of Iraqi 
Mr. Hankes-Drielsma, who says he was among the first to see the list in ea, 
December, says it is based on numerous contracts and other detailed 
documents and was compiled at the request of the Iraqi Governing Council. 

The list, a copy of which has been seen by the Journal's editorial page, is in 
spreadsheet format and details (in Arabic) individuals, companies and 
organizations, grouped by country, who oil ministry and Governing Council 

________ J officials believe received vouchers from the Iraqi regime for the purchase 01 

Ii OpinionJournal 

r WSJ Online 

under the oil-for-food program. Mr. Hankes-Drielsma said the recipients wo 
have been given allocations at below-market prices and then been able to 
pocket the difference when a middleman sold the oil on to a refinery; 13 tin 
periods are designated and with indications of how much crude, in millions, 
barrels, each recipient allegedly received. 

The list reads like an official registry of Friends of Saddam across some SO 
countries, It's clear where his best, best friends were. There are 11 entries 
under France (totaling 150.8 million barrels of crude), 14 names under Syri 
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(totaling 116.9 million barrels) and four pages detailing Russian recipients, 
voucher allocations of over one billion barrels. Many of the names, 
transliterated phonetically from Arabic, are not well-known or are difficult tc 
identify from the information given. Others stand out. There's George Gallo· 
the Saddam-supporting British MP recently expelled from the Labour Party, 
has always denied receiving any form of payment from Saddam. other note 
include Indonesian President Megawati Sukarnoputri (also listed separately 
the "daughter of President Sukarno"), the PLO, the Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine, the Russian Orthodox Church, the "director of the 
Russian President's office" and former French Interior Minister Charles Pasq 
Some--including Mr. Pasqua, the Russian Church and Ms. Megawati--have 
denied receiving anything from Saddam. Patrick Maugein, a close friend of 
Jacques Chirac and head of Saco International oil company, says his dealin~ 
were all within "the framework of the oil-for-food program and there was 
nothing illegal about it." 

The list's breadth, and the difficulty in reading and interpreting it, has slowE 
its exposure. There's also the question of authentication. Mr. Hankes-Driels 
(who is not an Arabic speaker) is convinced it is authentic and will be follow 
by more detailed evidence as the Iraqi oil ministry and Governing council 
conduct further investigations. "I've seen the documents that have satisfied 
beyond any doubt that we're dealing with a genuine situation," he told me. 

One of the most eye-catching names on the list is easy to miss as it's the sc 
entry under a country one would not normally associate with Iraq--Panama 
The entry says: "Mr. Sevan." That's the same name as that of the U.N. 
Assistant Secretary-General Benon V. Sevan, a Cyprus-born, New York
educated career U.N. officer who was tapped by Kofi Annan in October 199'. 
run the oil-for-food program. 

When I tried Mr. Sevan for comment, a U.N. spokesman wouldn't put me 
through to him directly but offered to pass on e-mailed questions. In an e-r 
reply to questions about Mr. Sevan's apparent inclusion on the list and inter 
in the Panama-based business that allegedly received the discounted oil, th 
spokesman quoted Kofi Annan's statement Friday: "As far as I know, nobod 
the Secretariat has committed any wrongdoing. If there is evidence, we wo 
investigate it very seriously, and I want those who are making the charges 
give the material they have to me so that we can follow up to determine if 
there has been any wrongdoing and I would take necessary action. So far 
statements are being made but we need to get facts." The pro forma U.N. 
response certainly seems inadequate. Mr. Sevan should take the opportunit 
defend himself against the inference that the presence of his name on this I 
could help explain how Saddam was able to get by with so much influence· 
buying around the world with little apparent objection from the U.N. 

--4.___,..,..._ 

In the seven years that Oil-for-Food was operational, (it was shut down in 
November and its obligations are being wound up) Saddam was able to skir 
funds for his personal use, while at the same time doing favors for those wt 
supported the lifting of sanctions, supplied him with his vast arsenal of 
weapons, and opposed military action in Iraq. Indeed, it was clear from the 
outset that Saddam would be able to use the program to benefit his friends 
The 1995 U.N. resolution setting out the program--Resolution 986--bends o 
backwards to reassure Iraq that Oil-for-Food would not "infringe the 
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sovereignty or territorial integrity" of Iraq. And to that end it gave Saddam 
power to decide on trading partners. "A contract for the purchase of petrole 
and petroleum products will only be considered for approval if it has been 
endorsed by the Government of Iraq," states the program's procedures. 
Predictably, Saddam exploited the program for influence-buying and kickba 
and filled his coffers by smuggling oil through Syria and elsewhere. With Oil 
for-Food and smuggling, he was able to sustain his domestic power base ar 
maintain a lavish lifestyle for his inner circle. 

The system was ripe for abuse, in part because a divided Security Council g 
Saddam far too much flexibility within the program. Oil-for-Food not only g, 
Iraq the power to decide with whom to deal, but also freedom to determine 
official price of Iraqi oil~ revenues from which went legally into the U.N. 's Oi 
for-Food account. U.N. rules did not allow it to order Iraq to deal directly wi 
end-users and bypass all those lucky middlemen who got deals from Sadda 
Nor was the U.N. allowed to view contracts other than those between the oi 
ministry and the first purchaser, so it had no way of verifying that surcharg 
were being imposed by the middlemen on end-users. That enabled him toe 
surcharges to finance his own schemes while still making the final price 
competitive. 

U.N. rules were ostensibly devised to prevent pricing abuses, but in one of 1 

many indications of administrative failure, those safeguards appear not tot 
been enforced. In response, the U.S. and Britain tried often from 2001 to 
impose stricter financial standards, but Russia blocked changes. Then the u 
and Britain instituted a system of retroactive pricing--delaying approval oft 
Iraqi selling price so that they could take account of the market price when 
giving their approval. This too met with grumbling from Friends of Saddam 
while it reduced oil exports, it didn't end the corruption. 

Throughout most of the program's life, Mr. Sevan's office seemed to see no 
evil. When overwhelming evidence finally surfaced that Oil-for-Food had 
become a gravy-train for the Iraqi regime, U.N. officials acknowledged som 
the abuses but refused any of the blame. Criticism is routinely portrayed as 
politically motivated. "The [program] has existed in a highly politicized 
environment from day one," explains the U.N. Web site. "The scale of these 
operations has also made it a rather large target." Its last line of defense w 
to punt to the Security Council, whose sanctions committee (authorized by 
1990 sanctions resolution and composed of Council members) was meant t( 
oversee the program, receive reports and review audits. 

The record of systemic abuse of the program lends credence to claims that 
oil-ministry list is genuine and should be Investigated. The Iraqi Governing 
Council says it's considering legal action against anyone found to have profi 
illegally from Oil-for-Food. The U.S. Treasury's Bureau of Immigration and 
customs Enforcement is investigating possible violations of U.S. law. But th 
U.N. has resisted calls for an independent investigation into abuses. Says M 
Hankes-Drielsma: "I would urge the U.N. to take the high moral ground anc 
instigate a truly independent investigation. 11 

---=>t==--

To this end, he wrote a second letter to the U.N. secretariat on Feb. 1, this 
addressed to Hans Correll, Under Secretary for Legal Affairs and Legal Cour 
of the U.N., with a copy to British Foreign Secretary Jack Straw. He catalog: 
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questions on areas "which need urgent investigation," e.g. "Why did the u.r 
approve oil contracts to non-end users?" His letter alleges that "not less the 
10% was added to the value of all invoices to provide cash to Saddam ... ' 
was this not identified and prevented?" The letter also asks "What controls· 
in place to monitor BNP [the French bank] who handled the bulk of the LCs, 
total value of whtch may have [been] in the region of $47 billion?" 

In a June 2000 statement on Oil-for-Food, Mr. sevan said, "As [Mr. Annan] 
it recently, we, as international civil servants, take our marching orders fror 
the Security Council." It might have been more accurate to acknowledge th 
U.N. took its marching orders from Saddam. 

Ms. Raphael is editorial page editor of The Wall Street Journal Europe. 

--==.., _______ -
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cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Didc Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Larry Di Rita 
David CU 
Powell Moore 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT : Legislation on Numbers 

January 27 ,2004 

l:, 1 / 

At the first day of the CilC conference, there was the discussion about end 

~trength and the need for greater flexibility. 

Let's get a proposal fashioned to recommend to the Congress to relieve us cl.1he 

burden of having 1D be at a l'ertainnwnber-not above,not below-once each 

year. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012704-11 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOM' CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 
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INFO MEMO 
CN-1613-04 
12 March 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

F•I. '.I 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS 1yf;, ,._, 1>'{ 

SUBJECT: Legislation On Numbers 

• Issue. ''Let's get a proposal fashioned to recommend to the Congress to relieve us 
of the burden of having to be at a ce1tain number · not above. not below· once 
each year." (TAB A) 

• Discussion. 1 t:oncur in OSD(P&R)'s proposed language (TABB) to change 
United Stat<:ls Code, title I 0, section I 05 (Personnel Strengths: Requirement for 

.~_»8.~~1thorization), eliminating DOD's requirementto rep01t end strength by 
~ f verage strength. OSD(GC) will deJiverthe proposal in March (TAB C) as 
partofDOD's OMB-c1earedFiscal Year 2005 legislation program to Congress. 

COORDINATION: TAB D 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwright, USMC: Director. J-8J .... (b-)(
5
_) ___ _. 
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CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Larey Di Rita 
David Chu 
Powell Moore 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld ). 

SUBJECT: Legislation on Nwnbers 

January 27 ,2004 

~ll 

At the first day of the enc conference, there was tlE discussion aboot end 

strength and the need for greater flexibility. 

Let's get a proposal fashioned to rocommend to 1IE Congress 1o relieve us fl the 

burdm of having 1o be at a l'ertain mmber-not above, not below-once each 

year. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012704.11 
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Sec. 115. Personnel strengths: requirement for annual authorization 

(a) ACTIVE-DUTY AND SElKTIDRESERVE END SIRENJil:6IDBE AUTHORIZED BY LAW.

Congress shall authorize personnel strength levels for each fiscal year for each of the following: 

(l) The average strength for each of the anned forces (other than the Coast Guard) for: 

(A) active-duty personnel (other than members of a Reserve component described in 
subsection(b)(2)) who are to be paid from funds appropriated for active-duty personnel, 
and 

(B) active-duty personnel and full-time National Guard duty personnel who are to be 
paid from funds appropriated for reserve personnel in connection with organizing, 
administering, recruiting, instructing, or training the reserve components or the armed 
forces to perform duties as prescribed in section 12310 of this title. 

(2) The average strength for the Selected Reserve of each reserve component of the 
armed forces. 

(b) CERTAIKRESERVESON ACTIVE DUTY TOBE AUTHORIZED BY l.AW.--Except as 
authorized under subsection (a)(l ), Congress shall authorize the maximum average strength for 
members of a Reserve component on active duty (other than for training) or full time National 
Guard duty (other than for training) who are paid from funds appropriated for-

(1) reserve personnel; or 

(2) active duty personnel, to include funds reimbursed to reserve appropriations for 
reserve or National Guard personnel to perform active duty or full-time National Guard duty 
provided-

(A) the period of duty is for three years or less; and 

(B) the cumulative periods of active duty (other than for training) and full-time 
National Guard duty (other than for training) performed by the member in the previous 
1460 days is less than I 095 days. 

(c) LIMITATIONS OK APPROPRIATIO::,.JS FOR MILITARY PERSONNEL-No funds may be 
appropriated for any fiscal year to or for-

(1) the use of active-duty personnel or fu11-time National Guard duty personnel of any of 
the armed forces ( other than the Coast Guard) unless the average strength for such personnel 
of that armed force for that fiscal year has been authorized by law; or 

(2) the use of the Selected Reserve of any reserve component of the armed forces unless 
the average strength for the Selected Reserve of that component for that fiscal year has been 
authorized by law. 

(d) MILITARY TECHNICIAN (DUAL STAlUS) AVERAGE SIRH\GIH 10 BE AUTHORIZED BY 

LA w.-Congress shall authorize for each fiscal year the average strength for military technicians 
( dual status) for each reserve component of the Army and Air Force. Funds available to the 
Department of Defense for any fi seal year may not be used for the pay of a military technician 
(dual status) during that fiscal year unless the technician fills a position that is within the number 
of such positions authorized by law for that fiscal year for the reserve component of that 
technician. This subsection applies without regard to section l 29of this title. Tn each budget 
submitted by the President to Congress under section 1105 of title 31, the average strength 

TabB 
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requested for military technicians (dual status) for each reserve component of the Army and Air 
Force shall be specifically set forth. 

( e) STRENGTH LEVELS. -( 1) The Secretary of Defense shall prescribe and include in the 
budget justification documents submitted to Congress in support of the President's budget for the 
Department of Defense for any fiscal year the Secretary's proposed end-of-quarter strengths for 
each quarter of the fiscal year for which the budget is submitted, in addition to the Secretary's 
proposed fiscal-year average-strengths for that fiscal year. Such strengths shall be submitted for 
each category of personnel required to be authorized by law under subsection (a) or (d). The 
Secretary shall ensure that resources are provided in the budget at a level sufficient to support the 
average-strengths as submitted. 

(2) Whenever the Secretary establishes that the average strength level under paragraph 
(2) will not be achieved in a manner that the Secretary determines will impact national 
security objectives, the Secretary shall notify the Committee on Armed Services of the 
Senate and the Committee on Armed Services of the House of Representatives of that 
strength level and its projected impact on national security objectives. 

(t) AUTHORITY OF THE SR:REf AR.Y OF DEFENSE TO N:RFASE THE smEN:Til-1 OF 

RESERVES ON ACTIVE DUIY.---Up.11 determination by the Secretary of Defense that such 
action is in the national interest, the Secretary may increase the strength authorized pursuant 
to subsection (b ), not withstanding the restrictions of subparagraphs (A) and (B) of paragraph 
(2), for a fiscal year for any of the armed forces by a number equal to-

(1) the number of members of a reserve component of that armed force on active duty in 
support of a contingency operation, 

(2) the number of members of the National Guard called into Federal service under 
section 12406 of this title, 

(3) the number of members of the militia called into Federal service under chapter 15 of 
this title, and 

(4) the number of members of a reserve component called to or retained on active duty 
under sections 1230 l(g), 1230 I (h) or 12322 of this title. 

(g) ADJUSTMENT WHEN COPSI' GUARD IS CH:RAlll\G AS A SERVCE IN THE DEPARTME);[T OF 

THENAVY.-The authorized strength of the Navy under subsection (a)( 1) is increased by the 
authorized strength of the Coast Guard during any period when the Coast Guard is operating as a 
service in the Department of the Navy. 

(h) DFRNillON.-'Ire term "average strength" shall be the average of the month-end strength 
levels for the fiscal year. 

-2- TabB 
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OEN ER AL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

FROM: 

TABC 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2.0301 · 1600 

INFO MEMO 

February 12, 2004, 5: 11 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel 

SUBJECT: New Legislation concerning End Strength 

• This responds to your request to see the proposed legislation 
strength language. 

• The Deprutment has not submittai any major new legisl ive initiatives concerning 
end strength to the Office of Mana2ement and Budget r clearance as part of its 
Fiscal Year 2005 legislation program . 

• 

• Last year, the Senate supported the Deprutment' s average strength proposal, but 
the House did not. The ensuing Conference Committee agreed upon m1 
amendment requiring the Depaitment to submit planned end-of-quaiter strength 
reports in addition to the existing annual end strength repo1t. (TABB) The final 
provision enacted by Congress last yeru· did not include the Department's average 
strength proposal. 

• I expect to deliver the Department'sOMB-cleared Fisc<:11 Year 2005 legislation 
program to Congress at the beginning of March. USD(P&R) is aware of this time 
frame. 

Attachments: As stated 

COORDlNATlON: (I) USD(P&R) B. Loo 2/12/04 
(2) ASD(LA) D. Stanley 2/12/04 

Prepared by Vic Bernson, .... !(b_)(_6)_ ..... OSD 025 23 -04 

TabC 
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TO: Gen.Dick~ 

cc: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfo"itz 
Gen. Pete Face 
Doug Feith 
Steve Cambone 
Ken Krieg 

Lc:s Brownlee. Gord,)n England, Jim Roche 

Dl)ttald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Metrics on .. Usability of Forces'' 

February 6,2004 

We need melrics that track the usability of US forces-in the aggregate, by 

Service, and by categories within the Services. The metrics need to be agreed and 

tracked. This is as important as; tracking readiness metrics. 

Ken Krieg, please take the lead. Work with the Service Secretaries and the other 

addressees to develop agreed-upon metrics. You may need to use an outside 

consultant to help. We will then set up a tracking mechm1ism to measure progress, 

with quarterly reports. 

When we get that task done. we then ought to try to hack our metrics into the 

NATO countries and into NATO. Metrics can be a source of embarrassment, but 

they are a powerful incentive to get right with the worJd. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
1120S04• I I (15 W111,plllCl).doc 
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CHAIRMAN Of THE.JOINT CHEFS CF STAFF 

WAStlNGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

'l '"'lt t •• •·. 

t, .,;-; • • • I ~ 

JNFOMEMO CM-1 612- 0 4 
1 2 March 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, cfc~ t.fr,1 ,-,"'-01 
SUBJECT: Melrics on "Usability of Forces" 

. . , l: 07 

• Issue. You stated that we need metrics to track the usability o JS forces, an, 
tasked Ken Krieg lo take the lead in developing agreed-upon metrics (TAB). 

• Answer 

• My staff is fully engaged to suppon :t\1r. Krieg's efforts. Ken Krieg formed a 
panel from OSD, the Joint Staff, Services, and US Joint Forces Command to 
develop metrics . The panel met on 26 Febntfil·y 2004 to start the process. 

• At a follow-up meeting on 4 March 2004, my .staff presented a Global Force 
Management (GFM) briefing, describing where we are now and the capabilities
based objectives of G FM. Mr. Krieg has tasked OSD(P&R) to develop supporting 
briefings that describe how DOD tracks usability of forces today and how the 
Defense Readiness Reporting Syste m will support GFM in the future. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwright, USMC: Director. J-8;_!(b_)<_6) ___ _ 

0 SD O 37 7 5 - 0 4 
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10: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Pete Pace 
Doug Feith 
Steve Cambone 
Ken Krieg 

TAB 

cc: 
FROM: 

Les Brownlee, Gordon England • .!In Roche 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Metrics on "Usability of Forces" 

February 6,2004 

We need metrics that track the usability of US forces-in the aggregate, by 

Service, and by categories within the Services. The metrics need to be agreed and 

tracked. This is as important as tracking readiness metrics. 

Ken Krieg, please take the lead. Work with the Service Secretaries and the other 

addressees to develop agreed-upon metrics. YOl may need to use an outside 

consultant to help. We will then set up a tracking mechanism to measure progress, 

with quarterly reports. 

When we get that task done, we then ought to tty to back our metrics into the 

NATO countries and into NATO. Metrics can be a source of embarrassment, but 

they are a powerful incentive to get right with the world. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
020S04· 11 (1$ co111pu1et).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ___ ?, j 1_) ...... o......,'f _______ _ 
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TO: Gus Pagonis 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz /iJ 
Donald Rumsfeld- /'J rJ 
Proposal I 

March 15,2004 

0 
I received your proposal about the creation of a new management position. We'll r,.J 
wash it around and get back to you. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031504-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by---------

. 
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TO: Honorable Colin Powell 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Visa Interviews for Saudi General Officers 

March 15, 2004 

The problem of the US requiring Saudi Arabian general officers be interviewed at 

the US Embassy is serious. These are individuals we are inviting to the US for 

military-to-military meetings. They will not come if they have to go to our 

embassy to be interviewed, or if they have to be interviewed in their own facilities. 

What can I do to help? 

DHR:dh 
031504-22 
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.. , 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolt<Jwitz 
Jim Haynes 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Governance for Military Academies 

January;).~ 2004 

Please draft up a memo from me implementing Gordon England's 

recommendations for the military academies, unless you have reason to believe we 

should do something else. Then see that it is properly coordinated before I sign it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1/22/04 SecNa\' memo to SecDef re: Governance for Military Academies 

DHR:dh 
012204-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by -:i-/ l, / o '/: 

osa 03911-04 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR:. 

FROM: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C . 20301-1600: ' 

""'....,.... .. . . J '~ t r". L , 

INFO MEMO 

March 11> 2004, 4:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II, General Counsel ~ 
SUBJECT: Legislation for the Governance for Military Academies 

o Working with USD (P &R), we have drafted legislation (Tab A) consistent with the 
recommendations of the Secretary of the Navy (Tab B) and as recommended by the 
Fowler Commission concerning Sexual Misconduct Allegations at the Air Force 
Academy. The proposed legislation would apply to all the Military Academies, as 
follows: 

o Repeal the statutory requirement that Service Academy Superintendents retire 
after their assignment; 

o Expand the pool of potential candidates for the position of Dean of the Faculty 
and Dean of the Academic Board, to include both civilian employees and military 
officers; 

o Restructure the composition, nomination allocations, duties and responsibilities of 
the Board of Visitors with mandatory meeting and rep01t requirements. 

-~~ 
• 0MB has cleared these legislative initiatives and they ~d 1'e forwarded to Congress, ~ 

Ja/itfl;Ul the week .• 

COORDINATION: None. 

cc: USD(P&R) 

Prepared By: Robert E. Reed, ODGC (P&HP), j .... <b_)(_6) ___ ____, 

0 
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SEC._ . DEAN OF THE FACULTI:'; DEAN OF ACADEMIC HOARD 

(a) UNITEDSTATESAIRFORCEACAOEMY.-Scction 9335 of title 10,United StatesCode, 

2 is amended to read as follows: 

3 "§ 9335. Dean of the Faculty 

4 "(a) There shall be a Dean of the Facully at the Academy responsible to the 

5 Superintendent for devel l1ping and sustaining the curricu I um and overseeing the faculty. 

6 Notwithstanding any othc'r provision in la\\', the qualifications, selection procedures, training, 

7 retention, and Jetcrminationsof appropriate pay grade of the Dean of Faculty shall be prescribed 

8 by the Se1.:rc'tary of the Air Fl11·ce. Candidates for Dean of Faculty shall be serving officers or 

9 retired or former officers with terminal degrees. The Dean may be either a military officer or a 

IO civilian. 

11 ''(b) While serving as Dean of the Faculty, an officer incumbent who holds a grade lower 

12 than brigadier general shall hold the grade of brigadier general. if appointed to that grade by the 

13 President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. TI1e retirement age of an officer so 

14 appointed is that of a permanent professor of the Academy. An officer so appointed is counted 

15 for purposes of the limitation in section526(a) of this title on general officers ofthe Air Force on 

16 active duty. A civiliun im:umbent will be <lesignated as a member of the Senior Executive 

17 Service." 

18 (b) UNITED STATESMILITARY ACADEMY.~1ion 4335 of title 10, United States Code, 

19 is amended to read as follows: 

20 "§ 4335. Dean of Academic Board 

March 8,2004 386(1) 
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"(a) There shall be a Dean of the Academic Board at the Academy responsible to the 

2 Superintendent for developing and sustaining the curriculum and overseeing the faculty. 

3 Notwithstanding any other provision in law, the qualifications, selection procedures, training, 

4 retention, and determinations of appropriate pay grade of the Dean of the Academic Board shall 

5 be prescribed by the Secretary of the Army. Candidates for Dean of Faculty shall be serving 

6 officers or retired or former officers with terminal degrees. The Dean may be either a military 

7 officer or a civilian. 

8 "(b) While serving as Dean of the Academic Board, an officer incumbent who holds a 

9 grade lower than brigadier general shall hold the grade of brigadier general, if appointed to that 

IO grade by the President, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate. The retirement age of 

11 an officer so appointed is that of a permanent professor of the Academy. An officer so appointed 

12 is counted for purposes of the limitation in section 526(a) of this title on general officers of the 

13 Anny on active duty. A civilian incumbent will be designated as a member of the Senior 

14 Executive Service." 

Section-by-Section Analysis 

This proposal would implement recommendationsfrom the Fowler Commission 
established to review sexual misconduct allegations at the Air Force Academy. Specifically,this 
proposal would expand the available pool of potential candidates for the position of Dean of 
Faculty/Dean of the Academic Board to include both civilian and military officers at both the 
U.S. Air Force Academy and the U.S. Military Academy. The Naval Academy does not have a 
statute that deals with the Dean of Faculty. 

March 8,2004 386(1) 
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SEC._. REPEAL OFREQUIREMENTTHAT SERVICE ACADEMY 

SUPERINTENDENTS RETIRE AFTER ASSIGNMENT. 

(a) REPEAL.-·Sections 3921, 4333a, 6371, 6951a, 8921 and 9333a of Title 10, 

2 United States Code, arc repealed. 

3 (b) CLERICAL AMENDMENTS. -

4 (1) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 367 is amended by 

5 striking the item relating to section 3921. 

6 (2) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 403 is amended by 

7 striking the item relating to scction4333a .. 

8 (3) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 573 is amended by 

9 striking the item relating to section 6371. 

IO (4) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 603 is amended by 

11 striking the item relating to section 6951 a. 

12 (5) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 867 is amended by 

13 striking the item relating to section 8921. 

14 (6) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 903 is amended by 
15 striking the item relating to section 93 33a. 

Section-by-Section Analysis 

This proposal would implement the Fowler Commission Recommendations 
concerning Sexual Misconduct Allegations at the Air Force Academy and apply them to all 
of the service academies. This proposal addresses the Fowler recommendations to change 
the requirement that assignment as the Academy Superintendent by a terminal position. 

This proposal eliminates the requirements that the Secretary of each Military 
Department retire the officer serving as the Superintendent of that Department's Service 
Academy upon the completion of the officer's detail to the Superintendent's position and that 
an officer acknowledge the obligation to retire as a condition precedent to being detailed to 
the Superintendent'sposition. This sectionpennits the Secretariesofthe Military 
Departments to exercise the greatest flexibility with regard to future utilization of talented 
senior officers following their tours of duty as the superintendents of service academies. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30101 



SEC._ . REPEAL OF REQUIREMENT THAT SERVICE ACADEMY 

SUPERINTENDENTS RETIRE AFTER ASSIGNMENT. 

(a) REPEAL.~-Sections 3921, 4333a, 6371, 6951a, 8921 and 9333a of Title IO, 

2 United States Code, arc repealed. 

3 (b) CLERICALAMENDME~TS. -

4 (I) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 367 is amended by 

5 striking the item relating to section 3921. 

6 (2) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter403 is amended by 

7 striking the item relating to section4333a .. 

8 (3) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 573 is amended by 

9 striking the item relating to section 6371. 

10 (4) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 603 is amended by 

11 striking the item relating to section 695 la. 

12 (5) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 867 is amended by 

13 striking the item relating to section 8921. 

14 (6) The table of sections at the beginning of chapter 903 is amended by 
15 striking the item relating to section 9333a. 

Section-by-Section Analysis 

This proposal would implement the Fowler Commission Recommendations 
concerning Sexual Misconduct Allegations at the Air Force Academy and apply them to all 
of the service academies. This proposal addresses the Fowler recommendations to change 
the requirement that assignment as the Academy Superintendent by a terminal position. 

This proposal eliminates the requirements that the Secretary of each Military 
Department retire the officer serving as the Superintendentof that Department's Service 
Academy upon the completion of the officer's detai I to the Superintendent's position and that 
an officer acknowledge the obligation to retire as a condition precedent to being detailed to 
the Superintendent'sposition. This section permits the Secretaries of the Military 
Departments to exercise the greatest flexibility with regard to future utilization of talented 
senior officers following their tours of duty as the superintendents of service academies. 
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SEC._ . BOARD OF VISITORS; UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY; 

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY; UNITED STATES NAVAL 

ACADEMY. 

(a) UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY:· ·· Section 9355 of title 10, United States Code, 

2 is mended to read as follows: 

3 11§ 9355. Board of Visitors 

4 "(a)A BoarJ of Visitors to the Academy is constituted annually of-

5 "( I ) two members of the Senate designated by the Vice President or the President 

6 pro tempore of the Senate; 

7 ··(1)one person, who is not a member of the Senate, as designated by the Vke 

8 President or the PresiJent pro tempore of the Senate; 

9 "(3) three members of the House of Representatives designated by the Speakerof 

10 the House of Representatives; 

11 "(4) one person, who is not a member of the House of Representatives. designated 

12 by the Speaker of tht: House or Representatives: and 

13 "(S) eight persons designated by the President. or his designee. 

14 "(b)All Bmml membt:rs will pledgt: full partil·ipation in exen1ting their responsibilities to 

15 the Board. The persons designated by the President serve for three years each except that any 

16 member whose term of office has expired shall continue to serve until his successor is appointed. 

17 The President shall designate replacement members each year to succeed the members appointed 

18 by the President whose tenns expire that year. At ]east two persons designated by the President 

19 shall be graduates of the Air Force Academy. 

March 8,2004 385(1).wpd 
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I "( c) lf a member of the Board dies or resigns, a successor shall be designated for the 

2 unexpired portion of the term by the official who designated the member. Tf a member fails to 

3 attend or fully participate in two successive Board meetings, Board membership will be 

4 automatically terminated, unless granted prior excusal from those meetings, for good cause, by 

5 the Board Chairman. 

6 ;'(d)Whenpossible, the Board should meet at least four times a year, with at least two of 

7 those meetings at the Academy. The Board or its members may make other visits to the 

8 Academy in connection with the duties of the Board. 

9 "(e)Board meetings should last at least one full day. The Board shall inquire into the 

IO morale, discipline, and social climate, the curriculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal 

11 affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy which the Board decides to 

12 consider and receive candid and complete disclosure, consistent with applicable laws concerning 

13 disclosure of information, by the Secretary of the Air Force and Academy Superintendent of all 

14 institutional problems, and to recommend appropriate action. Board members shall have 

15 unfettered access to Academy grounds and cadets. 

16 "(f) Within 30 days after any meeting, the Board shall submit a written report to the 

17 Secretary of Defense, through the Secretary of the Air Force, with its views and 

18 recommendations pertaining to the Academy. 

19 "(g) Upon approval by the Secretary, the Board may call in advisers for consultation. 

20 "(h) While performing duties, each member of the Board and each adviser shall be 

21 reimbursed under Government travel regulations for travel expenses.". 

22 (b) UNTIID SfAlFSMILITARY ACADEMY.----section 4355 of such title is amended to read 

March 8,2004 385(1).wpd 
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1 as follows: 

2 

3 "§ 4355. Board of Visitors 

4 "(a) A Board of Visitors to the Academy is constituted annually of-

5 "(I) two members of the Senate designated by the Vice President or the President 

6 pro tempore of the Senate; 

7 "(2)one person, who is not a member of the Senate, as designated by the Vice 

8 President or the President pro tempore of the Senate; 

9 "(3) three members of the House of Representatives designated by the Speaker of 

IO the House of Representatives; 

11 "(4)one person, who is not a member of the House of Representatives, designated 

12 by the Speaker of the House of Representatives; and 

13 "(5) eight persons designated by the President, or his designee. 

14 "(b) All Board members will pledge full participation in executing theirresponsibilities to 

15 the Board. The persons designated by the President serve for three years each except that any 

16 member whose term of office has expired shall continue to serve until his successor is appointed. 

17 The President shall designate replacement members each year to succeed the members appointed 

18 by the President whose terms expire that year. At least two persons designated by the President 

19 shall be graduates of the United States Military Academy. 

20 "(c) If a member of the Board dies or resigns, a successor shall be designated for the 

21 unexpired portion of the term by the official who designated the member. If a member fails to 

22 attend or fully participate in two successive Board meetings, Boru-d membership will be 

March 8,2004 385(1).wpd 
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I automatically terminated, unless granted prior excusal from those meetings, for good cause, by 

2 the Board Chairman. 

3 "( d) When possible, the Board should meet at least four times a year, with at least two of 

4 those meetings at the Academy. The Board or its members may make other visits to the 

5 Academy in connection with the duties of the Board. 

6 "(e)Board meetings should last at least one full day. The Board shall inquire into the 

7 morale, discipline, and social climate, the cun-iculum, instrnction, physical equipment, fiscal 

8 affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy which the Board decides to 

9 consider and receive candid and complete disclosure, consistent with applicable laws concerning 

IO disclosure of information, by the Secretary of the Army and Academy Superintendent of all 

11 institutional problems, and to recommend appropriate action. Board members shall have 

12 unfettered access to Academy grounds and cadets. 

13 "(±) Within 30 days after any meeting, the Board shall submit a written report to the 

14 Secretary of Defense, through the Secretary of the Army, with its views and recommendations 

15 pertaining to the Academy. 

16 "(g) Upon approval by the Secretary, the Board may call in advisers for consultation. 

17 "(h) While perfonning duties, each member of the Board and each adviser shall be 

18 reimbursed under Government travel regulations for travel expenses.". 

19 (c) UNilID STATESNAVALACADEMY.-Section 6968 of such title is amended to read as 

20 follows: 

21 "§ 6968. Board of Visitors 

22 "(a)A Board of Visitors to the Naval Academy is constituted annually of-

March 8,2004 385(1).wpd 
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"( I) two members of the Senate designated by the Vice President or the President 

2 pro tempore of the Senate; 

3 "(2)one person, who is not a member of the Senate,as designated by the Vice 

4 President or the President pro tempore of the Senate; 

5 ;o(3)three members of the House of Representatives designated by the Speaker of 

6 the House of Representatives; 

7 "(4)one person, who is not a member of the House of Representatives,designated 

8 by the Speaker of the House of Representatives; and 

9 "(5) eight persons designated by the President, or his designee. 

10 "(b)All Board members will pledge full participation in executing their responsibilities to 

I I the Board. The persons designated by the President serve for three years each except that any 

12 member whose term of office has expired shall continue to serve until his successor is appointed. 

13 The President shall designate replacement members each year to succeed the members appointed 

14 by the President whose terms expire that year. At least two persons designated by the President 

15 shall be graduates of the United States Naval Academy. 

16 "(c)lf a member of the Board dies or resigns, a successor shall be designated for the 

17 unexpired portion of the term by the official who designated the member. lf a member fails to 

18 attend or fully participate in two successive Board meetings, Board membership will be 

19 automatically terminated, unless granted prior excusal from those meetings, for good cause, by 

20 the Board Chairman. 

21 "(d)When possible, the Board should meet at least four times a year, with at least two of 

22 those meetings at the Academy. The Board or its members may make other visits to the 

March 8,2004 385(1 ).wpd 
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1 Academy in connection with the duties of the Board. 

2 "(e)Board meetings should last at least one full day. The Board shall inquire into the 

3 morale, discipline, and social climate, the curriculum, instruction, physical equipment, fiscal 

4 affairs, academic methods, and other matters relating to the Academy which the Board decides to 

5 consider and receive candid and complete disclosure, consistent with applicable laws concerning 

6 disclosure of information, by the Secretary of the Navy and Academy Superintendent of all 

7 institutional problems, and to recommend appropriate action. Board members shall have 

8 unfettered access to Academy grounds and cadets. 

9 "(f) Within 30 days after any meeting, the Board shall submit a written report to the 

IO Secretary of Defense, through the Secretary of the Navy, with its views and recommendations 

11 pertaining to the Academy. 

12 "(g) Upon approval by the Secretary, the Board may call in advisers for consultation. 

13 "(h) While performing duties, each member of the Board and each adviser shall be 

14 reimbursed under Government travel regulations for travel expenses.". 

Section-by-SectionAnalysis 

This proposal would implement recommendations from the Fowler Commission 
established to review sexual misconduct allegations at the Air Force Academy. Specifically, this 
proposal alters the composition and charter of the Board of Visitors (BOY) for the Military 
Academies. 

More members of the Board would be appointed by the President. In addition, the Board 
would be required to meet four times each year, up from the current requirement of one meeting, 
and members may not miss two consecutive meetings without priorpennission from the Board 
Chairman for good cause. Failure to meet this requirement would result in the automatic 
termination of the individual's membership. 

ln addition, the charter of the Board would be expanded in this legislation to a more 
detailed inventory of Academy climate, culture, and procedures for review, and the requirement 
for Board reports would be increased from one per year to one per meeting, with the report due in 

March 8,2004 385(1).wpd 
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• 30 days instead of the existing 60 days. 

The Fowler Commission considered these changes to be desirable due to the perceived 
Lack ofrigorous oversight of the U.S. Air Force Academy by its Board of Visitors. This proposal 
would ensure that future oversight is constant, meaningful, and consistent across the Military 
Departments. 

March 8,2004 385(1).wpd 
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it. 
January Zl; 2004 

TO: 

cc: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfriwitz 
Jim Havnes 

(-li1'. 

~ ~ ~v,-
FROM: Donald~ Rurnsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Governance for Military Academies 

Please draft up a memo from me implementing Gordon England's 

recommendations for the military academies, unless you have reason to believe we 

should do something else. Then see that it is properly coordinated before l sign it. 

l11anks. 

Attm.:h. 
1/22/()4 Set.:N .. 1v menm to Sec Der re: Governance for Military Al'adt'mil;.'s 

DHR:dh 
012204-6 
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Plewi"e respond by J-j l, J O ~ 
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January 22,2004 

To: SECDEF 

Fr: SECNAV 

Subj: Governance for Military Academies 

Mr. Secretary, 

Three changes could be made to improve the governance of all services 
academies. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

In regard to the makeup and operation of the Board of Visitors, universally 
apply the "Fowlerrecommendations"to all three academies. 

The Board of Visitors should report to the respective service secretary 
(under your oversight) instead ofto the President as is currently the case 
under IOUSC ~ 9355. 

Finally, service secretaries.should consider creating an executive steering 
group to link the Secretary's office and the academy for day-to-day 
matters. These boards are either in place or being implemented now by 
each service secretary, and their governanceresponsibilities should be 
codified for consistency across the academies. 
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March 19,2004 

TO: Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Intrepid Foundation Invitation for POTUS 

Here is a letter from the Intrepid Foundation in New York. They want to honor 

the President in May. 

It is an organization that does a good deal for the military, including providing 

scholarships to dependents. The Fisher family also funds the Fisher Houses, 

which are rooms military families can use while visiting loved ones undergoing 

treatment at military health facilities, including Walter Reed and Bethesda Naval 

Hospital. 

It is worth your consideration. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/22/03 intrepid Foundation invitation to POTUS 

llHR:dn 
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Ol!Oll / 04 FIil 17 : 13 TEL 

Alll-lO\ll f1SHH 
C•.AII~ o• nit ao ... 11 

~r Mr. Pte1id1nt. 

- > lNTAEPlO MU5£UM evP; ~ -o· • 

December 22,2003 

Ori behalf of the Bonrd of Trust«• of the Intrepid M~t'\lm Foundation, i1 is my honor to 
invi,a you tQ rccoive the 2004 latrepid Frudom Award, a sp«ial honor presented to ,elected 
world leadert for their 161dcrahip ii the advancement of peace, freedom and democracy. 

Tho Intrepid Freedom Award was created by the Board of Trusrocs in 1992 *1 rec.ogni:u 
outs11ndina l~1den who have stood tall in defense of the ~rinc.iplot ptiwi by people throughout 
tho world. Past recipients have included President~ Reagan and Yeltsin, and Prime Ministus 
R.Abin 1,11.t Tllatoha,, M -11 a., th.:. .. -t .... ,,..1 •• , Cl,on"r 411,J 011ncnal Pu~ll . UUr .ooaro 1111.S 

~ommende(f you tor chi~ Award in recognition of your pursuit of world freedom and 
democracy. 

The Aw11d will be J!fCscnted l\ the Floct Weck. Gala, hosted aboard the hislDri~ World 
War II 11ircraft Carrier Jntrtpld in '.'few York City on flo avcning of May 27, 2004. The dinner 
will be pert of,~~ J~ anniversary ofFteet Week- Plrrl Wee~ oft.el\ ~fr:rrM to u "Ama,c11's 
Premiere thank-you to the men and women of the Armed Fon.-er," ii hosted annually by \he 
ln~id Museum Foundation end 1tie City of New York. Vessels from the United States Navy 
and CQ~t Guard,-. well u from Alliod nations from around the world, visit New York to join in 
lho weak's i:olebr1tions. 

Since tho inception of f)C"Cl Week in New York in 1987, 300,000 American military 
personnel, from all five bruichts of th~ Armed Foree,, have joined in the event. The J\foseum 
•rnnges • ser!e1 of •ctivitie1 for them, including tree crew partier aboard Intrepid, ithlflie 
~ompe1ition,, and other ,poci&l ~venb. Olh"fr New York o,.91niz.atioo1join in u ,vell: The New 

York Y anltttS ~d ]\:lats each donate 5,000 tickets for the trocps for baseball games; lheatres offer 
B ~1dway show tickets. and meny restaurants a11d Sioru offer discounts for servicemen and 
WOfTlen in town. flert We.ck hu b«;~Qm~ a tn,,c oppot1unity for American citizens fQ offer their 
rhank, to lhosG who '91\IO ln our nation's defense. Th is year 10,000 U.S. troops will be joined by 
,a.lion from other allic:d nations for our ~lcbration. 

Tba black-tit Gala is hosted on the hangar deck of the World War 11 - era c.rrier 
IAtrtpid, which .,er'lt, -. I.he ~cnterpiece of the Intrepid Sea Air Space Museum. The Gala, 
which also hC1nor, Ou: mrm~ri of tile Anned Force, of the 11.Jnited Stater and allied natioru., is 1 

military-themed ennt featuring patriotic mtcru.inm~nt. The event is s, hedulcd lo begin at six 
o'clcdt with a reception, followed by diMer in the carrier', hangar declc ~•. Senior Federal, 
State and ~ officials ,vill be in at1endu1~. OJr nation·, top corporate CEO's and national 
figures wi 11 be present u well, 

ONt 11''T'l U1D j()IJAH • WIST 1tTI1 STUrT AND un. ,.~~~U£ . t,1£111 YOIIK_ twEW YOllt: loou ~(b )(6) 
..._.,alltpOIIIMIIII °'1,11~ '-----------' 
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0~1~]/13~~ 03:53 ... !(b_)_(6_) ____ __, 
.q•e•'"•o: , 1 D/04 ,e ; eia; 

0110910• FRI J 7 : z, TEL 

I hope that you will join in whst 1 promise will be &n ou1standiJ1g event. ~ office will 
provide all details require<!. by your ~taff, and we arc etanding by to assist. .in any special 
arrangements that may be required. l-e ho1>e that you wiJI accept ow· invitation and that we will 
soP. you and the First Lady at the Oala. 

The J lonor9ble ~rgc W. Bush 
Prcsidont of te Unitod States 
The White House 
1600Pe"ruytvuia Avenue 
Washington, DC 20500 
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BILL WHIT 
Prt.'Sident 

Dear l\fr. Se ---
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I hope you are well. Attached please find.a copy of an invitation letter that Arnold Fisher 
sent to The President. We would like to seek your support and counsel on the best way to 
proceed and would welcome the opportunity to discuss it with you at your earliest 
convenience. pt regards lo you and Joyce, 

The Honorable Do11ald H. Rumsfclcl 
SL'Crctary 
lkpartment of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington. DC 20301-1000 

Enclosure 
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BILL WHITE 
President 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

PAGE 81 

March 16,2004 

I hope you are well. Attached please find a copy of an invitation letter that Arnold Fisher 
5ent to The President. We would like to seek your support and counsel on the best way to 
proceed and would welcome the opportunity to discuss it with you at your earliest 
convenience. P" regards to you and Joyce, 

The Honornble Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary 
Department of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington. DC 20301-1000 

Enclosure 
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• >- I NTREP'• D MUSEUM SVP; Pac,e 4 

Det:t:mber 22, 2003 

On behalf of the Boord of'Trustees of the Intrepid Mu<,eum Foundation, ii is my honor co 
invite you to rocoivc the 2004 Intrepid Freedom Awnrd, a 3peda! honor presented lo selected 
world leado11 for their leadership in the advancement of pence, freedom and democracy. 

The Intrepid Froedom Award was created by the Board of Trustees in 1992 to recognize 
outstanding leaden who have stood l!II in def ens~ of the principle, prized by people throughout 
the world. Past recipient& have included Presidents Reagan and Y&ltsin, and Prime Ministers 
Rnbin IU\d lli.otoha,, u -11 a., tk~ ... 0 ....... 1.a,1 C'lu:11roy 11uJ Ooucnsl Pu~II. uur .t,OA!O ne.s 
re¢Ommended you for this Award In recognition of your pursuit of world fteErllu and 
democracy. 

The Award will be presented at the Fleet Week Gala, hosted aboard the lili,1oric World 
War II ai~raft cairier lntr,pld in New York at;, on the evening of M!!ly 27, 2004. The dinner 
will be part of the I 'f annivermy of Pleet waek. Fleet Wei:."t.., of\:cn refetTM to a.s "America's 
Premiere thank-you to tho men und women rif the Armed forces,·· is hosted annually by the 
Intrepid Mu.,eum Foundation and the City or New York. Vessels from the United States Navy 
a.rid CoastOJard, H well e..s from Allied nations from around the world, visit New York to join in 
the weak's oolebratlons. 

Since the incepiion of Heet W9E::k. i11 New York in 1987, 300,000 American military 
personnel, fran all five branches of the Armed Forces, have joined in the event. The Museum 
amnges a ~rles of activitie~ fo r them, including free crew ptrties aboard Intrepid, athletic 
anp'ltiti.a'ls, 5nd other spooia.l '!}\lfn\.s , OttitrNew Yo.rl<org!liiuitio11s join in as well: The New 

York Y 8J'\ k~e! and :\tuts eaf.!h <.lona1e 5.000 tk:kets for the troops for baseball games; theatres offer 
~ show ti <.:hls, and nrnny resluurantS an<.l stores offer llis<.:ounts fur servi<.:t:mc::n and 
¥101"\en in town. Fleet.~ hu become a true opportunity for American citi zens to offer their 
thanks to those who serve in~ nation's defense. This year I 0,000 U.S. troop'i will bejuined by 
,ailor1 from otherallil!d nations for our ce\i:bretion. 

The black-lie Gala is hosted on the hang,ir deck ol the World War U - em carrier 
Int.r:Epid, which sen-es 8.3 the centerpiece of the Intrepid Sea Air Spi1.:e Museum. ]be Gala, 
whkb also honors the members of the Armed rorces of the U!tiiai States and allied nations, is a 
mmtmy-thorned event featuring patriotic entcMainment- The event is .~cheduled to begin at six 
o'dock with a reception, followed by dinner in the earner's hangar deck aroa. Senior Federal, 
State and Ot;v officials will he in 11t1•ndtn~ . Olr nation'1, top corporate CE)' s 1md national 
figures will be pr(lsent u well . 

1(1004 
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l hope that you will join il what I promise will be an outstanding event. ~ office will 
provide all details required by yoor staff, and we arc standing by to usist in any special 
ammgements that rray be required. We hope ttd you will acxcpt oor invitation and that wo will 
si,e you and the First Lad_y at the Oala 

The Honorable George W. BtL'ih 
Prcsidont of the United States 
Tho White House, 
1600 PennwlvaniaA'tcnue 
Wuhingtoa1,DC 20500 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Donald Rumsfeld ~~ 
SUBJECT: Opp011unity to Vote 

Andy-

March 17 ,2004 

Attached is a talking paper on what we are doing with respect to absentee voting. 

Also attached are some memoranda I have sent to the secretaries of the military 

departments and to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the combatant 

commanders. 

Regards, 

Alt,lch. 
3/16/04 Talking Paper re: Absentee Voting Preparations for the 2004 Elections 
Memos lo DoD 

DHR:dh 
031704-4 
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TALKING PAPER 
March 16,2004 - 12:02 p.m. 

SUBJECT: Absentee Voting Preparations for the 2004 Elections 

• The Secretary of Defense is the Presidential Designee [to carry out the Uniformed 
and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act, which covers the voting rights of the 
Uniformed Services and their family members -both CONUS and OCONUS - as 
well as all US citizens outside the United States. 

• The Department publishes a biennial Voting Action Plan laying out programmatic 
responsibilities. Each Service has assigned a Senior Service Voting 
Representative (of General or Flag rank) and a Service Voting Action Officer, 
who is responsible for the program. 

o There are more than six million potential voters: 3.7 million overseas civilians not 
affiliated with the Government; 1.4 million military; 1.3 million dependents of 
voting age; and . l million federal civilian employees. Past Absentee voting: 

Year Uniformed 
2000 69% 

Federal Civilian 
65% 

Civilian (non-federal) 
37%. 

• The Federal Voting Assistance Program Office (FV AP) has been visiting 
mobilization sites (7 sites) and major installations. To date, 43 Voting Assistance 
Officer Training workshops have been completed at 41 installation sites. An 
additional 144 workshops are scheduled through August 2004. In addition, Voting 
Assistance Officer Training is offered on-line, on compact disc, and in book form. 

o All States now accept the on-line version of the Federal Post Card application. 
We have been monitoring voting during the Primaries to detect problems and 
implement necessary corrective actions before the General Election. 

• The NDAA FY02 directed the DoD to conduct an electronic voting demo (Secure 
Electronic Registration and Voting Expe1iment (SERVE)), for 2004. In view of 
the inability to ensure legitimacy of votes that would be cast in the Electronic 
Registration and Voting Experiment thereby bringing into doubt the integrity of 
the election results, the Department took immediate steps to suspend the use of the 
system to register or vote via the Internet. 

• We have established September3 - 11,2004, as Armed Forces Voter Registration 
Week to ensure timely voter registration. Absentee Voter Week will be scheduled 
for October 11 - 15,2004, to ensure absentee ballots are completed and mailed 
prior to the general election. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30121 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MAR 1 7 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 

SUBJECT: Opportunity to Vote During the 2004 Elections 

As the men and women of our Uniformed Services serve around the world 
defending democracy and freedom, we are reminded of our precious right as Americans 
to choose our national leaders. Today, more people around the world than ever before 
hold this most fundamental democratic tight-the right to vote. This year, Americans at 
home and abroad will vote in elections to fill Federal, state and local offices. We will be 
voting to elect the President and Vice President, 34 U.S. Senators, the entire U.S. House 
of Representatives, 13 State Governors, and hundreds of local officials. The outcome of 
these elections will shape the nation's future. 

For the men and women of our Uniformed Services, the opportunity to register 
and cast their ballots in the 2004 elections will depend significantly on the assistance and 
support they receive from Service and command voting programs and from the Voting 
Assistance Officers assigned to their units. Those serving overseas, especially in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, and mobilized National Guard and Reserve units, will face the additional 
challenges of the availability of election information and materials and the lengthened 
time it takes to receive and return their absentee ballots through the mails. I want your 
support for the following: 

• Ensure command support of the voting program at all levels of command. 
Personal involvement of commanders is crucial to effective implementation 
of the voting program. Assign quality officers the duty of Voting 
Assistance Officers and comment on their performance as a Voting 
Assistance Officer on their evaluation reports. Voting Assistance Officers 
must be given the time and resources needed for them to perform their 
duties effectively, including the opportunity to complete a Federal Voting 
Assistance Program Training Workshop. 

• Publicize the identity and location of Voting Assistance Officers within 
each major command, on each installation, and within each unit. Service, 
command, installation and unit websites should maintain prominent voting 
information links for the benefit of Service members. 

• Service Voting Assistance Officers must establish and maintain a directory 
of major command and installation Voting Assistance Officers and have the 

0 
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means by which to effectively and rapidly communicate with them and 
their subordinates. I will be asking Dr. David Chu to meet with the Senior 
Service Voting Representatives regularly between now and election day to 
get updates and act quickly to resolve any problems. 

• Voting materials, including the Federal Post Card Application and the 
Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot must be distributed to all units, and unit 
Voting Assistance Officers must be aware of the availability of such 
materials. These materials are available in book form, on CD and on the 
Internet at http://www.fvap.gov. I want to ensure each Service member is 
handed the Federal Post Card Application and is offered assistance in 
completing the form if needed. 

• Use your command and public information capabilities to support the 
September 2004 Armed Forces Voter's Week and designate other special 
days to inform members and families of absentee voter registration and 
voting procedures ensuring that all voters are registered to vote by the end 
of September. I want each of you to designate the week of October 11-15" 
as Absentee Voting Week. If overseas voters complete and mail their 
ballots by October 15, their votes will reach any precinct in time to be 
counted., 

We will not recommend any party or candidate. Our mission is to ensure every 
Service member and their families have the opportunity to vote in the appropriate 
Primary, Special, Runoff and General Elections and to ensure that their votes are counted. 

Voting is both a privilege and a responsibility of citizens in a democracy. It is our 
responsibility, as leaders of the Armed Services, to do everything we can to ensure that 
our Service members and their families exercise their right to vote. 

2 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·1 000 

MAR 1 7 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
COMBAT ANT COMMANDERS 

SUBJECT: Opportunity to Vote During the 2004 Elections 

As the men and women of our Uniformed Services serve around the world 
defending democracy and freedom, we are reminded of our precious right as Americans 
to choose our national leaders. Today, more people around the world than ever before 
hold this most fundamental democratic right-the right to vote. This year, Americans at 
home and abroad will vote in elections to fill Federal, state and local offices. W c will be 
voting to elect the President and Vice President, 34 U.S. Senators, the entire U.S. House 
of Representatives, 13 State Governors, and hundreds of local officials. The outcome of 
these elections will shape the nation's future. 

Fur the men and women of our Uniformed Services, the opp01tunity to register 
and cast their ballots in the 2004 elections will depend significantly on the assistance and 
support they receive from Service and command voting programs and from the Voting 
Assistance Officers assigned to their units. Those serving overseas, especially in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, and mobilized National Guard and Reserve units, will face the additional 
challenges of the availability of election information and materials and the lengthened 
time it takes to receive and return their absentee ballots through the mails. I want your 
support for the following: 

• Ensure command support of the voting program at all levels of command. 
Personal involvement of commanders is crucial to effective implementation 
of the voting program. Assign quality officers the duty of Voting 
Assistance Officers and comment on their performance as a Voting 
Assistance Officer on their evaluation rep01ts. Voting Assistance Officers 
must be given the time and resources needed for them to perform their 
duties effectively, including the oppmtunity to complete a Federal Voting 
Assistance Program Training Workshop. 

• Publicize the identity and location of Voting Assistance Officers within 
each major command, on each installation, and within each unit. Service, 
command, installation and unit websites should maintain prominent voting 
information links for the benefit of Service members. 

G 
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• Service Voting Assistance Officers must establish and maintain a directory 
of major command and installation Voting Assistance Officers and have the 
means by which to effectively and rapidly communicate with them and 
their subordinates. I will be asking Dr. David Chu to meet with the Senior 
Service Voting Representatives regularly between now and election day to 
get updates and act quickly to resolve any problems. 

• Voting materials, including the Federal Post Card Application and the 
Federal Write-In Absentee Ballot must be distributed to all units, and unit 
Voting Assistance Officers must be aware of the availability of such 
materials. These materials are available in book form, on CD and on the 
Internet at http://www.fvap.gov. I want to ensure each Service member is 
handed the Federal Post Card Application and is offered assistance in 
completing the form if needed. 

• Use your command and public information capabi I ities to support the 
September 2004 Armed Forces Voter's Week and designate other special 
days to inform members and families of absentee voter registration and 
voting procedures ensuring that all voters are registered to vote by the end 
of September. I want each of you to designate the week of October 11- lSth 
as Absentee Voting Week. If overseas voters complete and mail their 
ballots by October 15, their votes will reach any precinct in time to be 
counted. 

We will not recommend any party or candidate. Our mission is to ensure every 
Service member and their fami I ies have the opportunity to vote in the appropriate 
Primary, Special, Runoff and General Elections and to ensure that their votes are counted. 

Voting is both a privilege and a responsibility of citizens in a democracy. It is our 
responsibility, as leaders of the Armed Services, to do everything we can to ensure that 
our Service members and their families exercise their right to vote. 

2 
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March 17 ,2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

SEE DISTRIBUTI~!l 

Donald Rmnsfeld y 
SUBJECT: Updating Systems and Procedures 

We have had a series of difficulties over the past three years, where only after a 

period of serious problems with a DoD system or process have we realized that we 

were still in the industrial age, rather than the 21st century. 

For example: 

-DoD Contingency Plans were out of date, and the process for preparing 

them was antiquated, excessively long and not suitable for the 21st century. 

Now we are fixing them. 

- The deployment process for the Iraq contlict was broken. Now we are 

fixing it. 

-The balance between the Active component and the Reserve component 

was clearly out of whack. Now we are rebalancing the AC/RC. 

- Our SRO procedures were sluggish and out of date. Now they have been 

revamped. 

- Today we read that the pay systems for the Guard and Reserve are okay if 

the Guard and Reserve are doing one weekend per month and a two-week 

active duly period per year, but seriously inadequate when we are 

mobilizing to the extent we have had to during the Iraq conflict. 

OSD 03937-04 
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I am concerned about what we'll discover next that is broken. We've made lots of 

progress on the operational side, but please review the systems, procedures and 

business practices that you use and/or are responsible for, and advise me of those 

that you believe we need to fix now, before we need them and before we discover 

they arc not suited to the 21st century. I'd like to try to get ahead of the curve. 

Please coordinate your responses with Ken Krieg in PA&E. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031504-23 
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SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE 
WASHINGTON 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

APR 26 2004 

SUBJECT: Updating Systems and Procedures (Your memo, 17 March 04) 

General Jumper and I share your concern that Operational Support (OS) processes 
arc lagging behind the needs of our Joint Warfightcrs. Our principal focus is on meeting 
the needs of our key customer - the joint warfightcr. 

To that end, we established the Commanders' Integrated Product Team (IPT). 
The IPT is chaired by our DCS, Warfighting Integration with the Air Force CIO as the 
Vice Chair. The team includes nine other Air Statl leaders and four vice commanders of 
our major commands -this team is making progress in providing integrated, cross
functional OS support. This renewed focus has already paid dividends- the ramp up in 
Air Force portal use shown in our Top Six report is a direct outcome of the push. 

In addition, we have implemented a process whereby we receive feedback from 
our key customers on computer systems that have broad, negative impact to mission 
accomplishment. The worst of these become our "Top Six" which we continuously 
review and improve through a coordinated effort among functional leaders, support 
communities, users, and program managers until they are ';well enough" to be removed 
from oversight, and other systems then take their place. 

Our functional communities have embarked on a dc1ibcratc effort to adopt 
commercially-based business practices. These activities arc aligned with the overarching 
direction provided and reviewed by the OSD Business Management team. Key examples 
include establishment of a foundational capability to share operational support data 
through a program called Global Combat Support System-AF (GCSS-AF), the 
restructuring cf our logistic processes to make better use of commercial enterprise 
resource planning tools under an initiative calkdeLog21, and improved support to 
Airmen through a personnel and finance initiative calkd Customer Service 
Transformation. As a result of this last initiative, we are calling for acceleration of OSD 
delivery of Dll-IMRS to the Air Force, and expect to return a number of personnel in 
support functions to stressed expeditionary specialties. 

We have also identified two key processes that need to be adapted. The first is an 
initiative to replace the current 0MB competitive sourcing strategy (A-76) with a 
Strategic Partnership Campaign Plan. This plan will identify non-core competency 
activities for competitive sourcing enterprise-wide using a single strategic partner for a 
given activity. The goal is to reduce the patchwork nature of the way activities are 
currently performed across the Air Force. The second is to implement a process to better 
identify joint senior leader skill requirements and develop joint senior leaders. This 
would offcrthc Services a c1carcr opportunity to fill military and civi1ian positions with a 
wider base of best available senior leaders, thereby enhancing overall performance. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30128 
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The attachments to this memo list some of the detailed areas where we need to 
improve. We arc pursuing several areas that build on one another as a means to 
orchestrate overall Operational Support. I would be happy to have our team share 
thoughts with your staff. 

Attachments : 

7/J I 

-Al:.j_ 
a . Roche 

Secretary of the Air Force 

I. Operational Support Modernization, Systems and Procedures 
2. Top Six Update, Mar 04 
3. Joint Requirements Project 

cc: ASD/PA&E 
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A.F Support of Business Management Modernization 

Identified need: Legacy financ ial management and associated feeder syste ms arc unable 
to provide warfighters and dcc ision-makerstimcly, re liable, and accurate financial and 
management information and arc unable to process transactions at "Internet speed," 
because they arc not integrated or they arc incompatible. 

Processes to be addressed: T his gap or shortfall affects the following processes: 

• Military pay 
• V cndor and commercial payment 

• Accounting 

• Budget 
• Cost performance 

Changes to svstems/ personnel: The DoD Business Management Modernization 
Program (and its Air Force equivalent, the Operational Support Management Program) is 
designed to address the bulk of this challenge by transforming business processes and 
developing integrated enterprise solutions. In support of this, PM has launched the 
following initiatives: 

• Provide self-servieeintemet-basedpay and personne l customer service so that airmen 
anywhere at anytime can take care of their pay requirements. 

• Implement seamless e-commerce for our vendor payment environment that 
maximizes discount opportunities, minimizes interest penalties, and assures billing 
costs are minimized. 

• Develop performance-based budgets that link planning, programming, budgeting and 
execution to capabilities and perfo rmance so that we improve resource decision
making. 

• Deploy a COTS accounting system (with cost functionality) so that it produces 
reliable and timely information and warfightcrs know the true cost of major processes 
and can make the proper trade-offs when confronted with unforeseen contingencies. 

• Use data warehousing and business intelligence support tools to increase FM decision 
support capability . 

.WC: Lt Col Joncs,/SAFiFMT~ .... (b_){_
5> _ __. 
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Spend Plan/Strategic Sourcing 

Identified need: Ability to ana lyze spend data across the DoD Enterprise which is 
captured in contract writing systems in orde r to find and leverage strategic sourcing 
opportunities. 

Processes to be addressed: AF Contractings' abil ity to gathe r information and create 
business intelligence will be enhanced by the AF's involvement with the OSD 
Acquisition Domain and the Rapid Acquisition Incentive - Net Centric (RAI-J\C) 
programs' Acquisitions Spend Analysis Pilot (ASAP). The objectives of the ASAP arc 
to: 

• Automate the collection of spend data across the DoD 
• Prove that it is possible, from a DoD-w ide perspective. to reduce the complexity of 

data integration 
• Increase the accuracy of info rmation used to supportD oD 's strategic sourcing 

commodity efforts 

This pilot wi ll virtually link contraeting data from the AF, Navy, Army and MDA to 
provide in tel ligcnce on strategic sourcing opportun it ies in a net centric environment. This 
pilot is scheduled for September2004. 

Changes to systems/personnel: This is a pilot effort. There will be a DoD opportunity 
analysis conducted in Octoocr 2004. 

AF POC: Mr. Dan Bowman, SAFI AQC, .... l<b_H_6> ___ __, 

OSD POC: Ms Diane Morrison. Defense Procurement & Acquisition Policy, Ebusiness 
Acquisition DomainJ(b)(6) I 
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Expeditionary Contracting 

Identified need: The Joint Forces Commanderneeds the capability to acquire supplies, 
services, and construction in a joint seamless end-to-end environment, providing the best 
value for taxpayer dollars by enabling aggregated buying and standardization ( e.g. spend 
analysis). The resultant solution must operate at home base or in deployed/contingency 
environments. It must provide a procurement capability that anticipates expeditionary 
forces requirements and delivers contracting tools and information in a net centric 
environment. 

Processes to be addressed: The Acquisition Domain is addressing current and 
programmed capability to accomplish the sourcing tasks across DoD under the full range 
of operating conditions. The capability resulting from the analysis will enable the DOD 
to acquire services, suppl ies, and construction in support of its mission in a standardized, 
seamless, end-to-end, shared data environment. The capability will provide DoD with a 
sourcing capability for services, supplies and construction during peacetime and 
contingencies. It establishes an environment that captures data at the source and shares it 
with authorized users without duplication. The Air Force has begun to implement part of 
its Enterprise Architecture for Procurement (EAP) through Commodity Councils, which 
is a complimentary strategic sourcing effort. A commodity council is a cross-functional 
group of contracting and product/service experts who come together to analyze the 
market, define the future need for a product/service and develop and implement an 
enterprise wide strategy to meet that need. While each commodity is different, the 
process used to develop and implement the enterprise strategy is the same. The EAP is 
directly tied to the AFMC Purchasing and Supply Chain Management (PSCM) effort and 
is coordinating with other AF architecture efforts. 

Changes to systems/personnel: We w ill provide desktop access to 
negotiated/established contracting vehicles and business intelligence to almost 8,500 
contracting professionals. This will move contracting personnel towards becoming 
strategic business advisors (versus tactical buyers). The change will require new position 
descriptions and training. The full extent of training and job changes needed is TBD. The 
full extent of the savings is TBD though the average commercial purchase cost reduction 
for this type of change is 12%. Interim systems capabilities arc being created, including 
the Contracting Business Intelligence System (CBIS) and AFWay . 

.00.C: Mr. Dan Bowman. SAF/AQC~ ... (b_)_(6_) __ __.! and Ms Carolyn Lee, SAF/AQC, 
!(b)(6) I 
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Improve Access and Utilization of Air Reserve Component 

Processes to be addressed: The cmTent accession and utilization policies imposed on 
members of the Air National Guard and Air Force Reserve (AFR) arc complex and often 
misunderstood. This makes Unified Combatant Commanders (COCOMs)hesitant to rely 
on Air Reserve Component (ARC) capabilities, often driving COCOMs to insist on 
utilizing ARC members only in a mobilized status. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: Simplification of the mobilization, volunteer, and 
orders process so ARC members can be more readily and efficiently uti I ized: 

• Simplifythc many different duty statuses that exist for ARC members (e.g. Inactive 
Duty Training, Annual Training, Mobilized, Military Personnel Appropriation, 
Reserve Personnel Appropriation,etc.) 

• Create a fornm or single point of up-to-date information where COCOMs can quickly 
determine restrictions on the ARC and the best ways to optimally utilize ARC 
capability . 

.I!OC: Brig Gen William Rajczak, Deputy Chief of Air Force Reserve 
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Synchronize Rate Setting Process 

Processes to be addressed: The Department of Defense should make efforts to 
synchronize the Revolving Fund with the Planning. Programming, Budgeting, and 
Execution (PPBE)process. The current rate setting by the working capital funds do not 
coincide with the PPBE programming cycle, and as a result customers either have too 
much or too little in their programs to cover Working Capital related expenses because 
the rates arc set either after the fact or when the Services have completed their Budget 
Reviews. 

Changes to systems/personnel: 
Reconcile Revolving Fund rate setting with the PPBE process to prepare sound and 
executable budgets . 

..enc: Brig Gen William Rajczak, Deputy Chief of Air Force Reserve 
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Improve Air Reserve Component Mobilization Process 

Processes to be addressed: Despite the lessons learned from past mobilizations, the 
functionality of mobilizing and preparing reservists to deploy is not smooth. There arc 
several areas we would suggest for improving this process to prepare ARC forces to get 
into the fight quicker. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: 

• Accelerate Deliberate & Crisis Action Planning & Execution Segments (DCAPES) 
incremental developments and upgrades. Provide new funding sources to bring 
DCAPES back on-line with the original development and implementation schedule. 

• Integrate/Interface Aerospace Planning & Execution Network web-based tool into 
DCAPES to ensure the data accuracy on forces' presentation and tic personnel 
authorizations and mobilization requests with requirements in the Time Phased Force 
Deployment Data from the war plans. 

• Provide DCAPES training for unit, NAF, and MAJ COM HQ personnel to ensure 
appropriate parties can utilize DCAPES to accomplish work required at all levels in 
support of planning. execution. and reconstitution of forces. 

• Consolidate readiness offices at the MAJ COM headquarters into a one-stop shopping 
organization, e.g. DOX or a below the line A-Staff supporting Crisis Action Teams 
(CAT) operations at execution. This will enable more effective and efficient cross
functional planning, execution, and reconstitution of forces. 

W.C: Brig Gen William Rajczak, Deputy Chief of Air Force Reserve 
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Medical Systems Integration with AF and DoD Infostructure 

Identified need: Need to balance the integration and support ofDoD mandated systems 
and the requirements of those systems to functi on on the service-specific infostructure. 
Challenges like the migrations to new operating systems driven by DoD and AF that may 
not be synchronized, and security issues such as access into the LAN that are often 
MAJ COM-constrained. 

Processes to be addressed: AF Medical Service (AFMS) is addressing these challenges 
by organizational aligning with the AF Corporate structure to better understand and 
influence through the sharing of clearly defined requirements so that decisions made 
about infostructure and business processes will not affect or be affected by DoD systems. 
The Medical Service partic ipates in Corporate Structure (panels), Enterpri se Arch itecture 
lntergration Council, Commander !PT, CON OPS development and Capability Review 
and Risk Assessment (CRRA)participation. The AFMS has stood up an AF mirrored 
Capabilities Based Planning, Programming, Budget Execution Process. 

Changes to systems/personnel: No specific changes in systems/personnel except in the 
resultant changes as the AFMS moves away from maintaining infostructure and relies on 
AF line support. 

l(b)(6) .:eat::: Lt Col Alan Bartholomcw,AF/SGK, ._ ____ __, 
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Process for Investigation Reportc, of Friendly Fire and Other Accidents 

Identified need: The process for releasing reports of investigation for friendly fire and 
other accidents conducted at combatant commands is insufficient! y formalized and may 
lead to OSD, JCS or the services not being adequately prepared to make appropriate 
congressional notifications, prepare for media queries, and otherwise react to questions 
regarding the incident and results of the investigation. Inadequate communications plans 
can lead to significant erosion of confidence in military operations. 

Processes to be addressed: Recommend modifying DODI 6055.7, para E4.3 and/or 
E4.6.6 in order to formalize a notification process within DoD. Air Force Instruction 51-
503, para 9.6, may provide a useful model (excerpt below). 

AFT 51-503, Aircraft Accident Investigations 
9.6. Distributing the AIB Report: High Interest Mishaps 
9.6.1. If the AIB Report involves a high-interest mishap, certain documents must be forwarded by 
data fax or email to AFLSNJ ACT immediately following approval of the Report. In order to 
allow sufficient time for AF/CC, Air Staff and Sccretariatrcview. the briefings to the NoK and 
seriously injured personnel, and the public release of the A1B Report will be scheduled no sooner 
than two duty days after the documents have been forwarded to A FLSNJ ACT and provided to 
AF/CC, the Air Staff and Secretariat. The documents that are forwarded to A FLSNJACT will be 
considered "close hold" until the public release date. The documents to be forwarded are: 
9.6.1.1. A cover sheetthat prominently displays: "CLOSE HOLD UNTIL PUBLIC RELEASE." 
9.6.1.2. Convening Authority's Action. 
9.6.1.3. Executive Summary. 
9.6.1.4. Summary of Facts. 
9.6.1.5. Statement of Opinion. 
9.6.1.6. PA Release Plan. approved by the convening authority. which includes: 
9.6.1.6.1. Proposed timeline for the release of the report, includingNoK or seriously injured 
personnel briefings and public release. 
9.6. 1.6.2. Description of public, press. and congressional interest. 
9.6.1 .6.3. Proposed press release and antic ipated questions and answers. 
9.6.1.6.4. Do not put the names of involved personnel in the AIB press release. but refer to their 
position. e.g. Mishap Pilot or Mishap Pilot #1 , etc. 
9.6.2. In addition, prior to briefing NoK and seriously injured personnel. and prior to any public 
release of the report, provide the Executi ve Summary. Summary of Facts, and Statement of 
Opinion to the following offices (annotate on each copy that the report is CLOSE HOLD UNTIL 
PUB UC RELEASE): 
9.6.2. 1. Mishap wing commander and intermediate commanders. 
9.6.2.2. Other MAJ COM commanders whose assets or personnel were involved in the accident. 
9.6.2.3. Foreign military commanders whose assets or personnel were involved in the accident. 

Chan2es to systems/personnel: No expected change to personnel (numbers). training, 
supporting systems, an no dollar savings/cost avoidance anticipated. This would be a 
procedural change only. 

EO..C: Lt Col Doug Murdock HAF/CZJ ... (b_)_(6_) --------
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Improving Environmental Cleanup Process 

Identified need: Environmental cleanup actions are taking too long ( 15-30 years) and 
are too costly ($12 billion) 
• Reaching a Record of Decision (ROD) forjust remedy selection takes an average of seven 

years 
• The cleanup program is focused on process rather than results 
• The AF has spent $6 billion on the 6,830 sites in the acti vc and BRAC since 1994. Only 51 % 

of those sites have been closed-out 
• Estimated cost-to-complete is another $6 billion 
• Cleanup has been to the most stringent standards for land use, rather than acknowledging the 

technical infeasibility of achieving such standards, and imposing land use and use controls 
(LUC) 

• Each cleanup site undergoes the complete process as if it were completely unique, rather than 
incorporating the lessons learned from 25 years ofDoD and private sector cleanup experience 
to ensure efficient and effective cleanup on new sites 

Processes to be Addressed: Revise the process used for the cleanup program 
• Goal; Restore re sources to miss ion ready state in most cost-effective manner 
• Objective: Improve environmental protection through reduced time and cost to obtain site 

restoration 
o Comprehensive cleanup policy beyond ROD/LUC Policy ( 1 Oct 03) • develop models for 

petformance based cleanup--Agreements and RODs 
o Create AF performance measures leveraging 25 years of cleanup experience 

(benchmarking) 
o Continue to revamp Annual Report to Congress 
o Energize reform of EPA risk assessment/standard setting to align risk analysis with risk 

management 
• SAF/IEE Initiatives2004/2005 

o Implement transformation principles (through issuance of policy, guidance and 
performance measures) that encourage sustainment, restoration and modernization of 
natural, statutory, and workforce infrastmcture to ensure operational capability 
• AFPD 90-8, the directive to commanders on ESOH, in for 2-let.ter coord 
• IPT to work AFis 90-801 & 802, for use by commanders, in process 

o Bring appropriate ESOH focus to AF operations through the implementation of an AF 
ESOH Management System constructed similar to environmental management systems (i.e. 
ISO 14001) with integrated safety and occupational health aspects 

Changes to svstems/personnel: 
• Implement ESOH Management System to include new metrics (particularly at OSD level) 
• Streamlinecleanupprocess and make management decision based on knowledge gained from 

over 3.000 cleanup actions 
• - Focus effects on outcomes that enhance operational capability and de-emphasize the 

cleanup process 
• Streamlined focus is expected to require fewer people 
• Invest cost savings back into cleanup process to reduce future budget requirement 

• Cost-to-complete estimated savings for both active duty and BRAC installations is already 
$650M 

EO.C: SAF/IE 
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The Process by which DOD Recruit~, Hires, and Promotes Employees 

Identified need: DOD must be able to compete in the marketplace to recruit and retain 
the best employees. 

Processes to be addressed: The process through which we recruit and hire new 
employees, as well as promote existing employees is broken. Currently, it can take six 
months to over a year to recruit and hire a new employee. In the case of current 
employees, it can take months to actually process a promotion after management has 
made the decision to promote the person. The tyranny of arcane personnel rules and 
procedures must be broken so that we can recruit, hire and promote employees in a more 
timely fashion. Otherwise, it is going to be difficult for us to continue to recruit and 
retain the best and the brightest. 

Changes to systems/personnel: The developing National Security Personnel System 
(NSPS) will provide a new framework for a c ivilian personnel system, however, it will 
still be broken ifwe do not eliminate some of the burdensome procedures and 
requirements that. we have imposed on ourselves when hiring new employees or 
promoting existing employees. 

POC: Mr. Don Fox, Deputy General Counsel (Fjscal and Administrative Law), 
SAF/GCA, !(b){6) I 
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The Current Workers' Compensation System for i'ederal Employees 

Identified need: The current workers compensation system is too slow and complex to 
the detriment of both management and the employee. 

Processes to be addressed: Currently, DOD civilian employees are covered by a 
workers' compensation system established under the Federal Employees' Compensation 
Act (FECA). The system is not conu·olled by DOD, but is instead administered by the 
Department of Labor. The current system is broken in that it takes far too long for an 
employee's status to be finalized. It is possible that an employee who is injured to be 
unable to work for over a year, but that person cannot be replaced until their status is 
finalized. Some positions remain vacant for over a yem- while employees and managers 
are waiting for the injured employee' s workers' compensation status to be finalized. 

Changes to systems/personnel: Unfortunately, this is not a system that is likely to be 
addressed by the development of the new Narional Security Personnel System (NSPS). 
The workers compensation system is managed by the Department of Labor, not DOD. 
DOD should, however, work with the Department of Labor in suggesting reform of the 
system. 

POC: E. David Hoard. Assisrant De my General Counsel (Installations& 
Environment), SAF /GCN, (b)(6} 
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Discharge Characterization of Reserve Component Members for Misconduct 
Occurring When They are Not on Active Status 

Identified need: DOD should be able to characterize the service of reserve component 
members discharged for off-duty misconduct in the same way that the service of active 
duty members is characterized when they are discharged for similar off-duty misconduct. 

Processes to be addressed: Reserve component members may be subject to discipline 
for off-duty conduct, but the relevant DOD Directives, specifically ,DOD Directive 
1332. 14, E3.A2.1.3.2.3.5, and implementing Air Force regulations limit how Reserve 
component commanders can characterize egregious misconduct by their members in the 
civilian community. A discharge under other than honorable conditions is authorized 
only if the misconduct "di rectly affects the performance of military duties." Misconduct 
by a reservist or National Guard member in the civilian community which has "an 
adverse impact" on his unit's effectiveness or morale can only result in a general 
discharge. Showing a "direct effect'' is a very difficult requirement for the commander to 
satisfy. Thus, under these rules, a reservist or National Guard member who molests a 
child in the civilian community while not on orders only receives a general discharge 
because the commander can typically show only a passing impact on unit "morale'' or 
''effectiveness." 

Changes to systems/personnel: DOD action to amend DOD Direct ive 1332. 14is 
required to remove this limitation on a11 the services. Re moving this restriction would 
permit the Air Force to revise its regulations accordingly. It would also have the cffecl of 
bringing the characterization of such misconduct by a 1;cscrvist or National Guard 
member in line with how the active forcctypieally charactcri1.csthis type of offense. 

POC: Col. Felix Losco. Associate General Counsel (National Se.cmi ty and Military 
Affairs), SAF/GCM, !(b)(6) ! 
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The Approval Process for DOD Support to Civilian Law Enforcement Agencies 

Identified need: The process for approving DOD support to civ ilian law enforcement is 
outdated and confusing. 

Processes to be addressed: The process for approving DOD supportto civilian law 
enforcement agencies is clearly broken. Guidance in DOD Directive 5525.5 and related 
guidance is critically outdated and difficult to understand. There is confusion both as to 
approval authority and to procedures for seeking approval. 

Changes to systems/personnel: DOD Directive 5525.5 should be revised and updated. 
The basic interrelationships and responsibilities of the NORTHCOM, OSD and Joint 
Staff regarding requests for, and approval of, support to civil authorities-- particularly as 
they relate to Service-provided support -- need to be clearly established and 
communicated. 

POC: Anthony L. Wagner, Associate General Counsel (National Security and Military 
Affairs), SAF/GCM, !(b)(6) I 
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Part 2: USAF Initiatives 
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'One-Stop' Customer Service, Anytime, Anywhere 

Identified Need: The SAF/FM and AF/DP communities arc collaborating to transform the 
personnel and pay business by providing an integrated 'one-stop shopping' service to customers 
while in garrison or deployed and delivering that service anytime, anywhere by leveraging 
techno logy. Central to this effort is web-based transaction processing and reachback to expert 
advice through a contact center on a 24/7 /365 basis. lt is our goal to enable customers to make 
well-informed decisions regarding their professional responsibilities, personal careers and the 
welfare or their families by giving them the tools and expert information they need. Ultimately, a 
by-product of this transformation will be a reduced Pers/Pay footprint, which will allow the Air 
Force to apply resource di vidends to warfighting operations - consistent with transformation 
goals. 

Process to be Addressed: Three key elements of Customer Service Delivery model are: 

• Air Force Portal - A single point-of-entry for web-based customer services available 
24/7 /365 requidng only one user [D and password. Applicants and recruits will also have the 
ability to access a broad-range of information about USAF careers. 

• Integrated Contact Center - A single telephone number that will provide customers with 
access to many of the same services available through the Air Force Portal, but via an 
alternate method - 2417 i365cus:omcr contact rcprcsentati vc avai !abi lity. 

• Front-line Support Cadre - A single integrated customer service center (personnel, pay, 
manpower and training) at base level or deployed location. 

• Once fully developed and implemented, each clement will provide new and/or improved 
capabilities to create a seamless service delivery system for all customers. 

Changes to Svstems/Personnel: We are working toward implementing the Customer Service 
Delivery model incrementally with spiral l web and contact center functionality deployed in 
FY06. [ncremental implementation will allow us to deploy capability, measure impact and then 
shift resources to stressed career fie lds without negatively impacting Airmen. As we implement 
the Customer Service Delivery model, we must ensure integration with the Defense Integrated 
Military Human Resource System (DIMHRS) currently under development. We have requested 
acceleration of DIMHRS for the Air Force because we believe an integrated personnel and pay 
system will result in fewer pay discrepanc ies -- a key objective in personnel and pay 
transformation effort. 

Whi le we are strn identifying the functiona lity gap between the tmnsfonned AF processes versus 
what DTMHRS will provide ac initial implementation, preliminary analysis indicates that 
DIMHRS will provide only 30% of our cunent func tionality. We must ensurecritica1/strategic 
AF modules not supported by DIMHRS are identified and integrated, one such process is 
accounting for deployed forces in c lassified positions. 

Our strategy is to develop short-term solutions to meet our immediate needs while providing the 
same requirements to DIMHRS for a long-term solution. ln the example cirod above, our short
term solution is to move to a single classified database (eliminating some 300 others) that ensures 
a single authoritative source for deploying/arriving/ departing pcrsouneL These systems 
combined will support the long-term goals of our transformed Customer Service Deli very model 
and the SECDEF's goaJ of shifting resources from "tooth to tail.'' 

WC: Mr. Duane Goytowski,AFPOA/DPXSD,l .... (b_)(_6) ___ ...J 
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Core Competencies/ Strategic Partnering Campaign Plan 

Identified Need: DoD's competitive sourc ing strategy and policies (governed by the Office of 
Management and Budget Circular A-76 Commercial Activities Program) should be replaced by a 
Core Competency-basedapproach, a commercial best business practice. The Core Competency 
premise argues that the func tions to be performed in-house arc dictated by the relationship 
between our "mission" strategy (manifested through the product lines we offer to our Combatant 
Command customers), and our core competencies (Developing Airmen, Adapting Technology-to
Warfighting, and Integrating Operations). Whether these arc "commercial" activities or not is 
irrelevant. The main issues is whether those functions control the key attributes of product value 
perceived by the customer as being distinctive ly associated with the Military Service supplying 
the product. A Core Compe tency-based approach leads to the following policy rules: I) the 
Military Services should perform " in-house" those functions and activities that contribute to 
customer perceptions of value - that are the means by which the Service' s Core Competencies 
touch, shape, or create each of their core products; 2) shift non-core competencies out of the 
organization comprehensively, when feasible, across the entire enterprise; 3) functions requiring 
some skill and finesse to perform, and in which there arc within the market place, important 
variations in quality, should be placed in the care of a Strategic Partner; 4) anything that is not a 
core competency, even if it is not a commercial activity, should be evaluated for outsourcing: and 
5) seek competitive outsourcing environments. 

The A ir Force' s historical decentralized approach to competitive sourcing resulted in a 
patchwork quilt w ith diverse levels of service througho ut the A ir Force in most activities. 
This patchwork quilt con sists o f ind ividual activities that are contracted o ut; sourced by a 
" most effic ie nt organization" (MEO) (as a result of a competitive sourcing study); or 
never competitively sourced a t a particular location. The Personnel community is an 
example: there a rc 61 contrac ts in MPF worldwide, I 8 MEOs, and nearly 2,000 residua l 
in-house authorizations in M PFs w hich have never been competitively sourced. 

Process to be Addressed: The Strategic Partnership Campaign Plan is a Headquarte rs Air Force 
initiative , identifying non-core competency acti vities for competitive sourcing enterprise -wide 
with a single strategic partner for a given activity. The endstate would great! y reduce, if not 
e liminate, the patchwork nature of the way ac tivities arc performed across the Air Force. Step l 
would consolidate contracts across the Air Force in a particular function such as Personnel into a 
single contract with a strategic partner. Step 2 would competitively source residual in-house 
operations for possible inclusion into the contract with the strategic panner. Step 3 would 
competitively source existing MEOs as they expire for possible inclusion into the contract with 
the strategic partner. 

Changes to Systems/Personnel: No changes to existing IT systems are required to folly 
implement this initiative. The changes required would be in appmach: a centralized versus 
decentr.i.l ized approach to selecting functions.,1ocations to be compe1itively sourced as well as 
management of the cxis1ing contracts into a single agreement. 

POC: Lt Col Stephanie Waldrop. AF/DP)-tSJ .... (b_){_6_) __ ..... 
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Joint Competencies 

Identified Need: There is no general understanding among the Services of the skills 
required fortheir GO/FO joint jobs. Deep expertise in one career field is no longer 
sufficientto ensure success as a joint senior military leader. A need exists to analytically 
derive joint senior leader skill requirements. 

Processes to be addressed: The RAND Corporation studied the Air Force, Army and 
Navy General Officer/Flag Offieer (GO/FO) position skill requirements. This research 
led to a better understanding of senior leader ski ll requirements in the AF and has assisted 
in a total redesign of how the AF develops its people. In addition, AF research led to an 
understandingthat some seniorleaderpositions may be fi lled by a uniformed officeror a 
civilian. Advantages: GO/FO billets could be reallocated to more un iquely military 
duties; SES members will be given more opportunity to develop a broader base of skills; 
Services wilt fill positions with a wider base of best available senior leaders. RAND's 
methodology wil l survey all joint jobs (GO and SES) and create a catalog ofjobs that 
contains skill requirements in generic language for use by all the Services. 

Changes to svstems/personneJ: This project can be conducted at no additional cost to 
the Services. lt supports the AF Force Development effort and will assist in further 
definition and refinement of the skills needed to fill GO/FO positions. Services were 
briefed on this study in a DCS Personnel meeting and agreed it would be a great benefit 
to Joint training and development. The Director, Joint Staff was also briefed. AFSLMO 
was asked to coordinate efforh with J7 and JFCOM in order to infonn their effort to 
rewrite the OPMEP. AF could sponsor and manage the effort while delivering progress 
checks to the other Services . 

.l?ll!::: Lt Col CassieBarlow, AFSLMO .... !(b_){_6) ___ _. 
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Capabilities Based Acquisition 

Identified Need: Test and Evaluation(T&E) process must be flexible and adaptive in 
order to maintain continuous suppon to a capabi Ii ties based acquisition process that 
includes spiral development and rapid fielding initiatives. 

Processes to be addressed: The Air Force requirements, acquisition, and T &E 
communities collaborated closely in developing a totally new and unified policy 
structure, a first time achievement to help ensure a greater chance of program success. 
Air Force T &E processes have been adapted to provide cost efficient test and evaluation 
programs in a continuum of integrated testing known as seamless verification. Interim 
guidance was issued on 8 March 2004 pending release of Air Force Instruction 99- 103, 
Capabilities Based Test and Evaluation. Expected release date is June 2004. New 
mandatory policies address requirements for integrated test planning, early tester 
involvement, formation of integrated test teams. T &E for evolutionary acqu isition, spiral 
development and incremental development. tester roles in the requirements development 
process, and major command rester roles and responsibilities. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: New mandatorypo]icies and procedures are 
implemented for planning, conducting, and reporting capabilitics-ba".iedT &E using the 
Seamless Verification Concept. The guidance applies to all Air Force organizations ,md 
pe rsonnel conductingT &E activities, incluclingthe Air National Guard and Air Force 
Reserve Command. 

£0.C: Mr Jim Renshaw,AFffER, DSN: ... !(b_)(_6_) ______ _. 
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Lean Responsive Airfield Operations 

Identified need: The Air Force is challenged to provide lean responsive expeditionary 
airfield operations capability. Task Force Enduring Look (TFEL) Quick Report Number 
9, Airfield Operations (AO) and other after action reports identified deficiencies in the 
Air Force's ability to provide AO services. The TFEL report identified various areas of 
concern including confusion caused by two chains of command (AF/XO for air traffic 
control and airfield management personnel and AF/IL for airfield equipment and its 
maintainers), the age and condition of current deployable airfield equipment and lack of 
adequate combat skills train ing. 

Processes to be addressed: An integrated process team, made up of various HAF and 
MAJCOM stakeholders, is reviewing AO capabilities(equipment and personnel) and 
optimum organizational structure required to support various AF CONOPS and Force 
Module requirements to quickly open. c.~tabl ish and operate contingency ai1ficlds. 

Changes to svstcms/personnel: It is too early in the process to identify all required 
changes. The team will focus on organizational structure, roles and responsibil ities of AF 
AO providers, combat skills training and determining deployable AO equipment 
requirements. The team anticipates requirements for additional or restructu1·ed manning 
and funding of new deployable equipment to fully support the combatant commanders' 
AO requirements . 

.l!OC: Maj Tony Militello, HQ Af'FSAJX AR, DSN j ..... {b-){5_)_ ..... 
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TO 

cc; 

FROM: 

Jim Haynes 

Paul WoJfowitz 
Doug Feith 
LTG· John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Old Directives 

October 27 ,2003 

I don't know if you were .in the room when we found oot that 1he SOLJC du:e:tive 

.is dated 1995., It seems to me that you ought to set up a system where we review 

every directive that exists, listed by date and name, and let me look at it I can 

select the ones I want to start having people review, so that we can get them up tD 

date. 

September 11 changed the world, and if we keep using the same directives that 

existed before, we are making a bad mistake. We' owe it to ourselves. It may 

require getting some outsi,deoutfit like IDA to assist with a systematic .mzia,. I 

am sure there am a lot of dim:tiws. 

Please let me know, and let's put sore structure into this problem. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
102403-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 
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Global Situational Awareness 

Identified need: Need a way to provide persistent, global situational awareness and 
tracking capability to decision makers at all levels of the military and intelligence 
community. Many of our CUITent ISR systems were not designed to be able to interact 
with other systems to provide information and cueing to other systems to be able to 
provide the right information to the right people at the right time. 

Process to be addressed: Representatives from a ll services, the NRO, NGA (formerly 
NIMA) and other IC agencies a rc working together to de termine the true requirements 
and capabilities needed to ensure Space Based Radar (S BR) is able to work with other 
ISR systems. Result should be a capability to provide global and focused situational 
awareness to decision makers at all levels. 

Changes to svstern/personnel: SBR development. 

me: Maj Todd Ellison.AF/XOS, ..... l<b_)(_6> __ ~ 
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December 1,2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld rt-
SUBJECT: Military Recruiters on Campus 

The attached article talks about Harvard Law School barring military recruiters on 

campus. What can we do about that'? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Associated Press. "Harvard Law.Em:s Service Recmiters,':Los Angeles Times, December 1,2004. 

DHR:dh 
120104-18 

••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ti/ 1, /of 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D . C. 20301-1600 

INFOMEMO 

' . --
January 28, 2005, 3:00 PM 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes 11, General Counsel ~ 

SUBJECT: Military Recruiting at Harvard Law School 

• You asked about military recruiting at Harvard Law School in light of the recent 
decision of the U. S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit finding the Solomon 
Amendment unconstitutional and preliminarily enjoining its enforcement. 

• The Dean of the Harvard Law School is reported as stating that colleges and universities 
are now free to bar recruiters without fear of losing federal money and Harvard can 
again enforce its nondiscrimination policy without exception. 

• If that report is accurate, Harvard Law School would reve11 to its pre-200 I recruiter
access policy: 

o The military, unlike other employers, was not allowed to participate in school
sponsoredjob fairs. 

o Assistance to military recruiters was solely dependent upon volunteer student 
organizations. 

o School assistance involving notices and publicity about visits by potential employers 
was denied to military recruiters. 

• Although Harvard Law School is not located within the Third Circuit's geographic 
jurisdiction (Pennsylvania, New Jersey. Delaware, and the Virgin Islands), the 
Department of Justice and DoD are currently evaluating whether a preliminary 
injunction would apply because members of the Harvard faculty and Harvard student 
organizations are plaintiffs in the lawsuit. Regardless.DoD and DoJ will vigorously 
seek reversal of the Court's decision. 

• DoJ is seeking Supreme Court review of the Third Circuit's decision. Tn the interim, the 
Third Circuit has tentatively agreed to stay its mandate until the Supreme Court decides 
whether to hear tbc case. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Prepared By; John J. Sullivan,DGC (LC)_!<b_><_5> ____ _ 
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December 1, 2004 

TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Military Recruiters on Campus 

The attached article talks about Harvard Law School barring military recruiters on 

campus. What can we do about that? 

Thanks. 

Auach. 
Associulc<l Press , "Harvar<l Law Bars Scrvit:c Recruiters;: Los Angeles Tlmes,Dct:cmbcr l ,2004. 

DHR:dh 
120104-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 12/ //, folf 
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TO: Ken Krieg 
Jim Haynes 

FROM: . Donald Rumsfeld 1)\ 
SUBJECT: C-130 issue 

October 8,2004 

There are allegations in the press concerning a C-130 contract or situation. It···.--~ 
V, 

came up recently in a Congressional hearing also. a 

I would like you to look into and tell me what you recommend the Department do 

about it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100804·12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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GENEFIAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

UNCLASSIFIED 

INFO MEMO 

Zm!J r:--,. ... ~ 
~L I :_ ·.., j .~ L 

October 22,2004, 3:30 PM 

/OR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

fJ-..,,8 FROM: William J. Haynes 11,General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: C-130 Program 

• Recent reports in the press concerning the Air Force's C-130 program relate to 
two distinct issues: 1 )the Office of the Inspector General's (OIG's) audit of the 

· Air Force1s commercial procurement of C-130J aircraft; and 2) recent protests by 
Lockheed Martin and BAE Systems, challenging the Air Force's conduct of 
certain competitive procurements in which Darleen Druyun was involved as an 
employee of the Air Force. 

• Tn its report of July 23,2004, the OJG concluded that the acquisition of the C-1301 
aircraft as a commercial item was improper, and that the aircraft does not meet 
contractual requirements and cannot perform its mission. 

• Senator McCain cited the OIG's report in a hearing before the SASC regarding the 
9/11 Commission, and in a letter to you concerning the analysis of alternatives for 
the recapitalization of the tanker aircraft fleet. 

• On August 18,2004, you requested that the Deputy Secretary look into Senator 
McCain's concerns. In response to your request and the OJG's report, the Acting 
USD(AT&L) has undertaken a review of the C-1301 program. That review is 
ongoing, and may result in a plan to address the concerns. The Acting 
USD(AT &L) informed Senator McCain of the review in a letter dated September 
29,2004. 

• Following reports of Ms. Druyun 's plea agreement, Lockheed Martin and BAE 
Systems addressed their protests to officials in the Air Force. The protests 
challenge the award of contracts to Boeing under the C-130 Avionics 
Modernization Program, and in other competitive procurements in which Ms. 
Druyun participated. My staff is reviewing the protests in coordination with 
attorneys in the Air Force Office of General Counsel. 

TSASD 
SAMA SC' 

r.·1 l/· t ;;, • 
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COORDINATION: TAB A 

Prepared By: Charles Bidwetd_~b-)(5_> __ _ 
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TAB A-- COORDINATION: INFO MEMO RE C-130PROGRAM 

Mr. Krieg, Director, Program Analysis and Evaluation, October 21,2004 

Mr. Patterson, Special Assistant to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, October 2 1, 
2004 
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Extend GIG to Airborne Domain 

Identified need: The ability to cffectjoint and combined net-centric operations in the 
air. 

Process to be addressed: A migration strategy for net-enabling Air Force platforms. 
The Air Force has initiated an effort to architect an airborne network capability and to 
net-enable those nodes (i.e., airborne, space-based, terrestrial) critical to providing the 
capabilities necessary to extend the Global Information G1id (GIG) into the airborne 
domain. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: Prioritize, field, and install an integrated net-enabled 
capabili ty on selected nodes. Primary enablers to networking arc the installation of a net
enabled radio (e.g., FAB-T, JTRS, MP-CDL) and net-enabled infrastructure as an 
integrated capability on affected nodes. The establishmemof space(e.g., 
Transformational SATCOM or TSAT) and te rrestrial ( e.g., DoD Tclcport, GIG
Bandwidth Expansion or GIG-BE) networks, and the fielding of nct-ccntricnctwork
level services represent c1itical supporting elements in this effo11. 

£0£:: Mr. Douglas Klimek, AF/XOSOJ .... ~b-)(_6_) ___ __. 
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Create and Sustain Space Cadre 

Identified need: Create and sustain a cadre of Space Professionals to advance the use of 
space power and to transform military and intelligence operations. These professionals 
"will have to master highly complex technology; develop new doctrine and concepts of 
operations for space launch, offcnsi vc and defensive space operations, power projection 
in, from and through spacc ... and operate some of the most complex systems ever built 
and deployed." 

Process to be addressed: Implementing Force Development and the AF Space 
Professional Strategy via focused career development, education, and training, 
specifically: 

• Instituting stronger, technically oriented space education and training programs 
• Determining the unique skills that distinguish the Space Cadre from other career 

specialties and identify individually who is in the Space Cadre 
• Identifying each Space Cadre billet and determine the education, experience, and 

certification requirements for every position 
• Designing a certificatjon program to measure progress throughout an individual's 

career 
• lssuingCarccr DcvclopmcntGuidanccin accordancewith the Force Development 

construct 
• Establishing a permanent Space Professional Management Function 

Changes to svstems/personneJ: No systems will s upport these changes. It's a matter of 
personnel management and increased education & training opportunities 

.l!D.C: Maj Tim Murtha. AF/XOSol._(b-){_
6
> ___ ..... 
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Modify OPLANS to Include Space Capability Infrastructure Support 

Identified Need: Space in Annex C. 

Process to be addressed: Point out infrastructure support and Wai·fighting capabilities 
of space capabilities in OPLANs as the military moves to the strategy of "places not 
bases". As the military has both large bases in Europe and outposts in Middle East and 
Central Asia, space capabilities (satellite communications and intelligence) have the 
potential to become more important and at the same time stretched for resources. 

Changes to be addressed: Streamline Air & Space fight in war plans. Change to 
OPLANS, CO As and doctrine to include space capabilities addressing communications. 
intelligence and space control in the joint fight. 

.E!l.C: Maj Marc Del Rosario, AF/XOST 

26 
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Share Weather Data in the Air Operations Center 

Identified Need: Enable decision superiority through comprehensive integration of 
weather information in C2 systems at a machine-to-machinc(M2M) level. Provides 
time- and location-specific terrestrial and space weather data necessary to calculate and 
visualize environmental impacts to planned and executing operations via an XML-based 
web service. Makes all relevant weather data and imagery available to planners/decision 
makers via a variety of automated tools (e.g., Common Operational Picture (COP), 
Master Air Attack Plan Tool Kit (MAAP-TK)). 

Processes to be addressed: All C2 processes in an AOC are impacted by weather: 
Strategy; Guidance Apportionment& Targeting (GAT); Combat Plans; Combat Ops; 
Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance and Weather (ISRW); Air Mobility Division 
(AMD); Agile Combat Support (ACS); Time Critical Targeting (TCT). 

Changes to svstems: lnterim capability merges AF Joint Wx Impact System (JWIS) and 
Navy Integrated Tactical Subsystem (NITES) Meteorological& Oceanographic 
(METOC) systems for Joint C2 Air and Space Operations. Docs not require change in 
manning but streamlines capabilities and eliminates current shortfalls caused by 
stovepipe systems and ops tempo. Docs not significantly add to AOC systems training, 
but adds 30 minutes of training during GCCS Common Operational Picrure (COP) 
training. Subsystems within TBMCS, GCCS, GCSS, would employ XML-based Joint 
METOC Brokering Language (JMBL) to make requests for weather data/impacts. The 
Family of Inte roperable Operational Pictures (FIOP) would request weather 
data/impacts/imagery for COP visualization via GCCS (later JC2) database tied to JWIS
NITES system. Reuse of Navy capability jn NlTES saves the AF $6M in development 
activities to provide weather on the GCCS COP . 

..eo.c: Maj David Bacot, XOWR~-(b-)(_
6
_) ----
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Network Protection 

Identified need: The area of network protection continues to require the attention of the 
IT community and the general populace. Indeed, secure information is the necessary 
resource of the 21 si Century. Now that IT is on the flight line and in the cockpit, our 
expeditionary forces require reliable and secure access to information. 

Processes to be addressed: The Air Force learned that our information security incident 
reporting and mitigation processes required attention. Our network security processes 
were not as effective or efficient as they could have been. Two primary reasons were 
identified. First, multiple offices and agencies were involved in the reporting and 
mi ligation process. The Air Force Computer Emergency Response Team and the Air 
Force Network Operations Center, two of our primary network protection organizations, 
needed a clear operational chain of command with a leader of sufficient rank to enforce 
network security directives. Second, our network protection capabi lities were hindered 
by hundreds of redundant network servers and stove-piped systems that were wasting 
information security manpower. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: Two significant changes were implemented to address 
these issues. In the summer of 2003, the Air Force Network Operations a11d Security 
Center (AFNOSC) was established with the concunence of all Air Staff agencies. The 
AFNOSC consolidates the information security activities of the Air Force and provides a 
single Officer of Primary Responsibility (QPR) for DoD and other information security 
entities to coordinate with the Air Force. Further, the AFNOSC is organizational located 
under the purview of the g•h AF/CC thus providing sufficient rank to enforce network 
security mandates. Earlier in 2003, the AF progressed with a network server 
consolidation initiative that reduced the number of servers requiring security by 4000. 
This, in tum, freed up nearly JOOOITprofessionalswho are now able to focus on other 
networking issues . 

.l?OC: Lt Col Dave Biros, AF-CTO/P, ... l(b-)(_6_) ___ .... 
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Software Security 

Identified need: While software manufactures strive to build secure products, often 
these programs are so large and complex that security vulnerabilities are difficult to 
identify at the time of production. Further, in an attempt to case the workload of systems 
administrators, software manufactures often co nfigure their products with minimal 
default security settings. This leaves programs vulnerable to hackers until secure 
configuration settings can be implemented. 

Processes to be addressed: The current process of software system analysis and design 
is in need of attention. Software manufactures can benefit from interaction with the Air 
Force to learn what software configuration best suit our organization as well understand 
what vulnerabilities we face. The Air Force can no longer wait for software 
vulnerabilities to be identified after the product is released. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: The AF is caking a two-step approach to this issue. 
First, the AF is teaming with ocher organizations like NSA and with software vendors 
like Microsoft to improve the secure posture of software products before they are 
released. Currently, the AF must install patches to tens of thow;;ands of systems in order 
to mitigate software vulnerabi lities. This requires us co purchase patching software and 
employ hundreds of system security specialists to secure our networks. By assisting 
software companies at making their-products more secure, we can significantl y reduce 
the hurden. Second, we are working with DTSA and AF agencies to champion "gold 
disks" or special compact disks with a specified set of system configurations that systems 
administrators can load into new IT systems prior to attaching them to the network. This 
w ill allow systems administrators to bring new systems on line faster and reduce their 
cogniti ve task of secure system configuration . 

.WC:. Lt Col Dave Biros, Af-CIOIP,, .... Cb_)_(
6_) ___ _, 
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Information Assurance Training 

Identified need: A recent STRATCOM report noted that 30 percent of the information 
seeuri ty incidents were due to poor user security prac tices. Upon annual review of the its 
information assurance training requ irements, it was determined that AF personnel were 
not getting the frequency of IA training needed to keep them vigilant with respect to 
information security threats. Information Security is a main ingredient to a net-centric 
force. 

Processes to be addressed: A review of the process determined that instead of an 
annual training rcquircmcnt,AF personnel were given information assurance trai ning 
only when they moved into a new organization. Thus, it was possible for a person to go 
many years without receiving information assurance training. As a result, the AF-CIO 
and the IL Director of Communications Operations(AF/ILC) issued policy mandating 
that information assurance training be conducted on an annual basis. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: As of Fal l 2003, all AF military, c ivilian, and contractor 
personnel are required to have Information Assurance training. In short, over 500,000 
Air Force users will receive the needed training. This w ill help our users to e mploy 
sound information assurance practice and, in mm, reduce the number of incident due to 
poor user security practices. In the future. our user training will be upgrade to focus on 
new vulnerabilities. Further, we will continue to train our information system security 
personnel at or above the 91 percent arutual training level we sec today . 

.W.C: Lt Col Dave Biros, AF-CIO/Pl .... (b-)(-
6
} __ __ 
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Re-Engineer Information Systems and Support Processes 

Identified need: At the end of CY 2000, more than 3,000 legacy information systems 
had been identified across the Air Force enterprise. Many of these systems exchanged 
data via point-to-point (PTP) interfaces and contained duplicative business logic and 
rules. Al the time, it was estimated that approximately 30-40% of our software budget 
was devoted towards maintaining the PTP interfaces. The extent of duplicative logic was 
unknown, making it impossible to determine potential savings through cost avoidance 
measures. These problems are not only costly to the AF, but add unneeded complexity 
and time to the decision process required to support the warfightcr and internal business 
requirements. 

Processes to be addressed: The problems of PTP interfaces and duplicative business 
logic are not uncommon in large e nterp1ises such as the Air Force. To solve these 
problems, the AF analyzed three area5 and developed corresponding strategics. The first 
of these areas, business process reengineering (BPR), revealed a need to communicate 
across functional boundaries. This motivated exchange of information concerning data 
sharing and business process owne rship . Next, the AF addressed software development 
practices and d irected that a11 applications and systems be migrated to a common 
enterprise environment. Last, business owners were directed to identify authoritative 
data elements and make those elements available to a11 authorized users across the 
enterprise. The efforts are still underway, but great progress has been made towards 
resolving the problems described above. 

Changes to systems/personnel: The AF has instituted many changes during the past 
four years in addressing these issues. A Chief Architect for the Air Force was appointed 
and work began to develop the AF Enterprise Architecture. At the same time, the AF 
began working to develop GCSS-AF as an enterprise e nvironment allowing integration of 
systems, horizontal sharing of data, and use of common services by users and 
applications. GCSS-AF includes the AF Portal for user interface and presentation, a 
framework for integrat ion of applications and services, and an electronic data warehouse 
for storage of enterprise data We are cun-ently integrating systems and eliminating PTP 
interfaces. Additionally, systems arc being scrubbed prior to integration to e nsure 
duplicative logic and processes are not perpetuated. We are also finalizing a corporate 
strategy to complete identification of authoritative enterprise data elements for migrat.ion 
to the data warehouse. In addition to GCSS-AF, we are developing a concept of 
operations to integrate 9 critical enterprise se rvices ultimately resulting in a net-centric 
'compliant' Air Force enterprise capability_ These efforts wjll be accomplished in 
consonance with our enterp1isearchitecture to ensure consistency and reliability across 
the Air Force. 

l
(b)(6) 

EOC: Mr Dave Keal. AF-CIOiS._ _____ _. 
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Combat Support Command and Control 

Identified need: Need better Expeditionary Combat Support information and tools to 
improve C2 for combat support functions. 

Processes to be addressed: Lesson learned indicate improvements are needed in the 
areas of organizational structure and processes; u·aining and education; and systems 
integration and decision support tools. 

Changes to systems/personnel: Air Force clearly defined an organizational structure to 
augment the Joint Task Force structure along with the roles and responsibilities of each of 
the clements and advocates the need to grow combat support C2 professionals. We plan 
to do this through both education and training, aimed at all ranks, as well as experience 
through assignments to key joint command and control organizations. In the long term, 
the implementation of GCSS-AF using an enterprise approach to data management and 
integration into the joint GCSS system will ensw·e real-time information availability and 
provide collaborative planning and operations.. resulling in the greatest leap in combat 
support C2 capability. 

POC: Lt Col Kimberlee Zorich, AF/ILGX,, .... (b-)(_
6
> ___ __, 
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Expeditionary Site Planning 

Identified need: OIF highlighted shortcomings in Expeditionary Site Planning survey 
process and tools. 

Processes to be addressed: Areas of standardization of the site survey process, a lack of 
credible expeditionary operating location information, the lack of standardized tools and 
equipment for expeditionary site surveys, and the lack of formal training for site survey 
responsible un its and personnel. 

Changes to svstems/personnel: To mitigate these shortcomings, the AF Logistics 
community began efforts to re-engineer our processes in 2001. We have since then 
published interim guidance to the AF major commands regarding Integrated 
Expeditionary Site Planning, and arc on track to publish a significantly revised 
instruction by July of 2004. Concurrently, we have developed a fully coordinated joint 
Integrated Expeditionary Site Survey checklist and arc working to automate data input 
and retrieval and store the resultant data into the joint Expeditionary Knowledge Base via 
Logisticians Contingency Assessment Tools (LOGCA T). We are in the midst of a 
consolidation of systems to include the tabular data resident in the EKB with the 
gcospatial data provided by GeoRcach to enhance the quality of site planning information 
we provide to deployed and deploying commanders. We arc also sponsoring the 
Visualization of Expeditionary Sites Tool (VEST). VEST is only one of two Agile 
Combat Support initiatives showcased in Joint Expeditionary Force Experiment 2004. 
The lead developer for the application is the Air Force Command and Control (C2) Battle 
lab. Results of the effort will be the capabi lityto visualize Graphic (geospatial) and 
tabular data from GeoRcach and LOGCAT on the same computer screen in accordance 
with the AF Chief of Staffs guidance. 

Further, with the advent of the Air Mobility Warfare Center's Expeditionary Site Survey 
Process Course at Fort Dix New Jersey, we are reaching the tactical level players who are 
actually going to be called on to perform site surveys with the proper training with the 
integrated tool sets available now, and are arming them with know ledge to the familiarity 
level to operate the integrated set of tools. As a testament to the validity of the course 
and integration efforts on data collection. a recent graduate wrote in his course critique: 
"STRENGTH: Hands on, practical application with the Global Positioning System, 
IN.\!IARSAT (sic . • satellite communications), Survey Tool for Employment Plann ing 
data input/transfer, GeoReach (graphic mapping and site survey tool), etc was 
outstanding ... spot on! STRENGTH: Coordination and use of Millville Airport 
(representative deployed airfield) and practical application of site survey was 
outstanding ... spot on!" 

WC: Maj Duane Bowen, AF/ILGD.r .... _)c_s_) __ __.land ILE 
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End-to-End Joint In-Transit Vi'iibility 

Identified need: Lack ofjoint expeditionaryin-a·ansit visibility (ITV) coupled with 
some theater distribution issues led to a great deal of lost and misrouted materiel , which 
in turn generated duplicate shipments from the wholesale supply system. 

Processes to be addressed: Improve end-to-end joint ITV and provide relevant 
information to the warfighter. 

Changes to systems/personnel: The Air Force has long been a leader in supportingin
transit visibility (ITV). It has deployed a s ingle automated information system providing 
shipping support and sending associated in-transit visibility data to the Department of 
Defense's In-Transit Visibility Syste m, the Global T ransportation Network. This system 
supports active duty and Air Reserve Component forces in the United States and around 
the world, and is used to support deploying forces from other services at Air Force Ports 
of Departure. 

A stand-alone version of our system will be released in July 04. This wi11 allow the same 
joint ITV capability to be made available to austere locations. By providing a way to 
generate shipping documents, automated identification technology e nabled labels, and 
advanced shipp ing notices, this capability wi ll greatly enhance cargo processing and 
visibility as cargo flows through the theater distribution process. It will also improve 
current system support to the Army\ The.uer Distribution Center in Europe. 

ITV leadership is not confined to the infonnation technology arena. In Feb 2004, the Air 
Force published an In-Transit Visibility regula tion (Air Force Instruction 24-238). It 
identifies in-transit visibi lity roles and responsibilities, extending from Headquarters Air 
Force down to individual o rganization at the installation level. I t establ ishes the Air 
Force Directorate of Logistics Readiness as the Air Force in-transit visibility OPR. It 
translates DoD ITV policy into Air Force process. The Air Force continuously monitors 
technology and processes to identify ways to enhance in-transit vis ibility, and we are 
willing to share this knowledge to fw1her enhance ITV supp011 to all warfighters. 

WC: M r James Wakclcy, AF/1LGD,_r_>_(
6
_> ___ _ 
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Expeditionary Combat Support Systems 

Identified need: For Air Force logistics to be expeditionary, the logistics processes and 
systems need to be network-centric. Deployed units should not have to alter their 
business rules or processes when they deploy. Rather, the logistics system supporting 
that unit should be able to sense a change in the operating conditions and reconfigure 
itself to be able to support the deployed unit. 

Processes to be addressed: Our Expeditionary Combat Support System ( ECSS) wi 11 
tackle the challenges that need to be overcome in developing a responsive, network
centric logistics system. Among the processes it will address and subsume are strategic, 
integrated, collaborative planning, supply and munitions visibility, transportation times 
and nodes, better retrograde maintenance planning and control, improved end-to-end 
supplierinterfaces, total product life cycle support, and demand reduction. 

Changes to systems/personnel: The ECSS is a COTS Enterprise Resource Planning 
system that will consolidate or eliminate approximately 700 IT systems used to support 
Air Force logistics. ECSS will run on GCSS infrastructure. Personnel will have to 
understand an enterprise approach to logistics vice single silos cemented with antiquated 
IT systems. The system implementsCOCOM 57 and COCOM 129,will measurably 
improve synchronization of ops/logistics planning and execution, improve command and 
control, provide near real-time worldwide asset visibility, improve mission critical 
weapon system availability, and provide seamless transition from in-garrison to 
expeditionary operations. 

EOC: AF/JU 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
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Top Six Report 

March 04 
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Military Personnel Data System (Mi/PDS) 

U.S. Al R FORCE 

Problem Statement: Lack of engineering discipline, poorly programmed resources, and 
haphazard training resulted in sub-standard performance for USAF's personnel data 
system. 
Status Update: Rigorous requirements management and software development 
increasing user confidence. Air Force Inspection Agency to visit various bases and 
ensure training procedures and CMS are being implemented correctly. Total pay cases 
are again declining. Strategies to accelerate to DIMHRS and DIM HRS+ and de
commission MilPDS are in progress. 
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Goal: Under 10,000 
problem cases (Mar 04) As of: 01 Mar 04 

OPR: AF/DPXIF 
Assessment 

•Force DevelopmentTool Kit 
Proof of Concept near completion; 
• MilPDS system requirements 
documentation 60% complete; est 
completion Jun 04 
• 154 of 213 total force MPFs 
visited for MilPDStraining 
• Systems performance metrics on 
Web 
• Moved AFPC Secure 
applications to Portal in Jan 04 

.17KvMPF hits 
•Rapid requirements/development 
process being tested 

•Part of Personnel Lab 
product 

rhe Way Ahead 
• Plan for DIMHRS migration 

• Developing acquisition 
strategy for AF uniques 
(DIMHRS+)-one size may 
not fit all 

1 DIM HRS estimated to cover 35 % 
>f current functionality 
• New requirements process and 
nanagement tool being 
mplemented-FOC Jul 04 

Integrity - Service -Excellence 
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l A \. .• 1 • 
Defense Civilian Personnel Data System 

(DCPDS) 
U.S.AIR FORCE 

Problem Statement: Some process times continue to be slow. 

Sta tu S Update: The Program Office (PO) has partnered with AF/ILC and AF 
CIO to explore possible inconsistencies in local base network infrastucture and 
solicited the support of bases to report problems to base-level NOSCs. The PO 
continues to work with CPMS on improving process performance by providing 
monthly timings on 24 key processes, so possible deficiencies in code can be 
identified and corrected. A prototype automated performance measurement 
process is being established at 11 WG to more precisely measure DCPDS 

rocess times and facilitate development of objective performance measures. 

May 

Mean Times of Performance for Selected 
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OPR: AF/DPXS 
Assessment 

• DCPDS process timings are slowly 
improving, but some have not yet 
reached satisfactory levels of 
performance. 
• Local base network performance 
should be monitored until system 
process times are consistent from 
month to month across Air Force. 

Changing metric to reflect best and 
worst case timings 

• Previous metric on left 
reflected average timings 

The Way Ahead 
• The PO will continue to monitor 
system performance. 
• The PO will continue to provide 
monthly process timings to CPMS. 
• The PO will continue to work with 
AF CIO and AF/ILC to address local 
base infrastructure configurations 
in an effort to optimize DCPDS 
performance across the WAN and 
LAN. The POwill provideAFJILC the 
monthly timings on 24 key 
processes to assist in the analysis. 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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~" ••• • 
Defense Joint Military Pay System 

(DJM~) 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Problem Statement: Pay and Personneltransaction errors cause 
inaccurate and/or untimely pay to AF members. 

Status Update: DFAS continues to implement DJMS software 
changes and execute manual workarounds. Additionally, DFAS is 
training the technicians both at base and center level to increase pay 
accuracy. 
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OPR: DFAS-CE/PMJ 
Assessment 

• DJMSwill have limited upkeep 
until an interim pay system is in 
place. Scheduled 
implementation date of 
November 2005. 

• Per SLA consistently meeting 
goal of 20 or less days to 
resolve problem cases 

• Potential move back to watch 

The Wav Ahead 
DFAS is tracking causes for 
transaction errors and 
providing training to FSOs 
and feedback to AFPC. 

Integrity - Service· Excellence 
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l A V Core Automated Maintenance System (CAMS) 
U.S. Al R FORCE 

Problem Statement: CAMS is an older system that maintainers use to key in 
data at the end of the workday. Its non-user friendly "green screens" are the 
source of base-level data errors. Its 106 base-specific databases do not provide 
a common data repository for timely, accurate analyses in support of strategic 
logistics decisions. It must maintain unique interfaces with other legacy 
maintenance information systems. 
Status Update: CAMSv6R2 provided a graphical user interface (GUI). Users 
convert to GUI as base infrastructure/workstation upgrades and operational 
missions allow. As of 28 Feb 04, the average AF CAMS GUI usage rate is- 85%. 
CAMSv7R1 consolidates 106databases into one central database (COB). QT&E 
II begins 9 Apr 04 using 15 databases. Worldwide release begins 16Jul with 
FOG 17 Sep 04. The program office is analyzing a Web Service replacementfor 
legacy interfaces. 
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Assessment 
The central database is in 

development test, and on schedule 
for worldwide release 
• Technical analysis of a Web 
Service interface was completed in 
Feb 04; will be demo'd in Mar 
• Funding cuts delaying conversion 
of legacy CAMS to IMDS 
• Recent delivery of Log EA products 
will result in reconsideration of 
CAMS modifications 

The Wav Ahead 
• Continue to transition users to 
GUI and emphasize GUI use in 
meetings/correspondence with 
field. Attain usage goal of 100% by 
Sep 04 (previously Sep 03) 

• Field the single, CDB by Sep 04; 
Point of Maintenance (POMX) 
upgrade (3.0) required for CAMS 
central database compatibility 
• Use AF's Logistics Enterprise 
Architecture project to frame long
term final solution. Limit CAMS 
modifications to those in support of 
L.oaEAefforts 

J,rtegrity - Service - Excellence 
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~J ••• • 
Combat Ammunition System (CAS) 

U.S. AIR FORCE 

Problem Statement: In-transit visibility (ITV) of munitions is not currently 
visible in worldwide stockpile numbers while assets are in "shipped" status. 
Combat Ammunition System (CAS) requires upgrade to enhance 11V 
capability. 
Status Update: 
AF completed 100% fielding GAS 1.1 on 26 January 2004 - ahead of schedule 
(Mar 04). This converts base level systems from client server to web-based 
service on Global Combat Support System-AF. 

nag. As:cn:::n,r.?R.rc: 

Assessment 
Program on track to mitigate issues 

identified in problem statement 

• Inventory variance missing; JDAM 
tracking represents munitions issues 

The Way Ahead 

ln-transitvisibilitv • Fieldina of uodate comoleted 29 Jan 04. • GAS web-enabled through GCSS-
AF CAS 1.1 •• 100%fielded on 1/26/04 

GOAL 100% 
JDAM CAS Inventory 

Variance 

• In-transit visibility: define, execute, 
and field. Scheduled for Jun 04; 
completed 1/29/04 •108 I 
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Goal less than 1% variance over four month period 

• Established baseline numbers to 
track inventory variance of selected 
munitions (JDAM) caused by lack of 
11V- Goal for metric to report <1 % 
variance for four consecutive 
months . 

• Use AF's Logistics Enterprise 
Architecture project to frame the long 
term final solution. Limit GAS 
modifications to those that support 
Log EA efforts 

Integrity - Service -Excellence 
11-L-0559/0SD/30180 



~J ••• AF Portal I GCSS-AF 
• 

U.S.AIR FORCE 

Problem Statement: The functionality and content available vie 
the AF Portal do not provide sufficient value to AF users. 

Status Update: The aggressive outreach effort has resulted in a 
74% increase in users. Continued emphasis placed on content 
owners to accelerate movement of ki lier applications and essential 
capabilities to the AF Portal. 
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173K user accounts; 200K weekly logins; SOOK- 1,200K pages viewed daily 

FY04 Work Plan 
FY04 Summary Accom~lished 

Reduced Sian-On 39 50 
Po 
GCSS·AF lF Upgrades 8 10 

Total 74 110 

QPR: AF-CIO/S 

Assessment 
Schedule is aggressive but achievable with 
continued oversight and executive level 
emphasis by content owners to make content 
available to AF members via the Portal. 
Leveraging bi-monthly CIO/XI Executive Board 
to manage risk. 

The Wav Ahead 
• Continue aggressive communications campaign 

• Articles released in AF News, Ai rF orce Times, 
Aim Points, and within AFPC 

• Usability issues are top priority 
• Improving user navigation & registration 

• Performance improvements 
• Heavy use of Portal during worldwide rollout 

is intermittently slowing response time 
• Response time under 3 secl 80% of time; 

continuing to man itor with new releases 
• Further migration of killer applications and 

capabilities for worldwide rollout 
• Delivered vMPF with 13 other AFPC apps 
• AF Fitness Management System (AFFMS) 
• Desktop integration & web-based e-mail pilot 
• AF performance report workflow & myPay 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
11-L-0559/0SD/30181 



\.J ••• • 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

U.S.AIR FORCE 
Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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Headquarters U.S. Air Force 
Integrity - Service - Excellence 

Joint Senior Leader Force 
Planning 

l A 
~ ,I BGen Rich Hassan 
••• US Air Force + Senior Leader Management Office 

U.S. Al R FORCE 
1-4 Aprii 20G4 
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\.J .... • Where did we start? 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Gen Ryan (as CSAF in 1997) Concerned That GO 
Candidate Pool Provided Insufficient Selectivity 

Conclusions: 

Not enough selectivity for top jobs 
in the Air Force 

Too many narrowly 
experienced specialists 

Too few with desired 
background and experience 

Need specific 
multifunctionality rather than 

"generalists" 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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\." ,.~ .... 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

Developed Senior Leader 
Job Database 

• Developed through 
• Interviews with selected senior leaders 

• Surveys of prior and current job holders 
• Multiple reviews (three-star or SES equivalent) and syntheses 

Structure: 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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~,I .... • 
U.S.AIR FORCE 

Desired Development Pattern 

General Officer 

Fighter pilot Pol-mil affairs 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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\.J •.!.• 
U.S. Al R FORCE 

Position 
continuity 

Found Overlaps Between 
GO and SES Job Characteristics 

Stable 

Mobile 

Functional expertise 

Deep Broad 

I II 

Ill IV 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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\.J 'V!llt.~ .... 
U.S. Al R FORCE 

Determined Which Jobs Could be 
Filled by Either GO or SES 

Somejobs 
must be 
military 

Some jobs 
must be 
civilian 

GO 
Total jobs = ...._______. 

Milita 
Milita 
Milita 
Militarv exoerience 

I Joint militarv reauirement 

"Off the table" (.llateither/or candidates) c==
"On the table" (either/or candidates) c==-

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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'6J .... • 
U.S.AIR FORCE 

Objective 

To analyze senior-leader job requirements in order to 
help OSD, the Joint Staff, and the services develop 
officers and civilians to optimally fill joint senior

leader positions. 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 

11-L-0559/0SD/30190 
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~;/ .... • 
U.S.AIR FORCE 

Methodologyllimeline 

• Identify the joint jobs that wil I be included in these 
analyses (Jan 04) 

• Determine the structure of the requirement taxonomies 
(Jan 04) 

• Identify militarylcivilian essentiality indicators--the 
characteristics of a position that indicate whether the 
position must be military, must be civilian, or may be 
either (Jan 04) 

• Develop Survey (Feb 04) 
• Using the taxonomic structures developed above, survey 

joint senior leaders to collect incumbents' and prior job 
holders' assessments of competency requirements and 
militarylcivilian essentiality indicators (Feb 04 - March 04) 

Integrity - Service - Excellence 
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~" .... • Methodology/Timeline (cont.) 
U.S. AIR FORCE 

• Analyze survey results and create a database of skill 
requirements and militarylcivilian essentiality indicators 
for senior leader positions (Apr 04) 

• Produce a job book (Mar 04) 

• Explore feasibility and utility of a flow model (Apr/May 
04) 

• Explore implications for tactical, operational and 
strategic joint education and training (Jun/Jul 04) 

Integrity - Service ... Excellence 

11-L-0559/0SD/30192 
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~J ••• • Project Administration 
U.S.AIR FORCE 

• Project manager: AFSLMO 
• Oversight: Senior Advisory Group (DJS, J3, JS, JS) -

meet quarterly 
• Coordination: Steering Committee (05/06 level 

Service, OSD and Joint Staff membership) - meet as 
required 

• Status: Brief DCSPers meeting quarterly and at end 
of project 

• Resources: No additional funding needed - project 
will be supported within the levels of effort of 
ongoing RAND senior leader work for the four 

. 
services 

Integrity - Service -Excellence 
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March 18, 2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldl°r' 

SUBJECT: Joyce and Memorial Fund 

ls someone getting me a piece of paper telling me what Joyce can do with respect 

to helping raise money for the Pentagon Memorial fund? I think you said she 

could serve on the board and help. However, she certainly couldn't go to defense 

contractors. 

Please get me something definitive I can give her, so she knows what to do and 

who she can call to check with if she has questions. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031804-5 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 0~002-04 
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March 1 ,2004 
0 
C) 
CJ .. 

TO: Larry Dj Rita _[ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 7} l 
SUBJECT: Memorial 

Please figure out what Joyce can do to help raise money for the Pentagon 

memorial. She would love to do it, but we don't know what is legal and proper. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030104-2 

~r:~s~;;;;~:~~;······~~~·~·········································· 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERSSERVICES 

1155 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1155 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Raymond ~ois, D~tor, 

SUBJECT: Fundraisi4@tl.rs~msfe1d 

hington Headquarte~ Services 

• In the attached snowflake you asked what Mrs. Rumsfeld could do to help raise 
money for the Pentagon Memorial. 

-- I 

"'• ) 
:~) . I 

• After consultation with the DoD General Counsel (Standards of Conduct Office), J 
recommend that she offer to serve on the Executive Committee of the Pentagon 
Memorial Fund, Inc. (PMF, Inc.), a private non-profit foundation raising money for 
the Memorial. See attached listing of the cuJTent membership. 

• Because Mrs. Rumsfeld is not a Federal employee she is not limited by the 
restrictions on fundraising and endorsement that apply to DoD personnel. Thus, she 
can normally participate in private fundraising activities conducted by the PMF, Inc. 

• However, as the wife of the Secretary she should exercise the following cautions: 

• Do not use property, official time of DoD personnel or resources ofDoD 
• Do not imply the official endorsement of DoD 
• Do not solicit from prohibited sources such as Defense contractors 
• Do not solicit from DoD employees/ subordinates of the Secretary 

COORDTNATION: DoD GC SOCO 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: Bill Brazis, _r_'(-5) __ ___, 

11-L-055WSD/30196 
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March 1,2004 

TO: Lany Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J /.., 
SUBJECT: Memorial 

Please figure out what Joyce can do to help raise money for the Pentagon 

memorial. She would love to do it, but we don't know what is legal and proper. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030104-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 3 J"-'{o f 

OSD O'fooz.-011 
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Pentagon Memorial Fund: Executive Committee 

General H. Hugh Shelton 

General Shelton served two terms a<; Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and counsel to 
the President. He was the Chairman on September I I, 200 1 when the Pentagon was 
attacked. 

General Shelton received the Congressional Gold Medal, the highest award conferred by 
the U.S. Congress. Among his other numerous military awards arc four Defense 
Distinguished Service Medals, two Army Distinguished Service Medals, the Legion of 
Merit, the Bronze Star Medal for Valor and the Purple Heart. He has received 
decorations by fifteen foreign governments. 

General Shelton has retired from military service and serves as president of international 
operations at MIC Industiies. He resides in!(b)(6) !with his wif~(b)(6) ~1.1ho served 
on the jury that selected the Pentagon Memo,ial design. 

Norman R. Augustine 

Chairman, Executive Committee, Lockheed Martin Corporation 

Retired chairman and CEO, Lockheed Manin Corporation 
Former Under Secretary of the Am1y 

Mr. Augustine resides inl...,(b_.}.._(6..._) ___ __, 

Edward A. Brennan 

Executive Chairman, AMR 

Member of the AMR Corporation Board of Directors since August 1987, was named 
Executive Chairman of AMR and American Airlines in April 2003. He is the retired 
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of Sears, Roebuck and Co. 

Brennan .. vas named President and Chief Operating Officer of the Scars, Roebuck 
corporation in I 984, with responsibility for Scars Merchandise Group, The Allstate 
Insurance Co., Dean Witter Reynolds and the Coldwell Banker Real Estate Group. He 
served as Chief Executive Officer of Sears from January J 986 to August 1995. 

In addition to AMR, Brennan serves on the boards of The Allstate Corporation, 3M, 
Exelon Corporation and McDonald's Corporation. He is a member of The Business 
Council. 

Mr. Brennan resides in .... !<b_){_6_) __ __ 

11-L-0559/0SD/30198 



Kurt Campbell 

Senior vice president and director of International Security, CSIS 

Kurt M. Campbell is senior vice president, di rector of the International Security Program, 
and holder of the Henry A. Kissinger Chair in National Security at CSIS. He joined the 
Center from government service in 2000. In addition to his CSIS duties, he is director of 
the Aspen Strategy Group, a contributing writer to the New York Times, and a frequent 
on-air essayist for National Public Radio's All Things Considered. He has also been a 
consultant to ABC News. Previously, Campbell served in several capacities in 
government, including as deputy assistant secretary of defense at the Pentagon (1995-
2000), as a director on the National Security Staff (1994), as deputy special counselor to 
the president for NAFTA on the White House staff, and as a White House fellow (class 
of 1992-1993) at the Department of the Tre.<J.Sury. 

Campbell was also associate professor of public policy and international relations and 
assistant director of the Center for Science and International Affairs at the John F. 
Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University. He was a reserve officer in the 
U.S. Navy serving on the Joint Cbjefs of Staff and the Special Advisory Group to the 
chief of naval operations. He is the author or editor of several books, including To 
Prevail: An American Strategy for the Campaign against Terrorism (CSIS, 2001), as well 
as a contributor co numerous journals, magazines, and newspapers. 

Mr. Campbell resides inJ ... (b_)(_6_) ____ _, 

John W. Dounlass. 

President and CEO, AlA 
Former Assistant Secretary of the Navy 

Mr. Douglass became the seventh full-time chief executive of the association in 
September 1998. Before that he served for nearly three years as assistant secretary of the 
Navy for research, development and acquisition of defense systems for the U.S. Navy and 
U.S. Marine Corps. 

Before being named a civil ian Navy executive, Mr. Douglass was with the Senate Armed 
Services Committee where he was foreign policy and science and technology advisor to 
Senator Sam Nunn and served as lead minority staff member for defense conversion and 
technology reinvestment programs. 

Earlier Mr. Douglass completed 28 years of U.S. Air Force service and retired as a 
brigadier general in 1992. His numerous Air Force assignments included service as the 
deputy U.S. military representative to NATO a5 well a5 di rector of plans and policy and 

11-L-0559/0SD/30199 



director of science and technology in the office of the secretary of the Air Force. He also 
served as special assistant to the under secretary of defense for acquisition. 

Within the executive branch, Mr. Douglass was director of national security programs for 
the White House, responsible for formulation policy on a broad range of national security 
issues. He served as President Reagan's personal representative to the Blue Ribbon 
Commission on Defense Management chaired by David Packard. 

Kenneth Fisher: 

Kenneth Fisher, a partner in the prestig ious New York City firm, Fisher Brothers, 
continues a four- generation tradition in real estate. As a 24 year veteran in the real estate 
industry, Kenneth Fisher is responsible for the ongoing leasing and management of more 
than six million square feet of class A commercial space in midtown Manhattan, covering 
Park A venue, Sixth and Third A venues, as well as overseeing the daily marketing 
nuances of Fisher Brothers. 

Ken joined the Fisher House Foundation, a not-for-profit organi7.ation that constructs 
comfort homes for families of hospitalized military personnel and veterans, in 1999. 
Begun in I 990by his late uncle Zachary, the program currently operates 32 such houses 
at military bases and VA medical centers across the country, and overseas in Germany. 
The program aids more than 8,500 families every year, and plans to open two new 
Fisher Houses by the end of 2004. In May, 2003, he succeeded his father, Arnold, as 
Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer of the Foundation. 

Ken is also a member of the Board of Trustees of the Intrepid Museum Foundation . 

Paul Stern 

Paul G. Stern, partner and co-founder of Arlington Capital Partners, and partner and co
founder of Thayer Capital Partners, was elected to the Dow Board of Di rectors in 1992. 
He currently serves on the Audit Committee, the Compensation Committee and the 
Public Interest Committee. 

Paul is a partner and co-founder of Arling ton Capira1 Partners J 999 to date and a partner 
and co-founder of Thayer Capital Partners 1995 to date. He serves as a special partner at 
Forstmann Little & Co. 1993-95. Northern Telecom Limited - Chairman of the Board 
1990-93, Chief Executive Officer I 990-93, Vice Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 
1989-90, Director I 988-93. President, Unisys Corporation (formerly Burroughs 
Corporation) l 982-87. Director of Whirlpool Corporation. Board member of the 
University of Pennsylvania's School of Engineering and Applied Science and the 
Wharton School. Tremmrcr, John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. Board of 
Trustees, Library of Congress. Board member, Business Executives for Narional 
Security. 

Mr. Stem resides in._!(b_)(_6_) ___ _, 
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. ' 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rurnsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Cost of the W:lr 

r r-, 103>17 

Sc::o .. ,n4 

Marchk2004 

Yesterday we talked to the President about the cost of the war. I need to get 

clarity. 

Please pull together whoever you need to and get a briefing for me that you have 

seen and arc comfortable with, sp we know what our Department's position ought 

to be and how we ought to handle it 

Thanks 

DHR:db 
030404-25 

• 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

rN/V 
,., , .... 11 ., u l r I J I ~ • ' f\ 

: -· 

COMPTROLLER 
AC'flON MEMO 

March 17, 2004, 5:00 PM 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Dov S. Zakhcim ~ 

SUBJECT: Cost af the War 

• The Secretary asked for a briefing on what the Department' s position should be w ith 

regards lo lhe FY 2005 cosl of lhe war (TAB A). 

• TABB is a short briefing that addresse: the Secretary's concerns . Jt includes three 
sections: the reasons why no funds were requested in the FY 2005 President's budget; 
how the Components \vi ii finance the operating costs until a Supplemental is enacted; 
and an explanation why Afghanistan costs remain so high. 

COORDTNA TTON: The Joint Staff and PA&E concur (TAB C). 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: John M. Evans,r ... _){_
6

_> ------
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.. 

TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfe1d~ 

SUBJECT: Cost of the \Var 

Yesterday we talked to the Presidctlt about the cost of the war. I need to get 

clarity. 

Please pull together whoeva you need to and gel a briefing for me that you have 

seen and are comfortable with. sp \Ve know what our Department's position ought 

to be and how 1,ve ought to handle it 

Thanks 

DHR:dh 
0300)4.2.5 

e 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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COST OF THE WAR 

Briefing To The 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (COMPTROLL~R) 
March 16, 2004 

CLOSE HOW I KL B681818HMJ 
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@tseBJi111e1s" r1t~8Ji1@t2J1ena1s reffe 
3/16/2004 

Costa the War 

SecDef March 8 taskinQ 

Yesterday we talked to the 
President about the cost cf the 
war. I need to get clarity. 

Please pull together whoever 
you need to and get a briefing 
for me that you have seen and 
are comfortable with, so we 
know what our Department's 
position ought to be and how we 
ought to handle it. 

Page: 2 

•11111 
',,.._ . ltf}., 

$,c.• ... ~.....( 

Mardik2'04 

TO • Paul Wolfowit2 

FROM Dooald Rwmsield~ 

SUBJBCT: Caslol'w War 

Y~rd.:lywecalked t ocl>e Rsid~nt al~>Ut the cnst ,,r the "·111". I need to gel 

rlarity. 

PltASe pul 1~~-th<'f wboc.'\·cr you need to ,nd b'CI a bridingfor mr that you b.lw 

Seen and amC<•nfortable "ith,so \\·• lmn"· llhalour Deputmenl's ~linnnu2ht 

lobe andhm,· """"~ltoh.ndk:it 

Tiianl<s 

--
/'lease rupo,,d /Ty 

-:;7'i47;,y ·-.. - .... , 
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LOOSE now I REBECISIOl4AL £1686 

~·'- ..'._1,( 
LSD (Comptroller) 

- Cost of the War 

1. Reasons that no funds were requested in the 
FY 2005 President'sbudget. 

2. How the Components can absorb initial costs 
thru March/April 2005. 

3/16/2004 

•11111 

3. Reasons that Afghanistan costs remain so high. 

Page:3 UNCLASSIFIED 
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@158.~ftg 118158 PMi8t!@ISI8ffAIS PlS"lS 
3/16/2004 

LISD (Comptroller) •11111 
~ Cost a the War 

(1) Reasons that no funds were requested in the FY 2005 President's budget: 

• As a normal business practice, the DoD does not request funding for 
contingency operations in the Presidents ' budget. 

• Political situation is too uncertain to accurately define costs and may 
change the DoD mission. 

>Transition to Iraqi sovereignty. 
>- Presidential election in June in Afghanistan • 

• Military requirements continue to evolve. 
>Force protection needs - SAPI plates, Up-Armored HMMWV. 
>- Evolving missions - training Iraqi security forces. 
>Force Package changes - Sending the Marine Expeditionary Force. 

> Future force structure and footprint are undetermined. 

Page: 4 UNCLASSIFIED 
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i!lls~8Ji] Il~lslt Pftlilltili]tgJ8I~PlAls 12~'11~ 3/16/2004 

• L:SD (Comptroller) •11111 
~ Cost of the War 

(1) Reasons that no funds were requested in the FY 2005 President' s budget (cont'd) 

• Threat is decentralized. 

> Different types of insurgents: former regime loyalists; 
Al-Qaeda; Abu Musab al-Zarqawi; criminals; Taliban. 

}i,,,- Civil tensions between different internal factions. 

• Factors impacting the establishment of Iraqi Security Forces. 

)> Quantity and capability of the new forces. 

Page: 5 

> Role of UN and depth of international participation. 
}> Stability of surrounding nations. 

). Training and mentoring requirements. 

11-L-0559/0S D/3021 0 
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l!SD (Comptroller) •11111 
Cost of the War 

Summary: 

• To include the war costs in the FY 2005 budget we needed to 
understand the costs and be able to accurately estimate funds by 
appropriation. 

• Without that we would have needed a large flexible transfer 
account (i.e., Iraq Freedom Fund) so that in execution we could 
move money where needed. However, 

Page: 6 

>Congress has been resistant to allow a large flexible fund. 
~Congress has also been uncomfortable with adding significant 

special transfer authority in prior supplementals. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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-
LSD (Comptroller) •11111 
Cost of the War 

(2) How the Components can absorb initial costs thru March/ April 2005: 

• FY 2003 demonstrates that the Services can absorb and cash flow 
the initial cost of operations. 

> Difficult, but doable. 
> Needs to be managed closely. 

• Components will defer some expenses to the end of the fiscal 
year. 
~ Facility Sustainment, Restoration, Modernization. 
~ Depot Maintenance. 
),l'" Base Operating Support. 

• To make sure the Components have the cash they need, a larger 
percentage of their annual funding would be issued at the start of 
the fiscal year. 

• Early FY2005 approval of the supplemental will be needed. 

Page: 7 UNCLASSIFIED 
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t :' · ~ · \i LSD (Comptroller) 
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W Costofthe War 

(3) Reasons that Afghanistan costs remain so high: 

• 46,000 personnel in the operation - approximately 13,000 in 
country, and 33,000 in support. 

• Geography - remote and large nation (250,000 square miles). 

3/16/2004 

~ High cost of transportation · lack of roads, requires helicopters 
transport. 

9Higher tactical Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance 
(JSR) asset requirement. 

• Infrastructure (communications, electrical, water, etc.) is primitive, 
forcing U.S. to build or transport everything. 

• Security - continued al Qaeda and Taliban insurgency. 

• Logistics Civil Augmentation Program (LOGCAP) - required for 
all support. 

Page: 8 UNCLASSIFIED 
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PA&E 

The Joint Staff (J8) 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Mr. Kreig 

Gen Cartwright 

11-L-0559/0S D/30214 

March 16,2004 

March 16,2004 



COORDINATION PAGE 

Subject: Cost of the War, Briefing fo th 

PA&E 

The Joint Staff (J8) 
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COORDINATION PAGE 

Subject: Cost of the War, Briefing for lhe SecDef 

PA&E 

The Joint Staff (18) 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Op-ed 

March 17,2004 

Someone suggested that you do an op-ed piece that would be in the press the day 

before or the day of my testimony on March 23, laying out your view of it. I think 

it is a good idea. 

DHR:dh 
031704-12 
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X JIIPM 

TO· Rill Winkenwerder 

cc. Paul W o 1 fowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )1\. 

DATE: 
'YY\1r,~1 

F~.200-1. 

SUBJECT: Suicide and Depression 

Please draft a letter from me to Senator Dominici responding to this question as 

you ha,,e indicated. 

Thanks. 

flHRl..,l.LL 
02.!til~ IIS 

Attlld1: Winkemvertle, mema lo SD J/171114 Re: Suicirle 

11-L-0559/0SD/30218 
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PERSONNEL AND 
A~DINESS 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

February 172004, 10:00 AM 
FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William Winkenwerder. Jr., MD, ASD {HEALTH AFFAIRS) 

SUBJECT: Suicide & Depression--SNOWFLA KE: (Tab A) 

• The Office of Legislative Affairs has made several attempts to schedule a 
presentation, and we are prepared to brief Senator Domenici a l his convenience. 

• The suicide rate in-theater is consistent with the annual suicide rates for the period 
l 990-2002for all of the Services (TABB). Suicide rates for the Services have 

remained in the range of I 0-1 Sper l 00,000 per year, while the civilian rate 
(matched by age and gender) is approximately 20 per 100,000 per year. 

• There have been 22 medical examiner confinned suicides in the Iraqi 
theater( I 8Amy, 2 Navy and 2 Marine Corps). (Each service Criminal 
Investigation Division provides the final determination.) 

• The in-theatersuiciderate for the Army is 13.5/100.000/year. compared 
against an overall Service rate of 11 .6/ l 00,000/year 

• The Maiine Corps reports an in-theaterrate of 5.31100.000/year. 
• The Navy has experienced 2 confirmed suicides; with conservative 

estimates of the size of the naval force in theater, the rate would be less 
than the overall Service rate of 11.7/100,000/year. 

• The Air Force reports no suicides in theater. 

• Each Service has a Suicide Prevention Progrmn; r have reviewed them all. The 
Anny. in particular, has developed a comprehensive program, consisting of 

· A fonnal training program, ApQlied Suicide intervention Skills 
Training (ASISTI, to educate leaders and service members. 

· Combat Stress Control units assigned throughout the theater 
4 

· A'Ueployment Cycle SupportProgram which includes activities at 
each phase ~eployment-(pre-, during, and post-deployment). 

COORDINATION· USD(P&R)t/\?. :.ut.t/·I (I, L:.,,/~- /.;r;:;~ .c · ~ --... ···A--- ., -~ -· 
. &PL~Ollm {..c 

Attacrunenffi 1M -==E 
As stated = ~i=&1 fr I 
Prepared J¥: LTC Guy Strawder, OASD 'U'h Affairs .... (b_)<_

5
> ___ _ 

;SD 02,13-04 .. 
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TO Bdl Wmkenwcrder 

CC· Powell Moore 
Ddvid Chu 

FROM Donald Rumsfeld ~f\ 
SUBJECT, Dep1ebs10n 

Senator Pele Domemc1 called me yesterday. 

October 16, 2003 

B! noticed articles about suicides in the Army He said something like the 

following. Suicide is frequentlycauc;ed by deprcsc;mn. which can be a matter of 

the inability to sleep ormdec1\ivene\~ He wonder,; if the Army rs doing a good 

JOb of looking into the possibility of depression in h mililnI}' He said aJugh 

percentage of certain age groups have some sort cf. depression. and that there JS a 

relatively high teenage suicide rate now from depression. 

11111 recommendation 1s that we get some psych1atnsts or psycho1og1sts 1o take a 

look at the issue of deprei;,;wn. He 1,; convinced a lot of it can be fixed wuh 

modem medicines. 

Ple.l.se tell me what you think Also, please get with Powell Moore and go back to 

Senator Domenic, to tel I him what 'we know and are doing. 

Thanks. 

Oi-lKdh 
101503.Jl 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Plea~e respond by _ _......II ... / ... J_,_,/_ ... _, .,._,J ___ _ 
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--~ 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Pete, 

MAR 30 2004 

I wanted to provide you some follow up to the phone conversation we had about 
military suicides. We have investigated this issue and found that the suicide rates for all 
of the Services, both total rates and rates within the theater of Operation Iraqi Freedom 
arc generally consistent with the rates that they have experienced for the period 1990-
2003. Suicide rates for the Services over that period have been in the range of 10-15 per 
100,000pcr year. 

There have been 27 cases of suicide in the Iraqi theater (23 Army, 2 Navy, 2 
Mmine) which have been confirmed by the criminal investigation divisions of each 
Service. The in-theater suicide rate for the Anny is 17 .3 per year, compared to an overall 
Army rate of I 2.8per l 00,000. While the in-theater rate is higher than the overall rate, it 
is lower than 20 per I 00,000per year, the rate of a civilian population of the same age 
and gender. 

Each Service has a S uicidc Prevention Program. The Army, in particular, has 
developed a comprehensive program consisting of formal training (Applied Suicide 
Intervention Skills Training), Combat Stress Control units assigned throughout the 
theater, and the Deployment Cycle Support Program which includes activities prior to, 
during, and post-deployment. While deployed, Service members are trained to recognize 
sources of stress and the symptoms of depression. including thoughts of suicide, in 
themselves and others. In addition, there is high awareness among command leadership 
regarding mental health and stress issues. 

Mental health care is available in-theater to handle any problems that might arise. 
After returning home, h.eJp for any mental health issues, including depression and post
traumatic stress disorder, is available through the Military Health System for active duty 
and retired Service members, or through the Veterans Health Administration for non
retired veterans. Every returning Service member is carefully screened for mental health 
problems with the post-deployment medical assessment process using a thorough 
questionnaire and an interview with a medical provider. 

........ 

~ 
~ 
C 

0 OSD 04047-04-C.. 
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J hope this information is useful. Bill Winkenwerder, Assistant Secretary for 
Health Affairs, has more information if you would like to discuss it with someone. 

With best wishes, 

2 
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H laALT H AFFA IR S 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D . C. 20301-1200 

ACTION MEMO 

,. · - . •• 4 1 I t ""' · I"\ ") 

MAR 15 2004 
FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

w:Ooi~:.LM ... .. ~,0,. 1\_ . 
FROM: William"'Winken~~i:f'ASD (Health Affairs) 

SUBJECT: Response to Senator Domenici on Suicide and Depression 

• You requested a written reply to Senator Domenici based on the previous response. 
(TABB) 

• The letter of response (TAB A) provides information about suicide rates that is 
current as of the date of this memo. The rates for the Army differ from those in the 
previous info memo because Anny Criminal Investigations Division has determined 
that three previously undetermined deaths were suicides. 

RECOMMENDATION: The Secretary of Defense sign the letter at TAB A. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b )(6) I 
Prepared by: COL Burke, C&PP, .... ____ _, PCDOCS# 61616,61480 

---

--3 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici 
United States Senate 

/"' 
I Washington D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Domenici, 

Thank you for your inquiry about suicides int Anny. We have investigated this 
issue and found that the suicide rates for all of the Se ices, both total rates and rates 
within the theater of Operation Iraqi Freedom are erally consistent with the rates that 
they have experienced for the period 1990-20(B. uicide rates for the Services over that 
penod have been in the range of 10-ISper lOQ per year. 

I 

There have been 27 cases of suicide~·n e Iraqi theater (23 Army, 2 Navy, 2 
Marine) which have been confirmed by the c minal investigation divisions of each 
Service. The in-theater suicide rate for the nny is 17.3 per year, compared to an overall 
Anny rate of 12.8per 100,000. While the · -theater rate 1s higher than the overall rate, it 
is lower than 20 per 100,000per year, thcyrate of a civilian population of the same age 
and gender. J 

/ 

Each Service has a SuicidcPre/ention Program. The Anny, in particular.has 
develope~ a co1:1,prehe~s_ive progra!11,-tonsisting of form.al trai1:1ing (Applied Suicide 
Tntervent10n Skills Trammg), Comb;tt Stress Control umts assigned throughout the 
theater, and the Deployment Cycle/Support Program which includes activities prior to, 
during, and post-deployment. Wl;nle deployed, Service members are trained to recognize 
sources of stress and the symptoms of depression, including thoughts of suicide, in 
thems~lves and others. In adai~on1 there is high awareness among command leadership 
regarding mental health and stress issues. 

Mental health care is availahle in-theater to handle any problems that might arise. 
After returning home, help for any mental health issues, including depression and post
traumatic stress disorder, is available through the Military Health System for active duty 
and retired Service members, or through the Veterans Health Administration for non
retired veterans. Every returning Service member is carefully screened for mental health 
problems with the post-deployment medical assessment process using a thorough 
questionnaire and an in/crvicw with a medical provider. 

! 

We regard eacM suicide that occurs within the U.S. military as a tragic event; one 
is too many. l thank,you for your concern for our soldiers, sailors, airmen, and Marines. 
My Assistant Secretary for Health Affairs, Dr. William Winkenwerder, is available to 
provide you a mor{}' 1detailcd briefing on these issues at your convenience. 

I 
i 

i 
L 

i 

Sincerely, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/30224 



Cos (HA) 

PDASD (HA) 

ASD (LA) 

USD(P&R) 

Depression and Suicide 

COORDINATIONS 
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March 8,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Action Photo 

Please give me a good action photograph of me (alone), with some kind of 

animation. I would like to sign it and then have it sent to the Crab Claw, P.O. Box 

156,St. Michaels, MD 21601. They asked for the photo. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
030804-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
( 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel 

Attached is a copy of a greeting card (I kept the original, needless to say!) that I 

think you'll find encouraging- let me put it that way. 

-:2 Regards, 

Attach. 
Benedetti card to Secl)ef 

DHR:dh. 
022805-12 

OSD 04075- 05 
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ru: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Didt Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld }J,-
SUBJECT: Co~man Marshal 

December 27,2003 

Congresm1311 Marshall has some interestingideas about using the Guard and 

Reserve to fight tbreeawcek wars and not tar llll.lll else. le says they like to do it 

and do it well. Ee 9JS they hsve the skills for civil affairs and so forth. 

Why don't we arrange to have Pete Schoomakertalk to him and see what he has to 

saJ. Ha is an interesting man, very bright, le is the one who wrote sum a good 

op-,ed piece after he came back ftom the Middle East. 

Thafllcs . 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by t/:3J / ..... o..,...<J ___ _ 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOffl CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~3/t'f 

SUBJECT: CongressmanMarshall 

CM- 1 63.i~n(· .. ·1 , , 

1 9 March 2004 ' .. ; [ : ' ") ..... 

• Question. "Congressman Mm-shall has some interesting ideas about using the 
Guard and Reserve to fight three-week wars and not for much else. He says they 
like to do it and do it wc11. He says they have the ski lls for civil affairs and so 
forth. Why don ' t we arrange to have Pete Schoomakcrtalk to him and sec what 
he has to say?" (TAB A) 

• Answer. General Peter J. Schoomaker, USA, and I ,ue meeting with 
Congressman Jim Marshall regarding this matter on 23 March. 

• Analysis. After the meeting, we will report on insights from Congressman 
Marshall at your earliest opportunity. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

copy to: 
CSA 

Prepared By: MG Clyde A. Vaughn, USA; ACJCS/NG; .... l(b_)<_5) ___ _. 

OSD 04082-04 
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'10: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick l\lyers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Powell Moore 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld ~" 

SUBJECT Congresgnanl\farshall 

December 27,2003 

C ongressmm11\farshall has some interesting ideas llat.11'1.ing the Guanl and 

Reserve 1rJ fight tht'tt-\'i'eek\8:S and notformuch else. Re says they like to do it 

and do it welt. ls sr,s they have the stills for civil affairs and !I> forth. 

Why don't le arrange to have Pete Schoomakertak 'tdlim and see \\-ital he has to 

saJ. We is m interesting man, Vf!rJ bright 12 is the one 1'iD wrote sud1 a good 

op-ro piece after he came back from the Middle East 

Thank~. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I / JJil O 'f 

I 
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TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Office of the Chief of Staff, COL Campbell 16 March 2004 
US Anny 

TabB 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE MEMO 

2-Feb-04 11 :23 AM 

To: 

Through: 

From: 

Subject: 

Secretary Rumsfeld 

L TG C~k (has seen, show SecDef) 

Cathy Mainardi 

Christening of the USS Paul Nitze 

Sir, the USS Pau1 Nitze will be christened on April 17th 2004@ 
Bathe Iron Works in Maine. Your schedule is currently open if you would 

like to attend. / 

Accept Regret . Other~-

Thank You, 
Cathy 

C A'2£,16 S\J6 

fO'VOc_ 

~,()f\JLS 
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January 26,2004 

TO: LTG John Cradd,..1ck 
Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfdd 9 
SUBJECT: Christening of USS Paul Nitze 

Please get me the details on when the ship, the Paul Nitze, is going to be 

christened and what the plans are for it. r 1hink it is in April. 

I saw Mrs. Nitn the other day. and she asked me about it. She apparently had just 

been told the date. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
012604-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by '- ( lz / O 4 ... ·; .. A.J... 

I I ~~ . f esry-- fl './i1 
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March 16,2004 

l(b)(6) 
TO: . 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ .. 

SUBJECT: Paul Nitze's Widow 

I had a letter in here today to Mrs. Paul Nitze, and I said get her correct name. I 

think her last name i J(b)(
6
) l and 1 think her first name is~ but we should 

check with Joyce and find out. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031604-9 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
Please respond by ________ _ 

(b)(6) 

>)I,> 
11-L-0559/0SD/30237 
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l(b)(6) 

Dea~(b)(6) 

THE SEC R ETA RY OF DE F E N SE 

WASHIN G TON 

MAR 19 2004 

D 

I regret that I will not be able to attend the 
christening of the USS Paul Nitze on April 1th. 

Please accept my best wis o you and P I. This 
is a well-deserved tribute f. very special pat ·ot. 

Sincerely, 

I 

11-L-0559/0SD/30238 

D · 
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(b )(6) 

De 

(b)(6) 

E S E CRETARY OF DEFE N SE 
WAS H INGTON 

I regrel lhat I wi11 not be able to attend the christening of 
the USS Paul Nilze on April 171

h. 

-Please acceiet my best wishes to you and Paul. This is a 

tribute~._., t<. I Fl ~~ t 1 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/30239 



·. 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

LTG John Craddock 

TABA 

V ADM Staser Holcomb (Ret.) 

Donald Rumsfeld Y /l_ 
SUBJECT: Army/Joint Positions 

January 13,2004 

My impression is that when we are approving people for Anny jobs, we are in fact 

approving them for joint jobs, but we are not taking that into account. That would 

be true, for example, with Metz. I did not take into account his probable role in 

Iraq. 

How do we change the system so that I am properly informed of things like that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dn 
()11304-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ 1_!.,..;,_·' , ..... 1'--' _,:'_'r.__ __ _ 

OSD 04094-04 
Tab A 

11-L-0559/0SD/30240 



CHAIRMAN OF THE .))INT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20313-9999 

( 

; .- ... . 
~ ... . j J . 

CN-1625-04 .... ' •. ; .:,: ,5 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJ~ 1'7 
SUBJECT: Army/Joint Positions 

19 March 2004 

• Question. "My impression is that when we are approving people for Army jobs, 
we are in fact approving them forjointjobs, but we are not taking that into 
account. That would be true, for example, with Metz. I did not take into account 
his probable role in Iraq. How do we change the system so that I am properly 
informed of things like that?" (TAB A) 

• Answer. All Service three-star command billets are potential warfighters in the 
joint environment. As such, the Services will identify in all future nomination 
packages any known or probablejoint general or flag offi cer duty requirements 
associated with three-star Service command positions. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: VADM T. J. Keating, US N~ Director, Joint Staff~ ... (b-)(_
5
_) ___ __. 

oso 04094-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/30241 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

TABA 

Gen. Dick Myers 

L TG John Craddock 
VADM Staser Hokomb (Ret.) 

Donald Rumsfeld J)/L 
SUBJECT: Army/Joint Positions 

January 13,2004 

~(,O 

My impression is that when we are approving people for Arny jobs, we arc in fact 

approving them forjointjobs, but we are not taking that into account. That would 

be true, for example, with Metz. I did not take into account his probable role in 

Iraq. 

How do we change the system so that I am properly informed of things like that? 

Thanks. 

DHR,dh 
Ill 1304-3 

..•.•••.•••••...•••...••.••.•....•••••....•.•.....•.••••••..........•... , 
Please respond by ___ , _! _,,_·· ·-' ·.,../_·; ·_· ....... t __ _ 

TabA 

11-L-0559/0SD/30242 
----------- ·--· --·-·---



' 
TABB 

COORDINATION 

Army Chief, Genera] COL Danie] V. Bruno Concur 
Officer Management Office 30 January 2004 

Navy Flag Officer CDR James Housinger Concur 
Management Office 25 February 2004 

USMC Co1 Van Dyke Concur 
25 February 2004 

USAF Co1 Shelby Ba11 Concur 
24 February 2004 

., .. · ... , 

11-L-0559/0SD/30243 
TabB 



71..(<-~ 
UNDER SECR-=. I AKY OF DEFENSE 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301-4000 

INFOMEMO -------
PERSONNEL ... NO 

READINESS 

March 19,2004-6:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

w/o 

FOR: 

FROM: DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SE~RETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READIN~ ,-i't,~{I. i' 1.. ; -it"--

, ., :I , ,J . / -/ ~i ~.;... ... .... .. / 

SUBJECT: Next Steps on Advisory Committee on Military Compensation 
--SNOWFLAKE 

• We have contacted all the individuals whom you indicated would be good 
choices for the Advisory Committee (Tab A). 

• Eight have indicated an interest in serving, and in almost every case, a strong 
interest: Denny, Van Alstyne, Anderson, Cook, Jannotta, Oi, Tracy and 
White. (Mr. Denny, however, will be out of the country about one third of the 
time this year.) These eight give us a good potential balance of political 
experience, bipartisanship, academic talent, business knowledge, and military 
service. Marty Hoffman would serve, but reluctantly, given his other activities 
on your behalf. 

• Unfortunately, Frank Carlucci and Don Rice, your two leading choices for 
chairman, both declined: Mr. Carlucci for health reasons, and Dr. Rice for a 
variety of reasons (although he would be glad to serve on other Departmental 
panels). 

• As you recall, we are ai ming for a panel of seven, including the chair. We 
could choose the chair from one of the eight interested in serving, or we could 
tum to a new candidate. Jf the latter, one possibility might be retired Admiral 
Don Pilling, now the president of the Logistics Management Institute. 

Recommendation: Pick a chair from a new list that includes Admiral Pilling as a 
candidate, and appoint balance of panel from the eight interested in serving. 

Pick chair from 8? 
If No, Approve Admiral Pilling? 
Other chair candidates? 
Preference for balance of Panel'? 

Yes ---
Yes ---

No ----
No ----

Attachment As stated 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen M . Well~i
1 
.... l(b-)(

5
_) _ ___,I ~ 

p~'j)r. chv ~,re11~ )· 
With TSA ~/vi.Ce 3/22/o'-f 1lr.:{lo q€itt9$~4lll9(t7lf ,_ )Olf/Zr-t!H 

a •#""- Ilk ~, ._ -.ki~ 



PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C . 20301-4000 

~ 1MEMO 
#tGn[Jf' ft , .,. , , \ ! ' r,. 

March 19,2004-6:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

.. , f'; r:--:, 

OR. DAVIDS. C. CHU, UNDER SE~ETARY OF DEFENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READ~ t"4"f J. ti , '-{~.,.__ 

, -~ : , ~ iJ 
. - - - ; ... / ..... , , Z.-£. '- · / 

SUBJECT: Next Steps on Advisory Committee on Military Compensation 
--SNOWFLAKE 

• We have contacted all the individuals whom you indicated would be good 
choices for the Advisory Committee (Tab A). 

• Eight have indicated an interest in serving, and in almost every case, a strong 
interest: Denny, Van Alstyne, Anderson, Cook, Jannotta, Qi, Tracy and 
White. (Mr. Denny, however, will be out of the country about one third of the 
time this year. ) These eight give us a good potential balance of political 
experience, bipartisanship, academic talent, business knowledge, and military 
service. Marty Hoffman would serve, but reluctantly, given his other activities 
on your behalf. 

• Unfortunately, Frank Carlucci and Don Rice, your two leading choices for 
chairman, both declined: Mr. Carlucci for health reasons, and Dr. Rice for a 
variety of reasons (although he would be glad to serve on other Departmental 
panels). 

• As you recall, we are aiming for a panel of seven, including the chair. We 
could choose the chair from one of the eight interested in serving, or we could 
tum to a new candidate. If the latter, one possibiLity might be retired Admiral 
Don Pilling, now the president of the Logistics Management Institute. 

Recommendation: Pick a chair from a new list that includes Admiral Pilling as a 
candidate, and appoint balance of panel from the eight interested in serving. 

Pick chair from 8? 
If No, Approve Admiral Pilling? 
Other chair candidates? 
Preference for balance of Panel? 

Attachment: As stated 

Yes ----
Yes ----

. j (b}(6) 
Prepared by: Captain Stephe n M. Well~j_ .... ___ ....., 

\.I 
11-L-0559/0SD/30245 

No ----
No ----

OSD 04129~04 



6:45AM 

TO: L TG John Craddock 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

(\1l' 'd\~ FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

DATE: January 9, 2004 

SUBJECT: \Jl 
David Chu said there is a personnel memo here. Please get another copy of it and 

get it to me. I can't find it. ·-,. / /z z 

Thanks. 

DHH.iazn 
010904.03 

a/) 
/ 

t' .--

I, _;•""". 

I\ 'f Pleal·e respond by: ________ ----'I::==---=-------

~ ,e. -:S-0..{\w'\O ~ 

-~ _w~ O~"zr-e' 
q..,.,.~~qC: ~~do. 

- ~"°' "r\o~ 
-~~~~ 
- \Q ,·. C..~l.?e 



/ t 

/ / 

l'liRSONNliL AND 
RF:AOJNl'SS 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

W=N~~~~;~~~~~ S[~.t11··, .. -· . 

ACTION MEMO 

~ • 1r·i . -' 

n1 11 · t;] 
;.! "; .. - ~ 

December 17,2003,3:00 PM 

FOR: .SECRETARY OF DEFENSE .... 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USD (;ou'l'-t"/)/, fl. L},~ I' J_,_,,_ "3 

SUBJECT: Proposed Charter and Selection of FY04 Advisory Committee on Military 
Compensation Members 

• We are proposing you appoint an Advisory Committee on Military 
Compensation to conduct a comprehensive review of military compensation for 
Active and Reserve Forces; proposed charter at Tab A. 

• The list of candidates to serve as Chair includes six names (Tab Bj. Six 
committee members would j oin the Chair (total sevenj in formi ng the Committee. 

• We will coordinate with OGC and White House after you approve our concept. 

• The list of potential committee members (Tab C) includes representation from 
the academic, business, military, and legislative communities. Each has had 
extensive experience in the area of compensation and an understanding of the 
military. We have not asked White House Liaison to screen nor have we 
contac ted any of the nominees. 

• The Advisory Committee would be established for not more than one year, 
conducting public meetings, and necessary fact-finding trips. 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the Advisory Committee on Military Compensation, 
select a Chair, and choose six committee members (or designate others of your choosing). 

Approved ___ _ Disapproved ___ _ Other ________ _ 

COORDINATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l
(b)(6) 

Prepared by: S. Pleeter, Compensation._ _____ _, 

~~, ... 
11-L-0559/0SD/3024 7 



Draft Chaiter for an Advisory Committee on Military Compensation 

The Advisory Committee on Military Compensation will be appointed by the Secretary 
of Defense to conduct a comprehensive review of military compensation from the 
perspective of both the Active and Reserve Forces. The Committee's goal is to identify 
approaches to balance military pay and benefits in sustaining recruitment and retention of 
high-quality people, as well as a cost-effective and ready military force. The Comminee 
will be appointed for a period not to exceed one year. 

The Advisory Committee on Military Compensation will perform a comprehensive 
review and strategic assessment of military pay and benefils with a view towards 
simplifying and balancing pays to maintain our compelitive edge in recruiling and 
relention. Upon completion of its work, lhe Committee will publish ils conclusions and 
recommendations and transmit those to the Secretary of Defense. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Issues to be addressed by the Commission 

What form of military compensation and benefits are the most effective for 
meeting the needs of the Nation in peace and war? Does the present pay and 
benefits allowance system provide a \eve] of compensation, in both peace and 
war, that is appropriate? If nol, whal changes offer greater potential to serve the 
national purpose? 

What provisions are appropriate for differential compensation in terms of facing 
danger, risk and hardship; and, what are the appropriate criteria for using them? 

What is the appropriate balance between in-service and post-service compensation? 
Is the present system effective in achieving these purposes? Are current policies 
relating to the compensation of veterans with disabilities consistent with desired 
goals? What changes are appropriate? 

Is the structure and ]eve\ of reserve compensation appropriate for the changed 
utilization of Guard/Reserve? What is an appropriate structure for reserve post
service compensation? 

Should the unique characterislics of military service be renected in lhe 
compensation system? Tf so, how'? 

Is the relative balance bel\veen cash and non-cash compensation appropriate? 

11-L-0559/0SD/30248 



. 

PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON l\:IILITARY COMPENSATION NOMINEES FOR CHAIRMAN 

# NAME GENDER ETHNIC[TY/ REGION EXPERTISE 
RACE 

1 Hon. Warren Male White Ease (New Former Senator, New Hampshire 
Rudman Hampshire) 

~ 
Former Member, Senate Appropriations 
Comlllittee 

( Member, President's Foreign Intelligence ___......- Advbory Board 

Reciuient. President's Citizen's Medal 
2 Mr. Norma11 R. Male White Mid-Atlantk Former Chairman & CEO, Lockheed Manin Co. 

Augustine (Prin,eto11, NJ) 
Former Chair. Defeni-e Science Board 

.,/ 7 Former Chairman. American Red Cro:-.~ 

Professor, Princeton Univeri-ity"s School of 
Engineering and APPiied Science 

3 ADM David Male White VI id-A Ua n tic Retired Admiral USN 
Jeremiah :Washington. DC) 

Ji;) 
Vice Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Slaff 

( 
Memlier. Defense Policy Board 

Member, Defense Science Board Task Force on 
Human Resources 

11-L-0559/0SD/30249 



.• 

4 Hon. Sam Nunn Male While South (Atlanta, GA) Senior Panner, King & Spalding LLP 

- Distinguished Prof, Sam Nunn School of 

}P 
International Affairs, Georgia Tech 

\... - Co-chair & CEO Nuclear Threat Initiative. 

Chair. Center for Strategic & International 
Studies, Washington, DC. 

Former U.S. Senator. SASC Chairman 

5. Dr. Donald H. Rice Male White West {Los Angeles, Former Secretary of the Air Force 
CA) 

(e5 
Former Deputy Assistant Secretary for Resource 
Analysis 

Presidenl & CEO, LroGcnesys1 Inc. 

' .. 
Former President & CEO RAND Corn. 

6. Hon. Frank Male White Mid-Atlantic Fonner Secrelary of Defense 

Carlucci (Washington, DC) 
Member, President's Blue Ribbon Commission 

yf?~ on Defense Management 

Former Chair & CEO, Sears World Trade Inc. 

-

.-,~ ,, 
.. , 

7 
~rey 

Male White Mid West President New School University 
(Nebraska) Former Senator of Nebraska 

Former Governor of Nebraska 
Congressional Medal of Honor 

11-L-0559/0SD/30250 



PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON MILITARY COMPENSATION NOMINEES 

ff [NAME 

1 j Dr. Walter Qi 

2 I Dr. Martin Anderson 
~-/ti) 

I D~ Jo:-P. White 3 

4 I Mr. J.C. Watts 

I GENDER I ETHNICITY/ I REGION 
RACE 

I Male I Asian 

I Male White 

I Male White 

Male Black 

'· 

I Mid-Allanlic 
(Rochester, NY) 

West (Palo Alto. CA) 

East (Boston, MA) 

Mid-Atlantic 
(Washington, DC) 

11-L-0559/0SD/30251 

EXPERTISE 

Academic 
Elmer B. Milliman Prof of Economics, Universily of 
Rochester 

Fellow of the American Economic Association. 

Recipient of the Secretary of Defense Medal for 
Outstanding oublic Service 
Academic 
Keith & Jan Hurlbut Senior Fellow, Hoover Institute, 
Srnnford Universily 

Member, Defense Policy Board 2001. 

Chair, Congressional Policy Advisory Board, 1998-01. 
/H';idcmic 
Faculty Chair of the Middle East Initiative, John F. 
Kennedy School of Government, Harvard U. 

RA~ D Advisory Trustee 

For-mer Depuly Secrelary of Defense 

Director, Institute for Defense Analvsis. 
Conj.!n·ssi onal 
Former Representative, 411' District, Oklahoma 

Chairm:rn J.C. Watts Company 

Senior Distinguished Fellow, Mercatus Center 

Co-clrnir·, Coalition for Aids Relief in Africa 

Board Member. U.S. Military Academy at West Point 



PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION ON MILITARY COMPENSATION NOMINEES 

# INAME GENDER ETHNICITY/ .1 REGION EXPERTISE 
RACE 

5 I Ms. Tilly Fowler Female White I South (Jacksonville, FL) Congressional 
Former Member, House Committee on National Security 
Subcommittees on Military Facilities and Installations . 
and Military Readiness 

Former Re resentative. Jacksonville Florida 
6 I Mr. Arthur M. Blnnk Male White South (Atlanta, GA) Uusincss 

Former Chief Executive Officer, Home Depot Co. 

CEO, AMB Group LLC 

Distinguished Exe3cutive in Residence, Emory University 

.., I Mr:. Michael L. Eskew I Male I White I South (Atlanta, GA) Business ,. 
CEO, United Parcel Service 

\./ I I I I Trustee, Annie E. Casey Foundation 

'Member, President's Export Council 

Member, Business Roundtable 
~. I Ms. Carol DiBattiste I Female I White Mid-Atlantic Government 

(WashinglOn,DC) Chief of Slaff, Transponation Securily Administration 

Partner. 1-lolland & Knight LLP 

Under Secretary, USAF 

l)cp11 t:-,, U.S. Attorney for the Southern District Florida 

11-L-0559/0SD/30252 



9 Gen Billy J. Boles I Male I White Mid-Atlantic MjJit;uy 
(Washington, DC) Retired General USAF 

Deputy Chief of Staff, Personnel 

Commander, Air Education & Training Command 

Member, Defense Science Review Board 
I@ LtGen John A. Van Male White Southwest (College f\tilit ill'~-

Alst~·ne Station. TX) Retired General USA 

/yci Commandant Texas A ... ~ l\l University Corps of Cadets 
Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Personnel & 

l_ Readiness, Military Personnel Policy 

I l Jim Hosek Male White West (Ca1ifornia) \cadl'mk s;r11i11r· Rand Military Compensation 
Rl'~l·a rch l' r 

I 

12 Chris Jehn Male White Mid-Atlantic (Virginia) Bu~in~·ss 
VP Gray Computers 
l·nrrner ..\\st. Secretary of Defense (FM&P) 
Bu!ih 41 

fl.J David Armor Male White Mid-Atlantic (Virginia) \rmkmk l'rnfrssor, (;curgc l\h1son University 
Former Principal Deputy (FM&P) 
Rcngnn 

I I . 
14 :~!J Male White I' l'\'\itkn l of' Mi lita1·y ( It Tit' l' ,·~ Association 

Retired Vice Admiral 
Chief of Nava] Personnel 

15 

~") 
Male Hispanic West (California) \ in· Channll(w California State University Board of 

Tru~ll·c~ 

:/ Former Secretary of the Army 
"" .... I n. ,- rn.1,,-.., r-,. r"""\.. Jr,,r,,,.r,. r-1"\ 

~ 



Reply ZIP Code: 
20318-0300 

THE JOINT STAFF 
WASHINGTON, DC 

'.lfl1.'I , .. , - ;.:_; ' ) D/i !'). II Q 
- : : , I~· ~t 

DJSM-0023-04 
lOJanuary 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY TD THE SECRETARY OF 
DEFENSE 

Subject: Proposed Charter and Selection of FY04 Advisory Committee on 
Military Compensation Members 

I. Thank you for lhe opportunily lo review lhe proposed charter and nominees 
for the Advisory Committee on Mililary Compensation Members.1 We concur 
as writlen. 

2. The Joi r Staff ooiot af contact is Lieutenant Colonel Charlene D. Jefferson. 
USAF; J - ]; (b)(6) I 

Reference: 

Tj\(~ 
T. J. KEATING 
VADM, USN 
DIRECTOR, JOINT STAFF 

I OSD memorandum, 23 December 2003, "Request for your Coordinalion 
or OSD Control Number U20862-03'' 

11-L-0559/0SD/30254 U20862 /03 



. ! ,· \ . ' 
6:4SAM 

TO: LTG John Craddock 

c c : Paul W olfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

DATE: January 9,2004 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu said there is a personnel memo here. Please get another copy of it and 

get it to me. I can't find it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/az.n 
010904.03 

1~2 

I\ q Please respond by: ________ ----Ii==----=-------

.-~ .Y"'l"(FN,. ~,re 
~C \.NoJI 11 C 1!,e"'""'"" 0 . 

- ,-,w ~ ..-\oE='¥t- ·A-(\ 

- ~~ ~V\"'j 

- Ta ,/, c.. \A-if~ 



UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 ·40QQ-,- , , 

INFO MEMO 

/I: ,... - . 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS February 25, 2005, 12: 10PM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

. :UC,i)',~ L~t,,v' ~Ar" /~-If c,j-
FROM: Dr. Dav~·d S: - Chu, Under Secretary of Defense (P&R) 

SUBJECT: Leaga:e-o ruted Latin American Citizens (LULAC) Group--Snowftake 

• After an October meeting with members of LU LAC, you asked for proposals to 
increase Hispanic representation in DoD (attached). 

• Over the last decade, Hispanic military representation has shown marked 
improvement (from 5.4% overall in FY94 to 9% in FY04); civilian representation, 
however, has only increased from 5.8% to 6.2% over the same time frame. 

• In 2000, the Depa11ment published Hispanic Employment Initiatives to guide the 
Services ' efforts ; the document emphasized recruitment, development, and retention; 
we revitalized those initiatives and increased joint OSD and Service endeavors. 

• Recent efforts include several major outreach events, increased collaboration with key 
Hispanic organizations (signed partnerships with LULAC and the Hispanic 
Association of Colleges and Universities), focused/tailored recruiting programs, and 
increased contracts and grants to Hispanic businesses and Hispanic Serving 
Institutions. 

• We also asked the Defense Business Board (DBB) for advice; the Defense Human 
Resources Board is monitoring the Services' progress at implementing the DBB 
report recommendations. 

• Additionally, we have funded several research projects aimed at. better understanding 
the Hispanic market and enhancing our recruitment and retention efforts. 

• Achieving a diverse and capable workforce is an expressed goal in the. Department's 
Human Capital Strategic Plan, and we are increasing our efforts toward this end. 

RECOMMENDATION: That we continue to implement current plans and initiatives 
to enhance Hispanic rec;ruitment and retention and closely monitor these effo11s for 
positive results, providing you a semi-annual report. 

PREPARED BY; John M. Molino, Acting DUSO (EO),l .... (b_)<
5
_) ___ __. 

11-L-05599,D/30256 
OSD 04133-05 



...... -. 1111 

PDUSD(P&R) 

INFOMEMOCOORDINATIONPAGE 

Charles S. Abell 

Acting DUSD(MPP) Bill Carr 
Subsequent coordination from Accession Policy, CAPT Arendt 

Acting DUSD(CPP) Ellen Tunstall 
Subsequent coordination from Ms. Tunstall 

11-L-0559/0SD/30257 

9s4 2-22-67 

November 16,2004 
January 11,2005 

November 19 ,2004 
January 11,2005 



, ·, 

( 

TO: David Chu 
Jim O'Beime 

1·.UUU 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: LULAC Group 

I was glad I met \\1ith the LULAC Group. 

·• ()CT 1 Ii 2004 

I think it is extremely imp01tant that the Department of Defense do a betterjob at 

recruiting Hispanics at all levds - civilian and military. 

Please put together a good plan - each of you in your respective areas - and get 

hack \Vith me some proposals. 

Thanks. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please re5pond by ________ _ 

FOUO 

OSD 04133-05 
11-L-0559/0SD/30258 
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HEALTH AFFAIRS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

THE ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20301-1200 

INFO MEMO 

March 18, 2004, 3:00 PM 
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

w;w ... , .. r l .. _ ..... ,IJ.Cl . 
Wilham W~ ASD (HEALIBAFFAIRS) 

SUBJECT: UPDATE #2: Health Issues Related to Haiti-Response to Snowflake, dated 
March I , 2004 

• The attached medical status reports are provided subsequent to my info memo dated 
March 2, 2004, subject as above (TAB A). The Medical Officer of the Marine 
Corps, RADM Hufstader, is providing a weekly status on Force Health Protection . 
activities of the deployed marines. He reports no disease outbreaks or non-battle 
injury trends. 

• For the next weekly report, I have asked RADM Hufstader for a detailed compliance 
report on the percentage of the task force that has completed pre-deployment 
assessments, completed vaccinations required for the region, transitioned to 
chloroquine as a prophylaxis against malaria, and any other measurable Force Health 
Protection activity. The objective is to ensure there is good visibility among all the 
leadership on these important iures. 

COORDINATION: USD (~~~l/• C ~~ r f' .1/,t;_ LY f/ 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: William Winkenwerder, Jr., MD, ASD (Health Affairs), .... l(b_)<_5l ___ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/30259 OSD 04147-04 
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INFORMATION MEMO 
10 March 2004 

FOR: ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, HEALTH AFFAIRS 

SUBJECT: MedicaJ Status Report for Marine Deployment to Haiti 

1. There are currently 1400 Marines ashore in Haiti. Medical support is General 
Medicine. Aviation Medicine, Surgery and Preventive Medicine. Additional capabilities 
arriving this week: disease surveillance, entomoJogy, environmental surveillance, food 
safety, sanitation, and water quality surveiJlance. Casualty evacuation: H-60 helicopters 
ashore, C-130 in area, and ISOS on-call. Other non-U .S. medical assets are increasing 
and are coordinating with U.S. Forces. 

2. The following information was provided by the Combined Task Force (CTF) Surgeon. 
regarding Force Healdl Protective measures: 

Health Threats Protective Measure/Control Measure Current Status 
Deployment Pre-deployment Heallh Assessment Pre-deployment Health 

Assessments are being 
conducted. Ongoing reviews 
to assure complete 
covera2e. 

Hepatitis A Vaccination/lmmuoe Globulin Administered. Ongoing 
reviews to assure complete 

. .. coverage • 
Typhoid Fever Vaccination Administered. Ongoing 

reviews to assure complete 
covera2e. 

Suicide Briefing, stress monitoring. awareness Routine pre-deployment 
briefing completed. Senior 
enlisted and medical staff 
monitoring individuals for 
sims of sttess. 

Enteric disease Briefing, hygiene surveys, surveillance Testing of local water 
revealed coliform 
contaminants. Reverse 
Osmosis Water Purification 
Units (ROWPU) or bottled 
water for drinking. Senior 
enlisted enforcing hand-
washini procedures. 

Malaria DEEf, Pennethrin-treated uniform, bed net, Marines currently using 
prophylaxis multiple agents 

(doxycycline, chloroquine, 
mefloquine). CTF Surgeon 
transitioning an Forces to 
chloroquine or doxycycline 
as alternative. One 
individual arrived without 
prophylaxis. Corrected. 
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320 Marines urivcd wilbout 
pennelhrin-lrQted 
unifonns. Penncthrin 
obtained and unifonn 
tn:atment underway. 
Monitoring continues for 
oro1ective measure use. 

Dengue Fever DEET, Permethrin•treated unifonn. bed net. Leaderahip active in 
assurini oomuliancc. 

Filariasis DEET, Permethrin-treated uniform, bed net. Leaderahip active in 
assurilll! oomolian«:. 

Leptospirosis Doxycycline Environmental risk 
a~mcnt conducted. Low 
risk in USMC operational 
areas. Lab capabilities 
being established for 
diagnosis and SU1Vei1lance. 
Widespread prophylaxis not 
required. Individuals 
operating in any high-risk 
areas will receive 
oroohvlaxis. 

sm Briefing, awareness, surveillance No change from previous 
report. 

3. Situation reports are submitted to USSOUTIICOM daily and copies are received at 
Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps. 
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INFORMATION MEMO 
18 March 2004 

FOR: 

FROM: 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, HEALTH AFFAIRS 

RDML R. D. Hufstader. Medical Officer of the Marine Coips 

SUBJECT: Medical Status Report for Marine Deployment to Haiti 

1. Combined Joint Task Force established. New medical assets requested and enroute 
include surgical company (-) and a forward-deployed preventive medicine unit (FD
PMU). 

2. No disease outbreaks or non-battle injury trends. One Marine with gunshot wound to 
ann stabilized, surgical care in Miami, expected release from hospital today. 

3. Onset of rainy season will increase mosquito prevalence. FD-PMU will provide 
entomology and increased vector control capabilities. No change to following table since 
last week. 
Heallh Threats Protective Measure/Control Measure Current Status 
Deployment Pre-deployment Health Assessment Pre-deployment Health Assessments 

are being conducted, with ongoing 
review to assure complete covera2e. 

Hepatitis A Vaccination/Immune Globulin Administered. Ongoing review to 
assure comnlete coverage. 

Typhoid Fever Vaccination Administered. Ongoing review to 
assure complete coveraee. 

Suicide Briefing, stress monitoring, awareness Routine pre-deployment briefing. 
Ongoing monitoring by senior enlisted 
and medical staff. 

Enteric disease Briefing, hygiene surveys, surveillance Local water coliform contaminated. 
Reverse Osmosis Water Purification 
Units (ROWPU) or bottled water for 
drinking. Handwashimt emohasized. 

Malaria DEET, Pennethrin-treated uniform, bed net, All forces transitioning to chloroquine 
prophylaxis prophylaxis with doxycycline as 

akemative. Ongoing compliance 
monitoring of protective measure use. 

Dene:ue Fever DEET, Pennethrin-treated uniform, bed net. On2oina. compliance monitorine:. 
Filariasis DEET, Pennethrin-treated uniform, bed net. On2oina. compliance monitorine:. 
Leptospirosis Doxycycline Low risk in operalional areas. Total 

force prophylaxis not required. 
Individuals in high-risk areas will 
receive oroohvlaxis. 

STD Briefin2, awareness, surveillance No chane.e from previous report. 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld'1~ 

February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: Pay Cap 

7:35PM 

I would like to go back and tty to get the pay cap fixed. Jolm Handy has been 

working for about 25o/r) of his pay or something like that. Why don't we go back 

at it this year and try to fix it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.15 

Please respo11<1 by: ________ ?>_l ... '1 _________ _ 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE" - - · •-:,. " -
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-4<X>O 

INFO MEMO 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS March 18, 2004. 3:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, U~R) / ) 1 • u· . . 
0

, 

(___[Y!U-t:Mr £.' 1: L~.? /? /tJ',;-&. c.-r-7 
SUBJECT: Pay Caps 

• In your Febmary 20 memo, you state, "I would Ii ke to try to get the pay cap fixed. John 
Handy has been working for about 25% of his pay or something like that." (Tab A) 

• Annual basic pay for Combalant Commanders (and Joint Chiefs) should be $175,600, 
but is capped at $145,600. All otherO-lOs are also capped at $145,600. 

o Basic pay of flag officers may not exceed Executive Level III ($145,600). 
o 0 - 10 retired pay is also based on the capped pay ($109,200 using a 75% 

multiple of $145,600which is maximum for thirty years service). 

• For the FY05 National Defense Authorization Act, the Department proposes the 
following (included in FY04 Defense Transformation legislation, but not adopted): 

o Calculate flag officer retired pay based on uncapped rather than capped pay, and 
o Allow flag officers to accrue retirement multiplier beyond 75 % . 

• If adopted, this would provide a substantial benefit to Combatant Commanders. With 
40 years, one would retire at 100%of uncapped bai:;ic pay (e.g. $175.6K vs. $109.2K). 

• In 1999, the flag officer pay cap was raised from Executive Level V. At the time, 
members of the Senior Executive Service, many of whom worked for senior flag 
officers, had their basic pay plus locality pay capped at Executive Level 111. (Tab B) 

• The FY04 National Defense Authorization Act set a new cap for Senior Executive 
Service basic pay at ExecutiveLevel ll. (Tab C) 

• We are pursuing FY05 legislation to raise the cap for flag officers to Executive Level 11, 
as well. This would raise pay for a Combatant Commanderto $158,lOO vs. $145,600. 

RECOMMENDATION: NIA 

COORDINATION: Tab D 
Attachments : 
As stated 

. J (b)(6) 
Prepared by: S. Pleeter, Compensatlo ---g.....---------
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld'1~ 

February 18,2004 

SUBJECT: Pay Cap 

7:35PM 

I would like to go back and try to get the pay cap fixed. John Handy has been 

working for about 25% of his pay or something like that. Why don't we go back 

at it this year- arid try to fix it. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
021804.15 

Please respo,u/ by: ________ :;----1,1--'1 _________ _ 
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Information Paper 

Subject: Pay Caps 

• The pay of every military officer and member of the Senior Executive Service 
(SES) is subject to statutory pay caps based on the Executive Schedule of pay. 

o Executive Level I is $175,700 (SecDef) 
o Executive Level II is $158, lOO(DepSecDef / Service Secretaries, 

USD(AT&L) 
o Executive Level III is $145,600 (USDs - P&R, Comptroller) 

• The FY2004 NDAA established government-wide provisions for SES basic pay as 
well as DoD provisions under the National Security Personnel System (NSPS). 

o Government-wide provisions: . 
SES basic pay is capped at Executive Level 111, and aggregate 

compensation may not exceed Executive Level I ( excess carries 
over to the next year), until the agency obtains certification of its 
performance management system. 

• SES basic pay is capped at Executive Level 11, and aggregate 
compensation increases to the Vice President's salary (excess 
carries over to the next year), if the agency has a certified 
performance management system. 

o NSPS provisions provide the Department with the latitude to establish 
basic pay for SES, capped at Executive Level II; allowances and 
differentials may not exceed the Vice President's salary (excess cmi-ies 
over to the next year). 

• Basic pay of General Officers may not exceed (is capped at) Executive Level 111. 

o At present, only 0-lOs are subjectto (or reach) the cap. 
o So all 0-1 Os receive the same basic pay of $144,600per year. 
o Allowances, paid above the cap, and are not subject to further limitation. 

• The cap for flag officers was recently increased from Level V to Level 111. 

o In 1999, the flag officer pay cap was raised from Executive Level V. 
o At the time, members of the Senior Executive Service, many of whom 

worked for senior flag officers, had their basic pay plus locality pay 
capped at Executive Level III. 
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117 STAT. 1638 PUBLIC LAW 108-136-NOV. 24,2003 

SEC. 1125. SENIOR EXECUTIVE SERVICE AND PERFORMANCE. 

(a) SENIOR EXECUTIVE PAY.-
Chapter 53 of title 5, United States Code, is amended
( I) in section 5304-- ... 

(2) by amending section 5382 to read as follows: 

"§ 5382. Establishment of rates of pay for the Senior Executive Service 
"(a) Subject to regulations prescribed by the Office of Personnel 
Management, there shall be established a range of rates of basic 
pay for the Senior Executive Service, and each senior executive 
shall be paid at one of the rates within the range, based on individual 
perfonnance, contribution to the agency's performance, or 
both, as determined under a rigorous performance management 
system. The lowest rate of the range shall not be less than the 
minimum rate of basic pay payable under section 5376, and the 
highest rate, for any position under this system or an equivalent 
system as determined by the President's Pay Agent designated 
under section 5304(d), shall not exceed the rate for level III of 
the Executive Schedule. The payment of the rates shall not be 
subject to the pay limitation of section5306(e) or 5373. 
''(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (a), the 
applicable maximum shall be level II of the Executive Schedule 
for any agency that is certified under section 5307 as having a 
pcrfonnancc appraisal system which, as designed and applied, 
makes meaningful distinctions based on relative performance. 
"(c) No employee may suffer a reduction in pay by reason 
of transfer from an agency with an applicable maximum rate of 
pay prescribed under subsection (b) to an agency with an applicable 
maximum rate of pay prescribed under subsection (a)."; and 
(3) in section 5383-
(A) in subsection (a) by striking "which of the rates 
established under section 5382ofthis title" and inserting 
"which of the rates within a range established under section 
5382"; and 
(B) in subsection(c) by striking "for any pay adjustment 
under section 5382 of this title" and inserting "as 
provided in regulations prescribed by the Office under section 5385". 
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General Counsel Daniel J. Dell' Orto March 12,2004 
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March 11,2004 

TO: David Chu 

CC.' Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Jf}_, 
SUBJECT: Active Duty for Reserve 

I was told by the personal security officer that he can only stay on active duty a 

maximum of two and a half years as a member of the Army Reserve. 

Do you know anything about a rule like that? 

Thanks. 

DHR.:dh 
031104-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON!.-.~,'. '· -~ " , 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DAVIDS.~. !:!SD(P&R)/ . . L/ 
"---~ cf'JJ:,. c;~- /f Aj.;ec.- c1>7 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE-Active Duty for Reserve 

• You asked if I know about a rule that would limit Army Reserve personnel 
serving as personal secmity officers to a maximum of two and a half years on 
active duty. There is no such rule. 

• For the GWOT, Department policy states that involuntary active duty service is 
limited to 24 cumulative months, generally in a TOY status with per diem. 
Active duty beyond that shall be in a voluntary status. I have not approved a 
department-wide policy that would limit such voluntary duty. 

• Anny policy (atlached) states soldiers may volunteer lo serve beyond 24 
months in a TDY st.atus for up to six months, with per diem. If the mission is 
to continue beyond six months, soldiers may be placed on extended active duty 
for up to three years. Such duty will involve a permanent change of station, 
and per diem stops. 

• The Army is trying to inform all commands of this policy. As far as the 
Personal Security Detail is concerned, Army has communicated directly with 
CID. Security personne l know the policy, but are not happy with the loss of 
per diem. 

• CID is trying to make the Personal Security Detail an Active duty mission and 
eliminate the need for Reserve support. 

Attaclunent: 
As stated 

COORDlNATION: None 

Prepared By: Mr. Rich Krimmer, OASD(RA),! ..... 'b_)<6_> ____ 

0 
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NOBLE EAGLE/ ENDURING FREEDOM 
Army Operations Center (AOC) .. Crisis Action Team (CAT) 

I. Igm 
UNCLASSIFIED 

DA 

Originator: ~~;:;;.Of4 OTG: 271302ZJAN04 

AOCJ/ 

DShow 
Recipients List 

VOLUNTARY EXTENDED ACTIVE DUTY (EAD) ISO CONTINGENCY 

SUBJECT>SUBJECT:VOLUNTARY EXTENDED ACTIVE DUTY (EAD) ISO CONTINGENCY 
OPERATIONS 
UNCLASSIFIED/ii 61 t GI I IGIJ tC SSL GI J2 I . 
1. (U) REFERENCES: 
I.A. t'i@Jt!e,J ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (MANPOWER AND RESERVE 
AFFAIRS), MEMORANDUM, DECEMBER 2,2003, SUBJECT: VOLUNTEER DUTY 
BEYOND 24 MONTHS FOR STABILIZA TIONOF INDIVIDUAL RESERVE COMPONENT 
SOLDIERS. 
1.8. ,rou il I IQDA MESSAGE 1716352 SEP 02, SUBJECT: CONSOLIDATED PPG 
FOR OPERATIONS NOBLE EAGLE AND ENDURING FREEDOM. 
I.C. (FBU8)AR 135-210, ORDER TO ACTIVE DUTYAS INDIVIDUALS FOR OTHER 

PAGE02RUEWDAU5183 UNCLAS 
THAN A PRESIDENTIAL SELECTED RESERVE CALL-UP, PARTIAL OR FULL 
MOBILIZATION. 
1.D. (I GOG) AR 600-8-101, PERSONNEL PROCESSING (lN-AND OUT-AND 
MOBILIZATION PROCESSING). 
tE. (POU8~ AR 600-8-105, MILITARY ORDERS. 
1.F. :(li01e18) AR 635-5, SEPARATION DOCUMENTS. 
1.G. Wi'&li) UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE{PERSONNELAND READINESS). 
MEMORANDUM, JULY 3,2003 SUBJECT MOBILIZATIONOF RESERVEAND 
NATIONAL GUARD BEYOND 24 MONTHS· TASK FORCE RESULTS, 
RECOMMENDATIONS, AND GUIDANCE. 
1.H. (f 8 U 8) UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (PERSONNEL AND READINESS), 
MEMORANDUM, JULY 19.2002, SUBJECT: ADDENDUM TO 
MOB1Ll2.A.TION/DEMOBILIZATION PERS()I\J\JELAND PAY POLICY FOR RESERVE 
COMPONENT MEMBERS ORDERED TO ACTIVE DUTY IN RESPONSE TO THE WORLD 
TRADE CENTER AND PENTAGONATIACKS. 
1.1. (POU@) UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE(PERSONNELAND READINESS), 
MEMORANDUM, SEPTEMBER 20,2001, SUBJECT: MOBJLIZA TION/DEMOBILIZA TION 
PERSONNEL AND PAY POLICY FOR RESERVE COMPONENT MEMBERS ORDERED TO 
ACTIVE DUTY IN RESPONSE TO THE WORLD TRADE CENTER AND PENTAGON 
ATTACKS. 

PAGE 03RUEWDAU5183 UNCUS 
2. (U) BACKGROUND. 
2A (li81gl0) MANY RESERVE COMPONENT (RC) SOLDIERS HAVE COMPLETED OR 
ARE NEARING TWO YEARS OF MOBILIZATION UNDER THE EXISTING PARTIAL 
MOBILIZATION AUTHORITY (10 USC 12302), FOLLOWED BY A CONTINGENCY 
TEMPORARY TOUR OF ACTIVE DUTY (COTT AD) OF 179 OR 270 DAYS AT THE END 
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Display Message 

OF THEIR TWO-YEAR MOBILIZATION. 
2.6.(FilUil) THE COMMANDS TO WHICH THESE SOLDIERS ARE ASSIGNED, AS 
WELL AS MANY OF THE SOLDIERS THEMSELVES, DESIRE TO CONTINUE OR RESUME 
THEIR ACTIVE DUTY SERVICE. ONE OPTION IS FOR ELIGIBLE SOLDIERS TO 
SERVE INA VOLUNTARY EADSTATUS UNDER PROVISIONS (UP) REF. 1A, FORA 
MINIMUM OF TWO YEARS WITH AN ARMY-INITIATED OPTION FOR A THIRD YEAR. 
SOLDIERS APPROVED FOR EAD UNDER THIS POLICY, WILL RECEIVE ACTIVE DUTY 
PAY AND BENEFITS. 
2C. (FOl!!IO) UP REF. 1 A THE ASA (M&RA}, HAS GRANTED AUTHORITY TO THE 
OCS, G-3, TO APPROVE UPT02,500 RCSOLDIERSTO SERVE INAN EAD 
STATUS IN SUPPORT OF CURRENT CONTINGENCY OPERATIONS. EAD UNDER THIS 
POLICY IS IN ADDITION TO, BUT DISTINCT FROM, OTHER EAD PROGRAMS 
CONDUCTED!AW AR 135-210; ACCORDINGLY, SPECIFIC PROVISIONS OF THIS 
EAD POLICY MAY NOT NECESSARILY APPLY TO OTHER EAD PROGRAMS. 
2.D. (Fi'a'i) ONLY RC SOLDIERS CURRENTLY SERVING ON ACTIVE DUTY ISO THE 

PAGE04RUEWDAU5183 UNCLAS 
GLOBAL WAR ON TERRORISM (GWOT} UP 10 USC 12302 (PARTIAL 
MOBILIZATION), OR SOLDIERS WHO HAVE BEEN REFRAD FROM SUCH CALL TO 
ACTIVE DUTY ARE ELIGIBLE FOR CONTINGENCY EAD UP THIS POLICY. 
2E (FiUliil) RC OFFICERSWHO ARE ORDERED TO EAD UP OF THIS POLICY 
SHALL REMAIN ON THE RESERVE ACTIVE STATUS LIST (RASL) AND HAVE THEIR 
ORDERS STATE THE OFFICER SHALL BERET AINED ON THE (RASL). 
3. !lifill!sf8) 1,000 OFTHE2,S00 EADAUTHORIZATK)NSWILL BE USED FOR 
FILLING VALIDATED INDIVI DUALAUGMENT A TION (IA) REQUIREMENTS 
CONTROLLED BY THE WORLDWIDE INDIVIDUALAUGMENTATION SYSTEM (WIAS). 
THE INTENT ISTO USETHESEAUTHORIZATK)NSTO REPLACE(BUY OUT) 
EXISTING!A REQUIREMENTSCURRENTL Y MANNED BY ACTIVE COMPONENT 
SOLDIERS AND TO MINIMIZE GROWTH BY PROVIDING CONTINUITY AND DEDICATED 
SUPPORTTO THE RESPECTIVE HEADQUARTERS. HODA, DCS, G-3, DAMO-ODO, 
WILL CONTINUE ITS EFFORTS, ICWTHEARMY FORCE PROVIDERS, TO FIND UNIT 
SOURCING SOLUTIONS TO MEET FUTURE IA REQUIREMENTS. 
3A. (F8U8) HODA, DCS, G-3, DAMO-ODO, WILL COORDINATE DIRECTLY WITH 
THE RESPECTIVE IA ACCOUNT HOLDER TO SUPPORT THE DISTRIBUTION OF THESE 
AUTHORIZATIONS AND THE COVERSION OF BILLETS TO EAD SOURCING. 
3.B. (FOUO) HODA, DCS, G-3, DAM0-000, WILL CODE EACHWIAS BILLET 
FILLED BY A QUALIFIED EAD RC SOLDIER BASED ON THE COORDINATION 

PAGE 05RUEWDAU5183 UNCLAS 
CONDUCTED IAW PARAGRAPH 3A OF THIS MESSAGE AS EAD. 
4. ![GI 19) SOLDIERS WILL ONLY BE ASSIGNED TO VALID RC BILLETS ON 
AUTHORIZED TDAIMOBTDA. HODA WILL NOT SUPPORT REQUESTS BASED ON 
EMERGING REQUIREMENTS. 
5. (liliill!!IO) SUBMITIING REQUESTS FOR EAD. 
5.A. (FOUO) THE ARMY COMPONENT COMv1ANDER OF ll-E SUPPORTED COMBAT ANT 
COMMANDER, SUPPORTED tv!ACOWFIELD COMv1AND, OR DEFENSE AGENCY WILL 
FORWARD A REQUEST FOR VOLUNTARY EAD UNDER THIS POLICY THROUGH THE 
SUPPORTING COMl\.1ANDi lV.ACOM TO HODA, DCS, G-3, DAMO-ODM. NL T 120 DAYS 
PRIOR TO THE REQUESTED START DATE. THE FOLLOWING INFORMATIONMUST BE 
PROVIDED FOR EACH REQUEST: 
5.B. t (11060) TDNMOBTDA DOC NO. 
5.82 (SOI 19) JDNMOBTDA CCNUM. 
5.B.3. (liOl!!IO) TDNMOBTDA EDATE. 
5.8.4. (50119) TDAIMOBTDA BILLET PARA/LIN#. 
5.B.5. lfiiUi) DETAILEDJUSTIFICATIONEXPLAININGTHE REASON FORTHE 

http://armyc2apps.hqdaanny.smil.mi~/~~i:6id=6125087 
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REQUEST. 
5.C. (li8~8) FOR RC SOLDIERS CURRENTLY SERVING ON ACTIVE DUTY, REQUEST 
PACKETS MUST INCLUDE A TAG/GOVERNOR RELEASE FOR ARMY NATIONAL GUARD 
SOLDIERS, A USAR COMMAND RELEASE FOR ARMY RESERVE (TPU) SOLDIERS, A 

PAGE06 RUEWDAU5183 UNCLAS 
COMPLETED DA FORM 160R (APPLICATION FOR ACTIVE DUTY). COPIES OF ALL 
PREVIOUS MO Bl LIZA TIONJTTAD/EAD ORDERS, AND ALL ASSOCIATED TEMPORARY 
CHANGE OF STATION (TCS) ORDERS. THERE IS NO REQUIREMENT TO SUBMIT 
VERIFICATION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCYVIRUS(HIV) TEST, DA FORM7349 
(1NtT1AL MEDICAL REVIEW ANNUAL MEDICAL CERTIFICATE), OR MEDICAL 
EXAMINATION BECAUSETHE SOLDIER ISALREADY O\IACTIVE DUTY AND THESE 
REQUIREMENTS SHOULD HAVE BEEN COMPLETED AND VERIFIED DURING THE 
INITIAL READINESS AND DEPLOYMENT PROCESSING. 
5.D. (liOI IQJ FOR SOLDIERS NOT CURRENTLY SERVING ON ACTIVE DUTY, 

Page3 ofS 

REQUEST PACKETS MUST INCLUDEA TAG/GOVERNOR RELEASE FOR ARMY NATIONAL 
GUARD SOLDIERS, A USAA COMMAND RELEASE FOR ARMY RESERVE (TPU) 
SOLDIERS, A COMPLETED DA FORM 160R (APPLICATION FOR ACTIVE DUTY), DA 
FORM 2P.J2-1 OR ORB/ERB, VERIFICATION OF HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCYVIRUS 
{HIV) TEST, DA FORM 7349 (INITIAL MEDICALREVIEWAl\f\JUAL MEDICAL 
CERTIFICATE), CURRENT PHYSICAL, NGB 23 OR ARPC 249, AND COPIES OF ALL 
DD214. COMMANDERS WILL ENSUREALLELIGIBLl1Y REQUIREMENTSOUTLINED 
INAR 135-210ARE MET. 

UN CLAS ALARACT 010/2004 FOUO FINAL SECTION OF 2 
6. "'7GU8fHQDA, DCS, G-3, DAMO-ODO. WILL DETERMINE WHETHER TO 
VALIDATE THE NEEDTOCONTINUETO FILLPOSITIONSUNDERTHIS POLICY 
BASED CN THE NEEDS OF THE ARMY, AND WHETHER TO APPROVE THE RC 
SOLDIERS REQUEST FOR EAD UP THIS POLICY. VALIDATED REQUIREMENTSAND 
APPROVED REQUESTS WILL BE FORWARDED TO U.S. ARMY HUMAN RESOURCES 
COMMAND (HRC) FOR EAD PROCESSING. HRC WILL PUBLISH AN EAD ORDER, 
AFTER VERIFYING THE SOLDIER \1EETS ELIGIBIL TY REQUIREMENTS. HRC WILL 
ENSUREAPPROPRIATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE EAO ORDER. 
7. (ffil 19) FOR SOLDIERS APPROVED FOR EAD UNDER THIS POLICY RESULTING 
IN PERIODS OF CONSECUTIVE ACTIVE DUTY: 
7 .A WAI IA) THE ORDER WILL INDICATE, YOJ HAVE BEEN ORDERED TO ACTIVE 
DUTY IN SUPPORT OF THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY DECLARED UNDER PRESIDENTIAL 
PROCLAMATION7463, DATEDSEPTEMBER 14,2001 . UNDERTHE PROVISIONSOF 

PAGE 02 RUEWDAU5184 UNCLAS ' 
TITLE 38, UNITED STATES CODE, SECTION4312(C}(4}(8), THIS PERIOD OF 
ACTIVE DUTY IS EXEMPT FROM THE FIVE-YEAR CUMULATIVE SERVICE LIMITON 
REEMPLOYMENT RIGHTS UNDER TITLE 38, UNITED STATES CODE, CHAPTER 43. 
THE START DATE OF THE EADWILL BE IMMEDIATELYFOLLOWINGTHE END DATE 
OF THE PREVIOUS MOBILIZATION Cf\ COTIADORDER FOR THOSE CURRENTLY ON 
ACTIVE DUTY TO ENSURETHERE IS NO BREAK IN SERVICE. 
7.B. WAI I?) CURRENT PERSONNEL POLICY AND PROCEDURESWILL REMAIN IN 
EFFECT DURING THE VOLUNTARY EAD. 
7.C. !liiOUi) PREPARATIONOF DD FORM 214 (CERTIFICATE OF RELEASE OR 
DISCHARGE FROMACTIVE DUTY). TO ENSURE IDENTIFICATIONOF 
QUALIFICATION FOR VETERANSAND OTHER BENEFITS, A DD FORM 214 WILL BE 
ISSUED UP AR 635-5 TO ARNGUS AND USAA SOLDIERS ON ACTIVE DUTY UNDER 
10 USC SECTIONS 12302AND/OR 12301(0) WHEN THEY ARE REFRAD. ALL 
PERIODS OF ACTIVE DUTY WILL BE ENTERED ON THE DD 214. ITEM 26 
(SEPARATION CODE) FOR RC SOLDIERS SEPARATING FOR COMPLETION OF 
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REQUIRED ACTIVE SERVICE, INCLUDE: LBK. THE DD214 WILL BE PUBLISHED 
UPON FINAL RELEASE FROM ACTIVE DUTY. 
7. D. WAI IA) LEAVE. SOLDIERSWITHACCRUEDLEAVESHALLBETREATED IAW 
37 USC 501 . COMMANDERS SHOULD ALLOW SOLDIERS THE OPPORTUNITY TO USE 
ACCRUED LEAVE WITHIN THE CURRENT OR NEW ACTIVE DUTY PERIOD. BECAUSE 

PAGE03 RUEWDAU5184 UNCLAS 
THERE ENO BREAK IN SERVICE, SOLDIERS CAN CARRY OVER LEAVE WITH NO 
PENALTY SUBJECTTOTHE LIMITATIONS IN 10USC701; HOWEVER, A 
STATEMENT OF ACCRUED LEA VE WILL NEED TO BE PROVIDED TO HRC BEFORE IT 
CAN BE ENTERED INTO THE PAY SYSTEM. 
8. (U) SANCTUARY/1 8-YEAR LOCK-IN. 
8. A ztfi~~UP 10USCSECTION12688(A), RCSOLDIERSWHO, ON THE DATE 
WHICH THEY WOULD OTHERWISE BE RELEASED FROM ACTIVE DUTY (OTHER THAN 
FOR TRAINING), ARE WITHIN TWO YEARS OF BECOMING ELIGIBLE FOR RETIRED 
OR RETAINER PAY UNDERA PURELY MILITARY RETIREMENT SYSTEM, MAY NOT BE 
INVOLUNTARILYREFRADBEFOREBECOMING.ELIGIBLEFORTHAT PAY UNLESS 
SUCH RELEASEISAPPROVED BY THE SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (THIS AUTHORITY 
1S DELEGATED TO THE ASA (M&RA)). 
8. B. 11668) INDIVIDUALSWHOFALLINTHISCATEGORYSHOULDIMMEDIATELY 
CONTACT HRC, AHRC-PDZ-RC, DSN 221-5067, FOR A DETERMINATION OF 
APPROPRIATE ACTIONS AND VERIFICATION OF ACTIVE FEDERAL SERVICE. 
CONTACT SHOULD BE MADE AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE DATE AND, IF 
POSSIBLE, AT LEAST 90 DAYS PRIOR TO THE END OF THE ACTIVE DUTY PERIOD 
TO ENSURE THE SOLDIER HAS FOLLOW-ON ASSIGNMENT INSTRUCTIONS. SOLDIERS 
RETAINED ON ACTIVE DUTY UP THIS EAD POLICY AND SUBJECTTO SANCTUARY 
WILL BE REASSIGNED BASED ON NEEDS OF THE SERVICE UPON COMPLETION OF 

PAGE04RUEWOAU5184 UNCLAS 
THEIR EAD, IF REQUIRED. 
8.C ff2'12) HODA, DCS, G-3, DAMO-ODO, WILL EXERCISE REASONABLE 
EFFORTS TO SELECT OTHER QUALIFIED RC SOLDIERS FOR EAD UNDER THIS 
POLICY BASED ON THE NEEDS OF THE ARMY BEFORE APPROVING RC SOLDIERS 
WITHIN THIS CATEGORY. 
8.D. (FBl!IB) UP 10USC 12737, RCSOLDIERSMAYNOT BEORDEREDTO ACTIVE 
DUTY SOLELY FORTHE PURPOSE OF QUALIFYING FOR RETIREMENT. 
9. (FObO\'fHIS POLICYDOESNOTPROHIBITTHE USECF COTTAD IN SUPPORT 
OF THE COMBAT ANT COMMANDER WHEN MISSION REQUIREMENTS DO NOT EXCEED 
270 DAYS. HOWEVER, CONSECUTIVE PERIODS CF ACTIVE DUTY PERFORMED UNDER 
12301(D) (WHICH INCLUDESADSW, TTAD, AND EAD) MAY NOT EXCEED A 
THREE-YEAR PERIOD. AN RC SOLDIER WI-() WILL OTHERWISE FALL WITHIN THE 
SANCTUARY PROVISIONS OF 10 USC 12686 MAY NOT BE ORDERED TO ACTIVE 
DUTY FOR A PERIOD OF LESS THAN 180 DAYS UNLESS SUCH SOLDIER 
AFFIRMATIVELY WAIVES IN WRITING THE SANCTUARY PROVISIONSOF 10 USC 
12686FORTHAT PERIODOF ACTIVE DUTY. 
1 o . .so: :tarSOLDIERS VOLUNTEERING FOR EAD UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS 
MESSAGE SHOULD NOT BE DISADVANTAGED IN CAREER PROGRESSION. THE 
COMMANDER AND THE ARMY HUMAN RESOURCESCOMMAND MUST APPROVE 
ATTENDANCE AT CAREER DEVEOPMENTCOURSES. THERE B NOGUARANTEEA 

PAGE 05 RUEWOAU5184 UNCLAS 
SOLDIER WILL BE ABLE TO ATTEND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION/TRAINING WHILE PERFORMINGEAD; THEREFORE, SOLDIERS WHO 
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Display Message 

REQUIRE COMPLETION OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTEDUCATION/TRAINING TO 
BE ELIGIBLE FOR PROMOTION CONSIDERATION DURING THE PERIOD OF ACTIVE 
DUTY SHOULD NOT PERFORM EAD. 
11. /liilsli) REQUESTS FOR EXCEPTION TO POLICY FOR EARLIER REFRADOF EAD 
WILL BE ADDRESSED TO HRC, AHRC-PDZ-RC, DSN 221-5067. 
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March 11,2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J/L~ 
SUBJECT: Active Duty for Reserve 

I was told by the personal security officer that he can only stay on active duty a 

maximum of two and a half years as a member of the Army Reserve. 

Do you know anything about a rule like that? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dn 
031)04-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS a= STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031&-9999 

l _ •• 

- , :·· 
- 4_ ;.;,: 

?(;1/l '!' "I ":' ·: PH I r, 2 
CH~l6~4~0( ',, : ._, 
22 March 2004 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM General Richard B. Myers, CJcs'fll'i(p 
SUBJECT: Joint Duty Assignment List (JDAL,) 

• Question. "Ihave been waiting a long time to get the joint assignmentlist straightened out. 
I an unhappy that they still have not been properly fixed, where the ones who don't deserve 
joint credit are taken off the list and the ones who do are put on it. What do-we have to do to 
get it done?' · 

• Answer. Ix. Cbu1 s office and my staff are sponsoring a RAND Corporation Study regarding 
the joint duty assignment list. RAND is conducting a bi llet-by-billet review of all 9000joint 
billets and will submit a long-range11get well"plan in October 2004 that will recommend 
which positions deservej oi nt credit and which should be removed. Many of the changes 
require legislation, and I believe the best way to get this passed is to back up the proposal 
with the RAND Study. 

• Analysis. In addition to the study, oor staffs have taken several actions to addressj oint city 
credit: 

• Developed seven FY 05 legislative proposals allowing you to award joint credit to more 
joint task.force (ITF) and Servicecomponentpositions(TABs Band C). 

• In October 2003, Mr. Abel l, Principal Deputy USD(P&R) OSD approved 343 new 
USCENTCOM JTF positions for joint credit. 

• USJFCOM has developed a test program to exchange officers among its Service 
components, ,111owing the Depmtment of Defense to givejoint credit to an additional 28 
officers. 

• USCENTCOM and the Johll 9:affidentified 61 additional Service component· positions 
manned by officers who work in the ITFs who deserve joint credit. Request your approval to 
give these positions joint credit (TABD). 

RECOMMENDATION. Approve 61 additional Service.componentpositions forJ~ :~i-S'~re,d~. 

Approve Disapprove____-Qher- :::jWff k .:I 
.. .. ······ *' 

COORDINATION: TAB E . .. :ro:·· ~;. ·.;. ),· ., , 
Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Brig Gen Maria C. Owens, USAF; Director, J-1; (b)(
5

) 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Qn. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 
LTG John Craddock 

Donald Rumsfeld<J>-

SUBJECT: Joint Assignment List 

1 
December/, 2003 

-f,/ 

I have been waiting a long time to get the joint assignment list s1raightened out. I 

am unhappy that they still have not been properly fixed, where the ones who don't 

deserve joint credit are t.aken off the list and the ones who do are put on it. 

What do we have to do to get it done? 

Thanks. 

DHR:1111 
120603-11 (ts computer) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by t t(/'I __ ..,., ____ _ 

bt/ 

U22250 /03 
11-L-0559/0SD/30283 
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TABB 

Joint Officer Management/ Joint Professional Military Education 
Lee;islative Prooosals 

OMNIBUS Changes to Promotion Objectives Makes permanent the joint promotion policy 

252/MPP 50 for Joint Officers objective forthe "otherjoint" category, which 

§662/10 USC indudesJSOs, to greater than or equal to Service 
board average. 

OMNIBUS Modifications to Definition of Modifies definition of "tour of duty" Multiple 
253/MPP 51 Qualifying Joint Service to consecutivejoint tours to count as one continuous 
§668/10 USC Improve Management of Officers tour. 

in Joint Activities 

OMNIBUS Modifications to Waivers and Eliminates 180-day serving in waiver by removing 
250/MPP 52 Exceptions to the Requirement for 180-dayrequirement for ''serving in waivers" for 
§619/10 USC a Joint Duty Assignment before selection to G/FO, Officer mm,t complete ful I tour of 

Promotion to General or Flag duty in the joint assignment. 
Grade to Reduce Waivers 

OMNIBUS Modifications to the Annual :R:p:::Et Modifies the Annual Rip:J:t by adding more 

249/MPP 53 to Congress to Highlight Key . meaningful metrics for measuringjoint compliance. 

§667/10 USC Indicators of Compliance - Number of JSO by Service/Grade 
- Analysis of Service assignment to JOA 
- GOS Waivers by Service 
- Percent of officers departed before full credit 
- NDU fill rate by course 

- JTF - Joint Duty 

OMNIBUS Changes to the Joint Specialty Eliminates fill rate requirements and mandatory 
265/MPP 54 Officer Program to hnprove Utility, number of designated critical billets. Deletes 50% 
§661/10 USC am StreamlineManagemenl . fill-raterequirement; and deletes 800 critical billets. 

Allow CJCS accrediLed Senior Service Colleges to 
teach and award WME 11 credit 

Ol\.1NIBUS Modifications to the Length of Repeal the requirement that Pha...e Il JPME may not 
264/MPP 55 Joint Forces Staff College and be less than 3 months m1d allow CJCS accredited 
§663/10 USC allow CJCS autho1ityto accredit Senior Se1viceColleges teach and awardJPME 11 

Senior Service Colleges' WME 11 credit. 
prOIJrams. 

OMNIBUS Modification to the Length of Joint Modifies general rules for length ot]oint duty 

262/MPP 60 Duty Assignments to Restore ,t'-signment and award of full joint duty credit. 

§664/10 USC E.quity and Reduce Waivers - Mirror DOD tour lengths for full credit 
- 1 year J1F duty for full credit 

§663/10 USC Waiver of Military Education Eliminates post-education placement requirements. 

Late Add Eligibility and Post-Education 
Sci/Tech renamed "cru-eer field specialty" Placement 

-

Transformation - Removes JSO outplacementrequirements 
Initiative - Removes 50%+ 1 outplacement requirement 

TabB 
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TABC 
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•1111 ·: 

Joint Officer Management (]OM) and 
Joint Professional Military Education 

(JPME): Legislative Proposals 
30 December 2003 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30285 

TabC 
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Purpose 

• Provide information on Department'sJOM/JPME legislative 
proposals 

• Provide strategic approach development progress 

• What we can change now? 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30286 

•1111 · 

TabC 
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Changing Environment 
--- •1111 

What has changed since Goldwater
Nichols? 

1986 

• Single threat focus 
Today 

• War on Terror 
• Large force structure 

• Service centric warfighting 

• Resistance to jointness 

• 30 percent smaller force 

• Joint Warfighting 

• Joint operations problematic 
• Interdependent 

• Capabilities-based 

3/12/2004 

- lnteragency/Multinational 
operations 

• Joint Task Forces 

• Joint Experience is the norm, 
earlier and more often 

• Synergy in joint operations 

11-L-0559/0SD/30287 

Tab C 
3 



JOM/JPME 

•1111 

17 Years of Experience With GNA Shows: 
• JOM/JPME need to evolve to current realities 

• Combatant commands, Joint Staff set requirements for 
Joint Staff Specialty Officers (JSOs) 

3/12/2004 

+ Produce more JSOs, matched to requirements 

+ JPME occur earlier and more frequently 

+ Better recognition of joint credit 

+ Improve utilization 

+ Establish metrics that measure Services' 
compliance with GNA 

11-L-0559/0SD/30288 

Tab C 
4 



3/12/2004 

Proposed Legislation 

•1111 
180 Dav Servina in Waiver: rsection619J 

Remove requirementthat officer must be in joint assignment 180 days before 0- 7 promotion board to 
aualifv for "Servina in Waiver" 

Joint Soecialtv Officer: /Section 661 J 
Remove sequence requirementfor education& experience 

Automatic designation of JSO status after meeting qualifications 

Eliminate 50 percent rule 

Eliminate Critical Billets 

Allow CJCS accredited Senior Service Colleges to teach and award JPME II credit 

Promotions: /Section 662) 

Reduce the number of promotion objectives 

Education: fSection 663> 
Eliminate requirement for all JSOs and 50 percent+1 of other NDU grads to go to JDA upon 

• n II II II 

Allow {.;JliS to determine appropriate length of the principal course taught at JFSC 

Allow CJCS authority to accredit Senior Service Colleges' JPME 11 programs. 

TourLenaths & Joint Credit: /Section 6641 

Fu 11 Credit for DOD tour length and full credit for 12 months cumulative ti me on JTF HQ 

Allow some in-Service billets to be on Joint Duty Assignment List 

Eliminate 36-month tour length average and establish 2-year minimum for standard joint assignments 

Reoort to Conaress: /Sec 6671 

New measures of merit 

11-L-0559/0SD/30289 

-
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GNA 86 

• Officers must serve·180 
days in a JDA prior to 0-7 

· board. convening to .be 
eligible for Serving in 
Waiver for 0-7 promotiotz:1 

Modification to 0-7 
°' 

I 
Pre:, ex>al 

• Office~ eligible fc:,~ Sen 
Waiver as soon sus- ass 
JOA - but must serve a 
months 

• Protects officers from· board schedule changes 
• Reduces need ·tor GOS waivers 

3/12/2004 
11-L-0559/0SD/30290 



GNA '86 

• Promotion targets 
Current: 3 tiers 

.- JSO to Svc HQ for life 

· - Joint Staff to Svc HQ, 
Serving In& Have Served 

- .All others to Svc Avg, 
Serving In & Have Served 

Joint Promotion Objectives 

Modified Proposal 

• 2 tiers 

•1111 

- Joint Staff to Svc HQ, Serving In & 
Have Served 

- All other officers in joint to Svc 
Avg, Serving In & Have Served 

Provides a more accurate assessment of the quality of officers the 
Services assign to joint duty assignments 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30291 
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GNA '86 

• Credit tied tQ serving 36 or 24 
months· 

• Services required to maintain 36 
month avg for JDAs 

• "Tour of Duty" definition 

• ln-Serviceoex>itic,ns prohibited 
from JDAL 

Joint A~ 

I 

• DOD Tour Length = Full C 

• Tou~ Length :::::s-ersi,ge elin 

0 Redefined to allow move, 
from JOA to JDA 

• Allow joint credit for som 
Service billets involving j 
matters 

• Improves recognition ·ot legitimately earned credit 
• Gives joint greater flexibility in use of officers 
USNORTHCOM 9 I NORAD, USEUCOM 8 I SHAP~ 

3/1Zf2co4 

11-L-0559/0SD/30292 



GNA '86 

• JSO sequence requirement 

- JPME I+ II + Joint 
Assignment + SECDEF 
designation 

Maximizing Pool cf JSOs 

••111 
Proposal 

• Designate all qualified officers 
automatically after successfully 
completing all JSO 
requirements 

- JPME I + II + Joint 
Assignment = JSO 

• Most timely path to meeting combatant command requirements 
• Increases JSO pool without dilutin·g qualifications 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30293 
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Requirements/or JSOs 

•1111 
GNA '86 Proposal 

• 37.5 percent of all JDAL billets • JSO and JPME II requirements 
must be filled by JSO or JPME established by combatant 
II grad commands & Joint Staff 
- Services determine how to 

fulfill requirements 

• Critical Billets- must be filled 
by JSO or obtain waiver 

3/12/2004 

Joint _requirements drive JSO 
production & assignments 

11-L-0559/0SD/30294 
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GNA '86 

• Critical Occupational Specialty 
exempt from·some rules & 
officers on 2d joint tour have 
special rules. 

• Many waivers to allow 
accom·modation of Service 
needs 

- · Perception of unequal 
treatment 

• Cumulative and Constructive 
credit-

Tour Lengths and Joi~ 

I 
Proposal 

• One set of simple, fair rul 
all officers serving in the 
community 

- All CONUS officers se 
least 24 months 

• Joint commander and Se1 
agree to departures befor 

. months 

• Credit: ful.l or none 

- Eliminates confusion ; 
excessive administrati 

Provides effective management of Joint officers and gi" 
commander more voice in assigned officers depart 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30295 



Tour Lengths and Joint Credit 
Continued,) 

•1111 .. 
GNA '96 Amendment 

• Allows officers to receive full 
credit if they accumulate 36 
months of duty in JTF HQs 
approved by SecDef for joint 
credit 

- To date no officer has 
earned full credit under 
this criteria 

Proposal 

• Allows officers to receive full 
credit if they accumulate 12 
months of duty in JTF HQs 
involved in combat or combat 
related operations 

- Recognizesjoint 
competencies the officer 
obtains in a high intensity 
environment 

Provides recognition for soma officers in 
high demand, low density specialties 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30296 
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GNA '86 
• JSOs at National War College 

(NWC) & Industrial College of 
armed Forces (ICAF) must go to 
JDA at graduation 

• 50 percent+1 of all non-JSO 
grads at NWC & ICAF must go 
foJDA 

• Principal course at JFSC must 
be at least 3 months long 

• JPME taught only at National 
Defense University schools 

Joint Education 

•1111 
Proposal 

• No restrictions on placement of 
NWC or ICAF grads 

- Improves utilization by 
increasing flexibility 

- Allows better use of ICAFfor 
acquisition officers 

• Allow CJCS to determine 
appropriate length of the 
principal course taught at the 
JFSC 

• Allow certified Senior Service 
Colleges to teach and award 
JPME H credit 

Educate and train the right person for the right task at the right time 
TabC 

13 
3/12/2004 
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Proposed Metrics: Annual Report 

•1111 
Current Report to Congress Proposed Report to Congress 

3/12/2004 

• Promotions to 0- 7 
• JSOs designated by Service 
• List of COS specialties 
• COS officers as JS0s & JSO 

noms 
• Where officers were assigned 

after being designated JSO 
• Average tour length 
• Tour length exclusions 
• JOA distribution by Service 
• Critical position summary 
• Waiver usage by Service 
• JPME II grads by Service 
• JTF HQs credit awarded 
• Promotion comparisons 

• JSO Inventory by Service, 
Grade & Specialty 

• Analysis of howwell 
Services fill JDAs 

• GOS Waivers by Service 
• Percent of Officers departing 

JDAs early 
• Percent of NDU class seats 

filled by course 
• JTF HQs approved for JOA 

credit 
• Simplified promotion 

comparisons 
• JTF HQs credit awarded 

11-L-0559/0SD/30298 

Tab C 
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Legislative Summary 

•1111 

• Consistent with vision of GNA 

• Requirementsdriven 

• Expands number and improve the quality of JSOs 

• Increase and expand Joint Education opportunities 

• More officers receive joint credit 

• Combatant commands, Joint Staff have more control over officers 
assigned 

• Improves utilization of all officers serving JDAs 

• Gives Congress better measure of merit in annual report 

3/12/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/30299 
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Joint Officer Management (JO~ 
A 

• USD(P&R) and Joint Staff working with RAND to develop stt9b 
approach to shape JOM to meet future joint requirements 

o The ~trategic app mach will: 

- =E:,bublish clear gc:,als for officer development in joint matter 
- Determine·what current atzi II future jcint missions will leak I 
- ·Identify typ~ and quantity ~f officers np,eded ta perfotim jci~ 

-· Identity jc,int orgatzJizations' teqwi~emLZits 
- . Identify. educaticn, trail'.ling, ati:1d experience jC)int cffiQers tie, 

• Following the RAND study, the Depart'11ent of Defense will dett 
strategic vision for JOM 

3/12/2004 

- Strategic vision will: 
• Provide impetus for policy/legislative change 

• Base JOM system on joint requirements versus requirem 
c:i Provide mechanism to meet joint organization personnel 

requirements 

• Outline actions tQ prera>are future senior Joint and Servict 

11-L-0559/0SD/30300 



Joint Duty Assignment List Review 
Strategic Approach Phase 11 

•1111 
• After completing the strategic approach, RAND will conduct a Joint Duty 

Assignment List (JDAL) review 

- Review each position currently providingjoint credit 

- Ensure positions on the JDAL provide officers with significantjoint 
experience/competencies 

• Strategic approach will provide the foundation for establishing the criteria 
to define joint duty assignment positions 

3/12/2004 

- Create objective factors to validate JDAL positions and use these 
factors to recommend removal of marginally joint positions 

- Criteria will also validate adding positions to JDAL 

11-L-0559/0SD/30301 

TabC 
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Near-Term Actions 

••111 
• Identify in-Service billets for joint credit 

- Service component headquarters 

• Dual hat and cross department 
• Positions placed outside officers own department 

• Assess joint duty credit for Coalition Provisional Authority(CPA) 

• Increase ongoing JTF positions providingjoint duty credit 

• Make joint duty credit recommendations to SecDef Feb 04 

• Categorize JDAL to ensure right billets awardjoint credit 
- Critical: Occupant holds fulltime staff or command responsibility== 

critically related to joint matters 

- Required: Occupant participates directly in joint matters 

- Associated: Occupant participates indirectly or supports joint matters 

• Revise Officer Professional Military Education Policy to reflect CJCS 
3112120oJ=d ucati on vision 

11-L-0559/0SD/30302 
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cuordlnalasm nnuoush willl Si.;"'•-- and Army aviationand . 1 I' ........... I "'''''""·-- ............... ,ur n_• - ur the cl"il)I AirTaskino Order. exsrcki'IQ ('~n,,nand.and Cont, 
of Air Force. NaV)'. and Marine a1rcraftln Operationslraql Freedomn Er><lurlng Freedom. 1he COD also 
coordina1esoontinuouslv with s-1 °""rations ai,d Anny avialionand gro\.fld forces. 

CAOC Responsible to the CFACC for thox,cudon of the daily ,1i,· Tasking Cla:er,exercising Command and Control' 
of /!>i- Faroe, Navy, and Marineelrcraft in opernt:ions Iraqi Freedom and~ Freedom. The COD also 

I ~ with Special q,e,at.imsand Army aviationand ground forces, • 
I CAOC I~ m me,....-,,,. for theexeeuion or tire daily AK TaskingOrder. exercising Command and Control 
\ of Air Force. NaV)', and Marine aircraft in Operations Iraqi Freedom and EndurinJJFreedom. The COD also 
, _ . _ J~inat~.~~nuo_u,!lf ~ Sf1:9cia1ope_ratio~~n<:! ~Y, ~ia!i~ne~ prixm fc!rcas._ . . _ . . 

icoordi[)ales cond=usl~ wilhSpecl9l Cl?.!r!!tions and Army aviationand ground fo_rce.. . 
l CAOC Responsibli lo the CFACC for the ex•~ of tho dail~ Ai Tasking Qrd9\", &xerc\sinQ Command and Conlr()ll 
I_ of Pk Fcroe, Navy. and MarinelliR:nllft 1n<.1tK'rnlionslr.al Freedomand Endurtna Freedom. The C".OD also 
I • ecordina\.s ,:.onti~YOl,l!;ly with 6p8l:iel ~raHOl'I$ and /Vmy aviation-:Jrollnd ·IQ,~ss. . 
CAOC ResponsibletotheCFACCforthe · -~ tiledailyAirTasking ... exerc:is111g Commandand Contra 

of Ai Force, NaV)'. and Marine aircraft in Operarons Iraqi Freedom and Enduing Freedom. The COD also 
ooordinatesCOO~']UO~ with Special Operations and Army ,iviatiim;;ing ill'!'~n~ 1orw~. 

CAOC CMrseesstrat~~. andMAAPdeve-)9.J,), Pfi!Ve>l9p,,ATQ dirilPlln,£JjQin! ii.~ 
~··-· n-..i.v.. · ·"'---111--~a..ua;_,,.,,-al'c:ombllt--"~_;_. 

CAOC °'*-sbal~~ 8'ld MAAP develap. 0evaops A10111111CU11(1 jOlnl and 
""8111ianairtllSD. 0ov- 111-·---... u·--otcomb91""""ra11""". 

CAOC 0..-aWIII.~~ and MAAP dewlap. O..alopa ATOdlrac:tingjolnl and 
ooallllon air ....... Dev- ,- ID .. -,,,. u s--01com11&1-rauons. 

CAOC 0.-..snt.~~ andMMPdeveloJI. 0..llopsATOd~Jolntand 
coa111a,, air auala. n.-..v.. · ·..,.....;:lo-·-· a. full ..;...,...-al' combat o.-..,,;,;_. 

ex:,:; a.--.~. and MMP dav"""'. Oavlll<>p1 ATOdl""*'l!jolnland 
Gll8lllof1 *-"· - ·~-lo .. - ... full -lRlmof g,mbat ,,._, ........ 

CAOC 0..- llnltguldanc,e.'~ and MAAP develop. 0..alopa ATO diraclng joint and 
QOalitkwlRir911S9111. - ,.,.....;ID••-11e1v11--al'combel:o-. 

ICAOC (),,8f'IW--~IIMMllu<l1191~1t'I!, and MMP davelap. Oevlllclpl ATO dncllng joint end 
ooalllon --- - ,:;,,_....:lo .............. ,.. ·--of combat-. 

O\M 0..-~~- and MAAP devalao. Oe...._ATO di'Khl lolntand 
• .!.. . ooalitiao air aseats Develooocooti@enc:v plar,s 10 . .,garth U ~ of combru oPfflllijn;. 

CAOC 11ne Chief af the ACF team is responsiblefor coordinaifngwith CPD and CCO. for planning and executing 
•llbome ISFt op.nlii:Kl>. andpnl','iling_ combat ISR ,qp:,<t to air ands paca planning, execution. and 
~n.anc 

CAOC Chief of ISR ManagementT earn is responsiblelbr t-e COllabotalt'le effort of !lOleCligf\ managers. 
r&e0mai55ar,,;e andsurveUlance planners. platform sensor liaisons. and PED cantms to ensure ISR 
·-lions-• wllh 

C..JllVI The SIDO is the senior intcl~ olllcGr in the OOD. The SIDO <.mJlllllleS and directs the o~r,dio•~ ot rJ,., 
ISR paraomel asaqiedto 1he OOD, and reports 1D the 000. The SIDO is responsille for monitoring and 
d),lamically adj111un; IS.i collections~. moritonr-gcurren! day's ATO tateet and recommending reroles, 
monltoril)Q ot reportinoon situational 11\l:armeili andth1-et11 information. 

1 
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:ENTCOM CFACC ISR MGRiDEPUTY 04 TS 014N3 M CAOC Q" Managemen!I eamDlpuly IS r115ponslble mr the collaborative,rro,1 of collectionmanagers, 
~ nnelll.l\l&illance plant1ero, platfom, sensorliaisons,and PEDcentersto ensure ISR 
~ amo\'T>:111~ lilt loint ~ 

:ENTCOM CFACC STRAT PLANNER 04 TS 01183Y Af" CAOC 0.- rtl .e _ and MAAPde11alop. Develops ATC direoijng,jointood 
OOilll~Ol'I air U!ll!U. Devalor,s -...111 SU"""'IUheMls-... ofcomblll"""l'lilliorlS. 

lENTCOM CFACC STRAT PLANIIER 04 TS O 11 F3 Y AF CA.CC 0.ll!'.lus .-i.. . and MAAP deVelop. Develops ATO Clirectingj:irt ood 
tooliti~nairasseis 06'~r,s • lllc1111 0 .. .....,...,.11,1..,. r, t ooi 

:ENTCOM CFACC STRAT PLANNEruOPS ASSESSMENT 04 TS/SCI 061 S3A AF CAOC Overs..es n lit , and MMP drmlklp. 11, r :19J, and 
coaln,c.-,air "5sets. Dh&"""° ,...., to --11-. U snadn. 11 of c:ombld "'""' iallS. 

:ENTCOM CFACC CAOC DIRECTOR 07 TS/SCI 080GO AF CAOC Dilcll tl)olnQ oper~ftorisof uP to lMJ lli'r:Hrll ~ ..:I -...181111111118 grll<JI)&; nelllfy 100 lllil'l:nlft fmm US 
Janc:lccaliticn a·,iabo., -.s. Diroosthe CAOCstaffto :nd,,clecoalion. mulli•HNice persc:tnn9l, intewata, 
ll',ITEL JSRC S100,5.00u. andC2 ,n~u'""'nof CENTCOMClirectedmissions. 

:ENTCOM CF AOC OPERATIONS OUTY OFFICER (000) 04 TS/SCI O t :\610 AF CA.OCr ResPCl'IS~6 t~ the CFACC for the..-.iian of tho daily Ai" Tai;lclro Ordar, exercia\ng Command and Control 
ofA:iFo;ce. ~Ja.y, and Marinea.irciaft inoperaliors~aqi Freedomand EnduringFreedom. TheCODalso 
coordlnatH r:c,ntinuO<JSIY "'1111 S0tcial0Pt"rd.DDD!i alld Army aviation and grou1d fa roes. 

:eNTCOM CFACC OFFENSN'E. DUTY OFFICER 04 TSISCI 011F'3V Af' CAOC R_...,.. IO the CFACC lor th! e,ewliOn DI the daily A,r Tas~,ngO.-dtr, exercising Commanel ood Control 
ar Air Fl)l'ce. Na.y, and Marine a,rc,~h ·,nCperations lraqJ FrE.edomand Enduring Freedom. Toe COD also 
coort11nnll!!: comi11uou~lv wilh SDLri:11 """rat.iru,sand Am,; nv,a1,c,n an::l crround lorces. 

:ENTCOM CFACC MEAFACE CONTROL OFFICER (1001 CM TSJSCI O 13838 AF CAOC ll'ie Jc,inl Inion- c.,,,, ,,,J ofiim [Jll ... uj cr·,ns~mG- Combined lnlNl~c~ UlllClr, acting under 
alJhcmy of .. designated~ commaf)(j~r. s t~.Ml.lio TOI.. ~Je1Work Coordinator_Close 
cocodinaliorw,m tbeJICO helps fflSl.lll'•ni•ing Un~smoo1n1y,n1eg,a1e into tho ~•isling~ ulU, TDL 
Ar.Meell.n i!.ll A). 

;1:;N 1 <.iUM ! vi-l'lvC I BA TTLECABINTEL 04 ITS/SCI O 14N3- AF CAOC Toe lial!le C:.b lntaU,genc& Llfflcer adl a.s a ,on1tni1 ilYQvgr, which the ISRD. M'lO Is responsible for Combat 
lo- T01,t, ~H ~R ta.ilir,g IWld r&&wl\S tothoBAWe Cab. l.!.Noas tn& operri1,c.nal ~Heel ivE.nessand 
1tfici1ncy of CFACC ~gl'lf>:l l~R a~sets, plan, and slralegy in meet,ngth& intell,gence re,quuemen1sc,f the 

·=--r----!?==.-+-------f;;;:;:;------------t;;.:11';:.;:;,,;:;;-·---tT:r--f.;,:T.:=::=:"H"~""~'"'~cAcc.aogjmlt:_"llffi~-------------------------1 ; c", '-''-'M 1 '-'" ,,de 00 CS TS/SCI .. ,~,... AF CAOC Dir8* of opera1,ons. lrrten,genr,e, Rooonna,ssanr,e and Surveillance D·,v·,s·,on( I SR Di p,ov,de& overall ....-n dnCllan 16 lhll lSR Cl\)6r&liOns T...,, ID wan lnllly ..-d .necaw, ..,._,...... af Ille IIM1S 
~ Ftr,iewa, ... .-Ind~ 81 ,.,._ flol ISR -.,pc,ftmlls, dl\lisicns n ~ unlls . 
..._ Wlilllliorr tvw and 'llfl9n I,__ 111119d. 

:ENTCOM CFACC STRATPV,NNER 04 012B3V N' CAOC 0..-snL~~-.dMMP....icp. DavaloP5ATOdireclrlJJoinland 
coalaCft S KtllS. "'""-- - . lo !llftWt h JUI S-fll OI C(ffl)ll _...,1"$. 

:ENTCOM t;FACC STAATPLANNER 04 012F3V N' CAOC ev---~~anSWAAP~. o...lopsATOdi~1111jgn1nO 
.....,.._._.. De"""""' io~__.._,.._.._ofoombal,,,_,,,.__. 

:ENTCOM CFACC OePIJTY CHIEF. CAOC 06 01 IF3Y M CAOC oteas lyt,g ~°'""" iiov-----.sndauocialed ba1119~; .-1)' 400 am11II from US 
8rd ~aYilrliOn- 01111CS N CAOC llllfflD IIICI* coallion.~ r,MOmll, ...... 
MU. ~C 500 SODO n C2' In ..-o1 CENTCOM clinrd9d ........... 

:ENTCOM CFACC OEPUTYOIRECTOR.C3 05 01104 I# CAOC ~fi::r---.. C311! .. ~...-..-,ro0EF,OIF,n10EF-HOA.Aids1ho 
~;,, ...........,, dW9lal,inv. nl U-*8 al lX.JNr'lljl8llC and lr;ll,g, rr,ge pWnng IQ manage ooml)at 
bi.a migll8d 10 ow-.. of rerp:n11111y (AOR). ~ 1cio- "°'"'*18'ir9 ow rar,alian of US Ni-

l F-. Ro,8' NI F-. RoJlll.........., Nr F-. and Clnillr 8111118 Gnlupt irto a cohesive lghllng force. 
I 1-cnlcllrl~-.• - ......... andbomtlel'-~ ........ AOR. 

;ENTCOM ( ~ CAOC ~-.. ~..,-rlOU1'.JcwlF- ~ -·-~~CGrmial*{JFACc1or I I I • ·cc1 IOI rota• 'i t i t,.""'"' lh Ing u hu oil between the Airltft 
t l(AI .., t a n (iliME) {<'r :'1 ur liiliftC Cl )H ro 

AM~ ) J Movarnenl ~ 1'11 (. ~ Ind tho : O (lJM r (, in • to 
~1tbe ~ eol .,.,ylir ~• " t VTC Ill pe,-inal ood ,si Com,mMllbe 

I ~as~~""" c, · .•. · · · 
'"".s'""N""'T'"'CO...,..M...,.....,.....,..-+,C,..,F'"A"'C"'C,--+CJ:.:.T .. F"·l-lc-O:.A""A"C"'C'"E-f.A..C'"C"'e~D"""ire'"c"'10::-:rc--------i.06...--+.T .. SJ"'S"'C"'l+.0 .. 1"1G4...--tA:il'..--tA'.cC"'C"'E-'D',v,1009~1111,111dcorn111c>n-raliC<laJ..-ider,;lar,dingwi1i,CQm"'bine<:1JoinlTaskFQIW1iOmofA(cies 

(CJTF-I-IOA) lellderwl>p Fac1l1tate, ~.o,;,,d1113l1onbetwnn tho Combined/ Joint Air ComponentCommander 
(CFACC) ,ma C./TF-HOA lo~ cpm,t.ia,sln aa:mdaooeM!h Operatio<i Enduring Freedom and 

· · C£:NTCOM's Jati ai,d .....__ Providesltie prirnaiylialson ftxtctlon blltwaen COlllmandifV Generaj (CG) 
CJTF HOA an::I D9PY1'f CFACC LearJs ACCE staff and ~w;duties. Providesjoint air expertise to CJTF 
HOA inMPIIII CJTF ·HOA's j, •in1 esti rnateanic:ess. Provide°" Clirection management ovmiQhl, and 

I ~• 1or Joi1t ,1ir operalio"'. Makes-rneodallons 011111 deci~ions allacUng joint air assets to ensure 

2 

the eheciive. effk;,ent am "l}propriateuee of air alEES. Assists CJTF-HOA/CJ,3 Air in SUfl)Ort of CJ.3 and 
CG CJTFHOA h,,.,._,.. ... ~,jon air caiJQbilili.,;olnto CJTF-HOACONOF'510F'ORDs and FRAGOS. 
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CENTCOM CFACC CJTF-HOAACCE perations Planner 05 TS/SCI 012G4 AF ACCE c:pei:atialst'lannor: t' roviaes&l(J)e'11H to "" , r-nvMJ01nt t'lanrnng I earn to 5)'llCflro~zs Joint arr operations 
into CJTF-HOACONOPS, OPOROs and Fragos. Ensuresjo~Vcombine air planning Is approprtal•ly 
iniegratedln!o llll CJTF-HOAoperations. Coordinateswi1h Joint Search and Rescue Center 011 provielingjoint 
air support for ~l'$0rullll rescue. Reviews and comments on all CJTF-HOA CONOPS. OROROs and Fragos 
to ensue Joint air inter0perablllty. Pmvidescommao:i and control expertise for joint air intelligence, 
surveillance and~ operations ISO CJTF-HOAcollection requirements. Provides training and 

I 
e<iuc.ittoo to CJTF-HOA staff on the planning. exeew:,.g, and assessingjoint air operations to provide a 
c:ommon undef5landing and la<.i\itate ccei~, n~cll jolnl cpzat::ia,s'. 

CENTCOM CFACC CJTF-HOA ACCE -.,.ratioflS Planner 04 'tSISCI 011$3V AF ACCE r"" ... ere:'llte6 ano momlllrs tbeemplo)'ffl91lt or aircraft 1n~01w1r-nv..air 
requirements. Providescommandand control for alrli~ and DV travel support for CG CJTF-HOA, in a multi-
national/joint tnvironmenl Coordinatesta,l<.lngs, diplomatic clearanoes. an:! support requirementslor all 
USN. USMC. and USAF air assersoperatinglSO CJTF-HOA. Coordinateswtttl USAFNSNNSMCaircrews. 
ll1cii respectiveTACON ancl OPCCIII .......... CJTF-HOA,ta/f, MARCENT-DJand US diplomatic 
~lives ID ensure CJTF-HOAairmlssions aresuooassU 

CENTCOM CFACC CJTF-HOA ACCE i rector of Operations 04 TSISC/ 012A3Y M' ACCE l"lalll, U8CUIIS and n'Olmll 118 ~ or U:511Fi\1SNIUSMC llftlllft r, MltJOlt OI CJTF air 
reql.iremen1s. Pt0vldet command and ~ntrol for airliftancl DV travel support for CG CJTF-HOA. in a multi-
national/ joilll envirQrvnent. Coordinates~~s<..'.r.q-qlpl.<1111ticcJearanctos.and r,upport requirementslor al 
USN, USMC and USAF air assets operatinglSO CJ'IF-lm. Coordinateswijh USAFNSNNSMCaircrews, 

I l 
ltleir respe,:,~ve TACON andOPC~ ..._., CJTF-HOAstaff,MARCENT-DJand USdi~\oma~c 

b I j;lnc::• rP HO • J --•·----·" F -- :ionl Af".f".E 
CENTCOM CFACC CJTF-180ACCE eput)I Director 06 '.rs 011F4Y Ar ACCE Vice 1 ' A.Jr ldili ~- •. andl)ap : ,nsupp of . !lll1ICI E/IO..R\G 

FREEDOM,~ tho number two Airman In lhe JTF-180. Acts as adviSor In air concerns where join! 
fQl',;es mustlfileract ancl rely upon. R•l"'esenll< Wing Commander at regularly scheduled meetings. 'ITC'$, 
and INTEL briefs involvingAtmy, Marines and Coalition forces kn!tm at B.ae,am Air Base. Participates in 
jointmee1ingsof lvmy, Marines, ancl Navylorces to properlyempl<,y Air resouroesin ,qp,ttol ground 
i:.ampai!JIS, AcbasAi"expel'I wheninvesU;ating mish&QS, v.tietherHelos, ~trans~rt. or other fixed 
wing aiiwaft. Advises CG of JTF-180 of-rai!ltld byCFACC i:rCAOC. 

CENrCOM CFACC CJTF-1 BOACCE E xecutive Offioer 04 Sacral 097£0 AF Acee n. E,,:ecLstive u::cra!l" for the 455th AEW ancl Ai- Component Coordination Element D i o r inoupgort <% 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Provides~ ooncemir,g Wing CommanderspoJicles and Air Force 
(AFJ gu.idam:e. to Army, Marine. and Navy counterparts. especially ~lllaJ 1 element. Meers regularlywith CJ 1 
lo de-conftict obs~lei withlullfilling JointManningDooument billets; coordinatesadionsfor Awards process 
lwtichlnvolvu lhe~ of Army IWiRS to Air personneland vice versa; rertesen1SAF senior leader in 
IJlll'$1lm81 lauls invmving CIOSS.fLrdclnal duties of c:&rtaill Air assets. 

CENTCOM CFACC CJTF-18':I ACCE trike 0P91a~cr11 Officer OS TS C11F4Y r ACCE: ;,vu OileraliClna Officer k,r 1M CJTF-180 ACCE i'1111Q>Of! of°""'*'1 ENDURING FREEDOM. 
11\fghanistan Coordinatestbe11XKUl>on ofAirTaskingOrdefsfo; combinedjointoperruions, as wall as 

la5lli,gs~tanller O(Jlrdlioosand Intel. Surveillance. andRecomai11.sance missions. • 
'1epresentsstrategk: CJTF/Air positionatmeetingswith Embassies, Coalition Force and Joint Force 
-- ~wc,ort.,...,.,. for~ '-«~•mes. Coonlinales Air 9olmortalans 

:ENiCC·.1 CFACC CJTF-1 80 ""'-'C latlilily OperationsOfficar 05 TS 011A4V Iv' A'-'"'"' -r~-··-~··-1111 ,1::_.ora.CJ1r-1au1n_.or 
Ci lion ENDURING FREEOOM. 0 It II, f I.JI Taslllng Clftlj lbr . lbln9d joinl airli.ft 
lltld combal sorries.i/l!eracnng w;tt, CENT APs Director of Mctolil)' F-. to ens...-. CJTF-1eo i,equqmen1s 
1119 met for it's pl'ICI and air,-. Dlrectiy responsiblefor~ of air movement of senior Army 
Marine. anclotherleaden inltlll AOR. Providesguidanceto CJTF-1eo senior staff on diplomaticCounhy 
Clearancefor Ksqround and air loree5, Oirecdy resix,nsitile for synchtoniz.atiot1 of• movementOis«IIOI' 

' l'fl/," ••. nl °"" ...... inh!AOR. l'nMllm auda1ca .. CJTl'-llOHl'IOl'Sllllfonc:liPIQl'l'lllllC 
:ENTCOM CFACC CJTF-180ACCE lobililv ...,,.rations Officer 05 rs 011M'Y - "~~ PcsiliQn n----. LNR 005 & 00$) 
~ENTCOM CFACC CJTF-180ACCE trike O""rationsOttioer no, c-- 011A41<. AF ACCE ---lllrlNRD04• 
:E.NTCOM CFACC CJTF-7ACCE CCE Director 06 TS/SCI 011G4 M' ACCE 1naac,,u.A"""'-Ulnl0Jlllflllll8CF .. senior au-oorrµinentworci,nationofliceral CJTF-7 HCI. He 

1'41Pf8$W1UI theCFACC ancl cor;,!diJla.tesCOMCJTF-7lrillnlslfwith theCFACC. The IRAQACCE Director's 
l'!Ollponsibilili&s include the following: F.nsurc CJTF-7 qaer:atia,s are plannedwith consideration of CFACC 
capabillia andc:onanllb; El'lec::liwelyir*1:ldUoe CFACC staff, to lheJr CJTF • 7 COU'llerpans; Advi:s, both 
COM0JTF•7 an:! CFACC ~ngooo,oinatiOna.;~vltie&: Monitor IRAQACCE participation i1 the 
~~. Tl-eDtrecW~ateam<.fuptoOactionofliceJS[0-31hrough0-5)and2 
NCOs. The ACCE ~pates as tbe CFACC's ~ma,y liai5cnelementto CJTF-7 and Civil authorities in Iraq 
Long rargeand aisisllllb\ planringanu:00111i111led as requin~lwith CFACC and CJTF-7 staff sedions. 
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ENfCOM CFACC CJTF-7ACCE ACCE DeputyDirector 05 TS\ D12G4 AF ACCE The IRAQACCE Deputy D~ector perlormsdutiesas assigned by the IRAQ ACCE Director. 1!0ITle of the 
duties ol th<' IRAQACCE Deputy Director include the following: Supervise the IRAQACCE nthe absence of 
the Director, Primaryduty1dill. beto managethePlans, Operations& Intelligence {POI) section cf the IRAO 
ACCE Ensure unity of effort amongst the staff; EnsureD operations are synchronized. ACCE tum 
r9$l>Oll$1blllties lnaude: Erl$Ul'e CJTF-7 operationsare planned with cons iderationof CFACC capabilities and 
consti.tlms: Effectivelylntroduoe CFACC staffs to !her CJTF-7 oounter,,arts: Advise both COMCJTF-7 and 
CFACC rega,dngcoordinationactivities; Monitor IRAQACCE paMJc.i pation in the apportionmentprocesses. 
The ACCE participatesas the CFACC's primaryliaisonelemeritto CJTF-7 and Cl vii authorities in Iraq. Long 
rnngc and crisis action planning are coordi natedas 111qU19d with CFACC and CJTF-7 staff sections. 

ENfCOM CFACC CJTF-7ACCE Air Ops Specialist• Mobility 04 TS D11A3Y AF ACCE n,e I __ ~-·-~= Air Operationsspec1a11st· Moo1111y. IS the A\.A,t: leam•s primarymcbility/air1 ill ,ubje<;t matter 
expert Respor,slblliaes includemonitoringCJTF-7 ainift requirements.md acting as a I i i n betweenCJff. 7 
a11cl CFACC m®'tlly agencies. ACCE ~e,r..rasponslbllltles Include: EnsureC.ITl'-7 operationsareplanned 
with consderation of CFACC capabilijiesand constraints: Effectively iritroduce CFACC staffs to their CJTF-7 
countorportll; Advise bothCOMCJTF-7 and CFACC regardingcaa\'linelion activities; MonitorlRAQACCE 
partidpat011 In theappor'donment processes. The ACCE partidpatesas the CFACC's primary I i o n element 
to CJTF-7 and Civilauthoritiesin Iraq. Long range and aisisaction planning are coordinated as requiredwlth 
CFACC and CJTF-7 .s:eft'sections. 

ENfCOM CFACC CJTF-7ACCE Air Ops Specialist· !SR 04 ITSISCI 011G3 AF ACCE Toe IRAQACCE Air q,mal:ialsSpecialiSI • ISR, is the ACCE team's primary ISR operations suqectmatter 
expert. Responsibilities include monitoring CJTF-7 use of ISR platforms and acting as a liaison between CJTF 
7 and CFACC ISR& OJierntioll'iagencies. ACCE team responsibil4iesindude: EnsureCJTF-7 operations 
am planr,ed with consideration of CFACC capabilitiesand mil!llmints;Effectivelyintroduce CFACC staffs to 
their CJTF-7 ,.,,.,,,Lc1,,:,rls;Advise bolh COMCJTF-7and CFACC regarding coordinationactivities :Monilor 
IRAQACCE participationin the apportionment f<')C'eSGeS. The ACCE participates as the CFACC's prtmar, 
liaisonelementtoCJTF-7 and Civil authorities in ha, Long ratl!lll ancl c:risisactionplaMi11'1 arews>rdim,!~ 
as NqllN,ld .... CFACC and CJTF•7-" sec.lklnl, 

ENTCOM CFACC CJTF-7ACCE Ai! Op, Specialist· Air.pace- 04 TS D1284Y AF ACCE Tt. tRAQ AC9l: Air Open,llons Spodalist ·~la N ACCE: INm'a pnm;,,y •ni- aa,Jeal mailer 
'1Xpt'rl. R > .llllllio II ;ti I 1ilJ 1 • i, I in Iraq (1 Ii lc:hrilJ • '94 a liaison 

~ ( ' c" I ~ ; airspace Iii ACCE 1A11 ~ inclludl: !nut CJTF-7 

'*' " .. plamed v,;o, 11 oi : bililio indc""'1 ,;, ; E.fli i ~ ii CFACC 
lllffi 1 llleir CJTF-7 couurpans; ~ both ~ < 7 and Cl'ACC n,garclinG i activities; 
lllnl 1RAC ACCEparticipationini,, apportionment~. l N2C£. il ' as the CFACC"~ 

primai;,_liaison elementtoCJTF-7 and CMlauthoritiesin ~aQ. LOl'O ~and crisis ac:tianl,'llami"'lil are 
coordinaled as reqJ.red with CFACC an:! CJTF· 7 staff sections. 

:ENTCOM CFACC CJTF-7ACCE /Jr Ops Spec:ialist • Knlic 05 TS 011F3Y AF ACCE , ,., IRAOACCE Ail O,:,.radons SPteiallst • Klneacil theACCE team's l)dnlllry kineuc Opmtio,s subject 
mmter~xpen. Responsibilitiesindude monitoring UT F • 7 kinetic requiremenlsallcl operations:and acting as: 
liait-Ol'I betweenCJTF-7 ancl CFACCoombatq,eal:icmaa:cias.ACCE team responsibil4iesinctude: Ensure 
CJTF-7c,pecadonB are plannedwlth considerauonof CFACC ~and constraints; Effectively introduce 
CFACC staffs 1D their CJTF-7 CO!Jl11GIJ)al'tS; Advise both COMCJTF-7 ancl CFACC regardingcoordination 
aclMIIU: MonitorlRAQACCE pallieipation in theapportlOnrnent prooesses. TheACCE partielpates as tno 
CFAOC"S lllWl1'IY liaisoneiemenuo CJTF-7 and CMJ authorities in lnog; LOlljl rafl98 ancl crisis acUon piannin; 
amcit,.. ....... ~ • CFACC d t:JTI .1 a1an IUll!IIOll9. 

ENTCOM CFACC CJTF·?ACCE lnt;I Specialist 04 TS/SCI D14NJ AF .c The• I\' ;cc; lnlolf I IS~ - a IRrn'a llffllSY ~ upcin. f include 
mriDring ITF-7 ISR~ ,ndd'9 ••1'llon DDtwNn c.tTF·7and CFACC ISRaQencies. 
ACCE tmn raspcr,$ibilitkls indude: EnsureCJTF-7 operations are planned with consideration of CFACC 
cel)8bllllie$ alld mmtmints; EffK!lvely lnlroduce CFACC staffs 11l 1heir CJTF. 7 countcrpurts;Advise both 
COMCJTI' -7 and CFACC regardingcoordin;,tionactivities; Monror IRAQACCE participation n tllo 
apporlionrnan1 lll1QIIIIII. TheACCEparticlpates as theCFACC's primaryliaisonelementto CJTF-7 and 
Civilautt!QrtUes In lra-;i. Longrangeancl~ri,lli actionJlhml"lir,g arecoordinatedasl8qlllredwith CFACCand 

4 
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:ENTCOM CFACC INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 111:, 33SA AF ~oc The IMO is the c:_h,ef for all informaHon management in tile CAOCIAFFOR. They serve a5 the focal point for 
OFFICER CFACC 1ntonnaoon managementissueswith rnh~1· l'uncllonal component commander staffs. works closely 

w•lh hrJhef HQ IMO., to ,ndude GENTCOM, to e&-.e all required reports are up,clhanrelad consistentwith 
lhe CFACC hi* m)1!1m. coordinaleswilh tl1e Joint lntonnationManagement Board as well as publishingthe 
CFACC lnlormalionManagementPlan. The IMO is intimately aware of tie CFACC"s information managemer 
raqulramtnta and~ the~ to coordinf.t, actions andlllOC8SH& to satisfy essential information 
needs. The IMO also wori<S cl-1ywith comrnarid adminstaffs and command and control dements 
(command l~"l,iol alJ suoordinateuri'ta in order to definel'lllpOl1ir,g requirementsfor Situation Repo~s 
(S IT~EP) aria oper&t1ona1 Reponlng !OPREPSJ- also conducts oversight ol messagingservices for the 
CAOCIAFFOFI S1afl 1,., 1ndude, DetenseMe,ssagingSystem{DMS). 

:ENTCOM NAVCEN N3 CFLCCLNO 04-5 T:;; 10$0 Navy NAVY LNOfor CFLCC in &flX"'1: c,\ Op~raho n Iraqi F 1e<-'domll. Provides operational advice and coordination 
OIF0401020 betwE.enCFLGCard CFMCC. lilli!Cswilh planning, dev~lopm~nt analys.s, and integration of all joint, 

inlerugenLyand mulhni11ioni11q:ezat,.cn; and plans al !he 1hea1er-slra1egiclevel. operationallevel to focus 
CFMCC aasetsfor ess.enlii11 manlime and navalta5~.s 1nllftirn6.Si,e and non-permiS5iveareas. Advises 
CFMCC and._ C FLCC on pj1rinJng fffi:n;;and c0urdini1lionregarding CENT COM. Theater Service 
Ccmp::renlS. 11111d subord1na1e,commaros. Re,sponsit.ef or r,0c,rd1n&11ngand developing combined_ joint and 
onler-agencyplans and orders. Cc.r,11dmat.on 10 indude coalihon and joint mililary, and 0111er units, agencies, 
ao::::I oraaniza11onsc1s mission reau,res 

:ENTCOM NAVCEN N3 CFLCC LNO l<.>0· TS 1060 Nsvy NAW LNOfor CFLCC ,n ~n1 of OperallOn Iraqi Freoedomll. Prov1desoperat1onal advice and coordination 
OIF0401026 betweenCFLGC and CA·~CC Aasi&1S wilh planning. de,velopmen1. an;;lys1s. and 1rdegrationot all joint, 

,n1eragencyand mulbna~i:,nai r--r.,erclllons I.Ind plans a_ thetl~vel. operational le,velm focus 
CFMCC assets for essen\1 &I ll'IM\ime and naval t ;,,\·_, in perm1ss,11eand rion-permiss;-,e areas. Advises 
CFMCCandll'e CFLCC 01>.,.......Gllon1 and c.c,01dina1ionregarding CENTCOM. Th~aler Servic.e 
Componenls.#ld WbOrclnala cc mm.in&. Re,sponsitle lor c:_oord1nat1ngand developing wmb1noo joint and 
inferagencyplans 1111d ll!de-r;. Coord1natic,n10 include c:_c,al1tionand joint m1h1ary, ar,d od,iT units. ;;genc1e,s. 
ard =•nizaliol'd as mission ,....,u,res. 

:ENTCOM NAVCEN N1 AUGMENTATION MANAGER 05·! 15 1200 NaW)' NAVY Freedom. P1ov1descoortMat1onand adv1cebe1WeenCENTCOM. CFMCC. CFACC. CFLCC and lhea1er 
JFMCC<J5:J JiF 's for joinl man,g ~ 1111d l)IIIWll'1II JII issll:!S. Assis1s Wl1h plalrir,;i. del<elt,pment. ;nly.a,;:, . 

anci 11l1egrationo1 aill,it 1in1. 1nteragency:;.:111d mlJlt,11a.11011alma11n1ngreqlJ1rementsfor Jo•n1 e>peratu;)l1san!J plans ~t 
t~halar~ level. Pn>•idl'S9".pert ;_;1Mce on N,war~rwnnal C>C(;~tiona1 ard skills~cialbei; lo 
assu;I wi1h Nll9'fT*II r,f Jo1n1 ,,_;lior,t far maain11,melf~. PrOYidas lia1~011belwe9n Navy Service 
Headqua~ers(OPNAVl ard CENTCO,...Hran,lat1ng11;0Q11ir;;ment~and per.i,:;n,elco,-,,em,; Adv1s;;, CFMCC 
and CENT COM p1;_;nni11gan:t e•c>culion ettorts ,111d 0001 di,ialio111ei,a1d,ngCENTCOM. The,1ter Se ,vice 
Compo111en1s. and subo1d111,a1eoomrna11ds manning mss.Laes. Respo11siblefo1 co01di11a1i11g and dev·eloping 
rr_ .. ~, ·."·-.'.joint ·and/111r,...,irr11c_1• p1,.1ns and orders C,oord,natio<i 10 in,;11,da -.oal1tion and prt_ military. and othe1 

C"lvUIVI "MVvCI~ N1 v.,1·1 I .. ·~~·"' • M"'NNINO ,._;,;1.:, I "" I 
OIF 040 f.022 

oou,, ~ and ~ra.a rwz•U~ns as missio111eglJire!>. · 
1000 "-"' NAVY 1 man,igem'911' 01 llEN .... ,,_ Augrr.....af0t l.Jpi,a6o,, I 11CU:iOFNeebln __ __.;i_,,. lnlf!I 

Frwtfom. Prov1des0W,0:rn;ibo,, arrj advice betwe,a,11 CENTCQM_ CFMCC. CFACC. CFLCC, and theater 
JTl''s f~rjoint manning1equi1e1nen1s.v1d ~rsc,v,el lill Issues. A-.,.,1~,.,,;u, planning, development, analysiS, 
and 1ntegrationol al joint 1,,l8'lg&r'C'f and m1,111nat1ona~ 1 eqlrn ementsfor joint operations and plans at 
tbe fheale1-s11 al~iclevel. Provides e>pert advice 01> Navall)8fSQ1111el ix:cupaticinal and skill special~es to 
_.lwilh ...ii,...-01 pnl po,s,ioono for maxi1111,m ,lf~bv9ll9S.S. Provides liaison between Navy Service 
Headq,aW$ I OPNAV) and CENTCOM1ransla1ini,,equ,rements andJl8lllOffllll concern., Advises CFMCC 
.u,d CENTCOMpi,annlng and-*n •~o~ Md ~l'llllion '"l!-3ltiin11-CENTCQM_ Theater Service 
c......,.,.,..,., •nd s11bordi11a1ec,,nima""5 man1111,g issues- R~ for coordinating and developing 
_.._,jgilt and ,n1e1-,1gencyi:tv,sand orders. Coon:Jinationto inclidecoalilionandjoint military, and other 
..... -.and . . ........ requirea. 

ENTCOM NAVCEN N5 F2C2 COORDINATOR O! TS 1110 N8v)' NAW fllarodlJ F-CGela1 C.,,W CoOfdi1alDr In 8IIPPOI' of Cperati<lllEnduing Freedom and Operation Iraqi 
J~MCC-013 FrafdQ!n. P, ovide!> liaiso11L-elween CFMCC, Coalition Naval Forces and CENTGOM. Assists with planning, 

<1eve1opme1lL analysis.. andNeplorl of a I joint, interagencyand multinational operations and plans atl!'IB 
~ev;;L ~levelto loo.JS CFMCCand Coalitiona'8e1s for esserdial maritimaand navi 
tasi..~ in perm1~,1ve and 1111~ive areas. Advises CFMCC and Coalttion Naval Forces on ~rw,g 
afol1S and coo,dina1io111ei,a1dingCENTCOM. Theater Service Components. and subordinate commands. 
R•s.po~• for coo,dinatingand developingcombinsd, j*t ard inter-agencypans and c,mm;,. Coordination 
lo in~lucfe coarihonand loint milltarv, and 01her unik. aaencies,and asl!lissiol\ ran,iires . 

• TabD 
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::ENTCOM NAVCENTIN5 

JFMCC-016 

F2C2 COORDINATOR 
OIF 0401-024 

05 JS 

TABD 

o,,, ... 

Freedom. Provides Tarn belweetl CFMCC. Coalition Naval Forces and CENTCOM. Assists with olaMing_ 
d r iS and • of d ~ interagenc)'Dna miJlinational operations and Ill at the 
I OM 1G , ~. ,i: level10 c CFMCC and alilii t for essential iii and neva 
l8SllS In permiSSlve and non areas. AdvisesCFMCC and Coalition NavalFoo:es onp1ann1ng 
,lffl :I I.II , CENTCOM. ,.-5c Camponenll, and ,re I commands. 
11 1p1 E for Ill and l'I ~ ) and inter-agencyplans Id II Coordination 
ID lndude ,;,aallion -.:I !Dint miilaly,, 'Id • , agencies. and organizationsas 151 requires. 

lliUi ci I C: llif • m ~ ol Operation Enduring ,, . Operation Iraq, 
Provides ,t t FJ ~ Naval Forces arid CENTCOM. Assists with g 

• • )"Iii, ~ • ofalljoint, ~ andmuhtional~ andpla11satthe' 
1 ~II I gic ...i,, levelto locust I • c assets , essential maritime and nava 
._ I 118 ..,. _., non n=I MWlles Cf'MCC arid Coellloll Naval I"- c,n plilnl1ng 
""' 1 lll'ld Clll.fa1alio regarding :o n., s. •i ;;; and subordinate ~ :i, 
It IIRII or, aml *'I lbil j 11 plan;; and orders. c 
I include 111k and joint milltary, and ~lh ills, • arid organizationsas III r1 

• 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1600 

A?R 2 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR LIEUTENANT GENERAL CRADDOCK 

SUBJECT: Joint Duty Assignmetll List (JDAL) 

This responds to your recent question concerning the Secretary's authority to approve the 
Chairman's recommendation (last sub-bulletin the 31dbulle1 of the attached Action Memo) to 
approve 61 additional positions to receive joint credit (Tab D). While that sub-bullet is not 
clearly worded. ir appears rhat the Chairman is recommending that the Secretarypreapprove 
positions for award ot]oint dmy credit. 

ll nder IO U.S.C. § 664(i ), temporary assignments to the headquarters staff of a United 
Statesjoint rask force (JTF) may qualify for award ofjoint duty credit if officers serving in those 
positions meet certain requirements. Se,:tion 664(i) envisions the award of credit to individual 
offic:ers upon recommendation of the Chairman and afterthe Secretarydetermines that the officer 
has served in a qualifying JTF, that the service of that officer is equivalent to that which would 
be gained by the officer in a joint duly assignment, and that the following requirements are 
satisfied: 

l_) For award of fulljoint tour credit, the officer has served two years or three years. as 
appropdate; 

2.) For the officerto receive cumulativejoint tom credit. the officer nmst have served at 
least 90 consecutive days in the qualifying temporary JTF assignment 

3,) The service must be performed in support of a mission that is dire1.:ted by the 
Presidenl or Lhal is assigned by lhe Presidenl 10 Uniled Slates forc~s in the JTF involved; 

4.) The JTF must be constituted ur designated hy the Secretary pr by the commander of a 
combatant command or of another force: and 

5.) The JTF must conduct combat or combat-related operations in a unified action under 
joint or multinational command and control (llr llther requirements not pertinent here). 

The Department has implemented section 664(i) in DoD Instruction 1300.20. As a 
measure of expedience, Appendix 13 of the DoDI sets out procedures to gain the preapproval of 
JTF positions that satisfy the requirements set out ab()ve. except for I and 2. After completing a 
temporary assignment to a tour of duty in a preapproved assignment that satisfies the time period 
stipulated in 1 or 2, above, an officerreceives ru1 appropriatejoint credit award. 

11-L-055.D/30310 



To:· 

CC: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfcld '})A. .. 
·February 2.41 2004 

SUBJECT: Protective Forces 

TAB 

4:0!iAM 

When the U.N. asks us to provide protection for them but not U.S. forces, we 

ought to use that as a lever to get other countries to send in troops .Jince is 

obviously a choice -assi~cnt. Either we c~uJd get Morocco or India to do it 

rather than just moving cuncnt coalition people over to do it 

Thanks. 

OHRha:a 
0202-404 .131::1 

Plea_erapondby: ________________ _ 

. c--1 
,-•I 

ij, 
~ a. 
U1 
i;'-,1 

OSD 04161-04. 

Cl 
u.1 
u. 
'(f 
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November 8,2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld '°9,.(, 
SUBJECT: HAG Program 

Please take a look at this HAG Program and te ll me what you think of it -- if we 

ought to be doing anything with it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Paper on High Accuracy Culdnncc I~ 

DHR:ss o s a o Ja2 1 o -o s 
110804-8 

••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ t_i_ z_e,_ o ___ _ 

w 
"'1 : 
~ : 
~ : 
~ : 
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P8R 8ffil@IAlsV811 811111£ 

High Accuracy Guidance (HAG) 

HAG is a homing guidance and missile command generator whose 
proponents claim can achieve a small mjss distance in homing missile 
engagements, especially against highly maneuvering endoatmospheric 
targets. 

HAG technology is prop1ietary an has been offered for sale to the 
Government as a sealed ' 'black box11 by HAG Technologies. 

• In simulationsofU.Smissileengagementsconducted by DoD, academia, 
and m:lJstiy from 1994 to 2000, HAG sometimes outperfonned classical 
homing guidance alg01ithms but was not evaluated against modem 
algorithms. 

• HA G's inventor is no longer available, complicating the understanding of ns 
underlying p1inciples. The Missi le DefenseAgency (MDA) has suggested 
that HAG Technologies give DoD access to HAG source code in order to 
ascertain the true nature and potential of HAG algorithm'>. 

e Radiance Technologies has proposed that MD A fund an ongoing program 
sponsored by HAG Technologies to reverse engineer HAG. The proposoo 
program would assess HAG performance in simulation testing, rewrite HAG 
computer code in maintainable format, and determine its weaponization 
potential. 

• MDA has an open Broad Agency Announcement for technologies such as 
HAG, MDA suggested to the HAG owners to submit a proposal to allow an 
in-depth evaluation. 

F@F ,IiliiUU.tls:WQli lliaV 
Drafted by: Keith EnglanderJ(b )(6) 
I 1/05/04 

11~L-0559/0SD/30313 
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OT 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
MJSSILE DEFENSE AGENCY 

7100 DEFENSEPENTAGOH 
WASHINGTON, 00 J0a01-71DO 

v' ... 

The Honorable Jw Ky] 
UnW St.ates Senate 
Washington. DC 2051() .. 0304 

Dear Senator.Ky!: 

In my response to your letter of June 24,2004, I promised to prm'ide au 
assessment oftreHigh Accuracy Guidance (HAG) algorithms for defense against 
high 8'pl8d maneuveringreentry vehicles, as it may be applied within the Ballistic 
Missile .Defense System (BMDS). 

We fomxd a team of missile guidance experts and they have concluded that given 
extremely good seeker measuremcn~, HAG genernlly outperforms classical 
homing guidance teclmiques a;iaimt SiOlne classes of targets. Wdhrut access to the 
HAO some code. the 1r.1,ae nature and potential of the HAG algoritlnus callllot be 
ascertained. Wit1r--. to theeode we l'Ould avoid h current '"black box" 
appnrdch am.allow- amore thor-ough carparison to similar m:Jdern guidance, 
est:i1Tatial and control techniques againirt threatming targets. 

Since the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) has an open Broad Agency 
Announcement (BAA, Solicitation Number HQ0006-04-MDA·BAA) for 
technologies such as H:ACJ, I suggest the HAG owners consider some of the 
questions raised by our assessment team, which we will forward to them directly, 
and then submit a proposal to us through this BAA. Again, thank you for your 
~llf)port of Ballistic Missile Defense and the technologies that will keep us 
outpacing the threat. 

Sincerely, 

d__.tftJ~~ 
HE~1 A. 0BERh4G UI 
Lieutenant General. USAF 
Director 

11-L-0559/0SD/30314 4 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY 

7100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHING TON, DC 20301-7100 

TNFOMEMO 

L'\,,) 
March 24,2005 ~ i 

FOR: UNDERSECRETARY OF DEFENSE (INTELLIGENCE) 

FROM: Lieutenant General Henry A. Obering 111,Director, Missile Defense Agency 

SUBJECT: High Accuracy Guidance Algorithm Status 

• The High Accuracy Guidance (HAG) is a homing guidance and missi le command 
algorithm currently under evaluation by the U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense 
Command and the Missile Defense Agency. 

• Proponents claim it can improve the hit accuracy of an interceptor against a 
missile, especially against highly maneuvering targets within the atmosphere. 

• The HAG intellectual property is believed to be owned by a U.S. citizen living in 
Israel. Space and Missile Defense Center has been negotiating with the owner's 
representative since January 2005 to evaluate the algorithm and examine the 
source code. 

• The evaluation is to be conducted over the next year in a Patriot missile simulation 
environment. During the evaluation period, the owner will retain all intellectual 
property rights. The government will assume no obligations and will make no 
commitments regarding the purchase of the HAG intellectual property. 

• Upon completion of the evaluation, the government will determine whether 
inclusion of the algorithm improves the performance of the Patriot missile. 

• If the results show reason for continued government interest, then SMDC will 
recommend options to acquire the defense rights to the HAG intellectual property. 

• The government and the owner':-. representative are expected to complete contract 
negotiations by July 2005 and the test evaluation period is from September 2005 
through May 2006. 

COORDINATION: None 

cc: DSD 

Prepared by: Keith Englander, MDA/ DT, .... l<b_>C_
5

_> ___ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/30315 Ot.f2.(0· o-S-
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

ACTIONMEMO 
. - . . ~ ·-

ADMINISTRATION AND 
~.-·':; '"" :·: ~ -

MANAG EMENT March/, 2005 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DepSec Action __ 

ffiOM: Raymon~B~~ Administration and Management 

SUBJECT: May 25,2004 Memo on Intelligence Oversight 

• In your attached Snowflake, you asked about the status of a memo you sent to Steve 
Cambone in May in which you raised organizational placement and access issues 
associated with the position of Assistant to the Secretary of Defense for Intelligence 
Oversight (ATSD(IO)). 

• In his response to you on February 15,2005, Steve stated: "As part of the effort to 
review and revise oversight, I am working with DuBois to transfer this activity to 
OUSD(I)." 

• While Steve has shared his views with me, I strongly believe that this concept is ill
advised (1) a confl ict of interest would exist, since the OUSD(I) should itself be 
subject to the Intelligence Oversight function and (2) the dynamic state of National 
and Defense intelligence argues for a careful approach, for reasons of both substance 
and perception. 

• Taking into consideration concerns regarding the number of officials who report 
directly to you and the Deputy Secretary, we will examine organizational options, 
which include: ( I) realigning the function under the DA&M or (2) realigning the 
function under the IG, DoD. 

COORDI NATION: None. 

RECOMMENDATION: In coordination with SteveCarnbone and Jim Haynes, we will 
forward a recommendation to you in 30 days or less. 

Approve ___ _ Disapprove ___ _ Other -----

Attachments: As stated 

0 
-" 

0 

"' 

N 
V\ 

cc: ~ 

USD(I) 0 SO O 4 2 3 0 - 0 5 t 
GC, DoD o 

......-.--.------.A-· '0\.. 03 2 3i-O '.) -t. 
Prepared by: Mark A Munson, Sr., O&MPIODA&M StaffJ(b)(6) ] 

11-L-0559/0SD/30316 ___ _ 
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TO: Ray DuBois 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dcmld RumsfcldJA 
May 25,2004 Memo on Intelligence Over.,ight 

lee' sa nuno I sent to Steve Camone ~ 25,2004. He says he is working 

with you on it Wht is the status? 

Thanks. 

Aaach. 
5/25/04 Sec:Def Memo to USO (I) re: Intel Oversight 

DHR:M 
022405-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by .3/, Jes: 

OSD 04230-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/30317 
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May25,2004 

TO: Steve Cam.bone 

cc: Gtn Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

FRC>f: Donald Rumsfeld 'Of\ 
SUBJECT Intelligence Oversight 

Pleme give rre a briefing on this penm. who is nsponsible for intelligence 

oversight and whether \re want to reorganize the deparbnen1s. If this persa1 

supposedly is rqn:1ing to me, am I don't even know ffl10 he is, 1here is 

something wnq{ with 1he organimtion d1art. 

Pleme advise. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
052504-14 ;,::s: ;;;;:-;,; ~~· • • .. • • • }' .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 04230-0';; 
11-L-0559/0S D/30318 
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FEB !i 2005 

'IO: RayDuBois 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 
Dlxmkl Rumsf~A 
May 25,2004 Memo on Intelligence Oversight 

Herc's a memo I sent to steve Cantxa ~ 25,2004. He says he is working 

with you on it. What is the status? 

Thanks. 

Attach 
5/25/04 SecDe0.1emo to USD (I) ro: lntt'l Oversight 

DHlbf 
~-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by .:3/ f (oS" 

(JJ 

C/l 
0 

D 
...JJ 

cJ 
V\ . 

OSD 
9 

04230-05 ~ 
u 
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'IO: Steve Gunl:ur 

cc: (':J51. Dick lVl}O'S 
Paul Wolfm,itz 

FROM: Donald Runsdd t> .I\ 
SUBJECT: Intelligence Oversight 

May 25,: 2004 
~· "": "7 • . .. , - .. 

. ' 

Please give n~ a btie6ng on this petIDn mD is nspon~ble for intelligence 

oversight and \\'l1ether ue uat to reorganize 1he de]Xlrtment"i.. If this persai 

supposedly is reporting to me~ ad I don't even know um he is, there is 

something u,ung with h organi7ation chart. 

Please advise. 

Thanks_ 

DHR:db 
052SQ4.14 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Non-NATO Ally Status 

March 19, 2004 

I just heard that Colin has announced that Pakistan is now a non-NATO ally. 

I don't recall knowing about this. 

We ought to decide who should have non-NATO ally status, and on what basis we 

will decide it. 

It ought not be like passing out eggs at Easter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
031904-4 
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November 30,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld ~ 

SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial Fund 

I'm told a fellow named Jack Taylor is the retired chairman of Enterprise Rental 

Car. He's about 80 years old. He apparently gave about $80 million to the Naval 

Aviation Museum Academy Program. I wonder if someone in the private 

fundraising business ought to include him in their solicitation of the Pentagon 

Memorial. He sounds like a person who could be helpful. 

Thanks. 

UHR:ss 
11 3004-28 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I z./ 1/7// b 4 

FB"O .. 
OSD 04239-05 
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November 30,2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelcil\ 

SUBJECT: Assessments in Iraq and Afghanistan 

I think it is important that we conduct honest assessments by outside reviewers of 

how we are doing with securi ty force development in Iraq and Afghanistan. J 

understand we've just completed such an assessment in Afghanistan - good. I'd 

like to sec it as soon as it is ready. 

For the assessment in Iraq, I'd like a look at a specific proposal, including details 

on who you suggest to conduct it, what the time table will be, and the draft charter. 

Thanks. 

Dl-!R:ss 
113004-27 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 1 / ~ / D) 

QSD 0424 0-05 
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TO: Paul Wolfowilz 
Larry Di Rita 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '1)\-
SUBJECT: Public Diplomacy Papers 

November 23,2004 

Attached is a series of interesting papers on public diplomacy, which we might 

want to think about. 

Attach. 
The Ambassadors Review, Spring 2004, Special Section on Public Diplomacy 

DHR:ss 
112304-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Public Diplomacy: Reaching Beyond Traditional Audiences 

Margaret D. Tutwiler 
Under Secretary of State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs 

Chairman Wolf, Congressman Serrano and members of the Subcommittee, 
thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. Your interest and 
commitment to public diplomacy is greatly appreciated, and I look forward 

to working with this Subcommittee. 

In less than two months that I have been serving as the Under Secretary for Public 
Diplomacy and Public Affairs, I have gained a much better sense and appreciation of what 
the Under Secretary's office, as wc11 as our three bureaus. the public diplomacy offices of 
the regional bureaus. and our overseas posts do in the field of public diplomacy. 

Over the last two years, much has been written and debated about the effectiveness 
or ineffectiveness of the United States (US) government's public diplomacy activities and 
programs overseas. Helpful and responsible reports by Ambassador Ed Djerejian's 
Advisory Group, the Council on Foreign Relations, the Heritage Foundation, and the 
Center for the Study of the Presidency, have served to help us examine that which our 
government does well and that which can be improved. Many of their insights and 
recommendations we can all agree upon. 

As we all know, unfortunately our country has a problem in far too many parts of 
the world today-a problem we have regrettably developed over many years through both 
Republican and Democratic administrations, and a problem that does not lend itself to a 
quick fix or a single solution. Just as it has taken us many years to get into this situation, so 
too will it take many years of hard focused work to get out of it. 

We need to continue to focus on those areas of the world where there has been a 
deterioration of the view of our nation and, at the same time, work equally as hard in those 
areas where the opinion of the United States has not changed to date. 

We need to support those programs and activities thal go to the bottom line of 
halting and reversing this deterioration. We need to constantly ask ourselves, "Is this 
activity or program still effective in today's world?" If it is, we should keep it. If it is 
judged to no longer contribute, then we should let it go. 

We should listen more, not only to foreign audiences, but to our own personnel 
overseas. We will shortly be able to communicate and share new ideas amongst ourselves 
and across all regions through a new interactive Web site. 

I believe we basically do a good job of advocating our policies and explaining our 
actions. Audiences may not agree or like what we say and do, but we arc communicating 
our policies to governments and influential elites, including in the foreign media. O.r 
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senior officials, Ambassadors and Embassy staff are out there explaining US policy, goals 
and initiatives. However, we can all do better. 

In addition, we must do a better job of reaching beyond the traditional elites and 
government officials. Where we have not placed enough effort and focus is with the non
elites who, today much more so than in the past, arc a very strong force within their 
countries. This must be a priority focus now and in the future. We only have to look at the 
outreach activities of many US corporations overseas to sec the value of being present and 
engaged in neighborhoods that we in government have for too Jong ncgkctcd. 

We must continue pursuing new initiatives and improving older ones in the hopes 
of reaching younger, broader and deeper audiences. 

For instance: 

+ The Bureau of Public Affairs worked with our Embassy in Jakarta to broadcast this 
year's State of the Union Address Jive, with simultaneous interpretation in Bahasa 
Indonesian. One national radio station carried the entire broadcast live, reaching 
millions in this predominately Muslim nation. 

• In China, growing numbers of media outlets. including official government media. 
arc carrying material distributed vi.a the Intcrnationa1 Information Bureau's 
Chinese-language Web site and Embassy information outreach. 

I believe we can all agree that programs that bring Americans and foreigners 
together, whether in person or even in a video or press conference, create greater 
understanding. Last year, the State Department directly sponsored over 30,000 academic, 
professional and other exchanges worldwide. 

Since 9/11, we have organized over 1,000 digital vidcoconfcrcnccs between 
American officials and experts and foreign audiences. In the past year, we facilitated 
nearly 500 interviews and press conferences with senior officials from the Department of 
State for foreign media out1cts. 

As Under Secretary. I would Jikc to sec us expand our exchange programs however 
we can. Exchange programs constitute the single largest part of the State Department 
public diplomacy budget, $316,633,000 in FY 2004, which regrettably is $28,713,000 less 
than the President's request including a rescission of $3,367.000. Within this amount, we 
must set priorities. 

Through our School Internet Connectivity Program, 26,000 high school students 
from the Middle East, South Asia, South East Europe, Central Asian and the Caucasus 
currently collaborate in online projects on current affairs, entrepreneurship, health, and 
civic responsibility with US students. 
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Expanding the circle of opportunity is the concept behind Partnerships for Learning 
(P4L), an initiative of the Bureau of Educational and Cultural Affairs (ECA), which seeks 
to extend our exchange programs to undergraduate college students and also high school 
students. P4L has initiated our first high school exchange program with the Arab and 
Muslim world. Today, 170 high school students from predominantly Islamic countries are 
living with American families and studying at local high schools. Another 450 high school 
students from the Middle East and South Asia will come here in 2004 for the next 
academic year. In addition, 70 undergraduate students, men and women, from North Africa 
and the Middle East will come to the US beginning next month for intensive English 
language training prior to their enrollment in university degree programs. 

These arc the kinds of initiatives I believe we should be pursuing. A new initiative 
which I am exploring is the idea of micro-scholarships for learning Englishand for 
attending our American Schools overseas. The US has been incredibly successful with 
micro-credits for entrepreneurs and small businesses. Why not take that same concept and 
apply it to education and English-language learning? 

However we do it, we must engage, listen, and interaet--cspecially with the young. 
They arc the key to a future peaceful world. 

Reaching out to the Arab and Muslim world is a top priority. With regard to 
exchanges, 25 percent of ECA's funding will go to programs in the Middle East and South 
Asia in FY 2004, compared to 17 percent in FY 2002. We have restarted the Fulbright 
program in Afghanistan after a 25-year hiatus. Twenty Afghan Fulbrighters will mTive next 
month. Just a few days ago, 25 Iraqi Fulbright students arrived here for orientation prior to 
beginning their regular studies. 

Of course, the Muslim world extends beyond the Middle East and South Asia. We 
arc mindful that programs in Africa, East Asia, and Eurasia arc also priorities in this 
context. In addition to the Arab and Muslim world and reaching out to young audiences, 
some of the program priorities we hope to pursue include many recommended by 
Ambassador Ed Djerejian and others. 

For example, we arc taking steps to improve intcragcncy coordination. The new 
State-US Agency for International Development (USAID) Joint Policy Council and State
USAID Management Council is intended to improve program coordination in public 
diplomacy as in other areas and help ensure the most effective use of program resources at 
USAID. Regrettably, all too often, our important and meaningful assistance to developing 
countries is going unnoticed and unappreciated, while other nations' assistance to these 
same countries is widely known and appreciated. This must change. Government-wide, we 
have to do a much better job of ensuring the US's efforts arc widely known well beyond 
the foreign government officials. We can no longer afford for recipients overseas to have 
no idea that the people of the United States provide assistance to their country. 

Another program which holds promise is American Corners. In recent years, we 
have had good results from our American Corners program, which, as you know, are 
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partnerships between our Embassies and local institutions like libraries, universities, and 
chambers of commerce. These corners are a source for information outreach at the grass
roots 1cvcl. 

The Bureau of International Information Programs is working with the Near 
Eastern Affairs and South Asia bureaus to cstablish43 more American Corners in those 
regions in FY 2005. We currently have more than lOO American Corners around the 
world. In FY 2004, we arc planning on opening 194morc in 64countrics. Of these 194, we 
will establish 58 in the Middle East and South Asia, including ten in Afghanistan and 15 in 
Iraq. 

Virtual consulates. targeted Web-based outreach to cities where we lack an actual 
presence, may also offer a powerful tool for reaching wide audiences with general 
information about the United States, as well as specific information about commercial, visa 
and other issues. Virtual consulates can also provide links between foreigners and 
counterparts in the US with whom they might want to do business. 

English Teaching: To strengthen English teaching programs, ECA is devoting an 
additional $1,573,000 to these programs, creating five new Regional English Language 
Officer positions in FY 2005, bringing the total to 20. This is not enough, but it is a start. 
Whether through direct teaching or training instructors, English-language programs offer 
great scope for advancing public diplomacy objectives. For cxamp1c, over the past five 
years, Embassy Damascus estimates that it has trained over 9,000 of Syria's 12.000 
English-language teachers, a terrific example of outreach to the successor generation m 
Syria. 

Book Programs: The Department has developed "book sets" about American 
history, culture, and values for younger audiences around the world. Embassies donate the 
"book sets" to local libraries and primary/secondary schools. As of September 2003, 
Embassies worldwide had distributed over $400,000 worth of book sets. We are examining 
our overseas book buys and journal publications as well. 

Private Sector Cooperation: I have created a new unit in my office to explore 
ways to draw on the expertise of the private sector to advance our public sector objectives. 
We can expand public-private partnerships, initially focusing on key industries such as 
technology, health care, and education. There is much more we can do in the field of sports 
and the arts. and I intend to pursue this. 

Through ECA's new Culture Connect program, America's cultural leadership 
directly communicates with elite and non-elite foreign youth about our country and values. 
We currently have ten Culture Connect Ambassadors, and we are going to expand the 
program this year. 

Television offers a powerful tool for public diplomacy and public affairs. We are 
using cooperative programming with local broadcasters and exploiting new distribution 
channels and technologies to create a ful1cr, more accurate picture of the US for general 
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audiences abroad. Over the past two years, we have funded several hundred journalist tours 
for broadcast and print media overseas, more than half of which have been in Muslim 
mi.uority countries. We intend to increase these types of journalist tours. 

In closing, Mr. Chainnan, let me say again that we all know that there is much 
work to be done. We all know that our public diplomacy programs, those T have mentioned 
and others, must advance our national interests and do a better job of explaining not only 
our policies, but also who we arc as a people. 

In a world of finite funding, we must ensure that our public diplomacy resources 
are used as effectively as possible. We must prioritize and ask ourselves, "Is the activity I 
am doing getting the job done?' We must listen to our field force. Today the State 
Department has approximately l,200cmployees working in the field of public diplomacy. 
l maintain that every American, regardless of agency or department, has to make an extra 
effort to communicate, listen, and engage with not only our traditional audiences, but to 
audiences to whom we previously have not given as much effort and time. We must move 
beyond the walls of our Embassies overseas and foreign government offices. 

I am realistically optimistic that we can achieve over time a better, healthier, and 
much more accurate impression of our nation and people. No one, most especially myself, 
underestimates the challenge and the difficult task at hand. The public diplomacy officials I 
work with arc reaching, questioning, and searching for more effective ways to enunciate 
our policies and have our values understood. We will continue to make some mistakes but 
I truly believe we will ultimately get there. We have no choice. We must. 

Thank you.* 

' Editor's Note: Under Secretary of State Margaret Tutwiler delivered this testimony before the House 
Appropriations Subcommittee on Commerce,Justice, State and the Judiciary 011 February 4, 2004. 
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Overcoming our Public Diplomacy Deficit 

Kenton W. Keith 
Chair, Alliance for International Education and Cultural Exchange 

Senior Vice President, Meridian International Center 
Member, Public Diplomacy Council 

Former Director, United States Information Agency Office of North African, 
Near Eastern and South Asian Affairs 

United States Ambassador to Qatar, 1992-1995 

If we arc to win the war against international terrorism, our public diplomacy 
will have to play a more effective ro1c than it docs at present. In the Islamic 
world, isolating the extremists within their own societies is a goal that can only 

be achieved if the majority of non-violent citizens perceive terrorism as unjustified. 
Unfortunately, the trend is going in the wrong direction; an increasing number of ordinary 
Egyptians, Turks, Pakistanis and other Muslims perceive the United States (US) as hostile 
to the Islamic world, determined to control Middle East oil, and hypocritical in its pro
democracy pronouncements. The terrorists draw strength from these broadly held views. 
Public opinion surveys in the non-Muslim world (including our u·aditional European allies) 
show that similar views arc present and growing. The terrorists arc strengthened by our 
estrangement from publics in Europe. 

These arc challenges that cannot be dealt with by the might and skill of our armed 
forces. To ultimately defeat terrorism, we must also engage the Muslim world in the 
realms of ideas, values, and beliefs. No previous foreign affairs crisis has been so deeply 
rooted in cultural misunderstanding, and we must address this gulf of misunderstanding if 
we are to succeed. 

It would be nai've indeed if we failed to acknow1cdgc that American policy in the 
Midd1c East as perceived by the Islamic world is a persistent and pervasive source of 
tension and hostility toward the United States. Ncvcrthc1css. policy disagreements alone 
cannot account for the fact that many in Islamic countries regard the United States as a 
source of evil. As a nation, we have not done an adequate job of explaining ourselves to 
the world, or of building the personal and institutional connections with these countries 
that support healthy bilateral relationships. As a long-term solution to the profound 
problems of cultural misunderstanding there wi11 be no substitute for public diplomacy 
(PD). It must be a key component of our long-term effort to eradicate terrorism. 

Since the advent of the cuITent administration, no fewer than a dozen studies and 
reports have focused attention on the shortcomings of our public diplomacy. These studies 
differ in detail and emphasis, but for the most part they share two conclusions. We don't 
put enough resources into PD, and we need to make certain that the reorganization that 
folded the US Information Agency (USIA) into the State Department docs not harm our 
ability to caITy out PD's vital functions. I believe that four major areas of concern require 
urgent attention if public diplomacy is to fulfi11 its obligations to the American taxpayer: 
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( l) the need to strengthen our international exchange programs with the Islamic world; (2) 
lhc. need for a rational, effective visa policy; (3) the need for improved media outreach to 
the Islamic world; and, (4) the need to correct anomalies in the State Department's 
bureaucratic structure that I believe diminish the effectiveness of our public diplomacy. Let 
me turn first to exchange programs. 

The Importance of Exchange Programs: Building Cultural Bridges 

People-to-people ties are an essential part of our public diplomacy. As Ambassador 
Arthur Bums once said, "The achievcment.,.of true understanding between any two 
governments depends fundamentally on the kind of relationship that exists between the 
peoples, rather than on the foreign ministers and ambassadors." 

In the Islamic world, we clearly have not done an adequate job of fostering 
relationships between our peoples. A Gallup poll conducted in February 2002 reported that 
61 percent of Muslims believe that Arabs did not carry out the attack on the United States. 
More recent surveys show that Muslims in general doubt America's sincerity in its stated 
aims in the war against terrorism. They believe that our actions reveal deeply-rooted 
antipathy toward Islam, and they point to inflammatory anti-Muslim utterances by 
American religious and social leaders, as well as unsympathetic portrayal of Arabs in films 
and television as evidence to support this view. Many doubt our commitment to 
dcmocnnic vali1es and basic fairness in our dealings with the region, ~ind they cite oiu 
uncritical support of Israel and our strong links to non-democratic regimes in the Middle 
East and elsewhere. As we struggle to bring some kind of stability and peace to post
Saddam Iraq, the perception has arisen that our promise to promote democracy in that 
benighted country was insincere, particularly in view of US opposition to early direct 
elections for the country's leaders. The public manifestations of these views frustrate our 
ability to advance the nation's interests throughout the Islamic world. It is no exaggeration 
to say that our policies, our purposes and our fundamental values are under increasing fire 
in this broad swath of the globe. Our public diplomacy ha~----in many ways-a more 
difficult challenge than we faced at the height of the Cold War. 

We must recognize that we arc facing this challenge from a very unfavorable 
position. Changing minds--or merely opening them-is a long, painstaking process. 
There arc no quick fixes. And if we arc truly to win the war on terrorism, there will be no 
avoiding the need to build bridges between the American people and the people of the 
Muslim world. This effort will require us to be creative, disciplined. and patient as we try 
to reach.audiences whose attitudes towards us range from profoundly skeptical to openly 
hostile. We will not succeed in opening every mind, but we do not need to do so. What we 
must succeed in doing is challenging and changing a climate of opinion that unjustly paints 
the United States as a source of evil. Improving the relationships that exist between our 
peoples is the best way to do that. 

America's unique status in today's world as the sole superpower puts new and 
difficult challenges before us. These new relationships with the people of other nations 
don't come easy. They can be, and often are, colored by resentment, jealousy, and 
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suspicion. In this world there is an absolute requirement that we demonstrate a true respect 
for the opinions of mankind, that we listen as well as speak, and that we hear and 
understand those opinions and take account of them as we set our po1icics. Our pub1ic 
diplomats arc trained to do exactly that, as well as to articulate clearly and persuasively the 
true nature of US values and goals. The exchange components of our public diplomacy 
must serve to deepen that understanding that we must achieve. And if we succeed, 
terrorists will find it much more difficult to gain support or sympathy, either from their 
governments or from their societies. 

Recognizing the need for more funding for public diplomacy in the Islamic world, 
the 107''' Congress acted quickly to increase the State Department's exchanges with the 
Islamic world. This marked the beginning of an effort to give us the means to build a range 
of productive, positive relationships based on shared interests. This initiative will engage 
the American public-in our communities, schools, and universities-in an effort to 
project American values. We will find no better or more convincing representatives of our 
way of life. And the engagement of the American public will leverage significant 
additional resources to support this effort. 

Initial efforts were made during the 10th Congress to both authorize and fund 
programs on a broad range of exchange activities to build relationships with the Islamic 
world and enhance US national security. The Cultural Bridges Act of 2002 called for an 
additional $95 mi1lion annually for exchanges with the Muslim world. In tandem with the 
Freedom Promotion Act introduced by House lntemational Relations Committee Chairman 
Henry Hyde and passed by the House of Representatives, this bipartisan effort led to initial 
funding for these programs in the supplemental appropriations legislation for fiscal year 
2002. The supplemental inc1udcd $10 mill ion for a high school exchange program aimed at 
Muslim youth and an additional $10 million for the Bureau of Educational and Cultural 
Exchange (ECA) at the State Department to fund more Fulbright exchanges, programs to 
promote religious tolerance and values, English language programs, American studies 
programs, media training and other key initiatives for the Islamic world. 

In addition to emergency ECA funding, an independent office was created to 
administer a Middle East Program Initiative (MEPI). This was a welcome beginning in 
building new tics to the Islamic world, but only the first steps in what will need to be a 
major effort, necessitating our engagement in a very broad range of countries, in an arc 
reaching from Africa to the Middle East, stretching further eastward from Central Asia to 
the Indian subcontinent to Southeast Asia. Addressing so many countries and cultures will 
demand thoughtfully differentiated approaches to public diplomacy. In some countries, 
significant increases in our traditional exchanges, such as the Fulbright and International 
Visitor programs, will be appropriate, welcome, and effective. In other countries, such an 
approach may be seen as threatening. Particularly in those cases, we must be creative in 
finding ways of reaching more skeptical publics, such as journalists and religious 
communities. And everywhere, we must seek ways of reaching younger participants. 
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Significant new resources will be required to develop these programs. The scope of 
the task is too great, and its importance to our national security too critical to be able to 
accomplish our goals by simply shifting money from other regions of the world. The 
importance of maintaining a broad, worldwide coalition to combat terrorism suggests 
strongly that shortchanging one area of the world in order to temporarily emphasize 
another will be an ineffective strategy. Yet it appears that by mandating that 25 percent of 
ECA funding must be spent in the Near Eastern Affairs (NEA) region-while keeping the 
budget virtually flat-Congress has unintentionally taken away resources from other 
critical areas, notably the New Independent States (NIS), Africa and perhaps even Islamic 
countries in other regions. 

Reductions in public diplomacy over time have limited our reach: we have closed 
posts and cultural centers, reduced numbers of public diplomacy positions in our 
Embassies, and steeply reduced the number of exchange participants. As populations in 
significant Muslim countries have increased by approximately 15 percent over the past ten 
years, the numbers of exchange participants from key countries such as Egypt, Indonesia, 
Pakistan and Turkey have declined by approximately 25 percent. 

In the face of those reductions, it is important for us to recognize the dedication, 
hard work, and effectiveness of the State Department's corps of public diplomacy officers. 
Faced with diminishing resources and a major reorganization that abolished USIA and 
moved their function and careers into State, these professionals have performed in their 
typical fashion: professionally and effectively. lt must be noted, parenthetically, that the 
movement of the public diplomacy function into the State Department has had two 
important effects on PD officers, one intended, one not. On the positive side, PD officers 
have easier career access to the tracks that lead to ambassadorial assignments: political and 
economic jobs, and deputy chief of mission (DCM)-ships. On the negative side, it has been 
difficult to maintain the critical mass of PD officers with cumulative experience and a 
commitment to PD careers. 

The exchanges community has told Congress that a meaning[ ul and effective 
Islamic exchange initiative will require $100 million above the current appropriation for 
State exchanges. In the current budget circumstances, this is a significant amount of 
money. Nevertheless, this funding level is necessary and appropriate given the expanse of 
the Muslim world and the urgency and importance of the task at hand. Redistributing 
money from a roughly steady appropriation will not do thejob. Furthermore, this amount 
of money spent on promoting our ideas and values is really very small when compared to 
the sums we arc spending on military operations, but it is no less crucial to our success. 

One largely unseen area in the realm of exchange is that large group of non
government programs, officially known as the Exchange Visitor Program and often 
referred to as the hJ-visa" programs. It is difficult to overestimate the long-term value to 
the United States of the thousands of youngsters who come to this country each year on 
summer work-travel, camp counselor, au pair, high school, and professional training-study 
programs that don't cost the US government one cent in funding support. On the contrary, 
these programs add a significant amount to the US economy, arc vital sources of workers 
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for camps, resorts and theme parks, and provide jobs for hundreds of Americans who 
administer the programs. One example: some 20,000 Polish youngsters come here each 
summer, generally have a positive experience and return to Poland with an understanding 
of our country and an affection for our people. Our Embassy in Warsaw rightly regards 
this as among its most significant public diplomacy assets. I will discuss the visa 
complications for these and other potential friends of the US below, but it is worth citing 
these exchange programs as part of our answer to the sliding favorability numbers of the 
US throughout much of the world, which in tum provide aid and comfort to our enemies. 
Most important, these programs touch youth, a category that was historically neglected in 
US core exchange programs. 

Today, these programs arc in trouble. Visa issues arc involved, but the immediate 
problem is regulation. J-Visa programs are regulated by the State Department. A new set 
of revised regulations for several program categories has been hung up in the bureaucracy 
for more than a year, creating uncertainty and difficulty in planning for the operators of the 
J-Visa programs. Moreover, the trend of regulation over the past decade has generally been 
to limit these exchange opportunities, rather than to expand them. The exchanges 
community is urging the Department to expedite the issuance of these regulations, but it is 
likely that for the foreseeable future, program sponsors will continue to operate in an 
uncertain regulatory environment. 

Needed: A Visa Policy that Serves All Aspects of Our National Security 

Since the horrific September 11 attacks on the US, the way the United States 
administers its visa policy has received much scrutiny, and appropriately so. Members of 
the exchange community, like all Americans, want a visa policy that protects us from those 
who would do us harm. We understand that greater scrutiny is required, and we support 
this. The exchanges community also campaigned vigorously to maintain the visa function 
within the Department of State; State's Jong-time involvement with the exchanges 
programs means that the steep learning curve that would accompany a shift of the function 
to another agency has been avoided. 

State's effort to tighten visa adjudication, in consultation with the Department of 
Homeland Security, is necessarily a work in progress, and has led to unpredictability and 
confusion. The impact of this somewhat messy process is being felt in virtually all walks 
of American life: business, medicine, education, scientific research, travel and tourism. 
The simple fact is that in 2004, there is very little activity in American life that docs not 
have an important international dimension. And by disrupting these activities through slow 
or inconsistent visa procedures, we pay a high price as a nation. 

As spring and summer and their high volume of visa applicants approach, we 
urgently need to implement a balanced approach to visas, one that addresses our national 
security concerns and also encourages the many legitimate visitors whose presence 
benefits the United States. We must not view the issue as a trade-off between security and 
openness; continued openness contributes to our national security by building a web. of 
positive international contacts. Our true security interest lies in finding the right balance. 
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As noted above, participants in long-standing summer exchange programs, such as camp 
co.unsclors and summer work-travel students, arc enormously valuable to American 
businesses and gain first-hand exposure to American life. Often these arc individuals who 
could not afford to come to our country without a job to cover their expenses. Because 
these programs arc of short duration and keyed specifically to the summer season, long 
delays in visa processing this spring could prove very disruptive both to exchange 
participants and to the many American businesses that depend on them. 

Uncertainty over visas also is having a significant impact on American campuses. I 
serve on the advisory board for international programs at the University of Kansas, my 
alma muter. KU reports that the international student population for the academic year 
2003-2004 is down nearly 40 percent. Universities throughout the country are reporting 
diminished undergraduate applications, as good students around the world increasingly 
look to Great Britain, Australia, Canada and New Zealand for higher education. Growing 
difficulty in attracting foreign faculty and researchers leads my colleagues in the heartland 
to the conclusion that many in the international scholarly community, both faculty and 
students, view the US as inhospitable to them. This perception and the behavior it impels 
arc enormously damaging to our long-term interests, which arc well-served by attracting 
the best and brightest to an American education. What is needed is a visa policy that 
supports our national security in all its aspects. The exchanges community believes that the 
consular function is inadequately resourced in the field, particularly given new demands 
for interviewing nearly every applicant. 

Our security requires that we screen more carefully and effectively identify and 
keep out those who would harm us. Our security also demands that we welcome those with 
a legitimate purpose for being here, and whose presence manifestly benefits our nation. 

The Media Challenge: Can-ying Our Message More Effectively 

It is vitally important that our government-sponsored media and our relationships 
with foreign media must be improved if we are to succeed in the competition for attention 
in Islamic nations. As Coalition Spokesman during the campaign to unseat the Taliban 
government and destroy al-Qaeda in Afghanistan, I faced two challenges. One, facing 
down the disinformation from the Taliban ambassador in Islamabad, was relatively easy to 
achieve. The second, convincing a skeptical Islamic world press that the Coalition was at 
war with terrorism and not with Islam, was far more difficult. In truth, we made little 
headway in that essential struggle. But a useful lesson was learned: the US must take 
foreign media more seriously. Our government understandably focuses its attention on the 
domestic press. It should now be clear that renewed efforts to get our message into foreign 
media arc required. Nine out of ten Middle East adults get their news from either their 
national television networks or satellite stations such as Al-Jazeera, AI-Arabiya and others, 
Most of those outlets, including AI-Jazeera, are open to us, and we should use them. I 
believe this will not require major new funding, but a change in emphasis. 

I applaud the innovative FM radio programming undertaken by the Voice of 
America. Radio Sawa seems to be steadily gaining listenership among Arab youth. On a 
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recent trip to Iraq, I heard Radio Sawa from radios from Kurdistan to Baghdad. It has been 
argued that its "drive time" fonnat has limited impact on political attitudes. This may be 
true, but Sawa is nevertheless valuable because it reaches a broad youth audience with 
"light freight" and popular music. and creates a positive, non-threatening image of the US. 
Moreover, if they're listening to Sawa, they're not listening to something more negative 
toward us. 

However, television is the key, and broadcasting on local facilities is politically 
tricky. Al-Hurra has now gotten off the ground. It faces numerous hurdles as it seeks to 
find audience share. But the experiment needs to be funded and results carefully measured. 
It will need to prove itself over time. 

State Deµa,tment Structure Inhibiting 

I share the view of many in the public diplomacy community that the merger of 
USIA into State has inhibited rather than enhanced our efforts. Under the cmTent structure, 
which I believe to be flawed, the primary purveyors of public diplomacy programs and 
resources-the Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, the Bureau of 
Educational and Cultural Affairs, and the Office of Intemational Information Programs 
(IIP)-have no direct connection with the public diplomacy sections in our Embassies, and 
no formal connection with the regional bureaus that supervise those posts. 

This anomalous structure runs the risk of marginalizing public diplomacy within 
State, and already has diminished its effectiveness. Those senior officials with 
responsibility for public diplomacy do not control field resources; those with a direct 
connection to the field resources are mid-ranking office directors in the regional bureaus, 
and do not have the clout to take bold action. Instead of sitting in policy-making councils, 
these public diplomacy office directors spend their very long days responding to task 
assignments. The structural flaw already is manifesting itself in diminished focus, 
uncoordinated activities, and reduced field resources. 

And then there is the matter of the State Department culture as a home for public 
diplomacy. I led the USIA team that negotiated the merger into the State Department in the 
summer of 1997. I came to deeply respect my State counterpart, Maura Hardy. With regard 
to public diplomacy, she-like so few of her State colleagues-actually got it. USIA 
people wonied that in moving to State they would get absorbed in an alien culture in 
Washington, and would move down the food chain in the field. Maura argued vigorously 
to the contrary, especially when it came to the merger in Washington. She was convinced 
that an influx of USIA people would bring a refreshing creativity to the State Department. 
In fact, USIA 's fears have been largely reali7.cd. Public diplomacy was the only business of 
USIA; it is barely visible at State. 

The fifteen or so independent reports on public diplomacy have acknowledged 
these problems and have recommended various prescriptions for change. Congressman 
Frank Wolf, who godfathered the oft-cited Djcrcjian report, has called for a White House 
public diplomacy czar who can produce high-level attention and support to the effort. 
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Public diplomacy veterans like former director Charles Wick want to see a USJA-like 
structure within State, with an Under Secretary who has most of the same authorities 
enjoyed by former USIA leadership. Congressman Hyde has proposed another version that 
would give the Under Secretary more control over resources and program. 

The debate, I believe, will continue. Although various Congressional actions are 
moving forward, it is hard to envision bold action being taken concurrently with the 
distractions of a presidential election campaign. But at a minimum there is one thing that 
can go some distance toward ameliorating the damage of the structural flaw. Congress 
should authorize and the Department should create in each regional bureau a Deputy 
Assistant Secretary (DAS) position responsible solely for public diplomacy. 

Establishing a DAS in each regional bureau would ensure that public diplomacy is 
actively represented in senior-level meetings and thus an integral component in our 
approach to every foreign policy issue. A senior officer with these responsibilities could 
effectively coordinate public diplomacy activities across the region, make the case for 
additional resources when needed, and play an active role in personnel decisions. The DAS 
would coordinate closely with the Under Secretary for Public Diplomacy, creating a 
policy-level link between these two functions that is not constricted by the competing 
demands of a DAS who deals with public diplomacy as one of several responsibilities. 

Creating and maintaining new DAS positions for public diplomacy would be a 
critical first step in changing the Department's culture, and would send an unmistakable 
message to those who work at State: that public diplomacy matters, and matters enough to 
require senior leadership. 

This proposal has surfaced before. It was part of the "bracketed" language of the 
blue print for the reorganization presented to Secretary of State Albright in August 1997. 
The Department has not appeared to welcome it. There arc two primary arguments against 
adding public diplomacy DAS positions: that State already has all the DAS positions 
necessary to do its job, and that there arc not enough senior public diplomacy officers 
qualified for these positions. Neither of these objections holds water. 

As to the limitation on the number of DAS positions, what we are talking about 
today is how to increase the effectiveness of public diplomacy, a vital clement of our 
national security strategy. Arc we to ignore an opportunity to strengthen our public 
diplomacy in order to preserve an arbitrary ceiling on DAS positions? I believe the 
American public is more interested in effective action than it is in the number of senior 
officers required to accomplish it. 

As to the availability of qualified senior officers, my own knowledge of the public 
diplomacy corps suggests to me that there are any number of experienced officers well 
suited to this type of leadership role. But State need not exclude senior officers from other 
career specialties when assessing candidates for these new positions. For example, one can 
easily imagine many political officers being particularly effective in making the connection 
between public diplomacy and policy. 
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The bureaucratic structure imposed on public diplomacy by the merger is not 
working. The office directors for public diplomacy in the regional bureaus arc seeing their 
people and resources drained away. The NEA public diplomacy office has effectively been 
placed under the control of the MEPI office, which is headed by people with no public 
diplomacy experience in the field. The ovcra11 trend is to disperse public diplomacy assets, 
whi1c the need is to create a critical mass. PD officers who get comp1ctely absorbed in 
preparing for the noon briefing or providing background papers for senior level visits 
cannot make sufficient time to coordinate with the producers of public diplomacy 
educational, cultural and information products the field officers need. That coordination is 
vital. It is the PD officer who, in an earlier life, insured the proper confluence between 
Washington-centric ECA and IIP products and actual field needs. 

Wil1 the establishment of DAS positions solve all these problems? Perhaps not, but 
it would add the bureaucratic clout that is the coin of the realm in the Department of State. 
Change would then be achievable. 
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The Pew Global Attitudes Project: 
Giving World Publics a Greater Voice 

Donald Kimelman 
Director of Information Initiatives, The Pew Charitable Trusts 

When the Pew Global Attitudes Project was conceived, the original plan 
was to measure attitudes around the world toward globalization and 
democratic values in a single major survey. In June 2001, The Pew 

Charitable Trusts committed $3.8 million to The Pew Research Center for the People and 
the Press, an opinion research organization we have funded since 1995, to carry out this 
ground-breaking work. This initiative was in keeping with the Trusts' long-standing 
commitment to informing the public on a range of important issues through independent, 
non-partisan research and polling. 

When the grant was made, no one realized the fu11 scope and impact the project 
would have. Well before the survey was ready to go into the field, the terrorists struck the 
United States on 9/11, and the war on te1Torism began. Andy Kohut, who directs the Pew 
Research Center. responded by reordering priorities to include survey questions about the 
war on te1Torism and America's standing in the rest of the world. 

The Pew Global Attitudes Project released the results in two stages: What the 
World Thinks in 2002, issued in December 2002, and Views of a Changing World, released 
in June 2003. The surveys were based on 66,000 interviews in 49 nations and the 
Pa1cstinian Authority. The reports found widespread acceptance of globalization, 
particularly in the developing world, and strong support across cultures for democratic 
values, including in the Middle East. But much of the media's attention focused on the 
increasing antipathy toward America's policies abroad-especially in Europe and the 
Muslim world. Anger about the Iraq war appeared to be the principal factor in driving up 
this level of opposition. 

In February of this year, on the eve of the first anniversary of the start of the war, 
The Pew Research Center went back into the field for a follow-up survey in nine countries, 
including the United States. The survey set out to determine whether the passage of time 
since the fall of Saddam Hussein had moderated negative views about America in Europe 
and the Muslim world. The results, published in the Center's latest report, A Year After the 
Iraq War, were sobering, suggesting an ever-growing divide between this country and its 
post-war allies. 

What follows is an excerpt from this study. It is the most recent set of findings from 
a project that has expanded its original charge to give world publics a greater voice on a 
host of important issues that transcend national borders. In a drastically changed world, we 
now view global polling as an ongoing mission. 

* * * 
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A Year After the Iraq War: 
Excerpts 

A year after the war in Iraq, discontent with America and its policies has intensified 
rather than diminished. Opinion of the United States 
(US) in France and Germany is at least as negative now 
as at the war's conclusion, and British views arc 
decidedly more critical. Perceptions of American 
unilateralism remain widespread in European and 
Muslim nations, and the war in Iraq has undermined 
America's credibility abroad. Doubts about the motives 
behind the US-led war on tefforism abound, and a 
growing percentage of Europeans want foreign policy 
and security arrangements independent from the United 
States. Across Europe, there is considerable support for 
the European Union to become as powerful as the United 
States. 

In the predominantly Muslim countries surveyed, 
anger toward the United States remains pervasive, 
although the level of hatred has cased somewhat and 
support for the war on tefforism has inched up. Osama 

Transatlantic Tensions 
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bin Laden, however, is viewed favorably by large percentages in Pakistan (65 percent), 
Jordan (55 percent) and Morocco (45 percent). Even in Turkey, where bin Laden is highly 
unpopular, as many as 31 percent say that suicide attacks against Americans and other 
Westerners in Iraq are justifiable. Majorities in all four Muslim nations surveyed doubt the 
sincerity of the war on terrorism. Instead, most say it is an effort to control Mideast oil and 
to dominate the world. 

There has been little change in opinion about 
the war in Iraq-except in Great Britain, where 
support for the decision to go to war has plummeted 
from 61 percent last May to 43 percent in the cuITent 
survey. In contrast. 60 percent of Americans continue 
to back the war. Among the coalition of the 
"unwilling," large majorities in Germany, France and 
Russia still believe their countries made the right 
decision in not taking part in the war. Moreover, there 
is broad agreement in nearly all of the countries 
surveyed-the US being a notable exception-that 
the war in Iraq hurt, rather than helped, the war on 
tefforism. 

Against Americans &11\eseme~ m Iraq 

T~ ,·:,•·· .. 
Pahstan 
M>rocm 

.Jordan 

In the four predominantly Muslim countries surveyed, oppos1t1on to the yvar 
remains nearly universal. Moreover, while large majorities in Western European countries 
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opposed to the war say Saddam Hussein's ouster will improve the lot of the Iraqi people, 
those in Muslim countries arc less confident. 

' ln Jordan, no less than 70 percent of survey 
respondents think the Iraqis will be worse off 

Post-Hussein, Iraqi People 
WII Be ... 

with Hussein gone. IU!lij3¥fj[ 

This is the latest in a series of 
international surveys by the Pew Global 
Altitudes Pro'}·ect. It was conducted from late 
February to early March in the United States 
and eight other countries, with fieldwork under 
the direction of Princeton Survey Research 
Associates International.' The survey finds a 
significant point of agreement in opinion on 
Iraq's future. Overwhelming majorities in all 
countries surveyed say it will take longer than 
a year to establish a stable government in Iraq. 

,. 
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But there are deep differences about whether the JS or the Uni Nations . JN. lid lo 
the best job of helping Iraqis to form such a government. The UN is the clear choice of 
people in Western Europe and Turkey; Americans arc divided over this issue. However, 
roughly half of Jordanians and a third of Moroccans volunteered that neither the US nor 
the UN could do best in this regard. 

Americans have a far different view of the war's 
impact-on the war on terrorism and the global standing of the 
US-than do people in the other surveyed countries. Generally, 
Americans think the war helped in the fight against terrorism, 
illustrated the power of the US military, and revealed America 
to be trustworthy and supportive of democracy around the 
world. These notions arc not shared elsewhere. Majorities in 
Germany, Turkey and France-and half of the British and 
Russians-believe the conflict in Iraq undermined the war on 
terrorism. At least half the respondents in the eight other 
countries view the US as less trustworthy as a consequence of 
the war. For the most part, even US military prowess is not 
seen in a better light as a result of the war in Iraq. 
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To Terrorism 
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A growing number in Western Europe also think that the United States is 
overreacting to the threat of terrorism. Only in Great Britain and Russia do large majorities 
believe that the US is right to be so concerned about terrorism. Many people in France (57 
percent) and Germany (49 percent) have come to agree with the widespread view in the 
Muslim countries surveyed that America is exaggerating the terrorist threat. 

1 All surveys are nationwide representative samples except in Pakistan, which was predominantly urban, and 
Morocco, where the survey was conducted only in urban areas. 
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Nevertheless, support for the US-led w,u- on tefforism has increased dramatically 
among Russians, despite their generally critical opinion 
of US policies. More than seven-in-ten Russians (73 
percent) currently back the war on terrorism, up from 51 
percent last May. Since the end of the Iraq war, there 
also have been gains in support for the US anti-terrorism 
campaign in Turkey (from 22 percent to 37 percent) and 
Morocco (nine percent to 28 percent). On the other hand, 
backing for the war against terrorism has again slipped in 
France and Germany; only about half of the public in 
each country favors the US-led effort. 

Publics in the surveyed countries other than the 
United States express considerable skepticism of 

Trend: Favor US-led 
War on Terrorism 

Summer Mav March 
~ 20ci3 2004 

% % % 
U.S. 89 -- 81. 
Britain 69 63 63 
France 15 60 50 
Germany 70 60 55 
Russia 13 51 73 
Turkey 30 22 37 
Pakistan 20 16 16 
Jordan 13 2 12 
Morocco -· 9 28 

America's motives in its global struggle against tc1Torism. Solid majorities in France and 
Germany believe the US is conducting a war on terrorism in order to control Mideast oil 
and dominate the world. People in Muslim nations who doubt the sincerity of American 
anti-terror efforts sec a wider range of ulterior motives, including helping Israel and 
targeting unfriendly Muslim governments and groups. 

Large majorities in almost every country surveyed think that America and British 
leaders lied when they claimed, prior to the Iraq war, that Saddam Hussein's regime had 
weapons of mass destruction. On balance, people in the United States and Great Britain 
disagree. Still, about three-in-ten in the US (31 percent) and four-in-ten in Great Britain 
(41 percent) say leaders of the two countries lied to provide a rationale for the war. 

In that regard, opinions of both 
President Bush and British Prime 
Minister Tony Blair arc negative. Large 
majorities in every country, except for 
the US, hold an unfavorable opinion of 
Bush. Blair is rated favorably only by a 
narrow majority in Great Britain but 
fully three-quarters of Americans. In 
contrast, UN Secretary-General Kofi 
Annan is viewed positively in nearly all 
nine countries surveyed, with Jordan and 
Morocco as prominent exceptions. 

The United Nations itself 
engenders varied reactions around the 

.American Ratings of the UN Slip 
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world. Just 55 percent of Americans have a favorable opinion of the world body. This is 
the lowest rating the UN has achieved in 14 years of Pew Research Center surveys. People 
in Russia and the Western European countries have a considerably more favorable view of 
the UN. But large majorities in Jordan and Morocco hold negative views of both the JJN 
and the man who leads it. 
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Majorities in the Western European countries 
government should obtain UN approval before dealing 
with an international threat. That idea is much more 
problematic for Americans, and on this issue Russians 
and people in Muslim countries arc much closer to 
Americans than they arc to Western Europeans. 

Despite that small piece of common ground, 
however. there is still considerable hostility toward the 
US in the Muslim countries surveyed. Substantial 
numbers in each of these countries has a negative view 
of the US. Overwhelming m;:\jorities in Jordan and 
Morocco believe suicide attacks against Americans and 
other Westerners in Iraq arc justifiable. As a point of 
comparison, slightly more people in those two countries 
say the same about Palestinian suicide attacks against 
Israelis. 

surveyed' believe their own 

The Gap Over Using Force 

Country NeedsU. N. 
Approval First 

No, too DK/ 
Yes difficult B.ftl 
% % YO 

U.S. 41 48 10 

Britain 64 30 6 
France 63 35 2 
Germany 80 15 6 

Russia 37 41 21 
Turkey 45 44 11 
Pakistan 38 34 28 
Jordan 47 38 15 
Morocco 42 42 16 

About half of Pakistanis also say suicide attacks on Americans in Iraq-ru1d against 
Israelis in the Palestinian conflict-arcjustifiablc. Fewer respondents in Turkey agree, but 
slightly more Turks view suicide attacks on Americans in Iraq as justifiable as say the 
same about Palestinian attacks on Israelis (31 percent 

vs. 24 percent). Favorability Ratings: Jews 

Other Findings 

• Despite concerns about rising anti-Semitism in 
Europe, there are no indications that anti-Jewish 
sentiment has increased over the past decade. 
Favorable ratings of Jews are actually higher 
now in France, Germany and Russia then they 
were in 1991. Nonetheless, Jews arc better liked 
in the US than in Germany and Russia. As is the 
case with Americans, Europeans hold much 
more negative views of Muslims than of Jews. 

• The survey finds, however, that Christians get 
much lower ratings in predominantly Muslim 
countries than do Muslims in mostly Christian 
countries. Majorities in Morocco (73 percent), 
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Pakistan (62 percent) and Turkey (52 percent) express negative views of Christians. 

• The adage that people in other nations may dislike America, but nonetheless want 
to move there is borne out in Russia, Turkey and Morocco. Roughly half of the 
respondents in those three countries say people who have moved to the US have a 
better life. 
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• But one of the largest gaps between Americans and Europeans concerns the 
question of whether people who move to the US have a better life. Americans 
overwhelmingly believe this to be the case-88 percent say people who move to 
the US from other countries have a better life. By contrast. just 14 percent of 
Germans, 24 percent of French and 41 percent of British think that people who 
have moved to the US from their countries have a better life.' 

Favorability Ratings: 

Muslims 

Very Somewhat Un-
Fav Fav Fav 
% % % 

U.S. 13 35 32 
Britain 18 49 18 
France 16 48 29 
Germany 5 36 46 
Russia 15 38 38 
Turkey 66 22 9 
Pakistan a7 10 2 
Morocco 70 20 9 

Christians 
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% % % 

U.S. 55 29 6 
Britain 36 48 6 
France 34 50 9 
Germany 15 60 16 
Russia 44 49 3 

Turkey 6 25 52 
Pakistan 4 20 62 
Morocco 2 21 73 

Questions not permitted in Jordan. 

• Editor's Note: These excerpts and charts are taken fromthe March 16, 2004, report, "A Year A/er the Iraq 
War." Reprinted by permfa·sion of The Pew Global Attitudes Pr~ject, a pr~ject of The Pew Research Center 

for the People & the Press. 
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Is American Security Being Lost In Translation? 

Rush Holt 
Member, United States House of Representatives 

Member, House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 
Member, Committee on Education and the Workforce 

'The United States [US] today carries new responsibilities in many quarters 
of the globe, and we are at a serious disadvantage because of the difficulty 
of finding persons who can deal with the foreign language problem." 

- John Foster Dulles, US Secretary of State, 1953 

W hat was true in the post-World War Il world of 1953 is true in the post-
9/1 I world of 2004. Our national deficiency in the languages and cultures 
of critical areas around the world is compromising American security 

interests at home and. abroad. In addition to diminishing our opportunities economically 
and culturally, the deficiency is making our troops overseas more vulnerable and the 
American people less safe than they should be. We must eliminate the severe shortage of 
language professionals in our diplomatic corps, our military, and our intelligence agencies. 
Almost three years after the events of September 11, 200 I, we still fail to address one of 
the most serious security problems facing this nation. So far, the approach has been 
superficial or temporary, with Congress and senior Administration officials exhorting 
agencies to hire more linguists. That is not enough. 

The current shortage of language professionals is well documented throughout the 
federal government. In January 2002, the Government Accounting Office (GAO) reported 
that "diplomatic and intelligence officials have stated that lack of staff with foreign 
language skills has weakened the fight against international terrorism,'' while at the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation "shortages of language-proficient staff have resulted in the 
accumulation of thousands of hours of audiotapes and pages of written material that have 
not been reviewed or translated." More recently, the 9/11 Joint Inquiry reported last July 
that our intelligence community is at 30 percent readiness in languages critical to national 
security, while a State Department commissioned report from October found that our 
government has only 54 genuine Arabic speakers working in the entire Foreign Service. 

When I recently asked David Kay, former head of the Iraq Survey Group, how 
many of his 1,400 member-team spoke Arabic, he could count the number on the fingers of 
one hand. I posed similar questions to some members of the Special Forces who have been 
combing the mountains of Afghanistan looking for Osama bin Laden. I asked them how 
much Pashto they spoke. They responded that they had "picked up some'' during the year 
they had been there. Although our Special Forces represent some of the best trained 
soldiers in the world, we're clearly not giving them all the skills they need to be successful 
in their mission. 
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While the Defense Department, the State Department and our intelligence agencies 
have recently turned their attention to the language problem, their approach remains 
focused on immediate needs. They're stepping up recruitment efforts and expanding their 
respective language education programs. These are promising and necessary changes, but 
they only scratch the surface of what is fundamentally a national problem. 

Federal Language Schools: A Tool, Not the Solution 

The federal government long ago recognized that our public education system 
alone could not provide the advanced language specialists that it required. As a response, 
the government established language schools to train its own people in the languages of the 
world. I recently visited the Defense Language Institute (DLI) in Monterrey, California, 
where each year approximately 3,700 members of the armed forces study languages 
ranging from Arabic to Chinese to Spanish. DLI touts itself as the country's largest center 
of foreign language study. 

Indeed, DLI is a remarkable educational facility. I watched students there learning 
in the classroom from smart boards connected to the Internet from which instructors could 
call up, highlight, and use text, audio and video streams, and from specially formatted MP3 
players (e.g. iPods) to replay foreign news broadcasts and music directly into their 
headphones. DLI is certainly on the cutting edge of educational technology, but technology 
alone cannot surmount the challenges of learning a language. I also have visited the 
language schools of the Central Intelligence Agency and the State Department (Foreign 
Service Institute), and have talked with many officers with the various agencies they serve. 

The problem these federal language schools have is two-fold. First, the schools 
react specifically to the immediate needs of the agencies they serve. If the army needs 
Arabic speakers, then the DLI hires Arabic teachers. The other schools operate in much the 
same way. They do not plan for the long term. When a language is no longer designated 
"high-need," teachers lose their jobs and training in that language is cut back. In short, we 
are not preparing to meet the potential needs of the future. There is no built-in system to 
adapt to future and emerging linguistic needs. Unfortunately, a<, any linguist will tell you, 
it's simply not possible to produce adequate speakers of difficult languages in a short 
period of time no matter how good the faculty or how advanced the technology. They take 
years of training and immersion to cultivate. 

Second, the federal language schools alone simply cannot meet the language needs 
of the armed forces, the State Department, our intelligence agencies, and the larger federal 
government. Too often, their students have a limited foundation in foreign languages and 
arc starting their language classes with little or no previous language training. This makes 
them very expensive to train and many of them finish their one-year programs with only 
basic language skills. As a result, they can only make a limited contribution to the agencies 
they serve. Ultimately, the language problem cannot be solved at the federal level because 
the root problem lies in public schools throughout the country. 
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The Root Prob1cm: Our Schools 

If we are to address adequately the language shortage in the federal government, we 
have to look past the issues of immediate recruitment and federal language training. 
Federal language schools arc building on a poor language foundation, and the federal 
government cannot recruit linguists from a pool that docs not exist. With this approach, we 
will always be trying to catch up. We must design and implement a federal language 
strategy that begins in the earliest years of education and continues through college. 

Consider the following sober facts. AI-Qaeda and like-minded terrorist elements 
operate in over 75 countries, where hundreds of languages and dialects arc spoken. 
However, 99 percent of American high school, college and university programs 
concentrate on a few (mostly European) languages. In fact, more college students cmTently 
study Ancient Greek (20,858) than Arabic (10,596), Korean (5,211), Persian (1,117), and 
Pashto (14) put together, according to figures from 2002. Last year, American universities 
granted only six degrees in Arabic and eight in Korean, while they granted more than 
7,000 in Spanish. We need to improve the numbers in critical languages if we're going to 
make sure that America has the language professionals necessary to defend our national 
security and represent American interests abroad. 

National Security Language Act 

In Congress, I have introduced the National Security Language Act, 1cgislation that 
would expand federal investment in education in foreign languages of critical need, such as 
Arabic, Persian, Korean, Pashto and Chinese. It would provide federal incentives for high 
school students to study languages into college, give universities resources to expand 
language programs overseas, and identify Americans with pre-existing language abilities 
for recruitment. The main provisions of the bill include: 

• The International Flagship Language Initiative (IFLI): Providing federal grants 
to specific American universities and colleges to establish high quality, intensive 
in-country language study programs in a broad range of countries around the world. 
Institutional grants of up to $400,000 per language would be provided to establish 
new programs. The initial target will be the languages identified by the 
government-wide needs assessment conducted regularly by the National Security 
Education Program (NSEP). The NSEP, which already oversees the National 
Flagship Language Initiative (NFLI), will also administer the program. 

• Science and Technology Advanced Foreign Language Grants: Providing federal 
grants to institutions of higher education to establish programs that encourage 
students to develop foreign language proficiency as well as science and 
technological knowledge. Eligible institutions will develop programs in which 
students take courses in science, math and technology taught in a foreign language. 
Funds will also support immersion programs for students to take science and math 
courses in a non-English speaking country. 
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+ Loan Forgiveness for Undergraduate Students in Foreign Languages who 
Become Teachers or Federal Employees: Authorizing the Secretary of Education 
to assume the obligation to repay a total of not more than $10,000 of the principal 
and interest for a student bonower who has obtained an undergraduate degree in a 
critical need foreign language. To qualify the recipient must be employed in an 
agency of the United States government or in a full-time position in an elementary 
or secondary school as a teacher. 

+ Encouraging Early Foreign Language Studies: Establishing grants for foreign 
language partnerships between local school districts and foreign language 
departments at institutions of higher education. Also eligible to participate in the 
partnerships would be state education agencies, an education or teacher training 
department of institutions of higher education, a business, a non-profit 
organization, heritage or community centers for language study, or a Language 
Resource Center. Priority would be given to partnerships that include a high-need 
local educational agency and to partnerships that emphasize the teaching of 
less-commonly taught languages. 

+ National Study of Foreign Language Heritage Communities and Federal 
Marketing Campaign: Commissioning a national study to identify heritage 
communities with native speakers of critical foreign languages and make them 
targets of a federal marketing campaign encouraging students to pursue degrees in 
those languages. Members of heritage communities arc a better and less expensive 
educational investment than non-heritage speakers with no previous language 
experience. Unfortunately, many heritage communities view knowledge of a 
language other than English as a problem to be overcome. A federal marketing 
campaign should educate heritage language speakers about the educational and 
professional opportunities that their language skills may afford them. 

A Sputnik Moment 

A few years after Secretary of State John Foster Dulles lamented America's lack of 
foreign language abilities, the Soviet Union surprised America with the launch of the first 
Sputnik into space in 1957. American leaders vowed never to be second to anyone in 
proficiency in science and mathematics. In 1958, Congress responded to Sputnik by 
passing the National Defense Education Act (NDEA), which created a generation of 
scientists, engineers, and Russian linguists who helped win the Cold War. 

Immediately after September 11,2001, Americans found themselves again facing a 
Sputnik moment. They realized that they were caught flat-footed, unprepared to confront 
al-Qaeda terrorists. We need a national commitment to languages on a scale of the NDEA 
commitment to science, including improved curriculum, teaching technology and methods, 
teacher development, and a systemic cultural commitment. I offer the National Security 
Language Act as the first part of a solution that will give us a generation of Americans able 
to confront the new threats we face today. 
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America's Language Challenge: 
Multidimensional Responses 

Katherine H. Peterson 
Director, Foreign Service Institute 

United States Ambassador to the Kingdom of Lesotho, 1998-2001 

Secretary Powell has called our diplomatic personnel "America's first line of 
offense." The overarching goal, therefore, is to get the right people, with the 
right skills, in the right place at the right time to carry out America's foreign 

policy. One of the ski1ls that is the hallmark of effective diplomacy is the ability to use a 
foreign language to carry out our responsibilities. In the wake of the watershed events of 
September 11 , 2001, the press, the public and the United States (US) government have 
grown painfully aware of the phenomenon that Senator Paul Simon called (in 1980 !) "The 
Tongue-Tied American." Repeatedly, we sec compelling evidence of the critical role of 
high-level foreign language capabilities in our foreign policy, our international responsi
bilities, and our national security. It has become both obvious and urgent for the foreign 
affairs community to stand up and address the "language challenge." 

Some Facts: What We Have to Work with to Meet the Challenge 

In an article with a stinging title, "Now That We're Comrades, We Don't Care 
Anymore," Washington Post, November 9,2003, we learned that: 

"The US government is spending 25 percent less today, adjusted for 
inflation, than it did in 1967 on high-level foreign language training. And 
that figure includes an additional 20 percent for Arabic and Middle Eastern 
studies appropriated by Congress after the terrorist attacks of September 11 , 
2001 . A Washington-based consultant on international education [noted] 
that the number of fellowships in all advanced foreign language and area 
studies declined from 2,344 in 1967 to 1,640 in fiscal year 2003." 

In addition, in the Conference Report accompanying the Intelligence Authorization 
Act for Fiscal Year 2003, three key pieces of data arc given as reasons to support foreign 
language education: 

"82 percent of the US population of 255 million people speaks only 
English. There arc very few US households where languages critical for 
supporting US national security arc spoken. For example, only 0.23 percent, 
or 596,000 of the US population, speaks Arabic at home, 0.13 percent for 
Hindi, 0.11 percent for Urdu, 0.09 percent for Serbo-Croatian, 0.27 percent 
for Russian, 0.18 percent for Japanese, and 0.78 percent for Chinese. 

Second, less than one percent (about 144,000 in calendar year 2000) of all 
US students in higher education study abroad. Study abroad program data 
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also show that US students historically have not studied in areas that are 
emerging as critical to national security. In 2000, 60 percent of US study 
abroad students studied in Western Europe. Less than 2.9 percent studied in 
the Middle East (a mere 4,100 students, with 3,900 of these studying in 
Israel); 2.7 percent studied in Africa (3,900 students), and six percent in 
Asia (8,800, with 5,600 of these in China and Japan). 

Third, modem foreign language class registrations in US higher education 
arc down from a high in 1965 of 16.5 foreign language class registrations 
per I 00 overall class registrations to 7.9 registrations per 100 in 1998. 
Spanish accounts for 55 percent of foreign language registrations, while 
Arabic accounts for 0.5 percent (5,500 registrations), Chinese for 2.4 
percent (28,000), and Russian for two percent (24,000)." 1 

In his "Dear Colleagues" letter in November 2003 inviting fellow House members 
to co-sponsor his bill, Rep. Rush Holt (D-NJ), notes: 

"I am introducing legislation, the National Security Language Act, which 
would significantly expand our investment in foreign language education on 
the primary, secondary, and post-secondary level. 

Al-Qaeda operates in over 75 countries, where hundreds of languages and 
dialects arc spoken. However, 99 percent of American high school, college 
and university programs concentrate on a dozen (mostly European) 
languages. In fact, more college students currently study Ancient Greek 
(20,858) than Arabic (l 0,596), Korean (5,211), Persian (I, 117), and Pashto 
(14) put together. We need to do more to make sure that America has the 
language professionals necessary to defend our national security. This 
cannot be done overnight. We are already years overdue." 

One of the local Washington television garden advisors was asked by a viewer 
.. When is the best time to plant trees?" His answer: "Twenty years ago." Given the 
unavailability of a reliable time-machine, everyone is now scrambling to propose their own 
ways to put good will and good money to work to ameliorate the fact that the American 
public and the educational system, and, yes, we in the government, have fallen short of 
anticipating and providing for foreign language capability across a broad range of our 
population. September 11, 2001, was our generation's Sputnik. We rose to that challenge 
m 1957, and slowly we arc rising to this one. 

While the Department a;;; a whole is not formally considered part of the Intelligence 
Community (IC), we share with' them the need for strong foreign language capability in 
order to achieve our mission goals, and Congress has shown special interest in the 
linguistic capabilities not only of the Department of State, but also the IC and the rest of 

1 Section 333 of the Conference Report accompanying the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 
2003, H. Rpt. !07-789, H.R. 4628, which adopted section 309 of the House Permanent Select Commillcc on 
Intelligence's report on the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2003, H. Rpt. I 07-592. 
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the national security agencies and in what initiatives are being undertaken to meet cunent 
and future IC language requirements. How do they and others anticipate language demands . 
for the future, and what is being done to meet the emerging demands? 

Leadership on this issue wi11 be required from the highest 1cvcls to encourage new 
programs in the elementary and secondary schools and post-secondary schools and to 
continue the existing ones such as the National Security Education Program in order to 
build a ta1cnt pool from which the government can recruit candidates. This and more 
creative ways to tap into America's rich diversity of "heritage" language speakers can 
bring more people into the applicant pool for critical roles across the government and in 
the nongovernmental organization (NGO) and private sectors as well. 

The State Department's Approach 

That is the backdrop, and 1 would note that many of the concerns and challenges 
arc shared ones on which we in the State Department have been very eagerly collaborating 
much more intensively since 9/11. There are growing fissures in the stovepipes and cracks 
in the iron rice bowls. And that is a very good thing. 

Ameliorating our shared challenges required us to consider how to better exploit 
and channel existing language resources and how to create new ones. In other words, how 
do we recruit, train, assign, retain and further develop the cadres with those language 
capabilities that are needed in all their various guises to enable us to accomplish our 
mission? That covers a lot of ground, so where do we begin? 

The Department of State has developed and started to implement a coherent, 
integrated strategic plan for meeting its language proficiency goals. This plan involves 
close collaboration among the Bureau of Human Resources, the Foreign Service Institute 
(FSI), the functional and regional bureaus and posts with foreign language requirements. 
Our approach involves targeted recruitment, credit in the hiring process for language 
proficiency, and incentives to acquire, maintain, and improve language skills to highly 
advanced levels, and to re-use over a career the critical and difficult languages that arc in 
high demand as we build the needed language cadres. This strategic plan is reinforced by 
the high value that the Department's corporate culture places on language proficiency 
among our Foreign Service employees. 

Getting the People 

Language training is time consuming, expensive, difficult, and the resulting 
proficiency is fragile-use it or lose it. The best language training in the world, and we 
believe that FSI provides that, only works when there are students who can come to 
training, stay in training for the required amount of time, and use, maintain, and reuse their 
hard-won proficiency. But the Foreign Service was "hollowed-out" by the freeze on hiring 
in the mid· l 990s, so Secretary Powell launched a successful move to bring the number of 
State employees back to what is required to meet critical overseas needs, as well as create a 
"personnel complement." That would provide for enough staff resources to make training 
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and crisis response possible. Known as the "Diplomatic Readiness Initiative," it is bringing 
record numbers of new employees into the Department, 1,069 over three years in addition 
to other special hiring for security and consular affairs. This is one factor in a 150 percent 
rise in the amount of language training delivered in the past six years. 

As I noted, one way to increase language capacity is to target the people and places 
where there are reservoirs of language proficiency. We look to the "heritage" community, 
but conducting background investigations for clearances on native speakers can be 
particularly difficult, because many of these individuals have lived abroad, in some cases 
for years. We also target those who, despite the vagaries of the American educational 
system, have already developed strong skills in critical languages. 

There arc several important reasons why we do not require language proficiency or 
set it as a primary criterion €or selection into the Foreign Service. The fluidity of language 
requirements partially explains this. In other words, the Albanian speakers we would have 
hired three years ago would not necessarily help us meet today's needs in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Rather, the Department has identified core ski11s and qualities, which we call 
"dimensions," that are far more indicative of a candidate's long-term prospects for 
contributing successfully to the conduct of American foreign policy over a full career. 
These dimensions have proven essential to conducting a long career in an ever-changing 
environment. They represent ski11s that cannot be taught easily, if at all; cultural 
adaptability; leadership; initiativc;judgmcnt; composure; interpersonal ski11s, etc. A person 
without these skills would not make an effective diplomat even if he or she spoke Chinese 
just as well as a native speaker. 

However, once our applicants have passed the rigorous written and oral 
examination process, they arc placed on a selection register and then can take a speaking
only telephone test to determine whether they arc at a "threshold level" at least S-2 in a 
hard or S-3 in a world language. If so, they are then moved higher on the selection register 
for possible earlier entry into the Foreign Service. A recent change in that program 
provides even more bonus points for certain languages and language families designated as 
"critical needs languages" for national security. As a result, a recent entering class of entry
level Foreign Service Officers (March 8, 2004) is comprised of a majority of candidates 
who have passed a preliminary screening test in designated languages and who received 
the extra bonus points for entry into the Foreign Service. (Reinforcing the observation 
about when to plant trees, it was interesting to note that most of the new officers who came 
into the Service with strong Japanese skills were not heritage speakers, but likely benefited 
from the teaching of Japanese in the public schools in the 1980s and 1990s, when the issue 
was global economic competitiveness.) 

These pre-existing skills-in any language-will then play a major role in bids for 
their first assignments. In general, officers entering with language skills have more options 
than those who enter with none. With proven language learning ability, they generally 
make better candidates for more difficult languages, like Arabic or Chinese, and more 
often arc assigned to training for positions requiring proficiency in such languages. 
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Once hired, and irrespective of whether they enter with language proficiency or not, 
ne:V officers are acutely attuned to language training issues as part of their overall career 
development. Entering officers must achieve proficiency in a foreign language to gain 
tenure, and later in their careers, those desiring to become senior officers must have 
achieved a professional level of proficiency (S-3/R-3) to cross the senior threshold. 

Throughout, employees' career paths arc influenced in part-and in many cases, 
very significantly-by their language skills. When possible, the Department's goal is to 
assign officers who already speak languages not commonly spoken or studied in the US to 
a number of tours in which that language may be used. Particularly for the most difficult 
languages (Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and Korean), the Department's goal is to ensure that 
officers with relatively rare language skill'.> or those able to take long-term language 
training arc given priority for assignment and re-assignment to posts where those 
languages are spoken. 

Generous Language Incentive Pay (LIP) is available for those using designated 
hard languages while on assignment. Additional bonuses arc paid for substantial improve
ment in proficiency and for repeat tours that use the same language. And l also would like 
to believe that the state-of-the-art language training delivered by the Foreign Service 
Institute is in itself an incentive to the motivated foreign affairs professional. 

The Language Continuum: Developing the Needed Cadres 

The immediate challenge of 9/31 for our diplomats abroad is to have the language 
skills to competently and credibly convey America's message to often skeptical and even 
hostile foreign audiences, to understand the positions of our interlocutors- allies and 
adversaries alike-and to advance US policy goals and interests. The "Advisory Group on 
Public Diplomacy for the Arab and Muslim World," created at the request of Rep. Frank 
Wolf and the House Appropriations Committee and chaired by Ambassador Edward 
Djerejian, issued a report on October 1, 2003, recommending steps to strengthen public 
diplomacy. A major recommendation of that group was a very substantial increase in our 
capability in Arabic. And it is true that after 9/11 we had to call one of our best Arabic 
linguists out of retirement to go on Al-Jazeera and debate and present America's story to 
an Arab audience. While we do have many competent Arabic speakers, we arc still too 
thinly staffed, and there are too many critical jobs for them to fill in the Middle East and 
elsewhere. And to do what amounts to the equivalent of "Crossfire" or "Meet the Press" in 
Arabic will take more than a basic course---or even an advanced course in Arabic. lt's 
going to take enormous commitment and effort and experimenting with new approaches. 

Over the years we had already been consciously and thoroughly increasing the 
professional relevance of our language training, and after 9/11 those efforts were 
redoubled, especially in the areas of consular tradecraft language and public diplomacy 
practice for all students, not just those in the public diplomacy cone. The "training float" 
has permitted us to make intensive targeted language training become more of a reality as 
those outside the Department as well as visionaries within it have put greater emphasis on 
language proficiency. The electronic wizardry of new multimedia technology and the 
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Internet have allowed us to expand our reach beyond the school house and provide 
continuing language education -a mandate that was laid on us by Congress some years 
ago and remains yearly in our authorization. 

As a proactive step in response to the national language cha11engc, FSI peered 
ahead and saw beyond the status quo, and in January 2004, we published our Language 
Continuum that parallels FSI's other career and training-related continua. This strategic 
plan lays out in a coherent fashion a broad range of formal and infonnal language learning 
options that have existed as independent elements into the fabric of a Foreign Service 
career and assignment path. A collaborative effort with the personnel system and the 
operational bureaus, this Continuum outlines for the Department and its employees a way 
to meld the principles of strategic workforce planning and the "Open Assigrunents" 
system, by serving as a roadmap to weave language proficiency development and use into 
a successful career progression. Some of the elements are opportunities beyond 
FSI/Washington, such as post language programs, distance learning programs that 
maintain the hard-won proficiency of those serving away from the area where the language 
is spoken, FSI's full-time language training programs at overseas field schools, and highly
advanced training at regional universities abroad. The Language Continuum is designed to 
help Foreign Service personnel, including Foreign Service Specialists and eligible family 
members, plan a long-term integrated approach to language learning and use, leading the 
motivated and talented more often to attain the advanced language skills that arc so 
difficult to achieve, so fragile to maintain, and so critical to the nation. This is a prudent 
leveraging of our investment in language training and can build the advanced language 
cadres that 9/11 and subsequent developments have made so critical to the well-being of 
the United States and its citizens. 

The key to America's success in meeting the global language challenge will be. like 
the Language Continuum, a weaving together of complementary and mutually supportive 
dimensions of action in Congress, the Foreign Affairs and Intelligence Community, the 
broader federal government, NGOs, and the state and local educational establishments. 
Only then will America cease to be tongue-tied. 
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Public Diplomacy and the 
United States Information Agency, Yes! 

Bruce S. Gelb 
Director, United States Information Agency, 1989-1991 

United States Ambassador to Belgium, 1991-1993 

In the latter part of the 1950s the phrase, "Missile Gap," initially a political war 
cry, ultimately became accepted truth. It helped to unseat a political party, 
damaged not a few foreign affairs and defense establishment professionals and 

opened up a virtually endless treasure-trove of biting and sarcastic political cartoons. Now 
we have the <;public diplomacy gap" which translates for many perhaps into an over
simplified question, "Why docs the world suddenly seem to hate the United States (US)?' 

Public opinion polls conducted by respected organizations like Zogby and others 
have fine-tuned these negative attitudes. We now learn from these polls that it is not 
Americans who arc hated, it is the policies of our government. This, of course, raises 
immediate questions: "Do these haters understand our policies?; Can polling data in non
democratic countries be accurate?; When one's tongue will be cut off for expressing 
blasphemous thoughts can people speak freely and honestly?; and finally, with all of these 
negatives. how can there be such a disconnect between mi11ions of people worldwide 
trying desperately to enter the US, legally or illegally, and these views that the world hates 
the US?' Can-ying this hatred to the point of absurdity, maybe they hate the US because 
it's the middle of our President's last name: B-US-H. Who knows? 

All of us living here in the United States would prefer to go to sleep at night with 
the comforting thought that those billions of "foreigners" do think the USA over the long 
haul has been a benefactor to most countries in the world. Was it not the US with the help 
and cooperation of our North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) allies in Europe who, 
together, helped bring on the implosion of the communist Soviet dictatorship? Does no one 
any longer remember something about how the US and Britain led the countries of the 
world in defeating the evil Axis of Germany and Japan? Then there was that thing called 
World War I and the small but special role we played there. One fears our (Western) 
historical memory is getting shorter by the year; not so amongst those peoples of Islam for 
whom the results of these wars and conflicts present themselves in an altogether different 
light. It is in our interest, perhaps our very survival, to know and understand our own 
history. With this understanding we will be better able to present our way of life with its 
emphasis on personal freedom and human rights. 

Once upon a time in the United States there was an organization in Washington that 
was charged with the task of telling the truth, the whole truth. the un-propagandized truth 
about the US to the rest of the world. Some un-rccognized "geniuses" like Harry Truman, 
Dwight Eisenhower, John Kennedy, Lyndon Johnson, Richard Nixon, Gerald Ford, Jimmy 
Carter, Ronald Reagan and George H.W. Bush using the presidency and a majority in 
Congress provided the money to create and keep alive the UNITED ST A TES 
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INFORMATION AGENCY (USIA). The mission of the USIA was to communicate to the 
world's populations the true benefits of an open society and the crucial nature of freedom 
of speech, the rule of law, freedom of religion and the benefit of free and independent 
labor unions to name just a few. The message was communicated in virtually every method 
known at the time: the short-wave radio Voice of America. a global TV network, English
language libraries with free and open access to books, magazines and newspapers, 
specialized media in many different languages to reach in every way possible those billions 
out there "yeaming to breathe free." During the Cold War, President Eisenhower said that 
peace was too important to be left solely in the hands of diplomats and the military-there 
must be .. People-to-People" exchanges in addition to the more formal kinds of diplomacy. 
As a result. thousands of carefu11y sekcted future leaders came to this country as special 
guests of the US government. 

In addition our ordinary tourists to foreign countries were supplemented by special 
experts, academics, sports heroes, jazz music greats, scientists, doctors, comedians, 
dancers, capitalists, clowns and college boys and girls. Way beyond the billions of dollars 
sent in Agency for lntemational Development (AID) programs and by the World Bank and 
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the communication of the greatness of our country 
was achieved through movies of all kinds which showed not just our material wealth but 
the kinds of people in the US that did the everyday work, raised the families, fought the 
wars for freedom, followed the religions that they wished and generally despite the many 
differences in race, religion and ethnicity got along amazingly well. 

Our major Achilles heel, the mistreatment of our African-American population 
began to be explored. faced up to and presented by the Hollywood of the 1950s and 1960s. 
For the first time, Hollywood moved away from stereotyping and faced up to the race 
problem in the US. However, the most important message communicated around the world 
was the passage of specific Civil Rights legislation by Congress and signed by the 
President in 1964- 1965. 

There was clear recognition from 1947 until 1993 that in addition to the nuclear 
threat posed by the Soviet Union we were facing an ideological war between communism 
and democracy. There was also clear recognition that it was a Jong-term effort with no 
deadline set for ending the program until our system of government "won," to use an over
simplified term. 

Today we and the West are facing another ideological challenge worldwide in 
nature, that of extremist, fanatical Moslem sects sponsoring terrorists and teaching hatred 
of the United States and almost everything associated with Western culture. 

To some degree there is a parallel with the British Empire in its prime and the way 
the US is viewed in the world today: with hatred, fear, respect and some grudging 
admiration. The United States' position of strength in the world today has created the same 
kinds of diverse emotions worldwide. There is, of course, one major difference and that is 
the British people were solidly behind their empire while in the United States there i;; a 
panoply of attitudes among our people ranging from generalized rage against just about 
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everything America stands for to a self-satisfied glow nhi1ut om 11n1qucncNN m1 n htud1on nt 
freedom. 

There is also a real question if any action that our country tukt~ 10 hdp nmkt• thr 
world understand what the US really stands for is worth lhc effort. Con ~ducntion end 
deep-seated hatred? Can an individual driven by a blood.foud tradition of revenge nµ11in"1 
past grievances change inside? Should we care so much about how foreign populations SCC' 

this country? In the view of the most experienced practitioners in the study of fol'cign 
affairs. human psychology and public diplomacy, the answer is "yes" to all four questions. 

Perhaps the most important question is .. Why is anti-Americanism so pervasive 
around the world and what can we do about itT 

In January of this year Dr. John Bradcmas, member of Congress for 22 years from 
Indiana. addressed the Royal Academy of the Kingdom of Morocco. His subject: 
"Education and Culture - Forces for Peace in a Troubled World." As President Emeritus of 
New York University, which today has 4,400 students from countries around the world on 
its campus (in the heart of New York City), he speaks with authority on this subject. In his 
address he endorses the position of his colleague, Joseph Nye, Dean of the John F. 
Kennedy School of Government, namely, to invest more in "soft power." Dr. Nye's stated 
position is that US military power is essential to global stability and is a critical part of the 
response to terrorism; beyond that "soft power" rises from the attractiveness of a country's 
culture, political ideas and policies. 

The "masters" of soft power throughout the Cold War were the men and women in 
the United States and in virtually every country of the world who manned the United States 
Information Agency. Both US citizens and the thousands of foreign nationals, who 
represented us locally, were the unsung heroes of the ideological victory of democracy 
over communism. 

Since 2001 with "The Report of the Defense Science Board Task Force on 
Managed Information Dissemination" there has been a flood of studies and recommenda
tions on this general subject. It includes blue ribbon organizations such as: the US 
Advisory Commission on Public Diplomacy; the Council on Foreign Relations; the 
General Accounting Office; the Center for the Study of the Presidency; the Heritage 
Foundation book by Johnson and Dale; the Brookings Institution study by Graham Fuller 
and in October 2003 the scholarly work of Ambassador Djcrejian called "Changing Minds. 
Winning Peace.'' 

All of the above, one way or the other, agree with Congressman Frank Wolfs 
"tentative" conclusion reported in The New York Times of February 4, 2003: .. Maybe we 
made a mistake in closing down the United States Information Agency." Each of the above 
named reports has a new, modified, re-organized, re-jiggered approach to doing what the 
USIA did so well, not perfectly, not without a glitch or two along the way, but well enough 
to have played a crucial role in fending off or bringing down communism in the USSR, 
Eastern Europe and in countless countries around the world. 
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For much of the Cold War, the Voice of America was an important part of our 
public diplomacy effort. While it generally received high marks for "telling America's 
story" to that part of the world under the heel of Soviet communism, from time to time it 
came under political attack for acts of both omission and commission. It is now a part of 
the overall broadcasting effort of the US and that is where it should remain. It needs more 
financial support and more technical upgrading to bring it into the 21st century but 
basically it worked well. However, the rest of what constituted the USIA (or as it was 
known overseas, the United States Information Service, [USIS]) should be brought back to 
life in tact. It should be removed from its cunent second-rate citizen status under the State 
Department. There is hardly one element of what proved so helpful for so many years that 
needs major overhauling. Starting with its basic organization, the Director held a Sub
Cabinet appointment and reported directly to the President and to the Secretary of State. In 
organization terms this means a straight line to the President and a dotted line to the 
Secretary of State. In our political system this kind of individual was almost always readily 
available. 

There is no question that Peter Drucker was right when he advised senior 
executives to avoid splitting their responsibilities. His dictum was simply "Put half a man 
on a job and you'll get half a job." The State Department focuses on many subjects: 
foreign politics, foreign economics, foreign military matters to name just a few and 
fundamentally is charged with executing the President's foreign policy. Nothing can stand 
in the way of getting that job done. When the foreign country's media deal with State 
Department representatives they know they arc receiving the official message from a 
diplomat. When the USIA was in operation, the local newspaper contacts knew that they 
were dealing with an information specialist from an agency that reported to the US 
President, not to the Secretary of State. That small but crucial difference made it possible 
for USIA officers to develop close personal connections with the media men and women 
who influence the local population. This was even more true at the academic and cultural 
level where we clearly have major challenges today in both the Islamic and non-Islamic 
world. 

In the world of business and generally wherever there arc many possible courses of 
action and methods of organizing, it has often been shown that it is prudent to test an 
approach before using it globally to guard against unforeseen problems. In marketing there 
is a whole industry devoted to what is known as "test marketing." All of the many 
proposals refened to above on how to deal with our country's image overseas involve 
interesting and innovative changes from the established USIA experience with barely a 
reference to why the change was needed. It's almost as if they were written without full 
knowledge of the USIA's history. 

There currently exists a nongovernmental organization in Washington, DC called 
the US Public Diplomacy Council (PDC), which has as its pro-bono members a broad 
array of the highest performing former USIA officers and Private Sector Specialists. 
Making a decision and getting the job started quickly is crucial. This organization which 
will unquestionably have the support of both Democrats and Republicans in Congress 
could help to put the USIA back together quickly so that it conceivably could be 
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functioning powert·uny by the end of this year at the latest. As of today, the Council's 
g9als are to support awareness of public diplomacy's central importance to the nation's 
foreign policy and serve as an accivisc clearing house. By offering information to the press, 
the public and on the Hill and elsewhere, the PDC can play a key role in helping to rebuild 
the structures and skills that are so essential. The Council's Web site offers timely insights 
into the challenges facing our public diplomacy; and its daily electronic news file is the 
best source anywhere of media reporting on public diplomacy (PD) issues across the 
country and the world. 

This is not to imply that the USIA back in action will be some kind of <;quick fix." 
Because our relationships around the world almosc always involve the local publics' 
attitude toward the US andjusc abouc everything encompassed by our democratic system, 
we muse gear up for a long, sustained effort just as we did in the Cold War. The rainbow at 
the end ofthisjourney is a world as diverse as New York City with its 250 languages and 
its mix of religious and ethnic groups that goes along and gets along every day of the 
week. 

Let's face the issue honestly and frankly. Everyone made a mistake in closing 
down the USIA in 1999 and for once, let's admit that mistake, gee over it and get back on 
track. 
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Still Needed: A United States Policy for "Soft Power" 

Carl Spielvogel 
United States Ambassador to lhe Slovak Republic, 2000-2001 

Governor, Uniled Slales Broadcasting Board of Governors, 1995-2000 

, 'Diplomacy: The Art of Letting Someone Have it Your Way." These 
words arc inscribed on a paperweight that sat on my desk at the 
United States (US) Embassy in Bratislava, the Slovak Rcpub1ic, and it 

was the first thing I saw when I came to work each morning. 

To some, it must sound a bit like a cliche, but to me, it still served as a daily 
reminder of a thought that unfortunately many of our government decision makers seem to 
have forgotten these days. 

Having spent 30 years of my working life developing commercial strategies for 
hundreds of multinational corporations and doing business in 54 countries as a Chief 
Executive Officer, I believed that although T did not speak the language of all of my I 0,000 
multinational employees--only 1,100 of whom were Americans-I was obliged to try to 
help them develop "c1icnt" strategics that might be successful. 

For example, I told them that one has to first understand the ';problem" in our case; 
we call it "US public diplomacy." Since this is the "c1icnt" we arc dca1ing with, our 
challenge is to: 

I. "Explain" the US and the reasons for its actions, to the rest of the world-but most 
importantly to our allies. 

2. Try to win the hearts and minds of the Islamic world, where we have made such a 
halting slart. 

Anyone who has tried to sell US products or anyone's products around the world 
understands that one cannot sell successfully a "bad" product. Yet we, the most effective 
democracy in the world, know that we have a superior product-the record of this young 
nation-and have done such a "unilaterally" poor job of selling it. 

Put simply, we need more contemporary and focused communications tools in our 
diplomatic tool kit, and we need to use them more effectively. We have made a serious and 
continuing mistake in thinking that we could use our "hard power," to the exclusion of 
''soft power." 

It is worth reminding ourselves that George Kennan, writing in Foreign Affairs in 
1947, said that to win the war against corrununism, the US had 'to create among the 

peoples of the world generally the impression of a country which knows what it wants, 
which is coping successfully with the problems of its internal life and with the 
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responsibilities of a world power and which has a spiritual vitality capable of holding its 
ow,n among the major ideological currents of the time." 

That cogent observation, made some 57 years ago by a brilliant diplomat-public 
servant has stood the test of time and should still serve as a "c1icnt'' position statement on 
which to build an effective program for public diplomacy. 

To round out this strategy and include our currently alienated democratic allies in 
the fight against terrorism and fundamentalism, one needs to incorporate in our "soft 
power" initiative such shared basic values as individual freedoms, free trade, open markets. 
democracy, women's rights, the rule of law, transparency, health care, public education, 
etc. 

The new report just issued by the non-partisan Pew Research Center, about how 
foreign publics view America. confirms many of our worst fears about how hardened anti
American views have become in Europe and in Muslim countries. 

This alarming report, entitled, "A Year After the Iraq War," and its predecessors, 
"What the World Thinks in 2002" and "Views of a Changing World." should be read 
carefully by everyone concerned about the future of our great country. 

It is to be hoped that Margaret D. Tutwi1cr, recently named Under Secretary of 
State for Public Diplomacy and Public Affairs, can start to rectify this long neglected 
policy area. 

As a person highly regarded by the Bush administration, her words carried weight, 
when in testifying before the House of Representatives in February, she said in referring to 
public diplomacy: "Unfortunately, our country has a problem in far too many parts of the 
world." 

Space limitations in this article do not permit further discussion of the many 
remedies available to start to cure this problem of "lack of trust" in the US although I 
presented some suggested solutions in the article I wrote for this publication in the spring 
2003 issue, entitled "Needed: A US Policy for 'Soft Power."' 

From my view, the most effective analysis of what needs to be done is contained in 
the cxccl1cnt Task Force report recently rc1cascd by the Council on Foreign Relations 
(CFR). It is entitled, "Finding America's Voice: A Strategy for Reinvigorating US Public 
Diplomacy." If one reads this report, one will find a road map for what should be done to 
achieve a results-oriented program for public diplomacy. 

However, whatever we do in the area of public diplomacy to attempt to restore our 
global status as the world's 1cading democracy, which cares about all of the pcop1cs around 
us, we: (a) must communicate that we realize we cannot defeat terrorism alone, and (b) 
make certain that all of our messages are free of political spin. 
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In our free democratic society, White House administrations come and go, but we 
must communicate that "these truths arc self-evident" about our democracy and that they 
will go on forever. Our young democracy has stood the test of time, and we must do all we 
can with soft power to continue to hold it up as a model. 

One does not need to reinvent the wheel: The CFR analysis, and others like it such 
as the Pew report, identify the prob1cms and the solutions. Why don't we "just do it!"? 
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America's New Diplomacy: 
Winning the Race for Hearts· and Minds 

Nanc\' G. Brinker 
United Slates Ambassador to Hungary, 2001-2003 

TI a country where cancer is still discm;scd in whispers, it was a remarkable 
1ght-hundreds of resolute Hungarian breast cancer survivors walking across 
udapest's historic Chain Bridge, illuminated in pink, the international color of 

breast cancer. 

As the American Ambassador to Hungary at the time, I had the privilege of 
working with Hungm-ian-based nl1ngovc.rrunental organizations (NGOs) and multinational 
corporate sponsors tL) organize last year's "Bridge of Health" -that nation's first fundrai ser 
for women· s heal th.* As one woman cold us aftetwards, "We were not sure such a huge 
event could be done in Hungary. Maybe we were not brave enough. So we thank you." 

With Washington engaged in a global campaign to win hearts and minds, 
particularly in the Muslim world. such gratitude underscores one of America's greatef..t 
foreign policy tools for prnmoting America's image and interests around the world
healthcarc. 

Today. the United States Agency for lnternatinnal Deveh,prncnt (USAID) i1-
rebuilding public health systems in Afghanistan and Iraq. President Bu1-h ha1- proposed an 
historic 50 percent increase in foreign aid and a $15 billion initiative to fight AIDS 
overseas. Secretary of State Colin Powell has elevated health care as an element of US 
foreign policy. 

At the same time, USAJD is pulling out of countries across Eastern Europe, and the 
European Union is doing little to assist fledging NGOs that prcivide the building blocks of 
democracy. Who will fill the void? 

It's time for a new model of diplomacy. nnc that n,mrmmicates American values 
and serves US interests by harnessing the combined strength of the US government, 
industry, non-profits and the idealism of the American people. I have seen this model in 
action, and it works. 

First, engage the man <and woman) on the street. Whereas traditional diplomacy 
concentrates on influencing foreign lcader1-. the new diplomacy reaches out to average 
citizens using nontraditional gateways of influence. Effective diplomacy need not cost 
billions of do11ars or require another government agency. 

• Editor's Note: 1he walk aero.ts lhe Chain link Bridge', i/lumi11a1ed in pink, was so .Yuccess/lll lhal it was 
repeated in October 2003 under the auspices of Ambassador George Herbert Walker. 
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For example, an essential component of any healthy society is awareness, 
education, prevention and healthy lifestyles. Our walk across Chain Bridge ignited a 
national dialogue in Hungary about women's health. By sponsoring Walks for Health 
through Budapest with government officials, business leaders and local celebrities, we 
helped empower Hungarians with the life-saving knowledge that they can take charge of 
their own health. 

Second, grow the grassroots of democracy. Traditional diplomacy forges alliances 
and coalitions among nations. The new diplomacy forges civil societies within nations. In 
countries like Hungary, the American spirit of volunteerism is still largely a foreign 
concept. Only now-more than a decade after the lifting of the Iron Curtain-is something 
akin to an independent civil society and non-profit sector taking hold. 

Americans experienced in the NGO community and coalition building can help by 
promoting a new cullure of civic activism in developing countries. I shared with 
Hungarians my experience as a founder of one of America's largest breast cancer 
organizations. A new partnership between Hungarian and American physicians is one of 
dozens of USAID initiatives to promote community-based approaches to health. With 
active citizens comes more public faith in the ability of a democratic system to deliver a 
better future. 

Finally, foster a spirit of corporate citizenship. Traditional diplomacy emphasizes 
government assistance. The new diplomacy recognizes that 80 percent of US humanitarian 
aid now comes from the generosity of the American people and the private sector. 

Our effort to illuminate the Chain Bridge would have been impossible without the 
financial support of General Electric, one of the many ways GE is reaching out to Europe 
atler the European Commission blocked its bid to takeover Honeywell in 200 I. Yet after 
decades of communist domination, countries like Hungary have yet to develop their own 
sense of corporate philanthropy. 

In Hungary, I explained how non-profits and the business community can partner to 
achieve common ends. Likewise, American business leaders can advise their foreign 
counterparts on how to embrace corporate philanthropy. 

As Ambassador, I had the privilege of working in the office once used by Cardinal 
Joseph Mindszenty who took refuge in the US Embassy in Budapest for 15 years after 
Moscow crushed the 1956 Hungarian uprising. "Democracy," Cardinal Mindszenty once 
said, "implies that every citizen and every social class is equally entitled to participate in 
the shaping of the common fate of all ofus." 

The West won the Cold War with both its "hard" military power and the "soft .. 
power of its ideals and values. Imagine how many hearts and minds the US could win 
today by making the promise of democracy-including the common human need for 
healthcare-a foreign policy priority. 
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Reaching out to ordinary citizens around the world and communicating America's 
values is no longer just ajob forthc US government. It's ajob for all Americans, including 
the private sector. 
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November 30,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\), 
SUBJECT: Paper on Abu Ghraib 

Here's a Tillie Fowler piece on Abu Ghraib. I don't know if she ever got it 

published. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
"Read the Report, Know the Facts" by Ti llie K. Fowler 
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READ THE REPORT, KNOW THE FACTS 

By Tillie K. Fowler 

During the time T represented the people of northeast Florida in Congress, it was not unusual to be 
forced to wrangle with political distortions and misrepresentations of various issues reported in 
newspapers and on television. However, none ever rose to the level of what has been recently 
reported on the work of the Independent Panel to Review Department of Defense Detention 
Operations, which was chaired by former Secretary of Defense James Schlesinger and included 
myself, President Carter's Defense Secretary Harold Brown and retired Air Force General Charles 
Horner. Together. we conducted the first independent and comprehensive investigation into the 
abuses at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq and other Department of Defense detention facilities. 

Our investigation found leadership failures up the chain of command and chronicled a series of 
missed opportunities for effective and aggressive leadership and proper exercise of duty. We very 
specifically concluded that had there been stronger leadership and more effective oversight within 
the chain of command. the abuses could have been prevented or discovered and halted much earlier. 

Contrary to recent editorial and political characterizations. our report details these primary failures 
and assigns responsibility appropriately. Americans did not want a political witch hunt, they 
rightfully demanded objective answers to why and how the abuse happened and our report provides 
those answers. 

We did not shy away from the facts and certainly did not shelter anyone from their failures. Our 
report was explicit as we found the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Commander of U.S. Central 
Command failed to develop a war plan to include effective alternatives to post-major combat 
operations. We also reported the leadership failures of senior civilian and military officials in the 
Pentagon who did not adequately clarify and enforce how the variom categories of detainees were to 
be treated throughout the military detention facilities. 

I am truly surprised every time I read or hear that our report failed to hold officials responsible for 
their failures. To those detractors, I would recommend taking the time to fully read the 125-paged 
report in which the largest section explicitly addresses command responsibility. In fact, we provide 
specific examples where four Generals and four Colonels failed to exercise the judgment, awareness 
and resourcefulness necessary to prevent the abuses. These commanders showed little signs of the 
leadership expected of them and certainly did not set a good example for their subordinates to follow. 

Throughout our investigation, we were committed to providing an objective and independent 
examination of the issue. We presented the facts as we found them and did not create scenarios to 
fulfill political motivations and much to the chagrin of those looking for political opportunity, we 
found no explicit United States government policy calling forthe torture or inhumane treatment of 
detainees. 

When our report was released it was initially praised for being the first to find accountability for the 
scandal up to the highest levels in the chain of command, but somehow that fact has fallen victim to 
a variety of political agendas which are being furthered through imprecise and inaccurate reporting. 

The Pentagon has moved quickly to reform its entire detention system to ensure abuses like those at 
Abu Ghraib never happen again. Now they must ensure that the military justice system proceeds 
without delay lo punish those within the chain of command whose action or inaction allowed the 
abuse to happen. We owe it to the young men and women honorably serving in our Armed Forces in 
Iraq and elsewhere to restore the trust that has been tarnished by these horrible acts. 

Tillie K. Fowler l'erved 011 tlie Armed Service., Committee of tire U.S. llouse of Reprel'entatives from 1993-20()1, 
Slie is the l'l1airma11 of the Defe11se Poliey Board Advisory Committee a11d led tlie i11depe11de11t illvestigatio11 
into allegations of sex11al ab11se at tire U.S. Air Force Academy last year. 
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TO: 

cc: 

David Chu 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Fran Harvey 
Gen Pete Schoomaker 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1~ 

SUBJECT: Paper on Saving the All Volunteer Force 

November 30,2004 

Attached is an interesting paper from an expe11 on the subject. Why don't you 

take a look at it, and let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/04 Paper on Saving lhc All-Volunteer fort.:c by Charley Moskos 

DHR:ss 
112904.40 
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For: 

From: 

Subject: 

November 19,2004 

Secretary of Defense 

W.J. Haynes ~ 
Email from Newt Minow concerning the All-Volunteer 
Force 

• Newt asked me to pass along to you a note from his friend 
Charley Moskos. 

• Newt says Moskos is the leading military sociologist in the 
nation. I've heard similar descriptions. 

• Moskos will be meeting soon with Pete Schoomaker, and has 
written the attached note on "Saving the All-Volunteer Force." 

Attachment: a/s 
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11/04 
Charley Moskos 

Subject: Saving the All-Volunteer Force 

The desirable end-strength of our armed forces, especially that of the 
Army has become a subject of concern. All agree, however, that the military 
manpower demands are heightened owing to Operation Iraqi Freedom, 
Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan and other deployments. In particular, 
there is apprehension that reserve components will confront severe 
recruitment and reenlistment problems in the near future. 

The most practical way of alleviating impending shortfalls and 
excessive reliance on reserve components is to introduce a short enlistment 
option targeted at college attendees and college graduates. This would entail 
a 15-month active duty commitment. Such 15-month enlistees could well 
perform many of the roles now being met by reserve components as well as 
some number of active duty personnel. 

There is a definite, albeit limited, market of college graduates who 
state a propensity for military service if the active-duty commitment is 15 
months coupled with generous educational benefits. In the fall of 2002 
enlistment propensities of undergraduates were assessed through surveys 
conducted at four representative universities: Northwestern University, 
University of Arizona, University of California-Los Angeles, University of 
Illinois-Chicago. A similar survey was completed in October, 2004, at 
Northwestern University. These were the first and only surveys on 
enlistment propensity ever conducted on a university campus. 

Options were given with different enlistment lengths and educational 
benefits. The educational benefits options ranged from $60,000 for a four
year enlistment to $15,000 for the 1 S-month enlistment. Across all 
universities, shorter terms had a notable positive effect on enlistment 
propensity. Twenty-three percent indicated an enlistment propensity for the 
15-month option (with I SK in educational benefits) compared to two percent 
for the four-year option (with 60K in educational benefits). 

Very significantly, the October 2004 survey at Northwestern 
specifically asked how many of the students would consider serving as a 
prison guard in places like Abu Ghraid and Guantanamo. In return, they 
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would have their student loans forgiven and be given G.l. Bill benefits for 
graduate school. A remarkable I I percent that this would be a "very likely" 
option and another 18 percent would "consider" such an option. 

Context. Two-thirds of American high school graduates now go 
directly on to some form of higher education. Of these, about half will 
graduate with a bachelor's degree. Each year 1.2 million young people 
graduate with a bachelor's degree. Yet military recruitment of college 
graduates at the enlisted level is minuscule. The average college graduate 
today leaves with about $19,000 in debt. 

Very significantly, among the college graduates, 40 percent intend to 
go on to some form of graduate work. In point of fact, a higher percentage 
of youth now go on to graduate school then went to undergraduate school in 
the post-WWII years of the original G .I. Bill. The average debt of one who 
attends graduate school is 538,000 ! 

Few of the students at the more selective universities had close 
relatives or friends who were serving in the military. Noteworthy, there was 
no c01Telation between mihtary knowledge (half of the students did not 
know a colonel was higher than a major). There was also no correlation 
between political values and enlistment with liberals and conservatives 
having the same propensity. 

Arguments Against a 15-Month Enlistment. Three major arguments 
are raised against the short enlistment. These are given below with 
rejoinders. 

( 1) "Short enlistments would increase demands on the training base." 
Let us remember that almost one-third of our service entrants now fail to 
complete their initial enlistments. In fact, soldiers signing up for long 
enlistments -- four to six years - have attrition rates one and a half times 
greater than those who enter on the two-year enlistment. Completion of an 
enlistment te1m is also strongly correlated with higher education. Much 
better to have a soldier serve 15 months honorably than be prematurely 
discharged. A 15-month enlistment option would both reduce personnel 
turnover and counter shortfalls in end strength. 

(2) "Today's military requires highly technical skills that cannot be 
met by short-termers." Precisely. Higher compensation should be aimed at 
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those who skills require extended training and experience. In the draft era, 
the pay ratio between a senior NCO and a private was seven to one; today it 
is three to one. Future pay raises must be focused on the career soldier. 15-
month enlistees could readily fill the multitude ofjobs that require only a 
short formal training period or even just on-the-job training. It is well 
documented that higher educated recruits not only have markedly lower 
attrition rates, but also have the skills and motivation to quickly learn a wide 
variety of military jobs. 

A major morale problem among reservists is pulling guard duty for 
various installations. This could be an appropriate task for a short-term 
enlistee. Item: the total length of a training for an military police officer -
from service entry to completion is 14 weeks. The short-term enlistee, 
moreover would be ideally suited for duties in peacekeeping missions such 
as in Bosnia, Kosovo, the Sinai (and perhaps Korea). These are the very 
missions the surveys show are most appealing to college students. Indeed, 
short enlistment soldiers are especially well suited to those MOS's now 
confronting recruitment shortfalls and excessive reliance on reserve 
components. 

(3) 11A short enlistment option would attract soldiers who otherwise 
would sign up for longer enlistment." Quite the contrary. A 15-month 
enlistment coupled with educational benefits would attract college attendees 
and graduates who heretofore would have never considered entering the 
armed forces. The short-term option recognizes that there is a dual market 
in recruitment. One based on salary, skill training, and career benefits; the 
other on those seeking a temporary break between college and graduate 
studies or between school and career. 

Recommendations. The following is a list of preliminary recommendations 
in conjunction with the 15-month enlistment option. 

I. Consider a cohort enlistment for certain colleges to serve in a 
specified peacekeeping mission. 

2. Emphasize military service as a rewarding experience between 
undergraduate and graduate school or between school and career. Use 
single-term veterans as part-time recruiters. 
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3. Now is the time to consider linking federal aid to college students 
to some form of national service. Under the present system, we have created 
a G .I. Bill without the G .I. Through federal grants and loan subsidies we 
now pay students not to serve their country, 

4. Establish a commission to look at military recruitment, homeland 
security needs, civilian national service, and federal student aid. 

Conclusion. Without attracting significant numbers of college 
graduates, military recruitment will most likely experience; (a) a lowering of 
entrance standards, (b) higher entry pay and larger enlistment bonuses, (c) an 
expanded recruitment force, (d) increased contracting out of military 
functions, (e) more recruitment of non-American citizens. 

Let us also keep in mind the long-term benefits for the country if 
military service becomes more common among privileged youth. We will 
have future leaders in civilian society with a rewarding military experience -
- and who will be future informal recruiters. This can only be to the 
advantage of the armed services and the nation. 

OIF Follow Up. What follow are recommendations in areas unrelated 
to military recruitment. Rather, these observations can be considered a 
follow-up to my earlier report on OIF ( 14 December 2003). They are based 
on discussions with Arabs and Muslim knowledgeables. (1) Do not assign 
female guards to deal directly with Muslim male prisoners. This to avoid 
the cultural reality of what is considered demeaning treatment. (2) Avoid 
using power point presentations to Arabs in general and Iraqis in particular. 
Again cultural realities make such presentations seem impersonal and aloof. 
(3) Consider establishing something along the lines of a short-term warrant 
officer program to recruit native-Arab speakers for interpreters, civil affairs, 
and the like. 
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November 29,2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel1"" 

SUBJECT: Acquisition Reform 

Please read this material on acquisition reform and come to me with your 

proposal. 

Thanks. 

Allach. 
10/2 1/04 SecDefMemo to USD (AT&L) re: Acquisition Reform 
11/23/04 USD (AT&L) Memo to SecDef re: Interim Response to Bold Ideas for Acquisition 

DHR:ss 
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ro: Mike Wynne 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pele Pace 
Gordon England 
Jim Haynes 
1'Bl. Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Acquisition Reform 

?l 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Roche 
Les Brownlee 
Powell Moore 

October 21,2004 

DoD has a long way to go to ensure that our acquisition process achieves the appropriate 

joinlness and interoperabilily needed in lhe 21" Century. Despite the progress with 

JR O C and the work by AT &L and JFCCM on Conunand and Calb:ol, we still end up 

with the Marine Corps and Army procuring, d1iving, and training with different kinds of 

heavy trucks, for example. As we move forward with lhe Q u K, we absolutely must 

transform the acquisition process. There are numerous suggestions floating around 

including: 

- Have those in acquisiLion stay in lheirjobs longer 

- A process to select the best people with the right backgrounds for key acquisition 
jc:bs 

- Develop a Congressional strategy that gets the legislation needed to cut through 
red-tape and minimize bureaucratic roadblocks 

- C1;msider improving joint acqui5itiou by having mori;; truly joint programs, and 
- perhaps having officers from one service head up programs ror other services 

- Other? 

Please get back to me with some bold proposals. This needs to get fixed. 

Thanks. 
Sa'°.r, 

~,,.st.. a~ 
O~u ~ 
!02004-18 V}IL · . 

~/~~::·;;;;::~~;·························································"j__~( ~,~ 
ibbtT 

NOV 2 4 200~ 
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ACQUISITION, 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3 0 10 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

ACTION MEMO 

November 23, 2004, 12:00pm 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

From: Michael W. Wynne, Acting Under Secretary of Defenll./J-Msition 
Technology and Logistics) ir"'" 

Subject Interim Response to Bold Ideas for Acquisition 

• The purpose of this memo is to give you some early returns in response to your 
snowflake on Bold Ideas in Acquisition Management. The ideas are relatively 
easy to implement and would better align key organizations to incentivize 
jointness, the first step in improving acquisition. These ideas would be steps 
towards a bolder concept but would be useful whether or not you, and perhaps 
the Congress, embrace a bolder proposal. Since jointness is a Department 
objective, you can also achieve a major refocus by aligning resources with a 
policy directive. 

• For aligning resources, it will be necessary to direct Program Analysis and 
Evaluation (PA&E) to protect funding forjoint, transformational and 
international programs, which AT &L will identify in each of the Services' 
fiscal guidance. Changes to those programs would require my approval prior 
to POM submission. This change would put your objectives for Joint, 
Transformational, and those International programs you support, at the top of 
the priority list. Unfortunately, as you know,joint programs are at or near the 
lowest priority for the Service programmers. As Secretary Roche ruefully puts 
it: "Joint means Navy won't pay." Transformational programs usually mean 
new programs and in any budget end-game, current programs beat new 
programs. Currently, international programs compete for the dubious 
distinction of being the lowest priority for the Services. Attached is a memo 
which gives such budgeting direction (Tab A) J recommend you sign it. 

• Most of the objectives of Secretary Aldridge's Study regarding acquisition, and 
even an earlier study (1992) by Secretary Yockey, were to achieve jointness 
and to address capabilities, not individual systems. As I construct a bold 
proposal, drivingjointness and avoiding duplicate systems, such as trucks, will 
be the overarching objectives -- saving slots should be secondary and should 
not therefore be the objective. Tn the interim, the following steps would be 
effective in promotingjointness and could be implemented this cycle: 

~ 

11-L-05~ls D/303 77 
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• Realign all Service research and development (R&D) commands and 
laboratories under the Director Defense Research and Engineering (D,DR&E). 
Establish Centers of Excellence with the current DoD/Service lab resources 
(including the universities doing basic research) in order to concentrate Science 
& Technology (S&T) and R&D efforts in specific areas. Developmental 
priorities would be addressed without duplicative structures. If you agree, I 
will task D,DR&E to come back to me in forty five days with a 
recommendation on how they would organize these capabilities. Examples of 
organizations that will be realigned can be found al Tab B. 

• Realign all Logistics organizations and functions, currently resident within the 
Services, under the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Logistics and Material 
Readiness) (DUSD(L&MR)). If you agree, I will task the DUSD(L&MR) to 
come back to me in forty five days with a recommendation on how they might 
organize to accomplish this objective. This consolidated logistics focus would 
facilitate efficiencies, balanced workloads and make public private 
partnerships more productive. Examples of organizations that will be realigned 
can be found at Tab C. 

COORDINATION: Tab D 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. Recommend you sign the memo at Tab A. 

2. Recommend you approve development of implementation plans for realigning 
R&D commands and laboratories as well as Material Management and 
Maintenance organizations (Tabs Band C) - with response within 45 days. 

Approve 

Disapprove: _______ _ 

See Me: 

CC: DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

11-L-0559/0SD/30378 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRET ARJES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
ASSIST ANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR,OPERATIONALTEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMA TJON 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FJELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Priority for Joint, Transformational, and International Acquisition Programs 

In order to ensure appropriate emphasis is given to Joint, Transformational, and 
International programs, I am directing Program Analysis and Evaluation (PA&E) to 
protect funding, in the budgeting process, for programs in these categories. The Under 
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Technology and Logistics) USD(AT&L) will identify 
the program funding for each of these programs in the Services' fiscal guidance. 

Changes to these programs shall require USD(AT &L) approval prior to Program 
Objective Memorandum submission. This process is intended to ensure the integrity of 
these Joint, Transformational, and International programs critical to transforming the 
Department of Defense and meeting the capability needs of our wmfighters. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30379 



Proposed RDT&E 
Realignment 

• Office of Defense Research (Science) 

- Office of Naval Research (Naval Research Lab as 

the Defense Research Lab) 

- Army Research Office 

- Army Research Lab 

- Air Force Office of Scientific Research 

- Air Force Research Lab 

- Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

• Office of Technology and Engineering 

(Demonstrations and Prototypes) 

- R&D Components of the Naval Systems Commands 
and Warfare Centers (Non-ACAT I) 

- Marine Corps Warfighting Lab 

- R&D Components of Army Research, Development 
& Engineering (Non-ACAT I) 

- R&D Components of the Air Force Systems 
Program Offices(Non-ACAT I) 

11-L-0559/0SD/30380 



Proposed Logistics 
Realignment 

• Materiel Management 

- Army, Navy and Air Force Inventory Control Points 

- DLA Supply Centers 

- Other Materiel Mgt storage locations from the 

Services and Defense Agencies 

- Army Arsenals 

- Marine Corps Logistics Base 

• Maintenance and Repair Facilities 

- Army and Marine Corps Maintenance Depots 

- Naval and Marine Corps Aviation Depots 

- Naval shipyards 

- Air Logistics Centers 

• Distribution Centers/Depots 

- Defense Distribution Depots 

- Weapons stations and ammunitions depots 

- Operational (retail level) stock points 

• Logistics Information Services 

11-L-0559/0S D/30381 



COORDINATION 

General Counsel November 23, 2004 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: .. 
SUBJECT: Japanese 

71..(<-~ 

f(>()() ~1, 
~ 

November 19, 2004 

I-OL\j0\5~15 
ES-\4S'4 

Please coordinate with me on dates when we do the Japanese 2+2. 

Thanks. 

DHRss 
lll904-:Z:Z 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Iv/ J. / o 'f 

s,-', ll 'v!t" 

FOGO 

/<. e Jf ,) •" w /)-TT? c/,..} 

LI?~ (01 71 
/;)./ 

I f 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DepSecDef __ _ 
USD(P)~
ASD/ISA ---

1-04/015675 

FROM: Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) 

SUBJECT: Update on U.S.-Japan 2+2 Scheduling 

• This memo provides an update on efforts to coordinate dates for a 2+2 meeting with 
the Japanese, per your request (Tab l ). 

• The Japanese Foreign and Defense Ministers want to hold a 2+2 soon to maintain 
momentum on alliance transformation and force posture discussions. 

o We think this is a good idea. 

• The Japanese proposed February l I or 12, but those dates conflict with your NATO 
ministerial commitments. 

• We have proposed a one day event during February 18-23, but have not received a 
reply from the Japanese. 

o State Department officials believe the SecState designate will support an early 2+2 
meeting and that these dates would work, but they cannot make commitments m1til 
she is confirmed. 

• DUSD Lawless will continue to follow up with the Japanese. 

Attachment as stated 

PDASD/lSA ---
DUSO/ AP~ ct. I Z. . Zoo 'f 
PDIR/AP~~ 11.ft/o'( 

Prepared by: Maj Jason Perry. Cowitr:· Director for Japan. ISNAP.1(b)(
5

) 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

71..(<-~ 
filoou 

Donald Rumsfeld YA 
Tax Exclusions 

November 17,2004 

Please look at this note from David Chu on tax exclusions for the military. We 

ought to think through what else we might want to propose in that area. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I l/3/04USD(P&R) memo lo SecDef re: History of the Combat Zone Tax Exclu~ion [OSD 

13958-041 

DHR:db 
111704.20 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ________ _ 

oso 04246-05 
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. September 2,2004 
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'TO: ··Dr. Chu 
.. ' ... ' ... ' . ' . ·r?wc.1n4oorc .. : ... : . ·. :: ': .. : ·.:~o~;: · .. ·. : ·Jj~~~ld::~ti~~-f eld ·<;J;... . _: ... . . · • .. . 

. ..,._ .. 

SUBJECT: History of the Combat Zone Tax Exclusion 

Please give me the history of this benefit, with a particular emphasis on how it 

works in Congress as between the Ways and Means Committees and the Armed 

Services Committees. l 'd also be interested in thinking through how we night 

creatively leverage similar arrangements as we continue-to find good incentives 

for tJ1e force. 

Thanks. 

Please respond by 

·6 s ( . I \v"' 
· ~ 

. . ·. . -
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENS~.J -: :: ·;: :~. 
4000 D EFEI\SE PENTAGON ;;;:r_:i:.i/{ ·: ; .... 

WASHINGTON, D . C .20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

November 3, 2004, 9: 11. AM 

~ FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: David S.C. Ch~. (P&R) .. 
,-----7 -'(:,<t'·r/1). { ~ L1/z&f.---' ""-A~-" ~-j .. 

SUBJECT: History of bat Zone Tax Exclusion - SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

• Prior to 1he Korean conflict, income tac benefi ts for members of the Anned Forces 
were part of individual revenue acts passed to finance war effo1ts, and the 
exclusion was not dependent on combat zone designation. 

• Beginning with the Korean conflict, the law excluded mi litary compensation 
cmned in a combat zone. 

o The Internal Revenue Code exclusion is generally triggered by the President 
establishing a combat zone by Executive Order, not by Congressional action. 

o Presidents have designated five combat zones: Korea, Vietnam, Arabian 
Peninsula, Kosovo, and Afghanistan. Korea and Vietnam have been 
terminated. 

o Treasury regulations allow the Secretary, or his delegate, to extend combat 
zone tac benefits to members serving outside of but in "direct support" of the 
combat zone. 

• Congress acted only twice to extend combat zone tax benefits to members by 
establishing in law Qualified Hazardous Il.:cy Areas: the Fonner Yugoslavia (1995) 
and Kosovo (1999). 

o Both or these bills origjnated in the House Ways and Means Cornminee. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: L TC Janee Fenton, USA,j._(b_)(_5> ___ .....,l 

0 

A( 
TSA8D 
SAMA 90 
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TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Letter to Karz.ai 

71..(<-~ 
F8~8 

November 4, 2004 

If I have not sent a letter to Karzai, congratulating him on his election, I should. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110404-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

---
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RUEKJCS/SECDEF WASHINGTON DC 
ZEN/OSD SECDEF 
ZEN/PTC OTC SPT 

UNCLAS 

SUBJ; SECDEF LETTER TO PRESIDENT KARZAI 

Pagel of l 

PLEASE DELIVER TO PRESIDENT KARZAI FROM SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
RUMSFELD 

DEAR MR. PRESIDENT, 

CONGRATULATIONS ON THE SUCCESS OF ELECTIONS IN AFGHANISTAN. SO MUCH 
HAS BEEN ACHIEVED OVER THE PAST THREE YEARS, MUCH OF IT THROUGH YOUR 
HARD WORK AND DETERMINATION. YOU HAVE LED YOUR NATION WELL THROUGH 
AN EXTRAORDINARY AND DEMANDING TIME, J\ND THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT. YOU 
SHOULD BE PROUD. 

THE AFGHANI BALLOT YOU SIGNED IS DISPLAYED IN MY OFFICE, WHERE I WILL 
PROUDLY SHOW IT TO VISITORS. IT WILL ALWAYS BE A TREASURED 
POSSESSION, REFLECTING .AN IMPORTANT EVENT INDEED. 

I LOOK FORWARD TO WORKING WITH YOU IN THE TIME AHEAD. 

DONALD RUMSFELD 
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TO: 

FROM: 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld'1). 

SUBJECT: HAG Program 

f t_@j 

November 4,2004 

Please see if you can find anything out about a high altitude guidance program. It 

is called HAG. I think it's connected to missile defense and believe it has lo do 

with a bullet hilling a bullet. 

Let me know if you can figure out what it is and what its status is. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
I 10404·3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
Please respond by I I / , 1 ] D l( 

OSD 04248-05 
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ffltl Offi€11/l'L {acJ§E Gt Rs¥ 

High Accuracy Guidance (HAG) 

• HAG is a homing guidance and missile command generalor whose 
proponents claim can achieve a small miss distance in homing missile 
engagements, especially against highly maneuvering endoatmospheric 
targets. 

• HAG lechnology is proprielary and has been offered for sale lo lhe 
Government as a sealed "black box" by HAG Technologies. 

• In simulalions of U.S. missile engagemenls conducled by DoD, academia, 
and industry from 1994 to 2000, HAG somelimes outperformed classical 
homing guidance algorithms but was not evaluated against modern 
algorithms. 

• HA G's inventor is no longer available, complicating the understanding of its 
underlying principles. The Missile Defense Agency (MDA) has suggested 
that HAG Technologies give DoD access to HAG source code in order to 
ascertain the true nature and potential of HAG algorithms. 

• Radiance Technologies has proposed that MDA fund an ongoing program 
sponsored by HAG Technologies to reverse engineer HAG. The proposed 
program would assess HAG performance in simulation testing, rewrite HAG 
computer code in maintainable format, and determine its weaponization 
potential. 

• MDA has an open Broad Agency Announcement for technologies such as 
HAG, MDA suggested to the HAG owners to submit a proposal to allow an 
in-depth evaluation. 

Drartcd by: Keith Engla:ndcr1(b){6) I 
11/05/04 

11-L-0559/0SD/30391 
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DT 

The Honorable Jon Kyl 

OEPARTMENTOFDEFENSE 
MISSILE DEFENSE AGENCY 

7100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-7100 

United States Senate 
Washington, DC 205 I0-0304 

Dear Senalor Kyl: 

.. ''4 - . ;0 

In my response to your letter of June 24,2004, I promised to provide an 
assessment of the High Accuracy Guidance (HAG) algorithms for defense against 
high speed maneuvering reentry vehicles, as it may be applied within the Ballistic 
Missile Defense System (BMDS). 

We formed a team of missile guidance experts and they have concluded that given 
extremely good seeker measurements, HAG generally outperforms classical 
homing guidance techniques against some classes of targets. Without access to the 
HAG source code, the true nature and potential of the HAG algorithms cannot be 
ascertained. With access to the code we could avoid the current "black box" 
approach and allow a more thorough comparison to similar modern guidance, 
estimation and control techniques against threatening targets. 

Since the Missile Defense Agency (MDA) has an open Broad Agency 
Announcement (BAA, Solicitation Number HQ0006-04-MD A-BAA) for 
technologies such as HAG, I suggest the HAG owners consider some of the 
questions raised by our assessment team, which we will forward lo them direclly, 
and then submit a proposal to us through this BAA Again, thank you for your 
support of Ballistic Missile Defense and the technologies that will keep us 
outpacing the threat 

Sincerely, 

1Lh~ f. Jl-:.sz__ 
HE~? A. OB~Rf.lG- III 
Lieutenant General, USAF 
Director 

11-L-0559/0SD/30392 
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TO: 

cc: 

Ray DuBois 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Paul McHa)e 

FOHO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel?f-' 

SUBJECT: SITER and other Alternate Command Sites 

NOV 04 -

I enjoyed the visit to Site Rand learned a great deal. Thanks for setting it up. 

Please come back to me about our path ahead on all of our alternate command 

sites - including the NAOC. 

We should also work to ensure that each of these sites are laid out in a way that 

correctly reflects the chain of command, e.g., the Services do not need large staff 

spaces because they are not in the operational chain. 

Finally, we need to be cost conscious. We have many priorities. 

Thanks. 

IJHR:dh 
110304-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ ____;l_?-_._/_~ ....... (o_~---
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TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rurnsfel~ 

SUB CT: Canal Zone Security Brief 
i 

-P~ 
~ 

November 15, 2004 

I FRO;: 

The I rninistrator of the Canal Zone offered to come up and brief whoever we 
I 

want t the Pentagon on other security arrangements and other plans. 
I 

I 
DHR:db I 
111504· 

s. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Pie respond by _______ _ 
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November 2,2004 

TO: Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald RumsfelclJ!tv 

SUBJECT: Energy Idea 

George Shultz called on the topic of energy. He says there's an outfit that can take solar 

energy and bml it into electricity by a process that puts an ink spray on a thin foil. The 

panels that result from this process are cheap, about one-quarter the cost. The folks who 

discovered this are ready to build a factory. The military possibilities might be to use it 

in remote locations. You could take the ink and foil and operate a radio. 

Shultz and a personal friend, Dr. Paul Berg, who is a Nobel Laureate in Chemistry, sat in 

on the presentation. When it was fini shed, Berg said the presenters (chemists) know what 

they are talking about. They use nanotechnology. They can make a nano-molecular 

membrane - designed with vmious orifices - and put it on a thicker membrane. The cost 

for desalinization is in electric power. Their membrane apparently has so little resistance 

that it means dramatic.:all y reduced costs. There are, undoubted I y, other applications as 

well. 

Shultz sent the attached white paper, including points of contact. I told Shultz you would 

get in touch with these folks and see whether anyone in DoD is interested. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
~ovcmbcr 2004 Agua Via, LLC White Paper: "Nano-1.\folcculiff :Membranes for Water Desalination and 

Purification" 

DHR:ss 
110204·8 
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WHITE PAPER 

Nano-Molecular Membranes for Water 
Desalination and Purification 

No,,ember 2004 

Agua Via, LLC 

agua: water 
via: way, path 

AGUA VIA, LLC 
330 Beach Road 

Burlingame, California 9401 O 
Contact: Gayle Pergamtt 

Phone: 6501888-9373 
gayle@aguavia.com 

Agua Via, LLC 330 Reach Road, Burlingame, Calili.)mia9401 O 650-888-9373 
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AGUA: water VIA: way, path 

Based on research work which began in 1997, a novel 
filtration technology has been developed by mimicking the 
naturally occurring filtration mechanisms in the membranes 
of biologic cells. Desalination and water purification based 
on this Smart Membrane™ technology is anticipated to 
deliver the purest water possible at the lowest energy 
thermodynamically possible. Energy is the largest cost 
component of desalination. By cutting over 60% of 
energy required by current reverse osmosis membranes 
- and concomitantly eliminating high pressure pumps, 
energy recovery systems (little wasted energy to recover), 
certain pretreatment systems, and other maintenance costs 
- Smart Membranes may provide overall cost reductions 
of up to 60 or 70%. Smart Membranes are ideally suited to 
deliver pure water in settings where this has not been 
economically or technically possible, or to deliver pure water 
in a smaller, less energy intensive, less costly manner than 
any conventional system. 

NV. ,1L r. 'I 

"Water,like energy in 
the late 1970s, will 
probably become the 
most critical natural 
re.source issue facing 
mosf parts of fuc 
world by the start of 
this century." 

• The Financial 
Times <i London 

Originally created for use in medical devices, Smart Membranes are now being adapted 
for use in desalination and water purification. It is estimated that purification applications 
using membranes will be demonstrable in 18 months, and desalination applications 
ready in an additional 18 months following adequate funding. 

Smart Membrane technology is configurable in both performance and scale to the wide 
range cf. physical circumstances under which desalination <r purification must be 
performed: point of use solutions farindividuals in the field, small group systems, mobile 
systems on land or sea, and municipal sized systems in industrial, recreational, 
commercial, medical, agricultural, military, and municipal settings. At its simplest, a 
filtration cartridge at the bottom of a tube with a 27'' head d water is sufficient to 
eliminate chemical, biologic and most radioactive hazards. With an additional 
component in place to handle osmotic gradient, the 27" tube is also sufficient for 
desalinate brackish water and seawater. The membrane is anticipated to be 
packaged in a variety of reliable, low maintenance, easy to use systems designed 1o 
produce high purity water in a full range of demanding environments. 

EXAMPLES OF SMART MEMBRANE IMPACTS. 

Calculations indicate that these membranes could produce205 gallons per square foot 
per day (gfd) operatingat<1psi, utilizingtechniques otherthan high pressureto 
accommodate the osmotic gradient during desalination. At this filtration rate, high 
volume, high quality water purification and desalination could be providedwithin 
a small footprint: a Smart Membrane cube measuring 165mm (6.5 inches) per side 
could produce 100,000 gallons per day at 1 psi. The implications am: 
• reduction in filtration plant size, energy requirements, and cost The Office of 

Naval Research has the goal of using cutting edge conventional technologies to get 
a 300,000 gallon per day filtration system onto a flatbed truck. A Smart Membrane 
system would deliver the 300,000 gallons via 3 of the 6.5 inch cubes. 

Agua Via, LLC 330 Beach Road, Burlingame, Gdfomia 94010 650-888-9373 2 
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• useful where small size and low energy requirements are critical such as in 
emergency and military applications, or rural use off the power grid, 

• useful in a range <I scales: from municipalities down to individual use 
• useful as a wide spectrum water purifier in military or terrorist-impacted 

environments: by filtering out all contaminants and leaving only safe water, water c.an 
be provided without identifying contaminants or taking special steps to deal 
with the contaminants' concentration or nature 

• sufficiently low cost to be useful for waste water remediation, elimination of 
endemic biologic threats (e.g., Giardia), toxic solutes or other contaminants. 

Today, desalinization can costover$1,000US per acre-foot. Although Tampa Bay, 
Florida had hoped to desalinate water at a cost of only $650US per acre-foot, much of 
the potential cost reductionwas due to favorable financing terms and projected 
operating efficiencies which have fallen short of the goal by 50%. 

Today, energy .is a dominating cost of creating a gallon of clean water. In desalination, 
the most energy-intensive water treatment, annual energy costs equal or exceed total 
capital cost. The final stage of purification- separatingwaterfrom salt - accounts for 
99% of the energy. Cf that energy, roughly 2/3rri" is spent overcoming 1 )the length, 
and 2) the fortucus path of the pores In conventional membranes. Only 1/3m is due 
to overcoming the osmotic gradient of the salt. 

The Smart Membrane's extreme thinness (1 atomic layer thick) and complete lack 
of tortuous paths eliminates both length and tortuosity as factors in determining 
flow, and so eliminates 2/3rds of the energy penalty experienced by conventional 
membranes. This reduction in energy translates to a major reduction in overall cost <1 
desalinating water from energy savings alone. 

Significant as a 66% energy cost reduction is, the impact cf moving to a low-energy/low 
pressure mode ripples through the overall design of any water system, accounting for 
an additional reduction of capital cost and labor costs. For example, eliminating the 
high pressure pumps and energy recovery systems of Conventional desal\nat\on plants 
translates into further reduction in capital cost, system complexity, and maintenance 
costs. With capital costs alone for desalination plants running between $40M and 
$400M, the value from a Smart Membrane system could be regarded as significant. 

r. 1 

Additional examples of reduced maintenance demands may be seen in fouling 
reduction. Fouling is a major cause of reduced performance and high maintenance ii. 
conventional membranes. The Smart Membrane is so thin that there is no ability for 
substances to get trapped in its pores, as is the case with thick, tortuous polymer 
membranes. A second cause of membrane fouling is blofilm formation by bacteria. 
Bacterla begin biotilm formation by establishing a beachhead on a surface through 
dropping glycoprotein-based grappling hooks. The Smart Membrane's pores are too 
small to admit these grappling hooks. The area surrounding the pore has the ability to be 
covered with surface molecules in a precise fashion to minimize bacterial attachments. 
This ability to cover the membrane surface in a discrete fashion led, in a biomedical 
setting, to a powerful strategy for implementation of biocompatibility. In water filtmtion 
and purification, this capability allows for developing surfaces with unique an1i-fouling 
properties. 

Agua Via, LLC 3 .10 Beach Road, Burlingame, Ca1ifomia 94010 650-888-9373 3 
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TECHNICAL BACKGROUND. 

A Smart Membrane is the thinnest membrane physically possible (1 atomic layer thick) 
with the ability to have custom crafted pores which filter in or out virtually any class of 
substances desired. For example, by sizing down slightly from the pores suitable for 
filtering water, one could build membranes which act as a light weight, long-lived gas 
mask - filtering out nerve toxins (organic molecules) while allowing oxygen, carbon 
dioxide and nitrogen to pass freely. Rather than absorbing and quickly saturating in the 
manner of conventional carbon gas masks, the Smart Membrane would reflect 
undesired substances. 

Smart Membranes result from the creation of a new class of extremely selective, 
biomimetic Smart Pores™ which assemble into thin (0.5nanometer-.22nanometer) 
porous nanomembranes. These porous monolayer membranes have specific structures 
that provide a low energy barrier to the passage of water or specific solutes, while 
providing a high barrier to other solutes. This technology shows highly specific molecular 
filtration at the atomic scale and profound transport properties such as exquisite ion 
selectivity characteristics. 

Because these membrane structures are so thin, it is useful to think about them in 
quantum mechanical terms rather than classical fluid mechanical terms. Dr. William 
Dean of MIT has described these pores as 'orifices" offering no impedance to flow, 
rather than as conventional "pores." With a low pressure drop across a nanomembrane 
0.5 nanometers thick, high flux is produced at very low pressure differential. 

To date, Smart Pores and Smart Membranes have been targeted on difficult and novel 
medical filtration applications. In the course of this work, filtration abilities have been 
developed which were unprecedentedand considered major advances in filtration 
capability. 

r. b 

Certain modifications, however, are necessary to meet the demands cf water purification 
and desalination. For example, in order to meet the demanding medical criteria of 
biocompatibility, cost had not been a relevant factor in materials selection. Because a 
water filtration membrane must be rugged, low cost and able to tolerate a range of 
chemical insults, modifications are needed to replace the high cost biocompatible 
materials selected for the medical applications with more suitable ones. After the basic 
modifications for desalination and purification, additional modifications are planned for 
dealing with extreme water feedstocks, such as the t;yanide-rlch water resulting from 
mining operations. 

APPLICABILITY. 

The technology is anticipatedto be applicable and superior for applications in: 

• Purification applications with uses ranging from high purity drinking water through 
higher purity water for medical uses, such as Water for Injection. 

• Desalination applications, including both seawater and brackish water. 
• Remediation of both waste water and polluted groundwater, producing ultra high 

qua I ity water. 

Agua Via, LLC 330 Beach Road, Burlingame, California 94010 650-888-9373 4 
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APPLYING SMART MEMBRANES TO WATER PURIFICATION. 

Smart Membranes are anticipated to produce only good, 
potable water. Everything else .is eliminated: bacteria, 
viruses, parasites, cysts, amoebas, chemical and 
biologic warfare agents, poisons, toxins, most 
radioactive agents, spores of pathogens, nitrogenous 
waste from commercial fertilizer or excrement, arsenic 
and other heavy metals, salts, etc. This addresses the full 
range of health problems caused by bacteria and viruses 
such as dysentery, typhoid, cholera, polio virus, or minerals 
such as arsenic and fluoride. Good water becomes available 
at low cost for all needs: drinking, sanitation, hygiene, waste 
water redemption and agriculture in the u S. and overseas. 

Eighty percent of all disease in developing countries is water 
borne, and awaits a simple, cost effective, low maintenance 
solution which Smart Membranes could deliver. But even 
within the U.S., water purity is a problem. Although involving 
a narrower range of biologic contaminants than tropical 
countries, US. problems range from arsenic to endemic 
problems with Giardia, and, recently, to contamination 
concerns relating to terrorist activity, According to the EPA, 
approximately 95% cf all U.S. water municipalities are small 
systems serving populations of. less than 5,000. These are 
mainly agricultural communities where bacterial 
contamination derives from livestock; they lack the resources 
to build sophisticated systems despite acute need. 

l'IU. :, 11 r. I 

Numberof People at Risk 
FromArsenic Poisoning 

US- unknown 
Mexico - 400,000 
Chile - 43'7, 000 
Bolivia - 6,000 
Argentina - 2,000,000 
Hungary- 20,000 
Romania - 36,000 
India - ,.000.000 
Bangladesh· 50,000,000 
Thailand- 7,000 
Vietnam .. millions 
Taiwan- 200,000 
China- 720,000 
Nepal- unknown 
Source-Jack NQ, University 
of auecens!and, Australia 
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WHERE SMART MEMBRANES CAN BE USED FOR DESALINATION 

Almost 40 percent of the world's population (UNEP) lives within 60 kilometres of the 
coast, placing them within immediate reach of 97.5% of the world's available water. 
Inland, abundant saline aquifers often lie unused only a few feet below the surface. 
Because of the high energy cost cf desalination, desalination is currently used only in 
places with abundant energy or wealth: Saudi Arabia alone has 24% of the world's 
desalination plants. Price elasticity effects from the introduction of the Smart 
Membrane's cost-reducing technology should enable desalination to flomish worldwide. 

Much of world is either in or facing an imminent water crisis. General consensus among 
economists and scientists is that the world i; coming to the end of cheap groundwater. 
Some examples: 

r. ~ 

• Wars driven by water shortages are predicted to 
escalate over the next decades. More than a dozen 
nations receive >50% of their fresh water from rivers 
that cross borders a. hostile neighbors. 

Ogallala Aquifer 

Ninety-five percent of the 
United States' fresh water is 
underground.As farmers in 
the Texan High Plainspump 
groundwater faster than rain 
rep/enishesit, the wafertables 
are dropping. Nonh America's 
larqest aquifer, the Ogallala, i; 
being depleted at a rare of 72 
billion cubic metres (bcm) a 
year. Total depletionto date 
amounts to some 325bcm, a 
vofume equal to the annual 
now of 9 Colorado Rivers. The 
Ogallalastr&tchas from Texas 
to South Dakota and wafers 
one fifth of US irrigated land, 

• According to the World Bank, the health and 
economies of more than 80 countries are threatened 
by current water shortages. 

• With-Israel buying water via pipeline from Turkey and 
farm land in the Galilee turning saline, Shimon Perez 
has made desalination a goal a. Israel's 
nanotechnology program. 

• The aquifers underlying the western United States 
are fast depleting, with exhaustion predicted in "15-20 
years. 

The U.S. Government has provided small initial funding for 
programs to find a breakthrough in desalination to solve the 
U.S.'s approaching drought. 

~ The BBC 

• A program driven by New Mexico's Senator Pete Domenici, whose state ii. acutely 
affected by the Ogallala aquifer water shortage, is funded within the Office of Naval 
Research. 

, Wafer 2025, a Department of the Interior program, ii seeking to develop 
technologies to avert water disaster in the western U.S. The chart on the left maps 
the drought probabilities for the U.S. by the year 2025. The chart on the right 
indicates the abundance of saline aquifers under the continental United States. This 
distribution is frequently found throughoutthe world. Therefore, by tapping these 
abundant saline aquifers, low cost desalination would makeftmt water readily 
available to non-coastal populations. (Charts are from a presentation by the Director 
of the Water 2025 program.) 

Agua Via, LLC -330 Beach Road, Burlingame, califotnia 94010 650-888-9373 
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CONCLUSION 

Through decades of creativity and diligence, scientists and engineers addressing water 
purification and desalination have made dramatic improvements irl cost, quality and 
ability to address a range of water feedstocks, As a result, water purification and 
desalination are today based on mature technologies from which it is increasingly 
difficult to wring efficiencies, let alone breakthroughs. 

Smart Membranes represent a new technology based on building materials which mimic 
the way nature performs filtration and selection. The benefits include operating in an 
ultra-low energy mode, operating in a small footprint, and producing highly pure and 
highly specific filtration from virtually any feedstock water, fresh or saline. Such 
characteristics suit Smart Membrane filtration to highly demanding applications such as 
total water recycling for space missions (low weight, small footprint, low energy, high 
purity), as well as to highly demanding military applications in hostile environments 
(rugged, simple, low cost, high purity, scalable, without regard to contaminant type or 
concentration, capable of processing salt water or fresh). 

r. ~ 

Smart Membrane technology holds the potentialto provide significant benefitto the U.S. 
military and civilian populations. For the civilian population, adequate pure water 
represents our ability to continue agricultural and industrial productivity. For the military, 
better water technology lifts a logistic burden. Used as a tool for diplomacy, the 
technology could prevent water wars in developing countries, and with that allow better 
allocation of the U.S. military's resources. 

jtjtlddlf'IIII 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 
Jim Roche 
Gen John Jwnper 

Donald Rumsfeld~-

Air Force End Strength 

71..(<-~ 
fflM8-

November 11,2004 

What do you propose we do to get the Air Force end strength down faster? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/8/04 USAF slide: End Strength Glideslope ,SJ~ $1 ,007oy- 1z.. 
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111104-40 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Jim Roche 
Gen John Jumper 

Gen Dick Myers 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: USAF End Strength 

October 7 ,2004 

Please give me a monthly update on your cfforl'i to reduce excess end strength, 

showing me how you arc doing relative to the goals you have set for the months 

ahead. 

It would be helpful for me to sec the progress on a regular basis. 

T hanks. 

01-!R:ss 
100704-12 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsre1c/'1f· 

Iraqi Elections 

71(,:-.~ 

•8ti~ 

November 11, 2004 

Let's make sure everyone in the interagency and in Iraq understands the point 

Dick Myers makes in this memo, namely that the UN is doing a relatively small 

amount of the election effort, and if they move out it does not mean that the 

election cannot go forward. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/9/04 CJCS Memo to SecDcfre: Iraqi F.hx:tions 

DHR:dh 
111104-34 
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TO: 

PROM: 

Om Dick Myara 
Pal Wolfowitz 
DougFei1h 

Dcmald Rmmfeld ~ 

TAB 

I'm conccmed that Prime Minila ADawi 1111)' be COUDtina too heavily on UN . 

pmticipation in the upoomioc el«ticaa If 1be UN pull, out. I think the clectiom 

abould still go fclrward. 

I wonder what we ahould do about GBN Cwy ad Amb Neg1oponte beginning 

tho proc ea of Mlltina diem OD that, 10 it doesn't just stop if the UN gm skittish 

'Ihlnb. 

DRa 
IOIM-14 
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CHAIRMAN Of THE JOlff' CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WAIHNmJN, D.C. •16 ..... 

C.!-2172-04 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCsf4,#(1t /1 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

9 loyeaber 2004 

, luue. ~'I'm concerned that Prime Minister AJlawi may be counting too heavily on 
UN participation in the upcoming elections .. .I wonder what we should do about 
GEN Casey and Amb Negroponte beginning the process of working them on that, 
so it <1ocsn·tjust stop if the UN gets skittish/' (TAB) 

1 Conclufon. General Casey, Commander, Multinational Forces in Iraq (MNF-1), 
and Ambassador Negropont.e should reinforce to Prime Minister Allawi the US 
commitment to sustain support for the Iraqi elections and stress that while the UN 
presence is important, it is not a requirement. Mr. Allawi and other key l~ders of 
the Iraqi Interim Government (IIO) have been consistent and public about the 
importance of cxecutins the national elections in January 2005. In coordination 
with the US Embassy and the IIG, MNF-1 has developed detailed plans for 
support. 

• Dbcunion. MNF-l's plans include security for distribution of materials, key 
officials and polling places. The Joint Staff, USCENTCOM and MNF~I arc also 
working with the UN leadership on the ground in Baghdad and in New York to 
demonstrate US commitment to the elections and the security of UN personneJ and 
facilities. The United Nations bas a small number of election officials in Iraq. 
with plans to expand over the next several months. While important, their 
presence would not be the deciding factor in the success of the elections; in the 
end, .it is Iraqi participation that will decide that outcome. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LTG Walter L. Sharp, USA; DirectorJ J-Sj_(b_)(6_) __ ~~=----1-......,.--i 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld~ / 

71..(<-~ 

F8"8 

SUBJECT: Rollout Plan for NDS and NMS 

November 11, 2004 

Here is the rollout plan for the National Defense Strategy and the National 

Military Strategy. 

I think you should take over the rollout. 1 an not going to inform the SecState and 

NSA by telephone of the imminent releac:;e. It should be done by memo. You 

ought to decide how it ought to be handled and execute it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Undated Policy paper: Rollout Plan for the 2004 NDS and NMS 

DHR:dh 
llll04-29 
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Ro/lout Plan for the 2004 National Defense 
Strategy (NDS) and the National Military 

Strategy (NMS) 

~~T Op~ 
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Office of the Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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POLICY 

lnteragency 

OThe NOS and NMS have irr,portant USG audiences (e.g. Dept of 
Homeland Security, State Department, NSC) 

);;;- State, NSC, H LS are aware of some, but not al I elements of the 
Defense and Mi I itary Strategies 

/7 
PApproach: ~ ,tt-J° 
.5 Nov· Secretary informs SecState and NSA of the imminent. ~ 
release of the strategies during the morning phone call 

.5 Nov· Secretary calls Secretary Ridge to inform him of the 
release of the Strategies 

.Mid-Nov· PDUSD-P/J.5 conduct appropriate staff briefings 

/DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
braftworking papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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POLICY 

Congress 
OThe Congress will be in session for a very narrow window 

during second and third weeks of November 

» Bae kg round: 

• Representative Skelton asked the DepSecDef about the status 
of the NMS during his testimony in August 

• Congressional Staffers have inquired regularly about the 
release of both strategies 

Approach: 

• Week of 8 Nov- Briefings to SASC, HASC, SAC-D, and HAC-0 
staffs by DASO-Strategy and J-5 Staff 

• Mid- Nov· Formal written notification to majority and minority 
leadership of the SASC, HASC, SAC-0, and HAC-D 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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Public Affairs 

paucv OCoordinated public affairs effort that balances Strategic level 
guidance of the NDS and the operational character of the 
NMS 

)ii,, Approach: 

• Press release and briefings to accompany rollout of the 
Strategies 

• Targeted venues for the Secretary, DSD, CJCS, USD-P, and 
PDUSD-P for presentation of main strategic themes 
oe.g. Council on Foreign Relations (DC, NY, and National Series); 
o Chairman at War College Foundation Events; and 
o Radio and Print Press interviews 

.Articles by key foreign policy and military affairs experts 

• Brief Defense Policy Board members 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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International 

D Draw on the strategies as DoD promotes a Common Global Security 
Assessment with foreign allies and partners 

~Approach: 

• USDP-led uroad shown on the Common Global Security Assessment 
which will cover: 
o United States assessment of the global and regional security environments; 

o NDS& NMS; and 

o Evolving Posture 

• PDUSD-P and J-5 briefings to: 
o The State Department Coalition Group; 

o The foreign press corps; and 

o 8 Nov .. Transmit Diplomatic Cables with country tailored talking points 

• Outreach briefings in appropriate venues e.g. the Foreign Officers 
attending U .. S. War Colleges 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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Internal DoD 

DPreviously we have not done a good enough job in 
informing Department components of changes in 
defense strategy 

>'1' Approach: 

• Transmit a formal combined notification message for NOS & 
NMS release directing components to web links for the 
strategies, and associated briefings and talking points 

.DASO-Strategy and J-5 staff briefings to: 
o Department Principals; 
o Combatant and Component Commands; and 
o Advisory groups to the Joint Staff and Services 

.PDUSD-PIDASD-Strategy and the J-5 conduct several Town Hall 
presentations which can be taped and transmitted to AFRTS 

.SD, DSD, USD-P, CJCS, and VCJCS conduct interviews with 
AFRTS on themes from the new strategies 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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TO: Doug Feith 

c c : Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: DonaldRumsfcid1f\, 

SUBJECT: Southern Command 

71(,:-.~ 

an,8· 

November 11,2004 

Attached is Tom Hill's farewell statement on Southern Command. He has a lot of 

important points here that I think we need to think through and develop action 

plans on. 

I hope you'll get :yair folks working it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l l/9/04Conunandcr, SOUTHCOMmerno toSecDef: Opportunities and Challengt.-s m the US Southern 

Command Area of Respon-,ibility 

DHR:dh 
111104-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ J 2_/_1_0
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REPLY 'TO 
ATTENTIONOF 

~IJ'cllitJ:~ 

DEPARlMENTCF DEFENSE 
UNITED STATES SOUTHERN COMMAND 

OFFICE OF THE COMMANDER 
351 1 NW91ST AVENUE 
MIAMI, Fl 33172-1217 

9 November 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR HonorabJc Donald H. Rumsfcld, Secretary of Defense, I 000 Defense 
Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301- 1000 

SUBJECT : Opportunities and Challenges in the US Southern Command Arca of Responsibility 

1. Sir, as I relinquish command of USSOUTHCOM, I want to thank you for your leadership, 
guidance and trust over the past two yem·s and three months. Command of such an important 
and diverse unit has enriched my life and deepened my appreciation for the greatness of our 
nation. As I depart, I'd like to highlight a few opportunities and challenges that I see in the 
Southern Command AOR. 

2. Although I do not sec a current or potential conventional military threat in the AOR. Latin 
America has become the most violent region in the world. I see the issues of violence and 
poverty as two sides of the same coin: the rampant violence impedes the economic growth 
necessary to pull up the 43% of the population who live below the poverty line. The poverty and 
hopelessness foment discontent, creating ready recruits for gangs, narco-terroristsand other 
illegal armed groups. The issue of gangs has the potential to be, over the next five to ten years, 
the greatest destabil izing force in the AOR. Gangs arc currently most prevalent in Central 
America and Brazil, but the problem will spread if we do not address the threat quickly. The 
size, transnational nature and financial power of the gangs has outstripped the region's police. 
The fact that gangs are considered a law enforcement issue prevents the military from 
confronting the threat in most countries. The security forces of the AOR must change in order to 
combat the current array of threats. We must help our partner nations fi nd a solution that makes 
sense, respects human rights and recognizes the historic mistrust of uniformed military acting in 
a police role. In order to do so, we must transform ourselves and readdress our current 
restrictions against training police. This will require DoD leadership in the interagency and 
within the Congress. 

3. Islamic Radical Group (IPG)activity in the AOR is concentrated on fundraising and logistical 
support for worldwide terrorism. We do not see in our AOR operational cells of IRG ten-orists 
staging for an attack on the United States. I take no comfort in that fact, however, since what we 
don't know about the IRG activity in the region greatly outweighs what we do know. We arc 
vulnerable to an airborne threat because our outdated laws on aerial interdiction limit our actions 
and prevent our ne ighbors from taking action. We now have the technology to be able to detect 
and monitor an airplane that takes off from Panama, flies through all the countries of Central 
America and Mexico and crashes into a key target in the southern extreme of the United States 
and we will have done nothing about it because the current policy assumes that the worst thing 
that plane could be carrying is drugs. September 11 •h showed us the fallacy of thi s policy and we 
must fix it regionally for it to be effective. The regional approach is critical in Central America 

Ci l@ISJ180111~!8/f8t§8 
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due to the short flight time required to fly from the airspace cf one country into the airspace of 
another. Regional airbridge denial is a sensitive and controversial issue across the interagency, 
and I believe that only you will be able to take this on effectively. 

4. You can be proud of what the men and women of Southern Command do to support the 
Government of Colombia. The armed forces of Colombia, for the first time since the 1960s, arc 
conducting sustained offensive operations in the old "despeje" region, which previously gave 
sanctuary to narco-terrorists. Those efforts arc beginning to bear fruit as we arc seeing greater 
numbers of desertions and decreased activity on the p,u-t of the illegal armed groups. We must 
stay the course in Colombia by continuing to provide logistical, intelligence and planning 
assistance to the Colombian military while interdicting the illicit trafficking that sustains the 
narco-terrorist groups. We must seek to regionalize our support, especially to Peru, Ecuador and 
Bolivia, whose fragile democracies must be shored up or we risk pushing the problem out of 
Colombia and into her neighbors. Again, DoD leadership is essential, both in the interagcncy 
and on the Hill. 

5. In 1978, sixteen of the countries in this hemisphere had communist or totalitarian 
governments. Today, all of Latin America and the Caribbean. save Cuba, have made the shift to 
democracy and the militaries in the region are supporting democracies. USSOUTHCOM has 
played a key role in this maturation by close. continuous, personal interaction with the armed 
forces of the AOR. This engagement is necessary if we are to assist in the transformation of 
Latin American security forces to meet 2 ls1 century threats and it is vital to our continued 
understanding of the realities on the ground in the AOR. I am seeing the effects of the negative 
impact of ASPA sanctions on our engagement, especially in terms of IMET. Several of our key 
partners arc already looking to Europe and China to fill the gap that ASPA is creating in 
Professional Military Education and exchange programs. Current limits on information sharing, 
security clearances and access are at cross-purposes with our professed goals of regional 
cooperation. The SOUTH COM staff is working on ways to ameliorate the impact of these 
limitations. We must overcome these barriers if we are to continue Lo be the security partner of 
choice for the nations in this hemisphere. 

6. Disenchantment with failed institutions and unfulfilled economic promises in Latin America 
and the Caribbean have resulted in tremendous social upheaval in the region. One manifestation 
of the dissatisfaction with the existing political institutions is the fact that several presidents in 
the AOR find themselves in the presidency as their first elected public office. As a result of the 
latest referendum in Venezuela, President Chavez appears to be a fixture in the region. From a 
strictly military point of view, Tam concerned that President Chavez is turning his armed forces 
into a highly politicized praetorian guard, which will choose loyalty to him over loyalty to the 
constitution. On a larger scale, I am concerned about the exportation of his "Bolivarian 
Revolution" to countries in the AOR where governments can ill afford added instability. I urge 
the pursuit of an intcragcncy consensus around a policy designed to limit the detrimental impact 
that Chavez is likely Lo have on the region. 

Cl l t!ts; t6f:Jll IEBJ fl OE 0 
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7. I have seen the ongoing suffering of Haiti first hand, both under the UN mandate back in 
1994 and as commander of our more recent efforts there. Unti I the Haitian people arc able to Ii ft 

themselves from abject misery to at least dignified poverty and develop some semblance of 
working institutions, Haiti's problems will continue to haunt the United States. Short of a 
comprehensive long-term international effort to support Haiti, we will always be just one step 
away from the next migration crisis or political collapse. DoD has a leadership role to play in 
Haiti and must find a way to support Hai ti 's security forces. 

8. The stabilization of SOUTH COM Headquarters stands without resolution. As you are well 
aware, I remain convinced, as did my predecessors, that Miami is the right location for the 
headquarters from a strategic point of view. The recent proposal by the Governor of Florida 
presents us with an opportunity to make a sound fiscal decision as well. I strongly encourage 
DoD to consider the Governor's proposal as a means to resolve the command's stabilization in 
Miami. We should come to closure on this issue for both the strategic and fiscal reasons I 
mentioned as well as for the quality of l ife of our people. 

9. I thank you again for the opportunity to have served as the Commander of United States 
Southern Command. J have been privileged to work shoulderto shoulder with great patriots and 
I have been blessed by having known some of the most brilliant leaders of this hemisphere. I 
thank you for your steadfast leadership in this critical phase of our country's history. I am 
enthusiastic and optimistic about l iSSOUTHCOM's role in helping the people of the Americas 
fully enjoy the fruits of democracy and economic opportunity. 

CF: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

;1n_ -,~ 
JAMES T. HILL 
General, US Army 
Commander 

IIJI t@IJJ Zf!t81fl1§B; I O @J 0 
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November 8,2004 

TO: COL Steve Bucci 

cc: VADM Stavridis 
Cathy Mainardi 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

~rJe SUBJECT: Meeting on Rotations 

I need to have a meeting with the Army, the Joint Staff and the Chairman to talk 

about this memo on rotation periods and what we are facing. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/1/04 Memo to SecDefre: Anny Rotation Lengths 

DHR:,s 
l 10804-9 

..f8~JY5 oso 04257-05 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Les Brownlee 
Gen. Schoomacher 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Anny Tour Lengths 

September 16,2004 

At our recent discussion of deployment rules with David Chu, you said you would 

get back to me with a view of how we might be able to reduce Army tour lengths 

from 12 months down toward 9 or even 6-7 months, like the Marines. 

I know these are very difficult choices in the short term, but I am very curious how 

that analysis is going, and I look forward to hearing from you about it fairly soon. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
()'}1604-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASBINGTON,DC 20311 

OCT 1 axJ4 

NIEMORANDillvl FOR SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT Anny Rotation Lengths 

In response to your September 16, 2004, memo, while the Army would prefer to 
reduce deployment durations to six or nine months, the increased deployment tempo 
generated by shorter rotation lengths would have a negative impact on the force at this 
time. 

Anny studies and operational experience have shown that in a perfect world, six 
nmt.hs is the optimal deployment length, allowing the Army to balance its operational 
requirements to provide trained and ready forces co the combatant commanders against 
the stresses separation generates on our volunteer force. However: 

• There is insufficient depth within the Anny's Combat Suppo1t and Combat 
Service SufFort capabilities to reduce rotation lengths below 12 rronths without 
producing significantdweU time and remobilization violations. 

• Shorterrotation lengths would affect the Anny's abilityto meetCENTCOM's 
total requirements for combat forces as well. For instance, at current commitment 
levels, reducing the Army's combat unit deployment length to nine natils could 
generate a 21 brigade combat team shortfall over the next two years. This 
problem would only be exacerbated by soortenirqunit rotations to six months in 
duration. 

Even under the current 12-m::nthrotation policy, meeting CENTCOM's 
requirements for Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom 04-06 will require the 
remobilization of 18 Reserve Component urits and the premature redeployment of 61 
Active Component mits - mea,;ures which wJl impact approximately4,000 Soldiers, 
'1hi.s number is projected to increase to approximately I 0,(XX)Soldiers for Operations 
Iraqi Freedom and Enduring Freedom 05-07. 

PETER J. SCHOO MAKER 
General, US Army 
Chief of Staff 

F0U5 
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G-35-SSW 

DEPARTMENTOFTHEARMY 
OFFlCROFTBIDEPOTYCBIU'OFSTAPJl,G-3 

41GAIIMY PENTAOON 
WASIIINGTON,DC2131Ma 

2 3 SEP 200. 

MEMORANDUM THRU QJ!PYTY E?!lliBF OF STAR-, 0 3 ,;{ij(_ 
w::e anEF OF ST,\Pf. AftM.VM-<-. 
CIUli¥ Qi Sl't\i.i, .W&i~,o.D~ 

FORACTING SECRETARY OFTHEARMY 

SUBJEC1': Army Rotation Lengths· ACTION MEMORANDUM 

l. Pu1pose: Reply to the September 16,2004 SECDEF memo on the length of Anny 
deployment rotations. 

2. Discussion: 

a. There is insufficient depth within CS/CSS capabilities to reduce rotation 
lengths below 12-monthswithout significant dwell tine and remobilization violations. 

b. While it is possible to shmten the rotation lengths for the Active Component 
Maneuver Brigades and still maintain the Amy's Campaign Pl.al, doing so would require 
maintaining an increased level of Reserve Component participation. 

c. While shorter unit rotations may provide the A rm y 'With potential retention 
and quality of life advantages, the increased operational tempo would have a negative 
impact on the force. Disadvantages of 91ralt:hrotations are: 

• An increased role of the Reserve Component 

• An increase in number of unit,; that become dwell violators 

• An increase in number of units that become remobilization violators 

• Less time available for units to conduct professional development, 
ttainilg, and maintenance before redeploying 

• An increased burden upon strategic air/sea lift 

11-L-0559/0SD/30426 
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SUBJECT: Army Rotation Lengths 

d. These disadvantages are only exacerbated unler 6-month rotations. 

3. (U) Recommendation: Acting SECARMY approve infonnation memorandum for~ 
SECDEF. 

Encl ~~~ 
Major Gene~ 1j>N 
Director of Strategy, 
Plals and Policy 

CPTKELLY L. WEBSTE~ .... (b-)(
6
_) __ _ 

2 
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TO: Paul McHale 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Dou!! Feith ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld <::v r \.... 
9/1 I Commission Report Item 

r ·- -........ ~ ...... ,_ -. ·-

SEl)EC :1: ~.· 2~~::;.rfF: 

ZaJ5 !'.'1 -3 /:1 9: 07 

Do we have a piece of paper that explains who is responsible for defending us at 

home that is clear, succinct and bullet pointed? I notice this from the 9/11 

Commission Report, which is really an amazing lack of knowledge for a 

commission that is being widely praised. 

Shouldn't we write the members of the commission a note referencing this page in 

their report, and explaining the answer to the question? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
9/11 Commission Report (ref. page 26) 

DHR:ss 
110204·6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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agenl'Y will not solve Ame1ica's problems in collecting and an~g intelli
gence within the United States. We do not recommend creating one. 

• We propose the estahlili-hment of a specialized and integrated national 
security workforce at the EBI, consisting of agents, ana.lysti~ linguists, 
and surveillance specialists who are teetuited, trained, rewarded, and 
retained to ensure the development of an institutional culture imbued 
with a deep expertise in intelligence and national security. 

At several :Ecizi:s we ask.ed:Who Im the~ for defendingus at 
home? Responsibility for America's national defense is shaied. by the 
Department of Defense, with its new Northern Command, and by the 
Department of Homeland Security.They must have a clear delineation of roles, 
missions, and authority 

• The Department ofDefense and its oversight commineesshould ng-
ularly assess the adequacy of Nonbem Command\ strategies aIJd 
planning to defend against military thmats to the homeland. 

The Department of Homeland Security and its oversight comm.ittm 
should nigul.arly assess the types of threats the country faces; in order 
to determine the adequacy of the government's plans and the ~ 
ness of the government to mspcni to those threats. 

* * * 

.W:l:all on the American people to iared..er how ,e all felt on 9/11, to 
remember not only the unspeakable horror but how v.e came together as a 
nation-one nation. U'Jil::v of pw::p::,se and unity of effort are the way "te will 
defeat this enemy and make Artierica safer .fir our children and grandchildren. 

We look forward to a national debate on the merits of what w e have recan
mended, and "E will participate vigorously in that debate. 

..._. -, 
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EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 

WE PRl<:SEI\T THE NARRATIVE Of this report and the recommendations that 
flow from it to the President of the United States, the United States ~s, 
and the American people fix t:}ej_r consideration. Ten Commissioners-five 
Republicans and five Deroocrats chosen by elected leaders from our nation's 
capital at a time of great partisan division-have come together to present this 
report without d:i.srst. 

We hav.e come together with a unity of purpose because our natim demands 
it. September I 1,200 I, ws a day of unprecedented shock and suffering in the 
history of the United States-The natial was unprepared. 

A NATION TRANSFORMED 

At 8:46 on the morning of September 11,200 I, the United States became a 
nat.im. transfb1med. 

An airliner traveling at hundreds of miles per hour and carryingsome 10,00) 
gillms afjet fuel plowed into the North Tower of the World Trade Cent.er in 
Lower Manhattan. At 9:03, a second airliner hit the South 'l'oNar. File and 
smoke billowed upward.Steel,glass, a<:.h,andb::dies .fell below.The1winTowers1 

where up to 50,000 people worked each day, both collapsed less than 90 min
LES lat.er. 

At 9:37 that same mrning, a third airliner slammed into the western face of 
the Pentagon. At 10:03, a fourth airliner crashed in a field in southern 
PEmsylvania. It had been aimed at the United States Capitol ·or the White 
House, and we forced down by hemic passengers armed with the knowledge 
that America ws under attack. 

More than 2,600 people died at the World Trade Center; 125.died at the 
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Pentagon; 256 died on the four planes. The death toll surp~ed that at Pearl 
Harbor in December 1941. 

This immeasurable pain wa5 inflicted by 19 youngArabs acting at the behest 
of lslami,t extremists headquartered m distant Mghanistan. Some had been m 
the United States for more tlEn a year, mixing with the rest of the population. 
Though four had 1raining as piJd:s, ~t were not well-educated M::>st spoke 
aglish p:xrly some haml.y at all. h1 groups d" four or five, carrying with them 
only small knives, box OJt:teis, and cans of Mace or pepper spray, they had 
hijacked the fcurplanes and tumed them into deadly guided missiles. 

Why did they do this? How was the attack planned and a.mceived'? How did 
the U.S. government fail to anticipate and prevent it? What can we do .:in the 
fu~ to prevent similar acts oftem>rism? 

A Shock, Not a Surprise 
The 9/11. a~cb were a shock, but they should n:t. have come as a surprise. 
Islamist. extremists had given plenty of warnmg that they meant tD kill 
Americans iil.discriminately and in large numbers.Although Usanu. Bin Ladin 
hlmselfwould not emerge as a signal threat witil the late 1990s. the threat of 
lslamist terrorism grew over the decade. . .. 

In February 1993, a group led by Ramzi Yousef tried to bring down the 
Wodcl Trade Center with a llEUck bonu,. They killed six and wounded a thou
snt P1an!i by Omar Abdel R2hman and othen to blow up the Holland and 
Linmln tunnels and other New York (,ity landmarks wcze trustrated when the 
plotters~ a~ted. In Ot1ober 1993,Somali tr:ibesrren shot down U.S. hel.., 
icopten, killing 18 and woundi'lg 73 .:in an .incicbJt that came to be known as 

. . 

''Black Hawk down:'Years later•it would be learned that those Somali tribes-
men had t"eCei~d help fioin al Qaeda. 

In early 1995, police in Manila wtcC>'YeMd a plot by R.amzi Yousef 1o blow 
up a dmen U.S.airlinen while they were fl.yipg over the Pacific. In N:::Jued:Jer 
1995,a car bomb exploded outside the office of the U.S.program manager :fir 
the Saudi NatimaJ. Guard: in Rjya~ killing five! Americans and two others. h1 
June 1996,a truck bomb demolished the Khob~Towers ap~ent complex m 
Dhahran. Saudi.Arabia, killing 19 U.S.servkemen and wounding hundreds. The 
attack 'MB carried out prinarily by Saudi Hezbo.ll;lh. an organimtion that had 
received help from the government of Iran. 

Until 1997, the U.S. intelligence community viewed Bin Ladin as a fin- · 
ancier of' terrorh,m, n::t. as a terrorist leader. In February 1998, Usama Bin 
Ladin and four d:lEl:s iSSI.Ed a self-styled fatwa; publicly declaring that it was 
God's decree 1hat e,eey Muslim should try his utmost to kill any American, 
military er civilian, anywhere .:in the world. because ofAmerican"occupa-
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tion" of Islam's holy places and aggression against Musl.irns. 
In August 1998,Bin Ladin's group, al Qaeda, carried out near-simultaneous 

truck bomb attacks on the U.S.embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dr es Salaam, 
Tanzania.The attacks killed 224 people, including 12Americans,and wounded 
thousands no.re. 

In December 1999, Jordanian police foiled a plot lo bomb hotels and other 
sites frequented by American tovists. and a U.S; Customs agent arrested Ahmed 
Ressam at the US. C:ra::tia'l border as he w.:is smuggling in explosives intend
ed for an attack on IDsAngeles lnternationalAizpltt. 

In October 2000, an al Qaeda team in Aderr,Yemen, used a motorboat filled 
with explosives to blow a hole in the side of a destroyer, the USS Cole, almost 
s:i.nk::in;" the vessel and killing 17 American sai.la:s . . · 

The 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were far 
more elaborate, precise, and destructive 1tEn arrt of these earlier assaults. But by 
September 2001, the executive branch of the U.S. government, the Coogress, 
the news media, and the American public had received clear warning that 
Islamist terrorists meant to kill Americans in high numbers. 

Who h the Enemy? 
Who is this enemy that created an atgani:zaticn capable ofinflli:brgsuch,.hor
rific damage on the United sta:es?We now know that these attacks were car
ried out by various groups oflslamist extremists. The 9/11 attack WIS driven by 
Usama Bin Lalin. • 

In the 1981h, young Muslims from around the world went to Afghanistan to 
join as volunteers in a jihad (er holy struggle) against the Soviet Union. A 
wealthy Saudi, Usa:m Bin Lad.in, WdS one of them.Following the defeat of the 
Soviets in the late 1980s, Bin Ladin and ol:hem formed al Qaeda to mtriJi,e 
jihads elsewhere. 

The history, culture, and body of beliefs from which Bin 1aclin shapes and 
spreads his message are largely unknown to many Americans. Seizing on sym
lDls of Islam's past greatness, he promises to restore pride to people who con-· 
sider themselves the victims of successive foreign masters. H! l&!S cultural and 
religiOJs allusions to the holy Qur'an and some of its interpreters. He appeals 
to people disoriented by cyclonic change as 1hey confront modernity and gkb
alization. Hs rhetoric selectively draws from multiple sources-lslam1 history, 
and the J:Egis::n' s political and economic malaise. 

Bin Ladin also stresses g1ievances against the United States widely shared in 
the ME1bl world. He inveighed against the presence of U.S. mops in Saudi 
Arabia, which is the home of Islam's roLiat sites, and against other U.S. roJ icim 
in the Middle BE. 
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Upon this political and ideological fc:uda:tial, Bin Ladin built auer the 
course of a decade a dynamic and lethal otgania:icn. He built an mttasttucture 

and a:genizal:kn in Afghanistan that could attracti train, and use recruits against 
ever m:>:re ambitious targets. He rallied new zealots and new money with each 
demonseration ofal Qaeda's capability.He had f~a dose alliance with the 
Taboan, a regime providing sanctuary fix al Qaeda. 

By September 11,200 I, a I Qaeda possessed 

• leaders able to evaluate, approve, and supervise the planning and direc
tim of a major qiei:atial; 

• a personnel system that could recruit candidates, indoctrinate them, 
vet tten,.and give them the necessary training; 

• communications sufficient to enable planning and direction of opem-

tnes and those who would be helping th3n; 
• an intelligence eflb:t to gather required infomatial and form as,"Je&-.-

ments of enemy stmg:h.! and weaknesses; 
, the ability to move people great distances; and 
• the ability to raise and move the money necessary to finance an attack. 

1998 to September 11,2001 
The August l 998bombings ofU.Scmbassics in Kenya lnd Tanzania established 
al Qaeda as a potent adversary of the United States. 

After launching cruise missile strikes against al Qaeda targets in Afghanistan 
and Sudan in ntaJictim fbr the embassy bombings, the Clinton adninistrat.icn 
applied diplomatic pressure to 1:Iy to persuade the Taliban regime in A.fglwmtan 
to expel Bin Ladin, The administration also devised CDa:t operation~ to ue 
CIA-paid foreign agents to capture or kill Bin Iadin and his chief lieutenants. 
These a±icns did not stop Bin Ladin or dislodge al Qaeda. from its sanctuary. 

By late I 998or em·ly 1999,Bin La.din and his advisers had agreed on an idea 
brought to thm by Khalid Sheikh Mohammed (KSM) called the "planes oper
a:jm," Tt would eventually culminate in the 9/11 attacks. Bin Ladin and his 
chief of operations.Mohammed Atef, occupied undisputed leadership positions 
atop al Qaeda.Within al Qaeda, th¥ relied heavily on the ideas and enterprise 
of strong-willed field commanders, such as KSM, to carry out worldwide ter
rorist opcra.tions. 

KSM claims that his crigirel plot was even grander than those canied out 
on 9/11--ten planes would attack targets on both the East and West coasts of 
the United States. This plan va m:x:tified by Bin Ia:iin, KSM said, owing to its 
scale and complexity. Bin Ladin provided KSM with four inical operatives for 
suicide plane attacks withln the United States, and in the fall of l 999aaining 

I 
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port the Taliban's ~nmucs. The (1A aa> produced a plan to improve irr..E:lli
gence collection on al Qaeda, including the Ufiif of a small, unmanned airplane 
with a video- camera, known as die Pn!!dttor. 

After the October· 2000 attack on the USS Colt, evidence accumulated that 
it had been bunched. h}' a.1 Qaeda qaati.ves, but without confirmation that Bin 
Ladin had given the order. The Taliban had em:::1.ie:' been W2rned that it would 
be held responsible for another Bin Ladin atuck on Che United State$. Thi: CA 
described its findings as a "preliminary judgment"; J>rffiident Clinton and his 
chief ach-iser'S told us they \Ven: waitilYJ for a conclm;ion before deciding 
whether to take military action. The military alternatives remained 1U18ppealing 
tD them. 

The trasi:t.im to d1e new Bush administration :in late 2000 and early 2001 
tcdc place with the Coif ~e still perxli.rr;. ]>regdent GeorgeW.Bush and his 
chief advisers accepted dlat al Qaeda was l'CSJ omibJc- for the attac;k. on the Cole, 
but did not· like the options awilabk: for a remome 

Bin Ladin'a. inference may wd1 have been that attacks, at least at the 1~ of · 
the G,le, wa-e liik tiee. 

The Bush administrationbegan developinga new strategy with the stat.ed 
goal d climimting the al Qaeda threat within chre.e to five years. 

DuriPg the spring and S\llllJller of 2001. U.S. intelligence agencies received 
a stream of wanii.n@;s that al Qaeda plaru1ed. as one DapXt put it, "saiething 
vay. vay, Vll:ty big.'' Director of C'.ent.ral Intelligence George Tenet told us, ''The 
11,y~um ve; blinking red." 

Although Bin Lad.in was dctcnnined to strike :in the U11ited States. as 
President Cliilton had been told and Pi-esident am was reminded in a 
Preiidential la\' B:iEf article briefed to him :inAugust 2001, die specific threat 
infumaation p::dri:e::l overse~. Numcrow pte:BIJtims ~ taken ove,seas. 
Domestic agencies were not effectively mobilized. TI1e th.iat did rrt. receive 
nat:.:iaal media attention cx:npa:rable tD the millennium alert. 

While the United States coati.Dued disruption dfom aiound the world., its 
emerging scraregy to eliminace 1he al ·Qaeda threat was to include an cnluged 
covert a::tim program in Mghanistan, as well as diplomatic strategies for 
Afghanistan and Pakist.all. The process culminated duiing the summer of 2001 
in a draft presidential dim::tive and argumen1s about the Predator aircra&, which · 
was soon to be deployed with a missile ofi1s ovvn, so that it might be used to 
attempt to kill Bin Lad.in (I" hi-; chief lieutenants. At a September 4 neeting, 
President Bush's chief a::lYi.sers approved the draft directive of the ~1rategy and 
endorsed the concept o£anning the Predator. This diret..1ive on the al Qaeda 
strategy W1S awaiting President Btm·s signature on September 11, 2001. 

Though the ''planes operation"was prognsing. the plotters had problems of 
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gration J"BJ•]atims.ln late August, officials in the intelligence community real
ized that the terrorists spotted in SoutheastAsia inJanuary 2000 had arrived in 

the United States. 
These cases did not prompt urgent action. No one working on these late 

lead'!> in the summer of 200 I connected them to the high level of threat repact
ing. In the Vv'Ol'ds of one cfficial, no analytic work foresaw the lightning that 
could connect the thundercloud to the ground. 

AJ final~ were under way during the summer of 2001, dissent 
emerged among al Qaeda leaders in Afghanistan over whether to proceed. The 
Taliban's chief, Mlllah Omar, opposed attacking the United States. Although 
facing opposition from mmy of his senior lieutenants, Bin Ladin effectively 
ovenuled their cbjEd:ja'ls, and the attacks went fo.twam. 

I I L 6633J SCSI 66455 
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it was not communicated to the pilots. In sh01t, while leaders :in Washington 
beliC'Ved that the fighters ciicling above them had been insb:ucte:I to ''take a.it" 
hostile aircraft. the only orders at.1wlly conveyed to the pilots were to "ID type 
and tail." 

Like the national defense, the emergency response on 9/11 was neces&Uily 
improvised. 

In New York City, the Fiic Department of New Yo:dc, the New York 
Police Department, the Pact Authority ccNewYork and New Jersey, the 
building employees, and the ocmpants of the buildinp did tlE:i.r l::ast to 
cope with the etTects of almost unimaainable evcnt.s-unfoldiJllt furiously 
over 102 nrues. ~ties were nearly 100 per<.,-ent at and above the 
impact zaes and were very high among first responderswho stayed .in dan
ger as th¥ tried to save lives. Despite weak:n~ :inpn::pratia,s for &as

ter, fa:ilme to achieve unified incident conunand, and inadequate communi
catials among ~ agencies, all but approximately one hundred of 
the thousands of civilians who worked below the impact zone escaped, 
often with help fiom the emergency :r:esJXJms. 

At the Pentagon, while there were also problem, of conunand and a:rt.ml, 
the emergency res_J)Offie was generally effective. The Incident Comm.and 
System,a formalized management structure i:r emergency response i1 place ;in 

the Nat.iaJal Capital Region, overcame the inherent complications of a 
~JJOnse across kcal, state, and federa.ljurisdictiom.. 

Operational Opportunities 
~ wrile with the benefit and handicap of rundsight. w e are mindful of the 
danger ofbeing unjust to men and women who made choices .m. o:::n::i:iti.alaf 
uncertainty and in circumstances over which they often had littJe control. 
~, there were specific points <I wlnerability in the plot and 

opportunities to disrupt it. Operational fail~pportuniti.cs · that were 
not er cccld rx:t. be exploited by the atganizal:.:ims and system1 of that 
time-included 

• not w:atdilisting future hijackers Hazmi an:l Mihdhar, not trailing 
them after they traded to Bangkok, and not informing the FBI about 
one future hijacker's U.S. visa or his companion's travel tD the United 
States; 

• not sharing infonnation linking individllals in the Colt attack to 
Mihdhar; . 

• n± takiig adequate !,1eps :in time to find l\tlihclhar er Hazmi il the 
u"'Ed slates; 
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• not linking the arresr of Zacarias Moussaoui, described as inrerested in 

flight training for the purpose of using an airplane in a terrorist act, to 
the heightened indications of attack; 

• not discovering false statements on visa applications; 
• not recognizing passpor1s manipulated in a fraudulent manner; 
• rxx. expanding ro--fly lits to include names from terrorist watchlists; 
• not searching airline pa,;,sengers identified by the computer-based 

CAPPS screening system; and 
• not hardening aircraft cockpit ci::lor.3 er raking other mea .. ures ro pre

pare for the possibility of suicide hijacking. 

GENERAL FINDINGS 

9 

Since the plotters were flexible and resourceful, we cannot know whether 
any single step or series of steps would have defeated them. Wbat we can say 
with confidence is that none of the measures adopted by the US. govern
ment from 1998 to 2001 disturbed or even delayed the progress ofthe al 
Qaeda plot. Across the government, there were failures of imagination, pol
icy, capabilities, and management. 

Imagination 
The most important failure was one ofirnagination.We do not believe lead
ez:s understood the gravity of the threat,The terrorist danger from Bin Ladin 
and al Qaeda was not a major topic farp:il.jq, debate among the p:blic, t.he 
media, or in the Congress. Indeed, it barely came up during the 2000 pres
idential campaign. 

Al Qaeda's new brand of terrorism presented challenges to U.S.govemmen
tal mst:m.tims that they were not 1ri'ell~igned to meet. Though top officials 
all told us that they understood the danger, vie believe there wao;; unce11ainty 
among them as to whether this was just a new and especially venomous version 
of the ordinary terrorist threat the United States had lived with for decades, or 
it W.t; indeed radically new,p:sing a threat beyond any yet experienced. 

/Is late as September 4, 2001,Richard Clarke, the White House staffer loog 
responsible 1i:r counterterrorism p::iljqt coordination, asserted that the govern
ment had not yet made up it,;; mind how to answer the question: "Is al Qda a 
big deal?" 

A week later came the llilswcr. 
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Policy 
TerrorHll was rr.t the o\'erriding nal:laal set1nity concern for the U.S. gov
ernment mder either the C1int:al or the pre-9/11 &lsh. a:inin:isb:atia. 

The policy c:hallerJges were linked to this failure of irraginatia1. Officials ii. 
both the Clinton and Bush administrations rcgan1cd a full U.S. invasion of 
Afghanimi as pn,1ctically inconceivable before! 9/11. 

Capabilities 
Before 9/11, die United Statt'S tried to !Dlw the al Qaeda problem with the 
capabilities it had used in die h& stages of the Cold War and its immediate 
afi:ertt12th. These capabilities were insuf1icient.Little wm, done to expand or 
mfomi them. 

1l1e CIA IHI mininu1 capacity to conduct par.unilitary operationi;: with iti;: 
own personnd. and it did nx. seek a large-scale eiq:ensial. of these capabilitie~ 
before 9/11. The CIA also needed to improve its capability 1D collect intelli
gence uom htonan agents. 

At no point befol'e 9/11 WIS the Department of Defense fully engaged in 
thcmismm of counteringal Qaeda,wen thoughthiswas perhapsthem:st dan
gerous foreign enemy threatening the United States. 

America's haneland defenders faced outwaii:l. NORAD .it.self was barely 
able to :r:a:ain any alect bases a1 all. Its plam1ing scenarios ~ionally consid
enid the danger of' hijackoo. aircraft being guided to American targets. but 011/y 
aircnft that w<:re comingfrom overseas •. 

The most serious Wt:aknesses :n agency capabilities were in the chl&DC 
a~na. The FBI did not have the capability to link the collective knowledge of 
agen~ in the field to rBtiaB1 prioritie',, Other tbrestic agercies deferred to 
the PB!. 

FAA capabilities were weak. Any serious examination of the possibility 
of a suicide hijacking could have suggested changes to fix glaring vulncra.
bilitics-expa.nding m-fly lists. searching passengers identified by the 
CAPPS screeningsystem,deploying federal air marshals domestically,hanl
ening cockpit doors.alerting air crews 1u a dilferentkind ofhijacking pos
sibility than they had been ttained to expect. Yet the FAA did n:t adjui;:t 
either its owntraining er training with NORAD to take account ofthrea'ls 
other than those experienced in the past. 

Management 
The mi~ opportunities to thwart the 9/11 plot were also symptom'i of a 
broader inability to adapt the way go,•ernment manages problems to the new 
dJaJ.J.erges of the twenty-first century.AL1ion officers s1mld have been able 1D 
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draw on all available knowledge about al Qaeda in the government. 
Management should have ensured that information was shared and dunes were 
clearly a-;signed aero~ agencies, and across the foreign-domestic divide. 

There were also broader management issues with respect to how top leaders 
set priorities and allocated resources. For instance, on December 4, 1998, DCI 
Tenet issued a directive to several cm officials and the DDCT frlr Community 
Management, stating: "We are at war. I want no resources or people spared in 
ms effort, either inside CIA or the Corrununicy."The memorandum had little 
overall effect on m::bilizin; the CIA or the intelligence- community. 'ltis 
episode indicates the limitations of the DCI'$ authority over the direction of the 
intelligence community, including agencies within the Department of Defense. 

The U.S. government did not find a veJ of pooling intelligence and 'llSin;J 
it to guide the planning and assignment of responsibilities fi)r joint operations 
involving at.:itiEs as disparate as the CIA, the FBI, the State Department, the 
military, and the agencies involved in homeland security. 

SPECIFIC FINDINGS 

Unsuccessful Diplomacy 
Beginning in February 1997, and through September 11,2001, the U.S. gov
ernrnen t tried to use diplomatic pressure to persuade the Taliban regime in 
Afghanistan to stop beirq a sanctuary :6:r a.l Qaeda, and to expel Bin Ladin to 
a country where he could face jlst:j!:e. These efforts included warnings and 
sanctions, but they all failed. 

The U.S. government also pressed two successive Qkis:mi.. governments to 
demand that the Taliban cease providing a sanctuary :fir Bin lad.in and his m:gan
ization and, failing that, to cut afftheir support fi)r the 'lal:bnBefore 9/11, the 
United States could not find a mix of incentives and pressure that would per
suade Pakistan to reconsider its fundamental relationship with the Taliban. 

F.can 1999 through early 200 I, the United States pressed the United Arab 
Emirates, one of the Taliban's only travel and financial outlet'> to the outside 
world, to break off ties and enforce sard:ials,especially those related to air tmv
el to Afghanistan. These efforts achieved little before 9/11. 

Saudi Arabia has been a problematic ally in combating Islamic extremism. 
Before 9/11, the Saudi and U.S. govcrrunents did not fuDy share intelligence 
information or develop an adequatej oint eff01t to track and disrupt the fil':lances. 
of the al Qaeda organization. On the other hand, government officials of Saudi 
Arabia at the highest levels worked closely with top U.S. officials in m,~or ini
tiatives to solve the Bin Ladin problem with diplomacy. 
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Lack of Military Options 
In respoose to the request fl polic:youkers, the military preparw an am.y of 
limited strike options tor attacking Bin Looin am his organization fiom May 
1998 onwmi. When they bri.efe:l policymahn, the military presented both 1he 
pros and cons of those strike q:.tial.g and the ~ted :c:iss. Policymakers 
expns.sed. frustr:a.ti.on \Vi th dte range of options presented. 

lbJ.lafi.rq the August 20.1998, missile strikes on al Qaeda targets ;in 

Afghmiswi am Sudan, both senior military officws and policymakt:rs 
placed great c-mpha,;;is on actionable inte1..1.igeh:. as the key factor in rccom-
mending er deciding to launch 11.lilay ar.:ti01 agams~ Bin,Ladin and his 
organization. They did not want to m. significant collateral ~. and. 
they did not w~mt to miss Bin Ladin and th.ls make the United States bok 
weak while making Bin tadi.n 1cdc strong. On three spec.me ocxasims in 
1998-1999, intelligenc..--ewas deemed crs:fib1e enough to warrant· planning 
fir pos.~ible sttilca to kill Bin Ladin. But in each case the strikes did not go 
forward., becam,e senior policymakers did not regard the intelligence as suf
fidst:ly cd:u:nable to offict t.heir &1llD&J::. of the risks. 

The Director of Central Intelligence, policymaken, ard military .officials 
expres.fed frustration with the lack of actionable .intelligerm. Some officials 
inside tbe Pentagon, including those .in the special forces and U1e llllulterterror
bm policy otlice,·abo expressed, frustrdtion with the lack of militar-y action·. The 
alSh adminislntion ~ to deYelop new policies toward al Qaeda m 2001, 
bJt miliury pb.ns did not change until after 9/11. 

Problems within the· lnt.elligence Community 
The intelligencecommunity scrugglc:d thiougbout the 19.90s am up to 9/11 to 
collect intelligence on and analyze the phenomenon afttansmrional terrorism. 
The combination of an overwhelming number of priorities, flat bl ldgeLs, an 
outmoded stru~ and buiaucratic rivalries rauhcd·An c11 imu8iciea.t 
rc!,]M)DSC to this new clwlenge. 
~ dedicated officers worked day and night iryears 1D piece together. the 

growing body of evidence on al Qaeda and 1o muJerstand the tlueat:s.Yet. while 
there were manyieporu on Bin Laden and his growing al Qaeda otganization. 
the:e ws no comprchemivc teYiew of ,,·hat the intelligence community knew 
and what it did n± know. and what tl1at meant. There was no Nltialal 
Intelligence F.stimate on ta a I kn between 1995 and 9/11. 

Before 9/11, no agency did more to attack al Qaeda than the CIA. But there 
were limits to what the (,1A was able 1D achieve by disrupting terrorist activi
ties abroad ~ by using proxies to try to capture Bin Ladin. and his lieur.enmrs 
in Mghanntan.CIA ofticen 'Wffe aware of those limitations. 
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many problems in national security and d:nestic agencies that became appar
ent in the aftemiath of9/11. 

So lalg as oversight is undermined by current congressional rules and IBS)

lutions, v.e believe the American people will rot get the security they want and 
need. The United States needs a sl:1ffl:J,sta:ils, and capable CD'.J""S"Dmalcan
mittee structure to give America's national intelligence agencies o.a:s:igt:..,s up 

port, and le.der.ship. 

Are w e SafeJi' 
Since 9 / 11, the United States and it<, allies have killed or captured a majority of 
al Qaeda's leadership; toppled the Taliban, which gave a1 Qaeda sanctuary in 
Afghanistan; and severely damaged the organi.zation.Yet terrorist. attacks contin
ue. Even as we have thwarted attacks, nearly everyone expects they will come. 
How can :r..:..s be? 

The problem is that al Qaeda mpte.sent.s an ideological m:,ue:i:err., not a 
finite group of people. It .initiatesand.inspires,even ifitno longer dim:ts. Tn ttis 
way it has transformed it.;;elf into a decentralized fol.'ce. Bin Ladin ffl2Y be lim
ited in his ability to organize major attacks from his hideouts.Yet ki1:1ing or cap
tucirg him, while extremely important, "WOuld not end te1mr. Hs message of 
inspiration to a new gererat:im of terrorists would continue. 

Because of. offensive acticns agam al Qaeda since 9/ 1 I , and defensive 
a:tias to improve homeland security, we telie.ie we are safer today But we are 
not safe. We tlete6 11e make the fol.loong reccmnenda.tions that we believe can 
makelnetic:a safer and niore secure. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

'fhree years after 9/11, the national debate continues about how to protect our 
nation .h this new era. We divide our recommendations .uto two basic part'!>; 
What to do. and how to do it. 

WHAT TO DO? A GLOBAL STRATEGY 

The enemy is notjuse'terronsm:• Tt is the threat posed specifically by Isla.mist 
terrorism,by Bin Ladin and others who draw on a long t:ra:titim of extreme 
intolerance within a minority strain of Islam that due; not distinguish p:,Jitics 
from religion, and distorts both. 

The enemy is rd. Islam, the great world faith, but a perversion of Islam. The 
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enemy goes beyond al Qaeda to include the radical ideological movement, 
inspired in part by al Qaeda, that J:m spawned other terrorist groups and vio
lence. Thus our strategy must matd1 our means to two ends: dismantling the a I 
Qaeda network and, in the 11.rng term. pl'CVailing Ovt,- the ideology that con
tributes to lslamist te1To1ism. 

The first piase of our posc-9/11 efforts rightly included military action to 

topple the Taliban and pursue al Qaeda. This work continues. But long-term 
success dem..·uKls the use of all elements of nal:.iaial power: diplomacy, :irtJel.li

gence, covert action., law enforcement, economic pil.ic;r, :fi:::a:eigl. aid, public 
diplomacy,an<l h:xre1ard ddense. if we &vor one tool while neglecting cth:!D, 
we leave o.zsel.ws vulnerable and weaken our :natiaal effort. 

What should Americans expect from their govemment?The goal seems 
unlimited: Defeat ten·o1ism anywhere in the world. But Americans 11m *> 
been told to expect the worst: A.n attack is probably coming; it may be m:>re 
devastating till. 

Vague (}Bls match a,. amoi:phous picture of the enemy. Al Qaeda and other 
groups am popularly described as bein; all over the world. adaptable, resilient, 
needing llit1e higher-level ~. and capable of~ Tt b en image 
of an omni potent hydra of destruction. That image Jaers expectations of~
ernment effectiveness. 

It lowers thm too far. Qr report shows a detem1ined and rapable group of 
plotters. Yee the group wJs &agile and occasionally left vulnerable by the m;.u-
&, unstable people often attracted to such causes. The enemy made mistakes. 
The W.S. government v.ias; not able to capitaJizl" on them. 

No president can procrwe that a catastrophir attack lib that of9/11 will not 
happen again. But theAmerican people are entitled to expect that nffidaJ:w:ill 
have realistic objectives, dear guidance, and effective organization.. They are 
entitled to see standards fi:r performance so they can judge. with the help of 
tleir elected representatives, whether the ol~iective~ are being na:. 

We propose a strategy with three dinelsioos: (])attack 1errorist1; and tbeir 
atgEl1izat:jals, (2) prevent the continued growth ofblamist terrorism, and (3) 
protect against and prepare fir terrorist attacks. 

Attack Terrorists and Their Organizations 

• Root out sancruarie1. The U.S.governmentshould · identify and prior
itize actual a: potential terrorist sanc:b.mies and have realistic country 
er i:eg:iaal strategies for each, utilizing ~ery element of nal:iaBl 
power and reaching out to countries that can help us. 
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• Strengthen long-term U.S. and international commitments to the 
future of Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

• CollD'Ont problems with Saudi Arabia il the open and build a relation
ship beyond oil, a relationship that both sides can defend to their citi
zens and includes a sh~d commitment to nfomL 

Prevent the Continued Growth of lslamist Terrorism 
In Odober 2003; Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld asked :f enough was 
being done "to fashim a broad integmted plan to stop the next gcncnuion of 
terrorist$." & part of such a plan, the US.government should 

• Dehe the message and stand as an -example ct'moraJ leadership in tie 
world. To Mslin pmns, terrorists like Bin Ladin have nothing to 
offer tlEir children but visions of violence and death.America and its 
friends have the advantage-our vision can off i a better futuie. 

• Where Mm;;lim governmentlil, even those who ~ &iends, do not offer 
opportunity,respect the rule cr~cr toiea:e differences, rhen the 
United states needs to stand tor a better future. 

• Conununicate and defend American ideals .in the Islamic world, 
through much stronger public diplomacy to reach more people, 
including sludenls and leaders outside.of government. Qr eft"ons here 
sh::,.lld be as suong.as they were in combating closed societies during 
the Cold War. 

• Off'er an agenda of opportunity ht includes support for public edu
cation and economic openness. 

• Develop a comprehen,ive coalition strategy against Islamist terrerism, 
using a flexible a:rta± p u p of Js::tirq aeJitim governments aud 
fashioning a common coalition approach on ~es like the treabnent 
of captured terrorists. 

• Devote a maximum effi::Et to the parallel ta of countering the pro
liferation ofweapons of nms CESt:nd:iai.. 

• Expect less from aying to dry. up terrorist money and more fiom fol
lowing the money for intelligence, a'i a cool to hunt terrorists, under-
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sion of how they are used, including a new boattl to oversee the imple
mentation of the guidelines needed for gathering and shar:ing infor
mation i1. these new security systems. 

.. B:IE fedm) funding for emergency preparedness solely on risks and 
vulnerdbilities, p.ltting New Yolk. City and Washington, O.C., at the 
top of the CWTentlist. Such assistance should rot tcJnaUl a program for 
general revenue sharirgor pork-barrel spending. 

, Make homeland se:mity :func:fug contingent on the adoption of an 
incident command system to ~1rengthen teamwork in a crisis, includ
ing a regional approach. Allocate in:,i=e radio spec:trUm and improve 
connectivity fi:r public safety communications., and encourage wide
spread adoption of newly developed standaI'ds fir private-sector emer
gency prcparcdnCM-sinc:e the private· sector control-, 85 percent of 
the nt:icn's critical infrastru~ 

HOW TO DO lT?A DIFFERENT WAY OF ORGANIZING 
GOVERNMENT 

The strat.egy we have recommended is elaborate, even as presented here very 
briefly To implement it will require a guvernrnentJ:et:ter organized than -th.e one 
that exists today, with its n,.tioml security imtitutions designed half a century 
ago to win d1e O:ild 'iil:".Americans should n::t. ·settle for incremental, ad hoc 
adjustment~ to a system created a generation ago for a world that no longer 
exists. 

Our detailed recommendation~ ate designed to fit together. Their purpose is 
clear. to build unity of elfort across the U.S. government.As one .official now 
serving on the front lire; over.seas put it to us: ''One fight, one team." 

We call for unity of effort in five areas, beginning with unity of effort on the 
challenge of counterterrorism i\'Self 

, unifying. strategic intelligence and qe:atia,al planning against Islamist 
terrorist~ across the :foreign-cbtBst divide with a National 
COWiterterrori.~ Center; 

• unifying the intelligence community with a new National Intelligence 
Director; 

D/30445 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

• unifying the many participants in the counterterrorism effort and their 
. knowledge in a network-based information sharing system that tran

scends tm:iitiaal governmental l:x:uxtaries; 

• unifying and strengthening congressional ouecs:itJt to improve quality 
and accountability; and 

• strengtheningthe FBI and homeland defenders. 

Unity of Effort: A National Counterterrorism Center 

21 

The 9/11 story teache, the value of integrating strategic intelligence from all 
sources m:c joint operational planni.nt--wit.h both dimensions spanning the 
foreign~domestic divide. 

• In some ways, since 9/11, joint work has gotten better. The etfort of 

filjtiig terrorism ms flooded over many of the usual agency bound
aries because of its sheer quantity and energy.Attitudes have changed. 
But the problenu of coordination have multiplied. The Def eruc 
Department alone ms 1hree unified command., (SOCOM, CENT
COM,and NORTHCOM) that deal 'With terrorism as one of their 
principal concerru. 

• Mudt of the public commentary about the 9/11 attacks has focused 

on "lost opportunities."Though characterized as problems of "watch
lis:::irg' 1 ":infonn.ati.Qp sharing," er' 'connecting the dots;· each of these 
labels· is too narrow. They describe the symptoms. not the dbca.k:. 

• Breaking the older mold of organization stovepiped purely in execu
tive agendes, we propose a National Counterten-orism Center 
(NCTC) that would borrow the joirt, unified comm.uid concept 
adopted. in the 19805 by the American military in a civilian agency, 
combining the j::dri:. int.elligence function alongside the qa:atims 
work. 

• The NCTC would build on the existing Terrorist Threat Integration 
Center and would replace it and other terrorism ''fus:im centers" with
in the government.The NCTC would·become the authoritative knowl
edge bank, blinging infomat:.i.al to bear on common plans. It should 
task collection ~ both inside an:i outside the U1il::e:l States. 

····--;111 
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• The NCTC should perform j:lirt operational planning, assigning lead 
responsibilities to existing 2g!'ciss and letting them direct the aaual 
execution of the plan-s. 

• Placed in che Executive Office of the President, headed by a Ser:late
confirm.ed cfl5cia1 (with nnk equal to the deputy head ofa cabinet 
department) who reports to the National Intelligence Director, the 
NCTC would track :inplS'lentatia of piano,, It would be able to 
influence the leadership and the l::u:gets of the countertenoruni 
qa:a:ting arms of the CIA, the FBI, and the departrnent"i of Defense 
and Homeland. Security 

• The NCTC should not be a policymaking body Its operation"i and 
planning should follow the pilicy direction of'thc pre!!ident and the 
Natiooal Security Council. 

Unity ofEff'ort:A National Intelligence Director 
Since long bEfcre 9/11-arid continuing to -:his day-the intelligence ccmunu
mty .is not organized well .tr joint intelligence work. It does IXlt employ com
mon standards and prac:tica. m reporting intelligence er jn training experts 
overseas and at home. The expensive rel:xral. capabilities for collecting ind i -
gence have divided management. The structure:9 arc ·too complex and too seaec:. 

• The community's bead-the n; re±or of Oai:ml. lnteD.igcncc-has at 
leut three j:ts:running the CIA,coordinating a.15-agency confeder
ation, and being the intcll:ipcc analyst-in-chief to the president.No 
one person can do all these things. 

• A new National Intelligence Director should be ~tablished with two 

main jobs: (1) to ovenee natiooal intelligence C9'lters that combine 
e>qlerts from aD. the c0Dcco.OJ1 disciplines against oonmt0n wgecs
like counterterrorism <r nuclear proliferation; and (2) to ovcnce the 
agencies that o:ntribJte to the natiooa1 intelligence program, a task 
that indudl'S setting common standards for personnel and infonnac:ion 
tmmkgy. 

• The national intelligence centers would be the unified cannaids of 
the intelligence world--a long-overdue :cefcmn :fir intelligence com
parable to the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols law that refonn~d the organ
izat.ial of ratialal defense. The home 1ervices--1uch as the CIA DlA, 
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NSA, and FBI----\Vo~d~ ~rgax,i~ train, _and ~uip the: '.best intelligence . . . . · 
profc~onals .:in-the world,and wowd·.handle thc:execution ofintclli-

. gen.c.c operations m the field .. · 

• . This. National ·lntelligencf l)irector (NID)· sh~uld·,be.located.in. the 
-!t"CeCUtwe OOc:e -of the Pnsi;dent arid ~port ~tly: to the president. 
-~ be confirmed by lb~ S~~: }n,addition to ovqsecing the National 
Countc~rism Cent~.-d~bcd:abave· (whi~-- will· include 0both 

. the ·national int-clligencc; cerit.er.for·-terrorism 'and the joint operations 
plan~g:effort); the Ng) .should have three deputies: 

.: For foreign inteDi~nc~ (a.depuc; who also would.t,e the head of. 
·:the CIA) ·. . ... , 

•_ J:or defense int~lligence (abo the. under secretary,of.def'ensc for 
- intelligence), • · 

• For homc1and ·intenigerice. (also the exccuti~-~t duector for 
. intelligence at·thc f.Bl .. 01'.. the _under sec:retary:of homeland securi~ 
ty for in!otmation analym,and infrastnicture 'protection).: 

. ' .. ~ '·' . : 

• The· N'ID should .recem: a ptlblic appropriation fot natioc.al. intdli"- ·. 
,/ gence'. ·should have authority t,2_,._hire and,,;,.fuc ms. or ... ~er in~~ 
~ ~epUtlCS; ·and sbouJ~ ~ ab)e to set~CQ~OD personnel .. ~a ltllortna:e.:· 

1 bon technology poliacs across the mt:elligence conunwucy.;: · - . 
. . . . . . . 

• The CIA should co~cent:rate OD st1engthcning the collecti~li· upabil.:. 
ities of iCJ clandcstin~ service and the talents of ia analy'M.s. buildi~g 
}>ride in its con:_ exp~ 

• . Secrecy stifles ovcnight; accountabili~ . and information .sharing. 
· Unfortunately. all the cunmt organizational· lllcentives · cncowage 
ovcrclassit'ication. 'This. balanc~ should change.; and as ·a ·start/open 
information should bc_provided about.the overall-size of agency intel-
ligence budgets: · 

Unity of Eft"ort: Sharing lnformadon. 
The U.S. government has access to. a vast. amount of informabon. But it has a 

weak. system _:lot processing: and using wb2t it has .. The system of unccd tp. 
know"' should. be replaced by a-system ::oc•need to share." 

• The President should lead a government-wide effort to bring_'·the 
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. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

major national security instituoons into the :infomatial revolution, 
turning a mainfume system m:o a decentralized network. The d::sta-
cles are not technological. Cffi:i:il after cffiriaJ has urged us to call 

attention to problems with the unglamorous "back office" side of g:n
ernment operations. 

• But no agenr:,J can solve the problems on its own-to build the net.
work nqlil:es an effilt. that transcends old divides, solv.irg common 
legal and p:iliq/ isiues .in \Vays that can help c:fFic01s know what tlE.Y 
can and carmot cb. Again, in tackling infometial .issa:s, America 
needs u'Xit.y of effru1. 

Unity of Effort: Congress 

25 

Congress took too lit±Je action to adjust itself' or to restructure the executive 
branch to address the emerging terrorist threat. Congressional oversight f<)I' 
intelligence-and counccrterrorism-is dysfunctional. Both Q:n;p:ess and the 
executive need to do DDre to minimize national security risks during trans:i~ 
ti.om between administrations. 

.. 

~ a single committee in each house combining authorizing and 
appropliating committees. Our central ,n , ; er is the same: the intel
ligence committees cannot carry out their ovemght function unless 
they are made stronger, and thereby have both clear responsibility and 
accountability for that oversight. 

c. principal point of oversight and 
ere sh:Jul.d be-one permanent stand-

1\b~.cJ~uui~,curity in each chamber. 

Unity of Effort: Organizing America's Defenses in the 
Ulite::l 9.:al:es 
We have con~dered several proposals relating to the future of the c.:btEst::i.c 
intelligence and counterten-orism mission.Adding a new domestic intelligence 

/ 
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agency wiU not solve Amel'ica's problemr, in collecting and ~~g intelli
gence within the Unitt.'d. States.We do rot recommend creating one. 

• We propose the est:aili.shrent of a speciali7.ed and integrated rEt.iaal 
secmity wcrkfcm::e at the FBI, a::nsist.iJg of agents, analysts, lbjl1ists, 
ru1d surveillance specialists who are recruited, trained, rewarded, and 
zeWned 1D ensure die developrrent of' an mst:ib.tiaBl culture imbued 
\vith a deep expertise .in intelligence and national security. 

r At several points we :asked:Who las the responiihility for defending us at 
home? Pespa,sibility for America's ret:iael defense is shared by the 
ptatliEL ti Defense, with its new Northern Command, and by the 
Department of Homeland Security. They mtN. have a clear delineation of' de s , 
nissias, mtd authority 

, The Department of Defense and itl!t oversight committees should reg-
ularly assess the adequacy of Northeni Ccmnand' s strategies aiid 
planning to defend ~1 mi/if ary threats to the homeland 

The Department of Homeland Security and iD ovenight committees 
should regularly :me,s the types athreats the t'Ou11try laces, in order 
to determine the adeqWH..)' of the government's plam and the re d -
ras of the government to respond to those threats. 

* * * 

We call on the Amerkan people to remember how Wl" all felt on 9/11, to 
remember not only the unspeakable ho1ror but ho,'"' we came together~ a. 
nation--one mt:im. Unity of purpose and unity of effort am the way we wiD. 
defeat this enemy and make America safer fxr our children and grandchildren. 

w e look forward to a national debate on thl" merltiiii of what we have recom• 
mended, and 11e will participate vigomusly in that debate. 

., . 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Photo in Kazakhstan 

Please have the photographers find a copy of a photograph of me taken in 

Kazakhstan where I have on a coat and hat like Ivanov does - preferably a photo 

with this same person, the Kazakh Minister of Defense. I want to send a copy of 

my photograph to Sergey. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
J vanov photos 

DHRdh 
\ 10204-1 
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Please respond b,v _ _,_I .L..11 f _n.._/ f>_,.i __ _ 

oso 042 79-0S 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1'%.. 

SUBJECT: Note from Jay Garner 

Please take a look at this note from Jay Gamer and II me ~01 think I ought 

to do with it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/15104 Letter to Sec Def from Jay Garner 

VHK:u 
101804-10 
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TO: Jay Garner 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\l.. 
SUBJECT: Missile Defense 

Thanks for the heads up on missile c.kknse. We are working with General 

Cartwright and Steve Cambone on it, and I think we are making headway. 

Regards, 

DHR:dh 
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28/~.5/2084 15: 19 l(b)(6) 
I ~ ._ ___ _. 

EXEC OFFICE 

Mr. Secretary, 

rn the next several weeks you will be asked to make decisions regarding Ule 

Ground Based Mid-Course MissiJc Defense System. Among them is the decision LO 

dclcg.atc Weapons Rclcctsc Authority (WRA). 

PAGE 02 

In the case of launches against either Hawaii <I' the Aleutians, rhe timelinc s are so 

shoit (around 5 min or less) arid the engagcable Battlcspacc oo small that any delays to 

weapons release could result in a failure to engage. 

As you know th.is is an incredibly complex issue and my impression is that some 

have attempted to relate this to Noble Eagle scenarios which should not be done as they 

are completely different. 

If we are wrong in cxe;ution of Noble Eagle there arc enonnous political 

implications. If we are wrong in our decision to launch the GMD Missile, we wil 

expend a missile in the exoatmosphere. 

For your consideration. 

Thanks 

Jay (~mer-) 

OSD 042 8 0•05 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Iraq Info Memo 

f t_@j 
F8@JQ 

Attached is a piece on Iraq that is of interest. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/21/04 DIA Info Memo to Se<:Dcf 

OHR:ss 
110104·2 

November 1, 2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _ _ _... _ _ ___ _ 

OSD 04281•05 
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DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20340-

INFOMEMO 

U-0790/I:>"R 21 October 2004 

FOR: . UNDE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR INTELLIGENCE 

FROM~ . acobYi ice Admiral, USN, Director, Defense Intelligence Agency 

SUBJECT: (U) Iraqi Public Anger Toward Coalition/Interim Iraqi Government 

This IM is the response to a question I asked last week of one of our senior civilians who 
is a retired USMC Arab FAO, about why the Iraqi public was not becoming angry at the 
perpetrators of the car bombings which have killed so many civilians: "The onlookers 

· -were uniformly angry at the US, but more specifically at their government for not 
being able to protect them and prevent such attacks. Nobody seemed angry at the 
attackers. I don't know what polling shows about public disgust with these attacks, 
but calling upon your days as a FAO and in the IO cell, what would you suggest that 
we/IIG do to focus anger on the perpetrators and enlist the public to rise up against 
the violence? Is there anything reasonable that could be done, or is there a cultural 
underpinning here that I don't understand?" 

Why do they blame us, not the terrorists? The role of government in Islamic-
particularly Arab--society is "to promote the good and prevent the evil." This is a 
fundamental concept articulated by Islamic political thinkers over the centuries. 
Accordingly, when we went into Iraq and took on the task of governance, we also took on 
the responsibility of protecting the population from threats, whether it be from crime, 
terrorism or foreign invasion. The general perception on the street is that we have failed 
at this very basic duty of government. That is why we are blamed. 

At the street level, criminals, terrorists and insurgents pose a threat to the public, and it is 
the function of government to protect the populace. To do so, Islamic political 
philosophers over the years have condoned authoritarian measures in order for the 
government to do its job. Several medieval Islamic political philosophers even went so 
far as to make the case that bad (Islamic) government is better than anarchy or "the 
imposed government of a non-Muslim invader, such as the Crusaders or the Mongols 
with whom the Arab world had rather distasteful experiences in medieval times." 
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These old established attitudes were reinforced by the experience of British and French 
colonialism in the 19th-20th centuries. Accordingly, one can make the case that this is 
why Muslims have been willing to support bad government and helps explain not only 
why Arabs have accepted authoritarian leaders like Saddam, Nasser, Asad, Qadhafi, 
Mubarak and hosts of emirs, kings and sultans over the years. Moreover, in order to rule 
with an effective mandate, these leaders all exaggerated the foreign threat which made 
their authoritarian rule more palatable. 

At the cultural level, within the Arab world - where immediate and extended family, then 
tribe, characterizes the basic social units and identification - people see government as a 
distant and alien institution. There is a high degree of "anomie" within the population; 
governments are only embraced when they are seen as promoting one's interests. This is 
why the streets are so filthy and so much doesn't get done. Opposite from our sense of 
civic pride and duty, their refrain is: "That's the government's job." Employment as a 
public servant is not held in any degree of esteem, and more particularly, police and the 
functions they are supposed to enforce are widely derided as unwanted and unsanctioned 
infringements on the personal freedoms that the Koran extols for the faithful. 

Given the population's cultural predisposition, then, to see government's role as 
promoting the good and proscribing the evil, we have failed them. Not only are many 
people in the Sunni triangle unemployed and poorer since regime change, but they have 
to cope with violent competing centers of power (resurgent tribal rivalries, Islamic 
guerillas, former regime insurgents, Iraqi police and security, and Coalition forces). At 
the street level, this anarchicaJ environment is frightening. Then somebody explodes a 
car bomb, killing dozens of relatives, friends or neighbors who just happened to be in the 
wrong place at the wrong time. Who do the survivors and relatives blame? The 
faceless/nameless terrorists or the people whose job it is to protect society? Bad guys are 
simply doing their job; government, in not protecting the population, is failing in its 
duties. Finally, a veneer over all of this is the long-recognized characteristic within Arab 
culture of not accepting responsibility for one's actions or one's fate. It is always a case 
of others, whether individuals or nations, being at fault for the misfortune of those 
particular Arabs who feel they have been treated unjustly. This is pervasive throughout 
Arab society and its history. 

Perhaps the case of Palestine best portrays this tendency. For nearly 60 years 
Palestinians and Arab loyalists have incessantly blamed Israel and the US for the 
Palestinian problem. One never hears any Arab spokesman or Arab admit that the 
Palestinians had an opportunity in 1948 to claim a substantial portion of Israel/Palestine 
but they refused to accept what was offered them at that time. Instead we only hear that 
they had it taken away illegally or their human and political rights were violated. What 
we are witnessing in Iraq is yet another example of Arabs refusing to admit who has been 
responsible for the casualties their own population have been suffering ... the Iraqi 

t,Hl!1:52'33IPIEDhfi GOO 
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insurgents, Baathists and terrorists who live among them. It is the cultural norm to blame 
the outsider rather than expose oneself to shame, criticism or ridicule by admitting one's 
weaknesses and failures which are exposed when one admits responsibility. 

What to do about it? This is a policy question. The best I can give are observations. 

Saddam ran a police state which believed it was better to arrest nine innocent men to 
ensure security than to let one guilty man go free. We have the opposite approach. Also, 
our forces never quite understood the operational environment. . .language, customs and 
cultural do's and don'ts, power structure and brokers, etc., and when they figured it out, 
they PCS'd and a new group came in. The compromise move is to beef up the Iraqi 
security forces, which is being done already; but this will still take years to accomplish, 
especially if we don't want to empower a coup force for the bad guys who have been 

· trying to infiltrate the security services and armed forces. 

Aside from ensuring security, major improvements in the economy ... or more accurately a 
jobs program that takes young men (65% of Iraq's population is under 25) off the streets 
would make an impact. These are the same young men who have grown up lionizing 
Palestinian suicide bombers and see firing AK-47s and RPGs at enemies as cool and 
macho. Lots of young Iraqi males have joined the resistance because they can make a 
few hundred bucks a month and fire weapons. If you are 18, high on testosterone, and 
too poor to get married, being a Mujahed isn't a bad life. Get them off the street and you 
will have reduced the pool of insurgents. A pre-war suggestion to create a Civilian 
Conservation Corps-type organization where lots of cheap labor is thrown at projects to 
rebuild Iraq was not pursued. Maybe it was the security situation that precluded it, but 
this would have had the effect of getting lots of bored young men off the streets, putting 

. some money in their pockets, providing remittances to their families, and conducting a 
large-scale public works campaign--that actually might change engrained cultural 
attitudes about civic pride. · 

ONCLASSIFIEDf/FOUO 3 
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TO: COL Steve Bucci 

CC: 

FROM: 

Cathy Mainardi 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Lunch w ith John Kasich 

I ~ 

twe~8 

I want to have lunch with John Kasich in early December. He'll be coming down 

from Ohio. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110804-13 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Donald Rumsf eld ~ 
SUBJECT: Haiti 

March 2~, 2004 

Tom Hill was in and had a couple of thoughts that you ought to be aware of: 

1. He said that the UN representative in Haiti says he would prefer to extend 

by several months the period between the time we went in and the time the 

UN comes in. We sure want to push back on that. 

1 Tom also said he hoped that the Embassy would go back in pretty soon 

now. He thinks it is sufficiently secure and that we ought to be able to go 

back to the normal security protection soon. rather than the extra security he 

currently has in there. 

Thanks. 

DHR·dh 
032~)4. 14 

0 S D O J1 3 9 1 - 0 4 
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March 1, 2004 

TO: David Llm 

cc: Paul Wolfms,1itz 

FROM: Donald Rmnsfdd 1~ 
SUBJECT. AID Employees 

Please check and tell me if 60 percent of the Agency for International 

Development employees are digihle for retirement. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
(13(11(14-31 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 2/1'1~--i--
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C.20301·4000 

INFO MEMO 

March 25,2004, 10:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ~,Ml If/ 
JN (ffefr<--~ '( 

FROM:l{,~id S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel d ReadinessJ 

SUBJECT: U.S. Agency for International Development Employees (USAID) 

• You asked (Tab A) if 60 percent of USAJD employees are eligible for retirement. 

• USAID personnel staff indicate that between 2003 and 2008, 53 percent of its 
Foreign Service Officers will be eligible to retire. During that same time period, 
32 percent of its civil service employees will be eligible to retire. 

• By contrast, between 2003 and 2008, 57 .1 percent of DoD's civilian employees 
will be eligible to retire. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Kay Burrus, ODUSD (CPP)l ... {b-)(_
6
' ___ _. 

0 
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COMPTROLLER 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON_ DC 20301-1 100 

ACTION MEMO 

March 19,2004, 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEF;E~~r ~ 
]~ A\ t.· ,Ucstft1 

FROM: Dov S. Zakheiu' ;J\3ll1"'1l 

DepSec Action __ _ 

Subject: Memorandum on Allocation of DFI Resources for Iraqi Security Forces 

• Attached for your signature is a memorandum that asks Ambassador Bremer to 
discuss with you his philosophy for allocating the additional $4.9 billion of 
Development Fund for Iraq (DFI) resources that have been deposited before he 
approves the revised Iraqi budget for 2004. It advises him that you want to create a 
reserve in the $18.4 billion Supplemental by funding critical programs such as those 
for Iraqi security forces with DFT resources and then using the Supplemental funds 
later in the year to fund the def erred projects or other emerging requirements. 
(Tab A). 

• The CPA and the Iraqi Governing Council are in the process of revising the 2004 
financial plan to account for the additional DFT funding and ce11ain additional 
expenses. 

o As T have reported to you, significantly more funds were deposited in the DFT 
than the 2003 and 2004 Iraqi budgets had planned due to an increase in Oil-for
Food refundsithe transfer of frozen Iraqi assets, and an increase in Iraqi oil 
revenue. 

o In January and February 2004, $200 million in frozen Iraqi assets were 
deposited into the DFL These resources are in excess of what is planned for in 
the revised 2004 financial plan. These resources should be used to fund 
immediately the highest priority requirements for Iraqi security forces. 

• There is agreement among the Department of Defense and the Office of Management 
and Budget (0MB) that unplanned DFI resources should be used to finance the cost 
of some reconstruction and Iraqi security projects. 

• In my discussions with Ambassador Bremer, he appeared receptive to using more DFI 
resources for security. There are, however, competing priorities from the Ministries 
for additional resources. The Iraqi Governing Council, for example, is looking to 
make cuts in the 2004 budget in order to fund increased pension payments. 

osn 04439-04 
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• The more DFT resources that we allocate for security forces before the transfer of 
authority on June 30, the more U.S. appropriated funds we will have available for 
security forces and other U.S. priorities after the transfer of authority. 

• It is my understanding that·the revised 2004 Iraqi budget presented to 
Ambassador Bremer for his approval includes the following increases: 

o $627 million for security-related initiatives (attached is a chart from CPA 
(Tab B)) 

o $200 million reserve for security forces. The CPA staff did this based on 
discussion in my biweekly teleconferences with Dave Nash. 

o $60 million for the Commander's Emergency Response Fund (CERP), and 

o $20 million for the local Govemorates CERP-likeprogram. 

• We were told this morning that Ambassador Bremer is just about ready to approve 
revised 2004 Traqi budget so we need to send this memorandum to him soonest. 

RECOMMENDATION: SECDEF sign the attached memorandum (Tab A). 

COORD1NA TlON: Tab C 

Attachment: 
As st .. 1ted 

Prepared by: Mary E. Tompkey, .... l<b_)(_6l ___ _, 
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MAR-25-2004 10:2g FROM EXOP/OMB/EP TO (b)(6) 

TO: 

FROM: 

CC: 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
TOCO DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, OC · 20301-l 000 

Ambassador Drcmer 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Paul Wolfowitz 
General Abizaid 
Reuben Jeffery 
Dov Zakheim 

\ 
' \fl 

v· 

SUBJECT: Allocation of Development Fund for lrnq (Df l.) Resources ft, Iraqi 
Security Forces 

P . 02/03 

. I understand that you are. c.lose to approvi~g l revised 2004 l~aqi bu~ et. ·. . ") 
Before you make your final dcc1s10ns on the 1raq1 budget, I would hke to c:li .Ct.l.S$ · I· - I ' 1 '\° ru... 

with you some ideas that Paul and I have to preserve as much flexibility as \A./i·-I(,, ':le, ...... 
'd ~ fi r.:: •c.i-a-1 b .. d-possible ins1 e the Supplemental, both to re~~.!!d to anb>ing priorities or .1i....*".t\ .. 

reconstructjfn funds and to preserve as muc~ve,ase\,as possible for the US. .. t .. , , , 
after July l . '-=--------·------ ·t ·lc:..J( u ,, ' i1·i1 

rV' '4( be ,:..., 
A9. you how, our highest priority Is to stand up capable Iraqi sccurit 

forces and transition responsibilities to them as soon as possible. I apprecia e the 
fact that you have allocated $600 million of .Ofl sources to cover the sah1 · es of 
Iraqi security forces and 1hat you reccnU cscrv another $200 million of FI 

bu+u v,.;: ... ,,i 
(.. ~ -c.h (.,;,. . 

funds to meet General Abiznid • s most urg 
tremmdously helpful. 

~ TI1e. is 

- d~)"""- · r i.o.~ --·-· - - -,l.,.iJa., ... j,• 
However, 'W8 need to consider creating a "reserve" within the Suppl ental l · . 

appropriation to cover the growing needs of Iraqi security forces, This coul be r\.fn-.. t"tl . -, 1:: • . .·· ' 
done by reallocating some OFT resources to cover reconstruction projects w thjn ·V""~;;~. ,: l."'. 
the Supplemental. \t .... ~,i:.i C '.·, 

My understanding is that the 2004 Iraqi budget of $19.6 billion inchu , ~4~-i.J df•d ·tt, 
$2.7 billion for capital investment and anotherS4.6 billion of "one-time i de..d, <:fitc .. :,/ 
expenditures" identified as "nationbuilding,regional projects and transftrr 
payments." If flmcl-. were temporarily reallocated from same of that ~. 3 bti 1 on to 
fund in,11,cdiare investments that would otherwise be funded out of the 
Supplemental, this would create room m the Supplemental that could be us, din 
any number of the following ways: 

G 
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~-25-2004 10:30 FR0M EXOP/ 018/ EP 
rD ~ P, 03/ ~:G 

~ 2.1:i-
• In the event that we came io conclude that other p~jl'<.1s were more 1rgcnt, 

for exampJe 'in the security area, we would have created some fle)tib ljty 
within the Supplemental to cover those more urgent priorities; 

, 1f you or the new nmbassadc;,r conclude later in the year that the orii.: nal 
DfJ project is the right priority of funds, then that project could be f nded 
out ofthe Supplemental: 

• Even in that case, you or your successorwould huve some leverage ver 
whatever Iraqi ministers are involved because it would not be an aut matic 
approval; 

• Moreover, your current oil reven\le projcc1ions appearl? be basedo a 
projected decline to $2 I per barre) for the hist eight months of'04. · Thile 
LlJat may be a prudent assumption, with world oi I prices running at t :ir 
cun-ent high levels, there seerns to be a significant possibility a fa re Pfllu 

surplus. It would be nice if the U.S. had some direct control over h ; such 
a surplu" would be spent toward the end of the year. 

Accordingly,• would like you to take il.fl urgery.r Jook til what piojcrt are 
within the S7.3 billion and let me know how m.x:h of that money might b: 
rcullocil.ted to projects within the Supplemental. I would think ot least $51 
million or more should be reallocated as a reserve to cover likely addition 
requirements fM Rccurity forces. 

I understand that you are .in the process of finalizing a revised bud~ I Rm 
prepared to move on this fast, as soon as you get back to ne. 

I look fol'Wat"d to discussingthis with you. 

2 
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Security Spending ($M) 
Security 
Facility Protection Service Guard Pay 60 
Iraqi Civil Defense Corps (ICDC) Pay 33 
Security Hazardous Duty Pay 150 
Railroad Security 50 
Iraqi Police Pay 200 

Increased Security Spending since Januar¥ 
ICDC 25 
CPA (South) Security 6 

Ministry of Defense 15 
Ministry of Interior 86 
Railway Security 2 

Total 627 
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TO: 

FROM: 

cc: 

TH.E SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Ambassador Bremer 

Donald Rumsfe]d 

Dick Cheney v"~ P,l,.~:J..-+ K1ci-.MJ 
Condi Rice -
Colin Powell --
Paul Wolfowitz 
General Abizaid 
Dov Zakheim 
Reuben Jeffery 

SUBJECT: Allocation of DevelopmenlFund for Iraq (IE 
Security Forces { 6\J ~ 

I understand that you are close to approving a revise Q _ ~ J J 
Before you make your final decisions on the Iraqi budget, I f ,,.v--. 
with you some ideas that Paul and I have to preserve as mu1 ~{ (....t, 
possible inside the Supplemental, both to respond to changi I 
reconstruction funds and to preserve as much flexibility as} 
after July I st. . JJ 

As you know, our highest priority is to stand up capi: ':s;, l 
forces and transition responsibilities to them as soon as pos: " -~v 
fact that you have al located $600 mi I lion of DFT resources 1 / R,L./ Jr<. A 

Iraqi security forces and that you recently dedicated anothe1 ~ ~ ~ 
funds to meet General Abizaid's most urgent equipmentrec . J ,/ 
tremendously helpful. [rv 

However, we need to consider creating a "reserve"" 
appropriation to cover the growing needs of Iraqi security forces.tms could be 
done by reallocating some DFl resources to cover reconstruction projects within 
the Supplemental. 

My understanding is that the 2004 Iraqi budget of $19.6 billion includes 
$2.7 billion for capital investment and another $4.6 billion of "one-time 
expenditures" identified as "nationbuilding,regional projects and transfer 
payments." If funds were temporarily reallocated from some of that $7.3 billion to 

0 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 000 

TO: Ambassador Bremer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 'J2-----~ ~ 
cc: Paul Woitowitz 

General Abizaid 
Reuben Jeffery 
Dov Zakheim 

SUBJECT: Allocation of Oevdopmenc Fund for lraq (DF1) Resources for lraqi 
Security Forces 

I understand that you are close to approving a revised 2004 Iraqi budget. 
Before you make your final decisions on the Iraqi budget. l would like to discuss 
with you some idc-as that Paul and I have to preserve as much flexibility as 
possible inside the Supplemencal, both to respond to changing priorities for 
reconstruction funds and to preserve as much flexibility as possible for the U.S. 
after July 151 • 

As you know. our highest priority !s to stand up capable Iraqi security 
forces and transition responsibilities to tht!m as soon as possible. I appreciate the 
fact that you have allocated $600 million of DFI resources to cover the salaries of 
Iraqi security forces and that you recently dedicated another $200 million of DFI 
funds to meet General Abizaid' s most urgent equipment re<.Juirements. That is 
tremendously helpful. 

However, we need to consider creating a .. reserve" within the Supplemental 
appropriation to cover the growing needs of lraqi security forces. This could be 
done by reallocating some OFT resources to cover reconstruction projects within 
the Supplemental. 

My understanding is that tht: 2004 lraqi budget of $19.6 billion includes 
$2.7 billion for capital investment and another $4.6 billion of "one-time 
expenditures" identified as "nationbuilding. regional projects and transfer 
payments." If funds were temporarily reallocated from some of that $7.3 billion to 
fund immediate investments that would othenvise be funded out of the 
Supplemental, this would create room in the Supplemental that could be used in 
any number of the following ways: 

0 
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• ln the event that we came to conclude that other projects were more urgent, 
for example in the security area, we would have created some flexibility 
within the Supplemental to cover those more urgent priorities; 

• If you or the new ambassador conclude later in the year that the original 
DFl project is the right priority of funds, then that project could be funded 
out of the Supplemental; 

• Even in that case, you or your successor would have some leverage over 
whatever Iraqi ministers are involved because it would not be an automatic 
approval; 

• Moreover, your current oil revenue projections appear to be based on a 
projected decline to $21 per barrel for the last eight months of '04. While 
that may be a prudent assumption, with world oil prices running at their 
current high levels, there seems to be a significant possibility of a revenue 
surplus. It would be nice if the U.S. had some direct control over how such 
a surplus would be spent toward the end of the year. 

Accordingly, J would like you to take an urgent look at what projects are 
within the $7.3 billion and let me know how much of that money might be 
reallocated to projects within the Supplemental. I would think at least $500 
million or more should be reallocated as a reserve to cover likely additional 
requirements for security forces. 

I understand that you are in the process of finalizing a revised budget. I am 
prepared to move on this fast, as soon as you get back to me. 

I look forward to discussing this with you. 

2 
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? .... 

TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Andrew H. Card Jr. 
Dr. Condokena Rice 

FROM: Donald RumsfrldJ ~ 

September 29,2003 

(-
SUBJECT: Iraq 1 

. 
Auached is an interesling article tlul says a great deal about what we are dealing ~ 
with in Iraq. 

Atl,Kh 
L,:u. fohn. ··Atrl11.:itic:s Trade-off." 

DHR:dh 
092903-4 
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TO: Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld tT)f\ 
SUBJECT: January 24 Event 

January 29,2004 

Attached is some material my staff received from Richard Perle in response to our 

inquiry about the conference that was held by a consortium of Iranian-American 

groups last weekend at the Washington Convention Center. 

Attach. 
l/l 4/04e-mai1 

DHR;dh 
012904-8 
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COORDINATION 

Joint Staff (J-8) Lt. Gen James Cartwright March 19,2004 

USD(P) Ryan Henry March I 0,2004 
Principal Deputy 

General Counsel Dan Dell'Orto March 11, 2004\ 
Principal Deputy 

0MB Robin Cleveland March 15, 2003 
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TO: 

FROM: 

CC: 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

Ambassador Brem':) ,,_ 
Donald Rumsfeld Z,_ ~ . ~ ....... 
Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Paul Wolfowitz 
General Abizaid 
Dov Zakheim 
Reuben Jeffery 

MAR 25 2004 

SUBJECT: Allocation of Development Fund for Iraq (DFI) Resources for Iraqi 
Security Forces 

I understand that you are close to approving a revised 2004 Iraqi budget. 
Before you make your final decisions on the Iraqi budget, I would like to discuss 
with you some ideas that Paul and I have to preserve as much flexibility as 
possible inside the Supplemental, both to respond to changing priorities for 
reconstruction funds and to preserve as much flexibility as possible for the U.S. 
after July 1st. 

As you know, our highest priority is to stand up capable Iraqi security 
forces and transition responsibilities to them as soon as possible. T appreciate the 
fact that you have allocated $600 million of DFl resources to cover the salaries of 
Iraqi security forces and that you recently dedicated another $200 million of DFI 
funds to meet General Abizaid's most urgent equipment requirements. That is 
tremendously helpful. 

However, we need to consider creating a "reserve" within the Supplemental 
appropriation to cover the growing needs of Iraqi security forces. This could be 
done by reallocating some DFI resources to cover reconstruction projects within 
the Supplemental. 

My understanding is that the 2004 Iraqi budget of $19.6 billion includes 
$2.7 billion for capital investment and another $4.6 billion of "one-time 
expenditures" identified as "nationbui \ding, regional projects and transfer 
payments." If funds were temporarily reallocated from some of that $7.3 billion to 

.-....... 
-0 
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fund immediate investments that would otherwise be funded out of the 
Supplemental, this would create room in the Supplemental that could be used in 
any number of the following ways: 

• ln the event that we came to conclude that other projects were more urgent, 
for example in the security area, we would have created some flexibility 
within the Supplemental to cover those more urgent priorities; 

• lf you or the new ambassador conclude later in the year that the original 
DFl project is the right priority of funds, then that project could be funded 
out of the Supplemental; 

• Even in that case, you or your successor would have some leverage over 
whatever Iraqi ministers are involved because it would not be an automatic 
approval; 

• Moreover, your current oil revenue projections appear to be based on a 
projected decline to $21 per barrel for the last eight months of '04. While 
that may be a prudent assumption, with world oil prices running at their 
current high levels, there seems to be a significant possibility of a revenue 
surplus. It would be nice if the U.S. had some direct control over how such 
a surplus would be spent toward the end of the year. 

Accordingly, I would like you to take an urgent look at what projects are 
within the $7.3 billion and let me know how much of that money might be 
reallocated to projects within the Supplemental. I would think at least $500 
million or more should be reallocated as a reserve to cover likely additional 
requirements for security forces. 

T understand that you are in the process of finalizing a revised budget. Tam 
prepared to move on this fast, as soon as you get back to me. 

I look forward to discussing this with you. 

2 
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From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 
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TO: Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Honorable George Tenet 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld 'Q ('-
SUBJECT: Clarke and Gorton 

March 29,2004 

In case you folks missed it, here is the exchange between Richard Clarke and 

Senator Slade Gorton last week. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Transcript 

DHR:dh 
032504-14 

oso 04509-04 
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MR. GORTON: Now, since my yellow light is on, at this point my final 

question will be this. Assuming that the recommendations that you made on 

January 25th of 2001 ... based on Blue Sky, including aid to the Northern 

Alliance which had been an agenda item at this point for two and a half years 

without any action, assuming that there had been more Predator 

reconnaissance missions, assuming that that had all been adopted, say, on 

January 26, year 2001, is there the remotest chance that it would have 

prevented 9/11? 

MR. CLARKE: No. 

MR. GORTON: ltjust would have allowed our response after 9/11 to be 

perhaps a little bit faster? 

MR. CLARKE: Well, the response would have begun before 9/11. 

MR. GORTON: But ... there was no recommendation on your part or 

anyone else's part that we declare war and attempt to invade Afghanistan 

prior to 9/11? 

MR. CLARKE: That's right. 

MR. GORTON: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

11-L-0559/0S D/304 79 



February 8, 2004 

TO: Jaymie Durnan 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Thank Pete Aldridge 

I don't think I have thanked Pete Aldridge for all the work he did on that 

organizational study. 

Please get something drafted if I haven't. 

Thanks. 

DJl.lt:dh 
020804-80 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Dear Pete, 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

MAR 29 2004 

I don't know if I ever thanked you personally for 
the fine work you did on the OSD organization study. I 
know it was a big project and took a great deal of time. 

I do want you to know how much I appreciate it. 
We're working the problem, my frie_:_;.,nd.--...... 

Stay in touch. 

Regards, 

OSD 04514-04 
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Via Facsimile 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Secretary Colin Powell 

Donald Rwnsfeld'Vl'-

March 27, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached Email 

Attached is a quick note from Gen. Hill which in view of our conversation 

yesterday, might be ofinterest to you. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
032704.08 

9:31 AM 

Attach: Email from Gen. James Hill to LTG Craddock Re: Haiti Experts Conference 
3/25/04 

OSD 04579-04 
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To: SECDEF, AMB Foley 

Craddock, John J, LTG, OSD 

From: Hill, James, GEN {H) IHillJ@hq.southcom.smil.mil] 

Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2004 6:45 PM 

To: L TG Craddock (E-mail) 

Cc: Dick Myers (E-mail); Bill Caldwell (E-mail); Pete Pace (E-mail); Doug Feith (E-mail) 

Subject: Haiti Experts Conference 25 Mar 04 

Sir, I just completed the Haiti expert's conference that I mentioned to you yesterday 
morning. I held the conference to get the views from experts on Haiti regarding our current 
operations and way ahead. We had a great mix from academia, media and business. 
Additionally, we had representatives from OSD and the Joint Staff. All have spent 
considerable time in Haiti and still maintain extensive contacts with significant access. 
Their views were insightful and useful, particularly regarding issues of law and order, the 
political environment and information operations. 

One theme was to carefully manage the Haitian people's expectations of the role of the 
multinational force. The group stressed that the multinational force must be balanced in its 
approach to dealing with various and divergent factions in Haiti. It is important to send the 
signal that violence and destabilizing actions will not be tolerated from any element, 
regardless of affiliation. We discussed in detail the continuing disruptive role of Aristide 
and agreed that he needs to move on and keep quiet. However, an interesting point was that 
the majority of Lavalas members accept Aristide's fate and are willing to move forward, and 
that we and the interim government need to include, rather than exclude, this viewpoint to 
maintain stability. Consequently, all participants were concerned that the interim 
government did not include any Lavalas members. All agreed that Haiti should not 
reestablish the Army, but rebuild the police force into a competent and respected 
organization. The group confirmed that the multinational force was the proper strength 
providing that it does not remain static and extends it presence to critical cities and villages 
through temporary shows of force. 

They confirmed for me and my staff that our current CONOPs is on track. Their thoughts 
will be useful as we continuously update our plan, particularly regarding information 
operations. 

Very Respectfully, Tom. 

3/25/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/30483 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Jerry Bremer 

Gen. John Abizaid ~ 4 
Donald Rumsfeld .k A• 
Security in Iraq Post-June 30 • 

March 29, 2004 

Our folks in Iraq keep getting told that the Iraqis are not going to be ready to take 

over security of the country on June 30. The implication of that, obviously, is that 

they think the Coalition forces are going to leave on June 30, when sovereignty 

passes. 

That suggests we need to do n much better job of explaining to the people in Iraq 

that that is not the case. I hope you would get the people who handle information 

helping to work on that problem. 

DIIRJh 
OJ2904-l 6 

11-L-0559/0SD/30484 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Honorable Colin Powell (by hand) 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 1;f\w 
SUBJECT: Another UN Resolution 

March 29, 2004 

There continues to be pressure by the Brits to have another UN resolution in Iraq. 

What is the status? 

DHR:dh 
032904-14 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Ray DuBois~ 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial Fund 

I just went through these two pieces of paper on the Pentagon Memorial. It 

doesn'ttell how someone can give money. 

Tt ought to have on it "Send check to:" with an address, a website where they can 

use a credit card, whether or not it is a charitable contribution and tax deductible, 

who is allowed to give and who is not - anything that makes it easy to give 

money. It is not wise to put out brochures like this and not have that information. 

I gave them to some people today from the BPOE Elks thinking it had the righ} 

info on it, and it didn't. ) f { i 

Please get something done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Pentagon .Memorial Brochure and paper 

DHR:dh 
032504-1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• l. ~-·!Ill••······································ 4 _tt, /a 'f:~-Please respond by 

oso 0462 5-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/30486 





l'llli1bld s.noe, 
l'lt111zm" Fi,ukt 

---·~-~J~~~;5~11; 
Deckuuinhol4&. ~lit• cTestte m an:hitectute~. · .. : · .. • -

' CO!umbia Univeisity's Graduate School of . :', . · .. 
. Planning and Preservation. and a bachelor's degtii '• 
. ,owta mdil!J:uclureof dtietl from Bryn Ma\¥1'_P;j 

KastJnan holds a ma,m' 1 degree in archiiEdWlt'if 
.On~bfa University's Graduate School of • · -~•:. 
Planning 1111d Preservation and a bacl\elol'.' 
11ehilecture from Arimna Sta.le Univmil · 
founded their New Yark Oty design stu,·· 
Kaseuuut Beckman Amsterdam Studio,00 

'!"""I' 
;. . -~--

i 11:0:~:=~UIIII 
U'""" ::1:1* . . . . .. .... . . ·· Engrmd Na"" jllougk 1U t• --;=.:,.,-;;.,:. .... .. -· " ... ...:.. ·--

a!ablHd Gra•tt Aog,llll ~-- a 
•r•..t~rmalod,"''".a...... _.....,,... .,,. -~~-
• •• .. Dd .. gis,~.,. ~ '<',. j Lo • ....... !Mol--
Qll!l,!''111 lilfJ\IN)]DUI -- : '~1· ··~•·iwi: Gilltt 
Al». .&... ~w , : • ./ U ft lao 1nf ,.; --- -rrr: - - ·-.... -, r-·"·· ""':.· r ·'::i,;"""'i;ii~~ . .. . --- . . ; . --- \.,; i:1$::i: .. -;. -~~"t~c,;,i:::·.~F~:~~'. •. ,. ... ...,..;. ... _,: ...... ···- .. ,- . , __ . 

~ 

Alchih!ctur.al details: 

~, 
Ho111, .. tror 
-rd1tvl1ti111 

1 ,j 
1/l"U.<il oollilu'ous ,1..,;,..,. plalt-sllop 
~J~r·1, .... , .. 

One hundred eighty four innocentlives were last in a sirtjls moment at tra Pentagon· one hundred eighty 
four indi vidualslorever tied together thrm.1gh ttehorrifk events that unfolded cm Septemberll, 2001. 

Colledive contemplation through silence. a tactile field of sensuousexperience and an ir.tiimb: sett~ 
are te objectives lhatfostered the birth of te oonoeptb' the chosen Pentagon Memorial design. 111c 
design &els out to permanentlyrtrord and express tie sheer magnitude (floss thmugh an ar~hlredural 
experience of a place radically different than what we encxu1er inourdaily liw;. In this light, tra~pace 

~ .itself' &elVE!!i as the memorial al all scales of experience and eng~t • from within, driving by, 
and from above. 

specific, this distinclicm is quite subtle when deployed ccm&istently throu.ghwt lh! site. , Is 
level of diffinnce lo !he visual and spatial field,. thus provoking visilm' .:uriooi~ while simultaneously 
teJlillg lhe stmy of those involved in the eYenlB lhat took place here that day. 

I iga n ii& s; ;upf'll ig 1, the rial unilil at e a g ng lig pool.a ,til, n 
bench and.a plat'e for the pennanentinsaipl:ion of each vidim's name. Using 1pu1 1 \Jt er~ J: 
G rtoll I (CNC") t 1log cm.m,)11 h th lliP i i 11J ti t, clear-anodized aluminum 

11 o .II.lit s ililiiJy mass produced and incredib1¥ articulate. fbe cast alumillum prototype/ detail 
model was fabricaled in this manner. lls structural cross-section not only reflects radiant light from 
th gl 1g p r, itl ;u o nding g 11v1 e but also allows that field to be continuous. 
A polyester composite, mab'b-gravel mix is pcured into :he memorial unit, thus ii ,g gl ! tc su1 
ill1ll Oo; t tt g: avel abi th light p 1L This 8U.rfare is polished lo attain a "'1Em1zz.o'' sealing fu;iish 
at lhe horizontal bench portion of tne memorial w,it. As lhe memorial nnil growt out of the grqund, 
the stabililA!d gravel field isinlerrupted only by moments of glowing light and waler, and theti:igraved 
names fio.i t lO th,i,s,; 11\Cll\ent;. . , .. 

.. 

' (<>OSI;' ' to hear and feel foobleps upon .. ;tabili gravel isa I •• ,·· • '· • 

Disbursed throughou.t lhe entire Bite, the poroUB &tabiliud gravel field is containoo within~~-. . . : · -r , 

benche9 that serve asp~ for omamental gr~. These grasses act~ a soft screen de·~·;:.-;"",.....: ·. 
boundary ol lhe memorial park. Further, lhe oombined length of the peruneter benches pl11U1!t.. ;: , i; <_.. ·· 
~r~on of eacli memorial unit pro~des moi;e ~ 2,1~ linear feet of poliahed N~o" ~~~; :> _.._ · 
Birth yNrs, U!lllli lo locate the age lines, all! inlaid alwrunum numbeni 111!1: .ftush with the~~~__... . · 
of !hi!~ bmmes. 'The birth year& are flanked by lhe.ahimin11m ~-~ lhat ~~~1~?""-./ .. 
wholes1le. -~ .,--/ .. __ (;f'.'?::;;{Ji,:::"t. ~--

A Ml'mori!il Palk is inscribed Wlit1 one hundred eighty four 11/b'raa Units. Each unit is dedicated The weslem edge of the site is defined wilh the A4 w.u-:,;;aJ:Jhaj.~A:~ '.:.=$~{ ·· ;~Jf'f, ";;: 
to an i nclividual vktim • its9laceruent and place within the callee ti Ye fteld are a L11icp!inslanc:l'. The year rela.tive ta the age lines that oiganile the sile at JaiF.,As Qi1('111.0Y!1ri«per · ' · · · ~ :~::. 
field i~ organized a:, a timelfme of the victim$' ages. spammg from Dana FalkenbetR, 3, years old, to higher-ii grows from 3 in:he9 above~ perimeter, )le~a(!)agi-.s.JJll!ll10ijaJ.age- • , ~ • . :""· 
John D. Yamnicky, 71. While each memorial uit locale& Hseif on its respective ap,line, the units are the liendi (at J11hn111). Slralegically, tfq.JVaJl.grq.wju ii~j-oee"~~the · ~;·.- ;;.- · · 
then organizedcf birth-dare ~tll! age line. 'll'e highly specific and qualitativelyobjective the deliverx.lane !hat enmJUclus !fl! sill! 1tilfl n.~•li?m ~. ~~-!P ~; ~ ,,... 
~tional slral.:gyyields sccmingly~om resuJls. Inherent~· tieclustenns of lhe ~ltoulstratem: ~ thedri~~-p~tne ~y,;'8hile~~~ t\i~iJ~}:Jt:.:;..:--
ce.rtainagcgroups, the gap betweentbe chd<lrcna1,jadult~· a."e c:lalrlyeviari.ard meargu, lhe !Ille ~ahir. From wi~~J(~l'!!-~~~!JiJhe'liif~~-:- .. . ..... 
lhoogh infinitely inapretive. that are plinted'~ it& base.~-;:. " ,..: ~--~;·".,g:::~'.:-;_., ., .. .'/_, :;., /,;:-· -~ .,.... t-?~·~ ~: . ~· .. · ' -

-~~• ~ _,,, ./ ,' ,,r~:..:---.,,, r ~ ::~;, ;;• .,~ ,..,-" ~,r • \:=·:~··.~.::-:·~ .... -:: :: ,, ,:., 
Personalin~re~o~ i~ furtherspar~d by en!bed~inglayeri ~- s~ifi?t,; .irt:otheorientation of A .vivd.~upy of~ and lighf ,nwid~~t ~ as~ "!J~d iat(Oiljunctiau · 
each memorial. um! wllhm the expansive me Fifty rune memorial ·.i."Llts face one way, one hun<lrc<l wilh the clisb~ of~ W1ibI,.,.JIJie~ of IDIPle lree!,dfuld"sem ttus ~well, 
twenty five face~_other - thus dintinguishillJ .~on board ~ir.ttAirlinesflight77 Iro~ lhe Trident Maf1le: ~.Maple~-~ lark Maple.-~ exq~wt.~ ···::. 
those who \\UC ms1de the FetaJ;n. \%en l'lEltiI1g a memorialdoocared to a victim~ Wif ll'l r.1. la~~ ~lalnini !m\lr beautii&U ioJiiS!:well if!IOJhe wtiih!r;non~ · this upenswn of time Mil, . 
the Pentag,.,n, the visitor will seethe engraved l1aD1e and the Pen1agon in the same vieiil (1oa~5 5 9 / Q SD J~ su6~uly of tl1:f$ pfaa? On (ii..lfttimale level, the interplay between leaves, light 
one would see the engraved. name of a victim on flight Tl wilh the sky. Though. highly bark. gravel, grasses, ~lilt~ ~1ansea will be gra,atfy.enchau::ed with any ,of-these elegant 1%ee!J. 



• UNITED IN MEMORY 
Pentagon Memorial Fund 

We need }QlC' immediate he] p to raise in excess of a million dollars from Department of Defense 

personnel in the National Capital A.tea, to construct at the site or the attack, a Pentagon Memorial 

Park honoring those lost on September 11,2001 hereat the Pentagon. We need to reach ttlis fund
raising goal by August 15,2003. Your donation is needed now to :fian:e :6raldesign costs and to 

begin construction in September. We estimate the Memorial will be completed in June 2005 at a 

cost of approxi ma tel y 510 Million. Only con tri bu led ru nd~ will be used to' build the Pentagon 

Memorial-no taxpayer funds will be used. We can lead the WtlJ to ensure our fallen comrades 

and follow Americans and their families will never be forgotten. For detailed memorial informa

tion visit the Pentagon Memorial Website at: https:llprivote.ref.whs.millpentagonmemorial/ 

Plea"i1e givegenerouslynow to your organizational contact to help u<i1 create a 
lastingmem.orialfor those lost on September 11,2001 or mail your donation to: 

Maj Phredd Evans 
DanMcGinty 
Thelma Jones 
mL Karla Tom~z 
Willie Wright 
Sheron Richardson 
Lewis O'Bryant 
Rich Dooley 
John Guardiani 
Diane Worthiigton 
Suellen Raycraft 
Yolanda Holmes 
Don Nau 
Claire Gilstad 
JaniceSiemsen 
Veronda Powell 
Dwayne Lehman 
Ernie Peters 
Carla Little-Kopach 
Bethany Williams 

N!:lshirqt.alHcadquartcrs Services 
Directorate for Budget & Finance 
Attn: Pentagon Memorial Fund 
Reem 3B269, The Pentagon 
Washington. DC 20301-2255 

Contributions am tax dedudible. 

Campaign Managers 
DODIG 
OCMA 
US Army 
Joint Staff 
Navy 
Air Force 
DTRA 
PFPA 
DLA 
OSD(PA) 
DSCA 
DISA 
DIA 
rns 
MDA 
WHS 
USUHS 
NIMA 
DARPA 
DFAS 

703-604-8517 
703-428-1951 
703-693-8391 
703-695-4708 
703-697-1760 
703-695-3167 
703-767-4717 
703-693-7593 
703-767-7212 
703-697-3532 
703-601-3654 
703-681-2682 
202-231-4907 
703-325-9513 
703-697-6538 
703-697-5084 
301-295-9826 
301-227-7312 
703-696-7473 
703-607-5139 

!2iJ~,vF 
Richard. McGraw 
On bihalf of thl DoD Personnel 
ror a Pentagon Memorial 

11-L-0559/0SD/30489 



• UNITED in MEMORY 
?mtason Mmorial Fund 
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r. 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

ADMINISTRATION AND 
MANAGEMENT 

1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: RaymondF.DuBois~ ~~ 

SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial Donations 

,._,. I ~ .- ··~ I! .......... ,... 

April 12, 2004, 5:00 PM 

• In the attached snowflake you directed that DoD Pentagon Memorial brochures and 
handouts be updated to provide helpful information for Pentagon visitors who express 
an interest in donating to the Pentagon Memorial project. 

• 1 have attached the updated material that will provide complete information for 
anyone interested in making a contribution. (Tab A). As you can see, new "How to 
Donate" inserts have been placed in our latest Pentagon Memorial information 
brochures. The old "Employee fundraiser" letters that you have seen in the past are 
obsolete and we have pulled these from circulation. 

• In summary, there are two ways to make a contribution for the Pentagon Memorial 
project: 1) by check directly to DoD, or 2) by check, cash or credit card to the private 
foundation, Pentagon Menwrial Fund, Inc. (PMF, Inc.) which in-turn donates to 
DoD. ANYONE can make a donation to either, or both. Contributions to either are 
tax deductible. 

• The private foundation has much more flexibility to solicit, publicize, and utilize 
wide-ranging fundraising techniques and collection methods - thus is expected to be 
able to raise the vast majority of funds donated to DoD for this project. 

• Now that PMF, Inc. has launched its aggressive campaign, Jed by Lynda Webster, we 
expect that donat1ons wi ll greatly increase. I will continue to monitor and update you 
on the status. 

Attachment 

COORDINATION: none,..,..,..,.,,.,..... __ __, 
Prepared by: Bill Brazis, l ..... (b_H_

5
) ___ .... 

11-L-0559/0SD/30491 
oso 0462 5~04 
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Polishec1Su~aoe 
ne,r.azzo"l"inisnt 

Siaol"8d Gra.el Anyulor cut 
gravel overr,e-tliDm'J mat L'""" ssr!Clandgravolhod,. 
~rou~~:!~~J, por~ua 

Architectural details: 

fR':.:r..:~~r'" 

Hol,.c;u;tfor 
wa1ercErctt(.a'liCJ.n 

About the designers: .Julie Beckman 
Keith Ka,;eman 
New York, New York 

Beckman holds a master's degree in an:hitecturefro1n •. ... . : rj 
Columbia University's GraduatcSchool fi Archi!ectl.W, ,,' . · , 
Planning andJ'resmal!0t1,_ and a bachelor's d~ in '1t : ~ ~ t, 
growth and structure iJ c1t1es flmlBryn MawrColll'III!! · ;v ... ~,il::~»..,. · 
Kaseman holds a mester'sdegreE in architecture 
Columbia University's Graduate School of Architei,: · 
Planning and Preservation and a bachelor's d~= 
architecture from Arizona State Universitv. The:r.f 
fr~u11~e'.l thcir Xcw Yak ~it:' desig11 _siu_dio, ~-f{{
K.tscm,mBeckmanAmstcrd,11n Studio, m2.00:L. 1. f .. 

.. Clear Anodi'"d Cut 
Aluminum MeM01iatUni1 

Engra\Jl!dNaMO 

Gl-llfl Lrg~!Poor 1l~n1't~~f:ua:ir.dtr 
llfllto1\IG9'm ... 1 .. ····- -.. -. . . .... , .. ,.. . ~~::r.::1:~:~~" 
•lunt11um Mt!mi.m1J Urw~ 

1114''thickca-nlinuaus 
~tuounum pll!<· ·--~ ... 1~.~ lo c;u;taluMinum 
M<..,,,;11 Unit 

One hundred eighty fom irrnoc~ntlives were lost in a single moment at the Pentagon. one hundred eighty 
fom individualsforever tied together through the horrific events that unfolded on September 11,2((} I. 

Collective contemplation through silence. a tactile field of sensuous experience a11d an intimate setting 
are the objective!. that fostered the birth cf the concept forthe chosen Pentagon Memorial design. The 
design sets 0L1t to permanently re1.:ord aml express the sheer magnitudeof b,s through an ard1itcctural 
cxpcricnccof a place radically different than what we cncoumcr in our daily Jives. In ::h.s light. the space 
itself serves as the memorial at all scale!. <f experienceand engageme11t • from within, driving cy. 
aml from above. 

A Melllotinl fJnrk is inscribed with one hundred eighty four Menwrinl U11its. Each unit is dcdkatcd 
lo an individual victim • its pla1.:cmcnt and place within the collccti ve field arc a unique instance. The 
field is organized as a time lime of le victims· ages, spanning from Dana Falkenberg, 3 years old, to 
John D. Yarnnicky, 71, \~/hile each memorial unit locates itself on its rcspc1.:ti vc age-line. the units arc 
then organized by bitth-date along the age line. The highly specific and qualitatively objective 
organizational strategy yield!. seemingly random results. Inherent tendencies· the clustering cf 
1.:ertain age groups, the gap bet ween the children and adults· arc clearly cvidc11t and mea11i11gful. 
though infir1itely interpretive. 

Personal interpretation is furth!!r sparked l:y embedding layers d' specificity into the orientation of 
each memorial unit within the expansive site. Fifty nine memorial 11nitsface one way, one hundred 
twenty five face the other, thus dintinguishingvictims on board American Airlines tlight77 from 
those who were inside the Pentagon. When visiting a memorial dedicated to a victim who was in 
the Pentagon. the visitor will see the engraved name and the Pentagon in the same view. Conversely. 

·t 

The Department of Defense is authorized to accept donations 
for the establishment cf the Pentagon Memorial. 

Anyone wishing to make a contribution may either: 

1) Donate directly to DoD by check made payable to U.S. 
Treasury - Pentagon Memorial Account and forward to Depart
ment cf Defense, Washington Headquarters Services, Attention: 
Pentagon Memorial, Room 3B269, The Pentagon, Washington, 
DC 20301-1155. 

or 

2) Make a contribution by cash, check or credit card to the 
Pentagon Memorial Fund, Inc. (P.MF, Inc.). P.MF, Inc. is a tax 
exempt, non-profit corporation, organized and led by the 
families ct· those lost at the Pentagon. PMF, Inc. is dedicated to 
raise and donate funds to DoO for the design, construction and 
maintenance cf the Pentagon Memorial. Those interested in 
making a contributionthrough the PMF, Inc. can send donations 
to Pentagon Memorial Fund, Inc., 1850 K St. NW, Suite 380, 
Washington, DC 20006. 

PN!F, Inc. fundraising inquiries should be addressed to Lynda 
Webster cf the Webster Group w Jynda@wbsterconsuJting can 
or by phone at 202-775-'Y/97. 

Donations are tax-deductible. 

For more information please visit the Pl\.1F, Inc.' s web site at 
www.PentagonMemorial.net. 

one would see the engraved nameofa victim on tlight 77 with the~. Though highly 11-L-Q 559/QS D/304 93 



specific, tr.is distiuction is quite subtle whe11 deployed consisteully throughout the site. It adds a 
level cf difference to the visual and spatial field, thus provoking visitors' curiosity. while simultaneously 
telling the story d. those involved in the events that took place here that day. 

Elegant in it, selt~supportingfonn. the memorial unit is at once a glowing light pool, a cantilevered 
bench and a place for the permanent inscription(f each victi 111\ name. l.l!liJ'.g Computer Numerically 
Controlled(CNq technology common to the aerospace industry, the cast, dear-anodizedaluminum 
memorial unit i~ easily mass-produced and incrcdibl~·,uticulate. The cast aluminum prototype/ detail 
model was fabricated in this manner. Its structurakross-section not only retlects radiant light from 
the glowing pool rf water onto the surrounding gravel field, but also allows that tie Id to he continuous. 
A polyestercompo,ite,matrix-gravel mix i,,; poured into the memorial uni, thus acting as glue to support 
and floot the gravel above the light pool. This surface is polished to attain a "terrazzo" seating fi 11ish 
al the horizontal bench portion d" the memorial unit. As tre memorial unit gruwsoul ct· the ground, 
the stabilized gravel field is interrupted only by moments (f glowing light and water, and the engraved 
lEIIBS lloa\ above these moments. 

Though loose enm1gh lo hear and fed footsteps upon it. stabilized gravel i~ a hard. ADA<ompliant surface. 
Disbursed throughout the entire site, the porou;; stahil ized gravel field i~ contained wit--iin twoperimtter 
benches that serve as planters for omamental grasses. l11ese grasses act as a soft screen deman::ating the 
boundary rJ th,, memorial paii. Further, the combiiied leng!h ol the perimeter benches plus lhe-beiidi .. 
portion ct· each memorial uni l provides more than 2,100 linear feet of polished #terrazzo" !lea!ing surface. 
Bilth ycru-s. used to locale the age lines, are inlaid aluminum numbers set flush with the nlerrazzo: finish·. 
of the perimeter benches. The birth years are flanked by the aluminum age lines that ~~-~f:·· · ··· · 
whole site. · ;; , · 

The western edge of the site is defined with the AGE Wall -a ·waU ltlat "groW5" in height~-~~- · : · 
year relative to the age Jines that organize the sill' at large. As one mo11es deeper into the sili!; ~ wall_ge1:5 · 
higher - ii grows from 3 inches above the perimeter bench (at Dana's memorial age-line)·\D ?I. ~ abo~. 
the bench(al John's}. Strategically, this waUgrows as a barrier is needed betwl'en themem~fpark and 
the delivery lane that encroaches the site al its northweslfm edge. Experientially, this wall communicates · 
the organizational strategy to the drivers pming by the t-way,while allowing them to~ into 
the site from afar. From wilhin lhe site it provides a shadow backdrop I91 the lacy ornamental grasSj!S 
that a.re planted along its base. . · 

A vivd canopy of color and light provides-shade througho~i the site, as trEES are clustered in conjunction 
with the disbursement of memorial units. Thf&@ varieties of maple ln'eS could serve this scheme well -
the Trident Maple, Field :Vlaple (i11 renderings)and the Paper Bark Maple. All-thr~ exquisite:~eesare 
late falling.retaining their beautiful fall foliage wdl into the winter months - ::::.s suspcnsiond lime will 
contribute to the sublime bcamy rf this place. On an intimate lcvcl. lhe interplay between leaves, light. 
bark, gravel, grasses. wat1:r, and the senseswiU be greallyenchanced with any d' thcsc degant t:re:E. 

11-L-0559/0SD/30494 
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TO: 

cc: 

LmTy Di Rita 

Ray DuBois~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pentagon Memorial Fund 

I just went through these two pieces of paper on the Pentagon Memorial. It 

doesn't tell how someone can give money. 

It ought to have on it "Send check to:" with an address, a website where they can 

use a credit card, whether or not it is a charitable contribution and tax deductible, 

who is allowed to give and who is not - anything that makes it easy to give 

money. It is not wise to put out brochures like this and not have that information. 

I gave them to some people today from the BPOE Elks thinking it had the righ} 

info on it, and it didn't. ~ { ~ ~ 

Please get something done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Pentagon Memorial Brochure and paper 

DHR:dh 
032504-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/30496 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Adm. Ellis 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfeld1{l ' 

British Officers 

Jl 
March~2004 

Mira Ricardel advises me we are making progress on assigning British officers to 

Strategic Command. 

I hope it is helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/18/04 ASD(ISP) memo to SecDef [OSD 04268-04] 

DHR:dh 
032904-24 

...................................................•••••....•.•......... , 
Please respond by------------

OSD 04649.04 

11-L-0559/0SD/30497 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~,M,, "' ·· "" ··: r·:l c::. "'7 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~ ·· · : J • '' _,. ',"· 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-2900 cf. ff/1 

INTERNi'ITIONi'IL SECURITY 
POLICY 

MAR 1°a0z68~;ri~~ .. / "'')J 
~~D~~ 

INFOMEMO 

To: 

From: 

SECRETARYOFDEFEN~\~ ~ 

Mira Ricardel, ASD/ISP (Ac~ing) ,~ _MAR I 8 2004 

Assignment of UK Military Personnel to USSTRA TCOM Subject: 

• In response to your memo of February 5 (Tab 1) regarding the U.S. Strategic 
Command's (USSTRATCOM) desire to assign UK officers to key billets without 
providing U.S. officers in exchange, my staff has been working with the General 
Counsel, Comptroller, the Joint Staff and USSTRA TCOM to find an appropriate 
solution. 

• We have developed a draft arrangement under which UK military personnel would 
perform tasks assigned by the USSTRA TCOM chain of conunand, and would be 
permitted to share relevant information with the UK Ministry of Defence. 

o Under this arrangement, the U.S. would not be required to provide officers to 
the UK in exchange. 

• The General Counsel has advised that we are authorized to enter into such an 
arrangement under Title 10 U.S.C. 2608, which states: 

o "The Secretary of Defense may accept from ... any foreign government or 
international organization ... any contribution of services made by such foreign 
government or international organization for use by the Department of 
Defense." 

• Acceptance authority under this provision has been delegated to the Comptroller. 

• My staff is working with the Comptroller's office on such an arrangement, with the 
objective of having this mechanism in place by late March. 

• We believe that this type of arrangement could be used not only for this 
USSTRA TCOM assignment. but also to provide for similar assignments to other 
combatant commands. 

o Specific approval would be required from USD(P) consistent with DoD 
Directive 5230.20, "Visits, Assignments, and Exchanges of Foreign 
Nationals," each time this authority is requested. 

Coordination:- Tab 2 

Prepared By: Frank Rose, ISP/FP/MDP~ 
11-L-vvv~u/30498 



.. 
.. 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PQg'AGON 

WASHINGTON, QC 20301-1000 

FEB 5 aN>4 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: UK Officers on USSTRATCOM Staff 

Commandeor, USSTRATCOM (C:T>RUSSTRATCOM). wants to assign UK 
officers to key USSTRATCOM staff billets without having to {lrovide US officers to the 
UK in exchange. Current DOD policy allows exchange officers or foreign liaison 
officers, but not officers who function in both c.:apacilit:~ and on a non-recjpn,ca1 basis. 

Please review the officer exchange/Haison policy to determine if the po1icy 
supports this closer cooperation across all combatant commands. If it does not, please 
advise me as to wha1 courses of action may be taken to rnee1 this goal. 

Please repon back to me by February 20, 2004. 

2,fi_ 

0 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. John Abizaid 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Jerry Bremer 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Security 

March 31, 2004 

You all heard the discussion on security for CODELs, the UN and the CPA. John 

Abizaid, I would appreciate it if you would press forward as promptly as possible 

on developing options for the handling of these important and increasingly urgent 

matters. 

[ talked to Colin, and he is working his side of the problem to develop options so 

the Department of State will be prepared to provide security for his people by the 

time State takes over. 

Our task is to find solutions for the issues Jerry Bremer has raised and for our 

portion of the responsibility that continues after June 30. 

John, whatever help you need is available from the Joint Staff or the Comptroller's 

office. However, I am going to ask that by Friday, April 2, you and the Joint Staff 

provide a first cut at how these issues should be handled. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
033004-23 

~1:~s0e0 
;:;;~~~ ~~- ••• • • qT;; {; 4 • • • • • • • • •. • • • • • .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ... 
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'10: 

cc: 

FROM: 

TABA 

Gen. Di.de. Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfdd.1/\ 
SUBJECT Personnel as Better Sensors 

January 27,2004 

One of 1he things Pete Schoomaker said at the enc conference that was 

interesting was that we need to do a better job of making all US military people 

bettd"sensors(' 

Please have some folks think about that and get back to us. 

Thanks. 

~;~-;;~;;;:~~~~··· .. ·; li1' 1-;g .................................... .. 

OSD 04699-04 

TabA 
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CHAIRMANOFlHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF l. ' t' 

WASHINGTON, DC. 20318-9999 

TNFO"MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, ocs(Jf)'/'5/!,o 
SUBJECT: Personnel as Better Sensors 

CK-1659-04 
31 Ma:i;cb 2004 

• Issue. One of the things Pete Schoemaker said at the CJNC conference that was 
interesting wa<, that we need to do a better job of making all US military people 
better "sensors." Please have some folks think about that and get back to us 
(TAB A). 

• Conclusion. Improving the capability of US military personnel to act as "sensors" 
will require a concerted effort across Service, command and agency lines to define 
operational requirements, design appropriate training programs and develop 
processes and technologies to facilitate and fully exploit collected data. 
Additional comments are provided at TABB. 

• Discussion. Changes in our operating environment require additional emphasis on 
training all military personnel to observe and report information. Streamlined 
reporting and faster processing and analysis capablhties are needed to effectively 
captw·e and exploit this data Finally, we must foster force-wide cultural changes 
to ensure all DOD personnel understand the relationship between intelligence and 
operations and their personal role in the operations-intelligencecycle. There are 
many Service,Joint and intelligencecommunity effo11s underway to improve the 
capability of military personnel to act m, "sensors" as well as to use the data they 
collect. 

COORDTNATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: MG Ronald L. Burgess, Jr., USA; Director, J-2; .._!(b-)(_5) ____ ...., 

11-L-0559/0SD/30502 OSD 04699 - 04 .. 



TABA 

'10: Gen. Dick Myers 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FRCM: Donald Rumsfeld 1/\ 
SUBJECT: Personnel as Better Sensors 

January 27 ,2004 

One of the things Pete Schoomaker said at the CDC conference that was 

interesting was that we need to do a better job of~ all US military people 

bettetiensors!1 

Please have some folks think about that and get back to us. 

Thanks. 

DHll:dh 
012704-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Pl~a.se respond by .'-/ 2.J / 0 ':f . · 

Tab A 
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TABB 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Personnel as Better Sensors 

12 March 2004 

1. Purpose. To provide SecDef comments on improving the capability of US 
military personnel to act as "sensors." 

2. Analysis 

e The operational environment is changing. Iraq and Afghanistan are 
contemporary examples in which forces on lhe ground have access lo 
information that cannot be collected by technical means and limited 
HlJMINT resources. We musl be able to efficiently incorporate and exploit 
this information. 

e Services and commands currently train military personnel to report 
battlefield observations; however, much of this training is highly specialized 
for select intelligence and special operations personnel or broadly based but 
narrowly focused. 

e Military personnel need systematic training on their role as information 
receptors and reporters beginning in basic military training and 
commissioning programs and reinforced during subsequent skills training, 
unit training and exercises. Training should include basic observation and 
reporting techniques as well as familiarization with legal and policy 
limitations on these activities. We need to establish clearjoint operational 
requirements for this training and work to harmonize Service, agency and 
combatant commander efforts. Experimentation and Service doctrine 
should reflect and support these changes. 

e Military personnel must also be acclimated to their specific operating 
environment, to include language training and area studies when possible, 
and be informed of priority operational and intelligence requirements. This 
may require increasing unit-level resources, including intelligence (often 
HUMINT) personnel who normally provide this type of pre-mission 
preparation. 

e Increasing the effectiveness of personnel as "sensors"also requires end-to
end improvements in technologies and processes to avoid information 

11-L-0559/0SD/30504 TabB 



overload and turn this potential flood cf raw information into actionable 
intelligence that can be rapidly used to direct or plan future operations. 

• Smart/ interactive technologies that improve battlefield reporting without 
undul y interfering with the primary mission are essential to improving 
timely reporting. Transformational communication systems and networks 
that support "comms on the move" are a lso critical. Finally, we must 
improve information technologies to rapidly correlate, validate and fuse 
inputs from multiple human and technical sources for our battlespace 
awareness systems and increase investment in personnel and technical 
resources for all-source analysis and fusion. 

• There are already many initiatives underway to address these requirements. 
The Army's Task Force Soldier and Task Force Actionable lntelligence are 
examining the issue across the board, from traini ng to technology, including 
the use of Personal Da la Assistants, digital imaging and "smart" /interactive 
systems to improve timely repo rting from the field. Systems s uch as Land 
Warrior and Joint Tactical Radio System are begi nning to fill the need for 
improved communications. More broadly, the Intelligence Community 's 
Horizontal integration initiative is addressing the need to make information 
widely available vertically among echelons as well as horizontally across 
operating environments. 

Prepared by: MG Ronald L. Burgess, Jr. , USA, J-2, .... l(b_H_6) ____ ....., 

11-L-0559f0SD/30505 TabB 



TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Unit Name Date 

US Army COL Hooker 2 Mm·ch 2004 

US Navy CAPT Dossel 3 March 2004 

US Air Force Col Murphy 4 I\1arch 2004 

US Marine Corps Col Van Dyke 3 March 2004 

USCENTCOM Col Smith 2 March 2004 

USEUCOM Col Knopp 3 March 2004 

USJFCOM COL Perkins 3 March 2004 

USNORTHCOM Mr. Tavik 2 March 2004 

USPACOM CDR Metts 5 March 2004 

USSOCOM Lt Col Crawford 3 March 2004 

USSOUTHCOM LTC Fisher 8 March 2004 

USSTRATCOM Copy provided 

USTRANSCOM CAPT Cooney 1 lvfarch 2004 

TabC 
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...... · -i 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

J2Qef8 

Jim Haynes 

Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 
Outside Look at Sentencin~ Equity 

, . . . -
\1 I ! ' ' 

D~~~tllber 15, 2004 
,:. ,.-··. 

Please come back to me with a proposal on having an outside look at sentencing 

, equity, if in fact we think it might be worthwhile. 

Thanks. 

DHR:u 
i2\504·23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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·- . ./ ' 

DEPARTMENTOF DEFENSE __ . 
OFFICE OF GENERAL COUNSEL-.? .. -.: ... 

1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON,DC20301-1600 ~""S ", ., .· 

lt:J t. - ' 

INFO MEMO 

March 4,2005; I :OOP.M. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE n 
1 

FROM: Daniel J. Deli'Orto, Principal Deputy General Counsel~ l iALJ~ 
SUBJECT: Outside Look at Sentencing Equity in Courts-Martial 

• In answer to your question, a t Tab A, I do not recommend an outside look at 
establishing a system to enhance sentencing equity in courts-martial. 

• In 1984,Congressexempted the military justice system when it established the 
Federal Sentencing Guidelines system. 

o The U.S. Supreme Court recently held unconstitutional certain 
mandatory provisions of the Federal Sentencing Guidelines, making 
them advisory only, because they conflicted with a defendant's "jury 
trial'' rights. 

o Congress is expected to direct a review of the Federal Sentencing 
Guidelines system. 

• By contrast, Congress created the mil itary j udicial system to be separate and 
distinct from its civilian counterpart in order to recognize and maintain the 
military's specialized requirements for good order and di scipline in widely 
varying environments and circumstances. 

o Discretion in command actions and broad sentencing considerations 
apply in order to tailor sentences to both lhe needs of lhe Service and 
the accused. 

RECOMMENDATION: Stay the course. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Prepared By: Robert E. Reed,,_!(b_><_
6
> ___ __, 

11-L-os!f)so13osoa OSD 04702-05 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul WJJ :6::witz 
Larry Di Rita 
David Chu 
Powell Moore 
Les Brownlee 

TABA 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~

SUBJECT: Rollout on Rebalancing 

I talked to the President yesterday about the plans for rebalancingthe active and 

reserve components. 

We certainly have to make sure that we have a fabulous rollout plan for this. We 

want to be sure that the governors get briefed and everybody gets signed on. 

·-· 

We do not want to have an explosion over it. Tt ought to be a "good news" story, 

and te have to handle it so that it is. 

Thanks 

ONR;dh 
0~14-24 

;,:~::;:~:~~······3· ~~- i,-y,······································ 

osa 0475s-o4 

-~ 

TabA 
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US Anny 

US Navy 

US Air Fon-e 

US Marine Co.z:ps 

US Coast Guard 

National Guard Bureau 

TABB 

COORDINATION 

Responded direct to OSD-RA 

CAPT Dassel 22 l\lJarch 2004 

Col Ball 22 l\lJarch 2004 

Cd Rawson 22 l\farm 2004 

CAPT Quigley 

lV.hu Gen 9Jllivai 

11-L-0559/0SD/3051 0 

22 l\lJarch 2004 

30 March 2004 
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CHAIRMAN OF lHE JOffl CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC 

INFO MEMO 

I 

..... -- -
\. 

• Ip• ~ 

SUBJECT: Rollout on Rebalancing \..v ,.....} 
• Issue. "I talked to the President yesterday about the plans for rebalancing the active and ~ ..... 

reserve components. We certainly have to make sure that we have a fabulous roll out plan 
for this. We want to be sure thal the governors gel briefed and everybody gets signed on. 
We do not want to have an explosion over it. lt ought to be a "good news" story, and we 
have to handle it so that it is." 

• Conclusion. The next step for the Department of Defense should be the f'onnation of' a 
team lo develop a comprehensive strategic communication plan supporting the 
department's rebalancing actions. 

• Discussion. It is critical that we develop a plan that lays oul a comprehensive strategy on 
how to implement planned and approved rebalancing actions, linked to key events and 
focused on stakeholders. I understand that OSD-(PA) will be leading this effort. Here 
are some recommendations to consider: 

• At a minimum, the effort should include the Services, key staff elements from OSD, 
CNGB, and elements of the Joint Staff as core members, charged with determining 
the critical slakeholders, ti ming, and the best way lo gel our message out. 

• This effort musl map a slrategy identifying key processes and events such as the 
Joint Planning Guidance, association meetings such as the Reserve Officers 
Association and the Adjutant Generals' Association of the United States, and 
Congressional hearings. Information must be delivered to stakeholders in a timely 
and appropriaternanner. 

• To maximize success, all communications should be part of a caref'ully crafted and 
coordinated departmental level strategic communications plan. 

COORDINATION: TAB B 

Attachments: 
As stated 

copy to: 
DepSecDef 

Prepared By: MG C. A.Vaughn, USA; ACJCS/NG;_(b_H_6)"""'1'!'!"-.---.... 
Maj Gen J. A. Bradley, USAF; ACJCS/RM (b)(6) ,__ ___ ..... 

oso 04 758-04 
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US Army 

US Navy 

~· 

US Air Force 

US Marine Corps 

US Coast Guard 

National Guard Bureau 

TABB 

COORDINATION 

CAPTDosscl 

Col Ball 

Col Rawson 

Responded directto OSD-RA 

22 March 2004 

22 March 2004 

22 March 2004 

CAPT Quigley 

Maj Gen Sullivan 

11-L-0559/0SD/30512 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'Yt',, 
SUBJECT: Calling Back Retired Personnel 

March 8,2004 

Have we made any attempt to get retired civil affairs personnel back on active 

duty to help out in Afghanistan or Iraq? They may be in the Individual Ready 

Reserve. 

Have we made any effort to get the retired executive international corps going? 

Thanks. 

DHR;dl\ 
030804-20 

• •. • • • • • • • • ••a•.• • a a a••••• p ••a•-•• e • • a• a a a a•• a a•• ••••a• a•••• a. a a• ••• a •• ••II 

Please respond by ~/1..,(.. Jo'{ 

OSD 04799-04 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

\. 

2:r!! , .. , - '.> 
... .; , . ' ""' 

- . /i ') 
; ' 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

April 1,2004- 8:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, US~(P&J)--..;1,.,,~.11'.f ( {'..;;f; L...-• , y·, ) [ ·'/ 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE- Calling Back Retired Personnel 

e You asked if we have made any attempts to get retired civil affairs personnel back on 
active duty to help out in Afghanistan or Iraq. You also referred to the IRR. 

e Our guidance of January 15,2002, encouraged the Military Services to use both 
Active and Reserve retiree volunteers to support GWOT requirements. 

e Our data indicate only about 1,300 out of 3,500 retirees may be considered useable 

w 
.N 

"'· 

civil affairs resources. This is due to the amount of time elapsed since leaving active -

I 

status; physical and administrative issues; age restrictions; and expired/withdrawn ~ 

security clearances. ~ 

e Consistent with this overall picture, about 125 Army civi I affairs retirees have 
volunteered for active duty, but only 3 have met the physical, ski lls currency, age, and 
security clearance requirements. 

e I believe that we need to reenergize, primarily the Army and Marine Corps, to 
conduct a more aggressive examination of CA retiree capability and how to better 
employ that capability to meet CA requirements. We will take the steps to 
accomplish this-and for other skills in short supply-absent contrary directiou from 
you. 

COORD1NA TION: NONE 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Colonel Nesselrode, OASD/RA(M&P), ___ _. 

ft 

11-L-os5Mso130514 
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TO: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowirz 
Doug Feith 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '9t'-
SUBJECT: Calling Bat:k Retired Personnel 

-
March 8, 2004 

Have we made any attempt to get retired civil affairs personnel back on active 

duty to help out in Afghanistan or Iraq? They may be in the Individual Ready 

Reserve. 

Have \Ve made any effort to get the retired executive international corps going? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
Ol0804-20 

~,:~~·;;;;:~~;·······,~.;~.:j~·~······································ 

OSD 04799-04 
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RESERVE AFFAIRS 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGT ON. OC 20301 · 1500 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: UNDER SECRETARYOFDEFENSE(P&R) ~ 

FROM: T . F. HALL, ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (RA;rf,) f v. 
l ~,,.' 

SUBJECT: SNOWFLAKE - Calling Back Retired Personnel 

e SECDEFsenc you a SNOWFLAKEasking if we have made any attempt to get retired 
civil affairs personnel back on active duty to help out in Afghanistan or Iraq? He a lso 
referred to the Individual Ready Reserve (TAB B). 

e I have emphasized the Department's policy on the use of Active and Reserve retirees, 
dated, January 15,2002 (TAB C), through my memorandum of November 5 ,2002 
(TAB D). We have encouraged the Military Services to use retiree volunteers to fill 
mobilization billets, provide volunteer services, as a civilian, to a military organization, 
and provide volunteer services to FEMA or other organizations. 

e Regarding Civi l Affai rs, the Army's retiree inventory, which constitutes most of the 
Department's retired c ivil affairs (CA) assets, is limited - approx. 3,500individuals
but only 1,300potential resources. Skill degradation,physical and administrative 
issues, and age restrictions impacts the useable resource. To date, only 3 of 124 
volunteer Army CA retirees have served on GWOT active duty due to such criteria . 

.. -~-- .. ·-----· ... - - -

/

/ • I believe that we need to reenergize, primarily the Army and Marine Corps, to conduct 
a more aggressive examination of CA retiree capability and how to better employ that 

L 
capability to meet CA requ.iremen~s. We pre.vioosl~ 1epu1tedthat abont4j{ttivil affairs , 

~ . _V.c; ..;.,1;'4!'c /~i::- 'E~ -- ,7 -zr-.>· / .-!' ~ c·~· ,e;?P;}° 4u(__., 
~b-~~-~ ; ·-,n- ~~ ~~~>~.:2.- ~4-h'lJ--C. .. 

.-.--.at...'.f-Ai t'A 1s a"""proposed response to the SECDEF SNOWFLAKE. "\ c·:_n :;f..~ 
¥~c-:-k-~1-L 

RECOMMENDATION: USD(P&R) sign Info Memo at TAB A respo nd1g t~ the 
SECDEF SNOWFLAKE. 1 fi~ ") ,,.-.zc.., 

\ <J ,"' 
Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Colonel Nesselrode, OASD/R.-1\ (M&P),l .... (b-)(_
6

) __ ..... 
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- SNOWFLAKE 

DR. CHU FOR ACTION ---------

ASSIGN ACTION TO~~ ,4,v_s 
./ 

SUSPENSE DATE BACK TO DR. CHU • ~~f 

SUBJECT: a~ dte£ i:IJ ~ 
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PERSONNELAND 
READl'.\F.SS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 2030 1-4000 

JAN 1 5 2002 

MEMORANDUMFOR ASSISTANT SECRETARYOFTiffiARMY (M&RA) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OFTHENAVY (M&RA) 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (M&RA) 
DIRECTOR, RESERVE AND TRAINING, USCG 

SUBJECT: Strategy for Use c:f Military Retiree Volunteers 

As you know, there bas been an outpouring of support for our military following the 
te1TOrist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. Many of those who have offered to 
help support the military during the current national emergency are military retirees, b:th Active 
and Reserve. They have expressed a desire to once again serve our country in some capacity. 
These retired service members have a variety of skills that may be used to assJst in the homeland 
defense mission, serve overseas in our wn: on terrorism, or possibly backfill a position left vacant 
by a service member who has been deployed. 

I ask that you consider, when practical, the use of retirees who have volunteered. Attached 
is a conceptual strategy for the use of volunteers. The strategy is based on a hierarchical approach, 
which suggests possible ways to take advantage of retiree-volunteers. It also requests the Services 
establish a systematic approach €orcapturing infonnation about volunteers. Maintaining 
information on volunteers appears to be a logical first step that some of you have already taken. 

!request that you use this strategy as a guide, and tailor it to fit the specific needs of your 
respective Services. We want to take advantage of the patriotism that is being demonstrated, 
This strategy enables us to do that, I request that you rcpo11 quarterly to the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of' Defense for Reserve Affairs on the number cf military retirees who have 
volunteered their services; of these, the number ordered to active duty and the number supporting 
DoD in a volunteer civilian capacity, during the current national emergency. The first report 
should be provided NLT March 3 J ,2002. If you have any questions, please contact Dr. John 
Winkler, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Manpower and Personnel, atj(b)(6) 

l<b)(6) I ..__ __ __, 

d-,...~J, ~ L].4,_ 

David S. C. Chu 

Attachment: 
As stated 

0 
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SUBJECT: Strategy for Use of Military Retiree Volunteers 

BACKGROUND: Subsequent to the attack on America on September 11, thousands (i retired 
members of' the Military Services (Active and Reserve) have volunteered to be of assistance 
during the current national emergency. OASD/RA developed a strategy,in coordination with the 
Reserve components, for capitalizing on the willingness of military retirees to serve during the 
current national emergency. 

OBJECTIVE: To establish guidelines for identifying options, opportunities, and conditions 
under which retirees may volunteer their services in a military or civilian capacity. 

STRA IBGY GUIDELINES: 

Military retirees seeking to volunteer for active duty in supp01t of the current national emergency 
should be encouraged to contact the personnel conunand within their respective Military Service 
that is responsible for managing military retirees. These include: 

Anny Reserve Personnel Command 
Commander, Naval Military Personnel Command 
Deputy Commandant, Manpower and Reserve Affairs, U.S. Marine Corps 
Commander, Air Reserve Personnel Center 
Coa'.it Guard Headquarters 

There are three major ways in which retiree volunteers could be utilized. The overriding priority 
foruse will be to the operational needs of the force (i.e., mobilization billets), to military 
organizations providing support to military institutions and to civilian organizations in that order. 

I. Fill a Mobilization billet. 

It is DoD policy that military retirees shall be ordered to active duty ( as needed) to fill personnel 
shortfalls due to mobilization orotheremergcncies. 

The Military Services should consider using retirees to meet operational military requirements in 
support of Operations Noble Eagle or Enduring Freedom when they possess a critical skill that is 
not available in the Active component, the Selected Reserve, or the Individual Ready Reserve. 

In addition, the Services should consider using military retirees to meet military requirements in 
support of Operations Noble Eagle or Enduring Freedom, provided the military retiree volunteers 
for active duty, meets a critical or essential skill requirement {e.g., linguists or translators, 
administrative specialists, security augmentation)that could otherwise be filled only through 
involuntary activation of an Individual Ready Reservist, and meets any other specified 
qualifications for active duty. 

11-L-0559/0S D/30519 
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Military retirees may nol re used to fill mobilization billets in a non-pay status, but should be 
ordered to active duty with full pay and allowances. As with any other full-time mi1itary asset, 
military retirees serving on active duty may be reassigned to meet the needs of the military service. 

2. Provide volunteer services, as a civilian, to a military organization. 

In accordance with the authority to accept certain voluntaiy services under section 1588 of title 
10 US Code, military retirees may also volunteer their services in a civilian capacity in support 
of local military organizations. However, unless under contract, this is uncompensated service. 
This may include: DoD and Service family support and family service programs; child 
development and youth services programs; library and education programs; religious programs; 
housing refeITal programs; programs providing employment assistance to spouses of such 
members; and morale, welfare, and recreation programs. 

Military Services should assess their needs in these and other areas and identify opportunities to 
use retiree volunteers in their local areas. Installation commanders and program managers 
should identify support requirements where retiree volunteers within reasonable commuting 
distance of the installation or facility could be used to provide assistance. 

It would be useful to issue regulations regarding the acceptance of voluntary services. (Under 10 
U.S.C. 1588(1)(4), the Secretary concerned must prescribe regulations prior to installing 
telecommunications equipment in tlr home of a volunteer.) 

3. Provide volunteer services to FEMA or other civilian organizations. 

Military retirees may also volunteer, as civilians, to assist civilian disaster relief organizations, 
m,my of which encourage and accept voluntecrism. 

As appropriate, the Services should communicate through newsletters, websites, articles and 
other media volunteer opportunities within the civilian sector for military retirees who want to 
provide their services in support a the current national emergency and for whom no military 
requirement has been identified. 

ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE: 

To facilitate the accentance of services of retiree-volunteers: OASD/RA will encourage the 
Military Scrvicesto: (I) capturcin an automated database the identity and skills, including both 
military and civilian-acquircdskflls of those military retirees who volunteer for active duty in 
support of the cmTent national emergency; (2) compile a list of functions for which retirees may 
volunteer and organizations where assistance would be welcomed; and (3) assist retirees in 
identifying suitable opportunities within tl2ir organization or direct them to other organizations 
that might capitalize on their willingness to serve. Retirees' interest in volunteerismshould be 
acknowledged and receive strong support and encouragement. 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1500 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1500 

··7f1'. 
C l1,11,. 

!',.H:_\K>RANDlJf-..1 FOR ASSJSTA!\"T .SFCRL:::TARY OF THE ARMY fM&RA) 
.\S.SISTAKT ScCRETARY OFTJlli J\"AVY (M&RA) 
ASSISTA!\T SECRET t\l<Y OF THE /\TR FORCE (M&RA) 
Dffi.F.CJOR, RESERVE AJ\'.D TRAINING. USCG 

SCBJECT: {lsot: of IVlilirnry Rctiri:e Volunle-c:rs 

Dr. Chu bas noted on several occasions the imporrn:ncc of considering all available 
m~npowcr rerotute!i as we concinue to suppor1 thc ongoing Global War on Tenolism. In this vein, 
the Under Secret.try issued a conceptual strategy for the use of mi1itary reliree volunteers, la~t 
Junuary. That strategy suggested a systcmiltk approach to capturing infonnation on .retiree 
volunteers. ,ind illentifying possible oppo1tunities fur them to serve lO reduce the demnnrls on active 
11nd resep;e forces. 

As the Assist.mt s~rre1ar\' of Ocknsc for Reser\'c Affairs. I would Hkc to e11umrn1>e vuu 10 . .. . 
rontinuc your dfort~ to U5e rctirrc ,·o\unteers., partirnlarly in "iew of Lile prospect that the WtAI' on 
ICl'rorism may cx1t·nd for !>cvcrnl years, \Ve h.1ve mobili1ed nearly 100,000 Re.serve componrnl 
members from aH Services sini:e we rnmmenccd Operations NobJc Eagle and Enduring Frel~om. 
While lhe number of n::-.crvists cuncntly mohiliz~d h;is declined, a signific::1111 number of re:.crvisls 
h.ive :1lready bcg:un their !.ecnnd ~·cnr of mobilization. and future planning could lead to many more 
being l',illed 10 active duty. Employing mili1ary n:liree volunteers, where prw.:1icol, would hdp It) 
ensure active duty mcmhers and rese.l'vi~ts art available in sufficient numbers to mcc1 deployment 
.and other essential requirements. 

]n a,klilion to rcemphm;izmg Dr. Chu'& guid,mc.:e to keep open the. option of using military 
retiree voluntct>1~ nnd iden11fying 1cquiremcnls wht.~re they might serve, J also ,vant Lo call H> your 
a111.:ntion u spet:ific 11:>qucsl. The Director of Washin!!tcm Headquarters Services. whic.h includes 
1he Ddense Pn)tcctive- Sl'r\'ice. has expn:-sscd strong interest 10 Undc1 Sccr.:lury Chu concerning 
the potcmiat u:c.r or re1.'.,enl. or younger military rcti1l~es on limited civil service term appoiritmcnts 11) 

help secure the '.!AO~aac Pentagon rci.cr\'alinn. Active ~md Rl'srrvc mililary police h.ivt ht~r:.n 
augrn,·nting the Dcfen!>e Protect in: St·rvkc for over a yt'ar now and il i~ c.,1:,ertcd thal thi!> 
aug.m~ntation requiremrnt will l:'Onlinuc fol' at Jcasl :.1nrnhcr 1wn yeurs. if Ml longc1·. Rci.:cnlly 
R'.lin;J mililary pi;>ri;onnel, 1rniricu as milll,11)' 1mlicc, mas1c1·s al arms or i'.iCCUl'ily fof(·cs, uml l'llill 
physkully c.ipubk or wearing a uniform, .;;.irrying ;1 wcap,m :mu performing s.ccurity func\h>ns, 
Illa} oc ;1hlc. lo r<'lievc ~omc of our active dll[y or ,1•,:li,·atcJ Reserve members. from thi~ imponanl. 
rcqui re.men 1. 

0 
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If y,iu lwvc recem rl·lircr::s who mit"hl meet 1he requiremi=rm ;md would he intcn::~tcd in 
:-u:eh a posi1iun. please con1;:iu rny Oepuly As.~islam .:cuct;iry of Dcfen~c ,-or Reserve Affairs 
(Manpnwcr .and Pcrson11cl), Dr. John \-V 1nldcr. Uc c~m be rcachl:d -at !(b)(6) I 

T. F. I-fall 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2°"18-999t 

"" ;.• ·t . ... , r. 

' · , • ' • I • ·-

INFO MEMO 

~ 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c1c(/# f/1 
SUBJECT: Reimbursement 

Cll-1664-04 
l April 2004 

• Issue. I would like to see what the reimbursement is on this pbot<rjoumalist and 
bow much the paper pays for it (TAB A). 

• Conclusion. Total costs incurred by DOD are approximately $50,000; these 
charges have been or arc in the process of being billed to Mr. Laughlin's insurance 
company, Blue Cross/Blue Shield (TAB B). 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) Prepared By: LtGen James E. Cartwnght, USMC; Director, J-8;...__ ___ ___, 

OSD 04801·04 
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TABA 
March 10, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld <y 
SUBJECT: Reimbursement 

I would like to see what the reimbursement is on this photo-journalist and how 

much the paper pays for it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
3/9/04 Miami Sun Sentinel Photojournalist Wounded in Haiti, 7 Mmch 2004 (JSRC 5x8) 

DHR:db 
031004-1& 

~1:~s~·;;:;::~~~·······~-i~i~·~··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Tab A 

OSD 04801·04 
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UNCLASSIFIED Date: 9 March 2004 · 

Miami Sun Sentinel Photojoumalist Wounded in 
Haiti, 7 March 2004 IU~ 

Purpose. To answer Secretary of Defense questions 
concerning Miami Sun Sentinel photojournalist Michael 
Laughlin who was wounded in Haiti Sunday, 7 March 
2004. 

Iaaue. Secretary of Defense asked if the wounded 
photojournalist had life threatening wounds, if he was 
imbedded, and if his care and tran&portati.on were 
reimbursable. 

Bottom Line 
• The wounded photojournalist, Michael Laughlin from 

the Sun Sentinel, arrived in Haiti Friday, 5 Mar 04 and 
was not imbedded with the military. 

• Mr. Laughlin received two gunshot wounds on Sunday 
7 March, one to the shoulder and one to the neck. The 
wounds arc not life threatening. He was stabilized at a 
local h.ospital (Cana.pc Vert Hospital), transported to 
GTMO Naval Hospfral, then evacuated to Jackson 
Memorial in Miami aJriving 8 Mar 1615 EST. 

• US Ambassador in Haiti requested Laughlin's 
transportation to GTMO. Commander SOUTHCOM 
approved the request in accordance with OoDI 6000 .11. 

• JS J-4 is researching if and how the reimbursement 
will take place for medi.cal care and transportation from 
Haiti to GTMO. The Sun Sentinel paid for flight from 
GTMO to Miami. 

Background 
• Mr. Laughlin was alert and oriented, cm a cardiac 

monitor, had an (V and his arm in a sling when he was 
transported to GTMO. 

• Mr. Laughlin was transported on a US C-130 from Haiti 
to GTMO and waa accompanied by a Critical Care Air 
Tran:sport Team (CCATT). 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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UNCLAS~ 

- The CCAIT is a 3-me 
Puerto Rico. 

• Mr. Laughlin was evacuE 
air ambulance back to J 

- JSOS is a civilian o: 

Prepared by: LtCol R. S. La~ 

UNCLASS 



Miami Sun Sentinel Photojournalist Wounded 
in Haiti, 7 March 2004 

Purpose. To answer Secretary of Defense questions 
concerning the reimbursement for Miami Sun Sentinel 
photojournalist Michael Laughlin, who was wounded in 
Haiti Sunday, 7 March. 

Issue. The Secretary of Defense asked what the 
reimbursement is on the photoj9umalist and how much 
the paper pays for it. 

Bottom Line 
• The US government is seeking reimbursement for the 

cost of transportation from Haiti to GTMO, cost of 
transportation from GTMO to Miami and for medical 
care received at the GTMO Naval Hospital from Mr. 
Laughlin's health insurance company, Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield .. 

• The cost of the C-130 flight from Haiti to GTMO was 
$19,189. USTRANSCOM is preparing docwnents (not 
yet officially filed! seeking reimbursement. 

• The cost of transportation from GTMO to Miami, · 
provided by ISOS, was $12,324. ISOS has billed the 
Naval Hospital. The hospital has filed a claim with Mr. · 
~ughlin's insurance provider. 

• The cost of Medical Care at GTMO Naval Hospital was 
$12,741. The hospital has filed a claim with Mr. 
Laughlin's insurance provider. 

Background 

• The wounded photojournalist. Michael Laughlin from 
the Sun Sentinel, arrived in Haiti Friday, 5 March and 
was not imbedded with the military. 

TABB • 

.. 
Date: 22 March 2004' .... .. 

• Mr. Laughlin received two gunshot wounds on Sunday 7 
March, one to the shoulder and one to the neck. The 
wounds were not life threatening. He was stabilized at a 
local hospital (Canape Vert Hospital), transported to 
GTMO Naval Hospital and then evacuated to. Jackson 
Memorial in Miami arriving 8 March 1615 EST. 

• US Ambassador in Haiti requested Laughlin's 
transportation to GTMO. Commander USSOUTHCOM 
approved the request j n accordance with DOD 
Instruction 6000.11. 

• Evacuation we.s made pursuant to DOD Instruction 
6000.11, para. 6.6.2.2.1, which authorizes the theater 
surgeon "to apprnvc movement of US civilians (on a 
reimbursable basis) when jt is determined that an 
emergency involving irrunediate threat to life, limb or 
sight exists, adequate care is locally unavailable or 
unsuitable, and suitable commercial transportation is 
neither available nor adequate." 

• Mr. Laughlin was alert and oriented, on a cardiac 
morutor, had an N and his ann in a sling when he was 
transported to OTMO. 

• Mr. Laughlin was transported on a USC~ 130 from Haiti 
to GTMO and was accompanied by a Critical Care Afr 
Transport Team {CCATT). 

- The CCATT is a 3-member USAF medical team from ' 
Puerto Rico. 

• Mr. Laughlin was evacuated by International SOS {ISOSf 
air ambulance to Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami. 
1SOS is a civilian organization routinely used by GTMO 
to evacuate patients to CONUS. · 

Prepared by: LTC Gele, J-8/PBAD,!(b)(6) ! 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF , ·· ·· ,, .. , ... 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

z--:, ,-..... r· , 
cM-t'61o~oc , , ·3 . r: ,, 
5 April 2 004 ' ' '·· · .:. t 

ACTION MEMO 

DepSec Action __ _ ~,~ R: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

~~~ FROM: Genernl Richard B. Myers, CJCS tf(:, 
~ SUBJECT: Worldwide Airlift Usage 

• Issue. "Let's send a note out to the White House, to the State Department and the 
CPA that to the extent possible they should avoid committing or seeming to 
commit or urging that we be committed the use of airlift to assist others during the 
period that we have heavy responsibilities in Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia, 
Kosovo, etc. We should include .... Please get back to me with a proposal." 

• Conclusion. The proposed cover memorandum (TAB B) discourages 
commitment of airlift during the period of heavy responsibilities in Afghanistan, 
Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia and Kosovo. It also forwards a list (Enclosure to TAB 8) of 
significant non-DOD airlift requests over the last several years. 

• Recommendation. Sign proposed memorandum at TAB B for further 
transmission to the White House, Executive Depa,tments and Coalition 
Provisional Authority. 

Approve ___ Disapprove ___ Other __ _ 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Att.achments: 
As stated 

Prepared, By: Vice Admiral Gordon S. Holder, USN; Dire.ctor, J-4; _!(b_)(_6) ___ _ 

SPl. ASSISTMT DI RfTA 

11A aueci" iJor:,&,Ji-0 ~ 'l, a. 
EXECSf.C MMAIJTT &.< - ~ 

OSD 048 ·67~04 
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April 28, 2004 

7:34AM 

LTG Craddock: 

ExccSec is ready to send the attached, however we had a conversation about 
who in the building should also get BCC. Would appreciate your 
concurrence/suggestions: 

i/osn --
~AT&L 

_iL'sECAF 

l/rRANSCOM 

__,~._ REUBEN JEFFERY 

-~_CENTCOM 

-~JC$ 

v ~GtAl,tV --
~v' ~fd,flt.NY 

Y/R 

(b )(6) 

P.S. I assume we can send SccState via fax? \! ~) 
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1:24 PM 
TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

er-I'~ FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9) ;; 
DATE: March 4,2004 

SUBJECT: Worldwide Airlift Usage 

Let's send a note out to the White House, to the State Department and the CPA 

that to the extent possible they should avoid committing or seeming to commit or 

urging that we be committed the use of airlift to assist others during the period that 

we have heavy responsibilities in Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, etc. 

We should include an attachment of all the things that we've done by way of 

charitable airlihs over the last three years and show all the otherrequests we've 

received and declined. We ought to fashion a cover memo from me saying here's 

what has been going on, and there needs to be a limit to it. Ask them to 

discourage embassies and CPA and others from such recommendations and 

putting the US. in an awkward position when it is turned down. If things are 

dissuaded or turned down at the earliest stage, it is better than if it comes all the 

way up to Washington and it looks like the President is turning it down. The bias 

in favor of doing something starts at the bottom. It is the taxpayer's money, but 

during this period it is more - it is the stress on the force. 

Please get back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 
DHRJazn 
030404.06 

11-L-0559/0SD/30529 
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USTRANSCOM 

DSCA/HA 

CPA 

TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

MG Pair 12 March 2004 
Col (S)Faulise 30 March 2004 

Ms. Judith Mccallum 12March 2004 

Mr. Don Eberly 12 March 2004 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
ADMINISTRATOR, COALITION PROVISIONAL 

AUTHORITY 

SUBJECT: WorldwideAirliftUsage ~ f, ..,.._,.j..j 
As-Secretary of Defense, t~a,,pon,ibility lo """ureTe Defense 

Transportation System (DTS)~pp,Qrts Q\.J.r nE:tional security objectives. Using DTS 
resources to support non-U .S./non-DOD charitable airlift requests competes directly with 
our ability to airlift critical cargo, especially during this time of heavy responsibilities in 
Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo Committing or seeming to commit this 
type of transportation places the United States in an awkward situation when non
U.S./non-DOD airlift requests are subsequently declined because of heavy demand on the 
DTS. As such, we Heed to discourage all agencies, at the earliest stages, from 
rec~)lnmendin~ use oi J?OD airl!ft assets to move any cargo not in direct support of 
oah aal n saaty. l , t ,~l",J?., t"{ t.-4r ·t-o 

/..A..JJ ... b;.,,.., ,fi.~.,,.:.... ·' ..... t 
! """"'~ Since0ctober200 l,"airliftr8ltWireR1ems~ grown dramatically. Our airlift 

resources have operated nearly continuously at, or above, maximum sustainable levels. 
Wheejustitioo,..we endeavOHe support titese l'e(fQ@sts, but ia Gertain instae:ees we Em:1:st , 
sooese between declining or fmtl:1e1 sb:c~~ing the fince: In 2003 alone, the demand on 
our airlift assets exceeded our 200 I baseline by over 180percent. 
period, the DTS sttP}:telted 16,642 to11s af car'.j!l and 13,133 -,., 
aidift. This 8EJ.1:tates te 607 fHJly loaded C 17 aircraft, enough eai,aeityto aepley R+-
Ai:m~· brigades. , . 

.1. .J._-f;:~ 
~ MYI ff f 

We simply cannot afford to unconditicnallyltaaei dl@ee transportation requests, + 
our I ce · · coura · e ba:;si , encies d su inate . ~ 

.tatJ0tlS fi, m · er di or indi y reco rung · th es no support/ 

/ 

Attachment: 
1. Charitable Airlift Listing 



TABA 

1:24PM 
TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

5r-/ Jlf FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ·~ 
DATE: March 4,2004 

SUBJECT: Worldwide Airlift Usage 

' Let's send a note out to the White House, to the State Department and the CPA 

that to the extent possible they should avoid committing or seeming to commit or 

urging that we be committed the use of airlift to assist others during the period that 

we have heavy responsibilities in Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia, Kosovo, etc. 

We should include an attachment of all the things that we've done by way of 

charitable airlifts over the last three years and show all the other requests we've 

received and declined. We ought to fashion a cover memo from me saying here's 

what has been going on, and there needs to be a limit to it. Ask them to 

discourage embassies and CPA and others from such recommendations and 

putting the U.S. in an awkward position when it is turned down. If things are 

dissuaded or turned down at the earliest stage, it is better than if it comes all the 

way up to Washington and it looks like the President is turning it down. The bias 

in favor of doing something starts at the bottom. It is the taxpayer's money, but 

during this period it is more - it is the stress on the force. 

Please get back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn. 
030404.06 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

\.\'ASHII\GTOI\, DC 20301-IOOO 

APR 28 3* 
MEMORANDUM FOR WHITE HOUSE CHIEF OF STAFF 

SECRETARY OF STATE 
ADMINISTRATOR, COALITION PROVISIONAL 

AUTHORITY 

SUBJECT: Worldwide Airlift Usage 

The Defense Transportation System (DTS) is critical to meeting national security 
objectives. Using DTS resources to supportnon-U.S./non-DOD charitable airlift requests 
competes directly with our ability to airlift critical cargo, especially during this time of 
heavy responsibilities in Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Bosnia, and Kosovo. Committing or 
seeming to commit this type of transportation places the United States in an awkward 
situation when non-U.S./non-DOD airlift requests are subsequentlydeclined because of 
heavy demand on the DTS. As such, it would be best to discourage all agencies, at the 
earliest stages, from recommending use of DOD airlift assets to move any cargo not in 
direct support of military missions. 

Since October 2001, the demand for airlift has grown dramatically. Our airlift 
resources have operated nearly continuously at, or above, maximum sustainable levels. 
In 2003 alone, the demand on our airlift assets exceeded our 200 I baseline by over 180 
percent. 

We simply cannot afford to unconditiona11y meet non-military transportation 
requests even for worthy causes such as charitable lift. There are many organizations in 
the United States and around the world that probably would appreciate the opportunity to 
respond to lift requests from charities and other worthy non-profit organizations, and T 
alik your assistance in encouraging people to be creative in seeking out such 
organizations. 

Attachment: 
1. Charitable Airlift Listing 

0 OSD 04867-04 
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ATIACHMENT 

REQUESTS FOR CHARITABLE AIRLIFT, SEPTEMBER2001 TO PRESENT 

From September200 I to the present, the DOD has received many requests to 
move non-DOD/ non-U.S. Government forces, equipment.personnel or supplies. 
Many of these requests were for a significant level of support. Overall numbers 
for 2003 and 2004 are as follows. 

1. Requests to provide support to coalition paitners: 

a. Completed: 7,048 passengers and 12,709 short tons of cargo (2003 ). 
10, 165passengers and 1,880 short tons of cargo (2004to date). 

b. Pending: 7 86 passengers and 1,25 I short tons of cargo. 

c. Denied: No data available. 

2. Requests to provide support for non-DOD U.S. Government: 

a. Completed: 6,085 passengers and 3,933.2 short tons of cargo (2003). 
2,324 passengers and 892 short tons of cargo (2004 to date). 

b. Pendin~: On the Morning Show, actor Gary Sinise announced plans for 
troops to collect school supplies for U.S. troops to donate to local Iraqi schools. 

c. Denied: No data available. 

3. Total for coalition and non-DOD USG for 2003: 13,133passengers and 
16,642.1 short tons of cargo, equating to 607 x C- 17s - enough to lift 8+ Army 
brigades. 

4. Total for coalition and non-DOD USG to date for 2004: 12,489passengers and 
2,771.5 short tons of cargo equating to 204 x C-17s - enough to lift 3 Army 
brigades. 

5. Requests to provide support for charitable donations to troops in Iraq: 

a. Completed 
Containers in support of Operation Salute - Anheuser-Bush (1,920 short tons). 
Red Cross quality of life items (937.5 short tons) 
Donuts (including vehicles and trailers) -Krispy Kreme (81 short tons) 
Miscellaneous personal items from the VFW ( 65 short tons) 

11-L-0559/0S D/30534 
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